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PR o, VACf, 

Although it is now receiving rather more attention than 

in the past, borough history, and more particularly borough finance 

remains a little investigated subject, and Yaitland's observation, 

made in 1898, is still not inappropriate, that "Dark as the history 

of our villaf; es may be, the history of our boroughs is darker yet". (1) 

The time span selected for this study is probably self 

explanatory. For the Municipal Borough it was a period of consolidation 

when, after the disription of the civil war and the protectorate, 

np; lish life, comparatively speaking, regained stability. In 1660 

local government had yet to face the upheavals caused by the Stuart 

policy of withdrawing Charters and nominating personnel, followed by 

the restoration of the pro - 1660 Charters on the accession of 

'ý4'illiai III, but despite the changes in conciliar membership, these 

Years did not automatically constitute a major breach in continuity 

in the municipality. Dissension amongst old and new councillors was 

evident, so too was the rise of vying factions within local P-overnment, 

but the financial policies of local government continued little 

changed into the eighteenth century. 1835 presents a natural closing 

date, representing as it does, the last years of the unreformed 

corporation's existence, pursuant to the Royal Commission "to enquire 

concerning Municipal Corporations" in 1833, and the subsequent Act of 

1835. 

It was a period however which witnessed great changes in 

(i) }'. 'Y. rlaitiand, po saaa, Book a�a geVorO_(19¬0) t13 



the economic, social and political life of the I lish town. 

Prom a country involved in 1660 almost solely in trade-and 

agriculture, with their attendant processes, England was, by 

1835, the first industrial ration. Agriculture was still the 

largest single employer, and the balance had-not yet been 

tipped from predominantly rural to urban life, but the changes 

attendant upon the "Industrial Revolution" had already begun 

to make themselves felt. By 1835 it was well evident that a 

new era had begun from which there could be no turning back. 

Population grew rapidly, and urban centres absorbed much of the 

increase. There was a fast growing awareness amongst the middle 

and lower classes of their social and political disadvantages, - 

and the cry of "no taxation without repreaentation" was 

applicable to local government and central government alike. 

Such changes in the economic, social and political climate 

presented a chällenge to all in authority, and exerted mounting 

pressure upon the Municipal Corporation, as the period 1660 to 

1835 progressed. Ultimately public and government opinion swung 

the balance against the old borough system. Democrats and 

reformers criticised the mode of self perpetuating election and 

single party politics; the nouveaux riches, the manufacturers, 

resented their exclusion. from the system; even The Times was swayed 

by the inexorable tide of opinion, and declared in 1833, "The most 

active spring of election bribery and villainy everywhere is known 



to be the corporate system. The members are, for the most part, 

self elacted and wholly irresponsible but to themselves alone .... 

They have usurped and confiscated to their own benefit the funds 

of which they were lawfully but trustees.... "(2) 

The General Report issued by the P2unicipal Corporation 

Commissioners in 1835 upheld these, general beliefe, and despite 

the Webb' indication that "the Commissioners were possessed by 

an abstract belief in the inherent rightfulness of popularly 

elected bodies and by an overpowering desire to get these established", (3) 

these opinions remained influential. The work of the Webbs them- 

selves supported many of the Commissioners' conclusions, albeit 

their work was, of necessity, based on sweeping generalisations. 

The intention behind this research project was not to disprove 

such generalisations and long-held opinions, but rather to complement 

them by providing a detailed analysis based on the particular, rather 

than the general. Accordingly three boroughs were selected as the 

basis of the study. The choice was not unlimited. For accessibility 

to documents it was best that the three boroughs be not too far 

spaced since their records are generally still held within the 

municips, Iities in their record offices or their own-borough offices. 

It was considered unwise to select boroughs long notorious for their 

corruption or philanthropy since this would tend to an unbalanced 

approach. Thus, three seemingly ordinary municipalities were required, 

but to highlight any contrasts it seemed wise to select towns of 

varied economic tradition and function. 

(2) The Times, 25.6.1833 
(3) S&B Webb, The Manor and the Borough (1963) 718 



The research was centred upon civic finance. Financial 

dealings appeared to be the hub of business. Facilities and services 

provided by local government ultimately depended upon the availability 

of money. To ascertain the amount of money going into the civic 

funds, whence it came, where it was spent, and how it was managed, 

is therefore a pre-requisite to any deliberations upon civic 

provisions for the community. Most of the work of the borough 

corporation is of necessity reflected in its financial dealings, 

and from them we obtain the best indication of the values, ideals 

and involvements of the borough government. An analysis of civic 

finance presented itself therefore as the primary step in understanding 

the unreformed borough. 

Such was the brief of this research. In carrying it out 

it became clear that to examine the experiences of three boroughs, 

over one hundred and seventy-five years, was a much larger task than 

was envisaged, and was somewhat unmanageable. To have restricted 

the period researched would, in retrospect, have been fairly acceptable. 

From 1660 to 1700 the nature of civic income and expenditure did not 

undergo drastic change. New items of expenditure arose 

as a result of the political experiences of this unsettled period, 

but general policies and trends exhibit few marked changes until 
the mid eighteenth century. This could only be ascertained, however, 

once the research was complete. To have restricted the number of 
boroughs examined would have made the research too particularised. 
Even with the evidence from three boroughs it is dangerous to draw 

iv 



generalized conclusions or to identify trends, but tentative 

suggestions can be made. Had the scope been narrower there 

would have been too great a danger of peculiarities being taken 

as the norm, 

The nature of the records prsented many problems. In 

the first place the financial records of the three boroughs are 

not, in all easesextant for the entire period from 1660 to 

1835" Where they do remain intact they sometimes lack detail 

altogether, as at Nottingham, and frequently contain insufficient 

data to ascertain with total accuracy the individual items of 

income or expenditure. Thus in a work which by its subject matter 

could fairly be expected to contain statistical analyses and tabular 

information, this has not always been possible, for the records 

cannot always be made to answer these needs. At the same time 

if any analysis is to be made of the nature and extent of civic 

income and expenditure, especially in comparative form, from one 

borough to another, some manipulation of the accounts must be made. 

Inevitably this introduces subjectivity in categorization; it also 

highlights the insufficiency of data which a myriad vouchers cannot 

always remedy. t; ven the minute books at times lack detail on the 

most obvious or even the most important aspects of policy, often 

because they were second nature to those recording the civic 

business. Thus committee Oecisions are not always recorded, 

mysterious appearances in the financial records may receive no 

Y 



explanation and the intentions behind many actions or the outcome 

of them can only be surmised. In the construction of tables therefore 

the lowest figures obtainable have always been used in order to 

present a minimum in preference to overestimates. The incompleteness 

of the records cannot be remedied, but despite this, as with all 

figures, "handled carefully they afford suggestive insights if none 

of the precision that modern statisticians demand". (4) 

The aim within this work has been to present a reasonably 

comprehensive view of civic finance in these three boroughs whilst 

examining in detail those items of income and expenditure which 

appear to be of particular significance within civic finance and 

civic policy. Recognising the utility and necessity of fully detailed 

accounts, appendices have been produced of civic income and expenditure 

for each borough at suitable intervals. (5) The chapters themselves 

centro on those matters which appear from the records to be of a, )ecial 

significance or complexity rather than solely on the items of largest 

monetary amount. Frequently these two coincide but not always, and 

thus for example civic salaries, whilt in total comprising one of the 

largest items of expense, have not been given individual treatment 

within a special chapter. Their existence and their increasing size 

can be easily tabulated, and require little further consideration as 

a block item, but only within the orbit of total civic expenditure 

and civic values. 

(4) J. D. Narshall, The Old Poor Laws 1795-1834: 
Studies in rIcohonic History (1968) 32 

(5) Appendices I and XI give more detailed consideration of this matter. 
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This dissertation has taken a long time to reach 

fruition. The cause has been largely the size of the undertaking, 

and the fact that with little already written fron which precedent 

can be taken, the narrative aspect of the work has, of necessity, 

proved lengthy. Perhaps it only indicates that despite the passage 

of some two hundred and fifty years, Madox's statement is still 

applicable: "'Ahoso desireth to discourse in a proper manner 

concerning Corporated Towns and Communities must take in a great 

variety of matter and should be allowed a great deal of time and 

preparation": (6) 

I would like to place on record my appreciation of the 

help and encouragement given to me by many peoples first and foremost 

by the late Ken MMacMahon, who was the source of my initial interest 

and inspiration and my supervisor in the first three years of research. 

I acknowledge with gratitude the valuable advice and sustained 

encouragement given to me by Prrofessor Kenyon when he took over the 

role of supervisor on Mr. MacMahon's death. Ny thanks also go to my 

parents for their help, especially to my mother for her painstaking 

deciphering and typing of the UUSS, and to my husband for the 

sacrifices he has made on behalf of this work, and his encouragement 

and support Aver many years. 

(6) T. Madox. Firma Hur. s'i (1726) Preface 
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SýäCTIOT! I IN , RO UCTIOrv 

C9APTRR I 

THE THREE TOWNS 

Situated on rivers navigable from early times it was natural 

that Boston, Nottingham and York should owe their principal development 

to comnerce. All were important market towns from early times, and 

Boston in particular was renowned in medieval days for its great annual 

mart. It was to Saint Botolph's Fair that the monks of Bridlington 

regularly travelled between 1290 and 1325 t, purchase their annual 

supplies (i) Though it is not clear when the mart was first held, it 

was established well before the middle of the thirteenth century, for 

in 1235 the King directed l3acun to give safe conduct to all merchants 

going to or returning from the fair of Saint 13otolph. (2) Providing the 

lowest bridging point on the river Witham, and in fact the only one 

between Lincoln and the Wash. Boston was the point of confluence of 

traffic between North East Lincolnshire and the south and 'viest. The 

Witham was moreover fully navigable to Lincoln and connected there with 

the Fossdyke navigation ; oining the Witham to the Trent at Torksey Look. 

Boston therefore had easy access to iJottinpharn, Gainsborough, and the 

Humber and provided a natural service centre for marketing both the 

cattle and other produce of the fens, and supplies from further afield. 

Nottinghaza and York too were always important trading 

centres, fottinpham was situated at the head of a navigable stretch 

(1)T Allen, A Fiiatory of the Count of Lincolnshire (1830) 221 

(2)P. Thonpson, The ]{istory and Antiquities of Boston (1836) 32 
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of the Trent to the Humber and became trerefore an important depot 

for agricultural produce and manufactures from the surrounding area 

to be shipped to 'Lull and overseas, as also an entrepot for goods 

from abroad and coastwise traffic from Ttull. Moreover, besides acting 

as the market town and a consumer centre for the local agricultural 

produce, Nottingham always supported a variety of crafts ranging from 

malting, tanning, brickmaking and alabaster carving, to glassmaking 

and bellfounding. York too had neculiar advantages in its geographical 

position. It was the converging point for routes from North to South, 

for it was the lowest bridging point across the Ouse until Selby Bridge 

was built in the nineteenth century. It conducted moreover a thriving' 

commerce along the river. Is Nottingham and Boston therefore its 

situation promoted its development as the principal market town for the 

surrounding agricultural area. 

Boston and York were also ports of fluctuating egnificance. 

Situated so far inland, York inevitably began to decline in importance 

in this respect as ships increased in size. Although therefore 'ýý`illiam 

of Malmesbury (1095 to 1.150) wrote of ships entering York from Germany. 

and Ireland (3), it was Hull which ultimately benefited most from foreign 

trade. Boston however enjoye4, over two of the other three ports of the 

Wash, those benefits which Hull enjoyed over York. Situated some six 

miles from the Wash, access to Boston was always difficult, but it never- 

the-leas lay nearer the sea than Spalding or Wisbech. It consequently 

became during the middle ages, not only one of the chief ports of the 

(3ý 'r. ß'iddington, . +nalecta Eboracensia (1897) 10 
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Wash, but one of the most thriving ports in 1ngland, Of the whole 

customs duty paid to the Crown from 1280 to 1289 amounting to 

¬88,241.2s. 73d, Boston paid ¬3l, 988"l0s. ll d, or nearly 36% {4)r 

and London was contributing less than half the amount which Boston 

paid. (5) 

The three towns of Boston, Nottingham and York were all 

therefore thriving commercial centres from early in their histories, 

But their particular development during the period 1660 to 1835 was 

profoundly influenced by the changing circumstances of their hinter- 

lands and the development of improved communications, Although 

however, Nottingham experienced extreme change in its economic character 

as a result of the developments associated with the "Industrial 

Revolution" and the coficomitant changes of the eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries, York and Boston experienced a furtherance of 

existing functions and trends, 

***** 

Boston 

One of the most striking developments in Boston and 

Nottingham was the rapid extension of their function as trading 

centres. In Boston this was chiefly ahieved by the draining and 

enclosing of the fenlanda surrounding the town, as a result of which, 

(4)? Thormpeon, op. oit., 328 

(5)T, Allen, op. cit., 216 
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the predominantly pastoral farming for meat and wool was converted 

to cereal farming, and Lincolnshire became one of the richest 

agricultural areas of eland. "If Norfolk has long held the first 

rank among; the En lish Counties for agricultural development, 

Lincolnshire, which a century ago was more waste and sterile, now 

disputes the palm". (6) 

Throughout the fenland farming was dominated, until the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, by the aroblem of surface 

draining, a problem created both by the lack of gradient in the fenland 

areas themselves, and by the floodwaters which came down from the '. olds. 

Several large-scale attempts to drain the area had been made in the 

early seventeenth century. Between 1635 and 1638 the , ", arl of Lindsey, 

with Sir William Killigrew and other participants, contracted with the 

Lincolnshire Commissioners of the sewers, to carry out a main drainage 

scheine for the reclamation of 36,000 acres of land in Holland fen and 

Kesteven in return for large parcels of the reclaimed land. It was 

under this scheme that the Skirbeck Sluice (the original Black Sluice) 

was erected just below Boston, as an outfall for the new Rolland fen 

drain. (? ) In much the same way, the past, West and Wildmore fens 

underwent early drainage. (8) The area to be drained was estimated to 

be some 45,000 acres, and on July 16th 1635 the Commissioners of Sewers 

declared the area to be "so drained as that they were fit for arable, 

(6)D. Grigg, The Aaicultura2 Revolution in South Lincolnshire (1968) 137 
(7) The Draina+ 'e of the Black Sluice Area 1638 to 1969 n. 46; 

P. ̀i'hompson, op, oit., 632#633t634 
(8) w, d. ', <heeler, A Histo of the Fens of South Lincolnshire(1860 74; 

T. Thompson, op. cit, 627,29 
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meadow or pasture". Having expended over 1309000 they left only 

1,673 acres under water. (9) 

By 1696 however, Christopher h4erret, the Surveyor in the 

port of Boston, observed that the Lincolnshire Fenlands now supported 

"a great number of fat oxen and sheep, which are weekly sent to 

London in droves", but otherwise its chief produce was ""great plenty 

and variety of fowl and fish .... which are usually taken in decoys 

and sent to London"*(10) The primary cause of this severe decline 

in the efficiency of the drainage was opposition from the local 

inhabitants who were pulling Skirbeck Sluice aparte(Il) In the East 

and West fens the work had, in any case, apparently been less satisfactory 

than the Commissioners of Sewers had believed, the Commoners of the 

fen, in 1642, declaring that despite the work and expenditure, the 

whole level was in danger of drowning. (12) 

It was not therefore until the Parliamentary drainage and 

enclosure Acts of the eighteenth century that real progress was made. 

In 1765 an Act was secured for draining and improving the marsh and 

fen lying between Boston haven and Bourne. (13) The 'Black Sluice 

Commissionerst were established and taxes were levied over 659000 

acres for the improvement and extension of the existing drains, and 

the construction of a new sluice, The Black Sluice, on the site of 

Skirbeck Sluice below Boston. This attempt to drain the fen was 

(9) 'Thompson, op. cit., 629 
(1Q)C. Merret, 'An Account of several observables in Lines' 

Philosophical ý'ransactions of the Royal Society of London 19 (1696) 
(11)PThompson, op. cit., 633 
(12) Ibid., 627 - 632 
(13) 5 f'eo. III ý. a6 amended 10 Geo III c-41 
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at first thoroughly successful, but subsidence soon made further work 

necessary. Upon consulting the London engineer, ; ir. John Ronnie, the 

Commissioners were advised of the absolute necessity of securing an 

improvement in the Witham outfall below the Black sluice. An attempt 

was consequently made to secure the co-operation of the Witham 

Commissioners and Boston Corporation in such a scheme, but these trusts 

refused to help, and Ronnie was directed to confine his attention 

solely to the internal drainage of the Black Sluice level. (14) It was 

not, in fact, until 1846 that an Act for the improvement of the entire 

level was secured, and meanwhile the drainage became so bad that the 

annual loss throughout the level by floods was estimated at P, 20,000. (15) 

Nevertheless the land had been reclaimed and cultivated and continued 

improvements of Boston haven considerably improved the Black Sluice 

outfall by lowering the level of the low tide . (16) 

In the upper Witham area drainage attempts were similarly 

only partially effective, but they achieved noticeable results. The 

first of many Parliamentary Acts affecting the Witham drainage and 

navigation was secured in 1762 and the drainage improvements were begun 

in that year, the scheme including the cutting of a new channel for the 

Witham fron Chapel Hill to Boston, and the deepening and embanking of 

the Witham from Chapel Hill to Lincoln. (17) A grand sluice to be erected 

above Boston was intended to prevent the tidal waters from flowing upstream. 

14 ' OR. " heeler, op. cit., 103; BAB 18.3.1816 
(15 Ia. H. Wheeler, op. cit., is . (16) Local Acts of Parliaments- 552-GOO-III; 7&8 Geo Iv; 4&5' illiamIZ (17) 2 Geo III 032 
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By 1766 the sluice was completed and at first the drainage of the 

Witham fens seemed much improved. Insufficient money had however 

been raised (18) and although Holland fen was successfully drained, 

the scouring above Chapel Hill had not been done. In consequence 

the villages between there and Lincoln remained, in 1776, "almost 

washed level". (19) In addition the construction of the Grand Sluice 

had contributed oven more to the destraction of the river channel 

below Boston, by reducing the flow of the river to the sea and, therefore, 

effectively lowering the gradient higher upstream. (20) In 1807 a 

visiting engineer wrote; "every year many thousand acres lie in a 

drowned state until it is too late to now them with corn to advantage... 

those lands therefore can scarcely be called more than half-yearly 

lands". (21) Finally in 1812, after a survey by John : tennie, a further 

Act was secured (22) transferring the powers of the Navigation 

Commissioners to a company of proprietors who undertook to scour the 

Witham from Lincoln to the Grand Sluice and make further improvements 

near Lincolns The area benefited from these works and from the 

improvements in the haven but in 1830 Ronnie admitted in two reports 

that the state of drainage in parts was very imperfect and the Grand 

Sluice and the condition of the outfall remained general impediments. (23) 

Despite the inadequacies of these drainage schemes howiz-ver, 

by the close of the eighteenth century a significant extension had been 

made to the area of land under olutivation. The advances had not been 

(la) WeH*W`heeler, op. cit., 50 
(19) J. th, Report and Opinion on the drainage of the '&'itham (177)quatec3 

in W. N, Wheeler , o'. ý 183 
(20) L. V. Harcourt, Treatise on rivers and canals (18o II. The Sluice 

acting as a barrier, momentarily stopped the incoming tidal flow, causing it, during that hesitation, to deposit the load of silt on the seaward side of the Auice. The water than flowed over the barrier relatively silt free, in addition, the ebb tide could no lon'or act as an efficient scour. (21) Report to the Gon ernl ComsAeeione s ford in; end navi tion of the Atham 1807 
(22) 52 coo. III c 105 
(23) ý'. H. W'heeler,, op. cit., 57 #58 



made without opposition. The '4itham Act of 1762 was petitioned against 

not only by the Holland fen owners, but by Linooln#Gainsborough, Rotherhan 

and Rochdale, who feared the scheme would be injurious to the Possdyke 

Ilavigation. But in 1800 there retained one vast tract of land urgently 

in need of attention. The East, West and Wildmore fens lying to the west 

of Boston, were so poorly drained that, in 1799, Arthur Young rowed over 

them. (24) 

When co-operation amongst the numerous co=onors from Skirbeck 

hundred and Lindsey had finally been secured, several drainage cchomes 

were put forward. It was however, one of John Ronnie's two schemes which 

was finally adopted. In 1801 an Act of Parliament was secured (25), and 

by 1807 the work was completed. (26) By these means the drainage of the 

area was, for some time, completely effective. In 1814, Mr, Bower reported 

to the Bedford Level Corporation that "every wished for object in the 

drainage of the whole of the fens and of the lowlands adjoining, is 

effectually obtained, and the lowest land brought into a state of 

cultivation". (27) Ultimately however, as in the other fens, subsidence, 

occasioned by the very offedtiveness of the drainage, coupled with the 

silting, left the area again liable to flooding. It was not until there 

was a fully co-ordinated improvement of the Witham outfall in 1846, and 

steam (followed by diesel and electricity) provided pumping power that 

the fens wore finally secured. 

(24)Ax'oung, A (enPrat View of the Acriculturo of tho County of Lincoln 099) 232 
(25) 41 "eo III c. 351 amended 42 neo III c, 108; 43 'ieo. III clip 
(26) '4. H., ýi'heeler, op. cit., 77 
(27) A. Bower, Statement as to the draina"e and. levelo of the fens north of 

Boston (1814. quoted in W. H. k'heeler, op-cit., $5,66 
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Nevertheless, although the systems adopted between 1750 

and 1815 were not entirely efficient, there had been a great improvement 

in fen drainage. The immediate consequence was an extension of the 

farmed and arable area followed by a rise. in output. In 1799 

drainage of the 22,000 acres of Holland fen had occasioned an improvement 

in value from £3,600 per annum to £25,300 per annum. (28) Where summer 

grazing; of cattle and sheep had hitherto been the only use for the 

land, cereals were now grown for the increasing denands of the market. 

To the improved output the success of the enclosure movement 

greatly contributed. Enclosure of the Lincolnshire fens followed, in 

most cases, fairly rapidly after the Parliamentary drainage acts, 

reflecting the co-operation which had ultimately been achieved among 

the proprietors of each fen. The riots which followed the Holland fen 

enclosure adequately expressed however the difficulties inherent in 

securing, the agreement of the countless commoners on each fen. Several 

petitions were forwarded to the House of Commons against the Holland 

fen enclosure act (29) and after the award in 1769 there was severe 

rioting and firing of the holdings. So serious was the position that 

Boston was protected by four troops of the Scots Greys (3o), and the 

Corporation there made two donations towards the prosecution of rioters 

and "persons who have destroyed the fences in Holland Fen". (31) Open 

opposition continued until 1773, but there can be no doubt of the General 

(28) Table quoted by A. Young, A General View of the Agriculture of the County of Lincoln (179 p245 
(29) C. Breara, Lincolnshire in the seventeenth and eirýhteenth centuries (1940) n135 
(30) ibid. 
(31) 9AB 1769, f. 66b; 1770 f. 77b 
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benefits of the enclosure. Altogether 22,000 acres of land were 

shared among, the proprietors of the eleven parishes having right 

of comaon. (32 , 

The Holland fen enclosure was the first of many enclosure 

Acts for the area around Boston. Before 1762 only a dozen Acts had 

been passed affecting Lincolnshire, but in the following two decades, 

fortyfive Acts enclosing over 100,000 acres were implemented, and by 

1820 the enclosure of South Lincolnshire was virtually complete. In 

seventy years over 250,000 acres had been enclosed. (33) In the Boston 

area, the Holland fen enclosure was followed, in 1771, by the enclosure 

of Boston Wests(34) and by the close of the century, Acts had been 

secured for the enclosure of Kirton (1772), Wyberton (1789), and 

Gosberton (1799)"(35) At the beginning of the new century, the Fact 

West und Wildmore fens were divided and the Boston East : ̀; nclosuro Act 

was eecured. (36) The benefit of such enclosures to landlord and farmer 

is apply illustrated throughout Arthur Young's report of his tour of 

Lincolnshire. Rents rose everywhere as productivity increased, and 

grazing land was converted to arable. , >eventeen acres in 'Jyborton, 

enclosed under the Holland fen Act, which had previously never been 

ploughed or pared, sold for 1200 leas at the close of the eighteenth 

eentury, (37) and by the Long Sutton enclosure in 1788, nearly 4,000 

acres of common rose in value from £100 per annum to between 30/Od and 

50/Od per acre, or about £800, in 1799. (38) 

(32)P. Thomp3onj op. cit., 637 
(33) D. Grigg, The Agricultural Revolution in South Lincolnshire -M66) 33 and 34, 
34 BAB 19.2.1771-o f. 94 
35 "i3rearo, op. cit., 135; BAB }la, Y 1799 
36 41 G©o III c. 141,142; 42 Goo III 0.189; 50 Goo III 0.129 37 A. Young, op. cit., 41 
38 Ibid., 77 
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By enclosure and drainage therefore, large tracts of fen 

were brought into arable cultivation, which had hitherto strved, at 

best, as summer grazing lands. Until 1815 increased agricultural 

productiv. ty was, in Lincolnshire, a result almost solely of the 

extended area under cultivation. Although the new techniques were 

known and used, it was not until after 1815, when little new land 

was becoming available, that they were widely adopted. (39) The 

result however for Boston was much the same. Together the drainage 

and enclosure of the fen hinterland of Boston produced a hugely 

enhanced agricultural yield, most of which found its way to the Boston 

market. Thomas Allen could have spoken for most of the South Lincolnshire 

fenlands when, in 1734,. he said of the Holland fen enclosure "The 

bringing this immense tract of land into a state of profitable 

cultivation tended very materially to the advantage of the town and 

port of Boston". (40) Already the main market town for much of the 

Penland, Boston experienced a greatly enhanced trade in agricultural 

produce, and the Boston Gazette recorded that for the week ending 

September 21st 1829, £13,471 worth of grain was sold in Boston market. )41) 

But more importantly, perhaps, most of the grain taken to Boston was 

intended for export, chiefly by the coastal trade to London. In 1011 

Boston exported 360,699 quarters of bats to London, and in the last 

(39) A. Crigg, op. cit., 47; 1171 152; of passim. 
40 Alleng A Histo of the Count of Lincolnshire L83C 229 (41 

H. Porter, Boston 1800 to 1835 1941 I, b 
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week of :, eptember 1829, out of the 13,865 quarters of Oats imported 

by London, 9,863 cane from Boston. (42) By 1836 Boston ranked as 

the third port in `; land for grain shipment. (43) The sheep and 

cattle markets also flourished. The sheep fairs held on the 4th May 

were amongst the most important in the country (44), and the numbers 

penned continued to rice during the early nineteenth century. At the 

one fair in 1815,25000 were penned; in the following year, the 

number rose to 309000, and by 1820 to 50,000. (45) As roads and canals 

improved comunicationst Boston's market radius was extended, while 

the smaller markets declined. Water transport provided the link between 

the villages on the southern margins of the Wolds, and Boston by the way 

of the drains. Packet boats also sailed through tfolland fen to Sleaford. 

Others navigated the Wash from Spalding, Wisbech and King's Lynn. 

In addition the market was served by numerous carriers, so that together 

sailing packets and carriers served between forty and fifty settlements 

within a distance of sixteen miles from Boston. Beyond this radius come 

connections were made with market towns up to thirty miles away. 

The improvement of communications, particularly by water 

transport, was one of the primary stimuli to the development of both 

Boston and Nottingham at this time. The fundamental importance of 

waterways was well recognised by a seventeenth century Vottinghanshire 

coal merchant who declared "the convenienceys for carriadg; by water 

(42) Ibid. 
(43) J. Saunders, Lincolnshire in 1836 51 

P"Thompson, op. cit., 350 
(44) Petition to Boston Corporation from the graziers 2/B/2 
(45) H. Porter, op. of t., I, 46 
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is rauche to further the sale att an easier rate to manie markett 

towns". (46) whereas, however, for "'ottinp''am it was the canal links 

with the North, West, South and rast, which were the basis of the 

town's trading prosperity, at Boston it was on the development of 

local navigations within Lincolnshire that the town really depended. 

The essential reason lay in the nature of the Port's trade, For, 

although through access to the Trent, Boston was by the close of the 

eighteenth century, in contact with all parts of Lincolnshire, Yorkshire 

and Southern L'ngland, (47) the port trade rested chiefly on the export 

of the local agricultural produce to London. After the prosperity of 

the thirteenth and fourteenth contury, (48)the nature of the port's 

trade was changing. From being a foreign based trade, it was turning 

chiefly into a coasting trade* Boston became in fact, the supply centre 

for South Lincolnshire and the outlet for much of its produce. 

It was therefore upon local communications that Boston 

chiefly depended, and as the numerous rivers and drains of Lincolnshire 

conveyed agricultural produce to the port, there was little need for 

canals, though an Act secured in 1792 for a canal from Tattershall to 

Horncastle, and a further Act for a canal from Sleaford to the Witham 

at Chapel Hill in 1794 provided access to two market towns sixteen 

miles distant from Boston. 

(46) ß. L. Smith *G1asamakin at 161ollaton' Transactions of the Thoroton 
Society, 66 (1962) 28 

(4? ý äee-, pp-28,29, for details of the Trent navigation and connecting 
canals. 

(48) In 1205 Boston's commerce ranked second to that of London: 
GRF, 4Uer, op. cit., 39 
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The river Witham was however the main artery of Boston's 

trade. Above Boston the Witham was the means of communication with 

the Lincolnshire farmers, with Lincoln, and the River Trent, and 

hence with the growing industrial centres of the West Riding to whom 

Boston sent wool and meat. Below Boston the river between the bridge 

and the Black Sluice acted as the haven, and gave access to the Wash 

about six miles below the town. Al4hough the two had been navigable 

for centuries# there is no doubt that the improvement of the river 

under the ºitham drainage and navigation Acts was beneficial to Boston's 

trade. The erection of the Grand Sluice under the 1762 Act however, 

contributed greatly to the already declining state of the haven below 

Bostons Under Elizabeth the state of the haven and outfall was so bad 

that a Charter of Admiralty was granted to the Borough to enable them 

to repair and maintain sea marks, to facilitate the navigation of the 

deeps, for not only did the estuary continually silt up, but the cand- 

banks constantly moved. To this silting, the construction of the Grand 

Sluice in 1766 contributed. (49) In 1800 the Corporation finally asked 

John Rennie to "report on the beat mode of improving the haven"(50) but 

his estimate proved to be way beyond the Corporation's means, and the 

ensuing years were wasted in unsuccessful attempts to achieve co-operation 

amongst the proprietors of each drainage area, and repeated discussions 

and surveys. (51) Finally in 1812 the first Boston Harbour Act was 

(49 vide fn 20 
(50 BAB 11th Oct. 1800 
(51 ep. 3AB 26th April 1800, Coriioration approached proprietors of 

enoloaure and drainage of Fast, West and Wildmore bens to 
co-operate over outfall. 1802 Rennie made further report: 7/6/3/4" 
BAB 21st Peb. 1809 Committee set up to consider the state of the 
port. 
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secured, and under the authority of this and subsequent anending 

Acts, new channels were out for the river beyond the Grand Sluice 

and Hobhole. (52) These works undoubtedly improved the navigation 

of the haven area, but the entrance to the Wash remained a major 

problem, Nevertheless it would be true to say that Boston continued 

to develop as a port, in spite of these difficulties. This was 

primarily because the coasting trade was conducted in vessels of 

small burthen, ranging from 20 to 85 tons. (53) k small amount of 

foreign trade was conducted, but the difficulties in reaching the 

haven probably explain its failure to expand. In 1790 Philip Luckombe 

wrote that vessels of more than 100 tons could not get further than 

the scalp (a channel in the deeps, three miles below Boston) and 

consequently he large ships used in the foreign trade, some of which 

were of 250 tons, transferred their cargoes to lighters to Feet into 

Porto(54) Between 1700 and 1720 the maximum number of incoming 

foreign vessels in any one year was only twenty-seven, and this pattern 

did not change throuffhout the century. (55ý: Those which did come, 

usually brought naval stores, or iron from Norway and Sweden, and 

timber from the Baltic. Exports abroad moreover remained even smaller, 

but the cargoes varied from agricultural products; wheat, barley, oats, 

rye, malt and rape seed, to kersies, broadcloth and coal. 

Throughout the period 1660 to 1825 therefore, by far 

Boston's most important trade was the coastal trade. The majority of 

(52) 52 Goo -III o. 105; amended 1827,7 &8 Geo IV 0.79; 1834,4 &5 Wr\! c. 87 (53) ýý. J. Fu11er, Geographical. Aspects of the Development of Boston 
1700 to 1900; Fnp tP liflend' n Geographer I Uo. 2 (Dec. 1954) 8 

ý54)P. Týuckombe, : hgland Gazeteer quoted in C. J. Pullerý op. cit., 8 
55) `,. J. F7fler, op. cit. 
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incoming vecaels in the coastal trade brou^ht coal from "'orthudiborland 

and Durham, and the size of this trade continued to increase throu,; hout 

the century as domestic and industrial consumption increased. In 

addition, laarge quantities came from the Yorkshire coal fields to Boston 

via the Witham until 1620 when the duty was removed from coal carried 

coastwice, and the quantity of coal brought down the '. "itlam declined 

steadily. (56) 

The number of incoming vessels from other Britin', ports 

remained relatively small against the coal imports, thous h there was a 

fairly heavy trade from London. Thin was the largest incoming coantal 

trade after the coal, for it supplied the multifarious con. -r needs 

which the Lincolnshiro area could not orovide for itself. So largo was 

the trade between London and Boston that, in 1809, the Boston firm of 

Gee and Clarke advertised a regular service from London every seven days, 

and in 1817 there were twenty-fivo vessels sailing rogularly from 

Chamberlain's Wh=f, Botolph Wharf and Gunshot Wharf to boston. (57) 

In addition however, Boston received frocerien and provisions from 

, isbech, agricultural produce from Spalding, and foreign goods fron 

Kinr'e Lynn, and for the week ending parch 17th 1819, the Boston 

shipping news listed amongst the incoming cargoes, timber and deals from 

rsongsound. (5ß) 

Coastwise shipments fron Boston consisted principally of 

agricultural produce, primarily wheat and oats, sent to Londons By 

(56)E Thompson, op. cit., 349 
(57) J. äorter, op. cit,, it 17,18 
(58) Ibid., I,, 14 
(59) p. Tho ºpson, op. cit., 351 
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1820 however, the grain shipments were beginning to deoline. (59) 

"his was the beginning of a trend which continued through nest of 

the nineteenth century, until, by the completion of a new dock in 

1884 and a new channel to the 'dash in 1887, Boston was able to meet 

the growing competition from ging's Lynn and Long Sutton. (60) 

Although therefore Boston had ceased, by 1660 to be a 

port of national significance, during the period to 1835 the town 

experienced increasing prosperity. As a result of the development 

of the agricultural hinterland, and the improvements in the river 

itham and other local navigations, Boston experienced a rapid rise 

from the state of mercantile depression of the sixteenth century. 

The small, but siggnificant, coastal trade which the port enjoyed 

during the early seventeenth century rose to thriving proportions 

as the ceriod progressed. Boston never again enjoyed the national 

prosperity of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and remained, 

in comparison with Hull, Liverpool and Bristol, only a small port. 

But it conducted a flourishing trade which in the early nineteenth 

century placed it as the third port for grain shipment in 1, ngland. (61) 

In 1810 the annual tonnage of goods in vessels frequenting the port 

rose as high as 86,256. (62) This was not enough to rank it of 

national significance, but sufficient to make Boston more than a 

fenland market town. 

(59) P. Thompson, op. cit. ) 351 
(60) G. J. Fuller, op. cit., 10 
(61) P. Thompoon, op. cit., 350 
(62) W. Ft. ̀ ý, heeler, op. cit., 156 
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Nottin ham. 

Nottingham benefited even more than Boston from the 

improved communications of the eighteenth and early. nineteenth 

centuries, and in particular, it was from the long distance 

contacts established with the industrial North, with the ports of 

Liverpool and 141anchester, and with the,, South and Midlands that 

the trade of Nottingham received the Greatest stimulus. 

Prom the earliest times the Trent had been navigable 

from Nottingham, North to the Humber, and by-the twelfth century 

the town was an important market contra for an area stretching 

from Belvoir to I-erby" Even before canals increased the area of 

contact,. Nottingham was in 1739 supplied "at moderate freight" 

with bar iron, blocktin, wines, oils, groceries, salt, pitch, tar, 

hops, hemp# flax, dye, drugs, deal, Norwegian oaks and foreign 

timbers, and all variety of goods which passed through the port 

of Kingston-upon-Hull, In return, Nottingham supplied coal, timber, 

corn, wood, pottery, alabaster, load, and Cheshire, Warwickshire and 

Staffordshire aheecesio) 

Upstream from Nottingham the Trent was in fact just 

navigable to Burton-on-Trent, but its course was difficult and its 

trade relatively unimportant. Nottingham therefore, as the effective 

head of the navigable section to the Humber, jealously guarded its 

advantageous position, and to suggestions from 1675 onwards, for the 

(63) C. Deering, lzottinphamia Vetus et Nova (175) 91 
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improvements of the river above the town, the Corporation made strong 

resistance. (64) The town could. however, only poathono the inevitable, 

and it was in fact the opening up of waterways beyond Nottingham 

which invigorated the rapid growth of the town from the end of the 

eighteenth century. By 1815, Nottinghan was at the hub of a waterway 

system which "opened up the centre of z ng1and". (65) 

The first improvements occurred in the Trent. In 1699 

an Act was secured for making the river navigable from Shardlow to 

Burton, and just over seventy years later an Act provided for the 

"better rekultiting of navigation" from Wilder 'Ferry to Gainsborough. 

This was followed in 1783 by the appointment of Commissioners to hake 

this section navigable. But it was the numerous canals with which 

Nottingham and the Trent connected which m- , de the town so innortant 

a commercial centre, By the construction of the t'rewash, Cromford 

and Nottingham canals, the wealth of the , rowash valley coalfield, 

and the iron and other mineral deposits in ? )erbyshire, were brought 

within easy access of the Trent, Nottingham and the Lincolnshire and 

Humber ports. In 1777 the group of Derbyshire coal owners and 

Loughborough business man who had financed the Soar navigation from 

the Trent to Loughborough, secured an ket to construct the , rewash 

Canal from the 2-re,. 4ash valley collieries to the Trent at its junction 

with the ý)oar. (67) Twelve years later, the first Act for the construction 

(64 3465 f 30. Vide Supra. Chapter 13 
(65 J. tt. Clapham, The n+conoraic History of }Ioderh Britain (1939) 1,78 

(66) J. Prioatley, Jiotorica1 Acco nt of the "vavi .. ble Cana? e 'livers 
and 'lailways of (rent Britain 103 578 

(67) Netss- 17E6 6 fleo 1111 1776 10 Geo. III 
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of the Cromford canal was obtained to run from Cromford to the r)rewash 

canal near its junction with the 'Nottingham canal, and by 1805 the 

Nottingham canal (from the Croiaford canal to the Trent at Trent 

Bridge) was eompleted. (69) The Act authorizing the Nottingham canal 

expressly mentioned the shipment of coal from the Duke of Newcastle's 

collieries at Brinsley, and the significance of those watorway 

connections soon become evident. In 1816 nearly one and a half million 

tons of coal were carried from the Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire 

coalfields via the Trent navigation to Gainsborough and Hull. (70i 

Meanwhile, the Grand Trunk Canal, completed about 1785, 

hid linked Nottingham with Liverpool. By 1791 the extension of the 

Coventry canal linked the Trent, Mersey and Thames, but the construction 

of the Grand Junction canal provided a much shortened and improved 

connection. Linking the Morth, Midlands and London it was, indeed, 

a "stupendous and most useful line of navigation". "The advantages 

which the metropolis and indeed all places along its main line and 

branches, derive from this grand undertaking, are incalculable. The 

staple goods of Manchester, Stourbridge, Birmingham, Wolverhampton, 

cheese, salt, lime, atone, timber, corn, paper, bricks .... o are 

conveyed by it to London, whilst in return groceries, tallow, cotton, 

tin, manure, and raw materials for to manufacturin ; districts are 

constantly passing upon it. (71) For Uottingh, -va access to the Thames 

(69) Ibid., 172,251,482.32, Geo III 
(70) ýt. A. Church, r'conorrtic and Social Chan 

Nottinarham 181 
(71) J. tIriestley, op. cit., 312 

in a Midland Towns 
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was further improved by the completion of the Soar navigation from 

Loughborough to Leicester and its extension, as the Grand Union 

Canal, to the Grand Junction Canal in Northamptonshire. (72) 

By 1815, as Blackmer stated, canals gave "a facility to 

the commerce of this town which places it almost without a rival 

in the inland countios". (73) By the vast network of canals the town 

was connected with Liverpool, South Yorkshire, the West Riding, 

Lancashire and Cheshire, with the potteries and Birmingham and with 

London and Bristol. Via tho Trent there was ready access to Hull 

with its numerous imports from the Baltic, Holland, the Hanseatic 

Towns, the ldetherlando and France. In addition there was ready contadt 

with Boston along the Fossdyke and the Witham, and both ports were 

important for the export of themultifarious goods travelling along 

the Trent. Through Hull, Nottingham's hosiery and lace products were 

chipped abroad. The Trent "connecting the port of Hull with a wide 

extent of agricultural, mining and manufacturing country, by means 

of the various rivers and canals which communicate with it, affords 

an easy means of export for the manufacturers of a large district in 

Lancashire, the salt from Cheshire, the produce of the potteries in 

Staffordshire, the coal from Derbyshire and the agricultural products 

of 1lottinghamshire, Leicestershire and Lincolnshire. It also opens a 

communication with the sea by way of Lincoln and Boston through which 

channels, as well as the Humber, the articles above are conveyed, and 

(72) Ibid., 578.31 Geo III, 1791 and 17971 37 ºeo III, extended 
Loughborough to Leiceator, and 1814 Grand Union opened. 

(73) J. 31acknex, The History of Nottin. ham (1819 14 
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in return the interior of the country is supplied.... with such 

coiodities as are required by an immense population". (74) 

Nottingham by 1815 conducted a co=erce of immonsely 

greater proportions than three quarters of a century before. Five 

large rhirves adverttsed regular transport services, and on the 

banks of the Nottingham canal "coals, timber, corn, ironslate, st, ne, 

plaster, and tile wharves abounded with their contiguous wharehouses"0(75) 

In the last quarter of the eighteenth century, Nottingham became the 

commercial centre for the mainly extractive industries of the 

immediate "est, and the predominantly agricultural areas to the =auth 

and East. Supplying a wide area with goods of all kinds, it was, in 

addition, a huge consumer centre itself. Upon its geographical position, 

and the developing canal system, a great deal of Nottin hare's prosperity 

rested, 

c*** 

York. 

Fron the increased conmercial wealth and opportunitics 

offered by the development of waterway communications in the late 

eighteenth century, York however, derived little benefit. In contrast 

with Nottingham aid Bonton, the growing mileage of canals nerved only 

to illustrate more clearly that York was removed from the commercial 

(74) J. Priestley, op. cit., 642 
(75) J. Blackner, op. cit., 23 
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centres of industrialising Britain. A map of canals and rivers 

in 1831 shows quite clearly York's isolation from the new centres 

of prosperity. 

situated on the Ouse, York had at one time conducted a 

port trade of some significance, but as the size of ships increased 

it became necessary to find havens nearer the sea, and by the end 

of the thirteenth century, York was increasingly dependent on the 

port facilities of Hull. As Leland succinctly expressed it, "the 

town of Kingston (upon Hull) was in the Tyme of Rdward the 3 but a 

meane Fischar town..... " but "In Richard 2 dayoe (it) 
"... waxid 

very rich". (76) And it waxed primarily as a result of the port trade 

which it took from York. The through trade of the town moreover 

was not aided as was Nottingham's by the building of canals. York 

wan not well situated geographically to benefit from the carrying 

trade along the new canals. 

But as a market town York continued to be vital to the 

surrounding area, and in this respect the maintenance of the Ouse 

navigation, and the building of the Leeds-Liverpool and Aire-Calder 

canals, was of primary importance as supply lines to the town, and 

outlets for agricultureiproduce. The petition from the Mayor and 

Aldermen of the City against Lord Fairfax's bill for the improvement 

of the Aire in 1698 could not have been more mistakenly made. The 

Corporation were fearful that "if the bill should pass the River 

(76) J. Leland, Itýx_' (1770) 1,50-52 
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Ouze will be so drained by such naaviTation that no boat or veotels 

will be able to pass thereon, whereby the trade of the city .... e 

will be quite carried into other remote parts..... "(77). It is 

indeed true that as a result of canal developments York was to become 

of less importance as a trade thoroughfare, but by the links established 

with Leeds and Liverpool was surplied with large quantities of coal 

and manufactured goods from the west Rifling anti Lancashire. 

As a market town, York was both a service and consumer centre. 

It was to the York markets and fairs that the population of a very 

extensive area of Yorkshire travelled for their supplies. Along the 

Humber and Ouse were sent the products of mill's coastal and foreign 

trades with London, the Netherlands and Low Countries. And to the York 

market was sent the agricultural produce of the surrounding farms. As 

a trading centre, York had certainly experienced decline since the 

middle ages and Tudor period. For much of the thirteenth and early 

fourteenth centuries the ontiro administrative machinery of the realm 

had been transferred there while the first three Edwards dealt with 

the problem of the Scottish Wars. Under the Tudors, the Council of 

the North had been centred on York for a century, from 1540 to 1641. 

Denuded of these artificial otimulante, York's prosperity dwindled 

during the next two centuries, and contemporaries were quick to point 

to signs of decay. 

About 1660 the Corporation complained to Sir Thomas Widdington 

(77) J. Priestley, op. cit., 10 
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that "The shoes of our predecessors are too big for our feet and the 

ornaments which they had will not serve now to cover our nakedness, 

nor will their wealth feed us, who are not able to tell you what wo 

are, unless it be this, that we are poor and miserable .... whilst 

some cities are become so big with buildings and numerous with 

inhabitants........ York is left alone, situate in a country plentiful 

with provisions, and stores if the people had money to buy them. Tirade 

is decayed....... Leeds is nearer the manufacturers, and Hull more 

commodious for the vending of them; so York is, in each respect, furthest 

from the profit". (70) Still, in 1833, at the Nhnicipal Corporation's 

Enquiry, a speaker complained that "everything is going away from us, 

and nothing is coming ... o the great advantages and benefits which 

York possessed have rapidly flown away from her recently, not withstanding 

the increase of the population. I don't know that trade has increased 

at all". (79) 

But the apparent decay was less severe than contemporaries 

believed. As a market town, York flourished throughout the period 1660 

to 18350 Despite depressions, trade on the whole remained virorous, and 

to this the state of the markets testifies. In 1825 the Corporation was 

told of a "great increase in the business of our markets and fairs", (80) 

and later in the year, 1500 people simed a petition representing to 

the Corporation "the very great aurmentation which of late years has taken 

(78) Corporation's rebuff to Sir Thomas Widdrington when he offered to 
dedicate his book to them. T. Widdrington, Analeota : ýUracensia (1.897) x 

(79) Y. Li. 30th December 1833 
(80) Lilt 5th Feb. 1825 

University 
Library 
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place in the business of our fairs and narkets". (ßl) Yet, in other 

respects, York was in a state of decay. As the restoration corporation 

recocnized, it was the nature of York's economy which was to blaze. 

For although a large and important market town, York oupported, over 

the period 1660 to 1835, no manufacturers of significance. Although 

like Boston, self sufficient inh andicrnfto and the necossities of 

life, the city supported no major trades. Drake considered that this 

was largely a result of the civic restrictions on trading by non- 

freemen,, but though this policy cannot have helped� it was certainly 

not the only contributing factor. The Corporation did in faet, allow 

non-freemen to trade if they practised a craft not otherwise represented. 

The basis of York's f economy was however somewhat widened 

by its importance as a Ntrtem centres From the time when the Royal 

Courts and the Council of the North were in York, the oity had been a 

resort of the gentry and nobility. Defoe wrote of York at the beginning 

of the eighteenth century t- "The present support of the city is chiefly 

owing to the gentry, who make it their winter residence, as there is 

mat plenty of provisions of all kinds to furnish an elegant table at 

a moderate expense. And as the inhabitants abound with the conveniences 

of life they likewise partake of its diversions there being plays, 

assemblies, music meetings, or some entertainments almost every night 

in the weekR'. (81a) By the nineteenth century some decline in York's 

social status had indeed occurred. The demands of the gentry in and around 

York still helped to determine the nature of the town's economy in the 

(ßl) Y. F . 19th and 26th Nov. 1825 
(61a): Defoe, A Tour thron h the Island of Great Britain (1769) xa 187 
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first few decades of the nineteenth century - the races and assizes 

still attracted them - but compared with the eighteenth century, a 

substantial decline had taken place. During the 1830's the races 

were gradually eclipsed, and in 1828 it was noted trat the programme 

"did not present so inviting an appearance as in former years". (82) 

! Ievertheleas, York continued as a visitors' town, and at the same time, 

another aspect of the town's life was developing. York was becoming 

a cultural centre. In 1823 there were proposals for holding a musical 

festival, and between then and 1835, four were held; in the early 

1820's the subscription library was built on corporation land, and the 

philosophical society held its amual meeting there. 

York therefore experienced limited economic advantages 

from the changes of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Nottingham 

and Boston were enabled to utilise to the full the changing eircumstwicos 

of their hinterlands, and the greater facilities for communication with 

them. But York experienced only an extension of its market services to 

the town's consumers, and those of the surrounding areas. This in itself 

however, was of fundamental importance to the City, for by-the very 

size of its commerce, York was able to support a population more than 

twice the size of Boston's in 1831. Although based on a narrow economy 

therefore, York continued to be a town of importance. 

**** 

(82) Victoria County History of York, 267 
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The Bopinninp of Industry 

At Nottinpha however, there occurred a fundamental change 

in the nature of the town's economy, which neither York nor Boston 

experienced. From being "one of the most pleasant and beautiful 

towns in England"(83), Nottingham had become, by the early nineteenth 

century, an important and expanding Industrial centre where pleasant 

had long since given way to the needs of an overpopulated manufacturing 

town. The basis of the town's expansion lay in the hosiery trade. In 

1509 William Lee of Calverton, invented the stocking frame, and by the 

close of the seventeenth century, framework knitting was well established 

in Nottingham as the town's chief industry. Opposition to this usurpation 

of London's monopoly was initially strong. In 1693 the London company 

petitioned Parliament for help against provincial opposition to its 

regulations: but little resulted, and the industry outside the metropolis 

continued to Frow. (84) In 1641 there were two master framework knitters 

on the Nottingham burgess roll, and by 1697 the industry was well 

established. (85) During the early eighteenth century the demand for 

plain, and therefore cheaper, worsted and cotton stockings began to 

increase, and upon Deering's authority there were, by 1739,1,200 frames 

at work in the town. (66) Between 1732 and 1750,800 frames were transported 

from London to Nottingham-(07) Moreover in 1753 the Nottinte trade 

petitioned Parliament against the restriotiona imposed by the London 

company, and the House of Commons at last Cave the provincial framework 

knitters freedom of action. (88) 

(83 b. Defoe, A- Tour through Great Britain (1769) Jfl 57 
84 D. Grayg wottiný*, ham Settlement to City (1959 41 
85 Ibid., 38,39 
86 C. Deering, Nottip *hamia Vetus et Nova (175)) g9 
87 P. (', ray, Notti. nirhram Settlement to City (1953)4-o)41 
88 Ibid.., 41 
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thereafter the trade flourished, and although silk and woollen 

goods continued to be produced, Nottingham soon became recol*nised 

as the centre of the cotton hosiery trade. Between 1727 and 1782 

the number of frames in the industry rose from 8,000 to 20,000, 

17,350 of these being situated in Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire and 

Leicestershire"(89) 

This expansion in the last quarter of the eighteenth 

century was largely a result of the increasing versatility of the 

stocking frames. A wide range of fancy hosiery and simple net lace 

was produced at prices which put then within reach of popular demand. 

Spider net was worn "by women whose repute was little better than its 

own; they used it for no other purpose than that of giving a bewitching 

appearance to the bosom, while they falsely assumed its concealment: (90) 

In 1808 feathcoat's bobbin net machine laid the basis of the machine - 

made lace industry in the town. (91) The superior bobbin net lace soon 

became the staple of the lace trade, and the number of machines at work 

rapidly increased. Already before the end of the eighteenth century, 

Nottingham was virtually committed to hosiery and lace production. In 

1815, Blackner wrote "so much is this town dependent on the ..... 

stocking frane and its appendant machines that if it stood still, all 

other business must stand still also". (92) With well over half the 

working population working frames to produce hosiery or lace net, 

(89) J. Blackner, op. cit., 243 
(9c) Ibid., 234 
(91) F. A. Wello, The British Hosiery Trade (1935) 93-4 
(92) J. Blackner, op. cit., 215 
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Blackner's claim is hardly an exaggeration. In that year there were, 

according to Blackmer and Felkin, 2,600 stocking frames, 400 warp 

frames and over 1,500 point net frames, and accounting for the allied 

trades, Felkin estimated that each point net frame employed altogether 

at least ten men, women and ehildren. (93) 

Before the nineteenth century, the framework knitting industry 

grew steadily, but the industry then began to experience difficulties. (94) 

It was a seasonal trade and heavily dependent upon foreign demands 

Altogether upbo. 50% of Nottingham's hosiery and lace output was chipped 

to overseas markets. (95) The gradual closing of the continental markets 

during the French Wars was already being felt by the 1790e, when, 

according to }den, only about one third of the Nottingham framework 

knitters could support themselves with ease. (96) After 1815 the French 

and German markets continued to be protected by heavy import duties, and 

while exports stagnated, the home market was also declining. 

While both continental and home markets were depressed however, 

the number and size of the frames in the town was increasing. So too was 

the number of framework knitters, for in the largest branch of the trade 

it was unskilled or semi-skilled work. The result of such a situation 

was heavy over-production. Pelkin maintained that demand was notstagnanto 

the output of cotton hosiery between 1812 and 1833 increasing by 50", v, 

(93) 1) Ibid. (ii) 
W'. Felkin, British l1anufacturing Industries, ed"G. P. Revan (1875) 

-5a (94) t. A. Church, r', conomic & Social Change in a Midland Town 
49-50 

Victorian i` ottingh= 1815 to 1900 (1966) 15 
(95) First Report of the select committee appointed to take into 

consideration the several petitions which have been presented 
persons employed in the Frimework Wntttinp, Trade (1812) 247 III 
203, p48 

(96) F. l.. lýI The State of the Poor "-' II (1797) 574 
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but the increased size of the fraies created a supply which outstripped 

demand. Between 1812 and 1844, between one quarter and one third of all 

frames lay idle. (97) 

The Framework knitters were therefore severely depressed for 

most of the early nineteenth century. From 1794 to 1803 the lowest paid 

framework knitters, the plain cotton worker, averaged about lOs, 6d per 

week (98)" and until 1810 the average wage approached 14s . or 15s ; 

sufficient to bring the better paid knitters a moderately comfortable 

existence in comparison with other workers. (99) Between 1809 and 1812 

however, wages fell by about one third, and further declines in 1815 

and 1817 brought the wages of the cotton worker down to only 4eh to 7sh 

per week. (100) By 1820 they were having difficulty averaging 5sh. rer 

week (101) and by October 1825, even the best hands, according to the 

Nottingham Journal, could earn no more than 9sh to 10sh. per week. (102) 

In 1827 the men claimed that an eighty hour week gave them only six to 

seven shillings a week, (103) above which their wages did not rise for 

over twenty years. (104) Not surprisingly, the framework knitter became 

notorious for his outstanding appearances "Ill fed, ill lodged, ill clothed, 

with careworn and anxious countenances they are a class by themselves.... 

.... �(105) 

By contrast, the skilled framework knitters who made silk 

gloves and hose, and the lace makers, experienced different circumstances. 

(97) W"Felkin. A Hiritorv of the Machine 
435,437.4' 

98 N^it ; 12th Juno 1829 
99 Report from the . 'elect 

3,5lß 
t f1o 

kni 

(1867) 

(1819) 
(193) V 401 

100 N, 3,20th August, 1819, 'wi. Felkin op. cit. 441 
101 T1. !ýi 2nd March, 1820 
102 N. R. 7th Jan,, 1826 
103 N. "R. Feb, 16th 1P27 
104 -ý. Felkin, op, cite, 239 
105 'o+. Felkin, Some particulars of the Pa 

the hosiery 't'rade A; )nendix III to F 
on the Fbcoortation of Machinery (184 

and Preßent State and extent of t Report of the Select Committee 
201 VII 4 p244 
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Although subject to more violent fluctuations in demand, the 

intelligence required to work the machines together with the 

inelastic supply of skilled labour helped push up wages, and 

the financial returns of the lace and skilled knitting -trades 

were , rood. In 1824 however, iieathcote's patent for the bobbin 

net machine expired. There followed a surge of investment in 

the Nottingham lace trade; speculators flocked to the town in 

thousands and the number of bobbin net machines rose from 1,000 

to 2,500 between the years 1820 and 1826, (106) "Through the 

years 1823 to 1825, a time of unparalleled prosperity, capital 

flowed into the business abundantly... That which was already at 

work could be cold for three times its cost.... the wonderful 

wages offered speedily attracted smiths and mechanics from far 

off towns.. s tens of thousands of pounds were drawn from 

speculators for machines.... The Inflation of the public mind was 

univeroal...... "(107) Inevitably, the result of this "twist net 

fever", as it came to be known, was a slump which began in 1626 

and continued with only slight pauses in the 1830's and 1840'x" 

Wages which had, in 1824, reached astronomical heights, dropped to 

an average of 29sh. per week in 1829, and only lßsh, in 1033" Lace 

machines which had sold for ¬500 to £700 between 1823 and 1825 were 

in 1826 worth only E80 and ¬120*(103) 

The lace trade too, therefore, was suffering decline 

; 106) R. A. Church, F, conomio and Social Change in a Midland Towns 
Victorian Nottingham 1815 - 1900 (1966 91 

(107) \ . Felkin, A Auto of the ', . chine `'rought ttosiery and Lace 
Ti-adec 186 332 

(108) R. A, Churoh, op. cit., 69 
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during the 1820's and 1830's. Although still better paid than the 

framework knitters, there was serious unemployment among the thousands 

of speculators, and wages were poor in comparison with the earlier part 

of the century. But both the framework knitting and lace trades remained 

the principal source of employment in the town, and stimulated by the 

growth of the two industries, the town's population expanded to over 

50,000 by 1831. Within the courso of the eighteenth century therefore, 

Nottingham had changed from a country market and trading town, iiato an 

important and expanding industrial centre, heavily dependent upon hosiery 

production. 

***** 1lß 

ne Ohio c. 
The most significant accompaniment of the economic growth 

of Bostons Nottingham and York over the period 1660 to 18359 was the 

increase of their populations. Estimates of their sizes before the 1801 

census are necessarily only approximations, but it nevertheless appears 

quite certain that for almost a century after 1660, little growth 

occurred in the population of either Boston or York. At Boston a local 

census placed the population in 1709 at 3,008 and from this fi, ure it 

had risen only to 39470 as late as 1767. (109) There was a large 

differential in size therefore between Boston and Nottingham or York, 

for Boston's population in the early nineteenth century had reached only 

(109) C. M. Law, `some notes on the Urban poDulation of hgland and hales 
in the eighteenth century; The Local Historian 10, Noel (1972) 13 - 26 
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their medieval levela. (110) The growth pattern was however similar 

to that of York. At York the population probably rose from 12,000 

in 1620 to only 12,400 in 1700 (111), at which M; nre it remained 

until mid-century. At Nottingham there was rather more growth in 

the early eighteenth century than there was at York but, as probably 

in all Urban centres, this was certainly dependent upon immigration. (112) 

Until 1740 there was a steady excess of deaths over births, but 

itigration to the town was especially encouraged by the expanding 

framework industry. That this resulted in some increase in the size 

of the town's population is suggested by the marked upward trend in 

rents on the Corporation Estates, as too by the gradual expansion of 

the 'built-up' road area. In 1730 the waste ground between Derby Road 

and Wollaton Street was developed by the Corporation, and by 1739 

it contained eighteen, houses and sixty-nine inhabitants "of the lowest 

order of people". (113) From an estimated 5,200 in 1650 the population 

of Iiottingham had indeed risen to about 10,000 in 1739e(114) 

By 1750 therefore, the population of the three towns 

probably stood as followsi(115) 

Boston 3,300 

Nottingham 12,050 

York 11,400 to 12,400 

After the middle of the eighteenth century however, the 

population in all three towns took an upward turn. In Nottingham, as 

(110) Nottingham's population in 1377 has been estimated as 3,0()0 from 
the poll tax. A. Ro ere, Themen from 1'aottin hamIs history (Nottingham 
1968) 4 

(111) V. C. x, 162 
(112 J. }. Chambere, "Population Change in a provincial town: Nottingham 

1700 to 1800, in L.:,. Presoroll ed. Studies in the Industrial 
'. evolution (1960) 97 111 

R 13) 1. Field, The Nottingham Date Book (1884) 93- 
14) A.: togers, 'ehernes from Nottingham's history (1968) 4 

(115) C. N. Law, op. cit., 13 - 26 Law's York estimate of 11,400 differs 
considerably from that quoted by Tillott in Y. C. 162 add, the 
Nottingham figure is high when compared with C. Deerin 'a above. 
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probably in the other two boroughs, this was a result not solely of 

immigration, but also of an excess of births over deaths. From 1740 

to 1780 about 4(r%, of the town's population growth was by natural 

increase, and after 1780 slightly more than 40%. (116) This, nombined 

with immigration, resulted in a growth rate of about 60% between 1740 

and 1779. In the latter year, by questioning every household, Lowe 

computed the population of the town to be 17,711. By 1793, Sutton 

estimated it to have risen to 25,000, and by the time of the first 

census it stood at 28, R61# representing a further 60jß growth since 

1779. (117) This rapid rate of growth at Nottingham between 1750 and 

180c was not however reflected in Boston and York. Both these towns 

experienced a much increased rate of population growth in this period, 

but it was after the turn of the century that they experienced growth 

comparable with Nottingham's. By 1767 Boston's population had reached 

only 3,470 and by 1778 some 5,476, while York's inhabitants in 1781 

probably numbered about 12,800. (11t? ) But after the turn of the century 

population growth in both towns speoded up. Although only 11,000 in 

1831, Boston's population had virtually doubled since the turn of the 

century, and York's had risen by more than 6Ö; '' to 25,000. The following 

tables give a clear indication of the nature of the population growth 

in all three towns. 

(116) J. D. Chambers, 'nopulation Change in a Provincial Town, 
Nottingham 1700 to 1300, op. cat, 97 - 111 

(117) J, Blacknor, op. cit. 13,269 75 
(118) C. M. Law, op. cit. From local census and estimates. 
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BOSTON ' OTTING? 1AM YORK 

c 1700 3,008 (1709) 6,375 (1690) 12,000 
a 1750 3,300 12,000 11,400 - 12,400 
o 1775 5,476 (1778) 17,711 (1779) 12,800 (1781) (119) 

%growth ; 'growth %growth 

1801 1.926 28_ ; 861 16.145 
37.7/ 18.7rß 12.8%a 

1811 8,180 3 18,217 
26.8 14.1% 

1821 10.373 40,415 20.787 
8.35iß 25.2A 21.5aä (120) 

1631 11.240 50.610 25.359 

Despite this growth the three towns had changed little 

by 1800. A seventeenth century inhabitant would still have been able 

to find his way, for although streets had been widened, new ones 

construoted, and other improvements made, the basic morphology of 

the towns had not been altered. Boston iddeed changed remarkably 

little between Hall's Nap of 1741 and Schm8lininer'a of 1840, though 

the suburbs beyond must have swelled considerably. Despite the population 

expansion, York, and even 24ottingham, remained, until the last quarter 

of the eighteenth century, liberally dotted with extensive gardens 

and open spaces. But the population pressure soon made itself visible, 

and at York, although many garden areas remained within the town as 

late as Bellerby's map of 1847, many more had been partially, or wholly 

built upon. The fields to the East of Fossgate, and those to the North 

(119) Table ttompiled from contemporary calculations and from 
C. 1i. Law's estimate. 

(120) Table compiled from the census returns for the three boroup'hs. 
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of Tanner How were built upon, Flicklegate, W°'alagate, tonkgate and 

ßootham were extensively developed beyond the walls. But it was at 

Nottingham that the effects of the enlarged populace were most clearly 

ceeb. During the seventeenth century it was a town almost unrivalled 

for its splendour. Prom John Leland's visit in the mid 1500's to 

Daniel Defoe's at the turn of the next century, it was constantly 

praised by travellers and diarists. Ceilia Fiennes found at Nottingham 

"the neatest town I have seen, built of atone and delicate larve and 

long streets much like London and the houses lofty and well built, the 

market Place is very broad - out of which runns two very large streetes 

much like Holborn but the buildings finer and there is a Pyaza all along 

one side of one of the streetes, with stone Pillt. rs for walking that 

runes the length of the streets, which is a mile long; all the streetes 

are of a Cood size all about the town and well pitch'd", (121). It was a 

town well populated with , entry. In 1650 1'rancis Pierrepont, son of the 

F, arl of Kingston had built a house on the 3outh side of : Stoney Street. 

After the itestoration, Lord. Mansfield built a house in )'heeler Gate; the 

Sherwins in 'ilcher Gate. In 1674 the Duke of Newcastle built his 

palladian mansion on the site of the old castle. And when Defoe visited 

the races he spoke of "Eleven or twelve noblemen an infinite throng of 

gentlemen from all the counties around, nay even from -Scotland itself. (122) 

(121) The Journey s of Ceilia Fiennes, ed. Morrio (1947) 72 
(122) D. 7efoe, A our through ! gland anci ' alee (1769) 57 
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During the eighteenth century, wealthy business men and merchants 

built large Georgian town houses, and in 1739 Deering could still 

write, "on this side, the Town in the middle adorned with many 

stately new buildings, the Castle on the left and Sneinton and Colwiek 

hills on the right, present the travellers coming from the . South with 

a surprisingly grand and ma'nificent prospeot". (123) But even as he 

was writing, the metamorphosis was taking place. As the population 

grew the open spaces gradually disappeared. There were still gardens 

to be found in the town as late as 1784, but concentrations of slum 

property had begun to accumulate on Backside and in the "Rookeries" 

North of the 11arket Place. The gardens to the West of Stoney Street, 

along Broad Lane, Mansfield Road and in Narrow Marsh had, before 1820, 

been entirely built over. Everywhere houses were springing up, "a 

resurrection of buildings generally without order, seated like clusters 

of mushrooms in a field cast up by chance". (1.24) 

It was not however rporely a problem of intensified population 

¬, Towth which faced Tdottinphan, for the town was in a position peculiar 

to itself and Norwich. Entirely surrounded by common land the population 

of 50,000 was, in 1831, contained within the same area as the medieval 

population had been. The postnonement of enclosure of these lands until 

1845 resulted in an intennification of all the evils of urban life. 

The Commissioners enquiring into the state of towns in 1844 reported that 

"The continuance of restrictive feudal tenure of the circa jacent 

(123) C. DeerinC, op. cit. 3,2 
(124) F. C. Laird, I'opocraphical Description of Mottinfrhe shire(1810) 102 
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commonable lands results in extraordinary compression of the town, 

'till, by incessant interbuildinr the space -Fithin this boundary has 

been forced to receive at least three times the amount of population 

which could have been prudently or healthfully absorbed.... I believe 

that nowhere else shall we find so large a mass of inhabitants crowded 

into courts alleys and lanes as in Vottinghn.... "(125) In one area 

of the town, each person had only 1Qj yards of land, which was more 

than double the proportion of the densest ward in Leeds, while other 

areas afforded only 8- yards per persons In 1831 in an area of nine 

acres, there were Q83 houses with 49283 inhabitants. (126) 

Although however the urban development of Nottingham wao more 

intense than York's or Boston'o, all three towns experienced demotva. ahio 

changes of unique )roportions for the individual boroughs themselves. 

The population expansion brought with it problems equally now, but the 

differing magnitude of the evils occasioned by auch a concentration of 

people is to be clearly aeon in the housing returns made by the municipal 

corrissionerF. 

BOSTON NOTTINGHAM o YORK 

Houaee aaoessed at over C10 and 
under £' 20 rent per annum. 

310 56.4'x', 6913 63.61,6782 48.6 

at £20 and under C40 per annum 

161 29.3; 372 25.9' 567 35.7 % 
C40 and over 79 14.3% 151 10.5% 240 15.7" 

(127) 

(125) 2nd Fie ort of the Commissioners for enquiring into the state of lax-. 
tounn and nopn"loue districts (1845) 250 

(126) zls. D. Chapman, ' orking Class housini in 1Tottinpham durin the 
Industrial Revolution; '^ra. ne. Thoroton : ýooiety 67. (1963) 

(127) ITCH 21"4,1985,1757 
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These figures reveal at Nottingham a heavy but expected predominance 

of housing in the rental bracket of £10 to £20 per annum. Only 36.4% 

of the housing rented at f10 and over fell into the category of £20 

upwards. The Boston figures show a similarity to Nottingham although 

over 14% of the assessed properties fell into the f40 and upwards 

category, and 29.3`, into the £20 to £40 rental bracket, At York there 

was again a marked predominance of housing in the first two assessment 

groups, but less than 50%% fell into the £10 to ü'20 per annum group, 

and almost 16. oß%% in the X40 upwards. In a town noted for its cultural 

life, where mercantile aetivitea and tourism were the bases of its 

economic life, such returns are to be expected. Although therefore there 

is a vital, and probably the largest, housing group missing from these 

lists, those falling below C10 rent ner annum, the fi«ures clearly 

reflect the differing nature of the three boroughs. The quantity of 

housing below the assessment level would serve to illustrate only more 

forcibly, that while experiencing similar trends, the economic and 

demographic development was different by degree in Boston, Nottingham 

and York. The problems facing the three borough councils however were 

much the came in all three towns, If their difficulties differed in 

intensity, the three town councils were each faced with chancing 

circumstances and chancing requirements. The success with which they 

dealt with them must not be isolated from such developments. 
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TAE THREE BOROUGHS 

CTIAPTER 2 

CONCILIAR STRUCTURE 

The origin and constitution of the Municipal Borough as 

found in existence between 1660 and 1835 affords of no straight - 

forward definition. When in 1833, the Whig'Governunent appointed the 

Royal Commission to enquire into the Municipal Corporations of England 

and Wales, it was found impossible even- to frame an exact list of 

those which were in existence, still less to give any precise 

definition of what constituted a Municipal Borough, or Municipal 

Corporation. (1) Comyn's Digest could give no better definition than 

that "Borough imports an ancient town of principal note, and which 

enjoys particular privileges". (2) What is clear is that most 

Corporations evolved as associations of producers, joining together 

for the communal good of the various craftsmen of the town, rather 

than for the benefit of the consumer, that is, the townspeople at 

large-(3) The first legal act of incorporation however, is not easy 

to determine. Many boroughs, like Nottingham and York, claimed to be 

boroughs by prescription, others based their status upon Charters of 

dubious legality. (4) iven when as in the case of Boston, incorporation 

came relatively late (1546), the repeated grant of privileges fron the 

Crown often left inconsistency and confusion. But by 1660 most Municipal 

Corporations had several fairly well-defined Charters and letters patent 

(E)rica 5) 16 
(2) Comm's nimmst ist Ed. (1762) 1 613 (3) S& r3 ýebbq The Deve1o ment of English Local Government, 1689 to 1835 1963 23 29 
(4) &B Webb, The Manor and the Borough (1963) 1 263 
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from the Crown which enumerated their rights and privileges as Dhunicipal 

Corporations with greater or lesser clarity. Moreover, after the 

interference by Charles II and J saes II with Municipal Charters, most 

Boroughs returned, under . Iilliam and Nary, to one particular 'governing' 

Charter under which they chiefly operated until 1835. 

The conciliar structure of the Boroughs of Boston, Nottingham 

and York, was therefore, well defined for the period from 1660 to their 

reform. The most striking feature in the constitution of all three was 

the absence of any effective popular control within the town councils. 

In most boroughs, any participation by the burgesses at large in the 

actual administration of business had been dispensed with early in the 

town's history. The Corporation of Romney Marsh was following age-old 

precedent when in 1604 they resolved that twenty-four of the freeholders 

or burgesses, should henceforth "be instead of the whole cornonalty, and 

no other of the coimnonalty to intermeddle under pain of five pounds". (5) 

J. R. Green speaks of "an oligarchical system of administration" as being 

"in its full strength in the rnglish boroughs as early as 1300", (6) and 

during the next two centuries, selective common councils were substituted 

voluntarily or by Royal Charter for the ancient communal assemblies in 

many boroughs. Such a development was inevitable, for, as the size of 

the borough grew, administration by the burgesses at largo became thoroughly 

impracticable. As Thomas Babyngton, Täotting*ham's recorder wrote in 1512 

".... if ye shall suffer the commons to rule and follow their appetite 

(5) S&B 3'ebb, The Manor and the Borough (1965)1 361 
(6) J. Tait, The Medieve, l nplish Borough (1936). 303 
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and desires, farewell all good order t "(7) 

The removal of the entire commonalty from the borough 

administration and the substitution of a select governing body 

did not however, of itself, render the Corporation undemocratic. 

The essence of deoncracy lies in the representative system, and 

although "the early municipal councils were elected by the 

communities of their towns, and were therefore supposed to represent 

them" (8) by 1835 elections had, in numerous boroughs, assumed a 

totally different form. By the method of selection, and the limitations 

imposed upon the "popular" representative, the three Corporations of 

Boston, Nottingham and York became closed bodies par excellance. 

^t Boston there was no pretence of allowing the burgesses 

at large to participate in council elections. The governing body 

consisted of one chamber composed of the Mayor, twelve Aldermen (including 

the Mayor) and eighteen common councillors. The common councillors were 

chosen for life by ballot of the Mayor and Aldermen who thus completely 

controlled entry into the council, for by practice, the office of common 

councillor was the initial step into the ruling body. Admission to the 

Aldermanie ranks was similarly controlled, the= Mayor and Aldermen making 

the initial choice of six CO! On councillors, from whom the entire 

governing body selected the one member. ( 9j 

At Nottingham, under the terms of the governing charter, 

elections to the ruling body were established upon popular principles, 

7 ü. ". rray. Nottin haamn through 5(c' yearn (1949) 26 
8 J. Tait, The Medieval nglish ? 3ormitt, (l93 M 
9 MCx Boston 2151 
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but by 1835 the election procedure which had been adopted was hardly 

more representative than at Boston. "By means of byelaws, or . radual 

encroachments, the election of corporate officers and other functions 

of the corporation have become vested in a select body, in the 

appointment of a very small portion of which, except in name, the 

Burgesses at large have any share". (10) The governing Charter of 

Henry VI vested civic authority in the Mayor and burgesses, together 

with two Sheriffs and six Aldermen to be elected by the burgesses at 

large from amongst themselves. (11) The place of the burgesses within 

this ruling body was soon diminished. An early as 1446 Geoffrey Knyveton 

Mayor,. ordered That xii and the Maior (be) chosen to order and dispose 

of as they thineke meete of all things belongings to the commonaltie 

of the towns without interrupeion or contradiocion of any person within 

the towns". (12) The burgesses continued however to maintain their place, 

for in 1463 ordinances were made by the Mayor, recorder and one hundred 

and thirty burgessea, s13) but, by 1557, the governing body,; aa regarded the 

appointment of officers, comprised the mayor, recorder, aldermen and six 

common councillors. In 1577 six more councillors were added, but these 

twelve men were all members of the livery and did not, therefore, represent 

the burgesses at large. (14) It would appear that, by this time, the 

burgesses at large had been successfully excluded from participation in 

10 1ICR Vottingham 1987 
11 14CR Nottingham 1986,1987. 
12 D. Gra%y, Nottingham through 500 pears (1949 24 
13 Ibid%) 25 
14 PICR Nottingham 1987. The Livery consisted of those men who had 

served in the Office of Chamberlain or Sheriff. These officers were 
elected by the select governing body - ie, by the ? ayor, Alderaen 
and Councillors. The Councillors were selected by the bur eases at 
large, but they could only be chosen from the ranks of the liverymen, 
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in the actual administration of the borough. However this situation 

was further modified by the freemen themselves when, in 1606, they 

obtained a privy council order establishing a governing body which 

consisted only of the Tayor and twentyfour councillors who were to 

be elected by the ayor and burgesses at large-(15) Nevertheless, 

disagreements between Aldermen and burgesses respecting their power 

within the borough council, and their rights of election to it 

continued through most of the eighteenth century (1() and for most 

of the period from 1660 to 1635 the governing; body at T'ottingham sat 

as a single chamber comprising the 1Tayor, six other Aldermen, and 

twentyfour common councillors. `uze mode of election however, ensured 

that the influence of the burF°esses at large was minimal, and that the 

governing body remained, in all significant aspects, self elected. Six 

of the Councilmen (junior council) were chosen by free ballot of the 

entire burgess body, but entry to the inner sanctum of the corporation 

did not lie here. It lay rather in the office of Chamberlain, for it 

was from the ranks of the Liverymen (all past Chamberlains and 'Sheriffs) 

that all other members of the governing body were elected. The eighteen 

senior councillors were elected by the burgesses at large, but their 

choir' was limited to the ranks of the Liverymen; the Aldermen were 

chosen from the ranks of the senior council by the governing body alone* 

: ý'lection to the office of Chamberlain and sheriff lay firmly entrenched 

in the hands of the governing body. To all intents and purposes there- 

fora the governing body was self-perpetuating. The only exception lay 

(15) '! Cj "ottinghasn 1988 

(16) NC Nottin4han 19aa 1991 
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in the election of the six junior councilmen, who, by their small 

number, held little effective power in the council. The position 

itself was nothing more than a blind alley for it was in no way a 

passport to further office, and indeed, became an almost certain 

way of evading election into the senior council and Aldermanic 

ranks. 

In York the Mayor was already, bfr the end of the four- 

teenth century, surrounded by concentric circles of counsel, and 

this remained the pattern for the period from 1660 to 1835. The 

innermost ring c, )neisted of twelve Alr3ermen who, together with a 

council of twontyfour, formed the upper house in a bicameral governing 

body. The outer circle consisted of seventy two burgesses, and formed 

therefore the representative element proper. (17) This lower chamber 

wan, however, called only for speoifio, and usually political, 

purposes, while the former remained the '1xecutive. 

Although the burgesses at large held no part in the conciliar 

eleotiona, the existence of this large lower chamber facilitated a less 

closed system than existed at both Boston and 'qottinghaza. The selection 

of nominees or lites by the seventy-two for vacancies in their own ranks 

and those of the Aldermen and Sheriffs ensured that, although the upper 

house made the final selection, a large number of burgesses retained some 

considerable influence. 

(17) VCH 78; MCR York 1738 
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Appointed within a bicameral framework however, the common 

councillors were in danger of losing all but a minimal degree of 

influence, yet the period 1660 to 1835 on the contrary, saw a widening 

of the lower chamber's powers. By the seventeenth century, although it 

was summoned infrequently and was an affirmative rather than a 

consultative body, it was nevertheless involved in some important 

financial work. The commons were represented among the auditors and 

on the leasing committee, and were summoned when, for example, a rate 

was to be assessed, or extra expenditure was occasioned. (18) The 

eighteenth century saw a continued, but slight increase, in the influence 

of the common council, until by the end of the century, they were called 

in to consider every act of importance. Their accretion of power 

however did not pass undisputed, The crisis occurred in 1746 when the 

Town Clerk searched the records and discovered that the consent of the 

Commons was not necessary for payments up to ¬10, or larger payments 

in an emergency. A committee was subsequently appointed to investigate 

the rights of the lower house and all orders extending the commons' 

privileges were rescinded, but in practice, despite further tont Tersies, 

the disputed privileges were retained. (19) The influence of the lower 

house should not however be exaggerated. It remained, until 1835, 

essentially a consultative body for the administrative Upper house of 

the Lord Mayor, the twelve Aldermen, t-, o Sheriffs and the twentyfour"(20) 

(10) eg. YHB 34114; 35f 175; 36ft 58i 126,206,220; 37f 120; 38f 93 
(19) YHHB 43ff 211,212,221,225,239,249,258,262,281,295 

YüB 45ff 79 26,8C 
(20) The twwontyfour was, in spite of its nane, a body of fluctuating 

size comprising all past sheriffs. 
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Throughout the period 166n to 1835 therefore, the 

Corporationsof Nottingham, Boston and York remained closed bodies, 

and it was this aspect of the three : 'orporati<<ns which was most 

bitterly complained of by the public at the municipal enquiries 

in 1833. No single evil in these Corporations was more loudly 

criticisod than their exclusiveness, for not only the Commissioners 

were "possessed by an abstract belief in the inherent rightfulness 

of popularly elected bodies"(21). To the staunc. i Tories in 

tottiri m, to the Whigs in Boston, and to every excluded merchant, 

shopkeeper, framework knitter and other person who felt himself 

unfairly unrepresented, the exclusiveness of his local Corporation 

was the root of every evil. 

'Me opportunities for abuse were certainly great. At 

Boston the Corporation became almost exclusively Tory in sympathy, 

at Vottingham only 'bilts and dissenters were represented in the Council. 

F, mclusiveness operated too in the co-opting of family and friends, 

and in the distribution of corporate and charitable funds, But evidence 

fron all three Boroughs indicates also that, although self-elected, 

these bodies contained men of respectability and good standing who, 

as individuals, were revered by those who censured them for being 

members of the Corporation. (22) The evidence from Leeds clearly 

indicates that whatever practices may have been uncovered to support 

the case for reform, it was the system which was essentially under 

ý21) S&B' 'ebb, The Manor a. nd the Boron, c*h (196) 719 
(22 Conclusion 776 
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criticism. "The great respectability of the present members of the 

Corporation and their impartial conduct as justices, were universally 

acknowledged; but the restricted system and want of a more popular 

method of election were loudly complained of". (23) 

At York too, even though the burgesses at large enjoyed no 

place in conciliar elections, "persons of various political opinions 

are frequently elected, and it appears that differences of religious 

sentiment does not afford any ground for exclusion, However, the mode 

of electing the common council makes that body unpopular and renders 

it the object of suspicion and distrust". (24) 

Yet, even where co-option as such was not practised, 

conciliar elections could be manipulated to meet the demands of the 

governing body. In Doncaster, in order to limit the freemen's choice, 

the common council chose as liter for Office one person whom they 

wished to be elected, and one person who was known to be unpopular 

with the electors. "One gentleman who had staunchly declared his 

determination not to give money to anyone voting for him was put out 

an lito ton or twe. Lve tines, despite his being at variance with the 

members of the common council". (25 ) 

Boston, Nottingham and York were not alone in being 

unrepresentative town councils, and it should be remembered that the 

emall percentage of men who combined the necessary wealth with 

sufficient education to serve as councillors, were, in any case, 

23 T, CR Leeds 1620 
24 MCC York 1743 
25 14CR Doncaster 1497 
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unrepresentative. But this element in their constitutions could 

put them out of touch with the nods of their tow on, and it 

was, this element which rendered then so vulnerable to the do ia. nd 

for reform, as the notion of fair representation gained increasing 

credit in early nineteenth century .. nglarvd. 

f 
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FINANCIAL ORGANISATION 

Fron the date of its first Charter, a Borough 

Corporation acquired immunities and franchises, rights, privileges 

and properties which provided the municipality with a monetary 

income. Successive royal grants, gifts and donations from 

individuals and investment by the corporations themselves, soon 

provided a steadily increasing fiscal return until by 1660 most 

boroughs possessed appreciable wealth, and some, like Doncaster, 

owned land and privileges of immense value. 

For the majority of corporations, it was the rental 

income from their properties which provided the single most 

important form of revenue (26) and this was certainly the case 

for the boroughs of Boston, Nottingham and York. In the form of 

lands and tenements, houses, pastures, mills, ferries, docks, quays, 

Stallage and tolls the three corporations possessed very different, 

but equally valuable, holdings. The rents received from lands and 

buildings accounted for the major proportion of their annual rental 

incomes and in this respect the three boroughs were equally well 

endowed. At Nottingham however the corporation probably owned a 

higher percentage of tenements and shops within the town than either 

Boston or York. The borough possessed very large areas of fields, 

meadows and gardens, many of which were some of the corporationl most 

valuable properties (27), but the public houses, tenements and shops 

(26) A notable exception to this is Leeds, where the corporation 
pooseened no property at all: VCR 1623 

(27) Nottingham rental. 9 1772-3 e. g. clear Coppice ¬40 pa; 'Eastern 
part of Near Cop, aice £47 pa 
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together accounted for a larger part of the annual rental income. 

Indeed this was the more so as the town's population grew in size, 

and buildings and land reached a premium.. 

At York grants, bequocts and purchases had left the 

borough in 1660 with a fairly balanced proportion of houses and 

farming land, but unlike lIottingbazn, the corporation had at its 

disposal several very large and valuable farms. Probably the most 

remunerative of these was the Tang Hall Estate which in 1830 was 

leased in severalty for a total of E530 p. a. (28) This farm was, 

it is true, not held in fee simple; the corporation leased it from 

the prebend of Fridaythorpe on renewable leases for three lives. 

For the renewals the corporation paid heavily. Between 1693 &1716 

three renewals totalled £590 which with the legal charges and annual 

rent brought the cost of the estate to the corporation, to some 

£1173 (29) over twenty-three years. The corporation in turn however 

leased the farm for at least 0121 p. a. (30), and thia even during 

this period of unusually frequent lease renewal, the corporation 

still made a profit of over £15(30. In addition to Taxihall the 

council purchased a valuable farm at Laxton which with two farms at 

Fawdington and Carlton Miniot produced an annual revenue of some 

£690 p. a. in 18319(31) These individual properties were therefore of 

considerable significance within the annual rental, but the extensive 

possessions of the corporation in the town - the public houses, shops 

and other buildings, -should not be overlooked. 

(28) York B 78a 

(29) YCAB passim 

(30) Thi© was ite rental in 1690 

(31) York E78a 
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At Boston however, the corporate properties, by 

distinct contrast with Nottingham, consisted primarily of arable 

and pasture lands around the town. The corporation did own a 

number of shops and tenements within Boston, but owing to the 

small size and nature of the town, it is not surprising that most 

of its property consisted of land rather than buildings. From 

a "true and perfect survey of all the lands tenements and hereditamts 

belonging to the Mayor and Burgesses* (32) the overwhelming 

predominance of tracts of land is quite apparent. Like York the 

corporation owned a number of very largo and valuable farm holdings, 

many of which in 1819 rented for 0100 and upwards, and one of which, 

in the west fen was leased for £450 p. a. (33) Moreover, like 

Nottingh3J , Boston benefited from the pa. = ticular development of the 

area during the later eighteenth century. By enclosure and drainage, 

the value of the corporate holdings was much enh: -,. need. 

Aithou,; h lands and tenements constituted the largest 

portion of the rental income, all three boroughs owned in addition 

rights and privileges of variable pecuniary value which were included 

within the orbit of the rental roll. ,s entially those consisted of 

tolls granted by royal charter or act of parliament leviable not 

only in the markets, but as "through tolls" and river dues. 

At Boston, by grant of Henry VIII in his charter 

of incorporation, tho borou& owned the right forever to charge and 

receive "a reasonable toll for goods there bought or sold, and pickage, 

(32) Survey 1677tß, 1681/2 Boston 4/3/4/4 

(33) Boston rental book 1819 
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stallalte, pontage, lastalte, wharfage, and passage, as the Yayor 

and Aldermen of King's Lynn have", (34) The last conditional clause 

respecting the rights of the borough of King's Lynn caused much 

debate and confusions over the legal rights of the Boston council 

in the early nineteenth century, (35) but the corporation never-the- 

less claimed, by virtue of this charter, extensive and valuable 

dues. Most of these tolls were, at Boston, rented as one lease 

for the majority of the period 1660-1835 and the lessee received 

in addition to the tolls, a rieccua, -, e near the bridge, the Crane on 

Parker's Quay (Packhouse ^uay) and "all the staythes quayo, whar3 

and landing places belonging to the Mayor and }Burgesses", By 

virtue of the charter of incorporation they claimed, as a through 

toll, duties on all horses, cattle, carts, waggons, sheep and wool 

passing over or through the town bridge(36) and maxket tolls and 

stallalte on all sales and purchases. The only exception to this was 

the etalla e paid at the annual mart, which was included in the rents, 

and the "corn tolls and the tolls oh rush ropes, apple carts and 

all other wares exposed for sale in the market plane without stalls" 

which were a perquisite of office for the Co -,, non cryer, (37) Although 

the leases refer to the "pig market tolls" and the letting of the 

sheep pens with their tolls, it aeons quite clear that the payme to 

involved were pennage- charges, the rate in both cases being one penny 

per animal per day. (38) 

Although these market and paosaCe tolls alone were 

(34) Boston 6/3 legal documents conccring tollcause 

(35) Soo later 393 
(36) Duties over the Bridge were discontinued in 1830 after disputes 

H. Porter, op. cit. I 6. 

(37) Lease 1718 Boston 4/B/3/6 

(38) Leases passim BAB 1fthtar. 1719, BAB 13th June 1609 
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a valuable source of income to the council, it was the river and 

harbour dues which were most important to Boston. Under the 

authority of Henry VIII's Charter of incorporation, the lessee of 

the tolls claimed wharfage, and keyage on all goods loaded or un- 

loaded within the Surisidiction of the port and borough. After 

the first harbour Act of 9812, however, these tolls were vested 

under the authority of the corporation an Harbour trustees. 

Wharfage was still to be paid for "all goods wares and commodities 

whatsoever landed out of or put on board any ship or vessel or on 

or from any of the wharfs or quays within the port and harbour from 

the Grand äiuice to Maudfostor's Gowt"(39) at detailed rates 

specified within the schedule to the act, But from July 1812 they 

were removed from the General lease of the tolls qnd collected by 

officers appointed by the Hallo(40) 

In addition to these tolls, the Charter of 

Admiralty received by the borough in 1572/3 (15 Elizabeth) granted 

to the corporation admiralty jurisdiction over an area extending 

beyond the port and borough to the Norman Deops, (41) and the right 

to collect tonnage on all incoming and outgoing vessels, for the 

upkeep of the buoys, beacons and seamarks. Frequently referred 

to in the early accounts as "beaconage" these tolls were in 1734 

joined with the previously separate lease oil ballastage, lastalte 

and anchorage (granted by Henry VIII) and rented to Alderman. 

Richard Bello(42) Thereafter however they were put in the hands of 

(39) Harbour Act 52 Goo III c 105,1012 

(40) BAB 6th July 1812 

(41) and "all manner of places and "light money" received from ships 
(42) 4/B/4/6 
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a collector who passed his receipts to the Chamberlain. The 

Chamberlain in turn accounted for this income and the expense of 

maintaining the buoys and beacons in his annual chanber account, 

and these tolls thus ceased to be entered within the category 

of rental income. The corporation was entitled to levy tonnage 

rates not only at Boston, but at Spalding and %. ainfleet too, though 

the receipts from the two smaller ports were cons3ýerably. loss. 

In 1762/3 for example, the tonnage rates levied at Spalding 

realized only five guineas in comparison with 279.0.1 at Boston. (43) 

The dues at Wainfleet and Spalding nevertheless continued to be 

collected, together with lastalte on all grain shipped to and from 

the ports. 

By the terms of the admiralty chart©r, the toll was to 

be levied at specified rate for each variety of ship or cargo, 

ranging from 4/- for every ship belonging to a Scotsman, or 5/- 

for foreign ships to 20d for '. nglish ships and 8d for coasting 

vessels. But by the mid eighteenth century, if not before, the rate 

of the toll appears from the accounts to have been 14d per ton for 

non-townsmen and ld per ton for townsmen `44) 
1, and by the 1775 Pilot 

Act they were regularized at ld per ton or per chaldron on all British 

ships inwards or outwards. (45) In 1308 however the Buoys and Beacons 

Cbmrittee reported to the Hall that they were insolvent, for although 

"iron and every other article and eppence in keeping the buoys and 

beacons h. s increased to a very large amount", the tonnage had remained 

virtually the same since the granting of the charter in 1572 . 
(46) 

(43)pc'AB 1762/3 

(44) 7/B/1/3 

(45) Pilot Act 1774/5 15-16 Geo III. 

(46) BAB 8th Sept. 1808 
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In April of the following year therefore the tonnage rate was advanced 

from Id to 1+d per ton, (47) but it was under the terms of the 1812 

Harbour Act that an appreciable increase in the Tonnage dues was ade. 

To provide for the extensive end costly harbour improvements, it was 

direotod that the Corporation, an the (arbour Trustees, should receive 

a maxi== of 6d per ton from British ships, and 9d per ton from foreign 

ships for tonnage, and Id on wheat and Id an Grain for lastage. (48) 

inevitably the maxims rates were ieipocod, and although the Corporation 

in 1016 made reply to a shipowner's petition by reducing the rates for 

ships registered at Bostons(49) in 1626 the maximum rates were again 

imposed. Public notice was Given that "from and after the 5th day of 

July next ensuing, the Tonn ¬o rates and duties now charged and payable 

upon all ships and vessels registered as belonging to the Port of Boston 

on entering inwards or clearing outwards at the Custom Houne... ehall be 

increased to the sus of 6d per ton". (50) These rates however, toEther 

with wharfage, were, after 1812 received not into the corporate account 

proper, but into the Harbour Pund. (51) 

The Corporation at Nottin ham were entitled to extensiva, but 

not particularly valuable, river tollst The earliest charter surviving 

for the town granted power to levy toll for the pausage and crossing of 

the Trent between Thrtuapton and Newark on the south side of the river and 

between the "brook beyond Rerpatone", and the water of Rotford on the North 

side, the central eleven yards being free to all navi(*ators. (52) 

(47) B'i 4th April 1009 
(48 Harbour Act 1812 52 Coo III o. 105 and Accounts 7/B/1/4/i, 

49 7/T'/3/27th 1->>ov. 1816 
7/8/1/4/2.90 

50 7/)'/ ", /27th K-my 1820 51 'o'bere ronain also coin accounts for "1it'nt money" received from 
chips going into or departinsr, fron Boston, for the nunbor of 1i htm 
which they passed 

(52) Charter lenry II c. 1155 
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Accordingly toll was received at 1; ewark, Mattersey and ': verton 

Gunthorpe and Fiskerton, and also at Trent Bridge where a through 

toll was received both for goods passing under the bridge and those 

passing over the bridge. Regarding the under bridge tolls, the burgess 

ledger refers to duties payable "for ever; tun of goods wares or 

merchandize sailing or passing under the Trent 3ridge". (53) and in 1752 

the Sheriffs were directed to "take the usual Toll of Persons who carry 

Goods for Hire for going and coning over the Trent bridges not being 

Burgesses of this corporation""(54) 

The Trent Bridge and Newark tolls were indeed perquisites of 

office for the two 3heriffa1 *ho teased them out to individual 

speculators. Since few of the : )heriff's accounts now remain, it is 

difficult to trace the leasing of these two tolls, but it in evident 

that their value was slowly declining during the nineteenth century 

probably through a decrease in the traffic on the river and through 

opposition to the levy. From a rent of 0100 per annum in 1819 (55), 

the tolls were in 1833, lot out for only . 063 per annum, the tenant 

having refused to pay the ß`E34 per annum which the Corporation had 

requented. (56) 

Unliko the Bridge and Newark tolls however, the dues 

received at Fiskerton, lo verton and Matterseyf and Gunthorpe, were 

approoriatod directly to the use of the corporation. Since these too 

were put on lease, they were accounted within the annual rental 

incomes but they were never of t; ýreat value. In 1733/4 they were leased 

for only ß. 1O altogether, and it is not therefore surprising that during 

the course of the next forty years they di. sapnea--el from the rental accounts. 

(53 1567 ; ", 
54 NB 3511£ 34 
55 tin 357g'7C, 71. 
56 1110 3593£116 
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No doubt they had been abandoned by the Corporation as opposition to their 

imposition increased. (57) 

Of more importance to the 1Jottingham Council therefore were the 

market Stallage qnd tolls, but these again were, until 1826, chiefly payable 

to the Sheriffs. In addition to levies on specific items brought into the 

town for sale on, for example, cattle, horses, pigs, sheep, oatmeal, corn 

and fruit, (mostly received by the Sheriff or their Officers), there were 

two general market tolls known as the passage, or great toll� and the 

atallage, or small toll. The former was a double toll levied at Goose Pair 

of 2d on all goods exposed for sale, and the latter was not in fact a 

Stallage, but a 1d toll payable every Saturday except Goose Fair, on all 

goods for sale except butter, fruit and nuts. The fact that it was referred 

to as a stallage, (58) caused no small amount of confusion, especially for 

the Town clerk when providing evidence in the suits concerning the Corporate 

right to toll and stallalte in 1833. These two tolls were in turn rented at a 

nominal fee by the two Sheriffs to their two bailiffs, who, in addition to 

the great and small tolls, received in the market places collected similar 

tolls on the butchers' stalls in the Shamblea. (69) For these latter tolls 

they rendered accounts. Amongst the tolls on specific items was the corn tolls 

or scavengers fee, as it was usually known, presumably because it had once 

foamed the emolument of the town scavenger. By 1660-however he received 

an annual wage, and the Tee" was put on lease until the abolition of 

the corn tolls in 1800. (60) The scavengers fee is described in 

(57) Opposition to toll rights grew steadily during the eighteenth century. 
See Chapter 6 p384 . Fickerton disappears from the rent toll in 1735, 
Everton in 1755 and Gunthorpo in 1769. 

(58) eg=1822,! HB 3581/94 "A lease for one year of the toll called the 
Stallage or =all toll". 

(59) fiber accounts, Ledger A, the Chamberlains' made payment to the two 
bailiffs, Wm. Wright and Thomas Hutton, on behalf of the Sheriffs, for 
collecting the tolls on the country stalls at Goose Fair and on the 
Butchers' stalls throughout the year. These entries appear 01809 and are 
still made for 1822/3 when Hutton and Wright are known to have held the 
small and passage tolls in lease. Z1HB 3581094 

(60) ISM 355047954 
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lease agreements as "the tolls of all corn grain and malt 

brought to the market on Saturdays, weekdays or any other day", (61) 

but theoii. cally the Savenger's fee represented only a portion of 

the corn tolls. The Nottingham Journal of October 4th 1794 

printed the following notice from the Town Clerks- 

".... by virtue of divers Royal Charters, and otherwise 

the corporation of Nottingham are intituled to, and have 

immemorially received, amongst other things, a toll on corn, 

bought, sold, or delivered within the said town being in the 

proportion of one strike in every twelve Quarter of such corn; 

and by virtue of such charters and of a decree in his Majesty's 

court of exchequer founded thereon, they are further intitled 

to, and have immemorially received a Toll in the nature of a 

Scavenger's fee, from the inhabitants of divers villages in 

the said county (who have claimed an exemption from such first 

mentioned toll on account of their being Tenants of the Dutchy 

of Lancaster) which Toll amounts to the proportion of Half- 

a- Strike for every twelve quarters of corn..... "(62) 

The corn toll was therefore the only market levy from 

which the chamber estate proper benefited, until in 1827 the 

corporation abolished the passage and small tolls. In lieu there- 

of they collected an increased stallage rate which was put into 

the newly created market place account. There had previously 

been a regular levy of Stallage in the market platte but it had 

been only in the nominal sum of 1/- p. a. which was collected and 

(61) Lease 5022 

(62)2_-J-4-10-1794 
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taken by the Mayor's sergeant at Goose Fair. 

At York the corporation was entitled to similar dues 

to Nottingham for the carriage of woolpacks, coal and lime over 

Ousebridge, but it was again the tolls in the markets and fairs 

which were most valuable to the corporation. Unlike Nottin, harn, 

they did not at York form the emolument of any officers, but 

constituted, as leases, a direct part of the corporate rental 

income. 

York was entitled to collect tolls in all the markets 

and fairs. But these rights were surrendered once a year at L ammast 

when the Archbishop received toll at the gates of the city on all 

cattle going to the fortnight fair and returning after sale,, on 

all small wares in the Thursday Pavement Ilarkets, and any other 

article over the value of 2d brought in for sale through the gates 

and taken out after purchase. The principal of the corporate tolls 

were those on corn and malt collected in pavement market. By a 

bye law of 1581, .... "all strangers and others such as have been 

freemen and do not keep scot nor lot within this city, nor do pay 

to the poor of this city, shall pay Toll for all such corn as they 

shall bring; to this city". (63) There were in addition, tolls and 

dues levied in Thursday market, and alt? iough this was hold primarily 

for butcher's meat, the 1762 lease of the toll directed the lessee 

to claim "... all that their ancient and due Toll and Custom for 

(63) P. Drako E oracum (1'Tß51 11 98 
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Hemp and Hempseed, oatmeal, apples, peas, nuts, cherries, and 

other fruit salt and other things and commoditys to be sold in 

the said t'Iarket.... "(64). By the Charter of 1590 (32 Elizabeth) 

the corporation was entitled also to levy dues upon all the cattle 

and other beasts bought and sold at the for±ight fairs, and in 

addition fish tolls were collected from the market on Fossbridge, 

Although these latter were remitted in 1724 in an attempt to 

encourage the trade of the market, the effect was negligible and 

they were reimposed in 1727. But like the toll on potatoes,, which 

was abandoned, (66) and the Toll on oystersq which cost as much to 

collect as it produced, (67) the fish tolls were of little financial 

importance. 

The lands, tenements and toll rights owned by the three 

corporations were therefore extensive, and surprisingly there was 

little difference in their overall value in the three different 

boroughs. From a comparison of the rental income of the three 

councils in the year 1700, it is evident that their properties were 

of much the same value; but by 1830 the greatly increased value 

of the harbour tolls at Boston had left the borough with the largest 

basic income of all three. 

Comparative rental and toll incomes (to nearest £1) 

1700 
Boston 
¬368 

1ottingham York 

¬442 £386 

1830 ¬3166 ¬4003 03950 
Tolls 1830 not 

J¬5447 X5040 0"- ¬3950 
included in the ¬2281 ¬1037 ¬0000 

rents, 

(64) E1o1A92 

(65)FDrake, op. cit., II 83 

(66) YH 3 50/112 

(67) York Im 1752 
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The ¬2000 received for the tolls at Boston was 

however applied solely to the harbour maintenance, and thus, 

like the 61000 of stallage receipts at Nottingham, (which were 

applied to the 11, arket place improvement) this revenue was not 

entered into the general corporate funds. 

The rental income from their properties provided 

the corporations of Boston, Nottingham and York, with a regular 

annual revenue which formed the basis of their financial 

organization. Not only was it the largest annual income, and 

the only revenue upon which the corporation could safely rely, 

but it was also predetermined in amount. Yet these advantages 

carried with them disadvantages, too. For if it was an income 

which the corporation could caluclate in advance, it was also 

one which could not be hastily augmented. When contingencies 

arose therefore, the corporation had to resort to expedients. 

This fundamental source of income was however in 

most boroughs supplemented by a miscellany of further revenues, 

which usually had their own place on the account roll. Some of 

these provided a regular, if small, supply of money. At Boston 

the corporation held rifthts to tythe as rectors of Boston Church, 

and at Nottingham the corporation received payments for the 

agietment of the East Croft. And in all three boroughs there was 

from time to time, an income from money which the councils had 

invested. In the earlier part of the period this consisted 

usually of tie interest which the corporation received on the money 
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which it occasionally lent out. But from the middle of the 

eighteenth century all three corporations took out shares in 

the increasingly popular canal and road building schemes and 

received from them an annual dividend. 

The remaining sources of income available to the 

three cobncils were, however, though often productive of an 

annual supply, essentially unpredictable. If the council was 

lucky it might receive donations or bequests towards its work; 

it might alternatively succeed in levying subscriptioms from 

the public towards the cost of improvement schemes. More 

frequently there were small receipts from the payment of debts 

and arrears, from fines received in the law courts or from 

tenants for the renewal of their leases, and there was always 

the possibility of a credit balance being left by the previous 

Chamberlain. But most notably there were the fines received 

from non-freemen for the redemption of their burgesship. 

Legally a corporation could not sell a part of its franchise, 

but it could admit members on the payment of a fee or sub- 

scription. For those people therefore who did not qualify for 

their freedom through birth right or the completion of an 

apprenticeship, it was possible to gain the burgessship on 

payment of a sum of money. In Richmond the corporation did not 

grant freedoms in this way, (68) but in most boroughs it became 

more than a convenient mode of enfranchisement: by the enforee- 

ment of stringent regulations against non-freemen trading, the 

(68) MCR Richmond 1701 
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corporation discovered an important method of raising money 

for the civic coffers. By these means an income from freedom 

monies at York figured in the accounts virtually every year 

and in much the same spirit the corporate authorities of most 

boroughs imposed fines upon freemen who refused to undertake 

the obligatory civic offices. For although such fines were 

introduced to ensure the service of those duly elected to 

office, it became almost customary at York to elect for office 

a candidate known to be unable or unwilling to serve . These 

two forms of income therefore, although prone by nature to 

violent fluctuation, were open to careful manipulation by a 

council in need of money. 

When these forms of income were insufficientg the 

three councila were obliged to resort to expedients. Most 

frequently these took the form of property sales, loans and 

annuities or iakbmz tontines. But many boroughs held in 

addition to the corporate funds, supplementary accounts which 

could provide ready source of money when occaoi--n arose. Apart 

from the county rate which by Act of Parliament in 1794: most 

boroughs were entitled to raise, (and which amongst others 

removed the burden of maintaining the gaol and its prisoners 

from the corporate finances) many borough councils had been 

made trustees for charitable funds. In many cases the money 

received in this behalf was accounted for only within the 

ao±porate funds. Thus at Boston and. York the income from 
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numerous charity bequests was jumbled together with the corporate 

receipts, and at Nottingba. n the funds of ]3ilbie's hospital, of the 

Lambley Charity, Ro'binson's and Thomas w'hite's charity were, until 

late in the nineteenth century accounted only within the Chamber 

Estate fundm. (69) In years when these charities showed a profit, 

their surplus holdings were automatically absorbed by the corporate 

accounts, until the balance was again made good* 

At Boston and lottingt however, the corporations held 

in addition to those Charities entered in the corporate accounts, 

trust estates of much larger dimensions which were administered in 

their own right. At Nottinghams the Corporation managed two such 

Estates, known as the Bridge and School Estates. Established for 

purposes self evident, the Bridge Estate. originated in a bequest 

of John and Alice to Pauset in 1313 for the maintenance of the 

"Hethebethebrigg" (Trent BridCe), but the School Estate was not created 

until two centuries later, when Agnes Melloro in 1513 made an 

endowment for the maintenance of a frre gTammar school. The Corporation 

annually elected two Brideemasters and two School Wardens to administer 

the funds and direct business as ordered by the Common Hail. Despite 

the separate administration of these Estates however, the corporate 

use of their revenues was blatant. For many years any profits accruing 

at the financial year end, were transferred directly and openly to the 

Chamber Fund; but once this misdemeanour was corrected the Chamber 

Estate borrowed only on payment of interest, At Boston the Corporation 

(69) Vide infra Chapters 5,12. 
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was granted, by Charter of Philip and Mary, (1555), all the lands and 

properties previously belonging to the gilds of Saint Mary, Saint 

Peter and Saint Paul and the Holy Trinity which had been dissolved 

under F4ward VI. The application of these erection lands was to 

be to the establishment and maintenance of a freue grammar school 

with a master, the support of two chaplains, four poor bedesmen at 

the church, and the maintenance of the bridge and port. This last 

application was challenged by the charity commissioners, who maintained 

that the grants were made in consicieratiön of the high coats of 

repairing the bridge, and not to that purpose-00) But from the 

wording of the Charters "that the Mayor and Burgesses may be the 

better enabled to support the charges and expences of the repairs 

and maintenance of the said bridge and port", it would certainly 

appear to be a question for legal interpretation. It in worthy of 

note however that the 11unicipal Commissioners found the application 

of the Erection funds to the support of the bridge, to be quite in 

order. 

The income and expenditure involved in the Erection 

Estate were maintained independently of the civic accounts, by the 

Erection Bailiff, But as at Nottingham$ this charity estate 

proved to be a ready buffer in times of financial need. Although the 

funds were carefully and correctly applied, the Hall did not hesitate 

to call upon the Erection Bailiff to take a share in any expenses which 

could be considered as partially his responsibility. In both Boston 

(70) Charity Commissioners' Report 11 
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and Nottingham, the Trust Estates could prove a present help in 

times of need. 

The obligations incumbent upon the municipal body with 

regard to the expenditure of their revemves, were by no means clear. 

The typical Municipal Corporation during this period had no conception 

of itself as a local government authority in the modern sense. 'elieved 

of the medieval burdens of defending the town and maintaining its 

walls against attack, most town councils between 1664$1835 found them- 

selves left with few ancient obligations other than that of paying 

the annual fee farm and administering jdstice. Yet they remained 

incapable of recognising to the full their new responsibilities in 

town life. At the same time parliament further diminished the corporate 

sphere of action by establishing under local acts of parliament 

commissioners outside the corporation, with responsibilities ranging 

from the upkeep of roadst rivers and caanals, to urban lighting, paving 

and sanitation. For, "to the Hanoverian Mo-nar chs, as to Sir Robert 

Walpole and his successors, it never occurred to connect the existence 

of a Municipal Corporation with any responsibility for meeting oven 

the long standing requirements of the borough, still less the new and 

changing needs of the inhabitants". (72) 

(72) 5&B. Webb, The I4anor and the Borough (19b3) 1 283 
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n'ven so, the assertion of the Municipal Commissioners 

in their report of 1834 that "few corporations admit any positive 

obligations to expend the surplus of their income for objects of 

public advantage", was too sweeping and too exaggerated to be accurate. 

At the Nottingham enquiry, infield: Town Clerk, readily testified 

that the civic responsibility lay in expending the money "in 

upholding the property, and the surplus, if any, ..... for the benefit 

of the burgesses . The Corporation would not consider themselves 

entitled to expend the corporation funds for any purpose which would 

be foreign to the town"9(73) It is moreover evident from the accounts 

themselves, that the Corporations of Boston, Nottingham and York, 

slowly recognised a growing responsibility for the provision of amenities 

and improved conditions in their towns. 

As with their incomes, there were in all three Corporations, 

itema of expenditure which were of a recurrent and generally determinable 

nature, Primary amongst these were the annual salaries payable to the 

numorous officials, and the cost of the annual feasts and entertainments 

within the civic year= but in addition, there was the annual fee farm 

rent, and at York the rent for the prebendary properties. There were 

too the land tat payments, and the church and poor rates, and at Boston 

there were drainage and rivor bank assessrents. All Corporations with 

quarter sessions had in addition to make annual donations to the King's 

Bench and 2; arshalsee prisons, for under the Elizabethan Act for the 

relief of the poor (43,; 1iz"I, l6Ol) the Justices of every county in 

darter Sessions were required to raise quarterly donations amounting 

to at least 20/0 for each prison. (74) 

(73) T. Coekayne, Report of tho Fvidenoe riven before the Comm. ias 
aipointpd to enquire into Itunicipal Corporations (1833) 41,42 

(74) K. T. Neaby, gotta Count Records of the eiphteenth century 
Nottingharra 194 79 
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In addition to these, all three corporations paid out several 

gratuities to retired officers or their widows; there were charity 

trust payments to be made; payments at Boston to the lighting and 

paving commissioners established by Act of 1792; (32 Geo. III o. 80, amended 

46 Geo. III o 40,1806) and interest payments in all three boroughs 

on the loans and annuities which they had raised. 

Thereafter however, there was an amorphous mass of payments 

associated with the upkeep of the town. Within the orbit of annual 

or ordinary expenses there fell the cost of repairing and maintaining 

the corporate properties, and the maintenance of the fundamental 

amenities, such as lighting, street cleansing and repair, fire. 

fighting equipment and the policing or watching of the town. But beyond 

these there were irregular charges involved in town, river or port 

improvements; in the promotion of schemes for the economic better- 

ment of the town; charitable donations, legal charges and the Town Clerk's 

bills; the celebration of national events; the occasional visits of 

royalty and nobility to the town; and the repayments of previous corporate 

debts and account deficits. For the period 166001835 therefore, 

although non4 of the three corporations had accepted sufficient 

responsibilites to be classed as a local authority in the modern 

©ense# all had undertaken civic responsibilities of an extensive, if 

inconsistent, nature. 

In the administration Of the financial business of the 

borough, it was in all three corporations the Chamberlain who was the 

principal official. The number of Chamberlains and the mode of their 
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election differed from borough to borough. At Boston only one 

was elected, but at Nottingham there were two, and at York the 

nunber fluctuated, usually within the region of six or eight. 

At their first mention in 1290 there had, at York$ been only four 

Chamberlains serving, but during the financial crisis of the fifteenth 

century their number was increased to six, and Drake wrote that it 

had previously been customary to elect as many as twelvo. (75) Of 

this largo number however, only one, the Lord DST or's Chamberlain 

served as a Chamberlain proper, receiving the revonuea from the 

Steward, making payments on the authority of an order signed by the 

Lord Mayor or his Derauty, and casting up the accounts at the year end. 

Since the office Cave them access not only to the corporate 

funds, but to knowledge of all the financial dealings of the Corporation, 

the Chamberlains were selected with care. In all three boroughs they 

were elected essentially by the ruling body, and at Boston the 

initial selection of two candidates was reserved to the Mayor himself 

who chose from the ranks of the common councilmen. Having served 

in office, the Boston Chamberlain continued as a councillor until his 

seniority recommended him for an Aldermanie vacancy, and the 

Chamborlainship offered therefore no stepping stones to civic promotion. 

At York too, the Chamberlainship gave admission only to the 24 whose 

c noiliar role was limited to participation in elections. But by 

contrast with Boston, the Chamberlains were selected from outside the 

corporate ranks, being chosen from amongst the burgesses at large. 

(75) F. Drake, 03oracum (1785) II 30 
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At Nottingham however, election by the governing body into 

the Chamberlainship was the only method of entry into the 

Senior Council and Aldormaxiih ranks. 

Once elected, the Chamberlains in all three boroughs 

served only for a year. In 1660 Boston council finally 

realised t}1e importance of establishing continuity, and resolved 

that in future, two Chamberlains should be eleotedg one of whom 

should serve for two successive years, but within a matter of 

months the resolution was displaced by the deciSion to once again 

elect only one Chamberlain for the ensuing year. (76) The 

continuation of this Practice inevitably hindred the development 

of continuity and progress both in the financial management of 

the borough and in the maintenance of the accounts. 

The borough's financial year invariably ran 

concurrently with the Mayoral year, which most commonly proceeded, 

as at Nottingham, from Michaelmas to Michaelmas. At Boston however, 

the Mayoral and the financial year ran from tray 1®t, while at York 

they began, after about 1730, on Lord Mayor's (Election) day` beint; 

February 3rd. Prior to the mid eighteenth century, York's 

financial year began on January 15th having been altered from 

Michaslm".: in 1376, 

The responsibilities of the Chamberlain oomprised 

basically collecting and receiving the borough rents and dues, 

inspecting and maintaining the borough properties, and paying all 

(76) BAB 1660 if 443,460. At Northampton, two were elected to. 
serve for two years, one roti. rjn3 

each year: 
J. C. CoxgRecords of Borou of 

Northampton 189 II 56 
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the bills authorized by the corporation. As his oath at 

Nottingham recited, he was appointed to employ "well and truely" 

his "ouning and power" in the service of the borough. "You shall 

..,...., the Cocoon woods, neadows,, rents, farms or void grounds 

letten or to be ]. et wais(t)e & Estrayes duely and diligently 

oversee, And them and every of them rule improve and set to farm 

by the advice oversight and assent of the Mayor and Cocoon Councill 

For and to the most profit weel and behoofe of the said Mayor 

and Comons. "�and digently gather and Levy...., rents and other 

casualties and duties-... and due and requisite reparacons on all 

mannerof tenements or other things belonging to the.,.... town.... * 

cause to be made and the Mayors comandmont,.. for the weal worbhip 

and profit of thia,.., town.,,. cause to be done without delay.,... "(77) 

His responsibility therefore extended to every facet of financial 

business, as ordered by the Common Nall and this was his position 

at Boston too. 

At York however, the Chamberlain o were aosieted by 

a further official known as the General Receiver or City Steward, 

who was responsible for the actual gathering of the corporate revenues. 

The general reseiverchip was first instituted in 1627 for prior to 

that date the borough rents had been collected by the Bridgemaster . 

After the abolition of the Offices of Bridge and 14mra Masters, who 

had maintained separate accounts for tie maintainaýco of Ouse bridge 

and the City walls, the Receiver was appointed for the sole purpose 

(77) Nottingham Chataberlain's Oath, quoted at the begining of most 
of the ei&hteenth century account books. 
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of collecting all the rents, tolls and dues. From these receipts 

he paid the assessments laid upon the borough, and occasional 

additional bills, and having subtracted his own salary, passed the 

balance to the Lord Mayor's Chamberlain. Thereafter however, the 

Chamberlains' responsibilities remained, as at Nottinte, the 

debts duties, arrearagee, muragen, profits and revenues due to 

the City "truly to keep and dispend for the avail and profits of the 

city and to truly charge and discharge themselves, and true accounts 

make when .... required .... "(78) 

But the primary raison d'etre of the Chamberlain was 

more fundamental than his oath would indicate. Hie powers were, 

after all, somewhat illusory. In all three boroughs his effective 

spending power was limited to a maximum above which he could act 

only upon orders of Hall. At Leicester the Chamberlain wac indeed 

allowed to expend up to 930 without previous authorization (79), but 

at Vottincham the Chamberlains were, in 1796, limited to 05. (80) and 

at Boston from a maximum of £1 ordered in 1677, it was ruled, in 

1747 that the Chamberlains and Erection Bailiffs should, in future, 

have "express orders" from the Hall before laying out any cum what- 

soever. (81) 

His primary purpose was indeed to act as the corporate 

banker. In this capacity not only did he safeguard the corporate money 

and pay the bills, but it was from his private resources that relief 

was expected when the Corporation experienced a deficit. Indeed to 

(78) E 34F65 Further consideration of the Receiver's role appears in 
Appendix III 

(79) LBR V 1382 
(80) 11t_ 3555f31-2 
(81) BAB 1677f53 Aug. 21st 1747 
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this responsibility is attributable the large number of Chamberlains 

appointed at York, for only one of them was active in normal] times; 

when financial difficulties threatened, all were equally responsible 

for giving aide During the financial crisis which York faced in 

the fifteenth century, the Chaiberlains, between April and December 

1449 paid ¬75 in nine installments into the common funds to meet 

essential charges. (ß2) 

At the beginning of the financial year before the rents 

had been received, it was from the Chamberlain's private income that 

the bills were paid, for unlike the corporation at Leicester, no 

provision wan made at either Boston, Nottingham or York for a floating 

balance. (83) In all three corporations a cash box was maintained 

which could be called upon from time to time, but this xza "treasury"# 

was of little importance except at Boston where the Chamberlains 

and 'rlreotion Bailiff's profits were at the year end always directed to 

be paid into it and then withdrawn again for the succeeding officer. 

Other money also went into the treasury, sometimes from the corporate 

funds by order of hall during the year, sometimes from, for example, 

the receipts for lease renewals; and in return the Chamberlain's 

account was sometimes boosted from the treasury, or extraordinary 

expenses were covered by it. (84) In addition to supplementing the 

account at the beginning of the year, the Chamberlain could face a long 

wait for reimbursement, with little or no consideration in the foram of 

interest if he ended the year with a deficit. On tho other hand, the 

(82) YCAB 1449 f 12d 

(83) In 1782 Leicester council ordered that £100 be used as a floating balance to 'ae paid to each Chamberlain as soon 
as he took office. And in 1804 this was further increased 
to £200. LBR V 1069,1295,1304 

(84) seep over 
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(84) "The Treasury" wa. o a cash box, as maintained at both 

Nottin i and York, but at Boston it appears to have 

contained lar-e sums of money, the balance from the 

corporate accounts always being paid into it, and then 

transferred to the succeeding officer. Order. of hall were 

often made for cash to be paid into it#, for example, a 

lease fine, and from these savings the Chaiberlains' 

accounts were often augnentedf or purchases made, 

e. g. BAB 1766/21, ¬147.5.11 was taken out of the 

Treasury to pay for lands purchased. 

BAB 19th Dec. 1718F3291-t350 taken out of the treasury 

and paid to the late Chamberlain, Mr. Brackenbury, to help 

balance his accounts. 
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corporation too could suffer when the Chamberlain was unable 

to supply his profit balance at the year end. For like the 

crown collectors, all but the most scrupulous of Chamberlains 

used the corporate revenues in their private accounts. To this 

situation the corporation at Leicester even gave acknowledgment, 

when in 1791'their auditors recommended that the late Chamberlains 

be allowed £20"as a compensation for the inconveniences they have 

sustained by advancing a great deal of money in payment of 

Ttadesrlens Bills etc before their receipts commenced and for 

having received only half a years rents which deprived them of 

the advantages which former Chamberlains have been used to derive 

from the keeping of there Rents some time in hand". (85) 

To g; -uard against the dangers inherent in entrusting the 

corporate funds to an officer, the accounts were annually auditdd. 

Bonds of security were required from the York Receiver and the 

Chamberlains at Boston, and none of the councils hesitated to 

sue negligent or fraudulent officials. But despite these precautions 

the system still depended heavily upon the integrity and ability 

of the man selected to serve. 

'Upon this officer the administration of the corporate 

finances principally rested, but during the course of the eighteenth 

century he came to be assisted, and in some cases, almost replaced 

by an official who, in sharp contrast to the Chamberlain, was 

appointed as a part time bot salaried functionary viho was chosen for 

his professional abilities. 

(85) LBR V 1125 
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In some Boroughs this office became so comprehensive 

that'it led to the abolition or supercession of the Chanberlainship. 

In Doncaster, a Steward was appointed in 1719 Urhose task it was to 

collect the rents, supervise and pay the corporations workmen, and 

make contracts to the maximum value of twenty, shillings. For this 

he received a salary of L: 5 p. a., and in 1721 the office of Chamberlain 

was abolished, 11114r. Robert Martin hazing been formerly chosen 

Chamberlain, it is ordered that he shall continue in Office until 

Lady Day 1723, but there shall not be any Chamberlain chosen for 

this year to come nor after unless the corporation shall think it 

proper to chuse one or more as bath been formerly", (85a) Prom then 

until 1835 the Steward, as a salaried officer, acted as both Borough 

Treasurer and Borough Surveyor, his salary in 1833 amounting to 

¬150 p. a,, with a house worth C35 p. a«(85b) In Hull too, the Town 

Husband, a loig standing officer responsible for the collection of 

the rents, was in 1766 appointed to transact-the whole business of 

accounting, although the Chamberlains continued to be eleoted, (85e) 

In Boston, Nottingham ahd York the Chamberlains were 

assisted fron an early date by an officer usually known as the Town 

Husband. His job was to supervise the town estate, and help with 

rent collection, and as the period 1660 1835 progressed, his work 

became steadily extended to the general supervision of all corporate 

repairs and improvements, conducting of surveys and the provision of 

plans. At Boston in 1819 Jeptha Pacey was appointed "to make all 

(85a) J. Tomlinscm, '7oncnster Prem the Raren occuVatºon tb the Pmsenr times (: LW7) St . 

(85b) ', 'CB 1499 
(850) ICR 1553 
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such plan and estimates as ray be required by the Corporation and 

to superintend all such Buildings as may be carted on by them and 

generally to attend to the repairs of all Buildings belonging to 

the corporation when necessazy". (86) At York he was in addition 

given complete authority in the matter of road maintenance and repair, 

and he became in all three boroughs chief advisor and clerk of works 

to the corporation in all matters concerning their estate, building 

and the provision of labour and materials. By the close of the 

eighteenth century all three boroughs had appointed a professional 

and well salaried Town Ausband, or Surveyors as he becane known* 

At Nottingham however the office of Town Husband was 

developed still further when in 1796 Edward Stavely from Melton 

Mowbray was appointed as the Town Surveyor. This most capable man 

became not merely surveyor and clerk of works to the corporation 

but their accountant too. Authorizing repairs and inprovenenta, 

paying and supervising all workmen, maintaining ledger accounts with 

all persona doing business with the Corporation, including the 

corporate officials, writing out the ledger accounts for audit and 

reorganizing the entire system of corporate accounting. Prom this 

time therefore, the Chamberlains were not only organized by Stavely, 

but in many ways superseded by him. Stavely controlled the cash pay- 

menta to the workmen, received the rents, controlled at least some 

of the payments into the corporation's bank account (67), and issued 

(86) BAB 1 Jan. 1819 

(87) Finance Committee Report 3987'126 
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cheques in his own na o. (88) The extent of his authority is 

clearly indicated by the report of 1826 in which the Finance 

Committee expressed "regret that money has also been repeatedly 

paid without signed orders, and on some occasions contrary to 

the wishes and without the knowledge of Mr. Staveley". (89) The 

Chamberlains were not however entirely superseded by Staveley; 

it was still via them that most financial transactions were 

conducted, and they continued to authorize payments and work 

contracts as they always had done, under the authority of orders 

of the Common Hall. The Nottingham surveyor did therefore wield 

more extensive authority than his compatriot in either Boston or 

York. At York, although the Town Husband combines? his office after 

1734, with that of City Receiver (90), the two posts were not 

intended to overlap. The City Receiver was still accountable to 

the Chamberlain for the rents he had received, and the Ifusband, 

although he made payments for workmen and for materials, was re- 

imbureed for these expenses by the Chamberlain and not from his 

receipts as City ýateward. Although he appears to have had freedom in 

matters of paving and street repair, having for example, all roads 

and pavements put under his management in 1816, on condition that 

he use "all possible economy"(91), ho was apparently under the same 

obligation as all other officers and workmen, to have most other 

(88) Vouchers fottingiwi 1024, X34 i-lI and A4tl 
(89) 39B7F126 
(90) YUB 42F177 
(91) E 77/ 23.2.1816 
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work previously estimated and authorized by Hall. In 1825 ho 

was ordered to repair a stone buttress near the Theatre,, "not 

expending more thereon than his estimate of ffour pounds". (92) 

The Husband therefore retained his own account, for the due 

settlement of which - as any other corporate workman - ho was 

dependent upon the Chamberlain. 

By virtue of his authority in building and repairs 

the surveyor did, at both Boston and York, to somo extent diminish 

the authority of the Chamberlains. Although the appointment of 

the Town Husband did not, in any of the three boroughs, lead to 

the abolition of the Chamberlainship, such as occurred at Doncaster 

in 1723, (93) nevertheless, he became inBoston, Nottingham and York 

a valuable assistant, whose authority modified to a significant 

degree the financial omnipotence of the annually elected official. 

(92) 177/11.2.1825 
(93) Chapter 29 '18 
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TT, RECORDS 
The Chamberlain's accounts remained the chief financial 

records in all three boroughs, and it is in these that the basic 

information regarding income and expenditure is to be found. The 

nature and extent of the Chamberlains' records inevitably varies 

from borough to borough, but in all three, the same basic procedure 

was adhered to. To check his income the Chamberlain maintained 

an annual rental book in which all the corporate properties, with 

their tenants, were listed and their payments or arrears noted. In 

addition, he retained copies of all the leases which were transacted. 

To check his expenditure he took, and retained until the audit, 

vouchers or bills of receipt for every payment he made curing his 

year of office. These payments and revenues he coincidentally entered 

into an account book, which, in some cases, was used as the official 

account for audit. Alternatively however, this was used for the 

Chamberlains' working purposes only as a cash book, or draft account, 

and the whole was re-written and sometimes summarized for the use of 

the Auditors. 

In the rental books and leases can be found an invaluable 

source of information. Where leases remain they provide details 

not only of the changing tenure of the property, but of its rental 

value, its nature, and positioning. At both Boston and Nottin, ghan 

sufficient leases have survived to cover fairly satisfactorily 

the period 1660 to 1835. They are not a complete collection in either 
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borough, but it is possible from them to trace a handful of 

vrooerties through mach of the period. There are however 

comparatively few left, at York, but in addition to the leases, 

there remain two most inforrsative books covering the period 

from 1704 to 1813. These record the proceedings of the Committees 

of leases, and include not only the property transactions and 

changes of tonute, but the orders of Hall and recommendations of 

the Lease Committees respecting lease procedure, covenant a. and 

estate administration. Although these records continue only to 

1813, th' work of the Lease Committee was then taken over by the 

Finance Committee, in whose reports the information is continued 

to 1835. There remain, unfortunately, no comparable documents at 

either Boston or Nottingham, although at Boston there are two 

collections of order of Hall appertaining to leases, which cover the 

period 1786 to 1835, and also reports of the Committee for letting 

lands for the period 1811 to 1835, and a collection of miscellaneous 

documents concerni leases. Those records however bear no comparison 

with York's for completeness. 

The existence of rental books for most of the ! period from 

1660 to 1835 does however alleviate the position at Nottingham. Rental 

books were kept in all three ßorourrhs almost, undoubtedly, bor every 

year. In these were listed not merely all the corporate lands, 

tenements, burgess and aldermen's parts, (95) and their lessees' rents, 

but also a current list of regular annual payments in the form of 

(95) Those were parcels of land granted to the burgesses by seniority 
and to all Aldermen when in office, at a nominal yearly rent. 
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fees, salaries, gratuities and interest payments. At Nottingham 

these records remain for the period 1660-1835 almost entirely. 

The dating of them for the early 1800v¬ß has unfortunately become 

somewhat confused. The original dating, which it would seem was 

probably correct, has at some time been altered, and in consequence 

some years appear to be missing, whilst others are duplicated. 

This does not however alter their value. They provide an accurate 

account of the movement of every piece of corporate property not 

only as regards its rent, but in many years the nature of its 

letting, whether by lease or from year to year; the frequency of 

its chance of tenure; the incidence of sub-letting, and the changes 

in the corporate estate by oales, purchases and property erection. 

Although therefore there are few rental books until 1723, they are 

thereafter a regular and valuable source of information. For the 

earlier period a terrier of corporation lands of 1604 provides a 

useful if rather antedated comparison. 

Thera remain unfortunately no comparable aeries of rental 

books at dither Boston or York. This is to be regretted, for a 

complete series not only provides information on the individual 

leases, but renders also valuable data on the corporate estate income 

as an entirety. There are at York rather more consecutive rental 

accounts in existence than at Boston, and although these are rather 

scanty, they do fortunately cover the first and last few years of the 

period, running from 1660-1694 and from 1790-1831. They fora, part of 
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the Receiver's accounts, which are in themselves an important 

source of information, for it is only from his accounts that the 

total rental income can be determined. Since he handed to the 

Chamberlain only the sum he had remaining from the rents, after 

allowing for arrears, sundry payments and assessments and his 

own salary; and in the later period paid only a portion of the sum 

he had remaining, maintaining a balance in his own hands; we there- 

fore have no accurate indication of the state of the rental income 

or of arrears, for the greater part of the eighteenth centum.;, 

Moreover, even whore the"Receiver's ac^ounto remain, they do not 

cover the entire period within the limits above quoted. Those 

remaining from 1660M694 (Receiver's Rolls), are reasonably complete, 

but several of them are illegible, and those remaining for the 

later period are particularly sparse, covering only the years 17c0to 

1793 (Rental Books) in detail, and quoting the total rental income 

for the years 1812,16189 and 1828 to 18310 Those which do remain 

give important evidence however of the nature of the City Receiver's 

business and his method of accounting. They also contain detailed 

rental lists for the year concerned. 

At Boston however there are very few rental books 

remaining, and those which have oirvived represent only the late 

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. (1785-6; 1788.9; 1789-90; 

1791.2; 1819-20; 1820-24; 1826-35)(96). Some of them are nevertheless 

fully detailed, as at Nottingham, with accounts of recurring expenditure 

(96) There are a few odd rentals for the earlier period, including 
one part eaten by rodents for 1714-15 4/C/1/20) and one for 
1776-77 (4/B/4/8). Also one for 1790 (4 B/4/9;, ' and one for 
1803 (4/$/4/10) 
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in addition to the rental list, although in some years the rental 

list was listed by name of the tenant and not by the property. 

Moreover there are at Boston and York, as at Nottingham, documents 

which usefully supplement the information in the rental accounts, 

in the nature of surveys, accounts of arrears and other miscellaneous 

records. 

Taken together therefore the leases and rental books 

provide sufficient information for a comprehensive as-essment of the 

composition of the corporate estate, the nature and terms of the 

leases hold upon it, and the rental income which the corporation 

annually received. There are however drawbacks in these documents 

which their extent possibly veils. The impossibility of ascertaining 

the exact rental receipts at York has already been alluded to., but 

in addition, the tracing of individual properties is rendered 

particularly difficult by the lack of distinguishing characters 

from tenement to tenement or between one parcel of land and another. 

It has therefore been usually necessary to select an outstanding 

property; a public house or a large farm, but the regular change of 

name of the former renders even this choice difficult. On the other 

hand the rental books at 13ottingham rarely changed format once a 

lay-out had been established. 

The Chaaberlainfe annual accounts wore similarly 

standardized, for with the annual transference of the office, usually 

to a young and inexperienced recruit, each Chamberlain invariably 
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followed the procedure -end formt of his predecessor. 

At Bonton there remains only one series of Chamberlain's 

accounts which are supnlemented by vouchers left for most of the 

period from the beginning of the pithteenth century. Unfortunately 

the accounts do not begin (for the period under consideration] until 

1695, but thereafter th' y continue, with only spas odie ? s, to 

1835, exee'nting for a complete lack of accounts for the decade after 

1720. until 1747 the accounts were poorly maintained. On the income 

side the Chamberlain usually detailed his particular receipts, although 

in some years a summary only was mzde. But on the expenditure side, 

the books resemble nothing better than cash books. 'ý'ntriee were 

made as and when the Chamberlain made his payments, and no categorization 

was attempted. That these indeed were intended only as rough accounts 

is suggested by the additional survival of occasional summarized account 

books, as for example in 1706. (97) The accounts at this date vary 

considerably in detail and layout, according to the diligence of the 

Officer appointed, and by the early 1740'ß the expenditure was entered, 

generally, only under the name of the payee, and rarely with an 

explanation of the nature of the payment, as had formerly been customary. 

This procedure was quite in order, for the voucher number was quoted 

in the account for roa-°y reference at the audit. 

In 1746 however the ? ia11 resolved that "all Erection 

Bailiffs and Chambe-lains hereafter to be chosen shall at the audit 

day distinguish In their accounts the charge of every particular 

(97) 4/B/I/`13 
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work done by them and that a copy of this order be wrote at the 

bottom of their respective rentals and another copy delivered in 

at the audit day". ". "(98)e Thereafter the accounts were duly 

maintained in an ordered fashion, the expenditure treing categorized 

and specified. The accounts can still not however be used as they 

stand, for each Chamberlain created new categories as he chose and 

the contents of others were augmented and diminished at will. Their 

headings were not moreover, particularly accurate descriptions of 

the contents; the heading of entertainments often including payments 

ranging from salaries and gratuities to annual charitable trust 

payments. 

At Nottingham the Chamberlains maintained three records 

of their transactions each year= a summary account presented for 

audit; a running draft account book, and the numerous vouchers. 

Unfortunately from 1660 until 1795 there are chiefly only summaries 

of accounts still remaining. From 1660 until 1669 these are 

particularly brief, although they do list the basic forms of income 

and expenditure: - rents, burgess nobles, the East Croft Agistment, 

arrears, debts, the balance of the last account, and accidental 

receipts on the income side; fees and wageaq necessary expenses, and 

occasionally repairs� rent unpaid and presents and regards on the 

expenditure side. After 1699 however there are no account, surviving 

owing to a fire in the Town Clerk's office in 1724~ but after that 

year they continue complete until 1835. They remain however as 

(98)BCAS panasn. 
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su=aries until 1795, receipts and payments being loosely 

classified, although extraordinary occurrences are usually 

listed individually. The accounts to this date are therefore 

reasonably informative on general lines, but do not allow a 

careful breakdown of the material. The Chamberlains` 

categorization must be taken as it etands, and as the accounts 

at both Boston and York show# this could be faulty. For the 

period from 1687 however the1 remain detailed Chamberlains' 

account books of expenditure for occasional years. These are not 

audited and do not always tally with the official account, but 

they provide details of virtually every, payment made during the 

year. Although there was1 as at Roston, a tendency to enter 

payments solely in the name of the payee' these sip counts cane in 

conjunction with the vouchers1 provide valuable evidence of 

particular corporate expenses. Withthese, as with the Boston 

accounts, for which the vouchers are needed to amplify the nature 

of the payments, it is however difficult to construct generalized 

statistics, for where the vouchers do not remain, and where the 

account cannot be made to tally with the audited s=ary, the 

evidence lends itself rather to particulariized examples of expenditure 

than to tabular demonstration. After 1795 however detailed accounts 

remain up to 10350 At the same time with the appointment of Stavely, 

the method of accounting underwent a marked changes Entries became 

more explicit and were usual]ydated# receipts and payments were 
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itemised anI entered under ; ener. l categories. 

This method of accounting continued until 1835, and in 

aVitio! to these vrr? r ,, ell kept accounts, there are ledger accounts 

remaining which recorded individual accounts between the Corporation 

and particular tradecino,. i, wort en or trust funds. Fror 1795 therefore 

the "iottingli-Lm Chtberlaina' accounts are a more valuable and detailed 

source of information. 

At York, am -at Nottingham, the Chamberlain kept three 

records of accounts ea-, h year: a su nary account; a rough account. book, 

and the numerous vouchers. The 'tccount books or rolls remain in 

existence for most of the period. Syr their very nature, the summary 

accounts, presented in roll form, do not give full details of the year's 

business. They contain however more irl"ormation than many of the 

Nottingham surmiarien, P. nd provide a valuable working; basic, since 

rea aonztbly accurate categorization occurs from 1660. They contain 

novortYheloao those amorphous groups which occur at Nottingham, namely 

"casual receipts" %nd "necessary expenditure". 

For an indication of the natura of these other individual 

transaotiona it is, therefore, necessary to turn from these audited 

rolls to the account books. These were sometimes audited, -vand it is 

fortunate that where many rolls are missing for the first twenty years 

of the nineteenth century, the account books are indeed audited. 

': 'hege books of account are comparable with the account 

books of expenditure at Nottingham, although they are not only more 
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abundant, but more painstakingly and more completely kept. 

The headings which appear in the summary roll, are entered on 

successive pages and the account book and details of each particular 

receipt or disbursement entered on the appropriate pages In most 

years these are fully and carefully entered, each category was 

totalled and the whole gives an impression of accuracy and care. 

At ISottin, han on the other hand, the account books of expenditure 

are often haphazard and careless. Like the early Boston accounts, 

payments were merely listed as they were made, and there was often 

no attempt to categorize or strike-any sort of balanced account. 

On the other hand the basic information in the York accounts is 

no Greater than in either the Nottingham or Boston accounts and 

in contrast with the latter two boroughs, there are at York few 

vouchers remaining particularly for the earlier period. The 

accuracy and detail of the account books however rarely renders 

these neooacary. In some years they have in fact been pasted into 

the relevant books of account. 

The Chamberlain's accounts, and rentals foar.: the basic 

documents necessary to this study, but in addition to these there 

are couttlecs other records, many of which are of vital importance 

to a full understanding of the financial business of the three 

boroughs. Principal amonst those are the corporatiola minute books, 

variously called the Assembly Books (Boston) House Books (York) 

or flail Books (Nottingham). Li these were entered the proceedini; s 

of each i-. eeting of the Common Hall which were hold sometimes once 
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a fortnight and rarely less frequently than once a month, except 
0-9) 

when the new year began and thorn was little to discuss. Yet even 

with these comprehensive documents it is surprising how little 

infornati:. n is at times available. The more obvious and regular 

aspects of corporate life were often not noted, they remain silent 

on the outcorio of the most in. oresting situations and reports of 

committees are sometimes nowhere to oe found. This is perhaps 
P 

explained by their being submitted on separate sheets of paper and never 

having been copied into the ninuto book. The hall books are in all 

three boroughs complete for almost the whole of the period 1660- 

1035. At York they are in a good state of preservation. At Nottingham 

however, the collection is very incomplete for the early eighteenth 

century, owing to the fire in the Tbwn Clerk's office in 1724. 

Between 1710 and 1723 only five books remain (they used one each year) 

supplemented by a few charred leaves teprrately bound. At : 3oaton 

however the minutes covering the last years of the period are missing. 

When the documents were sent for rebinding it was noted in the last 

remaining volume "the absence of minutes 1817-35 was discovered when 

the books were rebound.... sineo there are many unused pages in volume 

eight it was thought that the probable explanation is, iot that a 

volume is missing, but that from 1817-35 no minutes were kept", 

This contention however is most certainly wrong, Firstly perhaps, 

it is worth considering whetherg if no minutes were kept, the corporation 

would have troubled themselves to produce yearly accounts. The accounts 

(99) At Boston there was no meeting of the Hall between June 18th 1819 
and November 16th 1819; and in the following year between Octobet 
12th 1820 and December 12th 1820. This infrequency of meetings was 
not, however, common. 
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after all run up to 1835. Secondly it is apparent that minutes of 

some sort were taken because there are countless memoranda amongst 

the documents, noting the instructions of the Hall to certain 

officials. These appear to have been copied out by the Town Clerk 

for the purpose of remindint these officials of the Hall's 

decisions. Thirdly and perhaps most conclusively, there were indeed 

minutes kept until at least 1824, for these still remain in draft 

fora. The bound volumes of minutes Ito 8, 

are the neat copies of the 14al1 proceedingsf These would have been 

copied out by the ibwn Clerk more or less at his leisure from the 

draft minutes, (reference 2/A/1127). The draft minutes continue to 

April 19th 1324, but at that point the end of the book was reached. 

It seems likely therefore that a further volume was then begun, and 

has since been lost. It would have covered after all the period 

which the municipal commissioners most carefully peruseds 1824""35, 

and may easily have been lost then. Hore likely it remained in the 

hands of the Town Clerk and never returned to the Guildhall. What iS 

certain. is that the in ipal commissioners made no comment upon 

the absence of minute books, which they without doubt would have 

criticised had there indeed been none kept. 

In addition to the general Hall minutee, there remain 

in all three boroughs a variety of committee minutes from which 

dotailed information concerning particular problems or policies can 

be gleaned. At Boston there remain early nineteenth century minutes 
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of an Improvement Committee, the Committee for letting lands, a 

paving Committee and Financial Committee., There are too$ minutes 

of the proceedings of the Bridge Committee (1799 to 1819) minutes 

kept by the Buoys and Beacons Committee, and the Gaol Committee 

(1814 to 1819). At York there are, amongst others, minutes left, 

by the lease and ^inance Committees which render invaluable details, 

but at Nottingham there are only a few supplementary minutes left 

by the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century Shambles and 

Annual Committees. 

In addition to these, there were often supplementary 

accounts kept, sometimes by the Committees which were appointed, 

and sometimes by the Chamberlains or other Officials, such as the 

Town Clerk. These can reveal the most minute details regarding 

transactions which were only summarized in the general accounts. At 

Boston there remains an account for the building of Coopers Row in 

1770/1, (ioo) aid at Nottingham there is an account for the sale of 

Mansell Park. (l01) ? hat besides these extensions of the Chamberlains' 

accounts, there were others which were not connected with the general 

funds. At Nottingham the Corporation, after 1826, maintainod an independent 

market place account, for which unfortunately, only vouchers now 

remain; and from the late eighteenth century they maintained also 

individual charity estate accounts. (eg. Sir Thomas White's fund accounts). 

In addition to these there were too the accounts of the Bridge 

and School Estates which by contrast had, theoretically, no 

(100) 4/ß/l/63 
(101) 7438 
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connection whatever with the Chamber accounts. In practice 

however, they were for some time inter-connected. Comparing 

with these were the accounts kept by the Corporation at Boston 

as trustees of the Harbour improvement, and of the Charity 

Estate. These latter accounts, maintained by the erection bailiff 

were however applicable to civic purposes as well as charity, 

and are therefore essential for a complete indication of the 

corporate work. 

The above mentioned records represent only the major 

classes of documents which have an intrinsic bearing on the 

position of corporate finance before 1835. Beyond these there are 

multitudes of papers which illuminate or exemplify the corporate 

business. Of a vastly varied nature, they range from letters to 

legal documents, surveys and inventories, and their very variety 

is the key to their importance. Remaining more through luck than 

good judgement they elucidate at the most unexpected junctures. 

Taken as a whole, there remains in the three boroughs, 

an extensive range of documents; but they can be used only as they 

arise. Information gleaned from one borough may be entirely lacking 

for the other two. As a comparative study therefore, this work is 

inevitably limited by the information available. On the other hand, 

the varying range of documents provides evidence in one which 

adequately illuminates the happeningo in the other two. 

Perhaps the biggest drawback however, is the inadaptability 
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pf the accounts to the demands of modern scholarship. By their 

varied nature, they do not readily submit to the statistical 

examination which is demanded by economists, accountan-L. s or 

historians today. In addition, all the accounts, howevcru.. arefully 

cast up, needed to be catoegorized before they could be tabulated. 

The inadequacy of the Chamberlains' own categorization has already 

been considered, and there were always classifications of an 

essentially =porphous nature -"necessary expenditure and casual 

receipts, But in addition comparative tabulation could be achieved 

only by reconstraeting the accounts on a eonmon foundation. To 

a greater or lesser degree, all the a. ccounto therefore have had to 

be recategorized. In some cases they bear little or no relation 

to the inaccurately constructed account of the Chascbe,: lain hi pelf, 

and inevitably the entire reconstruction io heavily subjective, 

Novertheleco they are, in the tabular form in which I have presented 

them, both more accurate and informative than very many of the 

accounts in their original forn" 

Boyond thece primary difficulties there are others. 

The limitations of the documents axe miany. The silences, the lack 

of evidence is frequent. The accounts and minutes were maintained 

after all, merely an reminders to the men of the time, and not as 

a chronicle for the future. But once accepting that they will not 

yield exactly what we demand, they become a rich nine of varied 

information, each reflecting, in however small and incomplete a way, 

upon corporate, finance before 1835. 
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SECTION II - CONE 

CHA i.: R 3 

In Pursuit of : efficiency : Administration of Property 

In 1833 the commissioners appointed "to inquiro as to 

the existing state of the runicipal Corporations, in bland and 

wales", began, with the "utmost despatch" to conduct investigations 

into the nature and extent and management of some two hundred and 

eighty five, supposed, Iiunicipal Boroughs. Within the short space Of 

soma twenty months, they had by March 1855 presented to-tho Ministry 

a copious general report summarizing their opinions and conclusions, 

and supplemented by four volumes of appendices relating the evidence 

collected within the individual boroughs. 

It was within this general report that the commissioners 

made the dicturbiz announcement that "the evilo which have resulted 

from nisman¬ cnent of the corporate property are manifold and of the 

most glaring kind". (l) The report was however notoriously over- 

generalised. As the ': ebbs pointed out, it consisted of a "tire 

of. min, 7lod denunciations and insinuations directed against the whole 

body of municipal corporations, cuperficially fortified by a citation 

of bad instances, but unaccompanied by any statistical survey as to 
ý, 

the prevalence or distribution of the evils complained of. (2) Yet, 

after lengthy and detailed observation, the Wobbs too came to agree 

that "whilst one or two close bodies remained superior alike in 

initiative and honourable conduct to any of their contemporaries, 

the vast rajority fell even below the mediocre standard of administrative 

(1) t lc 45 Para 108 
(2) S ?- 13 ' ebb, =7ýi? lieh Local Goverrment, The Manor and the Borough (1908) 

713 
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efficiency and pecuniary honesty that prevailed in the open vestries 

and democratically controlled municipalities of the early eighteenth 

and nineteenth centuries"-(3) 

Managerial efficiency in the administration of the 

corporate estates was however of rudimentary importance to the 

financial well being of a borough inwhich, like Boston, Nottingham and 

York, the rental produce was the principal source of annual revenue. 

It is true that in the individual reports on the three boroughs �none 

was accused of serious inefficiency in the administration of their 

estates, yet neither were they especially praised for their managerial 

capabilities. And yet upon close examination of the proceedings of the 

three corporations it becomes increasingly apparent that not only was 

management of the corporate estate from as early as 1660, both sagacious 

and discriminating, but, as the period progressed, it became even more 

well advised. Despite the sweeping denunciations both by the municipal 

commissioners and by the Webbsi management of the corporate lands and 

revenues became of mounting concern to the three councils, until by the 

time of their dissolution all were administering their property with 

skill and efficiency. 

This marked growth of efficiency in the management of 

the corporate properties was in all three boroughs closely connected 

with the growing professionalism, and an increasing sense of responsibility 

within the corporations. As the eighteenth century progressed, ad hoc 

and standing committees became a regular feature of corporate administration. 

(3) Ibid., 46 
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The greatest significance of the order, in 1711, that "all the 

messuagos lands and Tenements with appurtces belonging to the 

City of York be viewed once in every years, ye want of views 

appearing to the committee to be of ill consequence", (4) lies in 

the existence of a committee to make such a resolution. Moreover 

by the 1790's all three boroughs had appointed salaried officials 

experienced in surveying, planning and estate management, whose 

advice brought to corporate business a professionalism hitherto 

seen only in the office of the Town Clerks The increasingly astute 

management of the corporate properties on lease and the mounting 

returns from the rental income are inseparable from the development 

of such bodies. 

The appointment of committees for the management of specific 

aspects of corporate business was in many borouGhs practised from 

an early date. At Norwich an elaborate system of committees was 

established after 1689, and in Bristol too they formed a distinctive 

feature of conciliar administration by the close of the seventeenth 

century. (5) But as in Nottingham, Boston and York, these were 

primarily "qd hoc" assemblies, created to deal with particular 

problems, and dissolved once their immediate work had been completed. 

Their purpose was to simplify administration and save the Common 

Hall both time and difficulties by vesting authority in the hands of a few. 

(4) E101f48 (1711) 

(5) S&B Webb, op. cit., 543#453- 
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In the nature of the committees appointed at TSottin ham to "view 

the Ground on Beastmaxkot Hill which 1r, Lemuel Lowe,... desires to 

build upon and to set out how much of the street he shall build 

upon", (b) and to "set out a proper piece of waste ground for to 

emct a New Machin for the weighing of coal for the BenQfit of the 

Lamps", (7) they were purely temporary, and in no way intended as 

an approach to the development of experience and continuity. Such 

ad hoc committees, appointed to deal with a multitude of difficulties 

were common in Boston as in Nottingham and York, from at least the 

mid seventeenth century, In 1660 a committee was appointed at 

Boston to "enquire what yearly profits may be made ofd the 

admiralty juriridiction", (8) and in 1706 a further group was formed 

to discover what was duo to and from the corporation and for dealing 

with other specific problems. (9) But it was those appointed to 

enquire into the administration of the corporate estate which are 

of most significance in this context. Created whenever the common 

Han felt a need for more detailed information, such committees were 

appointed irregularly but not infrequently, In the 1660's Boston 

crdated a Committee to examine the rentals, (10) and in 1704 a council 

was formed to examine the condition of the corpdrate estates. At 

Noýtinghaz too, temporary committees were often appointed to enquire 

into the value of expiring leases and to bargain for their renewal. 

(6) riß 352168 (1762) 

(7) mm 3522/11 (1762) 

(8) BAB. 3-f 448 

(9) BAB 4 ff 234,243 

(10) BAB 3f 495 
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In February 1669/1700t several persons were directed to meet in the 

hall "in order to see what leases are expired or near expiring", they 

being later required to "meet at come other convenient Lyme or tyres 

to make a fuller inspection abt, the sane...... (11) 

Countless ad hoc committees of this nature were appointed 

in all three boroughs and although they were transitory they represented 

a significant advance upon the mddiura of the Common Hail. So much 

smaller in size than the unwieldy Common Council, the com-aitteeunder- 

took enquiries and investigations of much greater depth than could have 

been conducted by the Common Hail. A handful of members were in effect 

acting as advisors to the legislative body, who invariably acc6pted the 

committee recommendations without question. 

At York however, although temporary oomitteee were 

still appointed to view leaseholds and conduct enquiries, a far greater 

advance had been made by the creation of a standing committee for the 

administration of the corporate property on leases Endowed with 

legislative powers in all matters appertaining to leases this permanent 

committee was established in 1631, thus antedating Norwich's standing 

committees by come fifty years. (12) "That the same (the leases) may 

be more carefully performed it is further ordered that every three years 

there shall be some indifferent persons appointed by this court to 

inspect all the lands and leases belonging to this corporation". (13) 

Accordingly in 1634, there were appointed "..... to view 

(11) NHB 3467/6th February 1699/1700 

(12) S&B ebb, op. cit., 543 

(13) YUB 35f146b (14th Deo. 1631) 
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all the city's lands and tenents, within the city and suburbs 

thro of, (sic) and to see wchs of them be out of lease or within 

3 y. of expiracon of...... to take now leases.. * who will give 

most for the same.... "q four Aldermen� five of the twenty-four, 

and eight of the eommons. (14) There was no ruling against re- 

election, and it became the policy for replacements to be made 

individually rather than 'en-block', several members remaining 

on the committee for many years at a time. (15) In 16649 a 

committee was appointed "the same persons which were for the last 

years" with Alderman Lamplugh and Alderman Scott. (16) There was 

thus strong continuity which continued uktil in 1816 the lease 

committee was suporceded by the general finance committee. Contrary 

to expectation however, supervis n was tightened yet more. 

Concerned with expenditure as well as income, the finance committee 

brought to bear a far wider knowledge than the lease committee had 

ever been able to exercise. Aware of the overall economic position 

of the corporation it was able to correlate income with expenditure, 

rents with repair costa, in a wider conception of the corporate 

estates than the lease com±ittee could ever have attained under its 

existing constitution. The recommendation in 1816 was that the lease 

committee be merely suspended for three years, although the numerous 

other committees then in existence, amongst them the Mansion House, 

(14 YHB 35. {239; E34f749-50- 
(15) E 34 passim. Also an order of 1679 which gave confirmation of 

past practice; "And now are ordered a now committee 
for leases"l to be chosen every third year, and 
three of the old Aldermen and two of the 24 to "go-off" ý 
and new ones be eleeted°, 'aid so for the cotmnons": YHB38/1q6 

(16) YHHB 38131 
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York Tavern, Mint Yard, finance, -general purposes and consolidated 

committees, were all to cede to the new Authority. But the lease 

committee was in fact never resurrected, for its work was far 

better performed by this body with comprehensive control over all 

aspects of finance. 

The development of standing committees for any aspect 

of corporate business was however, at Boston and Nottingham, long 

delayed. At Norwich there were four standing committees by the close 

of the seventeenth century (17) and the City of London had, by the 

first half of the eighteenth century, three permanent committees all 

of which were concerned "only with the perpetual lettings and re- 

lettings" of the corporate property. (18) At Leicester too, the 

Charter of James I established a bicameral committee to "let and set" 

the town lands. (19) At Nottingham however a standing committee did 

not come into existence until 1771, and then it was appointed for 

general purposes, while at Boston it was not until the nineteenth 

century that permanent committees held a significant position in 

corporate business. 

In 1771 the corporation at Nottingham finally created 

a standing committee to deal with such business as the Common Hall 

might refer to them. It stood however only for the duration of each 

mayoralty and it was composed of the entire hall. It was therefore 

almost a regression from the system of ad hoc committees appointed for 

(17) S&B. Webb, op. cit., 543 
(18) ibid., 639 
(19) R. W. Greavool The Corporation of Leicester 1689-1836 (1939) 7 . (1609) 
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special purposes, except in so far as it was quorate when any four 

members of the hall and the 14ayor were present. (20) Operating along-. 

side many temporary committees, it remained only an advisory and not 

a legislative body, but in 1792 its authority was somewhat extended 

by the abolition of all other $ad hoc$ committees except that for 

the school. This annual committee, as it was henceforth known, was 

appointed from year to year "to report to the Hall their opiniion 

and to transact the business entrusted to former committees, to act 

acco*ding to the instructions and powers given to and vested in the 

prospective committee, and that all other business usually transacted 

by committee be during this Mayoralty entrusted to them under the 

Direotionof the Hall". (21) It was still however composed of the 

entire hall, and although only five members were required for the 

meetings to be quorate, a large majority of the hall regularly attended* 

so largo were its meetings in fact, that smaller 'ad hoc' committees 

to enquire into particular problems, to inspect individual properties, 

and to make valuations were still appointed from within the annual 

committee. Its recommendations still moreover required ratification 

from the Common Hail proper, and it would thus seem that little advance 

had been made upon the system of temporary committees for special purposes. 

(20) 1UB 3531/i1 
(21) I 3552, {9-10. Other committees were in fact appointed. A 

Shambles committee (ori, 7inally appointed in 1807) which in 1816 
was ordered to cede to the annual committee once the new exchange 
and shambles were complete, was in fact later allowed to continue 
in its own right, "with full power and authority ...... to manage 
superintend and lot the whole of the shambles estate in such manner 
and form and upon such conditions and rents as they may judge 
moot advantageous for this corporation, and to doo all such things 
.... as if the same were under the immediate management cuperintendanee 
and control of the Coinon Hall". (5th Yov. 1818 and 4th Nov. 1819, 
ref. t 1508) 
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However the frequency of its meetings, the ease with which it was 

quorate, 'and the keeping of the separate minutes, seems to have 

ensured a continuity of business which allowed little to escape 

its attention. Meetings were called whenever business required it, 

and the Town Clerk was well convinced that the scheme had "turned 

out to the advantage of the corporation in conducting the business". (22) 

At Boston toot the corporation was late in devolving upon 

permanent committees those powers and responsibilities which it 

readily but temporarily entrusted to ad hoc groups. In contrast with 

Nottingham however, the corporation at Boston did appoint several 

permanent committees, each concerned with a particular aspect of 

corporate business. During the early nineteenth century the bridge 

committee, and an improvement comrmittee, advised upon most schemes 

concerning repairs on the betterment of the town. (23) Prom 1818-24 

a finance committee reported annually on the state of the corporate 

funds �its income and expenditure. (24) But in 1811 the council had 

appointed a lease committee. These had long operated on shad hoo basiog 

one being requested in 1785 to examine the extract of the leases and 

consider upon which day the corporate properties should be let. (25) 

But after 1811 this permanent committee advised the l4all on the term3 

nature and rent of all leases, and the management of the corporate 

estate �(26) 

(22) T. Cookayne, A Report of the Evidence given before the commissioners 
appointed to enquire into Municipal Coxvorations 1833 

47,48 

(23) The Bridge Committee; though appointed for the rebuilding of the 
town bridge, dealt with numerous other schemes. (o1802 onwards) 
BAB passim. Improvement Committee 1818-23; Z'D/I 

(24) 2/D/5 

(25) 4/ß/4J14 9th February 1786 (Report) 
(26) all) 13 
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The development of committees for the administration 

of the corporate property, both in temporary and standing form, had 

marked repercussions on the administration of future leases. Ad hoc 

committees appointed to investigate the nature and value of a particular 

leasehold reached conclusions just as valid as those of the permanent 

committees. In May 1700 a committee at Nottingham inspected ITr. Wyre's 

house and unequivocally stated that it was worth a £10 entry fine 

and 105h. p. annum rent. (27) Although standing committees gained the 

immeasurable advantages of experience and continuity, the appointment 

of even a temporary committee was an acknowledgment by the corporation 

of the care needed in the administration of this form of revenue. 

The importance of the lease committee at York in regulating and 

administering leases is evidenced time and again. When it was first 

established on a permanent footing in 1631, it directed that "from 

hencoforth.... no lease for any lands or Tenements whatsoever belonging 

to this corporation shall be lotten to any person or persons whatsoever 

until the leases of the same Lands or Tenements be within three years 

of expiration.... ". '11is was presumably an attempt to avoid letting 

at a price which would prove too low when the lease cane to validity, 

or an attempt to prevent undue preference to a sitting tenant. But if 

the committee devised principles of conduct it also recognised the need 

for flexibility. In 1711 they recommended that Elizabeth Abbott's 

lease of a house "without Bowtham Barr" be allowed to expire before a 

new lease was grated. (29) Ultimately the lease committee ordered in 

(27) NUB 3467 May 1700 
(28) YH8 35f146b N. B. reapealod 2nd May 1634 YAB35/240b 

(29) YUB 35}239; E341749. -50 
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1600 that �in future the City Estates shall be advertized to be 

let at the usual period of letting not exceeding one yeax and four 

months previous to the expiration of the respective lease thereof. ". 

.. instead of three years and upwards as heretofore'. (30) 

The vigilance and concern shown by Boston and 

Nottingham during the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries 

was however hardly less than at York, despite the absence of permanent 

lease committees. At Boston the council had ordered in 1653 that 

no lease should be granted until its expiration, or within three 

years of such, unless the present lease were eurrendered. (31) And 

as early as 1720 a clause was ordered to be inserted in all future 

leases for voidance of the leasehold should the tenant re-assign 

it without corporate 4icence. (32) But the real watershed in lease 

administration came in all three boroughs during the 1790's. 

Coinciding with a period of increasing financial hardship, occasioned 

by the inflationary era of the ! apoloonio Wars, and the many and 

costly improvements schemes which the boroughs conducted in their 

towns, the three councils found anressing need for more money. At 

the same time administration generally had been improving slowly. But 

from the closing years of the eighteenth century, partially in response 

to the financial demands, partially a reflection of the increasing 

sense of responsibility within the councils, rental prdductivity and 

estate administration took a most definite advance upon the preceeding 

(30) YHB 50,336 
(31) 2/C/I. $optember 5th 1653 

(32) HAB 5 /337 b (10th May 1720) 
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years. Nevertheless, it does not constitute a break with the past. 

Since perhaps the second third of the eighteenth century corporate 

concern and ability in the matter of property admiIistration was 

increasingly manifest in all three boroughs. But on its appointment 

in 1792 the Annual Committee at Nottingham established procedures 

which should have been operating as regular rulings long before. 

Indeed at York and Boston they were, The Committee was directed to 

"examine into the State and condition of all the different estates 

in the Rentall as well as in the waste lands, and to state to the 

Hall the most probable advantageous improvements to be made in them, 

either by fixing the Ronts at a proper Rate by disposing of those which 

are unproductive, or by letting then, or any other part of the sane, 

on building teases", (33) Within two months the committee recommended 

that re-leasing was in no circumstances to take place until an 

investigation had established whether the previous tenant had performed 

the term of his lease; and in addition all leases were in future to 

contain a covenant prohibiting reassignment by the tenant without 

corporate consent. (34) It was in this tenor that the regulations 

continued, supported as always by the threat of legal action for non- 

compliance. Moanwhilo at York the 1790's marked an abrupt awing from 

predominantly 2lyear leases to eleven year leases, which was followed 

in 1600 by the adoption of yearly letting as the general ma Im. But 

perhaps the most significant development at this time, particularly at 

(33) NO 3552}9-10 

(34) MM 3552f12-14 
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Boston and Nottinte was the appointment of professional surveyors 

who overlooked the condition of all the corporate estates, advised 

on repair and development and suggested im2x; ovtments in their lease 

and management, 

The curveyors were in all three boroughs, a 

development of the office of the Town Husband or town Steward. 

Responsible in this capacity for the repair and maintenance of the 

corporate buildings, and for overseeing the workmen and the provision 

of materials, he became towards the close of the eighteenth century 

the single most important officer in the administration and maintenance 

of the corporate property. 

The office of Town Husband was in all three boroughs 

of long standing. It is not clear when this appointment was first 

innovated at Nottingham, but in 1684 George Wallis was requested to 

take a weekly account of the labourers enpl byed in the re-building 

of Trent Bridge, and a weekly account of their wagon. For this he waft 

paid eight shillings a weeks(35) But whether this was only a temporary 

appointment, or whether he was already serving as the Town Husband 

and it wan an extension of his usual duties, is not clear. However 

in 1697 upon debating the profitability of the office of own husb*nd 

it was decided to continue the old officer - George Wallie. (36) There- 

after a Town Husband was more or less regularly appointed throughout 

the period. In 1741, William Trig irre was appointed "for this 

ensuing year" at a salary of £30 p. a., (37) but between about 1758 and 

(35)N 3451/25 
(36) iam 3464f6 
(37) 1111B 35017 
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1765 the office apparently lapsed until in the latter year,!. 'm. 

Smith was appointed at a salary of ¬20 p. a., "as the Chamberlains 

Office is now become very burdensome". (38) Two years later 

Jonathan Blackwell was appointed with a salary of only £12 p. a., (39) 

and it would seem therefore that his duties involved little more 

than helping the Chamberlains with their Rent collection. But in 

1787 John Collishaw took the office for ¬40 p. a. He was to "oversee 

the corporation Estates.... and assist in collecting their Rents", 

reporting "from time to time the condition the corporation estates 

are in, and what is necessary to be done for the corporation's 
ºº 

benefit. An extra two guineas per annum wan allowed him to enable 

him to appoint "a proper person for the collection of the Stall Rente". (40) 

Within two years however, the office had again changed handst James 

Edenborough being appointed at the reduced salary of ¬30 "the 

Collecting the Butchers (rents) to be included in the business". (41) 

But in 1796, a charge was effected which was to have 

momentous results on the corporate administration, for it was resolved 

that Janes Edenborough was to continue as Town husband, with his 

present salary, but that "it is highly essential to the interests of 

the Corporation that they should have a person in a Situation similar 

to that of Towns Husband who might be competent to surveying and 

making plane of their different estates, and who would be a Judge of 

Buildings and everything relating to them and of the prices of every 

kind of work and materials and... 0that Mr. F. denborough is not competent 

to this purpose". (42) On Juno 10th of that year, Edenborough's 

(38 )rte 3524186 

(39) L1'ß 3526/16 

(40) NUB 3547{-8 

(41) IM 3548/13 

(42) Ium 3558/38-39 
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responsibilities werd reduced to those of collecting the gutcherts 

Shambles rents, Buperinter_ding the "'Ring Pence" of the field and 

meadows, assisting the surveyor in the collection of the rents of 

the three estates, and looking over the corporation buildinre when 

so required. Edward Staveley of Melton VAwbray was appointed 

corporation Surveyor, his task being to superintend, overlook and 

manage all the corporate estates and all buildings or other works, ) 

to receive the rents and draw all necessary plans and estimates, in 

return for a salary of ¬20 p. a. (43) It was perhaps the best 

investment of ¬20 the old corporation over made= Staveley exercised 

a comprehensive control over the management of the entire corporate 

estates. He advised not merely upon the undertaking of repairs and 

improvements, but on the state of the properties, their value, how 

they should be let, and the covenants necessary for their upkeep. 

Hie importance was inestimable, for as Greaves wrote, "the importance 

of lands in the municipal scheme of the eighteenth century far out- 

wieghs their diminshod importance in the new corporations of the 

Berthamite ere. (44) 

Comparable dovelopmento in the omnipotence of the Town 

Husband or Surveyor, took place at Bo-ton. A surveyor had hero been 

appointed since at leapt 1776 at an annual salary of twenty, and then 

thirty pounds per annum. Under James Limbert and then Samuel Reynolds 

(appointed 1793) the office already involved extensive duties. For 

like ý''dward Staveley, they wore responsible to the corporation for over- 

(43) NIM 3555/44-45 

(44) R, ', +, Greaves, op, cit., 7G 
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seeing all corporate repairs and the condition of the corporate 

estates, being appointed to act "under the immediate directions of 

the Erection Bailiff and. Chamberlain" . (45) The Surveyor however 

was concerned chiefly with the tenements and buildings in the town, 

and in 1813, the council resolved, as Nottingham had in 1796, that 

a "proper" person should be appointed as $urveyor$ and an allowance 

be made to the present serving Officer. (46) As a "proper" urveyor, 

the council contemplated a person capable of administering and over- 

seeing the farms and lands. Acoordingly in January 1814, William 

Thacker was appointed Surveyor of the corporate farms and lands, "his 

opinion on the state and management therof" being required before the 

two rent and letting days of Michaelmas and Lady Day in each year. (47) 

The old Officer was not however discontinued. His salary remained at 

£40 p. a., and a report of AUIMst 1818 indicates that he was still 

active as -Overseer of the corporate tenements. Having investigated 

2; r. Cotton'a house in Wormgate he found ".... the Tileing very bad, the 

Laths rotten away, the Roof Also is bad.... the front wall is giving 

way for want of Ties, the Ceiling in the garret is nearly alldown 

by reason of the wet coming in...... the Priw¢y is also very bad and 

ought to be repaired..... " These terrible conditions however he 

estimated could be rectified for only £16.11.8d. (48) Meanwhile, tor. 

Thacker restricted his advice to the corporation's farms and lands. 

In the same month of August 1818 he found that "on Gainsley's Farm 

about seven roods of quick is completely destroy'd by fire, the Land 

also is injur'd and nuoh burnt through mismanagement. "(49) 

(45) BCAB 1785 
(46) DAB August 1st 1813 

(47) BAB _January 20th 1814 

(48) 2/D/3/27th August 1818 

(49) 2/D/3/August 1818 
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The corporation w-to therefore by 1814 in receipt 

of reliable advice upon the 'state, and mode of letting, of all 

its corporate properties, both buildings and lads' but five ; rears 

served the Corporation later, a third äurºreyor was appointed. Having 

many times before as a builder, Jeptha Pacey was well qualified 

for the appointment which he was given in January 1819 at a salary 

of £100 p. a" Hid -duties were "to make all such plans and estimates 

as may be required by the corporation and to superintend all such 

buildings as may be carried on by them and generally to attend to 

the repairs of all Buildings belonging to the corporation when 

necessary". (50) Jeptha Pacey did to a large extent supercede 

Samuel feynolde as Surveyor of buildings. 'jihon in 1823/4 the corporation 

received reports on the state of Danby'3 Farm, it was from Curtois 

(he replaced Thacker on his rý-signation in 1821) that the report on 

the conditions of the land can, and by Pacey that the state of the 

buildings was assessed. (51) From 1814 theroforerj until its dissolution 

in 1835, Boston Corporation had at its right hand professional advice 

on the state and maintehance of the corporate property. The value 

of the two Surveyors in overseein; - the condition of the corporate 

estate was l±ense. But more than this, they were, like Edward Otaveley 

of incalculable importance in enabling the corporations to reap the 

fullest value from their possessions. Their regular reports upon 

the state of the properties helped not only in the framing of protective 

covenants but in as"esoing whether auch clauses had been upheld by 

the tenants. The Surveyors also decided whether it was upon the 

(50) BAB January 113t 1819 

(51) 5/A/3/23 2nd Dec. 1823 and 26th Jan, 1824 
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corporations or the tenant that the responsibility for repairs fell. 

Moreover it was upon the Surveyor's valuation of the different lease- 

holds, that the rents were finally fixed. They made regular assess. 

cents of the changing value of the corporate properties and recommend- 

ations upon the mode of letting. It was at "Mr. Thracker's valuation" 

that the close of pasture ground in Skirbeok was let to rir. Broughton 

in 1818, and the lands in West Fen were ordered to be re-let "for two 

years at such rents as shall be fixed by Mr. ThackerD.... "(52) Indeed 

the specialization of the 'Surveyors at both Boston and 'ýottingi= 

produced a degree of administrative efficiency not hitherto seen on 

the corporation estates. (53) They gave exert advice onthe condition 

of properties, and the advisability of repairs and alterations. They 

produced plans and details of the estates and became the principal 

advisors to both Common hall and committees. As professional men 

called in from outside the confines of the corporation, and at 'Zotten n0^ 

even from outside the town, they represented a revolutionary advance 

in corporate management. They moreover did not hold a monopoly as 

surveyor or architect in either borough and the dangers of eaeessive 

reliance upon one individual were therefore largely removed. In 

a situation where commitf. ee administration was weak, the abilities 

of these men brought administration of the corporate estates to the level 

achieved at York. 

At York there wan indeed a ninilar growth in the 

responsibilities of the Town husband. The office was probably first 

(52) 2/D/3 24th Nov. 1818 
(53) A similar 'fficer in, to be seen at Leicester. no was appointed 

in 1796. A. Temple Patterson, Radical Leicester (1947) 92 
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inaugurated in an order of June 20th 1600 when it was "agreed 

that there shall be a common husband" who, like the officers at 

ivottinphan and : 3oston, was to "attend upon an oversee the common 

works of this City and the repairacons in that bohalfe.... "(54) 

In 1709 however t'1e office was discontinued: "with the consent 

of the cocoons ... for the future there shall not be any Citys 

Husband nor any aalarg given upon that Account". Instead the 

Aldermen in their wards were to "view the works and premises 

wanting alterations and repairs and .... apoint auch workmen as 

they think fit". (55) But in 1734 the office was revived, being 

taken by Nr. Ayscough who was at the time also the City Receiver 

of Rents. (56) Thereafter the two offices wore always combined 

in the same person and the responsibilities increased steadily. 

Indicative of his post, the Town Husband was in 1830 in receipt 

of an annual salary of £100, (57) which by 1833 had been raised 

to £120. (58 But in contrast with the developments at Boston 

and Nottingham, the Husband at York did not become of such 

fundamental importance to the management of the corporate estate. 

He undertook surveys and advised in the matter of property 

maintenance and repairs. But his duties were extended essentially 

in his capacity as surveyor and clerk of works. He supervised and 

organized the repair of 'she roads, made reports and sug estions for 

improvements and repairs, examined and advised upon the condition 

(54) E34/642 Roger Jackson was appointed at a salary of E5 p, a, 
(55) n1B 41f1bt - 34J 7 
ý56) YHB 42f1771yI1B41f77 
57 YCAB 1830/1 Independent of his salary as City Receiver 
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of the corporate property, checked workmen's bills, submitted plans, 

and acted as Clerk of Works for the corporation. At York he was of 

less necessity in the administration of the leaseholds , for the 

control and authority exercised by the standing lease and finance 

committees amply safeguarded the corporation from bad management. 

At both ilottingham and Boston however, the Surveyors became 

controlling and co-ordinating factors of immense importance, whose 

zest and ability played a large part in raising the administrative 

ability of the two borough councils. An extract from the Surveyor's 

report at Boston in 1825 gives ample evidence of his importance in 

estate management: - 

"Since the I=t report I am glad to inform you there is great 

improvement in your : Jstates; the Farms arcs now well tenanted, and in 

prospect of futairo Good management; the grass land, particularly the 

meadow land, has had a much greater proportion of manure than formerly- 

I beg to recommend at your next audit, that notice should be given to 

those occupying meadow land, that in future application should be made 

by them to your surveyor prior to the removal of any hay, in order that 

he may have an opportunity of agreeing with them for a fare return of 

manure in lieu, and in failure of such application, that they should be 

subject to the penalties according to their respective leases...... e 

respecting the land in the occupation of Holdsworth & Co. I consider 

it advicable to offer it for two years more to the present tenants or 

any other woad growers...... "(59) 

(59) 2/1)/3 July 25th 1825 
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From the closing years of the nineteenth century 

the use of specialized committees, and a professional surveyor 

had provided the three boroughs of Boston, Nottingham and York, 

with an administrative organization sufficiently well advanced 

to put into more effective practice the theories which were 

evident at leant as early as 1660. A recognition of the need for 

close management of the corporate estates was evinced in all three 

boroughs as early an 1660. Surveys, committeo appointments, lease 

regulations and covenants all reveal that in Boston and Nottingham, 

as in York, the councils made at least elementary attempts to reap 

full benefit from their properties. If the standing lease committee 

pushed management in York ahead of 11 ttingham and Boston, these two 

did not lag far behind. The Common Hall at this time created ad hoc 

committees with auch frequency that few important matters went 

uninvestigated. Although estate management was at times lax, the 

three councils were slowly improving their administration. But the 
cams in the 

real watershed 
r 
closing quarter of the eighteenth century. Conciliar 

co cern at, last began to have affect. Al hough committees gave 

opportunity for abuse by the concentration of power in the hands of 

a few, the opportunity seers rarely to have been taken, At York 

regulations passed in 1709 made some attempt to prevent the most 

obvious abuse: - "no person belonging the body of this city who farina 

citys lands or tenents of the yearly Rent of C5 or upwards shall be 

chosen or belong to the Committee of Leases". (60) 

But the period after 1790 did not conotitute a complete 

(60) YIIB 4 l146b 
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break with the past. It saw rather a quickening of previous 

tendencies, an improving administrative ability wrought through 

Qodiuno which were indeed new or improved: - the standing cor=ittee, 

and the professional and salaried surveyor. 

For the last forty or fifty years of their existence 

those three councils administered their properties in a most 

efficient and organized xanner. Improved policies in the mode of 

lotting; tighter covenants; a decrease in the incidence of arrears, 

and increasing rental returns all point to a conclusion rather 

different fron that of the municipal commissioners in their general 

report. 

In formulating the conditions of their leases all three 

corporations from an early date took care to ensure that protective 

clauses adequately safeguarded the corporate interests. The 

guarantee entered into at Nottingham by Christopher Sympson in 1613 

was even at that date a° regular feature of corporate agreements. For 

in the lease to him of a shop for thirty years, there was a clause 

for voidanco, should he convert it into a house or use it for any 

other purpose. (61) With similar interests at hearts and perhaps 

also an eye to their magisterial duties, the corporation at Nottingham 

in 1719 granted a lease to George Baton of land on which he had 

(61) 49i, ß, =194.5,4946 
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created a "large arched collar and three houses", only on condition 

that he would not use it as "a public tippling house, or ale house". (62) 

The corporation was fully aware of the potential dangers inherent 

in loosely worded transactions. Not only could the value of a 

property be materially altered, if the tenant put it to a different 

use, but the corporation might find themselves liable for duties 

customarily performed by the lessee. It was for this reason that 

covenants to "hodgo, ditch drayno and fence", (63) or conduct a 

multitude of other tasks, became almost standard entries in lease 

agreements. But in addition to covenants dealing with matters 

peculiar to individual leases, it became common for guarantees to 

maintain a property in "good repair" to be entered into by all 

tenants, especially at Boston and York, 

At Bo3ton as early as 1665 the mayor, Erection 

Bailiff and Chamberlain were required to view annually all the housea 

and othor properties belonging to the corporation, reporting to the 

hall "how the same are repaired, to the end that the psono who 

have the came in lease may be inforcod to repaire the sane according 

to the covenants of their learns". (64) That these requirements 

were enforced is clearly demonstrated by a demand for two writs to 

be issued against John Gooderiek and. Henry Woods, for the non 

perfor=nco of their covenants in 16G6. (65) But by the close of the 

(62) 5077 
(63) og. 1664/5 lease of land in Goosegate,: lottinghan; 5010 

(64) 2/C/1 rarch 30th 1665 
(65) BAB 1686 f 127 
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next century, further insistence was apparently necessary, for 

in 1775 the Mayor was given authority "from time to tine" to 

view all promisee on lease and give notice for the duo reparation 

thereof "agreeable to a Byelaw to be inserted in futuro in all 

leases". In addition, a clause was to bo included which required 

the property and all appurtenances to be left in repair according 

to a schedule. (66) 

At York too, clauses settling liability for 

repairs upon the tenant, were a feature of virtually all leases 

tl=ouGhout the period from 1660-1635. This in 1712 a leaso wao 

noted as containing the "usuallcovents. for ye lessee to reiaire.... "(67) 

But at Nottingham such requirements were not so regularly madr'" 

Here when a property was lot only from year to years the responsibility 

for repairs was invariably undertaken by the corporation, and even 

where a property was lot on lease fora number of years, liability 

for repairs does not coon to have been placed upon the lessee as a 

mattor of courso, as it was at Boston and. York. It did however 

bocono increasingly coirion for bases to contain a covenant for the 

lessee to maintain the property. 

Although all three borougho therefore entered 

protective covenants in their lease transaotiono from an early date, 

there was, towards the close of the eighteenth century, a marked 

improvement in the quality of these agreements, which was most 

evident in the transactions concerning land and farmoo 

Land leases had invariably always been drawn 

(66) BAB 1775 f 200 
(67) E101f51 
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up with care by all three Corporations, for mismanagement by a 

tenant could lead to severe and long term deterioration in the 

value of the property. It was therefore, not an unusual requirement 

from John Sherwin in 17559 when he accepted a twenty-one year lease 

of the Coppice in Nottingham, that he pay ¬5 extra for every acre 

ploughed during the last seven years of the term, without licence 

from the Corporation. (68) This was a common requirement in all three 

Boroughs, and was usually accompanied by a clause forbidding a tenant 

from carting hay, straw, or manure from the farm, or ploughing pasture 

land and converting it to arable. At York in 1783 a lease at Tanghall 

required the tenant to undertake to "... e use and occupy the same and 

every part thereof as meadow or pasture only, or pay an additional 

yearly rent of ¬5 an acre and so in Proportion of such Part as shall 

be taken therefrom during the last five years of the said Term and the 

)Manure not so spread and bestowed then in lieu thereof two loads of 

good rotten Manure for every load of Hay .... * shall be lead to and 

spread .. '(t '')In addition he was to keep the closes, premises, ditches, 

hedges and other appurtenances, particularly Bull Lane, in good and 

tenantable repair and condition. (70) 

6e 5115 
69 YHB 50, f336, 
70 F: 101 149b 

At Leicester, the Corporation exacted similar agreements from 
tenants. A lease to John Brewin in 1776, contained very similar 
covenants. (LBR 1004) 
Here too the Corporation entered covenants to repair in many of 
their Leases and took legal action against any tenants who defaulted. 
(LBR V 417,612,614) 
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From the oloc ng years of the eighteenth century 

however such covenants became increasingly comprehensive. In 

this development the surveyors and committees played a significant 

part, for it was as a result of their close examination of all 

the leaseholds that covenants became both more stringently 

enforced,, and more individually formulated. At Nottingham in 1812 

an inspection of the Lambley estate revealed that it had been 

nicmanagrd through excessive use of the farm land in producing 

corn crops. Accordingly all future lesseoa of the estate were 

required to give an undortaking an to the rotation of crops: 

two gonoral fallow - turnips - barley - clover - wheatp7d 

conditions were to be entered into on the 1eaze of all other 

corporate land. No Land was to be broken up without prior 

pe mtcsion in writing, from the co=on Ha11$ and when the grass was 

mown, two tons of "Good mau=" were to be epread on the land in 

the came year, for each ton of Iiay collected. (72) 

At Boston the fonmaating of appropriate covenants 

according to the individual statu and requirements of each lease- 

hold; tovether with vigilant inspection of the farm estates was 

even more pronounced than at either Nottingham or York. Here the 

corporation held a heavy predominance of farming land amongst the 

borough properties, and with the appointment of the Surveyors, and 

(71) NUB 3571J37-41 
(72) ! TD 3571/65 
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nor. particularly of William Thacker as surveyor of the farms 

and lands in 1814 9a marked improvement in lease agreenentn 

occurred as regular insp-ction of the Pstates was made and 

lease covenants formulated accordinCly. (73) 

Thus, when the West -'en Fares were leased in 1820 

for ten years, the tenant agreed that, "During the first five 

years, until the fences gat good one fourth part be in fallow 

every year and sown with cote or turnips to be eaten off by 

sheep; and during the remainder of the term, not leas than 

one fourth nagt be in seeds every year, nand also one third..... 

then in tillage be in fallow every year ..... "(74) 

Such covenants were moreover, staunchly enforced, 

particularly during the last half century of the unreformed 

Corporations' exietonce, Although David Cripg found in Lincolnshire, 

that "many landlords failed to draw up such agreements or turned a 

blind eye to infringements", (75) it ie clear that all three boroughs 

(73) eg. 2/D/3 August 1818 
(74) 2/D/3 10th October 1820 

(75) D. Grigg, The Agricultural Revolution in South Lincolnshire(1966) 82 
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councils attempted to ensure the due performance by the ten-ant 

cf his liabilities. At "cttinC-1_an the -own Clerk: was jr. 1827 

orderer? to "write to I'r. 3oc ,h James the preserit holder of ', he 

lease, grantee in 17(4 by t'-lis corporation to Joseph Jaques, of 

premises in '? ockley which will expire at Nichaolmas next, giving 

notice to hin of the dilapidated conditior of the -premises and 

callin{; hic attention to b. ýe coven n is for re-pair: co-ntained in 

the lea: c, ans? that the full perforaan-ce th. 'reof will be required 

by the corporation''. (7E) Accordingly the eor 'oration received. 

in the sane Year a total of *. 246.10.3 from Joseph and Robert James 

in payment for the "dilapidations" . 
(7', 7) At York in 1781 the 

lease coranit', ee ordered an enquiry to discover "why Mr. ; litton and 

YIr. Baylio do cell the f lanai^e and soyle of ; arugate 1}tid(link and do 

not lye it upon their f fames at 'T'ang ? tall beinr; let ym wit1t that 

intent"i(7ß) In 13Oß 11; 1 committee for general purposes was 

ordered by the lease co-nni., tee to "survey the hour: in 'eter -sto 

late occupied by I: r..:, )onaldson and to examine the state of the ': opairs 

there ar'd report to this cort: iittne whether such re-lairs are completed 

accordinC, to the terns of :. r. 'Oonaldson'n lease...... (? 9) At 

Boston too, the order to the Town Clerk in 1792 that he call on Mr" 

Thompson "and acquaint hin! that unlens he does immediately put into 

repairs the 21esm ag e and fn! lces bolo-iring to the faro in Donninrrton 

lately held by him of thin corporation, the town clerk is ordered 

(76) NIID 3586/74 

(77) T,, c&B 1ß26/7 
(78) F1O1f42 

(79) E101f1262 
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to bring an action against him", (80) is only one of the numerous 

examples to be found in all three boroughs, of legal action being 

brought to enforce tenants to fulfill their covenants. Often 

however, the risk of losing the leasehold was sufficient to 

persuade most defaulters to comply with their leasd agreements. 

A renewal of the lease was rarely granted to a tenant unless he 

had fulfilled his covenants. At York in January 1706/7 the lease 

committee ordered "that a view be made" before a house in Hint 

Yard be re-teased, and in 1718 Mr. John Lund was curtly informed 

that he "shall not have a Renewal of the Lease of the house wherein 

he dwells unless he shall immediately comply with the desire of 

the committee appointed to inspect the house of MrsoWilliamson""(81) 

Yet it is important to realise too that although 

the surveyors were employed in the corporate interest, they acted 

nevertheless with professionalinterity. In 1824 Jeptha Pacey 

reported that "although it will be necessary to expend some money 

in the repairs of the House, (Danby's lease in Boston West) yet 

it is not in a bad state, and I think the Tenant cannot be called 

upon to do much to it, except as to repairing the Tiling the 

broken windows and the Luthern windows.... The house is in a 

gradual though not in a rppid state of decay and previous to the 

next tenant entering, ought to be put into a good state, which 

does not appear to have been the case previous to Danby's taking 

possession, nor indeed for a number of years". Although the barn 

(80) 4/13/4/14 

(81) YFIB 41/186 
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and stables were in disrepair, the restoration of the foundations 

the doors and the pointing "he cannot be required to dow. (82) 

Concurrently with the improvement of the covenants, 

all three boroughs made other advances in the administration of 

their leases which were of greater significance for the overall 

rental returns. lotable amongst these was the move away from 

long leases to shorter terns, or yearly letting, and the abolition 

of entry fines. 

At both Nottingham and York long leases held a place 

of varying importance in lease administration from 1660 to 1835. 

But althotgh they, in the early years, formed a significant 

proportion of all the corporate lettings, they never became so 

common or so lengthy as in other boroughs. At Northampton 

the custom of letting on long lease at low rent with the exaction 

of a heavy entry fine, grew in strength from the late seventeenth 

century until by the mid eighteenth century it was particularly 

common. (83) This was in sharp contrast to both Nottingham and 

York where entry fines and long leases slowly declined in 

occurrence during these years. Neither did they in these two 

boroughs become as lengthy as at New Windsor, where between 1653 and. 

1725 the average lease length was forty or forty-one years, some 

running for fifty or sixty years, until an order of 1704 forbade 

(82)5/A/3/23 

(83) Tho Records of the Bora of Northam ton 
J. Cox. 189 II 166 
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leases of more than forty one years, other than for the purpose 

of securing iraprovenente. (84) At both Nottingham and York the 

average lease length however, rarely exceeded twenty one years, 

and although most leases were granted for this tern, there was 

a perpetual growth in lettings from year to year. 

Inevitably, the establishing of a lease term which vas 

acceptable to both landlord and tenant was not easy. It was 

essential that a reasonable degree of security of tenure be offered 

to the tenant in order to encourage maintenance and improvement of 

the property in lease. On the other hand, a fixed rent for a number 

of years could, in times of inflation or price rise, or in times of 

increased land and housing demand, leave the landlord heavily exploited. 

The balance between the two interests probably lay therefore at leases 

of eleven years, or somewhat less, yet at both Nottinte and York 

twenty-one years was the nori. 

In the absence of a lease book at Nottingham which records 

transactions within any of the three estates, it is not easy to reach 

conclusive decisions regarding civic leases. Although many lease 

agreements were recorded in the Hall books, these are often neither 

complete, nor correct, but from the evidence available, it seers reasonably 

clear that a twenty-one year lease was the general torn granted 

'-. Bond, The First Hall Book of the Borough of Vew Windsor (1968) 
110 and Appendix I. 

But it is noticeable at New Windsor that possibly 
the majority of these leases were renewed well before 
their expiration, the old lease being cancelled. (eg, p157. ) 
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throughout the period from 1660-1835. (85) An abstract of 

Bridge rents for the year 1685, lists cone twenty-nine leases 

of which no less than twenty-four are for terms of twenty-one 

years, the remainder being for 22,31,35 and 44 years. (86) 

The inadtisability of long leases of property 

in times of 'inflation' or rapid economic change such as that 

experienced by most of bland in the later eighteenth and 

ninetwenth centuries needs little elaboration. But in the first 

half of the period, until perhaps as late as 1750, (when the 

population generally speaking, began to increase) prices and 

demand were relatively stable in the long term, and long leases 

were not Co inadvisable as they might appear. There are many 

examples of a twenty-one year lease or longer being renewed at 

the saue rent during this period, and the corporation, as land- 

lord , seems to have been at little risk. But with the vastly 

changing population density of Nottingham during the second 

half of the period, it is abundantly evident that the corporation 

must have made heavy losses on those properties which it continued 

to lease for long terms, Individual rental movements 

illustrate the problem admirably. Although in the seventeenth 

and early eighteenth centuries, twenty-one year leases were 

frequently released with only small price alterations, or none at 

all, from the middle of the eighteenth century and earlier, there 

(85) The team 'lease' is applied here in its strictest eense. i. e., 
not letting from year to year, but for several years at a time. 

(86) 4692af2. This list is not however a complete catalogue of 
all the Bridge Estate properties, but it lists tenants 
alphabetically from 'a' to 'w'. It may therefore be a list 
only of properties on lease, as distinct from those let from 
year to year, for many properties were certainly lot on a 
yearly basis. 

I 
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were heavy rental increases when such leases were renewed. 

.A tenement in Fishergate leased to John Lupton in 1674 for 

thirty one years at 51/- per annum was re-leased in 1705 for 

a further twenty one years still at only 50/ p. a. But by 

the time this lease expired the rent jumped to ¬, 4 in a lease 

for only eleven years, (87) 

Yet the council war. not oblivious to the dangers 

of long leases. Property which was likely to change rapidly 

in value was, in most cases, let on shorter leases to the 

advantage of both corporation and tenant,, Thus the scavenger's 

fee (i. e. the corn tolls) and the sheep pens at Nottingham were 

invariably leased for only seven years, from the beginning of 

the period. (88) This awareness of the advisability of retaining 

short leases is evident also in the corporation's dealings with 

its Narrow riarsh tenements. Although in the eighteenth century 

most of these were lot on twenty-one year leases, by 1809 most 

of them were let on a yearly basis, (89) for this was one of the 

most densley populated areas of pro-enclosure Nottingham. In 

addition the corporation was careful to increase rents in 

accordance with the length of the lease granted. Thus in 1755 

a messuage in the market place was leased to J. Wilson for seven 

years at ¬7.10 p. a. When the lease was renewed in 1762 for twenty- 

five years, the rent was doubled to ¬15.10.0. Clearly this rise 

was not the equivalent of price movements or demand, but an 

increase designed to indemnify the corporation from severe loss 

(07) Leases passim. 

(88) Leases passim. 
(89) Leases passim and 1809 survey by Staveley NHB 3568/59 1 

r 
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through changing values within the period covered by the lease. But 

although leases granted by the Corporation invariably spanned twenty- 

one years, leases themselves were of diminishing importance in the 

letting of the Corporate properties. The Abstract of Bridge, Estate 

rents for 1685 might indicate that already many properties were held 

only at will, (91) that iss essentially, from year to year, though in 

practice a tenant would hold tenure for many years at a time. ýontries 

in the Chamber rental books later in the period, also support the 

as ption that where a lease occurred, twenty-one years was the usual 

length, but that many properties were let only for a year at a time. 

The evidence is not conclusive, but in the rental book of the Chamber 

-, state for 1794/5 several properties have their leases and expiry dates 

entered on the facing page. In every instance, this entry coincides with 

the entry also of a letter 'L' which, for many years, had been entered 

alone on tle inside margin. This may well haue been an abbreviation 

for the tern lease or lease book, indicating that all properties 

without this designation were let only from year to year. The entry 

on the facing pages and the lease agreements still remaining, support 

this hypothesis, as does the movement of a property at Trent Bridge. 

Until 1779 the Wharf, grain yard, ground, and other tenements at Trent 

Bridge wore collectively let on successive twenty-one year leases from 

1708 until 1758. (92) 

(91) See note 86 
(92) 5092,5116, and Rental Books passier. The 1700 lease was in fact 

for 26 years, but was surrendered after 19 
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After the expiration of this last lease! the property was 

divided and let individually,, apparently from year to year, 

The evidence for this is unfortunately only negative, there 

being no evidence of any leases transacted. However, in the 

Rental books this property is marked with an 'L' in 1770, but 

not in 17901 it seems therefore to be 
.a probable, if poorly 

substantiated hypothesis that all entires marked with an ILI 

in the Chamber rental books were on lease, while the remainäer 

were let only from year to year. Working on this assumption, the 

rental books indicate a steady move towards yearly letting 

throughout the eighteenth century until the last decade. 

An examination of the rental books for the years 1727,1770,1790, 

1794,1825/t reveals the following figuress- 

(Burgess parts and encroachtnents are not included, nor are the 

Shambles which were generally let from year to year. ) 

Year 1727 1770 1790 1795 1825 

Total 
Properties 149 182 209 194 220 

No. of 
Leases 55 37 26 40 71 

The most noticeable feature in these figures is the 

steady decline in the number of properties in lease until the last 

decade of the nineteenth century when there begins a sudden and 

heavy increase. This was in fact largely the result of the granting 
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of numerous building leases (93) in areas hitherto undeveloped. 

Before pressure came to bear on the corporation to grant lengthy 

building leases, it was clearly becom4ng the policy to give way 

to yearly letting. Although therefore the, Corporation at 

Nottingham continued to grant leases of an average length of 

tzenty-one years, the disadvantages of this policy were largely 

mitigated by the growing preponderence of yearly letting. Indeed 

leasing for a term of years had apparently never been the pre- 

dominant mode of letting property. However# it should be noted 

that out of 35 properties in the School Estate in 1722,20 were, 

according to the assumptions made above, on a lease of some sorts 

=d not let from year to year. (94) The School Estate in fact 

appears, in this respect, to have been markedly teas well managed 

than the Chamber estate, In 1819, Lord Broug'ham's Co=issioners (95) 

reported that some premises were leased for between forty and 

ninety-nine years. Out of fifty leases only one had been granted 

since 1796" This particular lease had been agreed upon in 1818 

when a new house was built and the rent raised from ¬15 to E20. 

Sir of the long leases granted between 1793 and 1796 were however 

specifically building or improving leases, but two particularly 

long ones, granted in 1767 for 99 years, and in 1771 for 80 years, 

contained only covenants to repair. The corporation were perhaps 

slowly evincing Greater forethought in the management of this estate, 

for in 1795, they had granted a lease for 551 years at a small 

(93) To be considered later 

(94) School Warden's Rental 2641 

(95) amity Comaicaionera' Report op. cit., 470 
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increase of rent, with a view to its expiration at the same time as 

the adjoining premises. But the Commissioners rightly stated that 

at the expiration of the several leases, a considerable improvement 

in the income of the school was to be expected. Yet even sop not all 

the properties were leased, and those which were let to yearly tenants 

were stated by Staveley to be in general of "fair amount"* 

By 1790 there were very few Chamber estate properties 

on lease, rather than let from year to year. In the year 1794 alone, 

however, at least fifteen (96) properties were let on lease, but these 

were for very much longer periods than twenty-one years, and were, 

without doubt, building leases. Under the population pressure, the 

corporation had increased its leased area by resorting to this method 

of erecting and improving property. The tremendous increase in leases 

after 1795 therefore, is representative of a very different mode of 

letting, and it is clear that excluding these, the number of properties 

on ordinary long leases of between eleven and twenty-one years, was 

decreasing rapidly. But with the economic and demographic changes 

experienced throughout England during the later eighteenth and nine- 

teenth centures, the losses experienced, particularly by Nottingham, 

ion any long leases which it did grant, are lamentable and unnecessary, 

and it is difficult to accept the contention that although some lands 

at Nottingham were let on long leases, all the properties were let at 

full renta. (97) 

(96) Ch3znber Rental passim. 

(97)_ 1997 
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At York, the 1833 report stated that the letting of 

the property 'in by general proposal, generally from year to 

year. Leases however .... are sometimes granted'. (99) ^. nd indeed 

at Ynrk, as elsewhere, it was not unusual to let property on 

lengthy leasen, although the lease of f, tamford Bridge lands in 

1719 for one thousand years, was somewhat extraorIinary. (1o03) 

As at Nottingham, twenty-one years was the most common duration 

for a lease, but as at tlottinghan, many of the more valuable 

properties, or those of fluctuating value, were let on shorter 

leases. The crane house was, in 1733, l. easeM. for only eleven years, 

at which length of lease it continued until 1733 when it was 

reduced to seven. The Ouse Fishery was on a three year lease in 

1733 and 1766, but by 1774 it had been raised to eleven years as its 

value steadily decreased. The corn and train tolls were constantly 

on a three year lease from the time they were first leased in 1735 

until 1769, when they were let instead from year to year. Yet Thursday 

market remained on a twentyone year lease, However, unlike the 

position at Nottingham, Corporate pro, )erties at York were, in the 

earlier period, almost inviriably leased rather than let from year 

to year. But from an early date, the Lease Committee had recognised 

(99) SCR 1753 
(100) YlB 41 f203 
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the danger of lengthy leases. In 1771 they reported to the Hall 

"Tie the opinion of this committee That all Messuages, lands and 

Teneits with apýutoes belonging to ye city of York be viewed once 

in every years, ye want of views and ye 1 gth of ye leases 

appearing to thin committee to be of ill consequence". (1) 

Yet, leases fenerally of twentyone years continued to 

be predominant until around 1790 when there was a most abrupt 

change to eleven year leases, with several also for one year only, 

followed in 1800 by a strong move towards letting fron year to year, 

This is quite evident from the transactions recorded by the lease 

committee, and until 1835, this was continued as the standard method 

of letting property, A few Propetties remained on lease, but these 

formed a very small minority and were generally only granted for 

seven years. In the Lease Committee Records for 1808 all the agree- 

manta were from year to year, except for two building leases, one for 

eleven years, and one extended by seventeen years to twentyone. In 

the 1812 schedule for leases, there are only twelve leaves for twenty- 

one years, only one of which was granted after 1795, indicating a 

clear trend towards shorter terms towards the close of the century. 

In the same soheditle there are thirteen, eleven year leases, and eight, 

seven year leases, demonstrating a heavy preponderance of short term 

(of eleven years and less) over long term, where a lease was contracted, 

and only one property, a piece of land, was on a ninety-nine year lease. 

But of greatest eignificQnee, is the marked p1eponderance of yearly 

(1) E]O1 148 
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of yearly letting over leases. There were no loss than seventysix 

such agreements in the 1812 schedule. (2) The darer of long leases 

is amplified by the rental of St. Peter`s School. In 1820 its long 

lease of C50 per annum expired, and the property was subsequently 

re-let for £1200 per annwn. (3) Yet the Corporation at York, in 

the interests of good management, continued to lease some of their 

properties. In 1824 a fourteen or twentyfour year lease was offered 

to Kilby for Frog Hall, since his bills of expenditure there amounted 

to no loss than f418.17s"6d (ii) and for probably much the same 

reacons, "ang Hall wao, in 1825, let for fourteen or twentyone years 

at the tenant's wish. (5) 

The dangers of a yearly lease lay in the insecurity of 

tenure, which reduced the incentive of the tenant to maintain the 

property; but the ruling of 1741 (6) counteracted these fears, In 

practice, tenants remained in occupation for many years at a time, but 

the significance of yearly letting for the landlord lay in the power 

to move the rent at will each year and simply by the presentation of 

a notice to quit, or pay the increased rent. A notable exception to 

the general trend at York was the lease of the theatre, which continued 

with terms of twentyone years. 

2 E78a 
3 C. ̀ ;. Knig'1t, op. oit., 601 
4 77.25.661624 
5' Kilo 1.4.1325 
6) YFT343 f64 " -'here it shall appear to the Committee of Leases that 

considerable suns of money over and above what are c. )venaritecd for, 
have been paid out ....... the "Committee shall exanino and inquire 
into the sane and report their oainion thereof, before any agreement 
he made with any other person, for the lease". 
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Perhaps this was one of York Corporation's contributions to 

culture. Certainly there were dancers in granting long leases, 

but by the time of greatest demographic and economic change 

during this period, York was making a deliberate move to yearly 

letting, and at 1ottinghan, where leases had apparently hover 

been the predominant moat of renting out corporate property, 

th©re was a strong trend towards more yearly letting, 

At Boston however, leasing of property for a term of 

years remained the principal ; othod of letting the corporate 

estates throughout the period. But by contrast with Nottingham and 

York, the lease torn was from the beginning of the period, only 

ten years. Since however the majority of Boston's property was 

agricultural land, this was probably not too long a period, for 

nanaeorial improvements on farming land were usually slug to 

produce results. An early as 1653 a bye-law was pried directing 

that no lease "for above ten yearns at the moat" should be granted 

"to any pion or poone whatsoever either of the company or 

othorwico", on penalty of f10. (7) This bye-law was moreover 

strictly adhered to until the domino of the old corporation. A few 

proportion were however lot fron year to year. Often this was the 

rosult of a property not reaching its reserve price at the auction 

of the lease; in other cases the surveyor recommended that a property 

be lot for only one year before being again put into loac©(£3)= but 

come properties were by the early nineteenth century also recommended 

(7)2/c/I 5.9.1653 

(8) This occurred oonotinoo in years of poor agricultural pricos, 
or at other timen when it was felt that reaoonablo rents 
night not be secured. 1'.. G. 4/B/4/15 16th i. ̀o0.1834: - 
Loaece expiring Lady Day next to be ro lot for one year only 
and the root poetponed. 
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to tray fer to yearly letting. Thus in 1817 a number of properties 

were reco .: fended by the lease committee to : )c prat up for one year 

only (9). 3at: by 1319 only five pronertios were let yearly on the 

Chazborlain'o E©tatel all others being held on lease. (10) Yet 

hero, as in other lease matters, the A ninistrative diligence of 

the surveyors and the Corporation at Boston, was evident. Although 

leases were hold for several years, the terms were dosi god to 

accommodate the expected improvements in yield. In 1814 a farm in 

the 'fest Pen was leased to Howard Adde; ly for only six years, but 

the terms wore minutely detailed. The area was divided into four 

parts, for which separate rents were payable. 1h1ose rents moreover, 

were to increase as the years passed%- 

Year 1 Area 'A' Aroas, B. C. D. 
: s160 £330 

2 ßZ10 
3 rß. 510 70 acres 
4 £360 =570 
5 ß'90) 10 acres only 6, 

The reason for these closely controlled rents was the etriot 

covenants by which Alderly was bound regarding the uco of the land. 

Area 'A' was to be used for pasture during years one to three, and 

thereafter for tillage, but only sowing woad, and not corn or grrain. 

The remaining area was also to be continued as meadow for the first 

year, but thereafter he could convert up to 50 acres to woad growing 

for the second and third yearn, and a further ten acres to the same 

purpose in the fourth yearo. (il) 

(9) 2/, ß, f3 25th }: ov, 1817 
(ln) Rental 1819 
(11) I have amalgamated the rents of areas B. C. D. but these were 

in fact distinctly listed In the lease trn. nsaction, 4/13/3,169 
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By 1835 therefore, it is evident that in none of the 

three boroughs under consideration, were long leases the pro.. 

dominant fora of tenure on the corporate estates,, while at 

Boston and Nottingham they had not been the principal mothod 

of letting throughout the period. 

But if these administrative improvements in lease terms 

were to have maximum effeot, it was essential that the councils 

rake a further advance in their procedures. To reap the fullest 

financial potential fron their properties, it was essential that- 

the leaseholds be put up for genoral competition. 

A recognition of the izaportnce of competition for 

leaseholdo was voryr early made by the council at York, who in 

1506 ruled that anyone outbidding; a sitting tenant night have the 

loase, (12) and a firm desire that all properties be "fett to the 

best possible advantage"(13) dontinued to pervade their dealings 

throughout the period fron 1660»1835.71he repetition k P' "I 

in 1737 of a resolution made many times before showed quite clearly 

that the lease committee and the common council realized also 

how best this could be achieved; ,.. "upon the renewing; of all leaves 

after this ! layoralty«... publick notieo shall be given by printed 

advezticements of all the Leases to be renewed before the cone be 

renewed, by the space of one month, in the York: newspaper ... "(14) 

(12) York Civic Reoordo ia .A 3\zdne , iii 26 

(13) e. g. Lease of two houses Ouse Bridge 1718 1.3101f72 

(14) E101/144 and YItB 43f64 
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'thereafter, competition for leaseholds was a feature of almost 

all lease renewals, and in the words of the advertizemont in the 

York Courant in 1742, all prospective tenants were advised that 

"the Committee of Leases will sit in the Council Chamber upon 

Ouzo bridge in the said eity..... to receive proposals from such 

persons as propose to lease the same ... which proposals are to be 

sent in writing severally sealed up, with the number of the lot 

on the outside..... "(15). It was then the responsiblity of the 

lease committee to accept the highest bid received, (16) and that 

they conducted themselves with integrity is apparent from the 

revocation of two leases in January 1741, "the same appearing not 

to have been lett to the best Bidders". (17) As the period 

progressed however, competition was increased yet further. 

Leases were still bettor advortized; in 1816 a notice board was 

erected advertizing Hint yard house (18), and so prolific was 

the use of the medium of advertizing that in April 1816, the finance 

committee, in an act of retrenchment, ruled that no more 

advertisements should be made without special orders. (19) In 

addition the leases were often disposed of by public auction. In 

1021 the tenements on Foss Bridge were let "by tioket"(20), and a 

house in 21inoter yard was in 1826 ordered to be let by ticket at 

the Guildhall. (21) 

At Boston too, the council very early realized 

the advantages of securl'V several offers for their leaseholds. In 

(15) York courant 11o. 8979 Deo. 21st 1742 
(16) Yl B 43A2ß. Other exanples occur too, for example, YIIB 43f16 
(17) YU 43/29.11.1739 
(18) =777/23.2.1816 
(19) E77/5.4.1816 
(20) E77/ 26.10.1821 
(21) E77/25.8.1826 
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1730 it was resolved that "in contracting for the lease or sale 

of any lands, such person who bids most money and first offers, 

(sjall) be esteemed the best bidder, except his opponent be a 

tenant to the lands" (22), and the policy of auctioning leases 

fiery soon boo me evident. In this moreover the corporation 

established precise rulings. The surveyor's valuation of the 

property was always used as a reserve price and if bidding 

failed to reach it, the lease was withdrawn and lot for a year 

only. In addition it was resolved in 1820 that from the starting 

price of the bidding no person should advance less than ¬5 each 

bid, and no one should be declared. tenant until a certain number 

of minutes had elapoed. (23) 

In both Boston and York therefore, public notification 

of the available leases, and auetioning of such tenures was before 

the nineteenth century well established procedure. Advertisements 

were inserted in all the local nowspapors, at Bariton being included 

well in the Boston flerald. and the Lincoln and ätamford TSercury, as 

as in hand bills (24) At York the finance committee roports 

give evidence that amply opportunity was given for open and fair 

conpetition. (25) Indeed the Commissiono-re commonted upon thie 

in both boroughs. (26) Bitt at Vottingham the Town Clork himself 

admitted that publio notice was not gonorally given when corporate 

property vas to be lots(27) This in a procedural 

matter of come importance, for inadequate competition for the leasen 

(22) BAB1730 f 400 

(23) 2/D/3/10th Oot"1820 
(24) 4/B/4/15 16th Dea. 1834; 20th Doo. 1831 
(25) E77; K. 110 passim 
(26) I4CA 2158, 
(27) MCR 1997. T. Cockayne5 A Re ort of the Evidence given before 

the Commissioners (1833, - 49 
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could not only reduce rents below the value of the property, 

but was conducive to the letting of properties only to those 

members of the council and their friends who were aware that the 

tenancies had become vacant. In fact however there is evidence 

that it had long been customary to advertize at least some of 

the tenancies in the local newspapers. A voucher of 1763 records 

a payment of seven shillings to Sanuell Cresswell for "incerting 

two advertisements in the 1ottingham Journal relating to the 

Letting on Lease a piece of waste ground belonging the Corporation''. (2ß) 

Thirty years later, the annual Committee informed the Hall that 

they had adv©rtized the letting of Butchers' Close into JJharfs, 

in the Nottinten Journal. (29) Although therefore public notice 

of available loaseholds may not have been given at Nottingham with 

euch regularity as at Boston and York, it seems clear that where 

new or valuable properties were av3. tlable for lease, advettizements 

wore invariably inserted in the local press, and hand bills 

distributed. (30) The Shambles leases were apparently always so 

advertized, for the benefit of the butchers from outside the town, 

but otherwise, as Enfield stated, "wherever there is a lease of 

the corporation likely to be at liberty, it is known in that 

particular part of the town where the property liess(31) If 

however the concern for competitive leasing was not so manifest 

at Nottinghan,, thore were regulations to ensure that a maxim= rent 

(28) 1809o II 46a 
(29) NUB 3552AO 
(30) Payments for Advertisements remain amongst the vouchers, 

e., g. "Drawing up advertisements for letting the Flaming 3w ord, 6/8d" 
1790-1; No 108 
Nunerous advertisements aro to be found in the Nottm. Journal 
e. g. 3.2.1810; 17.3.1810; 5,5.1810; 6.10.1810. (all different 

properties) 
(31) j 1997, T. Cockaync, op. cit., 49 
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was obtained. Henry Enfieldq Town Clerk, testified at the 

enquiry in 1833 that "Application to become tenants was first 

of all made to the annual committee, who are guided by the report 

of the surveyors to the proper rent, which is regulated by the 

Change of time and the value of the property"9(32) Tenders 

were then made by interested applicants and decided upon by the 

A: uua, 1 Coirnittoe. (33) Auctioning of leases also occurred from 

time to time. In 1690 the Scavenger's foe (i. o. the Corn Tolls) 

was ordered to be "lett by match and lain for seven year"t(34) 

(presumably this would be much the same process an by candle, 

the Fee falling to the last bidder before the match was burned 

do= to the pin) and in 1711 it was let "by an inch of candle 

to Gervace Pilkington"(35) Auctioning of leases did in fact become 

more common at Nottingham as the period drew to a close, and its 

importance in obtaining a full and competitive rent ran be clearly 

aeon in the auctioning of Lasnbloy Farm lease in 1811. Its 

estimated value in that year vas some C201.16.5s, (36) yet since 

1809 it had been let for only C150 p. ä. (37) it was consequently 

ordered that the farm be lot by Auction to a yearly tenant at a 

rent not loan than 2250 p"a., and it vas subsequently taken by 

William Robinson for £321 p. a. (38) This was a notable advanco from 

the days when it was all the corporation could do to even strike 

an agreement with a prospective tenant over the rent. At Nottingham 

(32) T. Cookayno dop. oit. o 47 

(33) Ibid.; 49 
(34) NM 3457 f58 
(35) IIIM 3477f 6 

(36) 1 3571f37-41 
(37) Rental 2310a 
(38) KPnta1 2315 
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in 1699 a Committee was appointed to treat with a tenant about 

the lease of t. nsell Park, one of the Corporation's properties 

in Derbyshire. In February of that year, the Corporation proposed 

that "if he will pay a fine of ¬300 and C60 rent p. a", or £250 

and the old rent, he may have a new lease of the sd"Parket other- 

vise this corporation will dispose of the same to the best 

advantage..... "(39) In June, after disagreement with the 

prospective tenants over these terms, the "positive finall 

resolution of this house" was made "that unlecse they will give 

£100 fine and ye old rent, this corporacon will dispose of the 

same to their best advantaCo", and a lease was finally coaled on 

July 18th for twenty-one years, on terms appreciably below those 

which the corporation had originally dem. nded, (the old rent was 

£68 p. a. )(40) At York however, the corporation ehowed a clear 

intention not to be over-ridden by such bar , ining. In 1826 

an offer of £60 p. a. rent for a property in Mint Yard was staunchly 

ref'-ised by the corporation. They 1tad resolved to accept no less 

than f80 p. ar, and declared thair firm intention of continuing 

the old tenant at the old rent "by sufferance"(i"o. from year 

to year) if the prospective occupier refused to meet their price. 

This he ultimately did, (41) 

Thit although public competition for leaccholdc helped 

the three councils 8rrýatly in obtaining the maximum rent from their 

proportiea, the corporate enthusiasm for money had to be tempered 

by other conzideratione. The policy of loaning only to the hi; hast 

(39) is 3467 6th Fob. 1699/1700 
(40) rUO 3467 July 18th 1700 
(41) E77 27,10,1826; 2.20327 
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bidder was after all, no incentive to a sitting tenant to 

improve his property if he feared that he would lose his tenure 

to a higher bidder. It was this consideration which led York 

corporation to rule in 1741, that tenants who improved the 

property which they held on lease, were to have this taken into 

consideration by the leas© committee, before the property was 

re-leased. (42) It was presumably for the same reason that 

Boston corporation also decided in 1831, that "in future when 

lands or tenements are put up by Auction at the expiration of 

the time allowod for each bidding, the said lands or tenements shall 

not be put up again for further competition if the tenant in 

possession is prepared to continue at the rent then bid"9(43) 

In many instances it was more profitable to take a tenant at a 

slightly lower rental who would improve and maintain his property. 

It was certainly in the interests of the Corporation to provide 

every incentive to his tenant to improve the property, even if 

this entailed a longer lease or preventing full competition,, In 

1726 the lessee of the Mount in York planted it with trees, and 

on flake Street, Sir William Robinson, a past M. P. "built a 

handsome house, whose portal is adorned with the City's Arms, as 

holding the ground by lease from the Mayor and Comonalky.,.. "(44) 

Such improvements were welcomed both as an improvement to the 

corporate property and to the town, and small monetary contributions 

or rental allowances and extended leases were frequently given to 

encourage tenants in such work. In 1824 the corporation at York 

(42) TUB 43/64 
(43) 2/D/3 20th Dao, 1ß31 
(44) P. Dra1co op. cit. )II 263,373 
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granted a long lease to a tenant in consideration of his 

expenditure on the premises (45) and in 1822 the crane was let 

for f18pa with an allowance of the first years' rent to effect 

repaR-se(46) These improving tenants appeared r-gularly in 

all three boroughs. Often they specifically requested from the 

corporation some consideration for their pains, At Boston 

John Bonner in 1798 stated his willingness to "engage at his own 

expense to new front" his house and repair it, if the corporation 

would re-lease it to him for twenty-one years at the old rent. (47) 

But on many occasions they undertook such improvements entirely 

at their own cost. At Nottingham a tenant of St. Anns Well house 

and bowling Green had so improved his property that in 1720 the 

corporation felt themselves morally obliged to execute a lease 

in trust for his children, "in cons, that R. Jackson spent most of 

his estate on the house to the impoverishment of his children.... "(48) 

At York, too, a tenant made alterations in the Inner Moat bear 

North Street Posterur by dividing it into separate yards and enclosing 

it with Brick walle, which increased the value of the property 

from C24 to £75.10.0. when it came up for re-lease. And the corporation 

had before its release, even withdrawn one of the yards for its own 

use, as a gravel and stone depot. (49) Clearly it was often to the 

distinct advantage of the corporation to take tenants who would 

improve the properties, in preference to those making the highest 

bid, even though it usually involved accepting a lower rental or 

granting a longer lease. 

(45) K110 25.6.1824 

(46) E77 8.3.1822 

(47) 2/B/2 16th Nov. 1798 

(48) 5065 

(49) K110 Feb. 3rd 1835 
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On the whole however a policy of encouraging competition for leases 

and accepting the highest bid, had by the time of the municipal 

enquiry, become well established in all three boroughs. But on 

many occasions the corporations did not stand in a landlord's 

market. The demand for property was, even at Nottinghams often 

not as high as the supply. At York this may often have been the 

case, In February 1703 the common hall made an allowance of two 

years rent to Ambrose Girdler "to put the....... house into a 

better and more tenantable condicion". The reason for its decay 

was that it had been "long untenanted" (50). During most of the 

eighteenth century the corn tolls continually proved difficult to 

lease. In 1738 the lease committee resolved that the bid by 

Richard Corney and John Dalton of ¬200p. a. ".... there being no 

other bidders for them and that not coming to the former rent by 

C209 this comittee referrs further consideration thereof to the 

next meeting". (51) On that occasion s, bid of £220 by Hotham 

and Hodgson enabled the matter to be settled satisfactorily, but 

when the tolls came up for re-lease three years later, Hogdson 

would offer only 0200, and again there was no other bidder. (52) 

The corporation accepted the offer - they had little choice - 

but in 1771 "in pursuance of the advertizement for letting the Corn 

Tolle - No person appearir to take them but NNr. Thomas Speight, 

whose proposals were not satisfactory to the Committee Ordered that 

Mr. Wheatley be continued to collect the same for one year....: (55) 

(50) YU 40V147,14a 

(51) E101f146,147 

(52) B101/156 

(53) El01/226 
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'moo Corporation as lessors continued to experience bad times in York 

in the nineteenth century. In 1023 the Mint Yard Stables were reduced 

fron C64 to £60 per annum (54) despite their having been recently 

raatly improved. (55) The recormiendation by the Lease Committee in 

1729 that a property have a reserved rent of at least £40 per annum, 

war* obviously, rather optimistic (56;. At Boston difficulty in leasing 

property does not seem to have arisen to the same degree, but the number 

of abatements r. ade, particularly in farm rents, from the late eighteenth 

century onwards, indicate that the Corporation was, as at ? ̀ottinghan and 

York, having to concede to the financial difficulties of its tenants. (570 

Even in Nottintghan in the nineteenth century, landlords were experiencing 

difficulties in leasing their property. This seeznsextraordinary in view 

of the population pressure at that time, but in fact, that was the very 

cause of the trouble. At the Com issionere enquiry in 1033, Mr* Robinson 

asked "o-ees s are you aware how many hundred houses are now standing for 

want of occupants? " Mr. 'ý, adcworth replied "a mat number; and they are 

unoccupied because of their inconvenience and closeness'. (58) To what 

extent this situation affected the Corporation cannot be estimated. At 

York too it was reported that several houses in Pint Yard were in a 

dil. apidated and ruinous conditions one tenant, Williamd Bradley, at 

C30 per annum had "quitted without notice in consequence of the buildings 

being positively uninhabitable'". (59) 

54? "77 31.1.1ßz3 
55 coo YCAr3 
56 El')l f119 1729 
57 Chapter 4 
5,9 'P. Cockayne, op. cit., 159"There is no evidence that this applied 

to civic nronerty. 
(59) K110 Veb. 3rd 1832 
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It is clear that the advancement towards the advertising 

of available properties and the encouragement of open competition 

was a direct and effective hindrance to uneconomic letting. But 

the incidence of cub-letting by corporate tenants is unequivocal 

evidence that there was room for improvement in the corporation 

rents. There occurs however, no example so flagrant as at Beverley 

where, in his Mayoral year, Richard Fox secured a seven year lease 

of property occupied by Mrs. Hoggard (1708). On her death in January 

1806 he renewed his lease for seven years at £15 per annum, and 

subsequently re-let the property at £38.18s. Od a year. (60) However it 

is quite clear that the councils were generally aware of such situations. 

Entries in the rental books at Nottingham, in lease transactions 

and surveys, where it is recorded whether the rent was paid by the 

tenant or lessee, or that the occupant was not the owner of the 

lease, indicate that the council was aware of the existence bf sub- 

letting. Rfgulations were passed in all three boroughs forbidding 

the practice. Boston Corporation in 1770 rulfld that a clause should 

be inserted in all loason forbidding tenants to let -properties 

without leave from the Corporation (61), and at York too a covenant 

was, in 1713, inserted in a lease prohibiting transfer of the premises 

(60) M693 

(61) BAB 1770 f69b 
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without the consent of a committee of leases. (62) At Nottingham 

it was resolved, in 1792, that "the corporation do grant no new 

lease to any person whatsoever except they have good reason to 

apprehend that the Tenant shall occupy the sann himself, and every 

such Leaso shall contain a covenant restricting the Tenant from 

assigning the same without the consent of the corporation". (63) 

If this was found to occur, steps were hastily taken to remedy 

the situation. In 1797 a tenant in Nottinghams was given notice to 

quit the stable which he was apparently letting at double the 

rent which he was paying. (64) 

Perhaps the most important result of giving public 

notification of the available leaseholds, and encouraging fair and 

open competition in the letting of them, lay however, at least as 

far as the public was concerned, in the halt which it brought to 

any exorcise of preference in the granting of tenure* Partiality 

inthe corporate dealings, particularly as exproised toward fellow 

members of the common council, was, in the eyes of the early nineteenth 

century public, one of the most despicable asDeots of the unreformed 

municipal corporation. At a time when democracy and equality were 

the utopia for which the enlightened. liberals were hoping, favouritisn 

in the administration of the local town council, was yet another 

example of the corrupt worn in which they still livod. Partiality 

towards friends and fellow councillors was another manifestation of 

the "closed" privileges which accrued to the politically, religiously 

and socially enolusive town council. 

(62) rlol f57 
(63) NHB 3552 ff 12 to 14 
(64) 1 3556 f20 
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But, at least in the three boroughs with which we 

are concerned, there seems little Pvidence of excessive partiality 

in the distribution of the town estates. The councils a*)pear to 

have made limited use of their patronage as landlords for political 

purposes. This is the more surprising in the light of the staunchly up- 

held political exclusiveness of the two councils at Nottingham and 

Boston. The former almost exclusively Whig, the latter, strongly Tory, 

both were notorious for their desire to have Members of Parliament of 

their own Party. Yet, strong as their political feeling was, and auch 

as it was criticised within the two towns, neither council distributed 

leaseholds solely by political considerations. It is true that at 

Nottingham in 1806, Vie Hall, having resolved that the corporation was 

"favourable to the claims of Joseph Birch f. squire to represent this 

town in Parliament" expressed their determination to support his 

election "by every legal and peaceable means in their power". 

To this end, every Burgess and Freeholder occupying any lands or 

possessions belonging to the corporation were to be called upon and 

informed "that the Body Corporate will be obliged by such Burgess or 

Freeholder giving their votes and Interest in favour of Nr"Bircb". 

It was moreover decided that any Burgess deprived of his house by 

another landlord for voting for Birch, would have 'habitations' provided 

for them as soon as possible out of the lands and Possessions belonging 

to the corporation". (65) Yet, at the Municipal Enquiry in 1633, it was 

testified that "The Corporation have tenants holding profitable lands 

under them .... whom they have never solicited to vote in any way; 

and I defy any contradiction". (66) 

(65) NumB 3566 fl9 
(66) T. Cockayne, op. cit. 178 
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. either ; 1oe3 tirhere an, )ear evi ence of undue partiality 

in the grantin,, of leaseholds to nemberu tud filienda of the core ron 

council. ýl is report of the -ommissioners in 1833 that "frofl thin 

erroneous, but s tronrly rooted o"anion t-'t3t iahe property of the 

Corporation is held in trust for the benefit of the Corporate body 

only..... the transition is not difficult to the opinion that 

individual corporatbrs may justifiably deserve a versonal borefit 

fron that property"(; B), probably co-Amins more of impact than of 

truth..... -rincinle as been ur is -'uisedly adopted in few 

corporations compares. with the nunb.. nr of those Jr, which it is 

indirectly acted upon.. Rorie , ense of inpropriety indicated by the 

secrecy with w'-, ich home traz: s tctiona are cor acted, has accomppanied".. 

the alienation in fee of the corporate property to individual 

cor ýoratorn""(69) Thuo Vne commissioners continied, ark ther' can 

be n, doubt t' gat sac's %butios ' idd occur. Indeed, at ambrid, --o "the 

rnactico ei' turnip-. -t,. e corpor Lion property to the profit of 

inOlivtc! ualc %m, "vow'e(t ýnn"" dr'ff, m'ed by a neri er of' the council". (7O) 

e 

(68) MCR 45 pans 112 

(69) KCR 45 Para 113 

(70) NCR 45 p, ra 112 
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The evidence of lease transactions at Boston, Nottingham and York 

points however to very different conclusions. All three corporations 

passed bye laws at various dates to restrict undue preference. At 

York as early as 1709 it was decided that "no person belonging 

the body of this City who farms city's lands or tenemta of the yearly 

rent of £5 upwards shall be chosen or belong to the committee of 

Lease-s"#(71) Although therefore councillors were entitled to hold 

leases of corporate property, they were given no opportunity to 

interfere on their own behalves. At Nottingham too, it was resolved 

in 1763 that any member of the Hall applying for a favour of any 

kind, must withdraw, to facilitate a free discussion and decision. (72) 

But it was undoubtedly the auctioning of leases which proved the 

moat effective antidote to partiality to councillors' York lease 

committee recognized this in 1739 when it ordered that "for the 

advancement of the common Rent and impartial letting of houses 

lands and tenements belonging to this city" all leases should be 

advertised, proposals be made to the committee in sealed envelopes 

and that none of these be opened until the committed mot". (73) 

The adoption of such resolutions was naturally no guarantee of their 

implementation. At Doncaster a bye law of 1719 establishing that 

leases must be always let to the highest bidder was tempered, even 

at this stage, by a clause for "respect being first had to any member 

of ye corporation". (74) But at Boston the frequency of lease 

auctions seems undoubtedly to have excluded all opportunity for 

, preference to corporate members. Cßuncillors were certainly well 

(71) YHB 41f46b 
(72) MM 3522f18 

(74) J. Tomlinsong Doncaster from the Roman Occupation to the 
present time 1887 179 
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represented amongst the corporate tenants, but there is no 

reason to suppose that they were given any advantage either 

in securing the lease� or in the terms of the rent, The lease 

of the tithes to the corporate members between 1776 and 1790 

adequately demonstrates the fairness of the rent. In 1776 

Thomas Fydell (Councillor) took then on a three year lease 

at £90 pa" One previous tenant, Shirhill, had in 1773 taken 

then for three years at ¬106 p. a., but it seems quite clear 

that the tythes were in fact declining in value, for when 

Fydoll's lease expired, George Scott (non-corporate member) 

acquired it for only £84p. a" Indeed the tythes continued to 

decline in value and Francis Thirkell (T/C in 1783) took them 

in 1782 for only £75 pa., but upon his re-lease of them in 

1786 his rent was increased to 1: 100 pa., at which rate the tythes 

were subsequently leased to Kyme and tvightingale (non-corporation 

members) in 1790. (75) If however the rents were fair$ it 

appears that some councillors held an ample number of leaseholds. 

For although the corporation ruled in 1775 that "No member of 

the corporation, or any other person whomsoever (may) take any 

part of the corporate estates but for his own use and occupation", (76) 

this did not prevent a member from holding more than one leasehold 

so long as he did not lease or grant it to anyone else. Although 

however multiple holdings by corporate members were not unusual 

(75)4/B/4/6; 4/i3/4/14 

(76) BAB 1775 f 209 
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in the earlier part of the eighteenth century, (in 1734 

Alderman Richard Bell held the out Rente of Roooe Hall 

three acres in South End, the Custom house, six acres of the 

Docks Pasture and the profits of the Ballastaffe .q beaconago 

and Anohorage)(77) they seem to have declined after this 

ruling, and it would be fair to say thatsthough not unusual 

they had never been common. Certainly from the last thirty 

or more years of the eighteenth century, public competition 

for leases was too regular at Boston to allow unfair opportunities 

to corporate members. 

Similarly at York, there seems little evidence of 

any undue advantage being extended to councillors in the matter 

of leaseholds, The partiality shown to Alderman Thomson in 

giving him "the preference of the next Renewal of the Lease of 

a Rampart near Bootham Bar now in lease to Benjamin Lee" was only 

in the expectation that it would be "an inducement to his 

rebuilding his house in &tergate, near adjoyning to the said 

Rampart which will be an ornament to the street and credit to 

the said city". (78) Unlike the position at Nottingham and Boston 

moreover, there does not appear to(becoany tendency for corporate 

members to hold several leases, and the corporation was as 

particular about covenants in leases held by corporate members 

as in those hold by others. In 1716 Alderman Hutton was 

unequivocally required to "rebuild a barn at Tanghall-N or uupon 

(77) 4/B/4/6 
(78) rim 43/157 29th January 1744 
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ye old fovxidations, of the sarge dimensions with ye old 

blown down on or before N yday last" (79), and on his non 

compliance the lease committee did not hesitate to order 

his prosecutione(6O) There was no favouritsa shown to 

Alderman Kilby either when, having failed to pay his rent, 

he was required to quit all the premises of which he was a 

tenants(61) 

The evidence at Boston and York is however less 

informative than at Nottingham, where almost a full compliment 

of rental books greatly supplements the lease transactions. 

Here the municipal commissioners in 1833 declared that although 

it was the practice to grant leases to members of the Governing 

body, these were always at full rent. "No unfairness or 

partiality appears to have prevailed in the lettings""(82) 

The Town Clerk further testified that the "tenants are not the 

friends of the corporation", and with this assertion there was 

no public dicagreement. (83) It appears however that at times 

the opportunity for abuse may have been taken. Although the 

Tree School Close was in 1822 leased to Alderman Soars at the 

old rent of £7.4. Op. a., this same Close jad, thirteen years 

previously, been worth no leas than £9 pea. Moreover the 

adjoining closes which was probably a comparable property, was 

valued at ten guineas par annum; although it was leased at the 

(79) E101f64 August lot 1716 
(60) K100 February 31st 1819; YHB 41 

(81) E77/26 3.1819; 30.8.1819; A noteable comparison is to be 
seen at Leicester, where despite the apparant partiality 
shown to members of the Hall in granting leases, a common 
Councillor was, in 1722, ordered to be taken to Court for 
breach of his covenants. LBR v 976 

(82) IICR 1997 
(83) T. Cockayne, op. cit. ) 49 
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excessive rent of ¬15 to some unsuspecting tonant. (84) Yet 

the Charity Commissioners gave evidence of only four corporate 

members holding leases of the free school estate; George Burbage, 

Alderman Soars, Richard Hooton and 11athanial Udall, and 

the last two were thought to be paying "fair rents". (85) On 

the other hand, Cornelius Hýýthwaito (a common Councillor and one 

of a family of promine*it corporate mei bers ýe and mayors) in 

1776 tock a lease for twenty-one years of a bur o divided 

into typ tenements in narrow M rsh (86), This had previouslly 

been leased at only £1.1.60 p. a, so Ruthwaite's rent of ¬3 would 

appear to be quite just. In 1767 (87) he renewed the lease on 

identical terms and in 1788 "by his own consent" agreed to pay 

E8 p"a, Apparently he was a just and reasonable man, but perhaps 

more shrewd than might appear, for in 1792/3 the two tenements 

were let by the corporation for E8,10.0 and ¬5.10.0 respectively. 

Such examples are not however common, and on the whole the 

financial terms of leases held by councillors compare favourabl$ 

with other leases granted. But there does seem to have been a 

tendency during the early eighteenth century for individual 

corporate members to hold a]argc number of leases. which were 

taken not only for private occupation but also for subletting. 

Alder -in John Sherwin at one time held two tenements in Middle 

(84) ` he Re orts of the Commissioners a }pointed in pursuance of 
various Acts of Parliament to enquire concernin harities 

F'n, *land and Wales relating to the County of Nottingham 
7 8190 

478 
ý. 

(85) Ibid. 

(86) 5104 
(ai) 5122 
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Pavement, a corner shop on Long Row, a shop on Middle How 

and a shop in the fish shambles, the latter of which was 

definitely sub-let = Moreover, it was often council members 

who hold the most valuable leases. A lease of two Malt Mills, 

the Butt Dyke, Postern Bridge Close and the Bull piece was 

from at least 1681 until 1788 hold only by council men: - 

Alderman Christopher Hall, and Alvery Dodoley (Councillor). 

The near coppice was in 1697 held by John Sherwin and Abraham 

Hotcalfe, both councillmrs, and continued to be held by a 

member of the Hall until Thomas Oldknows lease expired in 1822/3. 

(see a0endix ii1) , 

Council membor3 hold several of the corporation's 

public houneo too. Leavis Sherwin held the Flaming Sword in 

Smithy Row from its rebuilding in 1725-7 until 1733 when his 

lease expired and wao taken by Alderman Pennell who sub-. let it 

for much of the period. A similar situation is to be aeon at 

Boston where the Tythes were held by councillors fron 1776- 

1779 and 1782-90; and Alderman Richard Bell held the profits of 

ballastalte from 1727-1741, the sheep pens from 1760 until 1780. (88) 

It should be roncmborod however trat the town council wasp 

especially in the earlier eighteenth centiry, composed largely 

of the successful business men of the town. The thriving merchants 

and tradesmen were well represented, and it was these men who 

(88) 4/B/4/6; 4/B/4/11- 
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could be expected to lease properties from the corporation not 

because they were councill. orsg but because they kept a watchful 

eye on property transactions. Yet teere is no indication in 

either Nottingham or Boston that these leases were held on 

favourable terns� or that they were granted without open competition. 

Indeed it seems that applications reust have been fairly dealt 

with, for the Bull pie-cc at }lottinghart wan for many years in 

the hands of Cornelius Launder, one of the more vociferous radical 

members of the Junior Connncil who could expect little future 

within the corporation after his notion championing the rights 

of the Junior Council against the place of the Aldermen in 

corporate business. (139) 

Caxmotacus D1Aubigry Shilton however, held different 

opinions. In 1835 be file. d informations in Chancery against the 

Corporation at t'ottinghar for alle -ed mismanagement of the Thomas 

White a-d Free school ''rusts. In his evidence he asserted that 

George ''urbaff (Common Councilman) has been granted a lone lease 

at X44 under Covenant to expend £300 on the property. Not only 

were these terns favourable, but when on his death, the promises 

were in a ruinous state, the ayor and Burgesses, instead of 

claiming recompense from his executors, bought the lease for C3259 

demolished the old premises, and rebuilt. They had, from time 

to time, also lot the Charity estates to members of the corporation 

(89) This was in 1776 t 3535/19 , 
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"at inadequate rent3", in particular the "Freeschool Close" 

to Alderman Soars in 1822 for C7.4s. Od., and other parts to 

Richard Hooton and Nathaniel Barnsdall, which these men 

subsequently re-lot. (90) 

Shilton was a radical, but not of such deterra5nation 

and energy as a contemporary, Janes Aeland, who, prior to 

leaving Bristol just before the riots in 1831, pursued a 

tireless campaign against that corporation. He had spoken of 

Bristol Magiatrates in terms of unqualified censure, and moved 

to Mull to pursue a similar programme against the corporation 

thero. (91) 

Shilton certainly did not fall into the same category 

as Acland, but he appears to have been a trouble maker. In 

1835 it wan ruled in King's Bench that "Upon reading the affidavit 

of Caraotacus D'Aubigny Shilton, Genteleman It is ordered that 

the first day of the next torn shall be given to the keepers of 

the Peace and Justices in and for the town and county of the Town 

of Nottingham to show cause why a writ of Mandamus should not 

issue direct to them commanding them to permit the said Caractacus 

D'Aubigny Shilton to inspect and examine , .... the several bills 

and accounts, Vouchers and Papers... nassed by them ... at the General 

Quarter Sessions of the Peace... and the amounts whereof were then 

and there by them directed to be paid out of the County Rate . �. "(92) 

(90) IM 3594 ff 91 to 99 
(91)K. A. Vaac?, tehon, "Jamea Aolanc and the Humber Perry Monopolies. ' 

Trmnsuort History (1969) 

(92) 75652 IVa May 11th 1835 
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Shilton was an Attorney, but in the brief for the 

Corporttion Council it was stated that "Fee has all his life 

busied himself as a righter of wrongs... and tho' not having 

the very high esteem of anybody is wonderfully well satisfied 

with himself". (93) The rule was in fact discharged on June 

1st, and it seems likely that Shilton's attack was a belated 

revenge for the disallowance of suns paid to him out of the 

county rate in 1321" On May 3rd, Quartar Sessions ruled that 

"tho... sum of two hundred and fifty two pounds, ton shillings 

and eight pence, consisting of various items charges or expenses 

mentioned and contained in the said 3i11 of the caid... Shilton 

and the said awm of five pounds four shillings and six pence,. 

.. atatod to have been paid to Sarirsel Green... have "keen illegally 

paid and disbursed and that the same ought not to have been 

allowed in the said accounts ...... 
(94) 

Shilton'a evidence of corporate partiality must there- 

fore be treated with caution. Both the suits. concerning air 

Thorns `, 'hite13 Charity and the Free school were ultimately 

allowed to lapse. (95) Proceedings began in January 1836 with 

an examination of books and pa era, but in April 1838, the case 

was adjourned for the plaintiffs to amend their pleadings " The 

cane was subsequently dropped, control of the Free School having 

by this time, in any oases been vested in Other trustees than 

the Corporation. By the nineteenth century at least the increased 

(93) 7652 Iv b 
(94) Qua for Sessions Records 1820-21,361a 118-120 
(95) A. W. Thoznas. 4 A History of Nottingham High School (195T 134 
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organization evident in the business of* leasing, most probably 

ensured, as Enfield claimed, that if leases were given to 

corporate members, they were let at full value. Indeed this 

may always have been so. An examination of the Chamber estate 

rentals indicates that Councillors did not hold an overwhelming 

number of those properties. Exclusive of Burgross parts, it 

appears that in 1725/69 eighteen properties were held by members 

of the council or their widows. Ninety-five properties were 

held by other personsq and thirteen were held by persons who may 

or may not have been councillors. (96) In 1735/6 there would 

appear to have been twelve properties held by corporation members, 

twenty-four by persons whose identity in uncertain, and ninety- 

four by other townonen. There is every rea-, on to suppose that 

members of the Governing body hold tenements from the corporation, 

but there seems little reason to suppose that this was either 

excessive or favourable. It id not easy to determine the truth, 

but there was at least no revelation such as that at Beverley 

whore in 1806 the finance committee discovered that, as a result 

of various forms of mismanagement, the rents produced only 

£792.10. Opa, although their value was 01283.15.10. Amongst 

rulings passed to remedy this situation was the resolution that 

all leases in future be let publicly to prevent undue partiality 

to corporate members. (97) 

(96) Rental Book 1725/6 

(97) BIB 4£ 93 
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On the whole, improved lease terms, and open 

letting of tenures, seem in all the three corporations to 

have been an effective hindrance to any form of partiality 

in the leasing of the corporate estates. That corporate 

members should hold a lease of the borough property is to 

be expected. At Liverpool between 5th November 1810 and 

6th November 1833, forty-one leases out of two thousand one 

hundred and sixty-nine granted, were to members of the council# 

thorn being in fact, forty-one councillors in all. But 

undue preference seems to have held. little sway in the three 

Boroughs under consideration. The attitude expressed at 

Nottingham as early as 1627 seems, without doubt, to have 

pervaded not only their own dealings, but those at Boston 

and York too: - "That the coppice be not let to the Nayor, 

but to consider hereafter what is good for the town". (98) 

(9a) H. Cropper , The freemen of Nottip haxa (1880) 6T 
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C}! APTER 

EFFICIENCY AMI ,:? 

In spite of the evident improvements in the mode of 

granting the corporate leases, there nevertheless remained r=y 

areas of business in which the corporations could have achieved 

yet greater efficiency. All three councils failed, for example, 

to adopt any general policy with regard to raising the rents of 

their estates. True$rom an early date, all had conducted ff`equent 

surveys and valuations, both of their entire properties and of 

individual leaseholds when they expired. Thus as early as 1604 

a survey was taken at T3ottinF a of all the lands and tenenents 

"now out of lease belonginge to the Chamber of the ..., town ... 

to ye end yt the same ni t be reaconably 1nproved and afteraarde 

indifferently distributed". (1) At Boston too a "true and perfect 

survey of all the lands and tenements .... and alsoe of all rents" 

was begun in 1677 and so thoroughly conducted that it was not 

completed until 16e1j2. (2) Surveys of this nature beecane coriaon 

in all three borouf; ho, (3) but insoectious of individual properties 

figure no lese frequently amongst the vouchers and orders of hall. 

A voucher at Nottingham records the payment of -1.. 6.. 6d for the 

measuring of corporate land at Lar, bley in 1701, (4) and bills, 

usually for ale or other refreshment, spent for example, "when we 

(1) 4635B 

(2) 4/B/4/4 
(3) e. g. Nottinghar 1723 UULB 3483/4 

1812,181 ' vouchers. E19, ß101 
York: 1723 i AO O1 88 '10kß V71,1797 

Boston - 1718 BAB 5/'327 May 16th 
1803/4 ? 3C AB 
1817.2/A/27 rasch 24th 
2 /b /3 passim. (4) Vouchers itiol17 no bb 
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went to view some tenerients which the lease was expiring", (5) 

or, as at York, when Alderman Lamplugh and others viewed lands 

at Stanfordbrirs in 766E/9 (6) bear tentirºony to the frequency 

with which such valuations and examinations were undertaken. 

'. 'he inspections were conducted in the belief that, as York's 

finance committee expressed it in 1830: "ics accomplighnert 

would be attendee with Vie most adv:: itageous results"(7), for 

as they noted when they ordered a viewin7 of th, = fans at Carlton 

21iniot and Fawdington in 1825, it would enable then to crnsider 

"what advance of rents might be made"(8). Sometimes notable 

increases results d. At Nottingha : in 1F120 a comr-ittee aopointed 

to invest ; kte they 1etse of the Island, discovered that the entire 

area was in lease to a KrlRooton for only £5 p. a. This had 

formerly been two hhxr, ss Harts, aild its annual rental had thus 

already been improved by leasing the area in 1818. But upon 

investigation the land was ascertained to :; e of still -'eater 

value, and ilooton was üiven notice to quit, Subsequently 1283yde 

of the island were leased to 'illiam ? Iarshall for ¬30pa., Rotton 

retaining a ; ort 
_ of the thin 1d for f, 5 Pa. In 1825 ho, 4 ever j 

lotton' o lease w' s cancelled and assigned to a r. 'aylor for 

£15 , ). a. A b:. ýZ improve-nent had therefore been made in trn 

produce of this property and by 11, 31 the two leaser, produced 

(5) Kottip ham 1726/7 vouchers 

(6) YCAB 16ßS/9 

(7) K110/February 3rd 1830 

(8) E? 7/26#20.1825. Note also at Nottinrrhari 13th sopt. 1824 
the annual committee reported "T'hat the rentals of he Charib©r 
Bridge and school estates have been insi, eeted with a view to 
the improvement of the same" 3937f96 
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''51.48 . Od ner annum. In rMition r orrover, several r arte of t'ýe 

Iol ! had bfien sold, rermlizin! * nomp in 1r, ', "4, -5 

and 1825,164, '`ie value of the area wau, however, much enhanced 

by its position bet., een the Teen and the 'aottingha', Canal, 

constructed in 1794. (Ba) "e-liance unon rc? tiler vi. ewir. F and 

valuation became , c'eoially marked durinr° t' e laßt fifty or oo 

years of all three Corporations' existence. The Committee 

Reports and Chamber account books render numerous e nlen, (9) 

and the Rurvcyor'n bills increased considerably in wnount. (lw, ) 

But althou such innnections were frequently conductcc1 

at ! ottinMham and York, they were entirely irre +alar. tinder 

the watchful eye of their surv yore, rents beatme more closely 

controlled, but there developed no standard policy arith regard 

to their r-tto of increase. it lenzt, however, there were no 

revelations like that at 'Tull where the finance committee appointnd 

in 1784, diocoverod that civic lande at Perriby were lot out at 

the same rent an fifty yearn previously. (lra) 'i'hr, "e st arnroach 

to a re ul. r policy was made at Bonton, where, from at least 1795, 

valuations were gante by the surveyor of all exnirinp leacen, and 

lists compiled of the increacinr value and im , rovod rent of the 

civic estatese(11) 

In the pursuit of some ill-advi; 'od policies however, 

the councils were, in' many rcºs cta, vt. otirls of circu1stancen, 

and thin in to hý- seen most clearly in the continued use of building 

leases for the improvement of their Pntstes. 

9) 39£`7 f S(r rat is -ansim. 
e. " Boat ý. an 2%Dt3 Passim. 

Nottingham ? 'FHD3561 f2Asvouchers 1812 E170987 Oct. 31.1821; 
ý111n 4ýZ 3 -1ý ýentd 

am 
ath gj; Ilnopiý eto quit tqal etwenn toauch 

ars not? n Pts 
wfl 

is 
7A ä21 2 i1c iönc tuto be 

can e agree upo q ýn- h as 5 Yý' rs un es aa rent 
(]X) *YCA: 3 1815/16; "ottin. v.. uchers 1£ 15 7, x/A0; SCAB 1623/40 (Pa) Hull ench 3ookn 9,, (04 
(11) 5 'A/3/26; 1809 4/13/3/109- 
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These became particularly prevalent in Nottingham where population 

pressure caused a large amount of corporate land to be used for 

nyu housing, but they were common in most corporations both for 

the improvement of existing properties and to promote the erection 

of new buildings. The purpose of a building lease was to remove 

from the corporation the financial burden of repairing or improving 

their own property. In return for a lengthy and favourable lease, 

the tenant covenanted to make improvements of a specified nature. 

or value. In the long term the landlord did not apparently lose 

too heavily in this bargain - he received after all, a tenantable 

property where previously he had hold only a piece of land, and 

he, in the meantime, drew a rent which compared not too unfavourably 

with the value of his unimproved land. But the potential income 

which the corporation threw away in these agreements was cor%%ider6 e. 

had the corporation provided the new or improved property 

themselves, their rental gains would have repaid the capital 

expenditure long before seventy or ninety-nine years - the average 

length of a building lease. Moreover, the condition of a property 

erected on ouch terms could, by the expiration of the lease, leave 

much to be desired. 

Building leases became more common as the eighteenth 

century drew to a close when most boroughs wore finding it increas- 

ingly difficult to make ends meet; but they were by no means an 

innovation of this period. At Nottingham in 1571 Thomas Deane was 

given a lease of two burgaltes near the Hencross on Rotten Row for 
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sixty years under covenant "to build within five years a new 

house of three bays with three gable ends towards the Street, 

in place of the two burgaltes", tobe "as good as the house of 

Robert Quarnaby". (12) (Bellfounder", and several times- Mayor). 

His rent was 15/6d pa, and when the improved tenement was leased 

to Thomas Widdowson in 1633 it realized a rent of 15/4d with 

12/- for the barns, and a consideration of (15. (13) (None had 

been paid in 1571). By the time the lease was renewed again in 

1676, this consideration had trebled, and the rent risen to 

27/44 pa. (14) Most commonly, a building lease was used for 

the repair and improvement of existing property. In York, a 

lease of the theatre in Blake Street in 1761 contained a covenant 

upon the tenant to expend ¬500 in improvements in two years(15)9 

and in 1723, Alderman Baynes had been required to repair the 

houses in Minstor Yard "with all convenient speed" by the expenditure 

of ¬100 within a year (16). Indded, at York, as at Boston, 

building leases were much more frequently used for this purpdse 

than for complete rebuilding: and it was frequently upon the 

application of the tenant that the agreement was made. At Boston 

in 1818 Sheriff Blades petitioned that his tenement was "in a 

state almost untenantable for want of reparations and amendment" 

and he offered to rebuild the front and conduct other repairs to 

an estimate of ¬275 in return for a ten year lease at ¬30pa instead 

of his present rent of ¬42 (17). Leases on these terms were 

probably beneficial to the corporation on the whole, for they 

(12) 4893 (16) E101187 

(13) 4974 (17) 2/B/2 October lot 1818. In 
(15) E101Y) 91 November however the corporation 
(14ý 5002 decided to auction it on 

building lease 2/D/3 
24th Nov. 1818 
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rarely ran for excessive numbers of years. 

Hat from the second half of the eighteenth century 

increasing numbers of building leases were granted for the purpose 

of securing the erection of new properties in areas hitherto un- 

inhabited. This was particularly so in Nottingham where population 

pressure was intense. In 1765 Stratton and Foulds (builders) 

took a lease for 50 years of waste on -Backside (now Parliament St. ) 

for 2/- pa., covenanting to build on the premises, erecting side 

walls of at least one brigk length in thickness (18). Such 

leases became increasingly common, the housing expansion into 

Mansfield Road, York Street, Tollhouse Hill, Sion Hill (Canning 

Circus) and Leenside being largely effected by such means (19). 

That Nottingham Corporation considered building 

leases to be an advantageous policy is quite apparent, 'Upon its 

appointment in 1793, the Annual Committee was required to "..... 

.. examine into the state and condition of all the different 

Estates in the Rentall as weu as the waste lands and to state to 

the Eiall the most probable, advantageous improvements to be made 

in them, ei&htr by f& cg the Rents at a proper Rate, by 

diaponing of those which are unproductive, or by letting them... 

.. on building Leases"(20). In thin opinion they were moreover 

not alone. In 1744 after the demolition of Davy Hall, the Committee 

at York recommended that Cumberland Row (or New Street as it was 

often called) should be developed by the granting of building 

leasest and a lease was subsequently granted to Charles Mitley 

and William Carr for ninety-nine years at £9 pa. On this area 

(18) 5125 

(19) eg. Improvement in Coalput Lane by building lease 1793, 
for 70 years. NHB 3552/12-14 
JM Road ade from Fishergate into Butcher's Close 

and the rest of the area let on Building lease 
"by public Auction to the highest bidder per square 

yard per annum". IMB 3553/13 
M6 Butt Dyke let on building lease Ms 3555/58 

L2ý1 t'4 ýSS2"£9-'o 
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they built no less than six houses (21). At Boston too, a 

committee appointed to consider how best the corporate estates 

in the Market place could be improved concluded that "from the 

rainßue state thereof, it would be inexpedient to relet the 

same". Improvement would be "best accomplished by taking the 

whole of the Buildings down and letting the ground in six lots 

on building leases for the term of thirty years, allowing to 

each tenant the sum of one hundred pounds on the completion of 

the Building according to the plan which shall be adopted by 

the Corporation"(22). 

The regulations governing these building leases did 

Indeed become more exacting, once the surveyors were appointed. 

At York in 1775, a mecsuage in Coney Street was to be built with 

"good white Brick and Stock Brick Arches over the windows from the 

Foundation; to consist of cellars to the front and ground floor 

Chambers over the same and attick storey and garretts within the 

roof... to be kept in good repair and so left at the end of the term"(23), 

and in 1811 John King was covenated to lay out £70 "in lasting 

improvements to the satisfaction of the City Steward"(24). 

Certainly the council had more to gain as they made 

the regulations covering such leases increasingly specific. In 

1796 it was ordered at Nottingh m that "in all future leases to be 

granted by this corporation the Lessee shall before the granting of 

auch lease deliver a plan and specification of the Building or 

(21) YHB 43f171; E35/806 
(22)2/D/3,17th April 1819 

4/B/3/112 1819 -the 6 lots leased, the tenants agreeing to erect 
the buildings within 6 months, this corporation 
agreeing to pay ¬200 on their satisfactory 
completion* 

(23) B101/234-5 
(24) M1 011138 
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Buildings to be erected on the land intended to be Leased to him 

to the committee of the Corporation.... and if ouch plan and 

specification shall not agree with the opinion of the committee 

relating to the scantling of the Timber the Thickness of the walls 

or any other Particular Specified in such Plan and Specification, 

in such case the annual Committee for the time being or other 

standing Committee..... shall have full Power to direct what 

materials shall be employed in such Erection and shall also be 

Empowered to inspect the progress thereof... covenants to this 

effect to be inserted in all Building Leases or Agreement"(25). 

This was no idle threat, for the following year Samuel Rose was 

notified that upon an "experienced" survey of the land and building 

on lease to him it was discovered that they did not satisfy the 

terms of the lease, and "are in other respects a publick nuisance 

and that they (the Corporation) are thereLore determined to render 

his lease void.... "(26) unless agreentnt could be reached. 

Thece regulations continued to apply, and in 1829 

it was ordered that the ruling of 1796 "be henceforth strictly 

enforced", with an additional regulation that the outside walls of 

all property on corporate land, be at least 91* thick, and that no 

back to back houses be erected - an enlightened viewpoint (27). 

But with rather different considerations at heart, the annual 

committee reported in June 1824 that land on Mansfield Road har. 

(25) N 3556}'11 

(26) M 3556}43 
(27) Im 3588}104 
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been sold "on condition that all Houses to be erected fronting 

to 11ansfield Road .... shall be three stories high with dressed 

Brick frontat sashed with atone sills and stone heads or rubbed 

and grazed arches and slated roofs with cornice in front, the 

drippings of the eaves to be taken off by Gutters .... and that 

no Yorkshire or common sashes shall be in front next to Mansfield 

Road aforesaid ..... '(28) The rear of the house was of minor 

concern, so lone as the frontage befitted the eyes of the traveller! 

Careful observation was made to ensure that the lessee fulfilled 

his obliCatione, and in 1628/9 a deputation was appointed"to watch 

the progress of rebuilding the premises belonging to the corporation 

on the West side of Milton Street ,,.. and to take such steps they 

shall deem advisable for securing the rebuilding thereof in a 

sufficient and substantial manner". (29) 

Building leases could most certainly be of some value 

to the Corporation. There was after all a property to be gained 

at the expiration of the lease; a property moreover, of high standard 

as a result of the stringency with which the building regulations 

were enforced. Meanwhile a rent was obtained, and although it was 

nominal in comparison with the value of the property erected, it 

was an much as the corporation could have gained prior to the 

granting of the now lease. Bud by the expiration of the lengthy 

building lease, the Ground rent would be less than nominal, even 

though it had been competed for by auction. 

(20) NUB 3907/96 
(29) ui-u 3588f16,17,18 
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Inaeecl, the building of the Saint Leonard ' f3,,, place development at 

York by these means demonstrates clearly the potential income 

which the Corporations lost by granting building leases. The 

property in Flint Yard was in 1832 in a serious state of 

dilapidation and the Finance Committee recommended that the 

whole area be razed, and the cite let in twenty-eight lots on 

building leases fdr "superior houses". This was "one of the 

most respectable, salubrious, convenient and agreeable 

situations which the city affords" and it was computed that 

"those lots if lot ad building leases for a reasonable number 

of years, would produce a ground rent probably not much less 

than the present amount". Moreover, "at the expiration of the 

leases; property of a very considerable value indeed would fall 

into the possession of the Mayor and Commonalty". (3o) The 

proposition certainly sounded agreeable, but the finance committee 

failed to point out that whereas the rental of the old 1'int Yard 

would have continued to rise, that of the newly leased Saint 

Leonard's place would remain static for many years. Even more 

important, while the corporation would continue to reap at least 

the came benefit that they were already receiving for the old 

Hint Yard, the new property would be of immensely greater value. 

If the corporation could have raised the initial capital required 

to undertake this building project themselves, they would have 

ultimately reaped tremendous profits. Let on ninety-nine year 

(30) K11o Feb. 3rd 1832 
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1eafw? es at £38 Der anum ground rent, the buildings on the West side 

of St. Leonard'e Place, by thetime of the expiry of the leases in 

the 1930'a, were rented for far leas than a nominal price. 

The erection of York Library further illustrates the point. 

Only nine plots were ultimately put out for lease on the West side, 

of St. Leonard's Place, for when the public gave little support to 

the project, L'lcley, the Recorder, felt it was his duty to promote 

the plans. In February 1834 he offered to take the corner lot on the 

Went side of the street oh condition the side be used for only nine 

Iota, and all the succeeding lessees use his design. (31) The 

Finance Committee then recommended that the other corner lot on 

Museum Street be leased to the library, "... the General Committee 

.. should be authorized to treat on liberal terms for .... it 

is obviously very desirable not only to forward a measure calculated 

to promote the advantage and convenience of the public, but also 

to give every encouragement to the erection of a Building intended 

for a public Institution as the co=encement of the projected New 

Street..... "(32) The Corporation borrowed £3,000 in order to 

erect this house, and the Library was to pay an agreed rent 

of £100 per annum, not using however, the ground floor or the 

basement. On tho assumption that this was not a competitive rent, 

since the library was a benevolent institution towards which the 

corporation acknowledged their responsibilities, and accounting for 

(31) Kllo Feb. 3rd 1835 

(32) K110 February 3rd 1834 
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the fact that the library did not occupy the entire building 

it would not be unreasonable to place the coiapotitivo rental 

value at about £200 - in fact, this is probably a very low 

estitate. however on this basis, the income over ninety-nine 

years, assuming that the rent rose by only 9100 after fifty 

years, would have been as follows: - 

50 years ( £200 £10,000 

49 " 1-4 £300 £14,700 
f 24,700 

T house cost almost 03,350 to build, and assuaing 

a loan of this at 5, for ton years, the total profitývould have 

still been over 020,000. This is hypothetical, but gives some 

indication of the loss involved, when it is considered that at a 

, round rant of E38pa., the corporation would have gained, after 

ninety-nine years, C342 clear profit and the value of one house. 

However those ficvres also demonstrate the impossibility 

of the corporation financing the Lp 
ojeot themselves. The library 

ultimately coat £3,344., 7.. 6d to build. (34) To have erected the 

nine houses would thus have cost a total of £30,099.. 7.. 6d. The 

returns would have been high, but the corporation had not even 

£3000 available without resorting to a loan. Such a figure it 

was quite impossible for the corporation to provide and their only 

resort must therefore be to building leases. In one respect the 

use of building leases represented aS ic4nt advance in corporate 

awareness, for it was a scheme which promised ultimate improvement 

of the corporate estate without taking the corporation any further 

into debt. No loans need be contracted, no spiralling interest 

(34) YCAB 1835; x110 1834/5 
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would have to be paid, In many ways t'his was a great achievement. 

tloreoover the building regula'ions imposed, ensured that many 

properties would be a valuable inheritance even after seventy 

or ninety-nine yearn. Saint Leonard's Place stil' stands today 

as testimony to the ultimate advantage to be reaped. 

Yet in the short term, the building lease exacerbated 

the very situation which had created a need for it. The corporations 

were clearly the victims of their own misfortune. Unable to weather 

the initial capital expenditure, the corporation could not benefit 

from the potential value of their estates. It was an eternal spiral - 

-without the vapital to improve their estates, the annual returns 

could be but little augmented; while the returns remained low, 

the capital available for improvement could never increase. 

Certainly the use of building leases was not inevitably 

dicadvantageoun. At Leicester the development of the floreefair 

area by those means was productive of undeniable gains to the 

corporation. But the corporation had evolved a system rather more 

viable than those in Boston 111o ttingham and York. Not only were 

the loc sen to pay annual ground rents, butthe ninety-nine yearp 

loas; on were subject to renewal every fourteen years. By these 

terms the corporation calculated that at a ground rent of 61- per 

square yard, property producing only C94 p. a., would be raised to 

a value of £330, and every fourteen years there would arise a 

further 500 guineas for lease renowals. (35) One can therefore 

perhaps forgive the Co=. ittee's egotistical enthusing that "..... 

(35) mv 1141 
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.. "from the Result of their Mature deliberations and repeated 

Meotin(13.... (they) cannot forbear to observoo,,, That the great 

scheme in contenpl,? tion seems more pre m--ant with material 

advantages to the corporation and to the Torn that any which 

has ever been submitted to the consideration of a common Hall 

and they close their Report by congratulating; the Body Corporate 

on the opportunity of promoting so laudable, so important a 

project". (36) 

Perhaps the moat regrettable feature of such leases was 

the benefit which individuals reaped at the expense of the 

corporation. For want of capital, it was the professional 

builders like Stratton & Fouila, and privat© speculators, who 

soaped the rewards of the population pressure in early nineteenth 

century Nottinr, .. When the property belonging; to Bilbies 

Hospital was let on a building; lease in 1794 for 70 years, at a 

yearly rental of ¬16, the lessee had covenanted to spend £400. (37) 

This ho clearly did, and more, but in 1028, Stavoly reported to 

the Charity Commissioners that he valued it then at £78 p. a. (313) 

It vas probably the length of the building; Eeaaot which 

wai their greatest drawback. In 182aß land on Derby Road in 

Nottinghoza wan leticod at a mere C2 p, ae for 70 years with a 

covenant to build four houseo. (39) A lease cuch as that 

granted in 1823 for only twenty years at £10 p, a., with tho lessee 

eovonantin* to expend between C200 -- £250, was probably a far better 

investment. (40) 

(36) 1.!, i v 1146 (37)NAB 3552 f2.6 
(39)1Tm 3937f28 (3s) CM 49a 

(40) NIIB 3987f86 to Jon. Dalby house & land in St. John's Street 
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The persistence of the t'-, ree Councils in farming their toll 

rights was perhaps like the building lease, also a response to 

circumstance, rather than simnlyr ill-; judged policy. The tolls 

and levies to which most of the unreforned boroighs were entitled 

wore, in many corporations, of great value amongst the few sources 

of income. At the time of the Municipal Enquiry, the returns from 

market etallago in Nottingham realised £1,037.10s. Od per anmun, (41) 

and in other boroughs there were additional tolls levied for port 

or river riucs which were of comparable value. At ftull the net water 

Bailiff's dues in 1832, amounted to £2,366.16s. 9d, while the market 

tolls, stallago and bridge dues, produced a further £331.11s. 5d. (42) 

even in a comparatively small borough like Scarborough (population 

in 1832,8,760) the water tolls and harbour dues realized £123, and 

duties collected it ?? owcastle and Sunderland from ships travelling 

to Scarborough, produced a further ¬543. (43) At Boston moreover, 

a year's returns from the tonnage and lastalte rates produced, in 

1832, £3,400 for the use of the Harbour Trustees in maintaining the 

river and haven. (44) Such dues formed therefore, a valuable source 

of revenue. 

Tolls Lpv_ind in 1832. (45) 

Market tolln {arbour & River Civic Receipt 
Tonnnpe 'Wharf, e 

Boston c ¬410 p. a. ¬3,400 £525 £410 
("arbour Trusteeso 

Nottingham 0 £1,037 p. a. ¬63 £1,1Go 

York £480 - C480 

(41) iCH 1996. At York however they realised only C480 in 1832 Y352 
F. 6 and T CK 1751 

42 VC 1566 
4; : tCR 1722,1723 
44 1L CI 

(45 &ppendix V 
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In farming them the three-councils did not stand alone. The 

t'Iarket tolls were still farmed at Scarborough in 1E336, (46) and at 

New Windsor the grain and corn tolls and the bridge tolls were on 

forty-ono year leases until at least 1725. (47) Indeed, it was 

coon practice in boroughs at this tine, and even the central 

government approved of such methods. Bost Acts of Parliament in 

which toll rights were granted contained provision for them to 

be fared. Thun the act secured for the repair of Nottino is 

Flood Road in 1796 provided for the farming of the tollst(48) 

and Turnpike levies were invariably administered in this nanner. (49) 

By persisting in farming rather than collecting theca revenuesq 

the three councils passed into private hands profits which would 

have usefully aucmented the Chamber funds. Yet the opposition 

encountered in collecting these dues, (50) and the fluctuating value 

of an income which was dependent upon the state of local trade,, 

created undeniable advantages in farming rather than collecting. 

The administrative effort required by the corporation was rsininizad, 

and the annual income wqs predoterminate. The lessee's profit was 

moreover directly cot ensurate with the diligence he showed in 

collecting the toll, and he became therefore a staunch upholder of 

(46) 11CII 1722 
(47) S. Bond, ) op. cit,, pasoim. & appendix 1 

(48) ? Iottinphai hire Acts of Parliaxiont II 
(49) E. G, Advortie onto in Nottn Journal for farmin� Turnpike tolls:. 

rzov. 23rd 1793 Bottesford toll barn; 
21ov. 30th 1793 Kirklington & Hockerton; 25th Jan. 1794, Bottosford; 
22nd Feb. 1794 Radford Toll bar 

(50) ee© page ago 
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of the corporate riahto, such as would never be±, eeen with the 

salaried collector. The lessee of the Lime Tolle at York was 

a most exceptional case in his neglect to collect the dues, ".. 

Pretending that one 'Vyrde refused to pay the capo... "(51) The 

Councils did however recognize the necessity of incentives for 

their colleotors, and thus when Wyld was appointed at Nottingham 

to collect the overdue itickloton fines he was offered 2Y of 

what he collected, (52) and at Boston the collector of the 

buoys and beacons money was always paid according to his receipts 

receiving 2/6d in the pound from 174ß until 1812 when his 

remuneration Was increased to 6/- in the pound. (53) 

Although adninstratively cosier, the farming of the 

tolls was however undoubtedly financially disadvantageous, in 

spite of the fact that all three boroughs generally leased their 

tolls only for short torms. (54) This was the more so when, as at 

York, the corporation benevolently re4-imbur3ed the lessees if 

they chanced to make poor profits. In 1749 they reduced the rent 

of the Fortnight Fair tolle, and returned ¬6 to the tenant in 1754 

because his profit was seriously reduced by the distemper. (55) 

(51) 
. 101/141 1735 

521 3907f69 r71 
(53) 4/1/4/14 
(54) 'lee Apnendix7- 
Bo ston t1'ythas, let only on 3 yr. leacee from 1661-1799 when they were 
collected, no bidders coming, forward. Tho W'harLhM., stallage & passage 
and market tolls were only on 7 yr. lease terms until in 1795 they were 
transferred to yearly lettitZ. 
At Notts, the corn tolls were from 1670 only on 7 yr leases, until in 
1735 it was felt to be of little disadvantage to increase the term by 
4 yrs. 
At York the Thursday market tolls were on 21 yr. leases until 1765, but 
they were of little value until this time when they were transferred to 
yearly letting. The importance of such a move is clearly evidenced by the 
steady rice in their rental value after 1818. In addition, York'v most 
valuable tolls - in Pavement }Sacket, were only let for 3 tro at a tine 
from their lease in 1735" ISO (55) YU 43/319,435; YCAB 1753/4 



At York however, the declining state of the to"-ni1 s trade, and the 

increasing opposition to the tolls, in n articular those on corn, 

made the offer of cone security almost a -. ºre-requisite to securing 

a lessee. 'thus, in 1757, the lease connittec recor. ended that "in 

case the (corn) tollen hall not answer the rent Mr `ýmith shall 

not be the loser". (56At times in fact, the tolls at York were 

collected not because the council considered it administratively 

botter, but because reclining nrofita discoura ed lessees fron 

bifiding for V10 tenu. "e. In 1718 the butter wei Cher was offered the 

choice of leasing the office at '. =0 per ar�nun or reeo-ivir a salary 

of "20 per annum. (57) Ra chose, significantly, the latter, for at 

an rked decline. The that time thA butter market was sutferin *, ý. 

market had oririnatod in a civic order of 1(06 that all butter 

should be cold in rt. 'l'artin' c Churchyards Ilicklegato, and since 

York had the only butter standard for a larf o area around ! all butter 

WA to be taken to the market to be eij*hed and ctazpod for export. (68) 

Jowovvor, ovasion hr d made it noceisaiy to ann1y for an Act of Parliament 

which was ceoured in 17229 "For ac r. moh an butter is one of the 

chief co aoditiee of the product of ...., the county of York ... 

and whoreao tho bringing of butter to the said market where the 

CaO nwan searched and weighed, 'lath been found to be the most 

offr, ctual m^ano of ^reventin ; the fain weighing and packing of 

l3utter... but of late yearn... the better to conceal thf, false 

(56) aoi flfl5 
(57) x ̀ ; B 41 f169; +-, 101 t7o 
(58) WEI 487 
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weiiing and packing of their butter...... (merohants) have 

neglected to bring the same to the said markst...... ", therefore 

all Butter to be transported from the Ouse to the Uharfo must in 

future be weighed and searched at York at Jd per firkin. (59) 

There followed a marked revival in tho bu$ineee of 

the butter weigher, and the office was again rented at a price 

which rose steadily from £40 p. a. (60) to ¬60 in 1731. (61) However 

by 1787 the weigher's rent was reduced from £ß0 to ¬70 because of 

decreasing profits, and by 1794 the weigher again preferred to be 

a salaried officer. The net profits for the year had been only 

£63.10. "2d of which £40 was allowed as his salary. (63) Paradoxically 

therefore, collection of tho tolls and dues in these circumstances 

ropreoentod not managerial advance by the corporation, but a 

deolining profit which caused the lessee to prefer the stability 

of a salaried office as collector. Indeed, it was for much the 

same reasons that in 1771 the corn tolls wore collected and not 

leased. In March of that year, "In pursuance of the advertizement 

for letting the corn tolls", "Ho person appearing to take them but 

}Sr. Thomao Spei£ht whose proposals were not satisfactory to the 

cornittee, ordered that Z'. r. Whoatley be continued to collect the 

mama... "(64) Over the three years for which he accounted for the 

tolls, the total profit was only £223.18.101d, (65) and yet the toll 

had in 1769 been leased for £130 p. a. The corporate profit had 

(59) F. Drake3 op., Cºt zII 24-0 
(60) YCAD 1725/6 
(61) YHtB 42/159 
(62) YTIB 45/258,268 
(63) YTB 46/68 
(64) �'I01f226 Ho had previously leaned then. 
(65) Eic r 
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thus considerably declined whilst the tolls had been collected. 

The cause lay indubitably in the increasing evasion which by 

December 1703 had occasioned a committee to be appointed to consider 

the state of the corn tolls. (66) By 1784 collection was said to 

have ceased, (67) although they were not officially suspended until 

1791. (68) Although in fact the corporation at York had early 

recognized that collecting might be preferable to farming, when 

In 1449, during the financial crisis which the town faced, the 

common crane was withdrawn from lease and a collector appointed, (69) 

nevertheless all the tolls remained on lease (when possible), 
throughout the 

period 1660.. 1035. 

At Bonton however the corporation apparently 

discovered that collection did, in normal circumstances, render 

greater profits than farmirr. In 1779 the tythes were ordered 

to be collected for one year by the surveyor only because the 

lessee had refused to pay the fornor rent of £100 pa., and no 

other bid had been made. The surveyor was directed to maintain 

an account of "every particular" to enable the corporation to 

ascertain the "real annual value of. the tithes". As a consequence 

the tythes continued to be collected and in the five years after 

1799 produced an average annual profit of almost £125. (70) It 

(66) Y13 45/'145; K100 Deo. 3rd 1783 
(67) '. White, Directory of the West Riding, York and Hull 

1838 ii 554 

(68) K100 Dee. 21st 1791; Ym3 45 
(69) Yg r3 

(70) BCAB 
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was not a largo profit over the rental income, but the corporation 

apparently considered it worthwhile. At Nottingham too, the value 

of collecting rather than farming was clearly evidenced when in 

1806 the annual committee recomnended the School 'dardens to take 

the tithe of hay into their own hands and appoint a colleotor. (71) 

The right to take a tithe of hay in the fields and meadows had 

been bequeathed to the school estate by Alderman J. Hoakey (72) and 

for most of the time it was put out on lease (73),, being lot at 

£35 p. a. before 1806. In conaequenco of the annual committee's 

recommendation however, a collector was appointed at a sahn, of 

C15 p. a. (74), and between 18O7aM 1813/14, the collection totalled 

£663.15.. 4d or nearly £95 p"a" (75); more than twice the previous 

profits. 

It was however where the more valuable tolls were cnncernod 

that the question of farming or collecting was hont significant. 

With the leas valuable levies, the difficulties of obtaining trust- 

worthy collectors, and of auditing their accounts was probably more 

troublesome than the profit warranted. But where the tolls reached 

the value of Boston and Nottingham's in 1032, collecting was 

probably desirable. At Boston the Corporation collected their 

bouys and beacons money from as early as 1746. 'c'hin was a fairly 

significant source of revenue which in 1747 produced almost £579 

(71) C. C. Report 471 
(72) A 1515 
(73) ei Cal 3464/14; 3494,17; 3503/223 
(74) A5151 2740 
(75) It is not practicable to use the income of one 

year only# since the receipts are complicated by entries 
for arrears etc;. However, in 1814/15 the tithe realizod 
£150, and by 1823 rarely dropped below ¬165 Ledger A 1515; 

C. C. Report 471 
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rising to X165 by 1802 and realizing almost £528 in 1810. , %'hen 

the tonnage rates were improved by the 1812 'arbour Act they 

continued to be collected, as too were the Wharfage dues. But 

after ascertaininv* the value of the stallaý-e, passaaý and market 

tolls, by collecting then for two years, the corporation decided 

to put these back on lease. (76) 

At Potting-ham. marked gains resulted from the appoint- 

bent of market toll collectors, and a complete re-organisation of 

the administration of the market place tolls, between 1826 and 1827. 

The most serious impediment to itr roved exploitation of the toll 

income at Nottin m had been the policy adopted of granting; the 

toll revenues to the Sheriffs as perquisites of Office. In return 

for these profits, the Sheriffs paid the fee farm rent, the chief 

rent, and the undersheriff's toll, and any deficit was made up by 

the Chamberlains. (77) The Sheriffs themselves farmed the two principal 

market tolls, the great and small tolls, to the two bailiffs at 

nominal runt, as payment for their office, and the remaining tolls 

they leased in the usual manner. As a result, the Sheriffs, in 1796, 

received C15 from the senior bailiff for the small toll, £30 from 

the junior bailiff for the great toll, ¬2.16s. Od from 1Ir. M1achin for 

the toll on meal, and £80 for the Newark and Trent Bridge tolle, 

together with C15.8s. 8d for tolls surrendered to the Corporation. (78) 

By 1622 the junior 

(76) 6/7 
(77) e. g. NCABE 1724 and 5: pd.:, am Harris, Sheriffe his bill £49 

Ledger A: "payts on acot of sheriffs" 1796 to 1835, to 
balance their Accounts, 

also hHn 3526 f21; 3563 f68; 3454 f21 
(78) Chamber Bantal containing Sheriff's Account 1797 to 1797 
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IN 

bailiffs paid only C25 p"a"(79) but subsequent movement of these 

rents cannot be traced. However, the Commissioners probably over- 

estimated the= when they atatdd that they realized about PIOOp. a. (60) 

before 1026. A similar system of using tolls as perquisites of 

Office had been nraotisýid at York too, where, since 1564 the Mayor 

had leased the corn tolls at a nominal rent. (81) In consequence 

the Mayor in 1677 paid only C6.13.. 4d(82) for tolls which, by the 

frequency of the market and the intrinsic nature of the commodity, 

must have been most valuable. In 1735 however "in view of the 

trouble which the Lord Mayor has in collecting the corn tolls" (83) 

these were put out for open competition, and in Fobrunryt 1735 were 

lot for three years to Richard Cornry and William Dalton for ¬226 p. a. ( (84) 

Between 1025-1827 however, the Corporation at Nott. ºngham 

undertook a largo ucalo improvement of the market place expending 

nearly ¬2,000 (85)9 and it was subsequently decided that the 

corporation should take the tolls and rights into its own hands} 

paying compensation to the sheriffs. In February 1820, Samuel 

Kilbourne and Thomas Wylde were appointed as salaried officers to 

collect all the market duos and act as regulators. (86) The following 

year, the bailiff appeared before the Eiall to crave an extra 

allowancog "the receipt of the market toll which he rented of this 

corporation, having, by the late regulations regarding the Market 
Place, been separated from his office of bailiff to which the same 

(79) UIID 3501/94 
(so) r_ 1797 
(01) YUUB 23/131 toI34 
82 077.4; C79-1 
03 -'101/139-140 
04 nID 42A o26* The , ar cubsequently received an a=ual calarsr 

of £350. }101/139-40 and YIID 42, {202 

(05) Enfield Brief 4049 1 14 No-94 
86 UUIIB35ß7f'55 
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had been hitherto attached and was considered as forziing'part 

of his compensation for discharging the duties of his offico". (87) 

The junior bailiff made similar representations. Until this time, 

he had been in receipt of the passage toll and pen monies for sheep 

and pigs, "amounting, as represented to the Senior Bailiff* .. to 

an average of fifty pounds a year", and upon deliberation, the 

annual committee were required to investigate the nature and extent 

of the services which the bailiffs performed exclusive of those 

for which they already received a salary. (88) In consequence 

the two bailiffs were granted in April of 1829, a yearly salary 

of C15 pea*, each, 17 less than Hutton had requested. (89) 

Howovor, in addition to the tolls, it had been customary 

for small paynonts for stallalte to be annually oade by stall holders, 

usually at Goose Pair, to the Mayor's sergeant. The charge had 

Generally boon 1/-p. a., but the payments had never been enforced 

by letal action. In consequence, Wield (Town Clerk) stated in 

a brief against Binom for ctallage, many people in the market 

probably considered the payment to be a perquisite of the officer 

for keeping the stallholderle places, rather than as legal dues to 

the corporation as Lords of the ? anor, for the right to erect a. 

stall on corporate land. (90) With the reorganisation of the 

market Place in 1827, regular rates of stallaxe were established 

at a higher charge than previously, but the old Id toll on goods 
(the Small toll payable every Saturday except Goose Fair) was 

abolichod, (91) All fees and perquisites hitherto received by Sanuol 

87 tIEM 35881 6-37 
8MM H 3563/37 
89 I 3588J64-67 90 4049 1 14, f' 48-)4 91 Ibid. 
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Kilbourn as Co=on 'ergeant for standings in the market place 

uero henceforth to cease, and he was appointed as a reiulator 

of the market at an anrniaa. salary of £40; Thom o Wylde assisting 

and collecting; the dues for £50 p. a. (92) 

Thu3, wheroas prior to 1827 the total incono fron the tolls 

and ctalla¬o of the market had been absorbed by corporate officers, 

in 1831/2 the Chamber received from the new stallalte £1,037.10.0(93) 

Out of this f86 was paid to the sheriffs (94) in compensation 

for the rent from the baili is -for the small and great tolls. 

£30 was paid to the bailiffs in remuneration for their duties, 

this having been previously provided by the nominal lease of the 

abovo two tolls, and £90 was paid to Wylde and Kilbourn for 

regulating and collecting. The total profit to the corporation 

thus stood at apprximately f830 p. a, whereas previously no profit 

whatsoever had been taken by the Chamber Account. This was to no 

email extent the result of the more regular and heavy imposition 

placed on stallholdere, but the entire reorganization with the 

subsequent collection of revenue, was an immense mann erial 

improvement. Wen under the old system, the Junior bailiff had 

claimed a profit of äf50 p. a., (95) and there can be no doubt that 

the implementation of collecting alone van of coo considerable 

importance. By 1830, fottin; ham corporation had at last begun an 

efficient exploitation of their valuable grants. 

92) MUD 35a7, ý55 
(93) s32B 1996 
(94) L!! R 199931997 
(95) ?f 3588f36-37 
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An advance of a similar kind was made at York, but here 

the corporation failed to take the a, dvantareo of using salaried 

of f icora. 

In 1826, the Fortnight Fair - held for the sale of live 

cattle - was removed outside the walls between Fisherc, ate Postern 

and -, 'alm, -, ate Bar, whore the corporation had purchased a large area 

of ground for this specific purpose. (96) Although the tolls and 

otallage wore collected for the first year, this was only for the 

purpcce of establishing the new regulations, and the following 

year in 1825 the Cattle Harket Comm, itteo recommen''ed that the Fair 

and New City Arms Inn be let. (97) The Inn was subsequently lot 

for ¬80 n. a., (98) and the market was leased in 1828 for ¬310. p. a., 

but by 1832 the highest bid was only ¬300. (99) This however was 

an advance on the revenues of the old fair, for although there is 

no evidence of its rental value immediately prior to its improve- 

wont, it cannot have risen much in value since the 21 year lease 

of the tolls granted in 1784 for only £7 p. a.. (100) This increased 

income however was the product of both toll and stallage levies - 

the latter of which would have been considerably increased not only 

by virtue of the improved facilities provided at the now market, 

but also thro-gh the increased number of pens erected. It would 

perhaps coem regrettable that, having thus immensley improved the 

facilities and thus the income of the cattle market, the corporation 

(96) Licence, in 11ortmain YC/CH A56a 
(97) Y 352/E6 13th 110v. 1 X328 
(98) Doo. 4th 1828, ¬90 but July allowed ¬10 off because the rent was"so 

high as to entitle him to that reduction" Y352/F, 6 
(99)'Y 352/E6 
(100) E101 
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did not further improve by collecting its dues rather than 

leasing them. The prevalence of farming in so many of the 

unreformed boroughs, despite its administrative ease, is to 

be regretted. The evidence from Nottingham of the potential 

value of such privileges when re-developed and better 

administored, is abundant proof of the revenue otherwise lost. 

Those administrative failings were however of much 

less consequence to the rental productivity of the corporate 

oetatee than van the constant and preening problem presented by 

tenants who defaulted in the payment of their rents. This was 

a source of difficulty to the three corporations fron an early 

dato, York corporation in 1653 having to request that "the former 

committee appointed for arroares of the Cittyes Rants doe oceto 

and pfocto the buaines". (1) The following year this came 

committee was ordered to "put in suite euch as is able to pay". (2) 

The early years of the roriod indeed are not lacking in attempts 

to enforce the full payment of rents owing to the corporation. 

At York in 1660 the Hall "ordered that my Lord 1. ayor, Aldr. Leonard 

Thompson, Aldr. Bryan Dawson, and Aldr. Hewett doe consider of the 

arrearos of the catty rents and take selch course for getting in 

the came as they think fitt, and alsoe to got in the £12.10.0 in 

question betweeno John Williamson and ý, dward Preston"-(3) 

(1) YH3 37/54 February 3rd 1653 

(2) TUB 37f69 February 3rd. 1654 

(3) YHB 37)140 20th June 1660 
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But in 1695 a more far reaching resolution embodied the principle 

of action which the unreformed council followed until 1835- 

"Whereas it has boon very prejudioiall to this City to suffer 

the Tonnants to run into arrearos for Rent and Allsoe because an 

audit is now to be made which cannot conveniently bee done many 

Rents being not received. It is therefore ordered that Alexander 

Harrison the present Receiver for this City doe forthwith demand 

all the Rents that are yett standing out and upon non-payment 

after such demand he is hereby ordered to distraine for Rent and 

where noe distrense is to be had to send such psons a cumons 

the next cort day to appears at ye Sheriffs Cort upon ouzebridee 

and the City's Clarke is hereby ordered to procute (prosecute) 

the said suites asst all such psons and for the future it is 

ordered that if any persona shall not or doe not pay in their 

respective halfe yoares Rent within Two Months after the Rent 

becomes duo to the R 0caivr of the City.... That then such Ueceivr 

shall send thom,,,, a sunons to appears, the week after the 

cpyraeon of the said Two months at the Exchequer Cort on ouzebridee 

and there pay in their respective Rents"e,. (or be proceeded against 

as abvo) and this be done without favour or affecon to any peon 

whatsoever as the Receivr shall answer to us". (4) All future 

Rocoivora were entrusted with the came powers of distraint and legal 

aotion. (5) Yet in spite of thin, further promulgations continued 

(4) YUB 39/167 18th Jan. 1694/5 
(5) e. g, That Wilton, "an bailiff of this corporation, make 

distronios for rent when necessary, without any further 
direction" TUB 43f193 27th January 1746 

and smith, TUB 43}/320-1 let Novemher 1749 
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to be necessary. Constant threats, and legal action against 

tenants still failed to secure full payment from many. In 

1711 the Lease Committee reported that "it is ye opinion of 

this Committee yt the City Receiver should be directed to 

make his Report to every house, of all such persons as do or 

shat refuse to pay any such customary entient Rents or other 

Rents in arrears". (6) By 1742, the position still demanded 

diligent attention; in that year the Hall ordered "that factions 

shall be brought in the name of the Mayor and Commonalty of this 

City against auch of the Tenants of the said corporation as are 

in arrear of rent... and do or shall refuse to pay such arreares 

and the growing rents as they become due". Samuel Ward was 

ordered to conmenc© and prosecute such actions as became necessary, 

and the order was to be published "so that the Tenants may have 

notice thereof". (7) The effect on the corporation's tenants 

appeared to be slight. In 1749 David Smith, the City Receiver 

complained that Divers of the Tenants of this corporation are. in 

arrearo of rent and upon frivolous pretences refuse to pay their 

rents, *. it has been found very prejudicial to this corporation to 

suffer their Tenants to run in arrear of rent.. "(ß) And at the 

audit of Alexander Rarrison's accounts as Receiver in 1723, it was 

revealed that in 1721/22 the year'o arr. oaro amounted to £327.12.2 

those for tho following year totalling no less than £422.8.9. (9) 

(6) E101f48 
(7)iaB 43/252 14th September 1742 
(8)IItß 43f320 -321 Ilovenber lot 1749 
(9) W. 42j37b 
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At 2Jottingham and Boston the Corporations were 

experiencing the same difficulties. At Nottingham in 1700 

it was declared that "whereas coverall Pennants of the Towns 

land are very backward in the paying of their respective 

Rents, by reason whereof the came are oftentimes lost and 

thereby this corporation is very much endangered for prventing 

whereof for the future itt is ordered by this house that in 

ease the respective tennts either of the Chamberland, Bridgeland 

or School land do not from time to time pay ..... their 

particular rents ..... and at such time as ye same severally 

ought to be paid or wth in fourteen dayes ... the ceverall 

officers ".. * are here (by) ordered to distrain enter or take 

the beat advantage they can for the (payment? ) of the sd 

respective rents". (10) By 1730 it had clearly been resolved 

that a larger margin of time for payment might render better 

results, and as at York, the Chamberlains were given summary 

powers of motion* The rental book cecords that, at a meeting at 

the Guildhall on October 16th 1730, it was "ordered that such 

corporacion tenants as shall not pay their rent within three 

months (11) after the same shall become due shall be either 

dietrained or sued by this corporacion and the Ch=-. mberlains may 

do the same without further order". (12) Although corporate 

(10) I11IB 3467 June 1700 
(11) Thin is very liberal - at Leicester only 2 months wan 

allowed, an order of 1772 establishing that in future 
rents due Lady Day 25th March be paid before last Wednesday 
in May and those due Ilichaolmass bofore last Wednesday in 
October I_ 981 

(12) Rental Book 1729/30 2229 
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orders on the procedure to be adopted for the recovery of arrears 

were becoming increasingly specific, the problem continued to 

persist, and in 1790, resort vas had to the methods of the Modern 

ago; newspaper publicity. An order that the Chamberlains, Bridge 

Wardens, and School Wardens "do not in future defer the Receiving 

of Rents of this corporation for so long a time as has latoly 

been the case, but that they take effectual methods for the early 

collecting them", was directed "for the purpose of apprizing the 

tenants under this corporation of the determination of this Hall 

to in a more regular and early payment of their tents", to be 

inserted in the Nottinghan Journal. (13) 

Due notice for the payment of their rent had always been 

given to the corporate tenants. A printed bill was in use at 

hottinJ as early as 1721/2 apprizing the tenant of the dato for 

payment and the amount of his rent. But in order to regularize 

the situation, two general rent days were appointed in 1796, "for 

the receipt of all their Rents duo at Michaelmas and Lady Day", the 

first Monday in January being cat for the receipt of the 1' iobaelna. s 

rents and the first Monday in July for the receipt of Lady Day 

rents, "the payment of the Rents on those days (to) be advertised 

and strictly and literally enforced"-(15) Notices were thenceforth 

regularly inserted in the newspapers giving indication of the 

General rent days. (16) 

(13) m 3550/8 21st Dec-aber 1790 
(14) Vouchers 18018 96 
(15) rB 3555/58 September 16th 1796. , ,! A einf lar order was. passed at Leicester in 1700, by which the Chamberlains were to be given 

yccrly' Ito letters of Attbrney "for-- their better and! mono' 'speedy 
collections of the Townes Revenues", requiring the tenants to 
bring their rents two days after Mliehaclmas and Lady Day LUV 93 

(16) Q. Q.. "the Chanberlains, Bridge Masters and School Wardens will tttend 
at the Police Office on Monday the Fourth Day of Hovenber next at Ten o'clock in Forenoon to receive all Rents due at Michaelmas last, The tenants are required to bring with then 19rr last Receipts and to take notice that if 
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York at about the cane tine resolved upon a ainil= order, (17) 

and at Boston in 1773 the Council ordered that t",,,, hereas the 

rrection Bailiff and the Chamberlain complain that the Tenants 

to the Corporation are several of then very backward in the 

payment of their tents, and create a great deal of Trouble in 

collecting the carte, it is resolved that there be two general 

aye appointed for the receipt of all the rents due to the 

Corporation, one on the Thursday in the week following; ..... 

Old 1lichaelmao Day .. e for the 'Aeccipt of all Rents due the 

Lady Day proceeding, and one on the Thursday in the week following 

..... Old Lady Day ... for " ... itents due the Michaelmas 

preceoding". The :: section bailiff and Chamberlain were more- 

over to chow no partiality towards defaultore, but wore on pain 

of forfeiting; their salaries "to give orders to the Town Clerk 

to distrain forthwith upon all Tenants who shall fail making; their 

respective payments on the said Days, without any Her-poet of 

persons whether belonging to the Hall or not". (18) Members of 

the hall in fact showed no greater responsibility than the other 

corporate tents in paying; their rents on time, Aldoraan Bell in 

1722/3 owing the surr of 125. (19) The, tenants ware thereforo, 

mado well aware of their responsibilities, yet arrears remind A 

(17) 10th Oct. 1799 YITB 46f307. The first Monday in May was 
ectabliehed for the receipt of Lady Day rents, and the first 
Monday in November for 1lichaelaa. e refits, between 10.0C, a. m. and 
3.0Op. a. Failure tb pay would bring diotraint without further nmtico. 

(18) itental Book 1785 4/8/178 
(19) BCAB 1722/3. This order was modified however by an order of Hall 

11th April 1805 when the rent days were established as the Thursday 
before Whitsuntide for Lady Day rents, the Thursday after Decenber 
11th for flichae]. aas rents. As a result of there previously having 
been paid 6 months later than when they were due, the Corpor-tion 
in 1805/6 received 1j years rent. 
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serious problem. -51th a situation such as arose at York in the 

mid eighteenth century however, it is hardly surprising that 

tenants were remiss in their payzaents. In December 1746 Henry 

Driffield was appointed Receiver in the place of 21r. Wilton, (20) 

but in April 1747 he was dischargod. (21) This ordor was confirmed 

in Juno 9(22 but in Lecenber ho wan still retarded as the City 

Stew, and Jacques Priestly, who was still collecting rents, 

althouch "henry Driffiold alone is appointed", was ordered not to 

roceive and further rento. (23) Nevo'thelezo, Prieatly, with 

Driffleid, continued to collect ronts until December 1747. (24) 

By thn early months of 1748 however, Driffiold was superoeded 

by Alliam Oastler, (25) but in Docenber of that year Driffiold 

was still collecting rents and was apparently still regarded as 

city steward, an order beine passed that he must render his accounts 

and then be discharg d. (26) This extreme confusion was only 

ro3olved when David smith was appointed and romained cola 

receiver for the corporation in February 1749. (27) 

'dhen the regulations and threats proved in, -dequ. te 

deterrcnt3, tho corporations did proceed with legal action. To 

cue the tenant or distrain his goods invariably lost more in legal 

action that the amount of the rental owing, and became a small but 

unwarranted drain on the finances. In 1684 a cause of ejection cost 

York corporation ¬5 exclusive of warrants and other miscellaneous 

(20) Ylui 43/224 

(21) Yx13 43/239 
(22) rfis 43/249 
(23) YTIB43, f258 

(24) YCAB paosin 

22.12.1746. 

29.4.1747. (25) YHB 43/2$1 
(26) YHI3 431295 
(27) YHB 43, {307 

27,5.1749. 

27.1.1748/9 " 
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expenses, and in 1692 James Walkor charged then 21.12.83. for 

"defending the cause att suit about an ejeccone". (28) Not 

surprisingly therefore the council often resorted to other 

inducements than legal action. In 1739 York offered their 

Bellman a new hat and coat if he paid his rant arrears, and in 

1747 Richard Corney was given a £10 abatement of his rental 

only "so as he pay all arrears of rent within a fortnights 

timQ... "(29) Lwen when legal action was finally determined 

upon, the councils continued to vacillato. Although in 1666 

J. Addame of Boston was ordered to be sued unless he paid his 

arrears before the next Hall, he was given four further 

warnints before the hall finally ordered again in 1668 that 

his rents in arrears would be sued for. (30) There was however 

often no alternative action to be taken, and the records are 

liberally scattered with orders to distrain or sue for arrears. 

In 1669 the sergeant at 3oston was ordered to distrain for tents 

in arrear; (31) in 1684 the Town Clerk was required to produce 

an abstract of all the rental arrears of the last five years, (32) 

and in 1687 he was asked to send for writs against pdrsons in 

arroar"(33) Matters did not in, )rove; in 1719 it was ordered 

that all "tonantc of this lall who in a weeks time do not pay to 

the Chamberlain the arrears of rent in his Receipt be cued for 

the same"(34), and this order continued until 1835. (35) 

(28) YCM3 16,92/3,1694/5 
(29) YH13 43/251 
(30) BAB 3{505,500,5179518,520 
(31) AB 3/525 1669 
(32) BAD 4/107 1684 
(33) BAB 4/135 1687 19 7 
(34) DAB 5/3366 
35) e. g. 17th 1. ay 1770 BAD 7J81b; 13th April 1815 BAB/81615th Jan. 1816 BAB 8 



Identical proceedings took place at Nottingimm and 

York$ but as at Boston, arrears remained a serious problem through- 

out most of the period. During the earlier part of the period 

1660-1835 arrears in all three corporations stood rather high. 

Individual arrears give some indication of the degree of indebted- 

nose of many corporate tenants at this time. At York in 1679 

proceadiags against a tenant were suspended on his agreement to 

pay 40 within a month "and to; ive sufficient security for the rest 

of the arrears of rent due by him to this city"(36), and in 1661/2 

John 'y4eapon had agreed to pay the Chamberlains 1: 30 with £3 interest 

for his arrears of Tang Iis, 11, (37) . At a time when the total 

rental income of the corporation was only in the region of £500 to 

0600 p. a., these were significant debts, At Boston too, in 1730/31 

£71.. 2.. 6d was owed by only five people, and in 1743/4 one tenant 

alone owed £30. TAree yearn later a regular defaulter, ir. 'Wayett, 

owed no less than £102. (38) 

Tenant debts at this time drained a fairly high 

proportion of the rental income in all three corporations, and 

although a largo proportion of the arrears were, as in the later 

period, ultimately received, unpaid rents remained large. vidence 

is unfortunately lacking for direct comparison in each borough, but 

from the evidence available through tha York Receivers Rolla fron 

1661-1674, the averato annual total of arrears =recovered stood at 

(36) TO 3o/161 
(37) YOU 1661/2 
(38) BCn? 3 paaain. 
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almost 7ý of the total rental income per annum -a figure 

uncomfortably high, and possibly lower than was actually duo, 

since arrears considered to be definitely irrecoverable may 

not have been included in the Receivers' Rolls of Account, (39) 

On the other hand, the Chamberlain himself sometimes accounted 

for arrears received, and thus the oVorall indebtedness of the 

tenants may not have been so severe as the above figure 

sveaests. (40) 

At 2lottinghw over the period 1660 17001 the average 

annual loss through arrears may have been as high as 10% of the 

rental incoco per annum, but the figures are probably less 

reliable than those for York; while at Boston unpaid arrears 

accounted for come 57-6 of the full rental income duo to the 

corporation over the period 1700-1749" Thereafter arrears may 

have declined still more until the early years of the nineteenth 

century. (40a) 

Tho fault however lay not solely with the Conant, 

but alto with the Cl berlains and Receivora. As long as they 

wore not responsible for the uncollected rents in their year of 

(39) 3co AppondixIV 
(40) e. g.. in 1661/2 the Chamberlain received £R0 for arrears of 

Tag flail; in 1663/4, ¬6 for arrears of a close near St. James; 
In 1700/1, £13 for arrears (YCAB). It should also be noted 
that a chart of arrears calculated probably in 1758 places the 
total arrears at only about half this figure K/43 t 
1669 1679 1708 1758 

£15.11.6; "16.170; ¬10.1698; ¬13.18.3. 

There is however, no indication whether this Chart is conplate. 

(40a) See AppendixIV 
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office, there was little incentive for then to apply pressure 

to those tenants unwilling to pay. It was prr'rhaps with this 

thought in mind that the annual committee at Nottingham 

reco nended, in 1825, that the Chamberlains of each year be in 

future charged with the arrears of their predecessors, and also 

with the full rental arising; out of the Butchers Shambles and 

Stalls; but the reco endation was apparently not complied -ith. (41) 

However., the constant pressures applied through the orders of 

Hall, and by legal action, were ultimately successful. For, 

although tenants continued In arrear, the overall position was 

not so acute as the accounts suggest. Between 1789 and 1834 the 

extent of arrears unreceived at Nottingham averaged only 

£43.108. Od per annum, in a total rental income ranging from 

8.159 in 1789, to £4,000 in 1835. (41a) 

Taken in this form however, the figures are misleading, 

for between 1799 and 1624 the arrears at the year end were rarely 

below £100, and reached, on occasion, £300 and £400, i11any of 

these rents however, were probably repaid, early in the succeeding 

year. The Rent iiayr was not until July, but the Corporation's 

year ended in '3eptenber, and thus rents two months overdue 

(41) 3987 £114; ýB 3584 ff 123,124,125 
(41a) r? ppPndix IV 
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would be designated as "in arrear". That many of these arrears 

wer© not those of staunch offenders in suggested by the high 

income in come years suceeding a year of particularly high 

arrears. Thus in 1809/10,. 28 vmn due, and in 1810/11, £417, 

but in 1810/11 and 1811/12,0537 was received for arrears. The 

arrears owing each year at this period were indeed, phenczenal. 

Between 1807/8 and 1816/17, they stood almost consistently in 

the region of £200 p. a., and between 1819/20 and 1822/3 amounted 

to no loss than £1,500. And this do. pite an order of 1812 that 

rants more than ten days overdue, would be treated by the re. 

allotment of the land or tencnents concerned. (42)' This high rate 

of arrears van a direct reflection of the economic difficulties 

faced by the town. A noticeable increase in arrears began in 

1795 when the price rises of the Napoleonic wars were first being 

felt. Dut they did not decline with the falling prices after 

1814, for Nottinahan at this time was suffering severe hardship 

from the fluctuations of its single major industry of framework 

knitting* ttoreovor,, between 1819-1822 there was a sharp and un- 

pre, codented rise in arrears� which without doubt,, reflected the 

still greater fall in wages both of the framoworkx-knitters, and 

the lace workers, consequent upon the over-specula ion of the 

"twist-not fevor". 

(42) igitt» 3571/100-101 
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In the year 1823/4 alon w'824 was received - 1513 for "arrears 

of : tent" , C136 for arrears of the , 'lxcilango ambles and 0124 for 

arrears of the "Butchers "tells" - al9cst two thirds therefore 

was for houses and lands. : 'he problem would appear therefore, 

as in Boston and York, to have been one of delayed, rather than 

refused, payment. But this was almost as lethal to the corporate 

financial management as non-payment, placing the corporation 

instead of the tenant in the position of needing a, creditor. The 

order of 1796 that payment "be strict'. y and literally enforced" 

on the appointed Lont Days (43), apparently had I', the effect. 

But fron, 1824/5 with prices still falling, thdre was a noticeable 

and sustained drop in the arrears owing. fron that year until 

1833/4 they remained .; generally below r509 though risin t' . ree timed 

to more than ; 8O, and in 1834/5 they jumped to no less than 2165. 

It is unlikely that this was the result of a sudden lapse of 

diligence on the eve: of the corporation's oupercession, since the 

council was most concerned that all persons with any monetary 

clairie on t' to corporation should make then Good bef ore D ccr, ber 

1835. c4' ), it was probably simply the result of this tendency of 

the tenants to delay their rental payments $ 

(43) MiB 3555/58 

(44) NHB 359A tl 
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At York, tho corporation's continual attonpts 

to prevent evasion of payment apparently had some affect by the 

close of the eighteenth century, for although the total sun of 

arrears owed to the corporation stood, in 1790, at £806.4.2d 

it wac ineroasod in that year by only £20.15,9d (45). Unfortunately 

it is not known how long trio running account of arrears had been 

maintained, owing to the absence of itoceivers' Accounts, but from 

1790 , 1795 inclusive, the total arrears owing rose by only x: 106.16.3 

representing less than £20 p. a. # in a total rental income of 

apprrxiraatoly (1,900 p. a. 

It is surprising in the light of this success and 

the continued work of the corporation to prevent tenants from 

defaulting in their rental payments, that tenants should have boon 

allowed to continue in arrears for any length of time. But the 

account of arrears for 1790 indicates quite clearly that this was 

co. The total anount of arrears in that year stood at £826.19.11d. 

Of this sum, the Bellman was in arrear for 32 years at E1 p. a. 

But on the whole, the arrears of long standing were for mall sums, 

probably in ao'<nowledeenont for eneroachrients for which it would 

nog havo been worthwhile to start proceedings. The Reverend Scott 

stood in arrear for 42 years rent of 6d p. a. -a total therefore 

of only . 1.1. O, and a certain Mr. Yoward stood in arrear at 3/-p. a, 

for 42 years rent totalling in 1790 only ¬6,. 9.. Od. Others were 

(45) City Rental I478a 
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74 and 84 years in arrcar, but again, their payments were only 

6d and 1/- acknowledgements. rohe majority of the defaulters 

indeed were only in areas for the year in question, and upon 

oxazainaticn it becomes quite evident how the sums owing to the 

corporation could become so large. In 1790 three tenants owed 

between then for only one year, no leas than f448.. 1.. 5d. (46) 

An exxýaraination of the arrears account for 1793 demonstrates 

clearly that although there were, several very long standing arrears 

for nominal sums, hoot of the debts for proper rents were slowly 

repaid, and now ones e "ntrao . eft . The corporation's diligence 

was therefore reaping; rewards although the payment of rents a 

few months behind was becoming, as at Iottinehat, the most serious 

problem. 

2. everthelecs, in 1796, the corporation at York admitted 

defeat, and finally'wrote off' 502.. 7.. 5d in arrears on Audit bay 

thud dropping Vie balance due from f913.. 0.. 5d to f330.13.. Od. (47) 

Thio was an admission which was made at Nottin4rham too, for they 

annually dismissed a cra11 number of arrears as irrecovr: rable. 

Pha total arrears of £101.12.. 0 due to Nottinglham in 182 , /4 (48) 

contained £12,1896d which was considered irrecoverable (49iß and 

in 1796 £13.. 2.. 0 was di:: mic3ed as irrecoverable leaving £125,0,10d. (50) 

(46)uß0 
(47) York F, 78a 
(43) IacAB 1823/4 
(49) ý'nTR35a4ff 123t025 
(5D) TICiu 1796 
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The remission of certain arrears was almost inevitable - and 

Leicester were regularly obliged to strike co-me arrears out of 

their accounts during:; the 19th Century, (51) 

With the appoints nt of the financo co ittee at York 

in 1816 however, all aspects of corporate ¬in,, ace came under yet 

more vigilant observation, and not least the problem of ar-ý^ears. 

As a result the corporation virtually ended the occuronace of 

arrears, but in contrast with 13ottin, _ sxn, the Committees were 

greatly aided by the steady fall in prices from 1814-1630. For 

althou ih York's economy may not have been flourishinG it was 

not so severely in decline that, as at ttottin-han falling prices 

were of little benefit. ". 1ithin three months of its appointment 

this first finance cornnittee ordered the City iteward, Peter 

Atkinson, to produce a list of all unpaid rents. 02) The effects 

, were not immediately soon, and as late as this, York corporation 

allowed an arrear of eighteen years 'standing, In 1830 they finally 

received the arrears owing; from nary : uffield amounting, to E116 for 

paynenta for encroachments and the arrears of rent for 18 years of 

two stables and a ranpire and noat. (53) At the close of 1322/3 

(51) In 1804 no lees than £77.4.64 was removed from tho arrearo account, 
leaving only £71.4.5d to be transferred to the succeeding Chaaberlain. 
In jail, a further £C 3,12.0 wan lost, ett . itr 

by lapse of time or bocauso 
the rents were sold and the arrears which accumulated just Bofore the cale, 
coula not be oL%ined. In 1020,7)2.5,0 was declared irrecovPrnble, and the 
following year, one item of £36 was struck out of the account LB VI 
(52) E"i'i 25.5.181b 
(53) YC/J3 1630/1 
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total arrears stood at ¬300. Fy the fol. lowins year they totalled 

£450, but thereafter they began to drop. 1025/5, £400; 

1826/7, £3501 1827/8, £122: until by 1832, the Cc ittoe were 

sufficiently ansurnd to state that the £300 outstanding in arrears 

was "expected to be shortly got in". (54) At the close of the 

year 1833/4, "with trifling exceptions" only three tenants were 

in arrear (55) 
9 and in t'ichaoThas 1835, one quarter of the 

£187.0.3d due, was owed by onn ter_ant. (5F) 

By the time York handed over to the reforned 

Cor, oration in DecQmber. 1835, there was only £65.14*1Od in arroar, 

! 47 of which was owed by two tenants at Fawdington "who complain 

of the badness of the times and expect come return" -(57) The 

Corporation at York had thus by 1835 achieved a at degree of 

cucceas in their drive against tenants In arrear., but by this timo 

the Committee thenuelvos had bafiur to collect the rents. Their 

success is a clear indication of the Aisadvantagos inherent in 

relying on a salaried officer whose incentive to collect the full 

revenue due to the corporation, was, after all, non existent. The 

'toward was moreover entrusted with numerous other duties conrectod 

with hie employnont is City Husband or Surveyor, and tho Charberlains 

in 14ottint hs had no small degree of businecs to conduct, albeit 

that the Town Clerk was responsible for copying tip the final draft 

of the account. 

(54) Fjnanco Conmaittee Reports K110 pasoim a, 
(55) K 110 3.2.1334. 
(56) x101 3.2.1035. 
(57) K 110 

3.1.1832 
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In their Annual "OP-irt for 1833/4 the Committee at York 

"having been entrusted with the receiving of the Tents during 

the last year, and bein sensible that many w1vantaies have 

aricen from that mode of receiving them, bog leave strongly to 

roco=fnd the adoption of it for another year". (58) The method 

adopted on Peter , Ptkinuon's cThath in 1e32/3(59). had certainly 

proved worthwhile in co far as it prevented the accretion of 

largo and nunerouc aarrears s 

Until the later years of the period however, it is 

clear that both York and 1,1ottincban, and. Leicester too, were 

fightini a locinT battl n over the arrears of their tenants. 

Diligence and effort showed little reward, for the practical 

re-sults were by no neans comparable. Iaving core into contact 

with the slow procedure and expense of the legal system, it is 

surprising; that Nottinthan Corporation in 1819 peti ti(, ned a. °ainst 

a bill, then before tho 'iouso of Commons, for "the more ea. yT and 

speedy rocovory of small dobta in their town" on the grounds that 

it was an infrinmment of their chartore-I privileges and was. 

"constitutionally had in principle. (60) 

Under constant attack it cn'bere of their r' ;_ ßt9 

and ýrivilýýges, arrears were a further area where the corporations 
to 

woro put., undue trouble and expense in the exaction of their just 

and lawful dues. ýtedresa was indeed to be had, but at a greater 

(53) K101 "ebruary 3rd 1<:,, 34 

(59) x. 101 February 3rd 1833 
(60) %ifa 3578/32-75 
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coot often than tho rent involved, and the exar=zple . ffordod 

appears to have been of little moment. to ether tertaxite. tut 

it is clear that both York and 'Pottir4iam were benefitinW, an 

a r, -cult of increased control and improved canatewent. tlthough 

the total extent of rented pro-; iortieo was increasinzc,, and despite 

the 1;, roatly enhanced size of both towns, which rendered an 

absconding offender auch more difficult to trace, both 

corporations increasingly nininizod the occurence of arrears. 

At Boston however, a rather different trend wan 

cvi, lent, flare the proponderence of agricultural land ensuTod a 

declininf, arroars problem while farnera enjoyod th ricin¬ food 

prices of Vie war years. Limediatoly oricos began to fall in 1814 

however, there began a serious arroaru problem, which correlates 

closely with the arroarrs graphs plotted by David Crig on the 

Lincolnshire estates of Wolby, ! ncaster and Thorolji. 
. 

(61) 

At the same time however , aura is repayments wore, as at 13ottinpharI, 

quite high, inlica,. ing a prob1'a of delayed rather than totally 

refused payment. Unpaid rents thus stood probably In the region 

of only '. 126 p. a., in an oxpeoted rental income rar.,; in ; from 

C3,590 to £4,500, 

The economic conditions which had created this 

upsurce in arrears ii ,d however still fur r'ier rep. roussionc upon 

the eoiporato income in the form Of abated rc. nts. For although 

(61) David Gvigbsq op. cit., 124 
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ca landlord the corporation was responoible for 7enr ite 

property to the best possible advantaý e9 o., a civic body it s3 

responsible also for the social welfare of its townspeople. 

To speak of the eorporatioro' "social responsibilities" at this 

time is rather an anac'ironisn, but, all three concila evinced an 

as. -arE: muz of their t. uties towards tenants In distroo. " which uas 

. tehC-ý' by only the more philanthropic landlords of t'-; e tine, 

Abatci ert> of rent were made in all three' borou{, "hc 

throW, hout the period to those in reed. 5"hores 'yecr_oft w7-ýv f! 24 

in arrcar to York corporation in 17499 but since he and big fsnily 

were "in ar oat dietreaced condition ., sad unabl , to pay any Hart 

of the aaicl arrears, and uhlikely to pay the `*rowing rent" the 

Lord : , Vor aueui with him for the surrender of his lease and 

forgave hin his debts. (63) In 1654 ton, the co^rittee for arrears 

had been ciiroeted to "esse allowances where it is deoparate", (64) 

and in 1723 the lease comrittee resolved that M3.120 being on 

arrear of rent due from craxd tooth be forfivcn tin in regard 

of hic poverty and , mat famnily, consisting of a wife und five amall 

children" . 
(65 

(67, ) Y: i 43J 2o-1 1.11.1749 
(64d 'f 37J69 
(h5) r'77, A95 In this connection it is interesting; to draw z 

comparison with the letter inserted in the I7ottinChan 
. -benin. - Pont of Pebrinry 19th 1971 

"I can only note with joy and surprise the sensible view 
V at Lotting shire County Council have taken over rent 
arrears in Southwell. I don't mean by that that I condone 
people who neglect to pair their rent when they could well do so, but that there are very many cases when the family 
troubles are far rraater than merely rent arrears, rind where 
an inflexible attitude on the part of the cduncil can be 

isastrouse.., Nottinuhamshire have taken the lead in publicising 
what one or two London Authorities have been doing quietly for 
some tine. For the cake of a great many families, we must hope 
that others will be quick to follow this sensible and humane need. 

J. Willie, Direotor of Shelter. (The unreformed councils of Nottinghr and York seen to have been 
over a century ahead, of their tines2 
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On tY: e other hand, £ci, cd hardship -nd dissatisfactory tenants 

roaped only contempt* An application by Willian Jiu tics at York 

in 1719 "for money -)retcrdcd to be expended anO, layd out In repairee" 

was rejected with the co=unt that "if such renairs were Lade, the 

r, ̂ ,, = wore for the neceocary convenier-co of his under ten3nte". (66) 

i'. t 3aottin; ham a request from eleven Tutchero in 1 319 that the 

f; hux"bles connittoo conci'? er "auch an abatement in our Rents as 

thoy.... -ay think proper, and as the state of the times reglzire".. ". 

was -rantnd only to those not in arrear with their rents, (<7) and 

similarly at "Roston, ')anbyy & ', Talker' n abatements were withhold in 

1£323 as compensation for their bad management of their far: ao. (68) 

By the early nineteenth century however ab¬. tenontn to 

ccasiönal distressed to-iants had at Boston given way to relief 

on a wide osalo« The plunging ýrico of a ricnltural produco ^f , nr 

1815 l'd to unprecedented reductions of rent on the corporate 

estates. ',, 'heat prices had reached an a., tonishin peak in 1812, but 

they hui halved by 1815 and continued on a downward trend thr. ouC^h- 

out the rer^ainirv-; years of the old corporation's existence, 

(&) . 101/74 
(67) 1500 July 1619, An wpplication for a rental abatement by 
Thomas Athorstone on the grounds that his trade wr3s low and his 
avcra p loss than stated in his lease, was equally curtly rejected 
since in fact ho hold 24 sq'; yda more than his lease stated, und, 

deupite a reduction of £21 in , -lay 1813, , ie was still two years in 
arrear. (ý987f51). He received his reduction ultimately in 1822 
(3987/64 , a'A ºhiy oriGinal rent of £142.9,2s in 1811 was thereby 
reduced to only x106.9.2. 

(68) 5/A, '3/23 Curtois' report5Doo. 2nd 1823 
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,oa Joddine-, ton lard1o rcl said in 1836, "T710 price of wheat 3o so 

tauch lowar than the most tho:. ou i- oi: zZ eä Ithusias i: or its reduction 

could have brought 'rte ý, r; ýQlC To believe in the wildest of his 

speculations a, the close of the French war. (69) 

In January 181E the c, -wieil mot the crisis by appointing 

a committee to consider an "abatenent of : LWflt to the ""ei a:, -Ls in 

'she general in consequence of th( , )rc: s: ux- of the tiros" -(70 

result was an abatonent for that year of 20; '- in the rent of all the 

1 nda held by lease from the corporation, except -thos- used for 

voad .' 71) ut it was only the first of n any reductions to follow. 

In 7)ocem5er 1621 a further coinittee "taking into consideration 

the coat reduction in the )rico of all kinds of a. ricultural 

produce "reeoin encled further redactions, and advised that the 

lettin, ä of the corporate estates be postponed those expiring 

at Lady Day being lot only for one year"-(72) In following 

year the surveyor noted a "still greater reduction in the price of 

all kinds of agricultural produeo..... cince the last year"; ; 73) 

and recoufended Iurth': r abatements. Thus the situation continued, 

Tont rt 1uctiono beim� made in overy year from 14ý21t 1835 dcspitc 

tile., arowinf; financial difficultic3 of the corporation, who in 1333 

h4 to ¬ dealt that "', lie ''inancea of tho corporation will not permit 

(69) D. rri , op. cit., 118 

(70) 2/1/27 15th January 1816 

(71) 2,11. /27 22nd February 1316 

(72) 2/A/27 10th Doccmbor 1021 
(73) 2/"/3 20th Ootobor 1822 

Lines Archives Offico Jarvis A 
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a general abatement to be made out of the rents 

1821 to 1624 BOSTON ABATE4t; NTS OF RENT 

Year Amount of Rent on which 
abatements to be rrade. 

of their estates"(74). 

Amount of the 
Reduction 

¬ a d ¬ a d 
1821 ch. 2,932 8 0 423 7 0 

eb 1,712 10 0 215 1 0 

1822 Ch 2,897 8 0 588 9 0 

eb 1,755 2 0 307 14 6 

1823 ch 2,697 8 0 588 9 0 

eb 1,591 2 0 279 2 6 

1824 eh 1,415 8 0 159 3 6 

eb 341 12 0 38 11 6 (75) 

Figures are not available from 1824 to 1835, but by 1830 the 

abatements were declining, the corporate loss in 1831-2 being 

only 0100 rising to f202 in 1834-5. (76) 

i,; ven considered in isolation these reductions amounted in 

some years to a substantial proportion of the annual rental income. 

In 1822/3 the total rental produce of the 

(74) 2/D/3 13th Nay 1833. Individual abatements were made instead. 
(75) 4/ß/3/110 
(76) 2/D/3 3rd February 18 31 9 February 3rd 18 34 
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Cbasaber estato should have been 4,315.. 5.. 6ct, and abatements 

thus accounted for more than 12 ,J of this rum. But when taken 

togrother with the annual arrears, the fig; Tres reach even mors 

. 1artiing proportions : - 
Pu l "ent "ayables : Rent ? eceived after Total rent received 

arrears, abatements & arrears received 
other rý ictinns X ii-_ t'. z .t year. 

115/16 39474.. 2.. 0 2,535.10.. 3 3,382.18.. 0 

16/17 3,628.. 0.. 6 2,472.. 4.. 4 2,711.11.. 4 

17/18 3,451.10.. 6 . '561.. 1.11 r 5,015.16.. 8 

10/19 4 45(. 13., 9 5#041.12.. 0 

19/20 4,513.15.. 6 4,005.. 0.. 6 4,158.. 5.. 6 
20/21 4,533.15.. 6 3,734.. 1.. o 4,159.16.. 0 
21/22 493uu.. 5.. 6 3,24'3.. 4.. 0 ('., 051.16.. 0 

22/23 4,315.. x.. 6 3,200.. 1""0 7,206.. 0.. 0 

23/24 49306.. 5.. 6 3035.19.. 0 3,002.. 6.. 6 
24/25 4,223.15.. 6 3,259.. 4.. 9 3,629.. 5.. 0 
25/26 3,722.. 0.. 6 4,52'i.. 1.. 9 
26/27 4,1 0.15.. 6 3,2"'!.. "3.5. 39710.1 .. 5 
27/28 4,448.. 6.. 6 3,106.10.0 31,637.129.5 
23/29 4,353.18.. 6 3093.15.. 0 4109.. 1.. 6 
29/30 49356.. 5.. 6 2,930.. 9.. 6 3,564.12.. 0 
30/31 49144.. ^.. 6 3,166.. n.. 6 3,621.14.. 0 

31/32 3,518.. 3.. 6 2,614.. 3.. 6 3,156.. 1.. 0 

32/33 3,5'32.. 3.. 6 2,366... 5.. 6 
33/34 a/c 1ijusin,,. 
34/35 3,594.13.. E 3, o7ä.. 0 .0 

*(The council go otimoi ive allowance; for various assess-erts, 
e. g. Dikereeves asnesene-: its for t'io , . TRA repair of tho seabanka in 1615 

4/C/2/76) 

ý. t a tit of financial difficulty associated with inflation 

and incrrasinp exnor8ituxr_., tho co-ýxncil at 3oston was t'}erHftro 
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cuffering further serious Monetary probleis. on account of the 

financial hardship of its tenants, the repay-vat of arrears 

by tonants did improve the corporation's financial receipts 

in ::: oat years, but the incidence of these repayments was : soot 

irregular. Although tiiereforo they were in 1815/16 sufficiently 

high to leave the entire corporate receipts from current rents 

anu arrears only :. 100 below the expected current rental figure g 

for many of these years the total receipts from these sources 

were over x: 500 less than the expected current rental, and in 

1832/3 the loss was £1,200. 

At : 1ottinL, too applications for abate! AOuts 

increased heavily during the 182010-07) In contrast with . Boston 

the corporation was faced not solely withZrieultural distress, 

but with anufaoturi. iG distress too, and al Ghou;, h aeneral 

reductions were not found to be necessary, countless individual 

requests for rental reductions wore received. Certainly they 

were can fi ciently numerous to suggest that al taouih property was 

at a preuium in the town, the poverty of the r; a jor part of the 

population was to some degree candueive, _ 
to deflationary rents. 

}1o yt of the requests received were rca. dily wanted by the 

corporation; in 1622 on application from . aillia ; obi anon, yho 

{7') 39f'7; 
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annual committee recommended a £40 abatement of his rent of 

Lambley Farm, on "account of the low price of agricultural 

produce"l and this was followed in 1824 by a ¬25 refund on 

his rent. (78) In 1821 Thomas Atherstone received a further 

abatement in his runt of some land near the Nottingham canal 

and in 1823 an application for a reduction of the rent of 

wood Lane Close was also granted. (79) But an application for 

a reduction of several rents in the Shambles was in 1820 

dismissed as "not worthy of mention". (80) At York however 

abatements were only occasionally fbtnd 
. ecessary during thid 

period. This wan to some degree a reflection: of the increased 

use of yearly letting, which allowed regular flexibility of the 

rental terms, whereas at Boston most of the properties were tied 

to ton-yearly leases. During 1822/1823 reductions of the rent of 

agricultural land at York were fairly common, (81) but the 

position in Nottin-~han and York was in no measure so acute as 

at Bostons 

By meeting such requests, all three corporations 

showed a social awareness which placed them at the forefront of 

philanthropic landlords of the timo. (82) 

(78) 3987 57,90 
(79) 3987/49; 64; 76 
(co) 1508,27th June 1820 
(81) i%npeoially Fawdington, Tan ha11, Carlton Ptiniot F. 77/29.11,1822; 

20.1.1823; 1.1.1823; 6.3.1833. 
(82) Note the unfeigned Gratitude expressed in the Editorial of the 110 .. tinp; hcn Review in 18333- 
"In these times when the tenants of farms have to struggle with 
unprecedented and almost unsurmountable difficulties, we hail with 
unfeigned satisfaction every instance of liberal consideration wo hear 
of on the part of landlords, and it is with real pleasure that wo notice the conduct of .... t? 'arl Manvers, who ... has just made a reduction of 10. "15% on the rents of his Nottinghamshire Tenants.... " 
Iä+ß. Nov 22nd 1833 p3 
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It was only one of many ways in which the councils acted as 

subsidizers of poor relief in the borough, and must inevitably 

modity the view that the Corporations had little thought for 

the needs of the populace over whom they presided. But in 

supporting the extraordinarily heavy rental reductions of the 

early nineteenth century, Boston Corporation, in particular, 

experienced losses which contributed, in no small degree, to the 

financial difficulties of the unreformed Corporation. 

Even by 1835 it is clear that none of the three 

Corporations was reaping the fullest possible benefit from their 

Estates. But the administ rative developments which had taken 

place, together with improvements in the nature and extent of 

thoir Estates, undeniably contradicts the generalizations made 

by the Municipal Commissioners in their general report. 

Redevelopment and improvement of the corporate 

estates was not overwhelmingly apparent in any of the three 

boroughs, but it did occur from time to time, increasingly in the 

late eighteenth and early nineteenth century# and from early 

in the period, a remarkable prudence was shown in matters concerning 

the corporate property. As early as 1734 the Corporation at 

Iottingham had the forethought to enter a covenant in a lease 

to Alvory Dodoon "that ho relinquish those shops and buildings 
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next the Shaibles,.., if the corporation shall have occasion 

Q and at York a lease of properties on Pose Bridge for it... ", (8? 

contained a proviso "to cake the same void in case Foss Bridge 

shall at any time be widened". (83) In 1834 the Finance 

Comcaittee even advised the corporation to "anticipate the day 

when the new Flarket (Parliament Street ! 4arkot) will be placed 

under their control and consider what regulations and manag=ent 

they will adopt". (84) But there was little consistent planning 

in any of the three boroughs. Nowhere was this more apparent 

than at York whorl the corporation in the early nineteenth 

century animally expended large suns in the repair of the taint 

Yard properties, only to decide in 1031 that they would be better 

demolished and the area redevelopod. (85) 

Recognition of the value of their properties and 

how best they could be utilizedwa3 not lacking however. In 1808 

the annual committeo at Notting1w advised against the acceptance 

of a lessee's proposals in the belief that "it would be highly 

inexpedient for the corporation to permit such land to ire devoted 

to tlo purpose designated". (86) In 1819, the applications from 

the throe town pariohes for leases of land on Mapperley Plains 

on which to cot the poor to work, were readily assontod toi not 

(62a) MIB 3494 Dccembor tat 1734 

(83) L1O1f137b 
(84) K1ic February 3rd 1834 
(85) KiiOl February 3rd 1832 
(86) 3987/35 
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only because it wao socially beneficial and "produativo of 

mat public good by furnishing the poor of this town with 

employment, but because it would also increase the value of the 

land so to be cultivated" and thereby produce ultimate advantages 

to the owners and occupiers of : apperloy Plains. (87) Plot least 

amongst those was the corporation. 

In all three borough attomptQ to improve the value 

of their estates wore increasingly =ade. Simplest amongst these 

wore improved leasing systems. At Boston in 1709 tho lease of a 

cottage and ton acres in Boston West Fen was postponed "on a 

notion that it would be beneficial to the corporation to let the 

four cottages with the large farms" , 
(ß8) and at twottinghn in 1824 

the atone pit coppice within the near coppice previously lot ah 

£3.10.0 poracro, was instead re-lot at 02.10.0 p. a., the corporation 

claiming in addition two shillings per thousand bricks mado. (69) 

This sae improvement was ende on Mappe cloy Mills whore the Brick- 

makers wore in 1820 ordered to pay 6d per thousand bricks made, 

the number to be ascertained from the excise books, instead of 

holding the yards by lease as pr'viously. (90) By such methods the 

corporation hold a =11 share in the profits of the business. 

To a largo extent however, flottin , tiara corporation 

bonofitod from the expanding industry and housing in the town. 

(07) 39137/35 
(88) 4/3/4/14 
(89) NHB 3583F 51 
(90) 111Th 3579/199-200 
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Butchers Close, which lay to the East of Leen Bridge and was 

bounded on the South by the River Leon, had, until 1793, always 

been leased as farming land, producing, since 1728, an annual 

rent of £10. (91) But in that year, the Corporation ordered that 

the area be advertiaid an 30 year leases an wharqeo. (92) This 

must undoubtedly have secured a substantial rice in the rental 

value of the land, although unfortunately the now leases cannot 

be traced. 

Nottingl Corporation benofited still more from the 

expansion (albeit limited) of housing into areas hitherto un- 

developed. Much of this was on Corporation land, '-for the Corporation 

owned extensive areas of common land around the town, and an early 

as the 1730's, gaste ground between Derby Road and Wollaton Street 

had been taken over. In 1739 there were eighteen houses here, but they 

were occupied by sixty-nine inhabitants of the "lowest order of 

people" (93) and not surpriningly, therefore, rendered little profit 

to the Corporation, most being rented in 1738 at only 2sh. per annun. (94) 

During the same period however the first house outside Chapel Bar 

was built (1730) there previously having been no habitations other 

than rock holes, and in 1735, the Corporation put out to rent 

five houses there. Within two years, this number had increased 

to fifteen, and by 1834, there were fortyfour individual leasos held, 

many concerning several properties. (Some may have 

91 5078; donta7. Books -ýaosiaý 
92 WUB 3552 F39 
93 ifField, I)o, tP Rook (18ß4 193 

(94) Chnm', or Zental 
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been within Chapel Bar, for the rental book is not specific, but 

in 1688/9 and even in 1728/9 there were in any case only three 

properties and one Sarden in the corporate rental either within 

or without chapel Bar). Of these forty-four, twenty-five were 

on long lease, but only eight were building leases, and the total 

produce, of these premises par annum to the corporation was 

1401.14. "0. Virtually all of these werd new acquisitions since 

1660. The arcaaround lower Mansfield Road and York Street under- 

went similar dovolopnent, as too the areas near Broad Marsh and 

the Leen, Gilliflowar Hill (Cantle Hill), and iloekley� Until 

1826/7 the corporation hold only two properties on Ilockley; 

the Leather Bottle Inn and a aossuago which to other produced 

£59 p. a. By 1831 they hold nine properties here producing an 

unrnial rent of £225.18.4d. (95) On Leen aide and Broad and narrow 

2'larah the rentals give evidence of still greater increacee in 

the area under lease. 

In all threo corporations the councils further 

improved their rental returns by the purchase of additional 

propertioa. (96) This did not tom place on a lar, e scale, and 

I ottinghan nado no icoably few, but where opportunities appeared 

(95) The rent of the Leather Bottle Inn remained static at Mp. a, 
but the other iessuace, previously lot at £4 p. a* was in 1827 
lot at £15 p. a.; the remaining income came from the new properties 
Rentals passim. 

(96) An indication of the difference which purchases could make is amply 
given at Leicester, where in 1633, the revonie produced by modern 
purchases of property was £937. 
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appropriate they Were taken. At Kottingham there was in fact 

rarely any cash balance left at the year and which could be 

applied to such ends. This was particularly so during the 

nineteenth century, but it is noticeable that after sustaining 

a rare profit of 01,397 in 1832/3 the corporation did in the 

following year invest £919 in property purchase. (97) At Boston 

several properties were purchased over the period 1660 to 

1835. In 1735, twonty-seven acres and three roods of arable 

and pasture in Algardyke and Foss dyke were purchased fron 

UIoseph Chown for E4-00-00,0d. 9(98) and were leased in 1744 to 

Christopher Heasuro for £37.10.0p. a. (99) As early as 1675 

York corporation treated with Lord Halifax for the premises which 

he owned in Hint Yard, as a matter very "necessary and coruaodious 

for thin Citty". (100) By the following February a committee 

had been appointed to view the property and aconcidor of a way 

that may bringe the ; not profitt and convenience to the Citty 

in the nana event thereof", (1) and in May four Aldermen Were 

ordored to "take the ri' nt yard into their consideration and to 

lott the Game upon auch toarnee and conditions an they... ohall 

thineko reasonable", (2). The wisdom of this move needs little 

elaboration: property provided a permanent augmentation to the 

(97) flCAB 1520 
(9 a) BAB 5£ 448; 3CAA 1732 to 1'736. 
(99) 4-tA/416 
(100) Yam 38/11ob 
(1) YHB 38/116 
(2) YF B 38018 
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corporate income. As Drake wrote in 1736 "it was certainly 

the interest of the corporation to buy up this privilege place.. 

for Dwelling houses, gardens, wood yards, stables etc.... "(3) 

The purchase price was £800 which by 1683/4 had been paid in 

tui. i, (4) and the council had in addition authorized the building 

of a house there. (5) But the rental income thereby received 

amounted, even during the seventeenth century, to almost £100p. a. (6) 

York corporation in fact purchased a fairly 

large amount of property over the period, but it was not without 

careful consideration of the economic idvis+ obility of the 

transactions, In 1711 the Hall debated whether it was more 

profitable to buy lands at Laxton for £1,000 or put the money 

out on loan. The money woo ultimately invested in the purchase 

of Laxton, (7) followed by Fawdincton in 1727 and 1730.0) Both 

proved of itriense value to the corporation, not least because of 

their thriving woods from which timber was regularly sold. Laxton 

became more valuable when the tithes were purchased in 1808, (9) 

and although they wore slow to yield any profit, beine, lot in 

11 for £57.9.6 p"a& on a year to year lease (the purchase price 

was £1,100) the faro itself by 1614 realized £410 p. a., (10) and 

Pawdington was let for £290. (11) 

(3)FDr ko i op. cit., II 373 

(4) YCAB 1603/4 
(5) YCAB 1679/80 J. Todd in full on the contract for building a 

house in Mint Yard 12O 
(6) 079.1 1690/1 0499.9.8 p. a� 
47 ý 41139bb 
C8) Yfm 41f101 138 
(9) YC/Ch A. 56 Other purchases were made at the same tirie, notably 

York Tavern and the Stables in Lendall for 396C10! other 
nearby houses at the corner of Lendall St*& : 31,. ffolen'o Sq. 
for £1,005, and the Gaol YCAi3 1808/9 

(10) E101f142 pt 11 
222 (11) E78a 



Beyond these roves however the corporation was left only 

with the possibility of improving existing properties. Uneconomic 

properties were disposed of if they held little prospect of 

bringing increased returns. In 1681/2 at Nottingham the IsAowses 

yt ww lately built agt the eouth side of the Wall of St, jtasye's 
" /r 

Church Yard that are nowe vntenanted..... (10) were ordered to be 

demoliched, and at York too in 1702 the corporation resolved upon 

demolition as the most economic move. The houaes on Foss Bridge 

wore found to be "... very ruinous and tauch in decay and .. the 

Tenants ... very poor and nach in arrears of their Rent and dost 

of then incapable of paying, the same..... " It was therefore 

decided that since, "if the said houses were rebuilt or repaired 

the charges thereof would be so great that the accrewing profetts 

and Rents would not rake upp and clear off and pay the same... "s 

they should bo domoliehed. (13) Vie cane conclusion was reached 

over the stables next to the co=on ha11, (14) but often the 

property was cold instead of simply deraoliched. As early as 1563 

the Mayor and Aldermen at York reviewed their repair costs, and 

finding that they exceeded the rental receipts, resolved upon a 

ruthless aale of decayed properties to persons willing to make 

speedy ropairs. (15) More often that not however propert- wan sold 

12) ''11B 3449/11 
13 YHB 40 125 

(14) 1720 They were thought to be of "no benefit or advantage to 
the City" for "the profitts or yearly payrats aorweing 
thereby can scarce counterballe or amount to the expense of 
Ropaireing the same" 101f77 

(15Y York Civic Records] Yorks arch, teological society VI 43 
It shows a remarkable interest in the appearance of the town 
in preference to the corporate well-beings and is an early 
example of the council considering the economic well-being 
of the town, as a place to attract nobility etc. 
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to cover the corporate debto or extraordinary expenses. gihe 

vole of several houses hold in Puddledock., London, by t: ottinel= 

Corporation was not prompted by their economic inviability, nor 

the difficulties, of their adzinistration, but only to answer 

the costa of a lawsuit aGainst the school entato. (16) Similarly 

2'iansell Park was sold to pay 2IottinjO, t Council's debts g despite 

the fact that it was a valuable source of rent. In 1700 the 

lcaso renewal fine was wed at C I00 with an annual rent of 

f, 60. (17), but the temptations, are obvious, for the aale realized 

L2 9330 
(10) for which the corporation was much in need. Sales 

wer© indeed raroly occasioned by the rcago Yed thinking of York' a 

finance cozitteo who in 1024 recommended the vale of the Tavern 

public house on the grounds that "having found the Tavern to be 

a species of property entailing very considerable exponecs annually.... 

.. s it.. "* should be sold and the purchase money laid out in the 

purchase of other Freehold Estates". (19) 

Ftedovo1opcent of uneconomic proporty ww indood 

rvthle5131y conducted by the finance co.. aittoeo at York arter 1016. 

Controllintj both incor2o and expenditure they had a financial 

onniecionco which enabled then to diricovar that, for ex=, )lo, in 

1833 2ainr GQorro'c building coot as rauch in ropairn, a^ceoc. 4ents 

and taxes as the rent they yjeldod. (20) It wan under their advice 

ßi6) NH8 ý470 F5; 3471F28; 340 ýc 9,14 
(17) Na[ 3467/18th July 1700; Rentals passia. 
(10)0 :B 34O1f5,7 
(19) K110 19th October 1,324 (It wa, not ulttrately cold) 
(20) K110 Fobruary 3rd 1833 
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too that glint Yard wan finally redeveloped. In 1832 the 

comnitteo reported that "... unless Immediate steps be taken 

for putting the premises into tenantable repaird and condition, 

the property will very coon become wholly unproductive". (21) 

Repairs however could not be accomplished for less than a very 

considerable sum, and the committee wondered "whether the 

property could be put to a better uc©". To thin end the site 

was surveyed and the coiittee projected a scheme for a new 

atroot fron the top of Blake Street to Booth=, later naned 

Saint Leonora'a Places There was c fficient apace for a street 

forty feet wide and honsee with back cardeno, providing in all 

six hundred ßquaro yards of building land. T ., je cost of the 

project was highz C5012.19,7 wan spent on preparing the site for 

development (22) (plane, denolitiono and a main drain) and only 

£202,. 0.. 9d profit was recouped on the old m- torialo. (23) 

Since the development wan by 'building leaves, the corporation 

received a rent of only £404 pea, but the old hint Yard rent had 

yielded only C260 p. a, and an the committee themselves declare p, 
was 

the improvement L"universally acknowledged to be at once highly 

ornamental to the city, and an invaluable aceouodation to its 

inhabitants, and the public in general; your committee are perfectly 

(21) X110 February 3rd 1632 
(22) K110 %x31/2$ 1633/4; 1034/5; 1835. The total value of old 

material© wan £1,460 but most of it wan 
used in improvements, 

(23) YCAB 1033/4 
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satisfied (that this) cannot, with any propriety, be 

considered as a useless or disadvantageous application 

of corporate funds". (24) Similar improvements of civic 

property were numerous throughout the period and produced 

most advantageous rental increases. 

At Boston in 1770 the corporation undertook 

large scale rebuilding of Coopor's Row, creating several 

new dwelling houses with fish stalls underneath, at a total 

cost of some C. 4,835.1Qs. 7d. (25) The increased rental 

productivity cannot be ascertained with complete accuracy 

since the rental books contain insufficient detail. 

Howover, in 1741, a iorauag in Cooper's Row 

had been leased for twenty years at f3. lOs. Od per anntin; but 

in 1773 a "now erected" noosuego there realised f16 per annum 

and another property there was rented for C20 per annum. (25a) 

Certainly it would soon that a significant increase in 

productivity could fairly be expected from an undertaking 

of this scale. 

(24) K11I December 24th 1835 
(25) BCAB 1770 to 1773 
(2 4/B/4/6 
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At rlottingh= too cinilar thprovements were constantly 

undertaken. cration of them and their rosults would be impossible 

but a M=ber of 1argeMsc31e developments amply illustrate the improved 

rental returns rained from these carefully considered and calculated 

improvements� 

The devalopments in the Shanblea perhaps show these 

results boat, denonstrating how greatly the corporation increased 

its returns by invoking specific improvements. In 1734 the "new" 

Shambles were ordered to be re-roofed and largely rebuilt, with 

an additional room built aboo. (26) The cost of this iaprovo nt 

was cctimated to be f160 and this was the sum for which the work 

was oontraoted. (27) The rental produce of the "now" ambles 

subsequently increased from f26 in 1732/3 to C44, s.. O in 1734/5, 

and by 1740 it stood at C50.. 2.. Op, a. (28) 

Alterations undertaken in the told' Sh=bleo in 

1746 whoroby oiChtoon now butchers chops were provided (29) and 

the old 5hanbles denoliched "and rebuilt in a vory commodious 

manner" (30) for an estimated expenco of ¬159: raised the produce 

of these Shanbles (subsequently called the broad and light Sh nbles) 

by almost £10 p. a. (31) These increases were nominal however in 

comparison with the increases occasioned later in the century. 

(26) ': B 3493f13a, 15,16,16a 
(27) 1nß 3493/16 
(28) Rontaln 2232,2234,2241 

(29)435o5T/5 

(30) C3. Deering, op. cit., 7 
(31) 224612255 

probably £50 in the first full year 
after 1734 
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In 1771 the country ohc. "nbles wdre rebuilt on 'land bought from 

the rector of Saint Nicholas (32) ind in 1703 were firrthor 

enlarged by the demolition of part of the Dunkirk $hinbles"(33) 

Thob result was an increase in the rental of the country shambles 

fron £15 in 1769/70 to £90 by 1792/3. (These are not entered 

individually in the Chamber Account between 1769-1792 and 

cannot be more closely traced). In the early nineteenth century 

erection of new stalls in the Market Place resulted in an 

additional annual ineona of £88 in 1003/9 which jumped to £168 

by the following yoaac, and thereafter steadily inereaßed until 

1822/3 when their produce dropped slowly. fat the aast improve- 

rronts of the fcohaii ro and Shambles betwo n 1814-17 and the 

subsequent cruller inprovemonts undertaken in the shambles h? d 

the most phononenal effect. The expenditure involved was high, 

T3ottioen 1814-24 at least 115,524 was spent on theso improvements 

with a further exponditure of £1,248.17.3 on the North Shambles 

in 1824/25. (34) But the Shambles rents subsequently rose from 

0342.9.6 in 1013/4 to 0856.13.7 in 1825/6, rising to £1,099 two 

scam later. The comnitteo in fact reported to the Rall that 

althoch by 1817 they had expended about £13,095.13.4d, and work 

in hand would coat a further ¬r90, nevertheleae "the improved rental 

upon these several buildings will enount . ., to the sum of four 

hundred and cevonty pounds per annum olrer and above the old ronto". (35) 

(32) n 353x}29 
(33) 1111B 3543,14 
(34) ICAB passim 
(35) IM 357691-63 
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The improvements of the rental produce was a strong inducement 

in these undertakin]. The committee in 1817 wished "moot 

distinctly to state to the common Hall that the expenditure 

(however heavy it may appear) has not been aale without duo 

consideration, and they trust it will be found a lasting and 

substantial improvement and of great public utility"(36). The 

improvement of the Dunkirk ahanbles in 1827 was considered 

carefully before the work was put in hand. (37) The final cost 

was at least £1,253.. 9.. 0 (38) exclusive of Staveley's charges 

for plans which totalled in that year £173". 5.. O, but the total 

rent received for the forty-seven shops ultimately built was 

CO per week - or f376 p. a. (39) 

These improvements were not confined to the shanbles" 

On the contrary, the account books afford ample evidence of such 

alterations and rebuilding throughout the period. In 1804 a now 

public house was ordered to be erected at Trent Bridge "in the 

room of the house lately occupied by IIr. Boverley"(40) (This had 

been the Red Lion), This venture cost the corporation more than 

£533.13.0 (41) but the rental of the new "Union Inn" was £50 p. a,, 

Beverley's house having produced only £9 p, at with ¬5�50 for a elose. (42) 

In 1826 several premises were under improvement ". Lowater'a house 

on Pichorcate was demolished and rebuilt, so too were several 

(36) U UB 3576f61-63 
(37) INNI 3586J 3,71-74 
(30) I CAB 1726/7 
(39) 3907/139 
(40) U: 3563f33 
(41) Ledger Bfa 
(42) Rentals passim 
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properties on York Street, (43) but nerlians the most noteworthy 

wan the demolition of the entire corporate properties on Carter 

Gate. In December 1826 'dwerd 3taveley produced a plan of the 

buildings intended to be erected, on the site of these old 

tenonento, (44) and the following year the annual committee 

reported upon the successful leasing; of the now premises. In 

1824/5 the old land and tenements had produced an annual rental 

of £-43.17.6 (45), but after this re-development, the nine 

properties,, with a wheclrighto yard, were leased for a total 

of £115.10.0(46). 

There is certainly ample evidence that Bonton, 

rottine3 n and York corporations recognised the need to redevelop 

and jiprove their property in the interests of their rental 

returns. Although such inproverents were often imposed upon the 

corporation by the derelict condition of the properties concerned, 

there was also evident , within each corporations strong awareness 

of the need to undertake redevelopment for the returns it pronised 

to the corporate coffers. "'What becomes irimediately apparent 

hovcvor, ia the nine of the capital outlay required for even a stall 

rental return. The houaeo in Cartertato at Nottinghan cost the 

corporation at least £1,530, which, on the rental terms established 

in 1827, would not be repaid for some thirteen years. The money 

(43) , 'CA]3 126/7 

" (44) 1yliB 3586f34 
(45) Hontal Book 1824/5 (182(/6,1826/7 ceem to be missing) 
(40 NUB 3586/113-115 
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ex, eded on the Dunkirk 1 biec ;: ou'_c:, in contract, have been 

rPooi ped ýritnir_ three or four years, but the major eypenees of 

the ''heihlec develo; pr! c ,t would have taken twaer t;, - to thirty yew 

to r'gain, an on general tenee! onta the retur. s were necessarily 

slog. In a situation where the ordinary income needed to be 

increasingly avf; -, eýted by extra, ordinaxy revenue : merely to meet 

day to day costa, this type of long; -term invest-ent in property 

was entirely inappropriate. The corporations were thus tied to 

a system in which they could not really afford ti invest. '., here 

they did so there were prom ices of wort'iwhile returns in the long 

terr-i, but in the short tern, there way, only the reword of deficit. 

uch ventures demonstrate the ill-advised foundations upon which 

the Primary source of corporate revonue rested. ? ropertr must 

a1w. s roquire some oxpe: nd i. tu'e for its rnai-i te, -ia'ice - (Vie constant 

expenditure in this field will bo disousoed later), and thus a 

certain proportion of the annual corporate income was inevitably 

lost. Moreover any real auto station of the an-iual. revenue 

depended similarly on the investment of a goodly proportion back 

into property. The corporation ever therefore had at its disposal 

f its rental ineorcl Indeed, to have utilized. the entire 

rental income in other ways w, 'uld have been gross misaana event. 
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As Greavea points outs the corporation grants at Leicester of 

£1,500 towards the laying out of new streets where there had 

formerly been the unenclosed South Field of the towns so far 

from being disinterested and public spirited contributions to 

the general welfare of the town, served merely to increase the 

corporate revenues. (47) But this was the inevitable result of 

the form of revenue granted to most of the unreformed boroughs. 

Without increasing their revenues, there wan no possibility of 

contributing on the scale demanded in the late eighteenth century 

to the town's welfare. Improvement of the town recited inextricably 

on the corporate revenues; that is, upon the corporation's ability 

an a landlord, to increase its rental income. "The development 

of the town lands revealed it as simply in the end, a corporate 

rentier.... "(48), but this was surely the inevitable result of the 

outdated form of corporate revenue. The need by the eighteenth 

century was for an income of pure profit. The beginning of such 

a system come with the annual rate granted to the new borough 

council of 18336, 

By 1835 the corporatidna of Boston, 23ottingham 

and York had, despite the opposition of their tenants, and their 

own mane ., rial failings, achieved a degree -of administrative 

efficiency far beyond what the municipal commissioners 

(47) K. W. Greaves, op. cit., 30 

(48) Ibid., 86 
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in t'ieir general report would have us br-1i+-va. A fundamental 

recognition of how best to administer their estates uas evident 

from 1660; but by the close of the cuceeding century, managerial 

capacity had been enormously augmented and was in addition, 

successfully implemented. Coznnittee organization and the 

appointment of professional surveyors ensured that an increased 

sense of civic responsibility was translated directly into 

business acumen. There remained ample room for further improve- 

ment; coherent policy making ras ßtä11 in its infancy, but 

there in little round for severe criticism. Prom this difficult 

and limitier form of revenue1 the three corporations were for 

most of the period, and particularly from the late eighteenth 

century, reaping little short of the fullest benefit. 

'T' he total income derived from rents rote tarkedly 

over the period as a whole. In part c, reflection of the improved 

administration of the eytatoc by the couneile, it was inevitably 

conditioned essentially by the economic changes which occurred 

between 1660 and 1835. The result was an improvement in the 

rental receipts of all three councils fron coma 0400 to f4,000p. a. 

Until the second nnct third decades of the eithteenth 

century, rental incoxio in Nottingham and York rosa only slowly. 

At Vottin ham the annual recoipt3 fluctuated quite widely but 
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the average incone received by the + ýbhr]. ains fron rents 

between 1660-1700, inoreacec? from about 0380 to ; 450 n. a. 

The abssnce of accounts for the siicceedint; twenty years 

leaves a total blank, but in 1724 the rental income averaged 

C510p. a., so it would appear that the slow but steady increase 

had been maintained. At York ho*wrever, the apareity of 

Deceiver's accounts, recordins the actual rental income and 

rents duo, necessitates the use of the Chamberlains' Accounts. 

By using the Chamberlain's entry of cash received from the 

Receiver, a reasonably valid graph of rental trends can be 

constructed, but the yearly paynents fluctuated violently in 

astount, particularly during the earlier part of the period. 

Such a graph raunt therefore be used with care. The apparent 

rice fron 1680-1700 and the subsequent fall fron 1700-1720 

nay be somewhat deceptive. The rental incon' taken by the 

Chamberlain from the Receiver fluctuated equally violently 

from £300 to 1600 p. a., and it is clear that the Receiver at 

tines retained in his hands a large balance. (49) Artificial 

increase and decrease could thus easily arise even over the 

long term, accordinr to the corporate need and the Receivers' 

payments, However it is clear from the decennial avoragoa 

(49) Appendix II e. g. 1723 Ale=der IT errieo: L35O; 1726 Thonan 
Harrison ¬441 and a further £200. 
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that come decline in rental incone riuct h 've occurred 

between 170tD-1720. The reason for sue`-, a fall is not 

however apparent, for the garcity of dooirionts recording 

the actual rental value of the estates, causes a complete 

lack of evideice. By 1720 however the Chamberlains' rental 

receipts bard risen ove all, b-- none p80 since 1664. 

Those very gradual overall increases were to come extent a 

$eflootion of the overall econ oaic stability of the period. 

The level of living; and productivity in... a. pre-industrial 

coiunity is relatively st- , nant, for over the long to= tho 

forces working; for lmproverxont in proc'uctivity were no strongrer 

than those working for a decline. 'then the population rosa, 

productivity per head fell, and when output rose, the population 

usually followed, thus eventually evening out the original price 

gain per capita. As Rostow said, it was an economy in which 

something like "a coiling existed on the level of attainable 

output per head". (50) Natural population growth was over the 

country as a whole restricted within the narrow lirtito of 0.55 

and l. 0, (51) and with the recurrent Pialthusiran , dcxinations it 

might hardly increase at all. Thus in the teriod 1660.. 1750 

the population of 1, Ingla"id and '. lee fluctuated between 5.8 million 

to 6 million, Growing berhaps from 5.8 million in 1701 to 5.9 million 

(50) W. '/. ßoatow, The $ta, oo of : >conondo Growth (1960) 4 

(51) P. Deano The Pirat Industrial Itovolution(1967) 21 
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in 1741 and 6 pillion in 1751-02) Ir Vic. 1; own; - t'he wressuroo 

would have been rather c1iffere:: t; Boston, 1Tottin;, i arr and York 

were all sufficie _tly LMIportant co-cnercial places l-, c attract 

Como inaigration, but local f i, c; areo are even rrore cl iff i cult to 

calculate than national av- rajcs. Tbowevpr it is clear that even 

here, there was little cconoric or demosaphic pressure to cause 

rents to rise. 

The overall stability of the rental incora, especially 

at Notting'nam, as too of individual 1oaoeholth , was however to 

cone do ac a. product of the , )olic-" or ^, raanting lenses at low, and 

often static, rents with heavy t"entrj fines" or "consideration 

no: d. cs" char sd upon the lessee at the granting of the lease. This 

lease system prevailed at t'ottin, f-ism until the early years of 

the eighteenth century, but by 1723, entry fines no longer 

contributed significantly to the Chamber ret-Apts and were no 

lonGer recorded aý> an individual category. Until 1700-however 

they were a ready source of incor e to the corporation, nro'? uctng 

irregular but large curet, ? 3etwee'n 1E(04-1700, they increased the 

avcra, ge annual rental roe, ipto by some 70 p. a. 

The value of entry fines; t? ottin! -m, 1.60-1699. BY 1773 thoy cease 
to be entered as a district receipt and rarely figure in the casual 
recoipto, when these are detailed. 

(To nearest t) Rgnt F no To a1. 

1660/1 404 45 449 
61/2 412 373 785 
62/3 428 10 428 
63/4 301 106 407 
64/5 
6 /6 

340 12 352 
5 

66/7 - 393 - 
38 - 431 

67/8 390 133 523 
68/9 388 40 428 
69/70 393 56 459 
70/71 
71/2 

387 22 409 

72/3 
- 

387 
- 
2 

as 
389 

73/4 374 158 532 
(52) Brownlee's 'Estimates : B. R. fiitcho11. Abstract of British Historical 236 
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Value of ^ntry fins contd. 
(to narrest C) Rent Pine Total 

i £ 

1674/5 377 23 400 
75/6 381 100 481 

403 5 77 
/8 451 66 1? 5 

73, /9 31 a 381 
79/80 420 40 460 
r0,1 443 0 4413 
81/2 412 13 425 
32/3 
83/4 411 11 422 
34/5 405 193 598 
85/6 411 19 430 

413 3 3 446 
87/8 - - - / 412 123 535 

90 89 89 412 75 487 
/ 

2 91 

3 
- 

462 
- 

48 
- 

512 /4 9 128 590 
94/ 5 450 65 523 
95/6 go - - )6/7 452 135 537 
97/8 441 156 597 
^nf t9 443 30 473 

1999/1700 442 
-- 

175 611 

2,388 17,285 

T tzy finds were used regularly at York too, 

although the absence of Receiver's Accounts leaves no 

indication when they were replaced by ordinary rents, but at 

Boston it was resolved in 1702 that all lands were to be let "at 

an annual rent and not by fine"-(53) unlike at Northanpton, (54) 

they had probably ceased to be used regularly in all the three 

boroujhs by 1730. 

(53) BAB 4/226 
(54) J'. C. Cox3 1i ords of the Borough of Northampton II jß98) 166 
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älurin6 41ae third decade of the eigii t con tii ce{xtuzy rental. 

, pro u: tivity toc�c a sharp upwarcl. 3 turn. ror. ý t: annual 

reot; i ? ts for Iýot ýiný, a lull can be disccrne&. between 1728-32, 

but ot- oivl s< the a.... ual rental value of the corporate ectatos 

continued to izicreý.: ee, riuinq; to a peal- of about "'1'70 p�a. iu 1740" 

At York t1dr, Cate trex. d was iurrher intensified. 'ccro the 

rental productivity of he estatos Moro than doubled from almost 

�5G6 eas to almost x: 1,1O( p. ac, over an identical period of time 

:: he cause of so steep a rice must co some deg reo undoubtedly lie 

ia, looai econoziic factors. ,. atiunz. lly riceu were certainly not 

rizii ,; Vie aci rezAte price of consuix-6blea calculated by Pa cl. ps- 

3- rown ajx1 heila opl. izls, shown a noticeable decline in avcrago 

car. j. ces reis 1700 until about 1764.655) : i': eithor was the population 

inereasi r noticeably on a rzaiiona, t scale. But there is some 

OviLe,. ce t:, at the Population at ý: ottir. l zý was already increasing. 

, Aeld w ýýoar:. s of new houses on ý)cräy .. ocd, occupied by "the 

lowest oy'ü. er of people", and ycerini estimated he population in 

1739 to be 10, (jOC, , whic: r may represent an inoroaso of 3,5jÜ0 since 

166 j(). (5G) (. s ci Taa Le on ? arish egisters cug, _: ests a 

population of 6,575 in 1690). : opal tion pressure may already 

therefore have come to boar on rents in the town. At York too, 

(55) E. H: P. BYown and S. Hopkins, "Seven Centuries of the Price of Concumablos, 
E Wn0n k (1956) 20b 

(56) U. Field, Nottin<<hh- i Date Book (1884) 93 
A. I'iofiers q `shem, -ýe from 1Jottin&a& s HHistory (1960) Or 
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economic factors may have similarly affected rental values. 

Drake observed that "not withstanding; the great plenty of some 

years last past, in corn and other articles, yet it is well 

known that our markets and fairs are risen considerably of 

late years, eyrecially since landlords began to raise their 

rents and the tenants the produce". (57) 

At Boston however tho steep inoreasea seen at 

Idottineau and York occurred twenty yearn earlier. The absence 

of earlier accounts leaves no evidence for the period before 

1696, but from 1700, the annual rental produced took 
.a steep 

upwards turn which showed a doubling of the rental income by 1720. 

From the chronolo, ry of these rises at Boston and 

TTottinghan, it becomes i ediatoly apparent that whilst economic 

and demographic factors wore of some significance, the changed 

leasing system which resulted in the abolition of entry fines, 

had a marked effect on rental movement. At Boston, entry fines 

were abolished in 1702; while at Nottingham it seems likely that 

they disappeared after about 1720. The result for individual 

]. eacoholds could be a rapid rise in the annual rent payable, In 

effect the corporation was to some extent merely transferring a 

separate category of large and occasional income into the rental 

income, as a small annual increase. The entry fine paid for a 

(57) F. TRake, op. ait. 3Tl 172/3 
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Toftstead and land at Boston for example, was : 150 in 1700, on 

a ton year lease. This therefore re-nreaented an additional 

: 15 p. a on top of thc? rental payment, and when the fines were 

abolis`. ioi and the rent increase., this wan to some extent only 

spl:. tting up the entry fine into annual payments. However 

the increases were in many cases large. This particular Toft, 3tacld 

in 1711 was leased for . 42p, a instead of £15*4.0 and ¬150 fino. (58) 

At ITottin hen, Saint George' n Close was in 1708 . leased for 

twenty-one yearn at £2 p. a., with £120 fine, but in 1729 the 

lease was granted for the sane term at C12 p�a, rant and no fine* 

Land. and tenements at ". ain. Marr's were similarly increased on 

their re-lease in 1740 from 10/-p"as and £20 fine, to £2.10. p. ß. 

(21 year leaco) and t'nea 2i"(1er' fee was in 1730 lot for £15 p. a 

instead of : 103 fine and 12c ; er aymmun runt. {59) Increases on 

t' leap Delos clearly go far to explain the heavy increase in 

roeoiptn, as the coriiorationo ruched their nronertieo on to 

economic annual ront3. 

These Aar1y increases, which in each borough 

extender?.. over a Period of twonty year3, were followed by a narked 

lull in rent ricao which ended durtnF the 1750'aa. `, t York tho 

rental value of the corporate eotatee took a oharp upward turn 

(50) Appendix III 

(59) Ibid. 
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in 1750 and rosa pheno a11y after 1780. Between 1750 and 

1780 the rental income rosd by almost 50 *'(60), but from 1780 

to 1810 and fron 1810 to 1830 it increased by a further 958; 

and 52.3 w rospectively. At Boston and lyottingham the rental 

trends bore a close sirilarity to York's. Steep increases in 

both boroughs did not really occur until 1760, at which date 

the Boston receipts rose rapidly from C8(0 p. a* to 91,400 in 

1780. she annual produce then follotrd closely upon York's 

rising leas steeply to 1300, but then rocketing to a peak of 

£4,545 in 1822. (61) ý, Aetual rent ,l due. Hot averaged) At 

2: ottiri h however the rental improvements were ataady but 

not sharp for the twenty years after 17GC: i. Thereafter they 

rote rapidly to t3, ß00 in 1: 30, after a brief hesitancy durin 

the 1790'x. 
/ 

"hic suutajnod infl; tion of rents which began in 

all throe boro, gho between 176O-. 17X, wa:; :Lr f'lee '"ion 

of the enormous deioCraphic and economic changes associated 

with t; te ac? vn, ýt of th- 'Ldu trial revolution", Althouc 

neither Boaton nor York .: i aired any manor- etbres of commercial 

of nificai-, ce (Boston was relatively self -sýnftictent), trey 

abated novertheleco, with I`ottinf; haii, inthe tremendous dev. -lop: lento 

(6u) £t this time wheat prices showed a steady improvementoThe 
ý, v re, r crrraýl ter. tce of whoat 1. n 17r-0-94 was one thirr ahovo 
that of 1720-59, and later wheat prices rote prodigiously. 
A.! 'olin. t'n Po^mtb11 itinn cf eono^ttc T'3-ro^-rnn-. (1"r, I 122 

(61) This figure moreover excludes the receipts from the Harbour Tolls 
which after bei i 1t: 'C: ', se . )y v iF f 

-ý : Lx bo u: Ct, were producing 
in 1830 some £1,000 to the harbour Trust. The income recorded here 
however i:. he ex a . o-ý e t, c . ual ; Iiic' owing to 
arrears and abatements was considerably leco. The avnarent decline 
C(: i: Woeli 1611-1 : )ß I, OY'ß LE'-?; 0ce between 

the expected and actual receipts, for no fiMuros of the expected 
rent remain until 1016. 
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in British economy and society. The transition to an "Industrialized" 

society in Britain can be neither simplified nor apocifically 

dated, but the chances associated with that development were 

evident long before and long after Britain could be said to be 

truly "industrialized", and it was those attendant chan, ee which 

for all three boroughs were the most signifeant factor in their 

economic and demographic developrient after the mid eighteenth 

century. For whatever the divr r;; r'zce of opinion, and whatever 

the variations from place to ; )lace, it is clear that by 1750, 

population, pricoi , oýitput and 3. ncoiios were alr-ady be; tnnLae 

a continuous and :; ystematic upward trend. In all three boron, s 

this brought risin,; prices and incre7; zing; Populations. By 1,790 

those trends, particularly prices, wore accelerated by the 

Napoleonic wars. '", 'ithout even the consideration of local feotorri, 

those dominant trends in population anz3 ? rises inevitably exerted 

a, pressure upon rents ro rise. 

Total rental income to ; -zearost i, including Fairs 
at Boston. Bum and Begcon© profits. p. a. 

Date 

1700 
1750 
1800 
V30 
To118 1030 
Whn-rfag 1830 

Boston Vottin 

368 442 
345 773 

1632 1413 
3166 4003 
2281 1037 

630 (Received by 
1 iarbour Ii rus t) 

Is 

York 

386 
1010 
1)50 
3950 

Under this impetus, the rental value of their 

eatatee more than trebled in all throo corporation in the fifty 
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years before 1835. The overall trend is again clearly 

displayed in the individual leases. At Nottingham steep 

rises occurred in the 1800's and after the initial jump, 

the rental levels were sustained until 1835. A raessuage in 

flockloy rose fron C4 p"a" to ¬15 in 1827 and increased again 

in 1832 to x; 22. The rent of the Leather Bottle Inn rose 

from x; 19 to 2-40 in 1805 and junped a further w11: in 1ßO8. (62) 

But at I? ottingY local conditions contributed heavily to 

increase the value of buiIdin ;s and laud. ihe stoop rise 

in population in the circumocribed town inflated the )ricos 

of building lanti to between 15iß- and Cl a square yard both 

in the town and in the new hanletc being established over a 

L-dle distant, beyond the co=on lande. (63) Pros 1603-21 the 

population of now :, neinton incre. ý. sed twenty fold and building 

land which was selling at Cl a yard fetched ,, nly 1/- after 

the 1845 enclosure. (64) Although in 1'(134 houses in Broad 

and 'iviarrow I arsh still had &^ardens, by 180B when the first 

plots of 1a. °cd in the "Park" were sold for building, 9,000 sq. 

yards on ýAanc? ard . gill aoU for Z7, OO('. (15/6d a squaro Yard)-(65) 

Th`- worst -)ressu e however cane in the 1 F32ß1 e with the "twist net 

fever". 'teats and the uuriee of land and build inE, - materials 

(62) Appendix IIL 
(63) 3)37 oas i; c".;;. 1321Ian3 on -:: rby Road realized 10/- s . yd; 

but on Tollhouco hill 18/-, and on Tlockloy 11/- and 15/-. 
(64) J. a). Chaxaboro, Modern Isottinýtan in the r1akinr; L19451 30 
(65) A. J am^ttý T: zý leer : ý. ws a. -, a 'l, a'- opcration(133; ) 37923, 
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shot up. Bricks roso from 30/- to f3 per thousand, and building 

Lana in the town reached 36/- per square yards(66) But tho 

rent rise wam not so continuous as the decennial mph suggests. 

Althougi at ", Zottin; ham tie total rental income? rose almost un- 

abated until 1 635 , this was largely duo to the produce of the 

Tha-iblec. Por auch of the clecad-o after 1310 the rental income, 

exclusive of the 2hanbles reý: th s' wwn'i. a mxkeü. -aecl in .i slio 

may fairly be cord? er . to he a result of ý; a,, ir, creasinG <<ei and 

fo; y lowexed rents at tliid tiiie. -br a1thoýýh after 1314, 'riceß 

generally were fall- r ; ', at of 4i: ß; ' . acre the v. ct taajori cy of G'ie 

population, tie f: amework kni_;: tero, Zrere exýýerie<<cir_,, severe 

deprivation, Prom 1794-1'()3 the lo-wes t paid "ro, raework Knä. cters, 

the plain cotton wo: ý:. crc, avcra ed about 1Ce/El per weck J3ut 

butwecui 180941812, waren fell by about one third, and in 1819 

- ±ý tton work(r ; 4ac r c., ivi! -ý, ' only Couv to sove-, 513iliiný; s a 

wQolc. ̀ rý xo -, ', Yore. be l 1321/ 1£'2(, rwi' at 'Qs ton f ; ', cr 

1g 
c2, 

be la r ý1 the T of local 

cond itio. is to '. 1 ch 'u'&, ej u-. au on ýýla; ̀. ito rc[poilt' " 

Bon: ton re. Aal income Oro).:,, d -ver. *? ly If ce. r t'icý -p-ax 'Of 

1820, i. c n result Gf L'11-2 -, XML: "a. et decline in. <oc is occa 4io ; ec? 

by the co: atinually fa. &. iii 
,; " a6, is Mural pricoy f Lho. post 

(66) ""l. ChaDriar, Thoroton ^ontf ty (1%3) Torking c Irlso honxrin. -* 
in slot ;, iýým u 

ýham tiurinf; Vie induWriwl xc3vý, >l, tion 67 

(67) Not-iirig ia. m review 12th Juno 1329 

(68) liottinL, -Inaz iteviow 20th Au t 1819 >ee also the introduotion above 
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Napoleonic Jar period. Before this date, temporary abatements 

had relieved most tor1ant$t but as the 1620's proaTessod, the 

corporation could no longer obtain for its, leasehold:, the ronto 

which had prevailed during the period of uniprecedented high food 

prices before 1814. In this respect Boston Corporation 

suffered a decline of revenue from which ; Votting º, with its 

heavy predominance of urban properties, was lari ely exempt $ a. - cI 

which Vorlr, experiznc.: d in a much lesser degree. (69 Individual 

ronto which had ricer: p'henominally ü. uri[a the early 1ý03's 

now plum: ie tted: iotin : ood ale pasture rent fell from x. 34 to 

£13 p. ai the .u ustino i'riars pý. sturo frort : 70 to 45; and although 

come property ron is in the tow.. co:; Lirºued to rise l, the vredomin nco 

of farming land lei, to a heavy d-cline in value of she corporate 

estates. 

If the phenomenal rise in Vic value of their estates was 

conditioned by exterrial deLlographic and economic factors, it was 

nevertaelecz so.. ely aü ar::; ult of t, .e corporate awareness of the 

char ; inG values and the civic administrative capaci. y, tihat rents 

roso with suc: i proxi. if. y -k. o price movoucata. ý, L'hie most negligent 

landlord must, in these cireura3 bzcc s, have seen some improvement 

in his returns. It would be naive, to simply conclude, as did tho 

4'unieipal Commissioueru of ;,, ottint; han in 1633 that, "the general 

(69) Appendix IM 
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ryy a, c-erºent of their property appears to have been judicious; 

the income having been for many years gradually increasing. "(70) 

But it cannot be denied that m . na ; erial improvr% cats contributed 

largely to the inereasin! v rental returns. The sustained increases 

remained well abreast of price movements (71)'only by virtue oo 

to close corporate control and careful estimation of the chsnging 

value of particular properties at specific eriods. (72) The 

improves) administration of leases evident in all three boroughs; 

the use of open com222etition, the e: aployzaent of surveyors, cannot 

be disocciated from the rising rents of the period, and got neither 

Can their significance be tabulated. At Benton the large aquisitions 

of la°. d by enclosure contributed in no small way to improved rontal 

returns, bitt rental increases on individual leaseholds indicate 

clearly that this was not the only way the rental produce was 

aujiented, for individual ronto show a close correlation to the 

total rental patterns. 

At "ottir.; ', -,: = however, the significance of corporate 

c an, . me nt emeres clearly in the rental of the thaxibleu Qstate. 

Darin;; the first thirty--five years of the nineteenth century the 

total rental produce of tc Ch fiber estate at : Nottingha rose from 

01,200 to i4,40C; yet the total rentto from pro-)erties other than 

(70) rR 2006 
(71) Appendix IM Nottingham Rental 
(72) rp-,,? ndix m Sim '- Rents 
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the sharsbloo rose to only £2,600, a figiro markedly lower than 

at Boston or York. The difference was rra, de up entirely by the 

rapidly increa: inc rents produced by the shambled proporty which 

the corporation entirely ro-orgoni zed and improved. 7 enaaoxio t 

ability was clearly as mich a, ace-setter for rental increa, e as 

changing conditions. 

P. ctwecra 1'6rM835 the corporate ac inistrative 

ability undeniably i. , rove "1 uch rc-mairie(1 to ",, )c lr-aar: iodq but 

fror the later ei. ýýteý_ýth cont? ury control over m- nagement of the 

corporate propertia , increased Ln onsel y. It tizas only by virtue 

of these advances that the revenue from the irr estates was no 

hugely ai nor=tud. By 1035 73ooton, "ottin,; iam and Yorxc showed 

LQJ. tkgr ineptitude nor corruption in the , 4anaenont of their 

vant pouaeosions. But their landed os tatos wore already showing 

theism elvoa to be illouitod to the , ieed:; of the new todnc which 

hacL been slowly omer[; ing. "he ýjopulation of the t tree boy . tea ý. s 

had ainco 1((0 greatly C-1 _ar_ cd; tho odc of the populace 1äc3. 

radically oc? vancod; the xc.. >ponsibilitiea aoknowled od by te 

councils towards their 4u c. ms 'lac slowly mounted, and to those 

problcrc, had been adder' :e inflation of the war years. Under 

thoae ahaa, g ed. cireunctancoc rental incore, inflexible as it Was, 

becano t! cxoughly obsc1 e . ýa; as a Primar source of civic revenue. 

Tho three couno ]. c were more- and more ')uched into findig 

altor; iative sourcos of il. eomc. 
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CTTAP'i'ii 5 

i'ii', RESORT TO PFDTf i' 

aUthough the rental income was increasing by such great 

proportions, it nsvertholeso bocaae increasingly inadequate 

to the civic requirowents. Ono of' the root i=odiato causes 

was the rapid price rise of the later eighteenth century, 

after a hundred years of comparative stability. The price 

of sonsurer goods roco by almost 4ff4r between 1760 and 1792, 

with a doubling of prices during the war fron 1792 to 1813. (1) 

Faced with price rinec on this cca]e, the throe 

councils experienced acute financial nroblema. Their rental 

incono was indeed riding sharply� as were all monotary wages, 

anal this lessened to some degree the effects of the inflation 

of the war years. But until almost 1810, the civic rents, as 

is to be expected, ld some distance behind rxicas. T e sharp 

price increase affected the borough eouncila no less than every- 

body olsoj but after 1813 rental income remained well above the 

now rapidly falling prices. The three councila of noston, l? ottin^ha2 

and York were, howover, then entering one of their worst periods 

o£ dobt. 1otwoon 1311 and 1835 Boston raised on bond a of 

440,850,2iottingha _. 36435, York (31,123. In the five years from 

1831 to 1835 alon©, York took out loans of : 21, O(, ' and between 

1626 and 1830 Nottingham borrowed C11,65r. York'o heavy loans at 

this time were largely a result of the stringy-ent econoriierexercised 

by the finance cca, itteo after 1816, (2) but the firuros give clear 

indication of heavily Increauine debt at a time when rental incnne 

was well abrcºast of thopropitiouely fallirr ricer. 
Thic cituati n is : Lnd icative of a furthr r nroblom which 

facod all three councils increasingly after 1750. This 
I 

296, 
.. --. r)rown anti .. v. r . opxi. n og-,. -; even centuries of the Price o 

Con 
.) _ 

1ý1o¬:: Eeonnrýiý"n (^'ý.. 
_t ýti 

(2) Chaotor V !; 2-'5 248 



was the growing civic conmittments in the sphere of town 

improvement. It has long been thought that few corporations, 

felt any real responsibility for the maintainan, ce of the town 

in which their population lived, and that still fewer of the 

unrefor cd corporations actively promoted or contributed to 

the improvement and betterment of their boroughs. They did 

indeed hold few direct responsibilities in this sphere; their 

authority over the cleansing, lighting and watching of the 

street, had never been much Hore than to enforce the obligations 

of the householders, and as the period progressed these tasks, 

together with street repair, case increasingly to be considered 

as falling within the orbit of the parish vestry. With the 

advent of Improvement Cc issioners appointed by Act of Parliament 

to authorize and conduct works within the borough, the corporate 

responsibility became even more indistinct� Indded as late as 

1609 Lord Ellenborough in King's Bench upheld, in a case against 

Derby Corporation, that a corporation had the right to apply 

the produce of their estates in any manner they pleased, and not 

specifically to the good of the town, excepting only where they 

were obliged by the terms of a grant to apply it to a particular 

purpose. (3) 

ý3) A. Temple Patterson, Radical Leicostor(1954,143, 
Leicester J,. urnal lot February 1822, 
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Yet indistinct as the corporate responsibilities were, 

many councils did evince a growing awareness of their role in 

town life, and their duties in the spheres of town improvement, 

the economic welfare of the town, and social relief to the poor 

and distressed. Prom about 1730, town imý)rovemente figured more 

and more in corporate business. In 1726 York built a magnificent 

Mansion House for the Lord 1"tayor, which was considered to provide 

a notable aw aeritation of the City's dignity. 1 ye-catching 

improvements of this nature intended to add to the grandeur of 

town and corporation alike were generally the first major improve- 

ments to be made. Nottingham between 1725 and 1728 also rebuilt 

the town exchange, and the shambles adjoining, but other more 

necessary imr+rovements soon followed. In 1742, Boston Council 

rebuilt the town bridge, and street widening schemes, and the 

construction of now roads, soon followed'in all three boroughs. 

From the mid eighteenth century such schemes made increasing 

financial demands on all three councils, but within the last 

thirty years of their existence they undertook large scAe 

alterations which were a quite unprecedented financial drain on 

their resources. In 1614 the shambles at Nottingham were rebuilt 

and the 1xchango improved at a total cost, by 18249 of (15,000(4) 

which exceeded five times the annual ordinary revenue. 

(4) Th©se improvements, and their cost, together with those 
following will be discussed at greater lenc*th in Section III. 
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This was followed in 1826 by the improvement of the Market 

Place at a cost of some ¬2,000, and in 1833 the municipal 

commissioners discovered that over this period of nineteen 

years, ¬29,278 had been laid out in repairs and improvements 

on the corporate estates and in the town. (5) At York too 

improvements were made at this time in the state of the 

markets: a new Cattle market was constructed outside the walls 

at a cost exceeding ¬10,000 (1826-31) and in 1834 the scheme 

for Parliament Street Market was put in hand. In addition 

the corporation contributed under a,. ct of Parliament over ¬5,000 

to the rebuilding of Ouse bridge, and undertook the rebuilding 

of Foss Bridge and Layerthorpe Bridge (1829 30), bringing the 

total bill between 1811 and 1833 to even more than the ¬29,000 

which the municipal commissioners estimated. (6) 

In Boston too the corporation between 1803 and 1807 

expended more than ¬22,000 in constructing a new iron bridge 

over the Witham. A further £14,000 was spent erecting the new 

Assembly Rooms and Corn, Poultry and Butter markets, and further 

improvements brought the total bill between 1801 and 1833 to 

£48,529. (7) 

(5) r CR 2000 
(6) NCR 1757 

(7) MCR 2158 
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The money to moot such deriands could be raised only 

by extraordinary meats. With rental income reaching only 

Z4, GV; 0 per annum by the close of the period, and producing 

less than f2, o00 per annum in 1800 (Boston and York almost 

£2,000, Nottingham only £1,500 by decennial average)(7a), it 

is clear that large sums of money had to be raised by other 

moans. The inadequacy of the rental income to provide for 

extraordinary payments in the nature of improvements and other 

unexpected bills, became apparent early in the period; but 

from the late eighteenth century the-position became acute� 

In any case, the rental income was already consumed in day to 

day administration, which, in its turn, was becoming more 

expensive. Legal costs mounted hugely as the Corporations 

faced greater challenges to their rights and privileges; and 

social relief, taxation and assessments, increased markedly 

during the years of the 'Napoleonic Warn. No longer able to meet 

their commitments with the financial means provided them, 

the three councils turned more and more to extraordinary forms 

of revenue provided by alienations of the corporate estates and 

(7a) Appendices I and III. 
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heavy borrowing. But if the rental income was already ill- 

adapted to the corporate requirements, loans and property 

sales only worsened the position. A decreasing anziual income 

was the inevitable repercussion from property sales, while 

the interest payable on loans pushed up the annual commit ments 

still further. Before 1835 the town councils at Boston, 

uottingham and York faced serious and ceeminggly intractable 

financial problems. 

Before rosorting to the more drastic measures of 

loans and property tales however, the corporation at York 

turned firstly to the exploitation of what was in the other 

two borou& o essentially an irregular but ordinary source of 

revenue, namely the income derived fron payments for admission 

to the freedom. Adnicsion to the burgeassbtp of a 

corporation reste: l on qualifications which varied considerably 

from borough to borough, but excluding honorary eleotionstthere 

were three standard methods of entry. The most common was 

perhaps by birthright, wherdby certain of a freeman's children 

were entitled to receive their frei donº at the age of twenty one. 

Probably equally well used was the right of entry after serving 
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a seven year apprenticeship with another burgess. Since however 

the burgess*ip was invariably a prerequisite of trade, it was necessary 

to make provision for persons who did not fall into the above two 

categories; and it was therefore possible to "redeem" one's freedom. 

Legally a corporation could not sell a part of its own franchise, 

but it could admit members on the payment of a fee, and in practice 

therefore, this was simply a matter of purchasing the burgess ship. (8) 

By 1833 the number of freemen within the town population 

had in most boroughs drastically deflined. (9) 

Borough. Pop: of Nun: Freemen-resident Borough Pop. of 
Borough. and non-resident Mun. Boro' 

Cambridge 

Chester 

Exeter 

Ipswich 

Hull 

Leicester 

Liverpool 

Freemen 
resident & 
non-" 

4,000 

3,460 

1,408 

437 

102 

166 

2,800 

(8) Qaalifications of Admission: - 

Boston: Birth - All sons of Aldermen and the eldest sons of common 
councilmen on attaining the age of 21 years. 

A renticeshi :7 years servitude to a freeman within the borough. 
(2/C/1 5.9.1653; MCR 2152) 

Nottinr, ham: Birth the eldest son of a freeman born in Nottingham on 
attaining the age of 21. Thisprivilege does not pass to 
the next son if the eldest dies. 

Apprenticeship: 7 years to a freeman within the borough or for 
freemens' younger sons, an apprenticeship to any person 
anywehre. (MCR 1993) 

York: Birth. Every child born after the father has become a freeman, 
on attaining the age of 21. 
Women lose their freedom upon marrying a non-burgess. 

Apprenticeships 7 years to a free person in the City. 
(MCR 1741) 

(9) S&B Webb t The Manor & The Borough(1%3)391; Mj$ 33 
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20,917 

21,363 

28,285 

20,454 

36,293 

40,512 

165,175 

194 

1,550 

5s6 

7,130 

2,631 

4,500 

5,000 

Newcastle 
on-Tyne 

Norwich 

Oxford 

Plymouth 

Portsmouth 

Wigan 

Worcester 

42,760 

61,096 

19,370 

31,080 

46,282 

20,774 

18,590 



In York in 1631 in a population of 25,359 only 2,400 (10)(9.5%) 

were resident freemen, and in Nottingham and Boston the percentage 

wan even lower. In Nottingham' resident burgesses numbered only 

2,295 in a population of 50,610 (11) (4.5%), while at Boston only 

480 of the population of 11,240 were resident freemen (4.26%)(12) 

But although the numbers were declining relatively to the 

population, they were not necessarily declining absolutely. At 

York and Nottingham at least, the main reason for the increase in 

the numbers of non-freemen was not a relaxation of the bye laws 

governing trading, but a change in the composition of the town 

populations, which saw a heavy increase, particularly at Nottingham, 

in the numbers of journeymen - hirelings - who by working for a 

manufacturer escaped the denomination of "trader". 

Ihdeod, many boroughs until 1835, staunchly maintained 

their bye laws concerning eligibility by burgess-ship to trade. 

Thera were after all, strong economic reasons behind the existence 

of such laws, for they ensured a corporate control over all aspects 

of trading fron quality control to trading hournl and enabled too 

a control over qualifications to trade and a rudimentary exercise 

of economics: - the numbers of practitioners in any trade could be 

loosely regulated. 

But other reason for the protection of these bye laws 

(10) 1T311 " 1757 , 1740 

(11) T. Ccckayne, op. cit., 9; 14CII . 1985 

(12) MCR 2151,2164 
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capo increasingly . to the fore. The only persons unlikely 

to take up their freedoms were after all those who, not being 

eligible by other means, must purchase the honour. At York 

edononic considerations became an increasingly important# if 

not primary, objective in the law suits threatened and conducted 

against unfree traders. At Nottingham however, although the 

Hall ordered in 1693 that "speeyall care shalbee taken to 

prosecute and suppresse all forrainers from and for vseing any 

trade within the said Towne, and also all others who shall vse 

any Trade in the said town vnto weh they haue not served as an 

apprntico within the said Towne, tho' he or they be a Burgos or 

Freeman of the said Towno", (1§) nevertheless it appears that 

the effectiveness of the order was not turned to economic ends. 

Following consultation with Robi© Sherwin (Attorney) in 1702 (14) 

a bye-law was promulgated against unfree traders in }larch 1710%1t, (15) 

but when faced with the possiblity of turning this law to other 

purposes it Was decided in 1717, that despite the heavy debts, the 

privilege of burgess-ship would not be degraded by allowing wholesale 

purchase of the freedom. The resolution was entered in the flall 

Book that "The question being putt whether or no this Corporacon 

shall Admitt any psons to purchase their Froedoris in order towards 

(13) hM 3465f2o 

(14) NIM 3469,25 
(15) 1+M 347714a "This day a Bylaw for the restraining ForrdLignes 

Trading in this Town had by consent of this hall 
the Coiaon Seale Affixt to itt in order to be 
presented to the Judge att the next Assizes for 
his Allowance of the came". 
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paying the Corporacons 'Debts itt was carryed in the Negative 

by the Majority of Voten". (16) Instead it was agreed that 

one of the shares in the ' , 4terworko and the corporate estate 

at Mansell Park should be eold. (17) By 1729 however a 

eoxittoe was appointed to "consider of fit peons to whom this 

Corporacon may cell or Give their Freodoa and for what 

connidcracon ...... "(1E3ý An a result, the income from 

purchased freedoms rose from nothing in the two previous years 

to C27 in 1728/9 and ¬75 in the following year. But this 

increase was not sustained. Although there was an income of 

£97.12.0 fron this source in 1732/3 the total fluctuated 

considerably from year to year, (19) and the absence of litigation 

together with the severe fluctuation in the number of purchased 

freedoms, would suggest that there were at iLottingham no 

sustained attempts to enforce non bur esses to take up their 

freedonn. (20) This is probably not surprising in consideration 

of the rapid population increase in the borough, which inevitably 

rendered detection a greater problem. In fact, there may never 

have boon undue corporate concern over this problem. In the 

earlier period, and particularly during the eighteenth century, 

a substantial z ber of freedoms werd purchased, suggesting a 

(16) rB 3480/16a 
(17) r 3480/1 
(18) 1,11M 3488/8 February 4th 1729 

(19) See Appendix VI 

(20) During the earlier part of the seventeenth century, the council 
tann times evinced their concern over the problem of unfreo 
tradesman. In I'La rch 1646.7 it was ordered that "... the shopp 
windowed of all persons that trade in this towne who are not 
sworn burgesses shalbo forthwith Shutt up". (Ni3R vp 248) and 
in June 1647 two men were restrained for "bhoinge noe burgeoces". 
(i1ßß Vp 251) but such action appears rarely to have ocurred 
during the 175 years after the Restoration. 
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concern or noel among=st traders to eonply with regulations 9 but 

from 1820 purchasos wore constantly low. The corporation at 

I3ottin a^j clearly took no excessive advantage of their richte. 

A similar attitude wao evident at Boston too, Again 

bye laws had boon pronu1gated against the exercise of trade by 

non-freemen. In 1653 the council fixed a penalty of 10/- upon 

all unfree trading (21), and in 1745 all non-freemen found selling 

goods outside the mart yard, which Bo a market place was open 

to all tradesmen, were to be fined no less than C2. (2a) In the 

following years continued trading by non-freemen was so prevalent 

that the co eon council ordered all such offenders to either take 

up their freedoms or be prosecuted, (23) but even this order 

had little effect, for in 1764, and again three years later, 

co=tttteea were appointed to look into the matter, (24) Yet 

despite this apparent concern to uphold the bye laws, it would 

appear that the council did not for long actively prevent the abuse. 

The last prosecution for trading whilst unfree seems to have been 

as early as 1736, (25) and purchased freedoms never fiauroc_-to any 

significant degree in the Chamberlains' accounts. As at both 

1lottin hain and York, in tho years ixmediat©1y precoeding a 

Parliz=ntaxy election, some con, si&rabe use wao made of the 

(21) 2/0/1 5.9.1653 
(22) DAB 5)C512 
(23) BAD 51514 
(24) BAB 6/6,29 
(25) P. Thompson, The fliotorv and Antiquities of Boston (1ß5B 306,7 
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Purchased freedom. It Boston the nu aber of y edomo bour. ht 

rose from a customary one or less to four between I1ay 17'0-9,01 

(election Vob. 17O1) and to six betwoen May 17045 (-remirnably 

after the dissolution of parliamant in April 17"3). A; 'ain. in 

1713/14 purchased frocdcis jutpod fron virtually none per annum 

to eight. (1ection Pob. 1714) This tendency became lees apparent 

as the ei&htoonth century progressed, but at Nottiri harz and York 

election yearn continued to coo heavy increases in the number of 

Froodons purchased. The election of 1802 occasioned noticeable 

increases in both boroughs, (26) 

In Boston provision had in fact been mmlo for 

peftons who wished to qualify for a vote an holding the burgesnhip 

of the borough, by granting the freedom to residents who did not 

trado, for 05. (27) By the mid eighteenth century however, the 

General purchase price was f20, but in 1790 a representation frora 

the freemen at large claimed that if Freemen by purchase were 

allowed to vote for 11: nbers of Parliament, than the purchase price 

should be increased yet more, to £40. (28) This was duly done, and 

by 1800 a further ten pounds had been wdded to the price. By 

contrast the council at Clotting adopted a policy during the early 

(26) Appendix VI 

(27) BAB 5P334 1719/20 26th January 'Tradecmen 

(28) P. Thonpsons op. cit. 306.7 

after 1707 paid ¬10) 
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eighteenth century or creating large Humbert of honorary freemen 

purely for the purpose of securing the return of the corporate 

candidate at general elootions"(29) 

Although however freedoms continued to be 

purchased at both Boston and "lotting-t , either for eligibility 

to trade in the borough or to secure a vote, they did not 

contribute significantly to the corporate income, and rem wined 

an erratic source of revenue. At Nottingham only four freedoms 

werd purchased during the last fifteen years of the old 

corporation's existence, and in both boroughs the annual fi{; ures 

were constantly low. 

L'hio decline in enrolvLenth by purchase was 

undoubtedly connected with the lack of concern in both boroughs 

to enforce the trading bye-laws. At York howevar, c=pai ns 

a a, inst unfree traders forted a regular part of corporate business 

There were explicit bye laws restricting trArting tb-1 roemen, and 

in 1615 the council financially indemnified the of. f iers who 

supported tho u ro ulationo: - "', ̀ horezt3 sev call unfrßenen do drive 

Trad©a within this City to the projuclice of those that are Freemen, 

it is therefore ordered, that when the Goods of any unfreenen 

by them sold to iorei6nero can be seized, if the ownero.... shall 

bring any action for such seizuro ... tho o', arge of such suit shall 

(29) eg; 1820-21 491 honorary freemen were created by the 
Corporation 
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be borne by the Chamberlain..... "(30). The records thereafter 

until 1835, bear evidence of constant litigation on the subject. 

In 1664 it was ordered that homers Taylor 'f Fosbrigg. being noe 

Freeman be arrested at the suite of the Maier and Commanlty"(31), 

and in 1700, whereas many foreigners and strangers had been 

"tradg contrary to ancient oustoms.... being unfree" a Forty 

shilling fine was to be levied for each offence. (32) In 1678 

a campaign was pursued against such offenders which was followed 

by a temporary, but marked rise, in the number of admissione, (33) 

producing in the following year £113. (34) But the eighteenth 

century witnessed much more concerted efforts to apprehend the 

micdemearnants. In 1707 John Terry was to "be sued att the Citys 

Charge for not making himself a free brother of the Whitesmiths 

Company* .... of which he hac.... been severall Times Admonished and 

advised theroto"(35) and in 1734 the first of many committees was 

established to enquire into the number of unfree tradesmen. (36) 

The most successful of those which followed (37) was appointed on 

November tat 1775, as a result of which, action was brought against 

a largo number of offenders. Unfortunately the case was lost on 

a legal technicality for the corporation carelessly claimed that 

its jurisdiction extended to the whole city including the liberties; 

(30)FDrake, op, cit., I1 96 
(31) Y 352/D5 
(32) Y 352/Ii5 
(33) YqB 38/149 
(34) YCA] 1679/80 
(35) nID 41f22a 5th January 1707 
(36) YHB 42/187,193 
(37) In 1754 nID 43 f 461; 177381775 Y11B 44 ff 321;; 362; 

1784 YO 45 4 168; 1793 YHB 46 £ 28 
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but on the court's reconrrendation many unfreemen took up their 

burgesship. The corporation subsequently maintained a trifling 

differentation between the trouble makers who had waited for the 

results of the legal actions and those who had given in graciously. 

The latter - 04 in all - were obliged to pay only £25 each (38) 

for their freedoms, but the former had to forfeit ^30 on the lines 

of "mile Dorothy of York 'Spinster who in consequence of the 

Evidence Given at this Assizes in the cause against 'David Phillip 

and who before such Tr-Tal would not subfit but now petitioned for 

her freedom and it was granted by the eonmee for f30". (39) The 

unfortunate subject of the court case was obliged to pay £35. 

The re, 4=1 for the conm+ittee's trouble was an increased income 

of £2,490 in 1776/7, but as the committee admitted: - "as it always 

has been, so it will ever continue impossible to find out, or if 

found out to compel, every individual who may be liable, to purchase 

his or her freedom, from the various causes of poverty, contrivance, 

secretion, connivance and deceit". (40) The report listed no 

less than 239 offenders but despite frequent orders and numerous 

prosocutions, only a perce"ita, ^o of the eligible freemen were apprehended. 

The coot to which the, corporation Tran put by these 

=orous prosecutions was heavy. In prosaeuting the suits in 1776 

the corporation expended over t575, (41) and in 1820 

(38) YCAB 57 
(39) tbid 
(40) m 44,385 
(41) YCAB 57 

(40 *) It in noticeable that after 1776, the receipts fron "fines 
for permission to trade" rose markedly. Theze fines, received 
as an acknowledgment fron these persons who Were, for varying reaeona, allowed to trade without actually being free, had 
previously been of negligible amount, but in 1777/8 they 
realised £22, he receipts from this source soon declined rapidly 26 
however and by 1803 they ceased to yield any return. 



one ouch suit against William +4ellbank coat ¬940.19e. ild., 

of which only f446.11». Od* was ultimately recouped in taxed 

contß. (42) 

Yet the Corporation clearly still reaped a profit 

and thorn can be little doubt that financial gain was a 

strong motive behind this vigilance. In 1758 a committee was 

appointed to "enquire what suz of Honey will be wanted to 

pay off and discharge the City debts.. * and how and by what 

scans the same can be raised""(43) At the next house, together 

with an order for the sale of wood at Laxton and the procuring 

of t400 in loans, there was noted the admission,. of eleven men to 

the freedom at £25 each, and one freeman with exemption from 

offices of Chamberlain and Sheriff for £150. (44) Indeed, it 

seems strange coincidence that in this year, the income from 

burgess stups jumped from an average of ¬400 to 0605. (45) 

Certainly by the nineteenth century the council at York 

had cone to rely on the large number of purchased froedoins 

an a regular annual income. The sum received was generally 

largo, averaging over the first twenty years of the century over 

L550 porannun. (46) (This includes Burgesses by apprenticeship who 

paid Cl each on enrolment, and by patrimony, 6e/134. lowover this 

high revenue was not maintained without pors©verance. In 1816 a list of 

542) YCkB lß22/3,1823/4 
4} 'irB 44/67 'ovcthor 6th 1758. 
44 YIM 44/68,6 9 29th November 1750 
45 YCk Dasoim. and 1.756/9 
46) A dl's Ems' 
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non freemen trading was ordered to be conpiled, (47) and two 

months later writs were cent to thirty-six people Who had not 

taken notice of the wttrning. (48) 

With the returns so high, it in not curprining 

that the finance co=ittee noted with concern the sudden drop in 

purchased fro' dons during the financial year 1(333/34. ThQ coram ittee 

observed that "although expenditure heut üery considerably exceeded 

the annual revenue, necessitating a recourse to the lease fund, 

this mo not a result of increases in ordinary expenditure, but was 

"attributable to the very serious falling off in the last years' 

revenue as compared with that of the nr. eceedin ^ years": - freedoms, 

which had over the last thirteen ; rears averaged C880 p. a., had 

produced only fT6. {49) It is with evident relief that the same 

co= 'tteo could record a revenue of over £500 from freedoms in 

the folloding year. (50) The purchase of freedoms at York was 

quite clearly a moot important, if fluctuating source of revenue, 

upon which t'ie corporation heavily, but urrdisely, relied. This 

fore of income was after all entirely unprec$stable, often rising 

sharply prior to an eleotirin. True at York the income from 

burgeachips never dropped tp nil as at Boston and Nottingh m, but 

the experience of 1833 was only one of many such, whici forcibly 

demonstrated the uncertainty of this form of revenue. 

(47) 177 25th March 1816 

(48) 077 9th thy 1816 
(49) KIIO February 3rd 1834 
(50) Kilo February 3rd 1835 
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Inevitably York was not the only borough where 

the retention of the bye-laws governing trading, qualifications 

became financially motivated, At Beverley legal proceedings 

against unfree traders featured regularly in Corporation 

tran3aetion3 (54) and the income from freedoms was sü. 7atantial. (55) 

Concomitantly with the campaigns against non- 

burgess traders, boroughs steadily raised the price of purchased 

freedom. The fixing of the price was always somewhat capricious, 

being regulated according to the ability of the purchaser to pay, 

or the needs of the corporate coffers. In Beverley in 1662, 

V©. Camp, a joiner, had to pay 96.13s. 4d, but Roger Brown, a carrier, 

paid only ¬5. (56) 

(54) K. A. MacMahon, " Beverley Corporation Minute Books 170`7-1$35 
ýb rks -Ure Pvü�aeolo a1 Society Record Series C X% I11 1514-2 im. 

(55) An Analysis for 1811 to 1832 cannot be abstracted because 
J. ýillia, the Treasurer, included other items* 

Beverley Account Books: - Income from purchased Freedoms, 
Beverley 

1792 0.132 1798 0293 
1793 0193 1799 C518 
1794 0185 1800 0431 
1795 x-145 1801 £181 

1796 £643 1811 £1,111 

1797 X453 1832 ¬312 

(56) J. Dennet, "Beverley Borough 2eoords 15'i5-1821s OVXS ire 
AvchUolo vial Society Rec c*d Semis Lxxx'v 12'iýý2a 

(footnotes 51 to 53 inolusive, omitted) 
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At Norwich the price was even less justly fixedt 

being dependent solely upon the political affinities of 

the candidate, and the "party" preponderance within the 

bicz=ral council. 'thus, while the Tories hold the balance 

within the Assembly from 1827 to 1832, Tory non-burgesses 

paid only ¬9.0ß. 6do for their own redemption, but %'hign paid 

£17.163.4d. (57) On the other hand, the charitable 

inclinations of the councils did, at times, come to the fore. 

At York in 1710 a remission of ¬5 was made by the Lord Mayor 

after a ¬20 (58) redemption had been paid, but the Corporation 

took full tdvantaav of the situation when they could. 

At York in 1750, John Smith was given hin freedom in part 

payment for providing a new clock on Ooze Bridge Hall (59) 
, 

and in 1757 John Carr had ¬25 deducted from his bill for work at 

the Piheing Won, in return for hie freedom. (60) Smiler ertemples 

are to be found at Rottingha too$ where in 1792 it was 

ordered "that the txchsnge be painted by 1ir. Samuel 1$tretton 

in case the said Samuel Stratton be willing to accept the 

freedon of the corporation arg 

(57) SaB. Wobb) The Manor and the Borough 11 551 
(58) YCAB 1751/52 

(59) YCAB 1751/2 
(60) YCAB 1757/58 ; 039/12 & YFIB 43 f318- in 1740 ''illii Acpinall 

was given his freedom gratis in return for supplying a 
Turkey C 'rpet for the ; 'ansion House, 'iTfB 43 f43 
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a consideration for ..... the satte". (61) it would have been 

most inpolitio to rofuoel 

On occasions, the freedom vas in fact given 

gratis for the purpose of encouraging under-represented traders 

in the town (62), but these were far outweighed by purchases 

and as the councils came to realise the inmportanco of purchased 

freedoms within the borough income, the redemption was given a 

mini== price, which was steadily raised. At York apprentices 

paid only t1 on enrolling their freedom, (CI 
96,8d for Bakers 

after 1722/23), and for olal=ts by birthright, there was no 

fine involved (only certain fees payable to the Town Clerk), 

although bakers and nembers of curtain other trades after 1722 

paid 6/8d on adnission. (63) But for a purchaser, the price could 

be vary high indeed. Until 1694, the cost of a redemption was 

variable; in 1661 the fines varied from ¬3.6.8d to £8, but by 

1692 they had risen to between £7 and C159 and in January 1694 

it was ordered that "Whereas the admitting of strangers and 

Forreignora to ye Freedomo of this City for small fynes hath by 

(61) NUB 3551/39 and og. B 3546/20.1767 
(62) ego 1709/10 York Freedom given to several workers in the 

new cloth inanufactury (YCAB 30 ) and YIID 12.9.1740, 
Richard Prestwick, a "thread throwater" 
admitted to his freedom gratis "there being 
no person in this City who exercises that 
manufacture which by this means may be 
established here..... " 

(63) YC. IB paooin41722/23 In 1770/1 a Tallow Chandler paid 
6/8d for admission by patrimony. 
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long f perience been found not only projuliclall to the 

Citizens in gonerall by bringing upon then a Burden to the 

raintainance of such otrant; ers soe made free and their 

Fetidlyea as have fallen into Poverty, Bat Allsog a great 

discourace: nent in Trade to such of the Citizens as have 

horetoforo taken their Freedoms by Patrimony or Service" in 

future therefore "noe Stranger shall hereafter be admitted to 

purchase his 1'reodarao of this City under the Fyno or rate of 

twenty pounds at the least", their eons being permitted to 

claim by patrimony o�nlr on payment of a further small fine"(64) 

This; ruling in fact proved to be applicable to all who wished 

to purchase their freedoms, with discretion exercised in 

exceptional eircu3tancos. By 1720 however, 25 was the usual. 

fees and this remained the ordinary charge until 1833. This waS 

bj no means excessive in comparison with other boroughs. At 

2rottin, bam the fine was not fixed until 1805, but it was than 

established at C31.10.0., and raised again in 1017 to a minirau= 

of forty guinoaa. (65) Throughout most of the eighteenth century 

however, the ordinary purchase Price vas usually £15 or £20, 

riding to C21 by 1795. At Beverley however, resolution- 

werd constantly takon on the coat of freedoms until by 1825 it 

had ricen to a minimum of seventy gnineao, (66) exolusive of fees, 

(64) 'H3 39f73 
(65) I -MB 357ßf125-126 
(66) i pwsin and 131 
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and at Hull, although there were only thirteen applications 

for the purchase of the freedom between 1023-33; the price 

varied between f100 and £300. (67) 

These moreover wore only the prdinarv purchase 

prices. The Councillors were fully alive to the potentiality 

behind the prospective civic or parliamentary candidate, 

Accordingly these were mulcted for far heavier fines than the 

mere tradesmen. The corporation at Nottingham appear not to 

have pursued this rather disloyal policy, but instead courted 

the affections of these important borough representatives by 

conferring upon them honorary freedoms. . 'hen Joseph Burn was 

thus privileged in 1802 "in consequence of his having been 

yesLcr. iay ohoset, a Representative in 4arliamont for the Tovn"(68), 

it was specifically ordered not to be taken as a precedent, 

althou, )i this ppocedure had regularly been adopted in the pa,: t. (69) 

At Boston too, borough l, P's were sometimes accorded honoraxy 

freedoms, but as early as 1719 the purchase price of a freedom 

for a prospective parliamentary candidate gras raised to £50. 

This cum was doubled in 1790 and increased to ¬125 in i80o. (70) 

At York however, as too at Beverley and ITnll, 

the proapootive parlia ientary oandidaLo: i putting up for their 

(67)10 1550 
(68) t, 1tB 3561, f6() July 15th 1', 02 
(69) e. g. 1710 John Borlace Warren and Thos"Nansfield `7B 3470f22 

1765 i), i'arker coke -51B 3544f30 
(70) P. Thogs-icon, oi. cit., 306 97 
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freedoms were fined heavy sums. At Beverley the council 

agreed in 1825 that the minimum for such purchasors should 

be two hundred guineas (71), which Capel Cure and Henry 

Burton accordingly paid in 1830 (72), and at York, Parliamentary 

candidates had long paid ¬150, Robert Fairfax paying that 

sum in 1713. (73) These heavy payments did however exonerate 

these men from serving in any corporate office as well as 

purchasin ; the freedom. 

, the incotio fror purcnaoed freedoms early beck 

in many boroughs therefore, a substantial and important form 

of annual incomes(74) 'i^his was by no inane so in all boroughs 

and at Liverpool there had apparently been no provision for the 

purchase of the freedom since 1792. The electoral consequences 

were loudly complained of, professional men being largely excluded. 

(out of two hundro surgeons it was claimed that only seven were 

freemen), but it would appear that the council had not surrendered 

an annual income of any importance for these sales produced only 

t626.9.10d between 177311792. (75) But at York it is quite 

evident fron the reports of the 1 inance Committee that a severe 

drop in revenue from this source played havoc with the accounts. 

Freodoms had come to be incr'ea ingly used as a source of ordinary 

annual income. 

(71) i 131 
(72) '"' 139 
(73) YCAt3 1713-14 
(74) Ii= 2709 4-712 
(75) At Leicester the eorpor -tion had even maniuplatod the Thou"'hite loan 

fund to this purpose. Intended as interest free loans to enable 
burLmsaem to set up in business, the corporation developed the habit 
of granting them primarily to publicans who then had to purchase their 
freedoms at C35 in order to trade. Out of ? 32j of these trust loans 
granted between 1800»33, no less than 203 were to licensed victuallers. 

t: CR 1916; Sý-B. Webb, op, 1T 4% 
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Of an equally lucrative, and unreliable nature, was the 

income derived from fines paid by burgesses to secure resignation 

from, or avoid service in corporate office. For the privilege 

of a burgess-ship carried with it the onerous obligation of civic 

duties, the freemen being required to undertake any conciliar 

position to which he might be elected. 

This obligation was invariably supported by legal 

ratification in the form of local bye-laws or charters. (The Charter 

of Charles II making such provision at Nottingham) and 

accompanying this would be the power to levy some degree of 

fine on offenders. The purpose of this statutory backing was 

to ensure an upholding of the corporate dignity and a stability 

within the ruling body but, as with the purchasing of freedoms, 

there developed less disinterested motives behind the retention 

of these rulings. 

At Nottingham, as at Doncaster(16) it again appears 

that the corporation, if alive to the potentialities behind 

this situation, did not exploit it. Throughout the entire 

period from 1660-1835 there does not appear to have been one 

instance of a fine being levied for exoneration from service 

in a corporate office. Resignations were numerous(() , and 

nominees were not infrequently-excused from service; in 1739 

M) VIOR 1496 
I' 3508F11 December 2nd 1748; 1; B 35601137-8, Narch 24th 1801, 
MIB 3590990-91.2ßth July 1831 
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Samuel Wright was excused from serving as Chamberlain, he 

having occupied that Office for ten days, (18) and in September 

1755, John Hornbuckle's resignation as Alderman was willingly 

accepted despite his having been nominated Mayor for the succeeding 

year. 
(1'9) But no consideration whatsoever was required from 

these men. 

At Boston too, the Chamberlains accounts leave no 

evidence of regular fines being procured for refusal of Office, 

and neither does any direct evidence arise of the nomination to 

office of burgesses who would be unlikely to serve. Exoneration 

and resignation fines were however required. The bye laws 

formulated in 1753 imposed a fine of X100 for refusal to become 

Mayor, and in 1670 a scale of charges was established which 

required £20 for exemption from the office of common counciIbr 

(or eighteenth man), £20 for resignation from Aldermanic Office 

and £15 for resignation from the council. (50) In 1675 these 

fines were further increased to £40 for resignation or exoneration 

from the council and ¬60 for resignation from the Aldermanic benches. (g1') 

That such fines were both demanded and paid is evident from the 

Hall books. In 1681 John Bell and Stephen Bridge were sued for 

ý1 ) rH 3499F7 
ý19) M 3514c44 
ýý)2/C/1 5th September 1653; 1670 

(g1)2Jc/1 19th August 1675 
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their penalties of £20 for "departing tiu3 house and refusing 

their offices" (82), in 1693 the Eayor demanded £40 from Samuel 

Preston for rofucing to- becomo a councillor, (03) and the Town 

Clerk rocoived G-=o1 Preston's fine of £40 for reruainc 

coxicilliar office. (64) Me i`evulnrity of auch fines cannot 

hovevor be ascertained, for the, Ch-x berlait rarely recorded' 

them ioncat hie rcc iptc. (U5) This however van probably, not 

because they rarely ace dw but rather beaaucn trey, were 

appropriated tb different v--(In. In V70 all cur.: raieed by 

such find were ordered to bp "ymT)Ioyed f or the ropai-. es of tlho 

ätaitho: 3 a.. ^. d `A`h=fe3 ""... `t(86)9 and. ju Clnc by tho frequency 

of rofuücl3 to norro, the Otaithc3 rust soon Y vc , boten in 

ezc hont rapair. 'hon trey worry not than . cppraprßafi d. to 

cpocific p", xrpoccs, it aoe 1f kely that thoy were rcdef vcd into 

the ""roacury" Thin wan a cash hot held by tho ball 9 into 

which vwarious coureen of revenue wore , 'i11ua in 1717" the 

"profitc of tho toll on Stickleback Oil" were ordered to be : aid 

into tho- Tro Suzy (57); in . 171 3 and 1719 . he Dutc1 c nr rentc 

were placed there= the out rents were for many yo=n reC LVO1 

into tho areavvurr, to other with the profits of the Fart lard. (88) 

and until 17(710 any balance hold by either Chanb rlain off' 

(02) 13/Us 3/520r321 (1668) 
(83) TOO 4/175 (1(193) 
(84) 3.3 4/396 (1730) 
(05) Only one euch occasion can be detectadq in 1819 when an 

un; tipulc. tcC. r^c='i )t of £1Qn from Stephen Polloxconf appears 
from evidence in the tTa11 Book to have been his fine for 
reiw3ir4, the 2"cý. ýo . 7. t; º. f3^. \A 1f31ß/19; 2/A/'7 25-ß: h ! arch 1f11g 

(a6) 2/C/1 1670 

(07) BAB 1 ifhi `511 `17W" T x3ý º (©n) BAB 5, {32%, 330b, 332b, 333 
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or iroction Bailiff at the year end, was transferred directly 

into the Treasury (89). Prom this accumulated fund numerous 

and varied payments were made; not least to eke out the 

Chamberlain or affection Bailiff's accounts. It seers therefore 

certain that althouhl on occasions resignations were graciously 

accepted, as for example when John 'setts resigned fror the 

Mayoralty because of ill health (90); it was customary for 

fines to be imposed. To what extent the Corporation exploited 

the growing unwillingness to take civic office cannot really 

be ascertained. 

At York however, not only were fines for exoneration 

and resignation persistently levied, but there without doubt 

developed the de'"iberate 'policy' of nominating and electing for 

office men known to be unwilling to serve. Between 1663 and 1688 

more than forty burgesses bought an exemption from office and 

Sir Metcalf Robinson was probably not mistaken when he made 

allegations against the corporate integrity in these matters* 

lie himself was proposed for the shrievalty and an eºldermanio 

vacancy several years in succession despite the fact that as 

York's M. P. he would be absent from the borough for long periods. (91) 

During the following century, burgosses resident in the Fast and West 

(09) BCAB pa:; oim. 

(9u) BA, 3 8 12th March 1801 

(91) rte 37 ff153,154,182,183 
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Ridings, Leicestershire and Lancashire, were frequently 

nominated for office. (92) Objections to service moreover 

were carefully investigated. In 1821 an affidavit was sent 

to a tir. Allen stating that between 1799 and 1821 he had 

never been a lite (93) for . >heriff and therefore his answer 

to the Lord 2"llayor "that he had a similar message sent to him 

15 years ago", raust be an error. (94) In 1781 however the 

council at York finally decided that the counsel of the 'best 

and most respectable' citizens was of greater value than 

the fines t ºey could offer (95), and the practice of deliberately 

nominating unwilling candidates to aldermanic vacancies largely 

ceased. (96) Yet York was not alone in these dealings; 

the same policy is evident elsewhere. London was 

(92) YUB41. ff4(), 43p74 
(93) A lite was the name given to the nominee prior to eleotic n. 

It is probably derived from the word 61ito. 
(94) E77 26. lß. 1821 
(95) Ibid. 
(96) By ancient custom the Chamberlains continued to pay 

t6.13s. 4d each for exoneration from the offices of Bridge 
and }turn master. E34 ff586 .. 592 
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notorious for its persecution of the wealthy non-conformist 

merchants . 
(98) The customary fine in London for refusal to serve 

as Sheriff was £400, and in 1748, in order to cover the costs of 

the new Mansion House, over £15,000 was levied in fines, largely 

from non-conformist nominees. (99) The appropriation of the 

+shrievalty fines to the Mansion House building costs resulted 

from the resolution in 1728, that "all money that shall hereafter 

be paid as a fine for not holding the Office of Sheriff shall be 

appointed for the building of a Vansion House". By 1736 the 

"London Magazine" reported that "By an exact list of Persons 

who have find for the Office of Sheriff of London, there appears 

to be now in hand, deducting £500 paid to five Sheriffs in the years 

1730 and 1732, the sum of £20,700 towards building a Mansion Mouse 

for the Lord Mayor...... " Indeed, the final cost of building and 

furnishing the hansion House for occupation in 1752 was £70,955. 

of which all but £5,28( was raised from shrievalty fines which 

continued to be applied to this purpose until 1784. (1(0) The 

mar itude of this sum gives some indication of the council's 

success in nominating for office, unwilling candidates. But in 1767 

the principal sufferers, the liissenters, fought the question in 

the law courts (Chamberlain of London v Allen evans) and secured 

(98) S. & i3. Webb, The Manor and the Borough (1963) I 392n"3 
(99) S. & A. 4ebb, op. cit., II 392,671 
(100) Lady Knill, The Mansion House 4937' 38,68,74 
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the abolition of the fines as contrary to the spirit of 

religious liberty-0) Undaunted however, the corporation 

proceeded to nominate instead, busy Merchants and hankers 

whose trade dictated agninot the time-eons ainp business of 

public office. 

At Boverley too, there emerned a conscientious 

obioctor touch nolicio t. In 1751 &brah"ýz Rnarin criticised 

the ccrunoil for &Zect1fl! ""'i2? io__ Strieklsni an k1d, ýrrn L1 in the 

knowled a., anpcrartly, th^. t I -^ 1rotild not be , regarec to serve. 

' )p, ýrin war; nrorTntly orriere-i to he "pr_ospc rite' in the Court of 

,n 
I-rah, for havin- "v-r�r scandalously vflifel and abu ec9 Kirr 

the rayon 3 ýi Alct r±ri^ýn , .... ýy repr. o nr 'tin ,7 them as roes and 

pickpoeketo, and speakinm other scarla1ons ern,! opnrobious wo n 

rainst then,...... " `'prrin in fact e ca' erb irnnoemitior by the 

cubninsion of a moot in-reciee, but annarent1y aec ýtabI , anolo y. (2) 

'i'hrs in o: sttion of -xonnration fines was to a la-ß, 

dogroo a '^'iaotton to tits g-ovrir r linvtfl i n; nfm of' bur-peset to 

Gervn in civic office. ýkt Roston the T or itior h<ar b-oomr° co 

acute that in 1(7O a scat, of 1''ir vm17 tm, o , ed 'Ucoa, tco " ..... . 

courall "drnon '" Corlou CounapIlmn of this Bo=ou: rh, fore°c'ttinr 

that anti, - irhich thy own to thr. n. -dor ?, TurfrsUos, ¢ r7ivelinv) 

way to theire o,, me exorbitant huný, rs £, naoniono hive of late 

(1) 3. & B. Webb, on. oit.; Il 392, (71 

_ 32,33 (2) 
_: .. 

I 
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ye=ea contrary to the example of all for r.. iltyiio wý. thout 

any just or reasonable cause & without consent of the said 

tiaior & Burrgesses, depted from the service he cweth to the 

said ITa1. or & Burgesses & refused to execute the office of 

Aldo=an & Cocoon Councell men ..... 
(3) Yet, despite pore 

than doubling the fines in 1675, the hail was again obliMd 

to roiterato the ordert, since "..... tile overn-nont of this 

Borrourh cannot be upheld without a cont all sit-nnly of Bober 

& diacreot Burt'c oe...... (4) 

Tile incr-aninn relucttnct to uncTrtakr civic 

^ýcroý. ch art of civic office in not nu^pri ink, for t1jr, 

obli ,a 
tiono ''nor, thc' time ar i money of a, broinessman could be 

a novere cletriraent to hic trade. Ir 1684 the three rov-rnora 
S. >pplýce. ýi. rý 

or l3overlov spent twenty-two weeks in T onion [f or a rPnewPd 

Charter (5), and it was the inconnatihi. lit7, of such dcrýancie 

with a workin*, life which 1c1 to the ooýý tant1y dee eni rC: rift 

botween the civic off i ciaic nM the vrrtr lor; ^e by or rorcl,.:,. nto 

at E3u11. (6) At "Ollt"nrpton the council in 171R was r. Oucr. +l 

to apnealin, T to the "eent1rrnen of th- (, rand Jury" to beeor! e 

nezibors. in nunher, we hn. ve lost nothinr" o t'IIt 

Spirit which rhou1d rev--f "rornncmr mithority, and by which `m are 

enabled to rear th' burden of quick returning offices and to 

(3) 2/c/1 1670 
(4) 2/C/2 1677 
(S 1 1. Dehnetý op. c ýt., YQrkshtre fhöeýl Kcal 5a+ý"YRecoý Bevies UcxX\v 113 
(6NtGaawt Cosa, A report of the Tnciiiry into the 'Ita. te of 4. "'he 

Corporation of Hull 1834 
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despise the unjust reproach of being tenacioud of our rights. 

If animated b; r the sa'ie spirit you acaelaa to our wishes that 

burden will become light ar that reproach will be hard no rlora". (7) 

Apart fron the tix o, the mere exnenees of fulfilling 

the dignity of Office, were no small consideration, (L; and it 

was an understater rt when, in sreakingT of the rkayoralty the 

municipal comnt for r3 at York st: atel :-".... ; tile, (, x«e Ices 

att. 3nwir- the OffI_c . are, v-r., rrrat", (gl IYdn-a, to fin" for 

ertntinr was in nramr to th'i 

exvmr srs invo"vr' Ir �nýiýrtnki_ý7 t'r ., fli. cr' - tja "t t cY_tf nt the 

C0Y"'10 x'af ' nOli. C ̀ * 'A " (112ß. h1 j X18 t" 

"le ^nn, - ^. -rne t'-, er. AformI t'. e tncrea-t : nmtmber of 

azonerations wal a r, s, tlt of : ̂rrovtn - rhl, lcfara^ to , erv:, but 

as bur-611,08 r^ccnc 11'cg Will in,; trN n of"i c a' I ac 

exonorati-or ftrPs to -+7a'r an inýrýa tnri f im-e)rtant "art to 

bozo h ftr Lrf;, r: ', tie ^lýr ' nA~+TI. i 'ý inarn =, +, ý3 st-' 'ily. ly 1659 

a minir r fru± of f, 15n "^3d 1rýadtr born fiYea fcs~, 'Y, ", ir tion fr4'T t"e 

Qh=i(? va1t7 =Lt YOrý', (1^} '7111 Ovar t, Zn cýll, "': cc tTi' ýrnzý"^+ it 

roconsidn'r ^+arr,; t1riý^. 11rti. 1.171 ti,,, customtrür ., 
i. ' 

only C1on, ('t1) r1rP in that year t+. ý, + s nýtablt cc? at 17^ in 

considcrati. cr. thit tlip cýn of f{, ý �met; :o -ý- t 

as foz rly". (12) At that mr it rri aire%^ r'c'rgitcc orýer3 tr' the 

(7) S" & B. , ebbjop. cit., 11 392 

(a) : 'er Creator detail cee chapter 11 

(9)_ 1743 
(1o) VC;, iß4 
(11) y 231 
(12) 16La. 

Section iii 
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contrary, until in 1806 it was increased to one hundred 

guineas. (13) k, xemption from the offices of Alderman and 

i ayor required a much heavifýr fine. In 1691 exemption from 

, adorianie service was ordered to be obtainable only on 

payment of a fine of E2009(14) but abatements were common, 

and it is unclear whether the usual payments of x: 100 or : 125 

during the late seventeenth and, early eighteenth centuries 

wore for resignations or for exemptions. 13y 1729 however, 

one burr°e3s ', aid 1: 300ß although . 200 for exemption from the 

shrirnralty, and sometimes all other offices, as well as the 

aldermanie office was not an uncommon payment. In support 

of the resolution of 1781 the aldermanie fine was raised to 

'500 in 1793"(15) It seams however, that this fee was never 

paid in entirety, £300 being- the customary payment. Rit in 

any case, fines for Aldermanio exemption had by the nineteenth 

century become rare, the last such payment recorded in the 

accounts being in 1817, `here is in fact no record at all in 

the accounts of the full fine being paid for exemption from the 

F", ayoral. ty" This is not i erhaps surprising, for in 1833 this 

consisted of a two-fold fine of £1,0000 - C500 for not holding 

the office, and 0500 for not occupying the Mansion House. It 

would have been interesting to see the reaction, had a refusal 

(13) YCAB 1806 

(14) vcu 1a4 

(15) Ya 232. 
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to stand been accompanied by a willingness to occupy the 

Iiansion Houset Refusals to undertake the Mayoralty did 

occur. In 1748 Sir John Lister Kaye was elected to the 

Mayoralty again, but on his request to resign, the standing 

Mayor replied in no uncertain toi that ..,. "as an : -lection 

has been made of you for Mayor.... we have thereby executed 

all the powers we have and therefore cannot proceec? to the 

Uootion of another Mayor, and for that Reason the acceptance 

of your ; resignation of your noun will answer no purpose. And 

if it be impossible by scans of your indisposition for you to 

be here upon the third of February to take upon you the office 

of j roralty and the accustomed oath... there is no way left 

but to apply to the Court of King's Bench.... which will be a 

matter of great inconvenience and #dpenioe to theoity...... "(16) 

The Counoills displeasure was quite evident, and 

a fine of £500 was imposed on Kaye. fie, refused however to pay 

the honey, (17) but met the costs of obtaining the writ caandarruc 

to elect a now ; , yor and offered a fine of £100, which was 

accoptod. (18) 

There appears how-, ver to have been only one further 

rofusal, when in 1793 Henry fryers "did absolutely neglect and 

refuse"to attend to be sworn subsequent to his elections Again 

(16) " 34, A(,, 3,177-82)' Y 43/271-6 

(17) Y1411 43, f763,2(4,271) 273-6 

(18) r 431t-'05 
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a writ raandamus was a? nlied for, which cost the corporation 

f30.13.! d, a: 141 a second ? 14ction was =3o, (19) From the 

accounts, it appears that Myers never paid, despite the order 

of January 24th 1793 raising, the fine. (210) The corporation 

experienced considerable difficulty too in enforcing the 

Ctiiamberlains' fines. The first reaction occurred in January 

1736 ; he' i the elected {. 'ho: lbý, rla: i. ns .... "sov: rally refused to 

pay t`vý.... twonty -. ubles a but offere,;. to cove the usual 

treat r -1c' b(} sworn in". ; iCht ,, c-. w Cha b: rlains were,, &ubsequently 

elected a-11' siorn, brit; the; too rcXusec1 to pay thcir fines, and 

an action war cool. aced again-1, Robert -'ilton, one of the original 

Chaabt, r1a ins. (2') }: ý_ o rwhile, the council found it impossible 

to levy Lhe custoüiary fines from the Ct berlains, but at he 

Assizes in 173C jud,,, "ec eet wa. " finally given for the corporation: - 

"then.: 'ono it. i. 3 con si dere' that the sd P'ayor and ýoion3. ] ty 

of the ad City of York recovf, r aCCt the �d Tobt h.. ilton Lhei r sd 

debt and their barns a cd to 405.6(1 aseessed by -,, e sd , urors in 

fort' afrd. and aloe 1,336.19. £ä for their costs & charaos.... " ($21 

The cult had in "act cos. the corporation 175.1 O. 11 d for the 

Town Cl(- r1 'a bill, (23) but the cT efaulting Chanberlairir of the past 

two yoarc all paid `cheir finds. (24; i'hic incident was repeated in 

(19) K30 
(20) Se© 15 
(21) E34f5&6-92; 600-6G7 

(22) Assize rolls November 8747,48,49 
(23) YU 43/11 
(24) YCAB 1738/9 
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1714 but t :: `il, t. 
+]ß": -2 uc ly 

'1 1'eecl to 

pa; t'. =ir ''i . cs czi; =, tc i-i: r�r fcast. (25) 

Of i_. 17"4 ref is^1 c. f t; "io to nay ", nir .:, `rocs led 

to a rurthor court ca , e. Tn t,: ic occasion ý: Ge :_ xc o; is 

of "3".. 17.1 {? c? id p ay t; z gown Clem' ^, bill, o spare. (26} wit! -, 11; 4,1 

13Y ýC, 33 ü''1 ýrftr9ý t'-c CGC 1J: 'at20T1 a York uad. a 

ucal, of '1 9, Q() 

for t'. ofric_ ý, 3' o-. ̂ ou:; e, to 

ý' ý Li '"^. l; t - 
i riova:, f .)"'?. 

1ty ", 'V) for 'L'e. fuSii1g 

L., t L' 
to LiY, . f: i l ., 

1 
. iC1 

X, /t 

ß`s. "'1. .= 
1_ 11 " \' 

2- 
i7i ? IC, r' 

3', beer t IG' 

C' is , c-a- f e, - ,.. _ ,. - ýL t load J 
JV. 

Ü 

it ýhrQr`1:., common 
to 

pay 

'15C r cx t' . C'ficrre of ' 0ti's _ja. b(, rl;, in and 

. lior:. f l eo: ý;: rerrý ; i? ý"'" ov r 

: "S of were rot 

t? zer". ''o v ': 11,111Y I cra ti'ctr.. "":.; * rc c-r to _n1y , lot on a par 

wit', t' c r. r :, to on 1", C'-1X52" 

", noun Le, ' t< LC7, ; 

7ýeve t%, c1ý .:, pro re: 1 a of, °1 'a" er to a.. uai corporate 

! Ile o: x. "!: vi. 'L: "i :... jr, th foray yeas^G 

after 1'' , viii' corpora Lion at York wi ob'-i,; c' 'o ever, uý cler 

the ©tra. ins of te' apoloonic era to harre increaein ; recourse 

to thin .: or. l ;; f rev:: quo until 1835. (30) 

(25) IHD 43j438,446,45C 
(26) Yli-B 45/179 
(27) .. C`1 1741 
(20) YC43 1694/5 
(29) S. & R. Webb, Op. cit., II 671 
(30) coo appendix VI. 
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Yet if at Boston and Nottingham the councils did not 

use freedom and exoneration fines in the cane rxmnor as York 

Corporation, these two counoila did have alternative funds 

which could prove a buffer in times of financial nocd. The 

basis of there funds was the numerous charitable boquests which, 

by 1830 had made all three corporations trustees for 
. valuable 

ant extensive charitable holdings. York corporation, by 1830, 

acted as truaton to over forty charitable trusts and three 

loan funds f (31) 13ottinghari by 1830 was trustee to eleven charities 

inclndine the ? 3ridt-e and `>chool , states and a substantial loan 

fund (32), and Bettton was in ). 830 trustee to nine charities 

payable annually fror, bequests ¬ nd three loan funds totalling 

t'82 (33). The Corporation t, t York hold the most oxtPncive 

charitable bequests of all three boroughs. As early as 1690 the 

basic stock cnountod to £2,695 (34), and by 1830 this had s-. 'elled 

to over £6,120 in caih or landed prot? orty, and . 1.5,189.1e"6d in 

govern. ont concolo. (35) 'towover at both 'Boston and llottingh= 

the corporations wore entrusted with the rk mert of charity 

funds which rooeivofl substantial in^o: rie ,. -. -. ual1y from lands and 

privtl^ges left by endowments n 'idly th, "motion Y'Stato at Boston 

(31) p'rý? 1753 
(32) IMcx 2001- 2oo4. 
(33) 2459,2159 
(34) YCA33 nncl Ch=borlain'r roll 1690 
(35) YCJAI 1130; Aa. 1753,1754 
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and the Bridge and 'School C. 1etates at Nottir hmn. { 36 ) 

In these more substantial endowments and loan funs 

there lay ample opportunity and temptation for the three 

eorporatione to seek financial support for their own civic 

coffers. buch was said by the Charity Commissioners in the 

l8 O' a about the maladministration and misappropriation of 

Trust funds by Municipal `, rusteos; (37) and it would soon that 

their observations were not without substance, 

At both Nottingham and York the civic authorities 

administered Healthy loan funds which were derived from bequests 

by Sir Thomas -`hite, Merchant "'ailor and Alders an of the City 

of London, but neither borough in 1835 had the full amount on 

loan or in hand which the regular endowwrnent would have provided. 

At York '1CO4 had been received every twenty-fourth year 

since 1577, exceptini-; the loss of four years during the Civil 

`r; ar. Before tie last payment to the unref orned council in 1820 

there should have been, therefore, some ¬1,040 in the loan fund, 

but the Charity Commissioners reported that only £750 remained(38) 

and by 1830 this had decrease,,: still further to Z625-(35) The 

later deficiency was a result of legal costs arising from a suit 

(Y' ) co above Chapter 2 

(7) e. g. Bo ton , iLrity Co: nmisnionern -P-Port(1137) a- 13 
(36) York 'harities Y360 aco. 19251 :; jr Thomas '-. bite's gift)X67(A) 
(39) MCA 1753 
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a inst Bristol Corporation to cocuro the due payment of York'o 

portion of the bequest (40) for which the Nall ordered� in 11239 

that . -125 wort'i of bonds owing to the Charity should be uced. (41) 

3ut einco accounts of the loan fund no longer rpnain, the reason 

for the rest, of the deficioncy cannot be deteers*, ined. Inadequate 

security from borrowers undoubtedly accounted for -one of it, 

and sons may have fowid Ito way into thö cIv is funds. The Charity 

Corr iocionoro however concluded that f"thc, doficioney has existed 

fora very long oeriod of tiro" (42) the fu d after all, spanned 

ax r^iod of over tiro handre and forty years. 

't ý. ottirif-N howovor, a far ýrcator deficiency had 

arition, ajO V -m I , c'equa e method of accounting for the fu:. d within 

the Ch bor f ire -naes u. neoubte l acoouxite'i for t cn . -roportion of 

'. ycs ro ney. oorýMe-"rn "'7io? ~ thr ^orpcra ti m eme to felel 

for 4y rp1 º r- ri,. r_i. atrn. tion was clearly, if rather piouslys 

p%pmaaOd by the committee ar poin e in 1797 to in of. tU, ato the state 

of the char. i. ty' e (undo, Concluding cane? i dly that `tlui methods 

lherc ; ofore pursued in conducting; Ohio ' ineas , have been r. adieally 

dofcctivo, in as such na they have not boon calculated to pravont 

abuse or to correct rror ,c eccentially necescoxy to the n iiont 

of public concerun , the co rzit. üoa proceeded to rra3: e practical 

+. u , outiori fr-. r nr %rial imnrovener. t, incl! di. np a s; tending bond 

1.4 

(41) YC.. 1; 23/4 
(42; York C: h2. ri t. iec Y36C Deo.. rºýý1 
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coriitteo to examine the loan transactions, and a clerk "with a 

salary not exceeding ;5 per annum; for more speedy and correct 

management of this businesc". (4>) Prom this attitude it would 

be fair to assume that conscious mica . pros-riation had ; played 

no part in the relationship between the Charity and Corporate 

funds; but nevertheless the Committee had discovered a deficiency 

of £663.8x. 1 d. The total balance should have been d9,7630e. l 

yet only Z91100 rer. -iaired in bonds and unallotted monies. 

0181.7o"4« d of this deficiency the committee claimed, had been 

appropriated by the Chamber from the surplus left in the Charity 

account, and the transferral of the money can be readily traced 

from the Chamberlains' accounts between 1723 and 1799. (44) 

B t1ance of '! homas O'Y-ite' c Loan Fund rert]air4 fl the Comer or to funds 

after each guE drenniel n cytnent.: - 

Year f, - Year Ast ount Year ! ý* nnt 

1723/4 nil 174P/9 ¬: 13.40.4d 
1726/9 ea 1753/9 14*13*4d 1783/4 w10.78.3d 
1733/4 nil 1766/9 30.4. Od 1781/9 29.0.3d 
1738/9 nil 1773/4 35.6.4Sä 1793/4 50.0. Od 
1743/4 12,30.138.11d. 1778/9 3.17.71, 

1750% Profit remaining from a dividend received on a sale on the 
'irhonas '. hito :, state: C7.4s. 43d 

Total f212.19e. 37d, 

Doficit on Thomas White noncy received. 
1753/4 C6.7s. '"d 
17(3/4 £12.17e. (d 
1798/9 3.6n. 7d 

22. ls. 2d i3aiýmce owing to the loan fund. ä19 s. 18s�2" d 

(43) '1T 3559 ff2( - 4c' 
(44 These fic~»res differ slightly from the Co ºittee's. This is 

accounted for in the pro. it in 1750 and a small discrepancy in the figures for 1768 rid 1773. 
iCfJ3 1523,1524 
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ri t3ro 
ýzrt%. c: x C46O ;i cr. ab3orbc by the 

ýiE b¬tv, een 173P-453 by C'S tcr Ora 

purposes 'zs they be car.? c ? uo. Orly 22ýý". 9d therefore re,: tia. il-im" 

unaccounted for, - r_d vir_tua11-r t' ,- �'Hole of t? i ' eficit 'n ,d 

occurred throu�il civic ap-)ronrtation. '"h- menhe-rs of thf- "'all 

ho-wovor reinaiae,! dissaºtisZ ed. The tack had not been easy owing 

to the deficienci. ec of the accounting systen, but Yottinpham 

was apparently better than some boroughs. Having wri 6 can to 

Coventry for information re rdinr the payyrn is duo. to the fund 

betwee , 1710 1720, the core tteo "Ifte-r rich delay" r_erorted 

"that boolcn anA Tr+ý '-r ý: ~cý ether doct r'.. ents regnrr ctin7 that 

charity wem fcurrfi to be it ^^. cor. f isc a state at that Tseriod 

that they "'erc not b1 -' to rAve ,, is a ^aticf',. ctory answer". (STS) 

However in I S01 the boni cornritt^e rM cog 'ection ? to the first 

report which total rief ci erc-%" to '7130(. 7iýd., but 

pave ere-'it to the corporrytion fo: ý ¶214.1. rrý -, iai»'. to "obie >hervin., 

Attorrey, for 
. 
flirt: }, er co: 1, te iy, r. ; ý, ý ý'r^. ytr t? case a^ irrt Cov«ntry 

for £1. )i' , .rs. 
hs? rc, '! _r 

tI c increace. rl n". oO--,, ct'. v ty of the ^rtatr. 

(1697-1724) '1 ) 7h, -, 'Ihcnas 'hit: ronr, r rec': iv ; ir. 1707 in fact 

went direct to "+1l? ereac the' '11t- o° Covrr: try the 1(th day 

of June last ent=. lre(' into orr hon(' `o t to cor7oration for the payt 

of 1'2F0 with int; rr!. t...... An trIf-rar, "'r. `her. ýrin ? lath now plaid to 

thin corpe atior 4' e z, ý of ý"'ý. i<. ( whi. eh ., it'-, tie star of "214,1,6 

before r: e-tio-, c'a to ')o to the o toiu; tr, to the 

full cis; of : '. 263.1 F?. 0 being the whole money due on the said bond - 

(45) ý' "1,5 59,12c--^C 

(46) UBoi; tir4; ham 483 

" rrx 

,ý 
ýt 
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it is therafore ordered that the cail Pir. S>herwin do receive the 

Money due on the said bond to his own use". (41) 

This transaction amply illustra. tee the 1if'ficulties 

in attempting to trace the apportionac'nt of the charity trust, yot 

in 1802 a third coi ittee uaccPeded in cor 1etoly row -sing tho 

aituation, and nlaceM the trust as 4ebtor to the corioration in the 

eux of '192.10.7d. (41) 'T'heir 'indinro were hancc1 Horn on 

conjecture, albeit res. sonobie than on factual (wfli-ncn. Certainly 

it noerts likely that the cri-te i. r tbp nrotraa, et(*(1 mlm v v^r. i nt 

Covrntrv wArP 1 ý. rrrl7r nntl fro! +hA "'he connitteea 

C ebi. tpl 4: h- cýh , r. 
i. t"; r ace. Whit with °( 11 

ýý ýiý 
ý49) 

ý, Cn^}1C,: ýs ir ± As c 
-co, 

that thf- tots]. ,., Meth c, ýY, 'nn Olini. rintel from accounts 

and vouahpr4 rar, ýininý*; nor.. nt to r1,01?. 13. ? cý. "'h!. ^ clna--ly 

inR1. caton that cargo ieý. n-ýrcýýrta, t ° en -^ti" ro+ n. ccnii rt "o- 41, c 

enti. rM Apf'i ni rrtnv in t1"(, flansr. 

To th' *rih1 is hotrm. r*r, It. ý, t; the f ß, cß 1t_ty with which 

the council nou'l. rl stair 1n-rr nrnnrrttons? )f tz1^ , r; A, Piro in 

and t! w" horrn r fror, 'it, which *, ". s roost ; PA York the 

balance in the lonn fnnrin ("horns "ittF! ý'q, T, OW-1. ttnr? 's, 

wan for natur years uno ,r na-t of t1ii tumid -car inn-)7.0-. In 1130 

however, th fin . n'c ram i. t+eýr, +I- -n-RI 7, ed thn in 
. 
i<eitj1ity 

(47) 4051 V2 "teplacn, brr a bond for "333.17.0 in 1711 

(48) rrs 3561J9-5? 

(49) MB 3559/26-403 7561f33-52 
(50) 4051 Ito 12 ; 14 CA8 $ Vouchers passim . 
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j, 

of +. hr ^t týaatior ýýP ýaY+" ttýd ^.... tre nronr'ety of r1t. roctinig 

Fr, -ýP -nth? is nett. cn to hA mVPn to ti-, (,, fr. epnc-n etthr"r by advertizoment 

or othrrwi^? thr': V-1-re, monr-ºs are re'-07 to he lot o. t the unval 

terrzo, in order that thr intertions of the respective donors may 

hý r'T, ýýº eýrrt +-' into of 'pet". (51) At thi. t tim< C327.10.0 ronained 

-ur,, mtmrnrrIntt`A in t? h^nf- fttndo, and this dem rem. rc'ci little, but 

Chor-nftrºr tlln co-^ºi. t+PP -. 1wmºs rocorncrAPA in their annual report, 

{li-, t m1 4 ri_nrt rorr-"r hn k-nt 3. r har(I to nPrt any calls 11non the 

iMno 

1o ", 

. _' ýcr .,..... 
'7 v0 ,. lt. Ja gar . 

Ley 

J r.: r LV " ll. i V' . 
1HUl. i'y 

., 
u 

..., .. V t- { 
four 

Cý?:., 9 ". 1)(1 for 

W' ., : 1'. 

UC:;. ý ýl'L mir cv1 E_. CCs 
. L1 0; Ln. ' AI t e� 0 

i:, 1le 
, 
1UT1 

via il ii. ', 1a- 13 

. 
"G",: ded 

pretexts of the Lc ; i;; J of ? artig: and inadequacy of sureties 

(51) K 110 Feb. 3rd 1830, 
(52) K 110 Feb. 3rd 1831 and succeosivo Eonoral rcportc 

(53) 'I 2003; T. Cockfayno, op. cit., 14 
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and on undue and irrproperccotives refused and declined many fit 

and proper persona""(54) 

The refusal of loans for inadequate sureties 

indeed occurred, for upon the recommendation of the committee to 

enquire into the fund, a bond committee was appointed to examine 

and approve all sureties, and the conditions of all bonds since 

"many inconveniences and much injustice have arisen from various 

partialities and extension of Time.... & Sir Thomas White's 

intentions defeated by the allotment of money to persons who have 

no means of making use of it themselves". (55) At the 1633 enquiry 

it was in fact the lack of advertizement of the available funds 

which was considered by the public to be the reason for the large 

balance, yet notices were, as Enfield (Town Clerk) testified, 

annually inserted in the local newspapers. (56) These were however, 

exceptionally brief, and it is to be questioned whether even today 

many people are successfully informed via this mediums of the 

existence of this fund. 

The loan funds could therefore prove a useful 

source of revenue, but at Boston and Nottingham the councils acted 

ao Trustees to further, rather different charity funds of a large 

and accumulative nature; namely the Erection Estate at Boston and 

the Bridge and School Estates at Nottingham. In both boroughs these 

(54) II3 3594) 1-99 Information filed in Chancery against the 
corporation at the suit of Robert Gill and 
D'Aubif*, ney Shilton, for alleged nismanagoment. 
Suit never concluded, after '1'ructees char ed in 1836. 

(55) NIB 3559126-40 
(56)o. g. 24ottinnham Journal June 30th 1832 

June 7th 1828 
June 10th 1020 
February 3rd 1821 
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were utilised to provide an annual source of additional income 

in tines of need. 

At both Boston and TTottinghan the cormion Hall at 

tines regarded the trust funds as part and parcel of the corporate 

estate, and although the basic liabilities of those funds were 

duly rot, the remaining money was turned, for a substantial 

period, to corporate ends, prorpting the Charity Commicsionors 

at ßooton to deolaro: - 

"The menbera of the corporation seem ever to have 

considered themselves en irresponsible body and to have acted 

entirely on that principle in the adni. nistration of the charities; 

misapplications of the trust funds and application of charity 

balances to the general corporate account, with ovary other 

abuse of which charity funds are capable, are oxo lifiod in 

every volune of the records". In spite of a decision in January 

l628 "that all and every the rents of the ''reetion lands, gi-ron 

to charitable uses within this borough, shall be disposed of to 

the sane uses as be limited and exoresced in the charter, and 

r; rants of the came lands and to none other uae",, since the date 

of the above minute, the mioapnItcatirns, so far from having 

decreased, appear, to have increased with the amount of the fund: (57) 

If the statement wa i over exub(- rant, there was a firm basis of 

fact behind it. 

(57 C2 Bo torn 1, ý 

. i'h" Charity 
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Commission--rs concluded that between 1567 and 1773 the Corporation 

had received ¬3,844.18s. 2d from the Erection 1state funds and paid 

£299"14s. 2;, d leaving a balance of £3,545.3s. 1l1-d due to the Charity. (5. $) 

Indeed, from the Civic accounts it appears that until 1768 both the 

i>rection Bailiffs and Chamberlains paid all the credit balance remaining 

after Audit, into the Treasury funds; deficits ! irobably mein-, made good 

from this central fund, since references to then are rare in the accounts 

before this date. After 1767 however, the credit balances were renerally 

returned from the Treasury to the succeeding Chamberlain or Nb ection 

Bailiff. (59) Before this time, from 1694 until 1767, the Erection 

Bailiffs paid into the Treasury £2,857.18s. 7d (60) in credit balances. 

Over the same period deficits totalled £513.10s. 4d (61. ) so the final 

amount taken into the Civic Treasury from the H, rection Estate totalled 

£2,344.7$. 31. Thereafter however, the Erection Bailiffs did not always 

receive the full credit balance from the Treasury. In 1786 only £98 

was received from the Treasury, yet the late balance had been £471. Similar 

instances occurred in 1793,1796 and 1807. (62. ) In addition it was not 

unusual for the reetion 3ailiff to be required, -by 
Common Hallj to pay 

debts or bills rightfully belonging to the Chamber Estate. Thus in 1715, 

he was ordered to pay the 'lecorder two and a half years salary (63), in 

1719 he was required to level a piece of Ground for the convenience of 

the sheep market (64), and in 1770 he was required to pay the Chamberlain 

the balance of his accounts. (65) 

5$ Ibid., 13 
59 SCAB & BAB passim. hrection Railiff's Accounts passim. 
6o Erection '; ailiffe' accounts passim. 61 : section Bailiffs' Accounts passim. Including the deficits 

of £137.2d. 11d in 1767 paid to the Erection Bailiff from the 
Treasury in 1768. 

62 r; reotion Bailiffs' Accounts 4/C/1/75,820505 
65 BAs 4f 313 
64 BAB 5f 335 
65 BAB 6f 82b 
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A similar state of affairs existed at Nottingha 

in relation to the School and Bride Estates. 'Until 1790 credit 

balances on these two Estates were invariably transferred to the 

Chaiber 'state, yet deficits were rarely made Good by the 
C66 

ChanberlainsýThus between 1719 and 1790 the account between 

School Estate and Chamber Estate can be determined as followss(67). 

Credit Balances. 

Received by Ch=berlains 

Received by B/flasters or others. 

Received by : school lardiena 
Not apparent. 

Deficit . 
Paid by Chamberlains 

Paid by School Wardens 

Total Profit to Chaaberlaina. C3103""7. "Gr 

£3326.. 10.. 8 
t 120.. 6.. 2 

63". 14.. 6 

26.. 6.11 

223.. 3.. 2 

1 28.. 6.. 1 

A similar state of affairs existed with the 

Bridge r-state. Before 1737 the credit balances were often paid 

into the Chamber Funda, but from 1737 until 1789 this occurred 

on all but six occasions, yet deficits were again rarely made 

good by the Chamberlains. Thus between 1737 and 1789 the Chamber 

Funds received £. 3201.. 2.. 9-i from the Bridge F state and paid back 

only f190.16.10d towards deficits on the Accounte. (6 9) 

To these surpluses the Chamber was, to echo the 

words of the Charity Co issionera, "in no way eligible", (69) yttt 

(6 6) School Wardens Accounts & 1CAB passim. 

(67) Excluding the period from 1698 to 1722 inclusive for which 
no accounts remain. 

(68) Bridgemasters Accounts and tTAB passiv. 
(69) ccR c lottfngham 4,16 
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until 1790 the Council appeared oblivious of the fact. Thereafter, 

however, transfers of money ceased except when particularised as 

loans, and with the advent of Edward ätaveley as Surveyor in 1796 

the accounts were sufficiently well managed to retain the distinction 

between the Estates through the medium of Ledger accounts. Indeed 

the pious declarations of the Committee appointed in 1824 to examine 

the Corporation Accounts, suggest clearly that if misappropriation 

had ever occurred, it would not continue. As trustees, the Corporation's 

"bounden duty to watch with care and vigilance not only the appointment 

of the different officers to their several trusts, but to see that the 

Estates.... be managed with a due and faithful regard to the wishes of 

the Crantors and for the benefit of those for whom we are acting". 

In conclusion they suggested that if necessary, Staveley be given an 

increased salary for the keeping of the Accounts of all three civic 

Estates in order to secure "the whole of the accounts being kept in 

such a clear, intelligible and satisfactory state that at all proper 

times they may fearlessly be opened to the inspection of friend or 

foe and that we, as members of this Hall, may each of us feel the 

conviction in our minds that we are guarding these Trusts as though 

they were our own property, and as if our proceedings were watched 

by the departed testators thenaelves who claimed from us the sacred 

and solemn obligations of our Burgess oath" , 
(70) 

(70) NUB 3585 ff74 - 79; ' 3987 f126 
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The penultimate clause is more ironic than the authors may have 

realised, but their good intentions were two years later realised 

when it was resolved that the school should be absolved of its debts 

to the Corporation, in consideration of the earlier appropriation 

practised by the Council. (71) There was indeed no attempt to 

disguise the anomalous practices of the past. 

burin; the later eighteenth century therefore, 

appropriation of the trust funds largely ceased, but at Boston the 

Council more than compensated for the loins by placing to the Frection 

Account a full half of the costs of erecting; the now Town Bridge after 

1801. By these means the erection fund Continued to contribute to the 

civic liabilities. (72) 

The applicability of the fund to this purpose was however 

questioned by the charity commissioners when they visited Boston in 

1837. The expenses of maintaining the bridge were, they claimed, only 

the consideration of the grant and not a charge'to which the fund should 

be put. The Charter of Philip and Vary did in fact state the grant to 

be made "in consideration of the great charges and exensea which the 

Mayor and T3urgosses .... daily and continually sustain in and about 

the reparation of the Bridge and Port there". 

(71) NO 3587 ff 60 - 62. 
(72) Chapter 9 
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Thus far the donors' intentions were 

quite clear, and in a legal decision the corporation would no 

doubt have won. their case against the charity commissioners 

with the closing words of the charter: ".... the Mayor and. 

Burgesses.... shall expend and convert all the issues, rents, 

and profits from time to time coming from the messuages afore 

said,.... for the maintenance of a school master and usher .... and 

for the chaplains and poor men, ... and other necessary thins, 

only touchint and concerning the said borouih, school chaplains 

and poor men aforesaid, and the support and maintenance of the 

same..... "(73) 

Until the charity commissioners made their report, 

the legitimacy of using the erection estate towards the support 

of the bridge, did not in fact, arise. When Samuel Partridge, 

vicar of Boston wrote to Lord Walsingham, -Chairman of the Committees 

of the House of Lords in 1801, opposing the tawnl. s., bridge bill, he 

(73) Charter Philip and P'taxj 6/4 I/B/2 
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"ý - 

did not claim that the . 'roction lando were in no way applicable 

to the bridfo. lie claimed only that the grant "provides only 

for the Kation end upholcliM of the bridge but not (surely) 

for building a. bridge of iron in Oho room of a wooden one f in 

a new Situation across a much wider part of the river". For 

although the corporation had proposed in the bill to finance 

the project entirely at their own cost! "it is not said out of 

what fund this: cx easo is to be paid, but wo apprehond it is 

intended to be paid out of the itents of the mesmiages and Lands" (89) 

of the r'rection estate. 

His objection was without doubt influenced by his 

poor relationship with the council at this tine, for he was in the 

throes of a disagreement over the liability of the corporation to 

repair his viearago, (90) but the council decided to withdraw the 

bill and re-submit it in the following session together with any 

accounts which they suspected tip House of Lords might now wish to 

Dee. The Lords however passed the bill without objection, and in 

1333 the municipal commission too reported the erection lands to 

have been provided f6: b "the maintenanco of the bridge and port", 

the School, the presbyters and the bedosnen. (91) 

Even i. f tho charity co lißyionern were correct 

in their a ocomont of the charter teri they were mistaken in their 

(ß9) 9/A/1 f9 

(90) DAB 17th Au, ist 1801; 4th äeptember 18011 7th January 1603 

(91) 11C 2151 
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assertion that the corporate view of the responsibilities of 

the erection estate was "of very recent date, in as much as no 

part whatever of the charity revenues arising from the chartered 

property was, from the reign of Philip and Mary, applied to 

that purpose, until the year 1793.... "(92). small costs on 

account of the bridge and for jetties too were often paid, and 

when for restoration or rebuilding of the bridge took 

place, the reetion bailiff was required to contributes In 

1742 when the bridge was rebuilt be paid ¬96.14.6d for rJilliam 

Jackson's charges, and in 1787 ¬212.19.7d was paid out for 

bridge ropair3. (93) 

The corporation wam therefore probably justified in 

using, the Erection Estate towards the cost of the new bridge, 

and by these means the strain on the limited civic income was 

Greatly lessened. The ; oetion bailiff beten making contributions 

towards the costs of the iron bridge in 1801 when he paid £300 

to Francis Thirkill towards the legal and surveying costs. (94) 

In the same year he paid ¬700 "as par order of fall'tto the 

Chamberlains but the reason behind the payment romaine obscure. 

However, payments towards the brides erection costs began in 

1803/49 when the Erection bailiff made probably the first of rar 

payments to follow "on account of tho bridge". (95) 

(92) M Boston 12,13 

(93) BA3 5/498 The Ch=berlains pd Jackson £200 for rebuilding 
the bridge BAB 5/494 

(93) l, reotion Bailiff's account 1787/8 4/C/1/76 

(94) Erection Bailiff's account 1801/2, BAB 29th May 1801; 
24th Nay 1802« Thirkill's total bills inclusive of accounts 
from Bennie and other Surveyors 1801/2 a £1206.10.10d, 9/A/5/ii 

(95) BCAB 1803/4; C, h4rer 9 
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Between 1601&ndl832 the Erection estate had advanced 

to the Chamberlains £21,839""5". 6d as principal and interest torards 

the cost of the bridge. (5) Overall the erection estate had therefore almost 

paid the primary cost of the new bridge (6) and yet in 1832 it 

owed a further ¬7,000. In interest alone £9,305 was paid 

between 1814-1832. The trust estate had proved itself a most 

valuable source of financial support. 

As insolvency became more pressing however and no 

amount of subsidiary funds could help, the three councils had 

no alternative but to turn to borrowing. Until the later eighteenth 

century there was little cause for concern. Generally the 

ordinartt expenses of local government, the fees and salaries, 

the costs of day to day administration and the provision of 

rudimentary amenities and repairs, could be met by the ordinary 

income. But the three councils at Boston, Nottingham and York, 

as probably most other unreformed corporations, did not live 

easily within their means. The credit balance at the year end 

was rarely large, unless an extraordinary income had been received 

and not used. In consequence, and coupled with the entirely 

inflexible nature of the financial provisions of the unreformed 

borough, when contingencies arose, expedients had to be found to 

meet the costs. This was no less so before the middle of the 

eighteenth century than after, and it was such circumstances which 

(5) This figure has been calculated from the Erection a/c's and BCAB, 
together with the orders of hall in the minute books. It excludes 
payments made to Chamberlains which were not specifically stated 
to be for the bridge. (w5DO in 1831/4 £1,000 in 1813/14; f150 in 1831/2) 

(6) No account has been taken in calculating the cost of the bridge, 
or the interest which the Chamber estate had td pay on the 
loans raised. 
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T 

initiated the raising of loans. Thus when York was 

honoured with a visit from Richard III in September 148jß 

¬401 toad to ba raised from anongot the cou oillor$ to moot 

the occasion. 
(7) In 1612 t: ottinghan too was selected for a 

royal visit, yet although it was to be only an overnight 

stay� "the oonpany debating upon the necessary cliardge to 

be inployed upon histllaties entertainment" found it requisite 

to borrow 0150 on interest. (8) 

Occurrenceo such as thoso played havod with 

the system of borough finance� In 1688, involved in costly 

supplications for a renewed charter, the corporation at 

Tottinghai wrote most poignantly to their deputy recorder 

Lathan Wright "As we promisod... you may when you please receive 

£50 Upon this bill tnolosed 
..., and wee shall send you £50 

move the next week by our carryer".. znd if this will not doe 

our business, as (thro yor mediation and the reprsentation of 

the poor and necessitous condition of our Corporacon) we hope 

it may, we shall take care to furnish you with more as soon as 

possibly wo can. Tho' to deal plainly with you, we have borrow'd 

this 0120 and £20 more the Kinos mandates cost us, upon our owne 

single credits and co we are like to do whatever else wee s all 

noed upon this occasion; for our Corporations credit is sunk now 

(7) YHB 2to+f92 
(8) D, Grayj 11ottin, *aa Through 500 Years; (1960) 31 
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Doe low, (thro' the Runour of the loss 

of our Charrter, and the, uncertainty or difficulty of gotting another 

and fron other in o u^' tances you know wo lie under), that 

none will trust us.... 'in truth, besides what we owe and are like 

to owe upon this accounts we owe CO auch of the debts of the former 

magistrates, and have so little left us to pay them,,.,. ithat we 

know not weh way to discharge them and keep up the ordinary Candour 

of the Town...... " (9) Legal ohr', rges 

at tottinehan were in the next century and a half, to boar 

heavy responsibility for the raising of loans. It ., as legal 

charges which placed the corporation in debt to their Attorney 

Robie Sherwin for 01,303 in the first years of the eigfitecnth 

century. (10) It was to defray a legal bill that £100 was 

borrowed fron Alderman Langford in 1735. (11), and it was to pay 

the coats involved in the nsrdanaa regarding the junior council 

that John n'ainewright lent the council 0400 in 175(), (12) There 

indeed arises a far more than coincidental correlation between 

leOal expenditure and the raising of loans at P: ottin sn, which 

the length and frequency of legal battles adequately explains. 

Between 1803 and 1609 the corporation paid more than .: 6,571 (13) 

on suits rela, ting to the corporate consitution, the money _ 

(9) 469? 0/5 punctuation has been added for the ease of reading 

(10) res 348017,34ß1f14,146 
(11) mr 3491, {12 For a suit over the corporate right to levy 

tolls Sa u. el Shopperdon v Jackson & Taylor 

(12) CAB 1523 1750/1 It . ras doubtless for the sa ,e reason that 
a debt of ¬225.17.10 was contracted with J. Scagrave 

"of th^ Inner `Ter"le, T, oyXjon" '? 8mal `? ooks 1755/6 

(13) Dealt with at greater length in chapter j4- 
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for which was raised largoly by property alienations, but also 

by loans. At York the loan fron Sir Henry Thompson of ¬300 in 

1665 was in payment for the expenses of obtaining a now charter. 

The final charge was in fact only £17709.11d, which was recognised 

to be a bargain price. John Hill wrote to the corporation that 

"thoupp that some is groat yet it is hatch loase$than any new 

charter of any cittye considerable hath cost. Iyirs, ushworth can 

in'Porme yr Loppe that we caved ¬100 weh the King's Secretary & 

the Lo. Chancellor used to receive in business of that nature but 

being informed. of the disability of the place were satisf*ed with 

anal fees"-(14) 'evertheless the Corporation had not even thin 

mount of money available from the ordinary revenues* Lar scale 

improvement and repair scheues ran into the caia problems of 

lack of ready cash# and it waß when such contingencies arose that 

the corporations of Boaton, T+ottin ham and York found occasion to 

borrow money on bond,, 

Tho dobt contracted with Thotas Smith by 

Notting nn Corporation betwoen 1725-1723 waa a direct rotmit of 

the rebuilding of the "Sha b1e$ End" and the ereotion of the now 

Exchange there. Smith was the proprietor of the ,, "ottingham bank 

of that name, (ectablieied in 1658 and probably the oldest provincial 

bank in the country)(15), and followinz come apparent agrccnont 

(14) E40/47 

(15) ý. A. s. ý. Leighton-&yceý $mit s the Banc s (1950) 7,8 
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with the corporation, the council resolved on Au; �ust 6th 1725 

that "whereas the buildings at the ambles 11nd are resolved 

to be considerably enlarged, it is therefore ordered ....... 

..... that the Mayor do draw out of HHr. &lith1s hands from time 

to time what money there shall be occacon for ..... "(16) 

In conzequenco, on Smith's demise in 1728, the corporation 

owed him acne £, 432.12.. 90. (17), the repaynert of which could 

be effected only by a further loan. Alderman Scr, 'or? therefore 

ggreed to lend the corporation C1,400, (18) irhich, together with 

property sales, raised over C2,600. (19) None of this money 

however passed into the Chamberlain's taccout, for it lmd aixr-aM? y 

been spent in an independent aeconnt before it was ever :c ceivod. 

In a similar voy, a i'1,000 loan fror Iehabod founder of 

a rival bank in 1759, never welled the general Cb ber Accotant, 

for it was raised specifically to The applied toward a dicchar . nn,; 

the honey due from. the Mayor and Dar +cssos to Mr. Jehn ''aineýý2i t 

and tir. John Sea avo and othor such debts as the 'Tall shall 

hereafter con ont to be paid of and dtschar; 'od..... "(20) 

i ccordinCVITb?. CYanborlain Poulde brour ht in an account to this 

Aall haw he had . said and 6isposed of t'he -mm of one Iho-ustnd 

pounds borrowed by this corporation of ITr. Ichabod 

his vouchers which are approved of and ordered to be laid up in 

the conrnon Pepository....... (21) 

(16) Nu B 3484f19b 

(17) 1802F 209 
(10) MID 3487, /iOb, 12 

(19) iaU3 3486/16,18 #20 ip21 g22 9 ""M 3437J16 
(20) r 3515f26 
(21) NI 3515f44 
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At Boston a similar situation arieeo with the 

use of the Treasury from and to which loans were paid or 

received to an incalculablo anount. (22) Yet harn too the 

Chahberlaino I Accoiuits confirm the experiences at ITotting a 

and York. Five years of contingent expencen between 1758 

and 1762, when £500 was subscribed to the Turnpike road 

fron Boston to Spalding, and when the repair of the bouys 

and. beacons, (1759/60) the celebration of the coronation, 

and Bridge Repairs (1760/1) brought further heavy charr, Cesp 

resulted in unprecedonted borrowing to the of 019500, 

£400 of this was borrowed in 1758, presumably for the Turnpike 

aubscription. (23) An identical situation arose in 1770, 

when to pay for the rebuilding of the houses in Cooper's 

P. ow, the corporation, between 1770-1773, raised C-3,400 on 

loan, and £5,180 on annuity. (24) 

It wa, o thoro. foro, %rho2 unoxpectod axpensno arooo 

that the eornorations of Boston, 23ottin om arid York first 

found occasion to borrow Honey on bond� In this respect, 

corporate finlnce before 1835 aas essentially hand to mouth! 

when continuencies arose, money raisirg ixpolierts gore used 

to meet the situations(25) 

(22) e. g, BA5f327,328 5th Augist 1718 0400 to be procured by 
the m /Clerk or any member r-f the T3a l for the torpor tions 
use for one year; f328b 22nd August 0400 received from 
T= and Dickinson an paid into t' ýo '`reasury 

(23)BCAB passiv. Order of Hall total subscription to the 
Donnington Turnpike to be 029000 BAB5/ 81 

(24) BCAB 1770-? 3 and Coopers Row Supplemontary accounts, 

(25) See Appendix l 
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However, as the years progressed, although it was 

still the particularly large improvement schemes, extraordinary 

bills, and similar unexpected expenditure which caused the 

heaviest loans to be raised, and which accounted for the worst 

corporate debts, loans came to be raised almost as a matter of 

standard procedure. As there developed within the three councils 

a greater awareness of the needs of the populace, and a deeper 

sense of civic responsibility, (26) "ordinary" expenditure 

became correspondingly heavier. Repairs and improvements bane 

to feature in every year's accounts, and whether from greater 

feasting and ceremonial, unnecessary salaries and rewards, or 

an enhanced awareness and activity within the sphere of "civic 

duties towards the town", expenditure began to outstrip regular 

income. The ordinary revenues became decreasingly sufficient 

for ordinary needs let alone for the increasing liabilities 

connected with large improvement and repair schemes, and legal 

suits As expenditure rose, an annual surplus was maintained 

only by virtue of extraordinay revenues. Money raised by loans 

and sales came to be increasingly necessary, not merely to meet 

contingencies, but to cover the growing ordinary annual commitments. 

Until 1750 loans were, in all three boroughs, only 

spasmodically raised, but around the middle of the eighteenth 

century they began to be raised with an increasing regularity 

until after 1790 each council placed a reliance upon borrowed 

income which was wholly unprecedented in amount'and constancy. (27) 

(26) Discussed at greater length in Section III 

(27) Appendix VIII 
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The first intimtion$ that ratters were bes=ing 

acute ca. 'ne at York in 1758, when a coxnitteo was appointed to 

consider "what sums of Money will be wanted to pay off and 

discharge the city debts and patents agreed to he made, and 

how and by what means the ate can be raised" . (28) As a 

consequence, the Town Clerk, John xxiapcr, was authorized not 

only to cell the wood at Laxton and come building; naterialo, 

but also to borrow up to f400 (29). Thjo inaugt'rated a snoll 

of heavy borrowing which ended in 1775 9 but which u=3 followed 

by a brief interlude in which notonly were ertraox . 
inary or 

eacual sources of revenue unneceocaiy, but r1,35() of the previous 

principals was repaid. The mason however wrys not lower 

expenditure, but a much enhanced income from puro used freedoms, 

resultant upon the cszipaign of 1776 when 2,490 co rocelvel herd 

to pay off £750 worth of bonds. By 1783 hm ver the financial 

position was again beconin less stable. In the previous year a 

=all deficit of Cl. 12,, 1d had boon incurred, and the corporation 

begin to issue annuities, Within ten years however, an order 

wan aerie for further bonds to be contracted to the value of : '1,000 

bearing interest at 4% (30), and in 1812 the co: r oration owed on 

loan bonds -P19710, and on Workrnons bonds ¬3,594. (31) By 1824 

(28) YBB 44,67 6th UZovonber 1758 
(29) 711B 44160 19th Novonber 1758 
(30) SCH 233 

(31) ACC 86/12 
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however this had been enitrely liquidated by the exertions of 

the Finance Committee, appointed after 1ß15l(32) but the success 

could not be caintained. In 1829 the finance connittee, "taking 

into consideration the amount of these several liabilities and 

the necessity of providing for their immediate liquidation", 

submitted "to the corporation the propriety of borrowing upon 

Bonds in sums of not less than ¬100 each the sum of ¬3,500..... 

.. which mode of obtaining money the commee. recommends as the 

most advisable under present eircu stances". (33) The following 

year ¬5,500 was in fact secured on bond, but the financial 

provisions continued to be inoufficient. The corporation at this 

tine was undertaking extensive improvements. ,, olusive of street 

widening and repairing, the town walls were undergoing costly 

renovation aided by subscription; the now cattle market was 

constructed outside the walls in 1827 and Saint Leonard's Place 

was constructed during the last years of the old corporation's 

existence. These expenses could only be met by expedients. In 

1830 the improvements of the mansion house cost £3,921 exclusive 

of money received for old furniture, and nearly the whole of this 

sum remained unpaid. The committee reported thatt- "..... in the 

present state of the funds.... they have no means of discharging 

the several claims upon thera..... than by effecting a further loan 

.... ", co ¬5,000 was to be borrowed "at aslow a Rate of Interest 

(32) E77 & K110 passim.; Appendix vi`1; ( ýý, ter s, sb 

(33) K110 Feber 3rd. 1829 
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as the same can be procured for". (34) By February 1035, the 

bond debts stood at 013,500, and as a grand finalbi the old 

corporation r. amged to leave the scene with ¬21,500 owing on 

contraot. (35) 

Nottingham wao experiencing tho sane developments. 

Partially a result of the inflation associated with the post 

Napoleonic era, and partially a result of increased liabilities 

in the sphere of improvements, the provision of amenities and 

the prosecution of legal casesp loans became more and more vital 

to the year's income. From 1790 loans formed a regular part of 

the corporate incomeq but it was not until 1813 that they were 

raised on a really extonnivo scale. Indebtedness had been 

reasonably high throughout the eighteenth century, but it took a 

noticeable leap in 1795, and a yet more significant jump after 

1810. 

Nottin7th Indebtedness. 

1729/30 11,400 1770/1 £1,500 1804/5 £5,316.15.0 
1735/6 goo 1775/6 1,500 1810/11 £5,256.15.0 
1740/1 700 1780/1 1,900 1821/2 £15,170.15.0 
1745/6 550 1785/6 1,900 1824/5 12,140 
1755/6 ¬1,175.17.10 1790/1 1,900 1830/1 18,030 
1760/1 1,050 1795/6 4#200 
1765/6 600 1800/01 3,400 
Extract from Chamborlains' rentals, list of loans on which interest 
was payablo. 

Between 1813/23 not a year passed without a loan 

being levied, and though they thereafter featured lees frequently, 

(34) K110 February 3rd 1831 

(35) K110 February 3rd 18355Decenbor 24th 1235 
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the sums borrowed remained high. Between 1813/23 no less 

than 022,485 was so raised - an average of approxinately 

£2,044 p. a., and between then and 1834 a further f13g690 was 

taken on bond. (1,260 p. a. ) When the Commissioners visited 

the town in 1833 the corporation stood indebted to the sum of 

¬18,030 by loans on mortgage and bond. This showed an inorease 

of almost £159000 since 1798/9 when the corporate bond debts 

stood at only ¬3,410. (36) Bonded loans moreover did not 

constitute the entire corporate debt, for the memorandum at 

Nottingham that "This money was laid down by rir. Robert Sea grave 

and to have been paid him again by the Chamborlaine, but they 

not having money in hand only paid Br. Seagmve nine pounds 

towards it.... "(37), shows evidence of a practice which saved 

the corporation' fron pecuniary embarrassment more than once. 

Seaeravo, the Town Clerk, had paid out £45- to apprentices under 

the Lambley Charity (309 since the corporation had not the 

money in hand, but he had to wait two months for reimbursement 

and received no consideration whatever for his kindness. This 

practice of deferring payment of bills is evident time and a+'ain. 

At York in 1708 the bill of a London solicitor was ordered to 

be paid "as coon as the Chamborlains have the moneyO'($B), and 

as the corporate finances grew tif; 'hterp the debts on unpaid bills 

(36) HCI 1999 Thus £18,030 had not as the Commissioners report been 
contracted since 1814 (MCI 1999 para 2)" Only some 
¬13,000had been contracted since that date wben the 
corporate debt wac apparently about £5,600 (AMR 1999 pam 3) 

(37) Nottingham vouchers 1780/1 no 147 

(38) The Lambloy Charity was inaugurated by the CorporatLcn and held 
in trust by then. The accounts were for long administered within 
the orbit of the Chanber Account, and not independently. 

(39) mm 41/32,33 
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reached alarming proportions. The settlement of worlanens' 

bills was often delayed for no inconsiderable length of time, 

and the corporation frequently made no compensation to the 

unfortunate tradesman in the form of interest. The existence 

of n rnerous ledCor accounts at Nottingham between the corporation 

and workmen, leaves ample evidence of this wily habit. fork 

to the value of ¬186.1.11-l1 done by Thomas Pepper, plumber 

and glazier, in 1810 was not paid for until 1612, (40) with 

no interest provided. '4illian Stratton, Builders bad to wait 

coven years for the settlement of his C54 bill for work done 

for the school wardens in 1795, and ten years for the payment 

of his charGes of ¬9 in 1808, yet on neither occasion did he 

receive interost on these suas, (41) and when Smith and Parrott's 

bill was paid in 1811, the accountant even had the effrontery 

to discount the odd 61d on the bill. (42)9 Where payment was 

too severely delayed howeverg the corporation usually paid 

interest on their debts (43)9 but the effect of these delayed 

payments on the corporate accounts, wan severe. The corporation 

was, in effect, undertaking yet more loans, which ultimately 

must be repaid: - they were merely delaying the evil moment. Many 

large suns at Uottingham were in fact transferred into loans on 

bond, and the large income from laans which the corporation 

(40) Lodger B/31 

(41) " A/42, B/39 
(42) " B/37 
(43) " A/17,10 Stratton 
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apparently received, was in many cases, an invisible gain. 

In 1820, the corporation owed a local Stationer, Jonathan 

Dunn, 0314+10.0 but finding that they could not pay him, 

the corporation transferred £200 of it into a loan on bond 

which was repaid with the additional balance, four years 

later. (44) Since no many loans were thus contracted for 

cervices rendered, it is not always possible to trace the 

initiation of every loan for which intoront or principal 

repayment is recorded, but it should be noted that this is 

not evidence of income wrongfully omitted from the accounts, 

but is the ° re uit of credit received in lind. 

The degree of indebtedness to which this 

accumulation of unpaid bills could lead becomes apparent when 

in 1023/24 the Chamberlains at Nottinte paid ¬1,130.16.10d 

for "outstanding debts as p, their supplementary acct". (45) 

But whereas at Nottingham most large bills wore transferred to 

bond,, and were therefore, included within the orbit of loans: 

at York many large bills remained unpaid and untransferred. 

In consequence, although the bonded debts at 1Iottingham probably 

accounted for moot of the moneys owing, at York there were 

extensive debts additional to the loans recorded. In January 

(44) Ledger 13/49. See Appondix üi The result is that although 
from 1751-11335, £49,936+1ö can definitely be traced as 

loans or bills put on bond, onlt C419726 was received in 
cash loans into the Chambor account. 

(45)NCAB 1520 1823/4 
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1812 the finance committee reported that bills owing to 

tradesmen amounted in toto to £3,594 (46) making, with the 

loans on bond, a tot+i debt of ¬: 5,304. Many of these 

tradesmens' bills were subsequently put ozi bond, and when 

the now finance committee took ovor in Jenuaxy1816, the 

total corporate debt stood at £11,515.17.104 exclusive of 

annual pr opts owing on life annuities. (47) 

In 1816 bills still remained unpaid from 

1811, but in that year the, finance committee gave instructions 

that all tradosmcn in future be paid in cash. In April 1816 

all bills owinj for the years 1811/1813 %yera discharged, and 

thoco for 1814 under £10. Tay such painstaking care the 

corporate debts worep by the close of 1823, entirely liquidated, 

and the committee could report, with justified satisfaction, 

that they wore not award of boing cubjeet to any demands on 

them except the annuities and usual payments* ...... 
(48) 

(46) Acc. 86/12 

(47) E77 23rd January 1816 

(48) E77 9th February 1824 

i 
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York 

Year 

State of 

Annuities 

indebtedness 1812-24 

Workm nýc 
Bonds Bonds 

0üso Bridgo 
Bonds 

Old 
Bills 

Total 

1812 
Annual 
payments 1,710 3,594 
owing 

1816 928.9,6 1,560 2,730 5,050 1,375,17.10 12,444.7.4 

1817 092.7.0 1,460 2,132 4,735 1,260.10.6 10,479.17.61 

1818 970.9.6 1,310 2,692 3,135 364 8,471.9.6 

1819 1027,19.6 1,310 1,782 1,980 443 6,542.19.6 

1820 937.17,0 1,310 1,060 1i560 nil 4,882.1700 

1821 706.12.0 1,310 nil 1,000 nil 3,016.12.0 

1622 736.12,0 1: 310 nil 200 nil 2,246.12.0 

1823 734,2.0 nil nn 150 nil 874.2.0 

1824 667.12.0 nil nil nil nil 667.12.0 

Liquidation of tho debt:.. 

1619 Debt tx ¬6 542.19.6d 

1819 Disoharded Bins = ¬. 443, bonds 1,120 

1820 1,640 

1821 800 
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By 1828 however, the cost of fitting up the Cattle Pair and 

building the City Arms Inn there placed on the corporation a 

debt to the sum of C1,700. In addition they owed C700 to 

their bankers, Wilson and Tweedy, and the credits hold by 

Townond, th, s late Town Clerk, were expected to be only 

partially recouped from his estates. To cover these liabilities 

loans warn secured} but the yearly debts owing to tradesmen 

began to occcuxm late once more. By February 1831 the corporation 

owed ¬1,233.12.5d in general bills and a further 07,921 for the 

}Tension House improvenents. (50) It was decided however that 

bond debts were preferable to dofiErred tradeslens1 bills� and 

in that year, further loans totalling £5,000 were effected to 

cover the 3 awing. Thereafter this was the policy pursued, 

E5,000 being raised in 1835 to liquidate all traadesmena' bills 

for the new corporation. 

At Boston an identical trend is revealed by the 

Chamberlains' accountr After 1730, loans becane increasingly 

frequent, but from 1760 until 1775 they formed a significant source 

of income. At this time the corporation was heavily comhitted to 

the many local dra, irmge enolocure and turnpike sohemeo, contributing 

generously to the Witham and Black sluice drainage and navigation 

(50) K11o Fobs 3rd 1831 
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schemes, (51) to the spilcby Turnpike (52) and the enclosure 

of Rolland fen. (53) In addition they lent out (2,000 on bond 

in 1767I8 (54) and after 1769 berme heavily indebted for the 

impressive improvement scheme for opening up the bridge 

approach by the demolition of the fish stalls and the rebuilding 

of Coopers dow. (55) But as at Nottinchan it was not until 

1790 that loans became a constant and major source of income, 

and the real watershed cane with the numerous improvement 

schemes between 1811-1835. Between 1816-1830, the council 

undertook several major improvements, erecting the Assembly 

rooms, a new fish market, a new gaol and improving the cheep 

market. The total bill, exclusive of the bride costs, exceeded 

£27,000 (56). To meet these expenccs, the finance committees 

invariably recommended the raising of several loans. In July 

1821, the committee appointed "for the purpose of examining into 

the statu of the finances of this corporation and of the funds, 

if any,, which may be applied to further improvements in the 

town"', -.. recommended that, cinco the funds usually in the 

Chamberla, in'o hands at the beginning of the financial year "have 

been nearly exhausted by the payments on account of the new 

buildings in the market place and various other extraordinary 

(51) BCAD 1762/3 £160,10.0; 1766/7 £150; 1767/8 £150; 1768/70 £231.16.6= 
1771/2 £300; 1773/4 £200; 
1765 0700 worth of shares to be bought 4/A/1/40/3 
1770 » It It IT 

1775 IS It It It 
(52) BCAB 176(/7 £100; 1768/9 ¬50 
(53) 13CAB 1769/70 £160.6. ßd; 1771/2 £56,18.9d; 1772/3 £20ti. 13.2 

1773/4 £1,256.9.1td 
(54) BCAD 17()7/0 To Capt*Taylor 

(55) BCAB 1771/2; 1772/31 1773/4 
(56) 6/4 
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espenes last year", ¬500 cliould be borrowed from the Harbour 

Trust and 02,000 be borrowed on bond. (57) Even when alternative© 

sources of money were used, the committee was prudent in its advice 

In 1017 they cu noted that the honey for building a now gaol 

would be adequately provided by the repayment of the loan which 

the council had made to the harbour trust* That they hastened to 

add that "in eaco of the corporation being called upon for payment 

of any sums due from then on bond, and to provide aiainst any 

other extraordinary contingencies it is extremely desirable to 

raise a fund equal in account to the cum to be e; pondod to mot 

such contingoncieo", and rocommended the sale of some borough 

property. (56) It was by advance planning of this kind that at 

Boston as at York the corpora-to accounts, after 1790, almost 

invariably showed a credit each year end; while at 2! ottingbazi 

the chamber estate, after the turn of the century, was constantly 

overdrawn. (The overall state of the accounts inclucivo of 

contingency income. ) In order to balance their accounts, the 

corporation at Boston undertook heavy loans after 1611. Some werd 

only short-term; in 1820 the council merely needed 0400 to tide 

them over until the next rent day, (59) but most were taken for a 

number of years. Frrom 1790 until 1635 Boston raised a total 

(57) 2/A/27 21st August. 1020; 30th July 1621 

(58) 2/1)/5 17th Juno 1817 

(59) 2/L/27 12th October 1820 
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of £51,253 by loan and trade (>klla on bond, and £47,973 of this 

was borrowed over the last twenty-five years. For despite the 

rapid decline in inprovement scheues after the completion of the 

dascmbly Rooms in 1823/4 the ordinary corporate income was still 

swallowed up in interest annuity and tontine repayments, in heavy 

repayments of principal, in annual subscriptions to the paving 

comniesionero, and heavy expenditure on rep,: irs. And, as at 

Nottin&ar and York$ leCal conflicts continued to provide hoavy 

extraordinary expencoo'(60) 

The consequence wao that fron an indebtodnoso 

Of Only C-800 in 1790 (excluding charity money hold in trust), the 

corporate bond debts had increased tenfold by 1821 and reached 

£17,500 in 1833, (61) On October 8th 1835 after in rablo 

requests fron worried creditors for tho ropayrnont of their loans 

before the old corporation's dissolution, the council received 

a loan fron the Royal Fxchzui o ASeuranco Caapany, which at £20,000 

became their sole bond dobt"(62) 

For the loot fifty years of their existence 

thorofore, the indobtedness of the three corporations was acute; 

and on these large principals, intorest had to be annually paid. 

Throughout the periods interest rates varied normally between 4% 

and 5 although in the earlier period it sometimes rose as hick as 

6%q and at the bottom of the scale, 3% was not unknown. 

(60) e. g. 1831 ¬1,000 borrowed on bond to moot coats of the toll 
cause 2/1)/5 3rd Fobruery 1831 

(61) 6/4 

(62) 2/D/3 
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On the whole however, interest was paid at 5 in Nottingham 

for the fifty-five years before 1835, but at Boston and York 

the corporations managed to secure their loans at 4ö (York 

paying only 4% on those taken out after 1831, but Boston 

paying 51% on those received in 1833" 

As a result of the heavy indebtedness of each 

corporation, the interest payable had by the nineteenth century 

reached excessive proportions. By 1823/4 Nottingham Corporation 

paid £940 interest over the year, inclusive of £124 charged on 

the bank account. This was indeed the highest sun the corporation 

ever paid, but from only £67.10.0 p. a. in 1770/71, the interest 

chargeable rose to an average of almost £800 p. a. in the 1830's. 

At a time when the annual ordinary income fluctuated between 

only £4,00 to £5,000, this represented some 1751. At Boston too, 

interest payments increased rapidly during the early nineteenth 

century. From only £170 in 1800-1801 they had increased to 

almost £500 in 1811, and totalled £804. in 1834/35. (Over 22f 

of the expected rental income in that year). 
At York, the interest paid each year cannot be 

so readily computed, for the entry in the account frequently 

includes principal repayments and purchased and gratuitous 

annuities, but from £109 in 1770, the interest chargeable had 

risen to £459.4.8d in 1833. (Approximately 11.3% of the rental 

income). By 1835 it stood at £558.13.4d and the following year 

would have been in the region of £860 (21.5'p' of rental income) 

since the corporate debt jumped in 1835 from £13,500 to £21,500. 
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Interest payable: Ilottinphas-n andBostor. (63) 

Date: Nottrn: Boston: Date: I? ottm: Boston: 

1729130 70.0.0 ? 1817/18 619.5.0 388.0. 0 

1740/1 261010 10.01 0 18/19 696.9.6 391.0. 0 
175011 42.0.0 24.10.0 19/20 781.5.1 410.17.1 0 

1760/1 42.0.0 32.0.0 20/21 643.18.6 398.17. 6 

1770/1 67.10.0 124.15.0 21/2 707.18.0 475.10. 0 

178011 80.0.0 206.15.0 22/3 '59.3.6 525.10. 0 
1785/6 95.0.0 238.16.6 25/4 940.12.0* 530.10. 0 

179011 95.0.0 48.0.0 24/5 763.14.7 550.10. 0 
1795/6 210.0.0 205.12.6 25/6 580.2.0 499.10. 0 
1800/01 188.6.0 170.0.0 26/7 611.16.0 524.10. 0 

1805/6 309.0.3 326.0.0 27/8 665.2.4 535.3. 9 
1610/11 272.16.9 315.5.0 28/9 537.0.0 564.6. 8 

1811/12 272.16.9 480.9.4 29/30 615.5.6 550.10. 0 
12/13 27a. 16.9 497.0.0 30/1 814.17.6 574.6. 6 
13/14 281.4.5ý 435.10.0 31/2 863.12.0 547.14. 0 

14/15 448.19.11 461.5.0 
32/3 785.10.0 604.1. 11 

33/4 775.16.0 656.1. 0 
15 /16 579.15.10 449.15.0 

34/5 846.13.6 804.17. O. 
16/17 697.18.4 - 367.9.11 

From this date on the entries include interest paid on the bank account. 

(63) Chamberlains accounts and rentals 
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Paying, interest at such rates, it is hardly 

i 

therefore surprising that the corporations found themselves unable 

to make impressive and permanent inroads into their overall debts. 

There can be no doubt that from the undertaking of their first 

loans the Councils had embarked on a most unwise policy, the 

ramifications of which they found themselves unable to control. 

Loans were clearly entirely undatisfactory for a body with a 

fixed income, anr1 the three councils soon experienced the folly 

of their actions. As early as 1640 the corpora. tion at Nottingham 

nahe acl owledgment of their plight: "taking, into consideracon 

the tovme's debts and thatt they doe amount vnto 5501,1, for well, 

or the moste ptt thereof the towne payeth intereste, and the 

Chamber of the towne, by reason of those a1 such lyke, paynents, 

ie nott Able to subsiste nor the evenewes sufficient to defray 

or beare the same chardees and expenses..... "(64) therefore an 

annual charge was laid upon the burgess parts (65) to repay the 

debts. Borrowing from Peter to pay Paul noon proved to be the 

cnly waýT in which these loans could be repaid, for with little 

Drospect of a naturally enhaced income, there was equally little 

likelihood that the corporation would be able to repay their loans 

by ordinarrº mean:. In 1817, the Lambley Estate borrowed "360 from 

the Chamberlains in order to repay the principal owing to another 

(64. ) =M 3414f 47 

(65) See Chapter VI 
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cre li t or, inith, and in 1,319 £8O1 6-a- bor-L owed from t; ho 

execator3 of right 'oldhaa in order yr; repay the 3oots of 

the La 'oloy Estate to the Chamber1a n3. (6 ) The corporation 

(itaply had not the wherewithall to repay the loans for which 

they had contracted. The rapid turnov, cr of persons tc who= 

interest was being paid gives a, ple evic e: -jco of thifor 

1. In cons equence the tot 1 indebtolnoso was little low,, 

when a erOitor, in despair, requested re-iiburseientt, i`; was 

requostsd that he "would not press the immediate pay,: left", for 

"r" asurc s gore in agitation for raioine the raor. oy". 00) TI'le 

measures proved to be the sale of three waterworks and eight 

Trent shares. (71) "itrther loans., or the alienation of valuable 

property provided the only real answer to the corporate (". eh' " 

Yet ther3 were attempts to revlieve the situa, tior 

by other means* '_', specially in the earlier period there wao 

Considerable self help anon ut t ho councillors. At 3'ottthgym 

in 1661 an appeal was ma*e in the hall for as , -; zany councillors 

as could,, to lend . "5 each towards the cost of 'the new Mce " This 

was to be repaid as soon a,, s the rent money vas received., or 

alternatively was to be borrwod at interest for throe months. (72) 

(69) NNCAB LedGor A1817/1ß; 1819/20 and Ledger 0}253 
(70) tM3 3556/20 Tho creditor was Sam Smith the banker, (1797 

(71) rm3 3557/14 

(72) N1113 3434}16,17a 
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?! a y of the loans were in faot cecurod within the orbit of the 

councillors, perbapc for re-'cono of dimity, and it may even 

have been expected of the Mayor to provide a loan when he ea'no 

into office. In 1727/8 the Mayor of IIottingham made a loan of 

0130 (73) and at York there are several oceamions when a Lord 

tiayor provided a loan. (74) But the Councillors, and particularly 

those who became Mayor, werd the wealthier men of the town, and 

it Ic therefore hardly curpris ng that it was from these people 

that the corporate credit co often cane. 

Attempts to reduce the indobtodness by 

serious retre-^. chment appear however to have been, at Nottingham: 

rarely t)ade. That the corporation recognised the intractability 

of their situation is apnaront. In 1704 an order was made that 

all fines for 
. eases should be accumulated to pay off the corporate 

croditors=(? 5) and in 1717 it was resolved that "whereas the 

corporacon is such in debt", the jurors only, and not the councillors 

should be paid for at the Hiekletorn dinners. (76) In August 1728 

a committee was even appointed to "consider of ways and means of 
debts 

; haying the corporacon'cC", (77) but its report was never recorded. 

Vhother thoao decisions had any -)raotical effect therefore cannot 

be known, but as the century progressed, the pecuniary embarrassment 

off the corporation considerably worsened, and in 1784 the following 

(73) NCAB 1727/8 
(74) e. g. 1680/1,1666/7,1697/8 ." : See Appendix VHI 

(75) NIB 3471/3 
(76) r 3481/4 

(77) rya 3487/0 
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r.. ction wa entered in t1 'e flail 'Book: - "'^ he member: of the T;. all, 

having taken into consideration the present state of the Finances 

of this corporation and finding that they are not only involved in a 

considerable debt, but that large sums of money have been expentiecd 

by gentlemen in office without any application to a Ball or 

first obtaining the consent and approbation thereof, and beim 

convinced that nothing but a system of frugality can ever discharge 

the Debts they owe, or restore this corporation to any decree of 

consequence or 7espectability, they have come to this Resolution 

that no Iayor or Bridremaster shall presume to expend more than 

the sum of Ten Pounds nor School Warden more than the sum of Five 

Pounds, without first obtaining the sanction of this T a11..... and 

the more effectually to put this order into Execution and render 

it permanently usefull, (sic) It is determines that this Resolution 

shall be proposed annually the First Hall day after every Michaelmas 

""""""(m) Two years later, the Council took steps to limit 

fraudulent bills from tradesmen: - in future, no bill was to be 

paid without a written order from the Cha. ̂berlains, Bridgemasters 

or School wardens, and these officers were themselved not to order 

work over the value of £5 without the Authorization of the annual 

committee. (i9) The practical effects of these resolutions however 

(1 0 lIB 3544 F7-8 
09) ?: r 3555F31-2 
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appear to have been minimal, for in 1" a finance committee 

gras appointed and empowered to receive all the produce of 

corporate Tale, for the purpoco of defraying the debto. (80) 

AEain however, the practical effects were regligiblo. There 

wore oertainly attempts to maintain the balance of paynntc. 

It was not uncomon for calarico to be withheld if the year 

had been one of unueually heavy erpendituro. Thin occurred 

in 1779/80 in the Chaber '° tate (e1), and in 1007 and 1808 

1Xward Stavoley'o calarj was withhold by the School ootate 

until 1809/10. (82) It is true that this accounted for a 

more £35, but at a time of groat financial worry after the 

ba 1r iptcy of the late : 3chool warden Sanuel Statham, it r 

troll reproa nt an attempt to maintain an ecjuill. briui. It 

does however illustrate thho futility of most of the retrench tints 

which Wore effected in llottinham. For all their reoclutiono, 

it appears that the Council made no prolonged or effective 

attempts to reduce their bond debts, such action would have 

derianded email committee attention of an intensive nature, and 

this was not provided. 

Yetl even at Boston where co nittco planning so 

effectively ensured that the year' u expenditure was met by 

sufficient extraordinary revenue, proioncod. and effective attct to 

(80) NH3 3566/132-3 

(81) VCAB 1779/801 80/81 

(82) school 'Jardono Accounts 
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at retrenchment, or the ropajrnont of nrincipaln, wa noticably 

absent. As early as 1677 expenditure had been controlled by an 

order forbidding any chamberlain fron czponcling mono than Cl 

without licence from the Iia. 1.1, (83) and in 1747 this was made 

still more ! 3trineent, "It is ordered that the present and future 

Erection Bailiffs and Chamberlains .... cjjall not fron this Time 

do any work or lay out any sun whatsoever for or in the n. Q öf 

this Hall without the express orders fron this Nall for that 

puruose, under the penalty of forreitirg their salaries... "(64). 

But deteiuiined attenpts to economize did not occur- until the 

closing years of the old corporation's existence. Althou, i since 

1617 finance co nitteeo had investigated and reported upon the 

increasingly inviable state of the corporate fim-mces, further 

loans and sales had boon their constant rouedy until in 1820, with 

the prospect of a decrease in the present income, they were 

chocked out of their indifference. The coiiitteo urged the 

"absolute nece : sity" of dispensing in future with the venison 

dinner, the court lent, admiralty and court licence and audit day 

dinners. (85) Pinkiing that "a retrenchment o. ̂, the annual expenditure 

is absolutely necessary", they extended their recorºendations four 

months later by the inclusion of the four sessions dinners "by 

(83) BB 4, {53 1677 
(84) 21st August 1747 entered in every account book after this date 

(85) 2/D/5 Nov. 20t" 1829 
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which a saving of £100 will be made", acid a reduction of C50 

p. a. in he allowance mode to the Mayor for his entertainneato 

on Lady Day "on the understanding that the Dinner .... be a private 

instead of a public one". (ýF) Still houover, a., nual erpendituro 

oxcoedecl incorio. Exclusive of the toll suit, for Which X1,000 

had been borrowed, the expenditure in 11330/31 was calculated to 

exceed the ordinary incono by 1422, and for tho f_ ollowinC year 

the eor ittee estimated a deficit of C652.. 9.. 0d. To zicet those 

duz *MOats tho coxittoe now oug eoted the tonporax ;ý abolition 

of all the renaming ellowaicea to th<: i1 or (then 5330) l, all 

dinners and treats, and other minor expencec ranging fron Z1.0.6d 

paid to the gaoler for firinz; the uns, to twolvo guineas for 

cleaning the f iah narkot. In adr? ± tion, several reductions in 

arnzual salaries were i- de, thoco of the town clerk and survf_-yor 

beim; cut by half. (7) 

The effect of these rc uotiono was soon 

felt. In 1832/3 the ordira r income N-m o- . -m to sxcee tho 

ordinary exPenditvro by y114,129Od. The actual Account hourover, 

inoludin� contirigont oxpencee and roceiptc soft a deficit of 

C738.19.5a. (f39) 

Meanwhile repayment of loan principals 

remind an inzyuperable problem. In 1829 the Hall ordered that "in 

(66) 2/D/5 ! March 1829 

(8 7) 2/D/5 3rd February 1831. Total reductions in salaries 
amounted to £114, 

(ßß) 2/D/5 February 18*32 

(09) BCAB 1832.3 
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i turp whenover any part of. the amen of PIMA tho"tsund -kunde 

due fr^n the er? ction b^ i7 iff to thA chanherla, in be n aid off, 

the cce lie apn1iet! in r., u. ction of the r1obt or, bond or otherwise 

d. to frame the corporation", (90) but by 1831 the <. ction bailiff 

was again : ̂ akirý only interost pa opts. 

At York however, attermts to rette e. e. the cor, Or Lto 

lobt apparently, n t with at ices , b, zt it was not tho 

unqualif. ioc1 snca,: ni, which i. t at Brot eight apper r to have been. 

Initir"_1 atte 4-s to e ntrol n enatnt and prevent 

or les1on lobte necurrrcd ? onr b for. e 1((0, wi'ien the cornoration 

faced acute f ir-wr±cial nroblAnc durinp- tho raid-Tudor -neriod. 

Rotrcncrnent wa, 2 effected in r. + . any inheres, bit It 1 .c only an 

Act of ý'crliýz er, t, rnduc1nsý the cornorate 1t biliti. eo to creclitoru, 

whicih really r^^o1ved the sitt". atßon in 153(. (91) thiri. nr the 

period 1 F'`-1X35 however it was upon local conct1liar -lower alono 

that the cor-loration re7_ievl for the solution of Ito nroble , 

'Lhrou, bout thr ýi ^ ztePnth cent- ry, corir'itteoCi were regularly 

appointed to resolve the situation. In 1713 a corittoe waS 

appointee. "for tri. de anti to find reans to lessen the city's expenceo 

or. improve ito inco*ie", (92) but its prorosala were shallow in 

effect: many of the potty officern were to be paid am-aller aalariea 

(90) 3CAB 4/13/1 /145 

t91) YQ: T '123 
(92) YHB 41/108,109,124 
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end given loss 1iverr, and the total azmual caving wwo''ld 

have been C20 at thr most. In February 1744 the corporation 

decided to concentrate on the mom fwuiawntal aspects of the 

town's dobte, and ordered "that the Cite Husband co=the all 

the works for the Tatum- to be done for this city and that 

the bills shall be sigrnoc3 by the City %sbnnd and. two or one 

warden at the least of the Vard chore the work shall be dons". (93) 

But In 1812 nteps were taker which ultir. . toly 

led to the complote licqui$. ation of the entire coreorate c? ob+. 

On the 3rd Febroa 
.1 

in that year, a finance corn ittee 'vra 

appointed with power to eine, audit and liquidate all out- 

atandinC aecounta, (94) At that time, Corporate debts were 

ovor t11,700 (95) and thn TTa11 wý., being sued for "1,000 owing 

for timber nw d in rebuilding Ouse nridge, (9() but althou(*h the 

coranitten ro ucod Annendituro below the recßipta, the actual 

ind6btec3nocs reiraino urrn^oived.,; On their demise in 1816 the 

cornittoe reported that "In this involved state of the finances; 

the only rrobable renedy soot arise from the appointnent of a 

corrnitteo to have the entire hont of the revenue, anä 

co late pcwor to are. er only auch expenditure en should seen to 

theme to do 
absolutely necac azy". (97) There was thus established 

at York the , chinery which Bonton end NNottin haft Wovor acquired, 

(93) YTE3 43/130 

(94) 1755 

(95) Y1IB 13th April 1012 

(96) YHB 30th April 1812 
(97) E77/23rJ January 1816 
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The finance committees (subsequently appointed for 

three *early periods until 1835) set about their tasks with 

great verve. The utmost attention was paid to detail. Apparently 

in pursuit of the adage that well managed pennies would look after 

the pounds, the Lord Iayor's application for household articles 

was, in 1816, examined with minute care, and the purchasing of 

a new oil cloth was deferred! (98) It was in this vein that 

finance was managed. In January 1816 the committee ordered that 

"repair bills be carefully scruitinized and that expenditure 

be made only when authorized by the committee as absolutely 

necessary". (99) In ! arch directions were given that all tradesmen 

in future be paid in cash, (100) and the co: ý: ittee then began 

slowly to liquidate the tradesmers bills outstanding since 181C. (1) 

In 1822 it was ordered that estimates and contracts be henceforth 

secured for every expense in buildings and repairs over five 

pounds. (2)__ Subsequently the committee was able to report in 

February 1824 that the last bond for £150 had been repaid-and all 

other claims liquidated. (3) The committee had in fact, repaid 

debts of C11,515.. 17.. 10d handed down in January 1816, as well as 

the bills and charges associated with their own years of office. 

(98) E77/ 30th January 1816 

(99) J77/ 23rd January 1816 

100) E77/29th March 1816 

(1) E 77/5th April 1816; 9th May 1816; 24th January 1817; 
28th February 1817; 23rd Pay 1817; 31st October 1817; 
28th November 1817 and Appendix III 

(2) T77/27th December 1822 
(3) 777/9th February 1824 
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But to what extent was this really attributable to the Frugal 

and painstaking administration? The fact remains that it was 

with extraordinary income and not with moneys saved that the 

debts were primarily repaid. In 1817 it was with a £400 anuity 

that four bonds were discharged (4) and the committee-acknowledged 

in February 1821 that it was the large income from freedoms and 

exonerations amounting to over £1r300 which had enabled the 

repayment of so many debts. (5) The corporation at York was also 

at this time benefiting enormously from their ascots on Ouse 

Bridge, and it was the final repayment of principal by the 

commissioners in 1822/3, amounting to £3i461.10.0d exclusive of 

interest which together with 0945 received for purchased freedoms, 

enabled the committee in that year to liquidate 01,510 of their 

debts, and invest (2,000 in 4% consols. Although therefore 

the close and discernitg committee administration kept expenditure 

within the limits of the corporate income and prevented a worsening 

of the corporate debts, the ordinary income could still not be 

stretched to accommodate the liquidation of loans. Even with 

such discriminating administration the corporation at York, as the 

corporations at Boston and Nottinte, was obliged to rely on 

extraordinary revenues to repay the debts. And in this respoot, the 

(4) E 77 2nd July 1817 

(5) E77 3rd February 1821 
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the York council was somewhat more fortunate than the one at 

Nottingh=, (6) for in a time of great financial strain, York 

was reaping large benefits from assets in Ouse Bridge, in 

addition to a healthy income from freedoms and exonorations, 

while Nottingham in the early nineteenth century, was 

burdened with many heavy law bills. 

The fact remains therefore, that the corporations had, 

with these loans, entered into a spiral of debt from which their 

ordinary incomes could never release them. All too often the 

only "ways and means" which the committees could suggest for 

discharging the corporate debts, concerned, as at Nottingham in 

1756, the raising of further loans. (7) Yet there was little 

alternative open to them. Flow else could Nottingham corporation 

have raised over ¬20,000 for the improvement of the exchange and 

shambles after 1814? It is hardly surprising that the school 

wardens at Nottingham, when authorized in 1799 to contrast for 

the redemption of the land tax on their estate, were also empowered 

to raise the purchase money on mortgao, (ß) for there was little 

possibility of providing the ¬318.18.2d (9) out of the annual-- 

ordinary revenue of only £320. 'his was invariably entirely 

used in paying salaries to the master and usher and providing 

(6) Boston too had the benefit of the Erection bailiff's 
contributions to the Bridge, and the interest paid by him 
on this large debt. 

(7) PAD 3515f19,21 

(a) rm 3558139 
(9) Ledger B/54 
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for small repairs. It wan only by4. iüning come expedient that 

York could provide for the heavy expenses incurred in building 

the new Market Place and Inn in 1826, for constructing Saint 

Leonard's Place and refurbishing the r, ansion House in the last 

years of the old corporation's existence. It was indeed these 

excessive charges, associated with public improvements, which 

in all three borpa , lions no hugely enhanced the debts. At 

Boston between 1801-1833 total expenditure on improvements 

exceeded £48,500. (1o) In 1814 fottingham borrowed C6,100 

specifically for the Shambles developrent, and a further ¬15,000 

between 1814-18, during these years of very high expenditure 

on improvemont, (11) This raised the overall corporate debt 

from come £5,156 in 1811/12 to 015,170 in 1821/22; while at York 

almost solely for improvement schemes, the corporation between 

1828/9 and December 1835, borrowed (21X500" The insufficiency 

of the ordinary revenues at this time is blatantly evidenced in 

the year 1829/30 when improvements, a subscription of £500 to 

the finster, and coots of obtaining a new charter, totalled 

£6,426.18.3d, yet the ordinary income amounted to only ß4,922.11.21d (12) 

The deficit was inevitably supplied from loans realizing £5,500, 

other casual receipts and charity payments from which the corporation 

managed to save some £600 for investment in 4% consols. The 

(10) MR 2158 

(11) IIHB 3576/61-63; see appendix 

(12) K110 Annual Report February 3rd 1839 
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corporation most certainly appreciated the need for a policy 

of investment, but when funds were inadequate to cover the 

enhanced civic responsibilities, it was inevttable that 

financial theory must succumb to the dictates of necessity. 

At Doncaster, the position was even more acute. 

In spite of an annual income averaging £11,864 from 1822/32 (13) 

the corporation had dobto in 1830 of £94,835. Of this, £9,322 

was owing on annuities and £2,210 was held in trust for Jarrats 

charity. (14) The corporation had apparently always been 

rather heavily indebted. In 1723 the debt amounted to £1,810. 

By 1730 the entire corporate debt had reached £3,622, rising to 

£26,580 in 1780. (15) The growth of the debt after 1780 is not 

perhaps surprising, for between 182P-32 expenditure exceeded the 

income by some £10,000. At the sane time, there had ben over 

£21,000 spent in iraprovementa, and between 1780-1830, £25,244 

expended in purehasee. (16) The consequence was, that in 1832 

the annual interest payable amounted to £3,755.15.7d - over 

3-%, of the annual income. 

It is not therefore aurpriaing that no little 

principal was repaid. Indeed, the resolution of the annual 

committee at Nottingham in 1829 was entirely unrealistic. Finding 

(13) ! iCR 1506 

(14) Ibid. 
221- 2'1S (15) S. Tor insori, 0?. dk. ) 

(16) ibid., 275 
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that a sum of over £10,000 was owing on the Chanber estate 

for loans bearing 5%, interest, it questioned "whether it is 

not desirable to ascertain if the money cannot be borrowed at 

4%, and if notice should not forthwith be given to the parties 

that unless they will take 4i'ß the money will be paid We 

No suggestion followed as to how the repayment should be 

effected if the creditors were dicobliging. (17) 

to 
In addition moreover Lthe large bonded debts which 

each of the three corporation had contracted., they had all raised 

large suns of money by way of life annuities, for which they 

were committed to heavy annual premium payments. Annuities 

became a popular mode of money raising in corporations after 

about 1780, but they were certainly not a new developzpnt. In 

1632, Nottingham council issued an annuity of ¬10,10.0 p�at 

in return for ¬120. (18) At Boston, John Preston in 1(61 

paid £100 to the chamberlain for his lease fine and an annuity 

with a C4 p. a. yield, (19) and at Doncaster in 1723i "The Debts 

of the corporacon amounting to £1,810 being had under consideraeon 

and coverall Methods proposed for the best paymt thereop, and a 

Question ariseine whether the came shall be undertaken to be 

discharged by a xortga o of the corporacons landejor by taking 

(17) MM 3987{185 

(9s) 4655 1 

(19) BAB 3J62 
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annuities; resolved to be done by taking in annuities", By 

these jeans £2,000 was raised, and from 1782 annuities were 

offered on a large scale to persons over sixty years. (20) 
r 

Life annuities wore essentially a fable. Upon 

payment of an agreed lump sum an annuitant was guaranteed 

a specified annual premium until the date of his death. The 

annual yields were pereentaged according to average life 

expectancy, and mince the principal was never returned to the 

annuitant, the returns were fixed at a much higher rate than 

interest on loans, most falling within the range of 7- 14%. 

If an annuitant died early then the trustee could make an 

absolute gain, but if the annuitant outlived his expectancy 

his profits could be very high, and there seems indeed to have 

been a remarkable proclivity amongst annuitants to live long 

and healthy lives. At York Richard Simpson lived to the un- 

expected age of 921, whereby profiting from his investment 

with the corporation by ¬232, and Charles Appleby clearly out- 

stayed his welcome, having reaped over 01,092 on a ¬420 annuity 

when he died aged 87. (21) 

Although therefore by the nature of the annuity 

system the corporations usually repaid more than the value of 

the original deposit, the system was not so unfavourable as might 

(20), 1. Tomlinson, op. cit.,, 22 Tho scales ran as follows:.. 
Ace 60-64 returns p. a. 10A 

65-69 of 11% 
70 up, aa rds" " 12% 

(21) Appendix l 
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superficially appear, for the original principal had never to 

be repaid. Although interest rates were therefore higher than 

those for loans, an insuperable advantage lay in this factor. 

The annual payments did however prove to be a heavy millstone 

around the councils' necks. In 1822 the finance committee at 

York urged that until "the present annuities..... be extinguished 

or at any rate greatly lessened, it will be absolutely necer3s Vy 

to continue to act on the ? 'economical system which hitherto has 

been so successfully pursued* ....... 
(214 under these circumstances 

it is hardly surprising that such pleasure was taken by the 

committee in announcing the local deaths. 

York first issued annuities reCularly in 

1783, curin, C an interlude notable for the absence of corporate 

loans, and from 1806 they provided a steady flow of money until 

the last two were accepted in 1818. The emphasis on this form 

of income from 1806 is quite noticeable, and again coincides with 

a period until 1812, when loans were rare, (21qß 

(Na) E77 1.2.1822 
(216) Appendix y11I 
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The mini== age of the azuiuitant acceptable 

by the corporation was fifty Jears, (22) presumably in the 

belief that the corporate losses would thereby be somewhat 

curtailed, and the annual premiums were fixed accordingly 

on a scale ranging from 8 to 1a°ß. Those scalps were strictly 

adhered bo Richard Dilcock having his annuity reduce& to C32 

p"a. when it was discovered that he was in fact 58 years old 

and not 62, (23) and the corporation was not open tocajoling. 

Their gamble was already big enough, and they turned down 

£400 in 1818 rather than offer Elizabeth Wrighton more than 

£42.16.0 p. a. (24) 

Initially it would appear that the corporation 

felt this system to be at least equitable with loans, an 

advertisement in the York Chronicle in 1806 declaring that tu- 

"the Mayor and Commonalty... having occasions to Borrow a 

considerable sum of moneys have determined to raise the same 

on their bond, bearing legal interest, or by granting Life 

Annuitiea..... to any ,.... persons above the age of 50 years 

who shall propose to advance the same, upon the most advantageous 

Terms". (25) As a results ¬3,100 was raised in annuitieog and 

nothing on loan, leaving no doubt of the public preference, 

(22) MM 46/132 ; York Chronicle ! o. x569 December 11th 1806 

(23) E77 14th June 1816 

(24) E77 19th August 1818 

(25) York Chronicle 11th December 1806 
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and indeed by 1816 the corporation had apparently come to regard 

annuities as too favourable to the opposition. In May of that 

year the minim= age of the purchasor was raised to sixty yearn, (26) 

and after October 1818 no further annuities were granted. At the 

same timo it is possible that the public too had bocome dis 

enchanted, for an invitation to them to invest between ¬700 äßd 

¬1,000 in annuities in July 1816 was answered with only one annuity 

of £300. (2'7 

At Boston, annuities were first raised on a large 

scale being initially utilized towards Vie coats of the Coopers 

Row project) in 1770-71. Thereafter they became a valuable, but 

irregularly used, source of extraordinary income until the last 

annuity was accepted in 1628-9. By these means a total of £19,482 

was raised, almost three quarters of this sun being secured before 

1790. But unlike at York and Nottingham where minutely calculated 

scales were invariably used, there seems at Boston to have boon a 

strong tendency during the eiEhteenth century to grant annuities 

at ßßo yields, apparently irrespective of the ago of the annuitant. 

Since ages however are not usually stated in the grants it may oe 

that the council advertized for purchasers within a specified age- 

group. This is borne out by occasional higher yields to persons who 

(26) E77 29th May 1010 

(27) E77 14th June 1616 
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may have been older than usual for they died within a short time 

of their invostment3. (26) After the turn of the century however, 

yields became intensely variable, according without doubt, to the 

age of the annuitant. 

At Nlottinghaci however, axnmitie3 were not raised 

until 1814, and by 1822 had ceased to produco an income of any 

value. Two annuities were thereafter accepted, in 1830 in the sum 

of ¬2800 but the corporation took one of thece cnly "as a matter 

of charity". (29) In entirety therefore, the corporation raised 

only ¬5,296 in annuities, (30) 

But this form of money raising was porhapo not so 

inadvisable as the corporations thoncelves apparently care to feel. 

Certainly it involved the Council in heavy annual outlays. Ilaving 

realised only £ß, 29b, the Corporation at Nottingham was conraitted 

in 1822 to payments in the region of £749,. 3""Odp"a" Fortunately 

annuitants did die, and the following year saw the denise of COMM 

worth, but the decrease in annual payments was slow. 

(28) e. g. 10% to }tins Brewer in 1704. -5"Zhe received only 4 

premiums before she died. Also Anne Fount 10`fß in 1773/4 
She received only seven premiums. See AppendixTX 

(29) Uum 3590f42 

(30) Appendix U 
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Annual Premiums Paid for Life Annuities, Boston, Nottingham and York 

Date Boston York Date Boston York Nottingham 
£ sd £ sd £ sd £sd £sd 

1772/73 182. 8.0 - 1804/05 570. 0.0 347.7.0 
1773/74 324. 8.0 - 1805/06 558. 0.0 310.0.0 
1774/75 324. 8.0E - 1806/07 570. 0.0 366.0.9 
1775/76 324. 8.0E - 1807/08 570. 0.0 615.0.0 
1776/77 538. 8.0 - 1808/09 434.18.0 693.15.0 
1777/78 526. 8.0E - 1809/10 646. 8.0 719.10.0 
1778/79 550. 8.0E - 1810/11 891.16.0 782.10.0 
1779/80 514. 8.0 - 1811/12 694. 0.0 927.13.8 
1780/81 554. 8.0 - 1812/13 645. 8.0 967.12.3 
1781/82 567. 8.0 - 1813/14 686.14.0 856.12.6 
1782/83 628. 8.0 - 1814/15 819. 0.0 800.4.6 12.10.0 
1783/84 540. 8.0 - 1815/16 784. 0.0 923.19.6 59.9.6 
1784/85 500. 8.0 53. 0.0 1816/17 815.13.8 888.5.6 90.0.0 
1785/86 572. 8.0 57. 0.0 1817/18 729. 0.0 909.2.6 259.10.6 
1786/87 594. 0.0 75. 0.0 1818/19 640. 0.0 958.13.3 340.12.3 
1787/88 . 746. 5.0 75. 0.0 1819/20 529.10.0 967.9.6 453.17.0 
1788/89 831. 0.0 75. 0.0 1820/21 628.10.0 775.8.9 557.2.4 
1789/90 843. 0.0 150. 0.0 1821/22 585.10.0 685.12.0 711.3.9 
1790/91 855. 0.0 150. 0.0 1822/23 546. 0.0 685.12.0 749.3.0 
1791/92 843. 4.4 150. 0.0 1823/24 538. 0.0 635.8.6 734.4.9 
1792/93 815. O. OE 150. 0.0 1824/25 556. 0.0 519.2.0 670.13.0 
1793/94 815. 0.0 110.11.0 1825/26 556. 0.0 486.18.6 656.13.0 
1794/95 763. 0.0 92. 0.0 1826/27 548. 0.0 384.10.9 650.13.0 
1795/96 747. 0.0 127.19.0 1827/28 614. 10.0 281.10.0 650.13.0 
1796/97 743. 0.0 206.10.0 1828/29 617. 5.0 248.10.0 650.13.0 
1797/98 735. 0.0 248. 0.0 1829/30 452. 0.0 248.10.0 627.11.0 
1798/99 652. 0.6E 248. 0.0 1830/31 429. 0.0 233.10.0 636.13.9 
1799/1800 652. 0.6 248. 0.0 1831/32 392. 0.0 181.10.0 644.11.0 
1800/01 639. 0.0 321. 0.0 1832/33 367. 0.0 94.0.0 644.11.0 
1801/02 607. 0.0 354. 0.0 1833/34 342. 0.0 94.0.0 493.15.6 
1602/03 550. 0.0 367. 0.0 1834/35 330. 0.0 86.15.0 456.15.0 
1803/04 548. 0.0 375. 0.0 

Sum Total: Boston £37,713.5.0 
Nottingham £10,750.15.4 

York £21,307.13.5 

Boston figures: E represents the estimated figure for years when the 
Chamberlains' accounts are missing. 
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But despite the heavy annual outlays, the overall 

cost of obtaining the money was not as excessive as may be 

supposed. To obtain (8,296 Nottingham paid over £119088; and 

had many years of payment still to come, and at Beverley in 1809 

to raise 01,100 for the Bectimprovement the corporation paid 

£1,947. (31) This clearly proves that money cannot be acquired 

at cost price, yet compared with the system of loans, annuities 

certainly had advantages. The greatest advantage with annuities 

was that no principal repayment was ever required# for it was 

this which rendered loans so hazardous a venture: the corporations 

had not the money available to repay their creditors, there loans 

could be repaid within a short term, they were doubtless a more 

suitable form of money raising. But whore the loan was to be 

long-torn - as inevitably happened with large sums, the interest 

and principal paid frequently exceeded the repayments made to a 

long-lived annuitant. On a strict comparison of these costs, the 

use of annuities was infinitely cheaper. At York the total 

corporate loss on annuities was £6,088.1'i.. 8d"(32), whereas the 

costs which would have resulted from taking the annuity sixzs on 

loan at 5% for the length of time the annuitants lived, would have 

been £8,374.10.. 0 for interest payable, plus the original principals 

(31) 
Beverley Account Books 

(32) AppendixTX 
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amounting to £15,186.. 5.. Od. The corporation would thus have 

faced a tremendous loss by taking these suns on loan, but it 

must be realized that a strict comparison is misleading. For 

the liklihood of the corporation holding a loan of, for example, 

Z420 for twenty-five years, (i. e. Charles Appleby's annuity) 

is slicht. On the other hand, it is equally unlikely that the 

corporation would have repaid £400 in two years (i. e. Elizabeth 

Yeoman's annuity) and though the comparison must therefore be 

regarded with great caution, it is not entirely purposeless. 

Annuities could have been highly preferable to loner terra loans; 

particularly where the terms were carefully considered. The 

percentage returns at York for example seem to have been far more 

successfully estimated than at Nottingham or Boston, (33) and it 

seems clear that this system of money raising should not be 

condemned out of hand. 

(33) 

e. g. Conparative age and yield rates; 'lie closest possible dates 
have been used. 

DATE Age j'Yie1d Investment 

B0ST0I3 1820 61 11.5; ' £100 
170TTH: 1818 60! 12.0 £250 

YOPJ(: 1812 60 11.047, £175 

B0w"'0i 1820 66 13.5% £300 
YC? 'Y,. 1818 66 12.07% £300 
1T011 ": 11117 57 11.00, ' £100 

Y0i1T * 1817 57 10.0% #'300 

1? 0T7 t: 1018 57 11.2% £360 

* Yield rates at York were clearly as Tuch as 1 lower than at 
Boston and Pottinghai. 
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Annuities inevitably remained a gamble# but with due 

care there was at least a fifty-fifty chance that corporation or 

annuitant would benefit. Wiebech corporation in 1774 transferred 

the whole of their bonded debt to annuities, being alarmed at the 

slow rate at which the debt was being reduced. (34) Par more inadvisable 

than the annuity system however was that of tontines by which Boston 

corporation, in 1804 and 1814, raised a total of 014,000 towards the 

exponce of the new bridge and other improvements, Of enormous cost 

to the corporation, it is difficult to imagine how the couhcsil could 

ever have considered it to be an acceptable method of raising money. 

Similar to the annuity in principle, tontines were infinitely more 

disadvantageous to the sponsor. The investors gave in shares the 

amount of money which the corporation wished to raise, and received 

in return an annuity at a specified rate. But as the investors died, 

their annuities, instead of ceasing, were shared amongst the surviving 

shareholders, until the last investor died. 

This was surprisingly a popular method of money 

raising during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 

At Hill the Butchers' Shambles were rebuilt by a tontine for 0129000 

and Parlianont Street was rebuilt by the same means, by a group of 

public spirited individuals led by Atstroppe Stovin. Shares were 

(34) S&B Webby The V! anor and tho Borough (1963) IL 144 
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purchased according to expectation of life, and the advertisement 

in the Hull Advertizer offered two hundred shares varying from 

i100 each for the most valuable lives to C40 for the least 

valuable: - 
Up to one year of ago - C7$ 43-49 years ! -70 

1-2 years ¬89 49-53 " ¬63 
2-5 " C95 53-57 £58 
5-12 " £100 97-61 " 1'53 
12-20 " £95 61-64 " £48 
20-31 " £s8 64-67 " ¬43 
31-37 £83 39 onwards £, 40 
37-43 " C77 (35) 

The first tontine at ßoßton followed apparently upon 

the council decision empowering the bridce committee to borrow up 

to £5,000 "by gray of aruiuities or at interest or in any other manner 

that may be thought ..,.. most adviceable"(36). t1,0C)C was subooquently 

rained on loan, bitt the renaining £4,000 was raised by Tontine 

and in Taroh 1804 the Town Clerk was asked to continue the advertise- 

ments in the : 'tariford paper, the two London papers and one of the Pull 

papers and also the issue of hand bill m in the Bonton area. (37) By 

April 1804 £3,900 had already been subscribed, and the town Clerk 

"had no doubt of being able ro raise the extra £'100"0 The sluxes were 

each 0100 but no nominee w ,e to be under sixteen years, and the dividends 

were fixed at 7p p. a. (38) The corporate liability was therefore f280p. a. (39) 

(35) Hull Advertiser 13.9.1794 
(36) BAB 11th August 1803 

(37) BAD 19th March 1804 
(38) BAB 16th April 1804; 9/A/8/ 26th June 1605 
(39) Property tax allowed £28 
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So successful did the council apparently find this method of 

money raisin, that in 1813 a further £10,000 was resolved to 

be levied by the saue means. The dividend was originally settled 

at 6'1,, but when the money was raised and the indentures sealed, 

the rate was altered to 7p, (40) increasing the full corporate 

liability for tontine dividends to 1980. The drain on the corporate 

finances was immense, and it was an expense which the council 

could ill afford. Yet the long term effects were even more debilitating. 

The last survivor of the 1805 tontine appears to have died in 1867, 

making the total payments by the corporation for a sum of ¬4,000, 

a full £17,360. But the last survivor of the ¬10,000 tontine in 1814 

did not die until 1904, Havin ; been nominated at the are of two, she 

lived for a further ninety yearg making the total corporate outgoings 

£, 629300. (41) The figures speak for themselves. At a time of spiralling 

debt, the council between 1804 and 1834 paid out £22,400 in tontine 

; lividends alone. 

Yet whatever method of money raising was used, the 

fact remains that by the time of the municipal commission in 1833 

most corziorations stood deeply in debt. The annual repayments on 

loans and annuities became a severe train on the annual corporate 

income. The Corporations had fduand thenselvos in a whirlpool 

off debt into which they could not avoid being sucked, and from which 

(40) BAB 15th July 1813,18th March 1814; 9/A/7 lot February 1815 
(41) 9/A/8 
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they could not escape. The inflexible incono and ever increasing 

demands made this almost inevitable. 

Corporate indebtedness in 1ß 2 JS- 

Borough Bond Pebt Annuities 
payable per 

annum 

other 
debts, 

BOSTON 14,130 1i322.0.0 £14,000 on tontine 

t10T'Pl1: 18,030 644.11.0 nil 

YO: ix 10000 95.0.0 

, 'VkäILE'Y nil 182.0.0 

D02ICAS12ER 86,800 848.17.10 £2,200 

HUýL (oinco 34.324 1,160.10.3 £1,075 
11328) 

LIVERPOOL 792,009 .. 

SCARB0ýdOUGH 1,500 
(42) 

There remained only one alternative expedient left 

to the corporations : th© sale of civic property. Alienation of 

tho corporate posoeasionc was not necessarily a badly judged 

move. At Leicester betweon 10O0.1810 cono C8,386.17. Od was 

raiood by the aale of housed and gardens which had previously 

roturnod only t127.8,6d p. a., in rent. This honey,, together with 

11,613.13,0 received fro the sale of the property in the finds 

(42) i 2153, )i 9, t'f 57;, f462)150b>15't0)1113 
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was subsequently applied to the redemption of the land tax 

which totalled approximately ¬80 p. a.; the redemption of an 

annual rent payable to the Duchy of Lancaster "which incumbered 

the Whole of the Corporation }'. states"; the expenses of the South 

Fields enclosure and sub-division, and the purchase of several 

small areas of land. The consequence of these transactions 

was an additional income of over ¬220 pea* from the two redemptions 

and an increased rental of almost ä, 1, O00 from the : oath Fields. (43) 

By judicious application of the profits from these . ales, the 

corporation had thus augmented their annual income by about ¬1,000, 

This astute deal was followed in 1814 by the sale of five acres 

of the South Fields. This area had previously let for approximately 

¬30 p. a. but was sold for ¬6,577.16.0d of which some four thousand 

pounds was reinvented in property. The houses and buildings thus 

purchased were lot for ¬132 p. a. The corporation had, of course, 

benefited from the demands of the growing urban centre Land 

previously used only for agricultural purposes was sold at a 

tremendously enhanced value as building land to house the expanding 

population. Not subprisingly . he South Fields Committee observed 

that ".... much land eligible for building upon, and adjoining the 

streets which have already been laid out, still remains unsold, and 

(43) T' eTfxy No 1382 
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as it now lots for only six pounds per acre, and the clear produce 

from the sale of it would be at least £1,250 per acre, your committee 

feel themselves called upon to recommend to the Hall in the strongest 

terms the policy of continuing to sell those parts so long as 

customers can be found, by which means the corporation will in tine 

be enabled to execute any scheme of public advantage which they may 

have in contemplation, or ...... they may be enabled by re-investing 

the produce in the purchase of other property to add at least £50 pea* 

to their income for every acrd which they can sell". The committee 

themselves felt that re-investment was tht, atswt , . 
"itýbein tie 

estimation of your committee of essential importance that the annual 

expenditure of the corporation should be confined to its income only". (44) 

and thereafter property alienations were undertaken with justified 

assurance. In January 1915 the South Fields committee made street 

plans which they could heartily recommend, for they "brought into a 

Building situation a quantity of land near to the Town which would 

otherwiso ham ronainod excluded from the market", (45) and by the 

time of the i': unieipal Commiosion, the public estimated that between 

twenty-five and thirty acres of the south Fields had been sold, The 

accuracy of this estimate was subsequently challenged by the corporation 

in a communication after the close of the Ernuiryl in which they 

(44) Bx entry no 1415 

(45) EEL entry no 1416 
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63na"ed ana 
asserted that only thirteen acres9threektwenty-eight yards had 

been sold since 1814, making in all 18 acres 328 yds. (46) 

However 9 it seems clear that the application of 

the purchase money received deserves little criticism, albeit that 

the sale transactions showed. gross paxtiality, (47) The 

corporation had richly enhanced their annual income through a 

willingness to adapt to the changing values. Perhaps the sacrifice 

of open land to housing estates was unsavoury to contemporaries, 

but in an age when bricks and mortar have made an even treater 

advance, it must nevertheless be resirnedly accopted that pleasures 

raust give way to material profits. The profits, however acquired, 

from sales of land at Loicester, and their reinvestment, amply 

demonstrate that alienations of the corporate property could have 

beneficial results. 

Baut unless auch money was wisely rei. nvestedg the 

only result which the corporation could expect was deeper and do o per 

indebtedness. A reduction of the primary source of income was the 

last thine the borough could afford, and the only ramification 

could be an increasing inability to root costs. Yet at '3oston, 

Nottingham and York, it appears that property alienations were 

invariably undertaken to provide cash for expenses already incurred. 

(46) 1j 1904,1905 
(47) ? `ý 1905 It was asserted that the corporation had sold large 

areas of the land to councillors at preferential 
prices, and it seems more than likely that this was indeed co. 
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The money from sales which was reinvested was negligible, and 

the overall result was a slow decline in the number of corporate 

possessions. 

Both Nott-ingham and York corporations possessed 

wooded estates from which timber could occasionally be profitably 

sold. In 1758 the committee established at York "to enquire what 

sorge of money will be wanted to pay off and discharge the city 

debts.., and how and by what means the same can be raised.... ", 

rocomiended the sale of timber from the farm at Caxton "for the 

best price that can be got for the same..... " (40). Accordingly 

this produced X80 (49) and was, therefore, a possession of some 

value. '2ho corporate woods were indeed,, - regularly but not 

excessively, thinned. In 1765 a parcel of wood at Fawdington 

realised t: 2(k, and the following year, wood at Carlton was sold 

for £110. In 1797 wood at both Carlton and Fawdington was sold 

for C816 and ton years later, the sale of timber from Carlton, 

realized no less than 03,220 and that from Fawdington x'. 424. (50) 

These worn tiorefore assets of great value, and though lZottingham 

did not have comparable possessions, the corporation nevertheless 

secured a small irregular ineomo from such sales, receiving 0230 

in 1739 and in 1766 ¬94.10.0 for the trees in the Coppice. (51) 

(48) YHB 44 67 
(49) YCAB 1760/1 

(50) YCAB 1765/6,1766/7; 1797/8,1807-13, -18os-9 
(51) MCAB 1739/40,1766/7 
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Unfortunately however, the produce from the 

woods could only be slowly replenished and sales irregularly made. 

and both corporations increasingly turned to the aotual alienation 

oP possessions to provide ready cash. 

An had been noticed, au early an 1717, Iyottingtam 

council found that the only way to pay their debts was to sell 

their splendid estate at 1Fansell Parke in Derbyshire. (52) This 

valuable property had produced an annual rent of x: 68 exclusive of 

heavy entry fines charged for the lease; but the resolution had been 

made and the transaction secured to the corporation for no lean 

than C2,3e0.03) This entire a= went to the payment of old debts 

and bills. After repcying Robie Sherwin his loan with interest, there 

remained C996.18,0 of which £175.. 1.. 6d was specifically stated 

to have been "pd about ye new pavement", (apparently the }'wecket 

Place) (54) while the remainder went to the liquidation of the 

accumulated loans, debts and bills. Indeed the corporate indebtedness 

was such, that in addition to the money raised from Mansell Parke, 

a share in the waterworks had also been bold. (55) Thereafter Aales 

of property took pl ,e irregularly but not infrequently. The 

absence of account books between 1699-1723, as too the brevity of 

the entries throughout the period f",, 166O.. 1795, leaves scant 

(52) iamB 34806o 
(53) Acet"book of Richd" pith recording the income from the aale 

and its disbursement 7438 
(54) lIIM 34800 ß; 5481fyº7; 34ß1y11 an the streets to be viewed 

to ascertain how much corporation is liable to pave 
(55) For what price we do not know since there are no accounta 

between 1699-1723 11KB 34ß0J1 6a 
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evidence from which to work. What evidence wo do have however, 

snggeato that sales for the purposes of meeting committments 

wore made all too often. In 1724 land was sold to the value 

of £80, possibly to meet the slightly heavier expenditure incurred 

in that year. In the same year several houses at Puddle-Dock 

in Blackfriars, London, were sold for ¬126, but this was the 

property of the school estate. lt had however, apain been sold not 

for the inconvenience it occac±ioned, situate so many miles away, 

nor because of its economic inviability, boxt in order to repay 

the costs of a law suit in which the corporation had been involved 

with the past school meter* Richard Johnson, (56) In order 

to meet the cogto of the exehnnpe and shambles improvements between 

the years 1725-28, a considerable armount of property war, sold. Pwo 

resnuages in Angel Row realized £300 in 1726/7, tenert nts in Carter 

Gate in the sae year were sold for £150, Ancl £600 was received 

for the 'shits Lion Inn on Backside. The sales continued the following 

year, (57) and it was apparently by such means that the further 

£1,399.14.. 84 owing to the corporation's bankers was raieed, (58) 

In 1732 the Castle Inn, two mossuzzes, a tract of 

waste lsari8 and tho Pinciarn fee were so14 in order to repay Alclprman 

Lc n ford a portion of his 1arg loan, anä sovnral years later, farther 

(56) too ! 55a 

(57) 1: 13 3436t16#18,20; 3487f 76,22 et p3s3i. rn. 

(58) 1802 FJ209 ¬1032.18"1d wao raiood by Ald, Langford'a loan, 
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(56) Johnson was for come time mentally unbalanced, and 

ostensibly on those grounds, though apparently for other 

motives, the corporation dismissed him without a sufficient 

pension. He however, received from them a testimonial, and 

on the strength of this, brought a suit against them for 

having dismissed him for insanity. The corporation 

counsellor, Abney, in irritation said at the trial "in 

short, Mr. Johnson, that has happend to you which Felix 

imputed to Paul, much learning bath made thee mad". To 

which Johnson sareastiSally replied that "whatever might 
be the case with respect to himself, he was persuaded that 

the excellent Judge. ".. and the.;. Court, would agree with him 

in opinion, that the gentleman who made this remark would 

never be made from the same Sause". (N. Review, 20th 11ovel033) 
(and memoirs of Gilbert Wakefield 1792)" The corporate 
defence was dismissed and the ball faced costs of 0126. Dr. 

Thomas in his ftistort of the Nottingham Hach School 1957) 

73 note I does not give currency to the assertion that 
the Puddldek sale was to pay these legal costs. He fails 
however to live any reasons for his opinion, and though I 

would agree wholeheartedly with him that the corporation was 
lone before this date, heavily in debt, there wens little 

reason to doubt that the sale of the Blackfriars property 
was indeed occasioned by the costs above noted. 
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sales reduced his loan still further. In the middle years of 

the 1730's, heavy legal costs associated with the cases 

prosecuted for non payment of bills, doubtless explain alienations 

to the value of some £450, and so throughout the century, property 

sales were aljoat invariably made to answer indebtedness, (59) 

They were however, spasmodic, according to the state of the 

finances, but from the last years of the eighteenth century, 

sales cane to be a regular feature in the annual income. Between 

1796-1835, alienations were made to a value of £45,054.7.3d 

) at Nottingham. (See appendix 31 

Nottink, hams- 

1796_1605 

Ind 1503.. 9.. 0 

9606--; 1815 

5410916.. 5 

1816-1825 

1a564.15.. 3 

1826-1835 

11,461,. 1.. 8 

Sparen 2017.. 09.0 1800.0., 0 nil nil. 

TOTAL: 3520,, 9.. 0 7210.18.. 5 18,564.15.. 3 11,461.. 1.. 6 

From the money thus raised virtually no 

reinvestment at all was made. This intone was needed to make ends 

meet, and a vurplna was Dimply unavailable for such applications. 

It is clear that the corporation at Nottingham did recognise the 

(59) see Appendix x 
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value of purchasing further properties. In 1833 when a profit 

of r, 1: 397 was molded over from the previous chamberlain, the 

corporation apparently felt sufficiently secure to purchase 

property on Long Low, and on 3urton T, eys tr the value of £319. (60) 

;,,, o extraordinary revenues of any note were raised during the year, 

but unfortunately the financial well-being could not be maintoinedp 

and a deficit o Cf4r was incua'rect. Clearly it was not for want 

of no t'iat the extraordinary revenues, failed to be ploughed 

back into the conciliar wealt": i. There had indeed been purchased 

for over the Jalland and Laniey shambles in 1829, but 

for this pnurposeq loans of 26,750 apparently had to be rained. (61) 

n'ie one redoenin; i'eature in this rieye& of sales 

however, lay in tho, fact that the corporation was not alienating 

on any drastic scale, Ehe property fron which its rental income 

derived. Thn property sold durink, the nix ioa. ath century consisted 

almost entirely of areas hitherto under-developed. ý the. town 

population expanded rapidly, demand for housing and land in the 

-mall circurscribod town, grossly inflated laid and property values* 

how soon the corporation began to benefit by coiling large aroas 

of land. is not certain. As has been stated, the brevity of the 

aocounts allows of no itemization of entries, but tho council 

(60) NCiB 1833/4 

(61) fOAB 1829/30 
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minuted record that by 1793 the corporation had sold land on 

Tollhouse Hill and five lots on the Sandhilfe for ¬937.. 6.. 7d. (62) 

It wa3 thin type of land which feature 
, 

in the 

sales in the early nineteenth century: - waste land on the edges 

of the towm. As Wield (Town Clerk) stated at the 1833 Enquiry, 

the property sales were almost entirely of building land. (6 3) As 

duds for housing grow, the corporation alienateds or lot on 

building lease, the areas on the old town's perimeter; on the 

Mansfield and Derby roads. Some of this was commonable and 

provoked opposition from amongst the burgesses, but from 1821, 

aalen of land on Mansfield Road and York Street proceeded without 

abatemont. Between 1821 and 1825 they realized £9,010E15910d. 

Inevitably land prices rose steeply with the population pressure 

of the 1820's. In August 1822, waste land on Mansfield Road was 

selling for five or six shillings a square yard= by the following 

year it had risen to coven shillings and in 1824 fetched ten 

shillinr3. By 1826 its value was no lees than 15/- a square yard. (64) 

At the come time, the construction of the 

Vottingh. canal enhanced the value of the land on the South of 

Leensido, and in consequonco# in 1793 the corporation decided to 

let Butchers' Clone - previously pasture land - in wharfs on thirty 

year leases. (65) The Island too wa- let as wharfs (66)9 but within 

(62) IM 3552/20 
(63)T. Cockayma, op. cit., 45 

(64) 3907 Ann. Ckt . ateportn paeoim. 
(65) LIM 3552f39 
(66) flan 3553}9 
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a few years, the corporation resolved instead to sell these areas. 

The first larE^e sale of land in Butcher's Close took place in 1804 

for over 9/- a square yard, and by 1825 sales here had been made to 

the value of over £5,5500. 

Eiren where the pro erties had been in lease, 

the sales appear to have been not injudicious. The Bowling Alley 

house cold to John Crackle in 1822 for £1,100 had previoticly been 

leased for only £13 p. a., and the Island incubit bly »roduced 

bettor returns when sold than it could have done in lease. Farts 

of it were still let, but those parts which were sold, realized at 

least C3,770 between 1824/1832. (67) 

In many reapcctn there ore, the corporation 

at I4ottingY a was pursuing a vise policy. They alienated few of 

their buildincs and established agricultural lards, but cold largo 

was which had hitherto been waste. The inflated land values 

rendered itraenso returns, and the corporation had realized the 

benefits to be made. Yet they had utterly failed to view the long 

term effeoto of their actions. To reap the fallest benefits, the 

monies received choulA have been wiäoly invested, rendering to the 

corporation at Nottinte, as at Leicester, increased ennn receipts. 

Had tie cor, oxa4ion only hesitated in their rush to sell, they may 

(67) 1CAB 1024.35- tD Tha years 1826-8 do not contain specified 
entries of caleaý 
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have realized that their annual caoh receipts could have been 

u.,. ed to develop other areas of wastes The profits of each sale 

could have been used for the erection of properties for lease on 

land which otherwise as to Como under the hazer. 

But perhaps in this matter, as in othera, the 

corporation had little power to help themselves. The income fron 

the sales was entirely absorbed in the yearcl accounts. To have 

invested would have created a consirlerablo time laß before the 

increased income was felt, and although the returns would have been 

regular, they would have been Iut a ercenta, ý,, o of the principal 

received from the sales. The corporation was simply not in a 

position to act accordinC to long tern returns,. 'uze viotous circle 

had been in progress for too long, and the council could not escape. 

Its need for ready cash sabotaged any hope of escaping from the 

spiral of debt. 

At Boston and York the oorrorations irtfl d in 

alienations of no con-arable rr. 14ni. tudo with l'ottth w primarily 

because they did not have similar land available. Stween 1796 

and 1335 only '7139557.17.33Sd was raioecl by sales at York, and most 

of this oe0urre3 in the years irmlzediatoly before and after t ho 
(G'1a) 

establishment of the finance co ittee in 1312. It was the , iioision 

of this committeo that, to cover the ¬11,710 in debts# not only should 

«O-la) i pendi' x 0 
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money be raised by loan and annuity, but that some property 

should also be cold. (68) Ir May 1812, the sale of the Tang I1al2 

estate was ordered, in November further city houses were to be 

alienated, and early in 1813 the committee even resorted to the 

sale of all the "old broken Mayorts furnituren. The Tang Hall 

estate was not in fact sold, but other properties of lowish rent 

and heavy maintenance coat realized 01,721 in 1812/13 and 

C6,475 in 1813/14. Few of these proportion made any major 

contribution to the rental income, but, on the other hard, there 

was no inflation comparable {D that at Nottingham to push 

prices very high. 'lasteground sold at Foss Bridge realized only 

2/- per sgare yard. The following table gives some indication 

of the rental and selling prices:. 

Rent Selling Prico 

1812/13 
Punchbowl Stonoga, to 6912,0 1110. , 0.. 0 
Ground-Fora Bridge 5.0 714.. 5.. 0 
House iolgato Land 96 000 390,, 0.. 0 
Houoea-i ick]_o{; ate Bar 21.10.0 905,. 0.. 0 
Glow WalmCate 16.0,0 605.. 0.. 0 
Close nr. floroefair 22.0.0 535,. 0.. 0 
117ho BogKrnna1 4.4,0 270,. 0.. 0 
Pavennent Cross 10 0.0 150.. 0,, O 

p, a. 120.11.0 407.15, « 0 

(60) YIB 13th April 1812 
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Ac at 1'ottin kim thore uw no question of ap'lying 

the Honey raised to long-term profits. Tho sales had been effected 

purely to raise money for the liquidation of standing debt:. T %e 

cu, itteo did evince an aimweness that sole properties would be 

better cold, but their rood sense wan not altiryc acted upon. In 

1824 it wan r'ecotr ended that The Tavern, being "a species of property 

entailing very considerable expenses annually upon the corporation.... 

should be sold and the Purchase money laid out in the purchase of 

other Freehold estates". (69) The resolution however war never put 

into practico. 

At Boston too it van prinoipc y in order to meet 

oxpersee that sales of the corporate property occ=oe'. Alicnations 

W taken place from time to time r, inco the corporation rý-eeiveci its 

fixst Chartor in 1545t(70) but they did not occur on a larr; e scale 

until the early nineteenth century when the finance cozitteo, "having 

�0.. investigate. the Accounts of the co. rnora, tior. and considered of 

the best node of raising a c= of Money fo-r or+? otin the intended 

bra. ego, 1 oconriend (ed) 
.... the sale of the "states as under., from which 

it rsay be reason-ably expected that the sum of f9000 of thereabouts may 

be raised for emoting the said bridgo and other necessary imnrovenents 

in the boron h"s(71) The rental of the entatec wn '1MoMb(d p"ai, 

(69) U77 31st T ooembor 1624 
(70) 5/UI3/26; 4/B/3/112 

(71) MB January 7th 1003 
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and to most of the proposed sales the council consented. The 

auctions did not all take place immediately, but in 1803-4 

£2,196.0.. 9d was received from the sales of land and houses, 

and the following two years produced a further ^3,494. There- 

after sales again slowed down, but old materials and occasional 

alienations continued to provide an appreciable income until 

1822. (72) 

Perhaps one of the more ill advised sales however was that of the 

shares which the corporation held in the 'Jitham navigation. The 

corpo: nation first invested in the project in 1765 and within the 

next ten years purchased : ". 2,000 worth of shares bea inZ interest 

at Z p. a. In 1814/15 the council cIntributed a further £1,000 and 

was therefore receiving £150 p. a. It was not a large return, but 

it would have been difficult to better it appreciably, but the 

decision to sell these securities in 1823 (73) by public auction 

(72) 3CA13; Appendix 

(73) It is noticeable that at 1ottingham too, most of the 
securities of this nature were sold during the early nineteenth 
century. e. c. 5 Flood Road shares, bought 1797 & 1801, sold 
1005 and 1824; Nottinnhan Canal, 12 shares held; 3 sold 1800, 
renainine 9 sold 1ß09; v Ledgers A. ß. C. D. 
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domonstrates t,,, e financial difficulties which the corporations 

face(;. `"'tee;; could not of "'ors : to hold investt: ients of this nature 

at only a yield p. a, indeed they could not, in the short term, 

afford to invest at all, kerntiree income and slltheir resorveo 

were noeded to meet the growin expenses of corporate business. 

But in tue long term it wac the or? inary anxual produce from 

proportion arri investments which was all-important. 

For some years before 1'. 35 therefore, the borough 

coincils at Boston, ! ottin,; hha . and York had serious fing icial 

p, Uler. js, `Piirair primary - source of ir. co: ne, that received from the 

ronLaj of their estatcs,, had. ixiereaseo enormously in yield: over 

the centuries, but it had still failed to keep pace with the mounting 

ex, )c' es whicl, the councilfs had to ratet. It was in any ca: o, ill- 

suited to the fluctuating exoensee of civic administration; it was 

both ir"p pro j )ria 1ce, id inadequate as a primary revenue for Lhe 

ding ui: b: u i cr, ritrcai which the three towns were becoming. 

But more si; nif ica,.. tly it began to proviclo a steadily decreasing 

proportion at' Vah- (., or-)orate financial needs fx ., year to year. Some 

of c`.. e dcf ici-rccy wa: i v rte, '. - '. by the expanding value of other regular 

sources of income, as the three councils purchased shared in local 

, L; overrsont echori 1 or invested their money in government consoles 
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At Boston returns on turnpikes and navigation shares produced 

over 0200 p. a. during the 1790'sß and at York rem from the 

Oase Bridgo coniasionoro on money lent by the corporation on 
2 

the security of the tolle, produced V9908*16,. 0 interoet 

between 1810-1822. (74) But it vas en entiafly from loans, 

property sales and other extraordinary sources, that the deficiency 

between income and expenditure wao not. 

"ýTho financial position first became noticeably 

difficult in the middle yearn of the eighteenth century, an the 

increasing resort to extraordinary sources of revenue, omply 

illustrates. At York the Ch mberlainsf accounts reveal a marked 

dependence upon extraordinary income after 1758. From 1751-1758 

inclusive, no extraordinary income was received, and the overall 

profit on the account aas 14/7d. In the eight years after 1758 

¬1,823.12.14 was purposely raised fror extraordinary sovreoo, 

and a furthor 5195 «a3 rr-cpivc(7 fron unexpected donations and other 

irregularly recurring supplies, The overall profit on the income 

of the eight years was £266.1.. 4d, loavino, an absolute deficiency 

inthe ordinary rovertw% of f 19557.10.. 9,1-d. 

YOR3 f.. 8.. a 

Ovora4l profit on aooounta 1751/58 14 7 
Balance in hand 1751 i63.15.71d 

"" 1753 64.10.2c1 
Casual income raisod 1751/50 --- 

therefore total rrofit on ordinary incomo 1751/58: 1. 

ovorall profit on accounts 1759/66 166 14 
balance in hand 1758 C64.1O. 

1766 330.11. 
casual income raised 1759/66 1823.12.1r 

therefore on ordinary income 

0 
(74) Sun loaned by corporation £6,595, which was entirely repaid by 1822v but no trace of this loan going fron corporate a/c's to the Conaissionero. 
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There yearn raarkei, the bogining of a trend which 

becacie incie. t. sin ly apnaront as the century pro, usod. - In the 

decade fron 176öto69 tiro income from loan3, sales and arnuities 

rVecoun'; ed for 14.4, ' of the total income received v ar, ý a fall 

in this form of revenue in he m'eceedirg twenty years was node 

po<, si'b1c only by the sharp rise in the toturnc from purchased 

freedoms any exoneration fires. Thereafter money raised from 

loans c; z]. OS and pnnui-cies became ý. ncreacing; ly vital to corporate 

solvency. The following tables illustrate clearly the increasinwT 

reliance upon extraordinary incoLuc which in all t' free horou, zs 

becanto '-Y: (-, ' w°_ter. 17i', ß and which saw t'ottinrm 

between 1. 'CUL1835 raioin , as much by c . leu ansl loans as by 

rental insulin. (75) 

,. tal incoz.. ý ýLN_ a perce ;a of total income worked from 

c1ocPnnial avnr.! e. (76) 

nhte. 1460-9 1030-9 1700i. 09 1720.. 9 1740-9 1760-9 
Boston 88.5 97 95 76.5 
iio 

th. 38t 
' 92o 

711, 72-7;. 7 Ti, 

xorlý 46.5; ' 46; ' 451 47.4`' 69.5", 55ßr 
Yorlc(77) 69.51" 69.8 Be, 87.5 94.9 77.4 

Date: 1770-9 1780.9 1790--9 1800-9 1810-9 1920-9 
Boston 401i 52.5; ' 60; G 36.6j 3Z, 4647% 
1 ottrn . (7s) 69.5 `, 76i> 54.5` 53ý A 40, ', 42, 
York 65.5/ 621A 61.5 521, 466, 53.5% 
York 97.1% ß8.6i'% 7 9`i 70#654 56.6% 68.4 ä 

x; 75) 1t320t#34 avora e incomo p. a. Rents:, 3475 
Sale n: 12030 
loans: 11360 

(76) The late Chamberlains' balances have been included in the total 
incomo. In most years this is small, and makes little difference 
to the figures quoted,, but even when it was large, as at Boston 

27950835, its exclusion from the total income figure does not 
materially alter the trends which appear, Its most noticeable effect is to increase the percentage which rental income, an the largest 
sing-le item, bore to the total income. See Appendices 1 4Ia 
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(77) York figures (2) show rental income plus freedom and 
exoneration fines as a percentage bf the total income. 
8ant1 income at York never constituted Do largo a 
percentage of total income as at Boston and Nottin , 
primarily because freedom and exoneration fines always 
provide a large income, Although this income was unreliable 
it 'r^as generally regulax and substantial. Although 
variable, the income from these two sources was rarely low. 
In the last forty years of the ceventeenth century it 
fluctuated violently, but only twice dropped below ¬50 
from either source, and they to(,, ether averaged 0260 p. a" 
1700-40 both sources gave consistently high returns, and 
although exonorations for the nexttionty years remained 
low, there was at the least, always the fine from the nix 
or nih'tht Chamberlains. The income received at York from 
freedom and exoneration fines can therefore, to some degree, 
be regarded as ordinary 'income', providing most years 
a regular and substantial income, but open also to exploitation. 
Unlike at Roston and 'ottin, ýh3m, income from this source 
never dropped to nothing at York, 

(78) At 1Sottingl the declining rental percentage 1760-1789 
was created by the income ro'eived from the late school 
and bridge balances. These compriseds 1760.9 8.6fß; 
1770F79 10.;. ßf 1780-9 11-51', of the total inconc.,,, At 
Boston the sharp decline in rental pereenta o 1770-9/largely 
a ro; ult of extraordinary income raised for the Coopers' Row 
and othor projects, and the maintenance of a substantial 

balance at each year end. 

0 
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Categories of income as a percentage of total ýncoine, worked from & cemual avPraces 

1780-89 1790--119 1800-09 
Boston 

Boston Nottin ham York Boston Nottinjtiam York 

Rent f 52.5 6o. 0 54.5 ¬L 5-_! 
_ 

"3ýý.,,. f, 
- 

53.0 S2. O 
Other ordinary income: I{ ( r 

Investments, _fsý-etlniaýy 
ý______ 

_ý -' 
t 

lexonerations 12.5 11.6 3.02 0.23 4.9 6.2 0.56 
11'°ecftu 

& exonoration 
fines - York 17.5 18.6 

Loan_s, 
_annuitiesL 

Sales ; 2G. 5 15.7 26.4 16.7 
I 

31.6 
ýy ! -----ý---- - 

33.8 2.6 3 
Donations, levies, ! f 
Ck ": tX], Li eI sii(I i"L_ 1. fh O. O 0.4 5 _ . 0.74 0.0 0.12 

- 
Returns on Charity 

nx>ruay a nuý. s, s, -- ----- 
Undesignated cýsualý 

-_ _31 _ý 
lnil. 

Lld 

il n 

3 3, 

? 5.95 

QO 

nil 

r nil 
nil 

- -3-6Q . 

0.0 

1.15 

0.0 

Late Chamberlains _ __ 

Balance 2.430. £3 3.2 1.31 ! 16.1 1.15 4.11 
School wardens/Bridge, 
mast C s- Cý aLx i bu t icans__ 

--- --f. 3.96 }! t0.0 

contributions Roston 0 795 1.15 7.87 
Treasurer 
corýtrib ti9 

_ _Y 
ton 3.: F3_ Inlj Q_. i(i 

If 
i Total 99. F335ý 99.25 1 100.33 i 97.72 I 98.45 96.75 Q8.99 

1810-19 1620-29 
l 

_ 
Boston k7ottý York Boston NOttinc ham! York 

Rent. 3? 
ý 0 { 

ýiý. 0 46_0 4£3.7 

ý 

42.0 
{ 

{ 
ýL 

53.5 
Other ordinary :. ncoýne: 
Inv_estm. rilaýaireec ora= 

w 
4.05 4.25 6.. 5 9.3 2.85 11.3 

fine's - York 

Loan,, auni. t_ies, sale';; 

14.9 

Cnr+xit.. p+.... 
___' __ý' _o ý retuirls on Cnatxty I -__o. 

> 
.-- 

0.99 { 
_ 

G1 1. f31_ 

nc ncy_' n`rct ^c1 0 21 n5 1 o. 25w 0.7 
Unthsignated casual I 

na il ý ty, ( OYn nil. 0.0 O. O 
Ch_'mbcr) .; ih L"67 

. ialanr. -- 4 
School 

5.2 9.65 2.36 5.16 

F: nttinryüarn. . 

_ - -- l ' - 
040 0 S0 

re t To n Fa i ! if . 

cot) trttý', Tt 7. o 10.02 
Treasurer 

n. l 
-ý- - 

{ 

3 oo. O1 52 9 -. 9.80 9r 
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Everi 'with'the roxiey : miDed. -, fron extraozd. izry 

sources; the "661; i ýcfl ä t, Y. ottincbn.. boca e heavily, incolvent. 

In, contrast with'i o ton. and: Yo`rk. \, there' "was, invariably. a, deficit 

on the roarly r, ccounto froxi 1800»1335. -E idontly., tho, "council 

did 'not plan their financial-pooition. with 'he,, car - shown' din 
the other two borou . -But in all three , =tha deficit on tilo> 

,;., income with ' which the council ýt traditionally, expectoa to 

'vtcot all civic requirezontu wan ixx icncc.. , 'Tho ; chartered property, 

toll ¬3x d` other nincollanooun -righto `and `privileL oo had--never 
..: 

-boon- intended' to provide local- government: Tuch-ac th3-lato. 

leijhtoonth and nearly nineteenth century =towns°were; coain : to 

r©quiro. ' ''But in "a, Baited way the', throe 'councils ore meeting 

these roedo ' by `tho i provicion of °inprove3 atreat$ t and public 

building, ` yot` their financial prövisiönw'reiainod unaltered. 

'rho exponcec co-I1d be met onlyýby, extraordinary 'rovenuos. `°--. -, -. 
: Lvon in 'their "ordinary" . e: tpenditara., 3thv., councile 

ware facing iricolvency. - ho calculations : by; °tho 13octon finance 

ýco=ittoo cuScct that "ordinäry" 'oxpencac'ezceoded`. 'the expected 

rental incorso"by over x: 400 p, a, t between 1 ß24&27, (79)and. extra-. 

ordinary oxpencea swellod°'thi a deficit ýto - an avora¬, o of over 

Cl , OCO'p. a. '©xoluoivolof theIIrepaymcnt, of principals owing on bond. 

(79) 2/D/5 Figures quoted as follows: 
Total 

. 
itýcoao 

,v ospooted "'rental + 
eýxpeindiýture 

interact & tythes; 

1024/5 4425.1790 '4566.7.0 
1825/6 4281,004 4810.7.0 
1826-7 4289.10.0' 4824.10.0 

1827/8 A237, ,0 -4768 2L0 
17234.6.0 18969.6.0 

Deficit 1824 7= £19735 (on ordinary acoount%) 
ictraordinazy Expenseo still to be deduoted 1824-7= ¬29764' 
182¢W 181 Total defioit: (4,499 n £19125 p. a. 36 6i 
t%Z1i'o182'1 +ý � . t139687 = £1,955 p"a" 



By 1835, the-position was slightly improved-For the year 

begining Ilay 1835, ordinary revenue, namely tho rents due, 

interest on eecuritßes and £350 interest from the Erection 

bailiff-for £7,000 owing on the bridge, would have roglized 

£3,000.0.6d Ordinary disbursements for intorest on loans, 

and, annuities, salaries, pensions, subscriptions to charities 

and annual a: sessmnents, would have totalled £3,443.19.6, leaving 

a balance of only £364.1.6d, which was entirely dependent upon 

the interest received from the Erection bailiff. Ast from this 

balance there was tho cost of repairs, leaf adviser, and all 

other incidentals to be not. In the twelve years betwoen 1824- 

1835, those amounted to no less than w30,354.3.10d, and in 1835 

alone, extraordinary expenses for the eight months from Pay lot 

to December 24th totalled £2,881.10,6d, (80) 

Yet before the close of the oi1hteenth century, - 

town o1orkst bi11a, and repairs tad becomo co rogu1ar an ex anee 

as to conotituto none. other than "ordtr1ar7n expenditure. Only 

inprovonent cicheneo, unexpected celobrationy, and extraordinary 

le i. suite could by thin tim, fairly be termed contingent 

expense0, and even there occurred with a monotonous xegularity. 

But takinC total oxponiittro ao it ap au in the oha iborlaino' 

(80) R ott of th© finance 

late corporation 
ho laot twolvo 

teo appointed by the 
cxaztino the account 
afu , u-iry of the ac 

"Bosroh pulucl betty 
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accounts, there was 1n. n11 throe borou an increasingly 

heavy dioc opancy. bet oon the cu, toriary, rovenuo (i. o, total 

i ieo oe1 3iVo of loans, ßa1QS q annu1tie and the later 

Chamberlains' balances) and th3 total income neocasaxy to 

meet expenditure. `A'l1O cub jectivity of calculationz zado 

from tho ` ecaix t44 b coriec icmc°diatoly apparent fron the two 

finanoe report Mentioned above, which neither tally ono with 

tinother, nor with the chamberlains accounts thomcolveo. (61) 

1 But fron the accounts as tai-? - remain today� i; in clear that 

between 1790-1634, a total of i86,321 v ,s raicod at Boston by 

extraordinary ratans: by salon and vario a typos of loans. 

This noreovar was only the c levy, and exc1ndas all bills 

transferred to bond., and all loans which never ontorcd the 

accounto. (82) At York the cash loans and sales entered in 

the account were rather less, amounting to some £59,297.1.31403) 

between 1790-1834 inclusive, but onl* 15,965 of this was ztctced 

before 1006 and the debts owing on trr ca coon's bill were 

pasticult. rly hneavy " 

(ß1) The fi fires in the report 2/D/5 although not 
annotated can be readily comprehended and bear comparison 
with the actual accounts. Extraordinazy incomes were i norod, 
the rental income used was the expected rent, and no re- 
pa; onts of principal wore iocorded. The later reportof1836 
however is auch leas clear', Although convincingly cot out, 
it is cxtromoly difficult to correlate it to the actual accounts. 

(02) Exclusive of the accounts for 179? %3,1798/9, which are missing. 

(83) £2,753.17.11 received for 4 console sold in 1833 and 1834 
alco £900.8.10d. recd 1026/7 for consols at 3 has been 
included. 
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The discrepancy between ordinary income and 

total income iss clearly indicated by the firma available 

at tiottin ''a. 

Mottat 1795-1833 ._ 1IC . (84) 
To nea=ot £ 'ordinary' Total 'ordinary 

Total income income incoio. 
incomo 

1795-6 2125 1439 3513 2805 1810/11 
6-7 1657 13: 0 3134 3013 11/12 
74 p983 1420 2945 2939 12/13 
6.9 1429 1333 6261 3066 13114 

9-500 2269 1441 5470 2696 14/15 
1600-1 1964 1607 7162 2846 15/16 

01-2 2119 1949 6285 2792 16/17 
02-3 2064 1667 5360 2700 17/113 
03-4 1793 1696 5496 2927 10/19 
04-5 4315 2014 4933 2392 19/2U 
05-6 3024 1930 6297 3064 20/21 
06-7 2848 2242 8281 33S48 21/22 
07-3 3653 2022 4500 3302 22/23 
08-9 4196 2191 10994 4036 23/24 
09-10 6237 2510 6758 3119 24/25 

793U 3446 25/26 
11339 3556 26/27 
6415 3690 27'20 
7077 3856 213/29 

12563 3772 29/30 
7171 4116 30/1 
6702 4511 31/2 

Deficiency of oxýa3 y income' to total incomes- 1621-30 036,241 

av: M ¬3,624 . p. a. 

(04) i. e. total inco: io exclüoivc ar late CYkuberrains' balances, the 
ineoro fron Inane, gales, anmtitieo, and voturnn on chariti4s 
C96 p. as on Bilbie &L mbleya 1795-1805; 0116 m1ß05-1010. kfter 
1810 (nil) oxeapt for odd years whon accordingly deducted)'. Also 

excluded 1826.7 a levy for dilapidatidns orsleasehold, and 1827,28, 
1829,1831 grants from the market place account* These tigureo 
correlate closely with those Giver to tho municipal co--n, 3. csionor . and 
quoted in . Cookayne, op. cit., 61 
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Under there circumstances, the councils could do no other 

than resort to loans and property sales, yot by these teansa 

their insolvency was only mado more acute. By their bond 

coraaitinents, the three councils ontorod a spiral of debt 

from which their ordinary revenues could not rolec. so then. 

'ixe principals could be repaid only by further extraordinary 

levies, tlhile the interest payments au, ented the ordinary 

annual out sin s. yet further, averaging almost 501, -'" of the 

total rental incono at Boston and Nottin&hara by 1620-29. 

BOSTON: Interest nail on loanft, aT 1tieß and töntincs, p. a 

decennial averanva 

1770-9 0572 1800-09 £1,148 1830-34 C1084 
80-9 613 10-19 19546 
9009 903 20-29 2,036 

Intoro3t as ', of rental income. 

1770-9 49`iß 
60-9 56% 
90-9 53.5iß 

1800.09 50% 
10-19 . -47.5% 
20-29 50.4% 

as of total income. 

19.4 
30.6, 
32.6, 
18.4`; '4 

15.4? 
26.6y% 

P; 711INGT1Mit Interest n. , id on loans and annuitie3 p�a. up 
(85) (Iccennial nverapps 4 (no annuities taken until 1814) 

1000-09, ¬230 1810-19 05 1 1820. -29 ¬1348 1830-34 ¬1392 

Interest as ap of rental income. as % of total income. 

1800-09 13.5%% 7.11 
10-19 27. & 13.0% 
20-29 40. CY 17. o 

(85) The fimres in the accounts at iottingham are inadequately 
detailed , -before 1795. At York the interest 
payments always included other 'outgoings' and are also 
unreliable. 
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Moreover as interest poy ont3 increased 

the aasmal commitments still further, property caleo 

decreased the regular income. The sale of property by a 

body to whom rental payments were the principal supply of 

money was both short-sighted and. ill-advi: ed, when it was 

not followed by re-investment. But there seemed to be no 

alternative solutions to the Growing corporate insolvency. 

The primary form of income was ill-adopted to the needs 

of the new urban borougho which were emerging fron tho 

metamorphosis of the eighteenth and early nineteenth century' 

and the councils were powerless to arena these inadequate 

financial proVisions. V any boroughs did, it is tom, tale 

A, dvanta-o of their right to levy a county rate on the 

inhabitants, but this was not technically applicable to 

the corporate responsibilities at large. It was intended 

primarily for the costa of the administration of justice, 

and the maintenance of the gaolo, the prisoners and vagrants. 

Necessarily such applications relievoi the councils of oevoral 

financial responsibilities which they had hitherto borne, 

but it is noticeable that at i? ottingham at least, the imposition 

of the county rate wan accompanied by a vast increase in 

spending in these spheres, and removed few financial cornnitt- 

mente of any real value from the corporate shoulders, (86) 

(66) The count_t rate was definitely authorized by Statuts 
24 Goo -III c. 54 1734. See Chapter 6 
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Long before 1835 therefore, - Eöaton, 1'ottingh: = 

trd York, as too rang other corporations, were deeply in 

debt. Yet if they could not resolve their incolvcicy, 

', neither did they have any real means to avoid it. AU three 

boroughs att©mpted `to e'oonoLlise. ' "This was lecc Isuececsful 

at Boston and I! ott1hghai than at-York, - but there was in 

any case a limit to what could be effected by retrenchment 

alone. Recurring expenses consumed almost the entire 

', ordix ar r revenue before repairs were even concic? ered, and 

as the efforts of the finance cos ittee at York clearly 

chow, costly repairs, improvements and other contingent 

expenses could only be postponed. Thus although retrenchment 

could successfully reduce expenditure below income for a 

number of years, this position could not be r.. aintained, 

The result at York was the borrowing of'some £17,200 in the 

ten years following the finance comriitteels report in 1824 

that they had liquidated all the debts. 

There was however one conspicuous error ir. the 

financial mann ement of all three boroughs. Each failed 

to nako any ceriou8 and prolonged attenpto to au(13nt their 

regular incomo. All economies wore fuU le until the annual 

income had been augmented, yet investment or a planned 
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incomes policy never -emerged. -. Sales and loans were undertaken 

invariably to meet expenditure and rarely to effect building 

or investment pro, rammen. Dat, -to -a large degrce,. tthe councils 

could not escape the error of their ways; they coulä. not avoid 

beim pulled into'spiralling debt, for investment. could yiold. 

only slow returns and their needs had,.. becomo icmediatc. w., 

Expenditure had mounted so quickly after 1750: that they failed 

to`recognize their problems-until they, bccamo acute.. Tho 

demands of the short tern precluded long term planning�, yet 

with so==obsoloto-a. toz of income, long-t®rm, plannine was� 

essential. Its absence was the most significant failure of the 

old-corporations. 

r_, -. y-, 1835 corporate reform wai essential. from a- 

financial viotipoint alone, but not because, of . corruption or 

naladninistrationi Where was room for further retrc3: ýchnent and 

closor m gnerit üf + pxpendj. ture, ,. but essentially the SS, nancial 

problen would-. have 'remained. ? rom the closing years of the 

eighteenth century the three. councilo had over-reached themselves. 

Encouraged by public approbation, they had conducted improvemont 

schemes way beyond thoir moano, and to-finance them hat entored 

into a spiral; of. debt, from which they could not re-curfaco. 

Necessary as such ©ehemos were, they overburdened the councils 

at a time when other oxpences were already rising riarkaflr. 
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Coherent planning and permanent'augnentation of income were 

certaihly lacking, but the principal root of the problem "lay 

in'tho obsolescence and unsuitability of the primäry source 

of corporate' income, to the growing , needs of the 'boroughs 

which the-councils were administering. ' The only real remedy 

lay in the establishment ofya regular täte levy upon the 

inhabitants. Already available to the municipal borough 

in the"form of'a county rate, this levy was extended by the 

municipal act of 1835't6 cover all`expen es-beyond the regular 

corporate income. (87)' The rating system remained for some 

time in its' infancy. At Boston the reformed council continually 

refused to pass a county rate. BA' itförmn d the" gem' of 

modern corporate finance, without which the wideccale provision 

of'amenities'by moat late nineteenth century councils'cöuld 

not have been effected. At Nottinghn'the county rate had 

indeed, prior to 1835i'alroady been heavy -between 1814-24 it 

produced almost £7,000 p. a. But this revenue was applicable 

only to the probision and maintenance of justice. Its importance 

after 1835 is illustrated by the ' fact 'that in 1838 the 

corporation financed expences of'-&11,320 almost-'entirely by 

ordinary revenue - by the county rate and-the rental income. 

(07) Municipal corporation Act 5&6 William 1V t"76,3- 1033-4 
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Prom 1821-30 Nottinghams. ordinary i. ýevonue averaged, only 

f3i624 p. a., with the county rate applicable only to limited 

purposes, After 11035 whatever expenditure was considered 

necessary could be. met, without, immediate recourse, to loans 

and sales. Even at Boston, although. the council refused to 

authorize a borough rate, and maintained-, local government 

purely from their rental income of just. over ¬4,000, p. a., it 

was nevertheless from other. sources that-the principal anenitied 

and services were provided; ýF Paving, cleansing and lighting 

, were maintained entirely by , the commissioners appointed-by 

Act of Parliament 32 Ceo 111 1792, and in- 1850,51,52, ythegrosa 

assessment for the drainage. and lighting rates was £31,196. (68 

In 1835 municipal. reform was essential. -There 

was indeed, & need for, still closer mamcoment, and, control, but 

essentially: the need was for a wider basis for corporate 

finance.. The 1835 ̀  provisions were no panacea, and the;. r. effects 

were long in being felt1. but they provided; the beginningsýof 

a new concept in local government.. Essentially'io,. unreformed 

boroughs at. Boston, Nottingham: and-York had overreached them- 

selves. - They had tried to do too`much with. too. small an incomes 

Under pressure in manysphereaf-unpopular and mistrusted, the 

three councils had-succumbed to the public demand and their 

(OB)fl. Porter, op. cit., I- 19-23 
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own increasing awareness of a need Sor improved urban 

conditions, and had tried to provide facilities way beyond 

their incomes� They could hardly be called forerunner of 

local government today, but they did much to update town 

conditions, providing greatly improved market places, better 

streets and new bridges. They had in fact done sufficient 

to enable the new councils to abandon any further large. 

scale improvement schemes, and to consider instead their 

financial position and repay the debts left by the pro 1835 

corporations. There was in all three borouths a noticeable 

lull in activity after 1835, ae lack of financial recources, 

lack of power and lack of initiative continued to hinder 

municipal progress. (89) It vas not until the last. half of 

the nineteenth century that progress really began to be made, 

for like most other councils, municipal reform was at first 

merely follwed by "a different body of people doing the cane 

things as before in the sane way". (90) As late as 1859 an 

editorial in the Nottingham paper complained that "Lanes and 

alleys we have in plenty� but of anything like main thorough- 
10 

fares we are innocent,, (91) and at York the )linistry of Health 

report of 1084 leaven little doubt that substantial improve- 

(09) ihren with the new rate provisions this and the, a=uAl rent 
continued to be insufficient at Nottune to meet" zpendituro until 
1837/8 when a surplus of C615 remained, and in the early 1840's 
the average balance was only f700tdespite the lack of improvement 
schemeo. R. AAhurch, " op. oit., 100 

(90) W. Aehworth)The geneato of t'fodern Town Planning (1954) 70 

(91) Nottinghwi Review October 14th 1859 
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monte haci not been achieved. (92) A chafe of personnel 

was clearly not the, answer to the problems of local 

ooverment in 1835. Attitudes of social responsibility 

amongst the councillors still needed developing. But after 

lß35, improved financial provision for civic administration, 

was slowly brought to bear. The financial chaos of 1635, 

whioh made reform co neceecary, was primarily a result of 

inadequate money for growing needs. 

(92) Report oü the PrevAl. once of typhoid fever in York(1684) 
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CHAPTER 6 

THE FNIIICIPAL BOROUGH UNDER CNALT1ENGE 

By 1835, the concepts upon which the financial 

provisions of most boroughs rested had become increasingly 

incompatible with the values and notions of the industrializing 

and urbanizing society. r'ant' boroughs were faced not only with 

financial obsolescence, but with a growing radicalism among the 

public at large, which found expression in increasing opposition 

to the civic body and its rights and privileges. A prime example 

of outmoded practices and principles, the municipal corporation 

became a primary target for the new awareness of the late eighteenth 

and early nineteenth century public, whose belief in social rights 

gave them a hatred of exclusiveness# of privilege and of the 

pecuniary impositions which so unrepresentative a body made upon 

them. ý-; ngland in 1835 was a very different place from bland in 

1660, and if the town council remained fundamentally unchanged, 

the attitude of the town population did not. Vo less important 

than the demographic and economic changes were those which took 

placo in society and politics: even before tho opening of tho 

nineteenth century, politics, local and national, had become the 

concern of the man in the street. In the public houses and in the 

newopapors, the urban artisan, merchant or labourer, found stimulation 

for his new-found political and social awareness. A Thomas Paine 
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and a Jeremy Bentham was alive in many a town, exciting public 

feeling and organizing petitions and riots. Thus could James 

Ackland make a career of propaganda and arousing public opinion. 

Active in Bristol from 1827 until the riots in 1831, he printed 

a newspaper "The Bristolian" on unstamped paper, which became 

the basis of a campaign against the corporation. Tireless inhis 

efforts he left Bristol one week before the Bristol riots and 

moved to hull where he pursued a similar campaign of questioning 

and challenging everything possible. By 1640 he had joined the 

anti-corn law league, speaking, amongst other places, at 21ott. n gham 

in 1040 In similar vein Cara'etacus D'Aubi ; ny Shilton was ever 

ready at 1Tottinghan to act as public spokesman against the 

corporation This awareness amongst the people at large, a growing 

sense of what was "right" or "Just"9ea many faceted radicalism, was 

something new, and it grev enormously in strength during the last 

fifty years before 1635'. 2iore evident in Plottinghain than in York 

or foeton3, the participation of the man in the street in politics 

was nevertheless evident in all the urban centres. And it was 

directed to an alarming degree against the conciliar bodies as the 

nearest exszipl© of all that was wrong with life, Opposition grew 

on all siaes, not only amongst the unrepresented non-free, yet 

wealthyyip traders and mänufaoturera, but amoneat the burgesses too. 

I, K. kJ. 'LacVIdhon, 1 ransport Aiotory 1969 9"James Ackland and the 
Flurober Ferry Monopoly; 

D. Fraser``NoWPq**hwn arJ the Corti Law" Thofobb-n SocaeNTirjfttts otls (07 
2" -e. g. NB 3594c191-991 7652-1v a& b' See Chapter 3 

3, 'Tho town was well-known for its riots, not only at the times 
of the Luddites, but during the French Revolution and at other 
tines too. 
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But it was not only in the streets and in the newspapers that 

the growing mistrust and division, between the rulers and the 

ruled was felt. Far 'it extended into what was becoming a more 

precarious sphere, that of corporate finance, and each swell of 

opposition was accompanied by a decline in the revenue from 

privileges both old and new. 

Ono of the first sources of `rovenue to suffer from 

public opposition was the incono d orivea from the 'privilege which 

most unroforned boroughs enjoyed, of collecting various tolls. 

Often a valuable source of income to the corporation, these became 

by the close of the period 1660-to«-1835, the causa of violent and 

sustained opposition from the townspeople at largo. 111hey were 

considerod unjust in their iaposition upon certain classes of people 

and not least in the fact that burgesses of the borough in question 

were enorally exempt, or only bad a limited liability to tolr: 
} 

Thoy were identified too "as the cause of declining trade, but above 

all they constituted yet another financial burden upon the populace. 

A relic of medieval days, the tolls bad become obsolete in the now 

industrializing society whore manufacturers and shopkeepers had no 

toll liability. But they xmm often representeda valuable eoý. irce 

of income to the corporatioý)and time became one of the many spheres 

4. Thin --exemption could also extend in cases of boroughs with, 
earlier chartere, to freeien of other boroughs granted exenption 
of all toll in the kingdom. 

5. Chapter 2 Financial provision in ßoston, Nottingwa and York 53 
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in which rulers and ruled cane into bitter opposition. Ac a 

consequence the tolls wera, ipý xxy casest abandoned altoeother 

in spite of the corporations' legal riChts, and at, beat, their 

value declined eiGnificantly. 

Oppooition to the right to take toll had occurred 

in all threo borou&s at an early date. In 1460 the corporation 

at York, "considering the eat decay of this city that dayly 

decreases by tho withdrawal of toll"; ordered that all freemen 

swear on a book that they were buying and eellinn their own 

produotu and goods. But the years from 1660 and 1635 witneooed 

incroacing challon o. In 1675, tho corporation at Boston 

diccovored that in order to "raico and raine unto themselves 
of his Cu stame o km o'hs ihe--poor, WS Aaa. n, 

an un juot advantN , and to hinder hi. o said P'. atic&ralinoon of 

York and William Uickoon cnd William Hod non of : 3carborouih doe 

endeavour to hinder the ..., rolatorn of the said Tolles and other 

priviledges .., with an intent to hinder the said navic=ot 

to the said worth and Burroujh of Booten" by exacting a wharf at 

$kirbeck quarter and bringing in coverai hundred chaldronn of coal 

and aalt, ckina and othor goods on their way to Boston# without 

paying the toll! Odd cases of evasion and litigation are not 

uncoz on at this poriod in all throe boroughs, but by the 17301¢ 

rofu 1 to pay river tollo at 1ottingh3u became a sorioua problem. 

6. t35f116,3.. 4 
7.6/3 

G. oe. 3oston. BAß. 167o X36 BAB 1707 f 250.. 
2l'ottin, rh=. 15IB3449 f 19 (1602) 1692,3 Vouohorrß. 
York. YCAB1667/1666; Y 11341f148(1714); 339Jf 7,69 (1694/5) 
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4 position to' the council's 'riCiit' to navigation 'duos 'at various 

places along the 'rent' was eaily'manifested by { the buraeasos of 

Eowark ̀ who, in i 566, ' on the advice of one "of their Aldermen, 

staunchly refu ed to pay : the Nottip g as cä` toll: -' Tho 'collector 

subcoquently `inpoimded ' the 'horses of 'the next offenders °but 

threatened with the" loss of 'his life "and riutilation 'of hie limbs", 

he was obliged to' currender'them. 
1 ' By 1601 an moment was 

concluded which exempted the tlewcastle`bürgcases from tho'to11t1 

, but opposition was manifest at all . the Nottingham toll points 

along the Trout. 
,- 

In 1682. Uillian Bingley: the farmor of the tolls 

at Leerton and fattersoy, was given leave to employ Jonathan 

AcýC1am as Attorney to prosecute� all, who ref used .. to. pa§; and an 

order of 1604 remained the keyword for the remair er, of: the 

unreformed corporation' a existence:. "Upon refusall of paymt"# 

the, Cheriffo wore, to "take a reasonable distrosce; and if such 

dietrosso shat be replovied, the charges of such suit chalba 
13 

defrayed at the charge of this"corporacion".. In the 1730's 

however resistance to 
. 
tolls : reached a peak, and it came not merely 

. fro©'foreieners. On Juno 16th. 1731 it was ordered that "all 

the, suits and disputes relating to the 'tools upon Trout now being 

and do pending,..... betweon this corporacon and. 3Lr. Franoio Ward 

shall be poecuted aw defended on the part and behalf of this 
14 

Corporacon". Vrartit' hold a'vharfo at Trout Bridge in 'lease 

9. _ 3' 42,131 
I'D* ßm1. IV 45, 
11. NARR IV "261 
12. 1, IB 3449f19 
13. E3 51f29 
14. TM- '490/11 
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fron the porporation159 an& hic oppocition to the undorbridco, 

tolla16 ceoms therefore doliborate and calculatedw In fact 

tho prosecution a11CcOd thatr Francis. L"! a d "in a contontiouo . n{ 

man" ; who "finding tho ohoriffea 9. who are only,., in for one., gear, 

not. inclined to go; to cuit. about. its has often kopt off fron, 

payixj the, Toll" Sometimes ho has paid and of ton contracted,,, 

with sheriffes for it and- then refused paymc nt. «. .: 

Action commenced in"1Tovenber 173210; and pursuant to tho order` 

of Juno 1731, the Sheriffo werd ordered in September 1734 to 

pay £15 towards the law charaeo involved in the caeo, the"; 
19 

Ch=berlainn paying `the regaining £11. This sum wao ' bowover 

"cubacquantly reduced to C10, ainco the profits of their offico'> 
20 

were tauch docroasod; By the time the case was concluded 

it was almost four yearä ninco 'yard had 'irot had hio, goods 

diaiträ, incd, and the Uhorifro boon authotizea to co nr onco- local 

actio? 
1 

-a clear indication of the difficulty which tho°, 

corporation tacod in 'locally supporting its riCht3, 

Itowevor, it was often upon questions of legal theory-, 

rather than tho 'right of than corporation to talcs the -toll, that 

tho vordict of the oaao rosted. Thus' tho c=o a ainot 'hard was 
22 

dicatscedg "as -being a spatter of law" and f"urthor oppooitiori 

ii iodiatoly onsuod, "opiritod- up" no 'tho corporation believed, by 

15.7444 1694 for 21 years; Renewed, with 7 years cancallod, in 
1703 for 26 years. 

16. t= 3490ß0. 
17.7643- Brief fliaphardson v Jackson. 
, Go IM 3492, {41 

19. ICIt3 3493}18 
20.11M 34991b 
21. z 3490J5 , 22.7643 
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Francis 'Ward, since "the IZavigators, "paid - tho -toll -for , many years 

till the said bill (againut, Francis Ward) was dismissed. 23 In 

July 735 the corporation agreed to defend Thomas, -Jackson and 

Samuel-Taylor in , 'a suit brought, against them by one- Samuel 

Shepperson of Derby, for their seizure of some deal boards in 

distress for a toll of 2d-per ton which Shepperson. refused to pa, 
22 

In 1735 "Notwithstanding a, verdict has Gone against Taylor and 

Jackson...... " the corporation, undaunted, ordered that "proper 

measures be taken to preserve and keep the rights of the corporacon 
25 

to the tolls of Goods on the Trent". JIessrs. Seagrave and Smith 

were roquired. to draw up a proper, defence26, and a further action 
27 

was. to be trought against the Derby men* The following year 

an action brought against the corporation les; ee. of fattersy toll 

fora distress which he levied on Aaron Jeffries 28, 
was directed to 

be defended,, but at the-next-Hall this case and a further action 

brought by Shepporson were "demurred to". With. discretion, it was 

resolved that only the case brought by the corporation against 

Joseph E 
gr1eston of Derby should be continuea9 But actions 

steinst cosh continued and. extenoive ppptcition to the corporate 

levier had : beached unmanageable proportions, and eventually the 

suit a . i-Ost leston was al¬io discontinuel? The final bill 

rendered by the Town Cleric for the defence of suite over tolls 

23.7643 
24.12M 3494{20,21 
25. IMB 3494, {21, Auq. Sth 1735 
26. I UM 3494f24` 13opt. 3rd 1735, 
27. IB 3495. {15 Jan. 1736, 
28. NBB 3495/15 Jan. 1736. 
29. NEM 3495116, , Tan. 1736 
30. A voucher 1735/6 ; ßo. 81$ 22nd May "ordered that the palintiffs 

pay defendant his aoots... for his attendance at the last assizss 
....... because the pltiffa did not proceed to the Trial of the 
Cause" t19.. 19.. 4d. 
Mayor and Dureeecos of 1! ottindhan against Eggleston. 
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between 1735 and 1737 amounted, alone,, to no loco than 
31 

£634 s6s 4d , and the corporate right to ouch tolld 

haü apparently still not 
'boon, 

vindicated. The final. 

verdict in the, 1ait trial over the Trout tally in the 

1735 to 1737 controvorpies was ultimately removed from 

the Assize Jury to the court of . 
Coon Pleau whore 

tho rieht of the corporation to da , , oo of ßd, arid 0XOf^ca . 

of £2 : 13t4d, wazi to be dependent upon the decision of 

that court as to whether Richard Lambert originally proniced 
32 

pint of the corporation tollt. Opposition continued! 

but 1o al action was not employed; perhaps the corporation 

felt that the costa did not justify tho can,. It is not 

tharotoro surprising that tho tolls collected at Marton, 

Cunthorpo and Fiskorton disappear from the rental book.,. In 

1762 a connittoo wan appointed to, in-spoot tho chartor3 anti 

other evidence ro . riling the corporate right to tollot 

especially at Cunthorpg3 but after 1768 the rental of 

Gunthor tons is not to be found. The ontrioe for Fiekorton 

and Ivorton dicappearod for beforop and it cocrq doubtloa3 

that the corporation ultimately abandoned their righter. 

II, oaxzwhilo: althoch they continued to collect at Newark and 

2lottin, h brides, the corporation had not boon able to 

31. VQUcheru 1804b, 142,1 
32.7643 
33. I'M 3521 19 
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legally justify its claims. In 1820 the farmer at Trent Bridge 

informed the Hall that "it is intended to contest the right of 

this corporation to part of those Tolls whereupon it is ordered 

that the Mayor for the time being ..:.. (& others) 

authorized, in case auch opposition shall be made, to take such 

steps as they shall judge expedient for ascertaining the Right 

of this corporation to any such Toll as may-be disputed and to 

roport to a ,....... Hall their opinion as to the couroo which 
34 

it will behoove this corporation to pursue". A few years 

earlier Enfieldp the Town Clerk, was ordered to sake enquiries 

into the practicability of rendering fcwa, k Tolle more productive 35 
to the ShoriffS. But in 1828 to 1829 they were still farmed 

36 
for only C20 per annum which was the rental received in 1697, 

and in 1833 the Sheriffs reported that the rent had not"been 

paid becauso of opposition to the tolls; ion'of the fish 

tollo at York prompted'an order in 1750 that persons bringing 

crabs and lobsters# and not paying the tolle, were to be 

prooecuted. 
38 ßy 17¬34 the situation had improved a little, 

and on a petition fron the lessee of the fish tolls, an inveätigation 

into toll evaoion wan ordered39 It was however, 'ovaoion of 

the corn tolle which caused most worry. At its peak value in 
40 1735 this was worth 0336 per anmi m, but by 1753 the lessee 

34.13579/202 
35- NUB 357afß9 . 36. Vouchoro 11350 11176 (ähorif£o Amt, ); Rental 2219 
37. I= 359 133 
36. YIIB 43)'-345 
39. YO 45A 78 
40. YFID 42f202b 
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was allowed £30 par annum frag his rant of £170 s- " 110 ham 

boon an corofulland dili, nt an he poooibly could both by 

hizolf and carofull parson by hin employed in lathering and 

colloctini the said Toüo j and ..... all he haz boon able to 

raioo only aoountod to the c of ono hundred and fifty pourAo 

p, aimus so, that he is out of pockott cach year the t of 

twenty pounds becidco all the trouble and laoo of timo". 41 

An irveatitation into tho Citys rights to the toll 

on corn conducted in 175142 had concluded that one pint of corn 

had been taken for wry Bushel frort all nczrtroomont and until 

the lnxzt fivo or six ycaro this had boon taken without intoruption 
43 

Tho Recorder and City Cow of woo cubcaquontly ordered to tnko 

&IZf nocomazy action to enforce payrnt; 
4 

and in 1754 they ailvicc8 

action a inct ono or two offenderaj5 Little, iupxovanont rQculted 

howovor, for in 1783 afu thor coxmittoo war; t ppolntoa "to onquira 

into tho atato of the corn,. toUo"46 and tho ri hto and uo o of 

tat ing tha i, By 1704 collection bd coased47 and official 

vuoponiion followed in 1791' a Dring the 1790'c nimilcr opposition 

van in pro, rona at I ottin, 1. On Fobruary 10th 1792 Cho Torn 

Clark van dirootod to "ota, to a oa o for the opinion of Counool an 

to the right of tho corporation to curtain tollo clainod by them 

and tho validity of cozo objootions latoly made to tho wont 

theroof"' 9 

41 ylm 43f403 42, YIM 43f357 
43. T1U3 43f375-6 
44. IB 43675-6 45. Yrt3 43/456 
46. Y11B 45A45 i 1100.3.12.1703 
47. W. \hito, op. cit., It 554 
40,1100 21.12.17911 YHB 45 2102�1791 
49. I'M 3551{22 
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The position had becono acute. Formerly objootionc had boon 

curtailed to navitation dues and through tolls, but the corn 

tolls had now cone into question. In 1794 the Town Clerk 

inserted a notice in the r ottind t Journal vindicating the 

corporato richt to the corn tollst and threatening "That 

actions at law will be i ediatoly coraonced aainot arty Fa=or 
1 

or Fa=ors, or his or their servants rofuoing to pornit the 

persons authorizod by the corporation to collect and rocoivo 

euch Tollc from taking the ea o out of their ' cone or 

carria oe, previous to the delivery of the corn into the ware- 

houses of the persons purchasing the came* The far +ore, being 

hereby apprised of the anount of such Tolls; are do irocd to 

brine the amount thereof in a coparato ? or sack, which being, 

delivered to the collectors of the Tollq will rave them auch 

unnecoocary delay, trouble anal oxponco,, and prevent any possibility 

of diaput©"5OLo' ' procoodinwa worn coon undertaken and in 

Pobruzry 1797 a writ was received fron Goorco III to enquiro 

what damatee the 2 ayor and I3urgonsou had sustained by the refusal 

of Thomas IScsi to , pay toll or duty on Crain 
lI On Octobor 

16th 1798, than Town C1orI. (Coor °Coldh ) vao inatructod to 

ouubnit an account-of hio'expencoo incurred in supporting the 

Corporation'c rights to the tollt# and vao dirootod to try only 

50. ti_? " 4.10.1794 
51.4-'lab.. 

_ 
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ono-cause and abandon the rest, 
52 His bill zevealed that 

action conceining tolls botween'1796`and 1SOO had cost } 

ß'57ß". 17.. 5d, anc& _` with-taxed costa was expected 

to total about £6Oß, 53 On April ßat ha was directed to 

diacontinuä all actions then dopendin , and the annual 

co iittoo vad rcqucoted to conoidor-which tolls it" uoiuld in 

convaquonco bo expedient to abandon 
4A 

record or 

rci'uoaZ. d.: to -pay the c ern tolle betwoon December 7th' 1798 

änd Avtuot Mat 1799 listed no loco tha 452, :, atzt dplo 

refusing, nw arous titos5,5 Co tho situation was clearly acuto. 

After an expenditure of £635,,, 7,. 5d56, tho Corporation were 

ob1. t ed to rolinquish thoir ]o a1 right (Sutton otatoa that 

the taco was in=fact dotoriined acainst tho Corporation, 

}jnr' a flonch conZi=ing the vi rdict Liven at the Vottin ham 
57 

Ascizc) and the corn toll disappeared. 

It Was in tho cionir years of , their exictonee 

hoNov+cr that thoro aroao tho moat intense opposition to tolls 

in cach of tho tbroo' l3oroujia -candor - conoideration" - At' York, 

the Corporation found j itcolf in-equipped to talm action 

e inot tho incroaci, nt ovation of tolle a otallt until, In 

1033, an Act of tarliccent for the enaction of a now narkot 

52. MIM 53558f14 53# r' 3559{147 
54. ism 3559/54 
55.6009 
56. Lod car A£ -"170 579 J. F. Sutton so. ca.,, 2.44 

. 
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place sanctioned now rcCulatioro and payrionto. ro liconco 

on-the part of the Corporation wao tho main factor behind 

non-tnt of DtallaCo. Ao tho Council mi. tted, nro: l ation 

from tho vigour of forzaor timo3", had "Civon rinn to the 

infrinGczants or cncroacizont3 or nodcrn dayc", whoreby in 

1826, atalla voro boixi created bcyor4 the confineu of 1izuroday 

arkotr and ctallaco waao often not paid. " Dat 1o, Gal advico 

did not r~oorend - ctrir nt action, for a the necordor, J. V. 

1licholl advised over tho calo of waron not authorized by 

Pcvcxont Lxz rkot ro , ulatioro (1029) "tiza peoplo izzproparly 

placing stalk, cro entitled to tha Most lenient proceediria 

the eradication of the miaehief will permit, a. o tho, laxity d 

for, bcatunco, co _1c2 a17own, la G von them a Ctron idca of. 
59 

proocriptivo- right". T-,,. rotby lo Gal action did not tharoforo 

ensue of York, but at NottinI zi tho ctrtr nt onfbrcczant of 

incro=od atallaCO, ratos in 1327 brought violent opposition 

Srot. tho public. 

'rho motivation behind tho S. ncrea: sad viellcne 

of both Co o tio:. c was'wit out dcrabt, ccon=ic. In 1&2G the 

Council at York bad pravidod suer atann for Thursday, i xkotplaca 

at a coot of C400.. 1.. 5 "a concidcrablo , yen: Q"61 

50. IC 127 
59. K 127 
60. K 110 
61. K 127 
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At Vottt na thorot renovation of tho ra ket placo 
62 

botwoon 1825 and 1826 cost in etcooo of C. 2, OGO, and prompted 

the Corporation to inpoco a ointie increaced ota11ai =to 

in placo of the old tolls and st lao. ! ro tblo irxediately 

arose over the miatalmn boliot er on ; the ota1lholdora that 
63 

by i ºctoral cwiton the stallam rmtoa should be only 1d. 
This paj ont howovor, had in fact boon for th1o craU toll 

and not for ota11ag, 'o; (63) altho%th tho public contusion is 

not to by von3®rcd at, sinco the Corporation tho=olve bad 

sow difficulty in distinguishing tho two. (65) 

Shia corporiito conccI'n to au wont thoir 

incäno is urAcrotuzdablo. All three Corporations of Booton# 

tottinGiZ and Yor1, uero cufferine a ohortaco of moray, both 

az a rauft of the inflation of the war you at and on a rez 1t 

or over oo aithnt,, D at n oodtul an the Councils wore of every 

potential rovoriuo they had, so the public too were needful and 

dowiroue of a reduction in thoir own financit l co iit` cnt3.11 

three to= woro cufferin, economic deprooaion at thin timt and 

although wartime inflation was droppinc, prices in 1020 were 

still 29 above their 1790 level; aid vacen wore fallinc. (66) 

horoovor the ricing poor raten were incroacing the financial 

burdens. Ttwco economic Grievances were voiced in public petitions 

for the roduction of tall char on. In 1016 Boston 

62 fl CAB 1520 102540826-7 J 
63 4048; 4049 
64 4049 
65 M' 3531f94 Loaz o of the "otnllaM or awan toll". 
66 J. L'urnott g, A I1thtor, of the Cost of Living; (969)t 202-206 

, 
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t orc hanto complained of to "heavy port Char, o .... tho bu don 

of which is covoroly folt in the preso t dcpro od atato of tho 

chipping interest 0 In 1029, a tet orancium to the Council on the 

quoction of olx)lialdng tho tolle izutanood the "trwclo and coerce 

or your bow .... *. bonio dove on every cido with taxation, 

particularly parochial taXtion, to a dato that raver in 

fox r timaos. oxiotod or nearly h4ap flo1...... "= every 

jnhabtta, nt in tho bo=oth "axeraininC his utmost ckiU, in(luotry 

and ingenuity in his busirooo and pr. oticin. the ýreatoatpocciblo 

ccQnoi1 in his ha=ahold (bordarm,; on doprivation) ° to leap tho 

wolf from tho door :x 

M public thorc fore had good czmr o to TOZ4at Abt 

conciliar atte atc to incroa, ^. o thoir inc=o fror thoir nodi©val 

chartor ri. (hto, but the violonoo of tho publie reaction io perhaps 

curprisizl. It vac ho-je-vor an idoo`1cgica1 atru, - lo au crnzch as an 

oconomio ono, and behind t% public outcxy lay or, ioj, . ro ipa 

of vooiforoun radicals bohind hcn t1 w public, not unwittingly, 

roll. Cooittcoa wore cot up both at Bobton and Z: ottinos to 

orcanico publicity and tho provision of legal advico in ardor to 

to o up thoir suit with the Corporate bodies. At Boston active 

apposition by local procooding to certain of the tarot ' tolls and, 

(67) 2/B/2 8"£1.18161 'ho Corporation in fact acceadod and Gave a totporary reduction by j to all Boston 
roCioterod chips BAB 2tli. 18ib 

(so) 6/0 29.5.1029 
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atallaae was begun in 1829, but as early as 1828 a 

cooitteo bad been appointed to invosticato the corporate 

riLht and take opinion of coon: el. (69) 'hic cox iittco 

advised the formation of an association to prove the 

inhabitants right and accordinily a "nuaerouy meeting of 

the subscribers and friends to the abolition of the ...... 

tolls, of hold in May 1829. (70) This assooiation wars tho 

zainctay behind the 1e 1 proceedinie which continued at 

Boston until 1332. The toll question waa settled by the 

Corporation consenting to a non-suit in 11330, for with further 

ovidonce lacking, the cane became dependent upon tho proof 

that Boston's Chlartor, in 
, ranting a right to tolls "euch as 

the 2"N^yor and ßureonoo of Uni Lynn havo" , cav© Boston the 

riCht only to tolle ouch as were collected at r ngo Lynn in 

the timo of Ilenry VIII. (71) In the matter of ota1l -tho 

Corporation retained their right, but only at the cost of 

cavoral procecdizgu in Kinzro Bench and Lincoln A3sizec. (72) 

It was only thro wh mich associations that 

the public at large could oppose the Corporation, At 1lottinghasa 

tho brief for tho conciliar, body az orted that opposition bad 

(69) 6/8 29,5.1829 
(70) 6/ap 26,5,1829 
(71) 6/83 5/A/1/5; 5/A/2/5= In 1820 the tolls and atallago were 

leaned for ¬410 par annun 4/B/4/15 
(72) 6/0 Major & Burreaseo v-'oods 1830, 

Mayor ýs Durcesses v Parkar 1032, 
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been bogen by a "trifling opposition" by . Toten Caim1oy in 

1629, and althoueii ho wan joined by three or tour, other,, tho 

remainder of the ctaalholdorc made no ob jcotiono. (73) Yet tho 

existence of an undated broadsheet clearly cts that 

Ca4m toy' a action was supported fron the 'start by the "Cormiittoe 

appointed to carry on an action at law acainot the 'x'011 Collcotore 

C ? laricot". (74) Iron those cozrnitteau ca o oratory of 1, otttn, 

of a neat rousing kind. A poster advortizinC a noetin,, in 

Vottin, rimm in S', ay 1833 for the "abolition of the illegal oxd 

unjust tolle", asko l "follow Townt3ncn' and oufferera" to "rally 

forward (this just and glorious cauco) and put a atop ' to" thin 

noot abominable inpoottion of the corporation; if not for your- 

uoivos, for the honor of your children, your Town and Country, 

como forward, the hour of trial and danger tot, you have 

only to say tho Word not and the victory is won; than ox ny is 

now chained fast dorm, ho may grin and ohow his tooth, but the 

Law prevents hin from biting..... ". (7S) 

That tharo wan r, ©re than tho cri vane of ping 

tolles bohind these, txovo rentn ißt c1ecr from Dana of tho p iblicity. 

Tho Councils wore beliovod to havo aaci4io wealth which c 

n=oted fron the pockets of the ran in the ntreott yet rower 

(73) 4049 1 14 . 4"4 
(74) 4048 VIX W 1-30 
(75) ibid. Oppooition continued until 1833 when docicion Uraa 

Givon in faccur of the corporation, - IMB 3549032 
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experAed to his bonerit" At i ottinghz to t'onornouo" 

toll dom=do of the Corporation were wjldli calculatod 

to yiold the Corporation noro thaa C19400 in loss than 

a yoar. (76) At Boston the inhabitants resolved "to 

teach the rich oligarchy that the borourh of Bonton 

warn not incorporated for the a mndi ent of a few, but 

to pronto the trade and cor oroo of all the inhabitanto 

thereof. " (77) The fight ajainnt the town toilo which 

bacano so bittor in thci lit fow yoars boforo 1835 was 

an oxprbnoion by tbo publio of a widor äiotruot and3, dic- 

onchantmont with the privilcccd and undonocratic councils 

of their towns. Tho right to 1o töUlu fro foroiCnor3 

and non. froomon s ackod of croao inoqualityi in tho rising 

spirit of "whit; donoaracy� this was an anathora,; an unjuut 

inpouition by an unju3t elite. Tho zenith which was 

roachod in the early 1830to in public opposition to corporate 

tolle wau not citply rinanciglg rather it was a right of 

principle* It was moreover a mannt which was gonoral 

throughout the country. The inhabitants' associations 

thou. alvou wares in touch with each other. 

At I3oiton a now3lottor ro inw which war, 

(76) 4048 VU ff 1-30 
(77) 6/0 
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iu w1 by an, inhabitant3' committee of Caabriägo to 
,, 
quaint 

their county., with tho ctata of the atoll, proccod urinot 

CttnbridCa Corporation. (7E3). 
.. 

Tho 
. 
toll opposition, at Bonton 

not 
indoed coo to havo boon la o 1j' fo onted by incxoaed 

corporzto ý exac tiona an at. Vottiz ^. i and York, 
, 
but by tho 

videnprca uovo cnt in Lincolno1i ro ,a ainot , ton demands. 

n21u3aa tolls bavd lately boon the sub joct.. of groat dich tes 

in =xq towns in the county of Lincoln, irhoro cvozy dispocition 

1=9 been aho n to resist them, and_, r scociationa have, been 

roracd, and subacriitiono entorod into for-the, purpose of 

aboliohinZ than. altoCothor". (79) 
, 

Toll cauoc3 Vlore in pro =130 
(60) 

at Stanford and PQterborouSh in ý 1029 W41 1330 and Boston 

Corporation in £c4t requontot that their oa^os bo tried in 

2liddlecox, owing, . 
to the ", q, Citation in the county of Lincoln 

on the aub jeot of tollo, and the dar r of cone paociator: r 

being on the Jury". (ß1) Disputes over the leCaUty of 

tolls were occuring everywhoro howovor., Ro a ding ata11a o, 

the Town Mork of LoicoatoZ 
:.. 

'JrOto;... "It is, a cub jaot which 

I have a1`r ro feared to have. oZitated hero". (02) At 

1Iorthrpton opposition over-ctalla, o. and tolle bad =icon in 

1744 and in 1029 sxu3kboon ovorcono but in. Mull and rol 
- 
l: wich, . 

ctallo e cacoi were procooding at the tiro of r-ottin* =-a&d 

(7 O) 5/L/2/5 
(79) 6/a 
GO? 5/A/2/6 
ai 6/0 
82) I ottinaii 4049 VIII I 
(03) lTottiz the 4040 VIII 21 J. C. Cox, Rocords of tho Borough 

of ? Torthaznton 
_. 

II (1090 205-20a. 
_ 
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(64) 
_troublea 

in 1832 and . 1034. In Hull Judt ox ent had been 

Potu4 for the Corporatib ; fand 
no too in týarºýiahý ýrhoro it 

was declared that "if over the freemon of this city had 

posioszed Euch an ozomption. (from stalle; -0 pcynento) it. 

had been loot by the lap-so of yea =0 and aftor cuotoi bad 

sanctioned it three score yearn, even the King hißcolf 

would be cubjcot to ouch cuotont'. (C6). 2: evortholecz the 

offender swain ronioted payacnt the following weck. 

1ica Mhil© the Dacl,. cn Hill, ca wo at Doncaster 

had chovn clearly how invidioua. tho oipositicn could boo 

Donautor Corporation paid out no loan tl�; an £29Q52, , 17.. 6d. 

to defend their richt to an onc$ont toll on ninortlc 

taaviGntin j the Don when the river Bon Cam in the early, 

yoarz uf the ninotoontli centtry rcciotod this imposition and 

oncouraced indopcr4ont p¬: rcons to challon e the corporate 

riito. (O7} 

Yet oativo apposition in zart ca. -, ac 

=striated to a G=U but vociferous , roupj, 4 the improsi. on 

can of be eccapcd that the jriovwnco was dfscctod agaLrast the 

whole concept of th3 covorninc body rather than a ainsit the 

raten in question. Din ui, one of the dctondato at ViottinJ3= 

had paid hin rates regularly from 1127, ord although ho 

Ja4 i: ottin&w 4048 .T VIII 16; 4048 Tx 13 
85 FiiillAciyortizar 30.11.1032 
06) 1`lorwieh Mercury 16.0,1034 
07 J. Tomlir. nom a?. cif., z 6Q 
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submitted to a petition for the lowering of the' ratcc, to 

which "rho Corporations could not accede because of their ho= 7 

oxponditurc in the rrkot at that tine, no further ob jcction: 

were raised by him until he was rouaod by the rw3icalic t of 

the otallhalsora' Co itteo. 

An a result of this opposition, the Torn Clork felt 

it expodiont to reduce the ctallae rates which had been 

initially inpocod. "The o rates would be low but con3idorit 

tho very . 11 amount formerly paid and the docixablenoco of 

avoiding lau cuita with the Corporation ....... " I think that 

thooa c1=coo will not be too low". üe recorrordod however 

that in addition the Corporation should consider the rommption 

of the ancient tolle, on Caturday, of the Markst paepic t Smithy 

now Dhatcbnrc and the Ccrimtry Sb'. aiblea l3utchvz j, C. nd at Goose 

Pair by the : eritfc Cfficero. (03) Enfield Uraa obviouzly, 

cworo not only of the need to prezorvo the Corporate privilo oc, 

but of the reed also to avoid litication over the =-* Ilot only 

bad the Corporation boon involved in the znnecooaaxy expondi sure 

of over 1: 1: 0C0(09), but that' hacl, by public opposition, boon 

oblie-od to retain only noeiral market duce. At the camo time 

that the public wore dedryixg; the corporations - for 'their fai , uro 

(03) 4048 VII 23, 

(09) 41o41»1f: »ß- 4043 V ii 
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to provide atenitieo, ' the public evinced ita' complete 

unwillin nes3 to provide any contribution towards such eiidi; 

'they would consider nothing noro than a` nominal rent för their 

rt ht to traAe in the market ple c* The 'situation demonstrates 

what is often true today: -- that the rate' levied on tho_ ublio 

for the use of necessary "anenitice often ' does nöt' cover the 

coat` involved in their provision. 

M at enoreeo noct clearly froze th&ä® conflicts 

is the lack of information which the tovncfollt roceived about 

the business of local c*ovornnant. 2lottinghars`Corporation'was 

talon' no profit out of the rarket place levie$. (90) circo the 

initial coots of improvement were high. F. oreovor they were 

contemplating the ordotion of a, ' ca, ttlo =xrarkot out of the spare 

funds which would eventually acerue, (91) but the public I, &$ 

rot- informed of this. 

Cf potentially important'value, the -toli&'änd 

levies to which, many unreformed boroughs''woro entitled thus 

decreasod in value and became cootly, to'rotain. ThbEe ernte, 

originally of such value were, ' by 18355 a thoroughly out oded 

form of income. An epitome of privilege and evorythihe 

undemocratic, ' they were a'source of income from which tho 

Corporation could, for moot of this modern period, secitre little 

benefit, but much animosity. 

(90) 4049 I 14 
(91) 4049 1 14 
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The toll inconn was additionally insoci=e 

by virtue of ito nature.;, Rolian. t as it, was upon good trade, 

ito produce decreaood rapidly in York o3 trading declined. 

The incroaoi. ' toll rents in seventeenth contury York chow 

a thriving co=aorce, but the declining value of the corn toil 

from the mid eichteenth century reflected not merely increasing 

opposition, but declining trade too. Thoy becomo moreover 

outdated in their etiphaoio. The newly developing enrl thriving 

trades rCIained exempt; the hosiery trade at Inottin hats was 

untapped by tolls and levies# and in 1833 Eonjamin Richarde 

claimed he could not afford an increase of hic rent for the 

lease of the Trent Bridge Tolls fron sixty guineas to of hty 

Guineas rcinco "the tolle have cornoidorably docreacod in 

corsoccuonco of cattle travelling by Ferrioc and o. 4her road. a... 

.... (92) 

Y©t, in co far as the tollo were dependent 

upon thriviz, trade, they wore declared alas to be the caaueo 

of commercial cloo1ino. At Hull it was stated at tho enquiry 

of tho Select Comittee that the water bailiff's dues could 

mako a difference of outlay botwocn two tractors of equal capital, 

one who was free and one unfroo of up to 0100 
, per annum-03) 

Oro doforulant stated that tho duoo on wood affected tho tinber 

2IB 25th September 1834; . Ucrofilri 2231 (92) 

(93) Seleot Committee Report Ilu11 (1833) Brit. Parrity Papers 
2 oip orporat ono. 6845 to 7354 
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trad6'particülirly baaly, (94) änd a±iothor that ho has boen 

. riäücm3 tö takt, his to Grimsby irmtemd, "in concoquonoo of that 

Chär6c; boinrj co, noch 'crob6tor tore thin elcewhcr@". (95) Yot 

nary tosznc on di. xäýcc .ýir. Cöopor alaiciod that althouth 

co räial and ahippina intoreeto wore vary bad, tho'c^. neo 

werd central, and the port and harbour' dues and vbarfa levies 

were proba UT no Creator i .. dL ont -tha, n in mV' -other port. (96) 

Ilia allazatior 'were' aup2örter by others; ¬i rn another 

witness pointed out "I consider the't n "�" to been 

oxceodindly comreniont pot, and i hive heard itR stated by chip 
to 

that there id rot 'a port in tho tingaom yhich 

they would coo22or ootio. ,,,, 
ti (97) " Certainly declining trade 

cannot ai11ply be` attributoll to oprr=esivo tollß. - At York the 

fick tollo were rothitted in 1 1724"in an attempt to improve the 

ncskct, but in 1727, their removal hevir cffeotod to chr"inco 

in the ctato *ot thä trade thcy Were ro-inposod. (93) At 

Vottind= too, althou h'tho atzllholdoro petitioned-tho Kouco 

o8 Cär ono c1aimInC that thelovies "oporato injuriously, no 

your potitionäro believe on the trade and prosperity of the 

town in cnoral. "' (99) therm see= little evidence to' support` 

this belief. ' Enfiold, `(Toizn Clerk) h 6A is n extreme care in 

aooortainir. C the Irewo. blenossl of -tho'now stallaCe rates 

(94 veGautronu, A t'o ort of the Inquiry into tho cxintinn ntato 
of tho Corporation of Hull (1ß34) 29`1 

95 mid., 305 
9& Ibid., 207 
97 Ibid., 295. 

YýB4ý- fý5 93 
99 2'otttWiiam nvl t' -, rk ý'or 404ß, ; 

11 
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imposed after 1826. He wrote to nii Brous Corporations 

requesting detailed information of the toll and atallaoe 

charge e In most cases these were slightly lower than 

tdottiniham's new scale of charges. Although entitled to 

certain tolle, Leeds "have not for a groat number of years 

exercised thoir right in that respect .... for the last 

fifty years or upwards"10 nevertheless they levied tolls 

on cattle and goods under an improvement act cocured in 

1 ß24. and thoao, though 'onall and varied', werd let by 

auction for x812 per annui. (100) Thoy cannot therefore 

have_boen much less exaotinj than at 2Sottind=. Leicoater 

charged one shilling per week for a stall of the diraensione 

which Enfield quoted, but "your case differs from ours in 

this respect, that we actually provide the stalls for the 

Butchers and place then out in the I. larket place every week... 

.... all at our own oharya.... "(101) Nottingham's charges 

were in fact to be one penny per foot, (preauiiably 

per day) whereas Sheffield charted four pence per day for a 

seven foot stall and one halfponn ra foot for tho "Id of the 

it norta Charge"1(ieq, the atallage)4102) It was inconsequence 

of these replies that Enfield racomiended a lowerintj of the 

raters to four ponce for the first eight feet, one penny for 

(100)4048 VIII 5 
(101) 2lottinClim 4040 
(102) 2lottinabai 4049 i 14, 
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the next eight feet and pän4=halfpenny for the' next eight 

feet, and these certainly compared most favourably with the 

boroughs with which they had been in contact. These charges 

were moreover retained by tho näw Corporation, it being 

resolved'in I-Tay 1836 that "Lt is inexpedient to reduce Market 

Stallaltes". (103) 

Long'before 1835 urban life bad outgrown 

the medieval `torn of revenue pssprosented" by tolls. Declining 

trade at- York had seriously affected the itioöx e' to the 

Corpöration from' this privilege, ' and in each of the three 

boroughs' opposition to the toll levies bad marked effect. ' In 

each, the right to levy`*arious tolls"vas lost or abandonedg 

and with them went an income originally of groat' potential. 

In this process the public played its part. Yet it then 

made equally vooiferous' accusat . ons of civic laxity ' in the 

promotion of publio'anenitios. Those two attitudes wore p 

incompatible. Tie public had yotýto recognize their financial 

role in local government. For if "no taxation without 

representation" was a. genuine cry . in many hearts, there was 

at the bottom of most a more fundamental selfiehness, as the 

public evinced a total unwillingness to contribute financially 

to the amenities which they all demanded. 

(103) 1_ ix 3 11ay 5th 1836 
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This was-moot immediately apparent in the turc ults 

which followed the, atteapts by all three councils to apply 

the. torus, of the statute 24 Goorge III o 54 for, the levy of 

county, raten by rninicipal. Corporations, A borough rate was 

Eirat, levied in, I ottinghaa in, 1794, when in, Jmn iaryr, the 

magistrates in, tarter Sessions appointed Joseph floward high 

constable of the town, "for the especial purpose of collecting 

and raising of and trog the several respective churchwardens 

. and overseers of the poor ..... of each and every parish within 

. 
the Town .... such ... r of honey as we the said, justices 

, may from time to time, tax and assess upon auch '..., parishes 

by, poans of a rate ...... in the nature of a county rato.... (1) 

In some towns, at Driatol and Kinea Lynn, for 

examplep, tho. power to-rate had been Given by old charters (2)p 

and at York the Corporation had, even after 1660, been given 

power by the charter of Charles II (3rd June 1664) to impose a 

., 
tax, 

, when necessary, for the ropair. Nof 
the walla and King's 

etaith. In other boroughs the J. P's, had long levied a genoral 

, rate for the expeneea , of , 
justice and maintenance of the eaolö 

in accordance with the clarifying act of 1739 "for the more 

easy assessing, collecting and levying of County Rates". But it 

was the uniquivocal authorization of ouch levies by statute in 

(1ý Seuoion: ý R. ocordo 355/13-15 

(2) S do B Wobb,. Tho Manor and tho lorou h. (1963) 703= 
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1784 (24 Geo "IIY c14) for , all , Corporations with courts of 

I Qiarter Sessions,, (3) 9 -which-, initiated. the widespread use of 

County rates. '. Between 1784 and-1833-about half-the corporations 

of towns with over 11,000 population, and' a, quarter of those 

in smellor towns (sore fifty or sixty in all) were levying 

rates of one sort or-nnother. (4) 

The county rate was applicable only to the vo3ta 

of the administration of justice and the maintenance. of gaols 

and houses of correotiongbit these were, charges preciously 

met by tho Co=on Council, and it was upon this point that 

critioisn? wao most strongly . centred. At Nottingiaui in 18120 

declini1C to stand ab ftclianentary candidate ýafter, thirtytwo 

years service 9 Daniel Parker Coke issued a hand bill condemning 

the rate as unnecessary and unjustt "There is only one point in 

which I leave you in a worse situation than I found; -thin I ''have 

only to lament but my comfort is, that it cannot be laid to vq 

charge. I found you bearing your full share of - the , Burthens - of 

the country which it was your duty to do, but you will recollect 

you were then paying Taxes only to the lo itimate Goverrnont of 

this Country and the Poor: I leave you I as sorry to as paying 

(3) The levy wao race not by the Corporation, but by the 
court of quarter cessions and was s raged by a Troaouror 
and high constable appointed by the court. It did not 
therefore fall strictly within the orbit of the Corporation, 

- although in fact tho Mayor and Alderson were all J. P'a. 

t4) B Webbs op. cit. y, 703 
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Taxes to a Corporate Body, within yovs own bosons who have 

imposed a very heavy Town Rate upon you, to supply, tha,, waste 

of their own extrayaCnce and to. defray expenses-which oudht 

to have been. paid out of thoee Estates which they held in 

Trust for you, axed which, if well aCed would have boon 

fuUy 
. adequate .., to 

. 
the 

. purpose". (5) 

Indigiantly the Council resolved that "the 

attack made upon this Corporation , .* is Crossly untrue an& 

a foul slanäer, without the slightest foundation%. They 
% 

proceeded to laboub the theoretical distinction between the 

Corporation and the town nagistratoa, but the. accaoion ce vos 

to point out the essential cause of yarianoe between each 

party.. Both in a nano word justified in thoir olaino» The 

levying of a rata by a municipal., Corporation which had its own 

proporty, not eurpriningly, appeared to the publio to bo unfair 

and _wnnooec3c xy, Until 1794 t ho charges. for which the rate was 

inposod_. had apparently, boon adequately. nat from the ordinary 

corporate revenue and there cecnod little reason to alter this 

arrangemont. In fact however, as the Council explained, he 

costa of the adniniatration of justice and the maintenance of 

eta and criminals had reached auch proportions as far 

exceodod the corporate nouns, III. WW of the oharxa have arisen 

(5) rm 3572{19-21( 

'; ° 
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Iri latter times, and 
p 
although the corpära ion in' whoa the 

dovernment of the place reaidea, night have thought proper 

while euch charges were small to pay then out of their on 

Futhu, yet as they becarao more heavy that could not preclude 

them from recurring to leEal methods of raising supplie's for 

that purpose fron tho Public"s(6) Under such circumstances 

the ýCtwporation had taken full advar taxe of Lord Chief Justice 

KQnyon'o judgciont in 1795 that these pärticulgx 

"Pitblio Expenses" were in no wino chargeable to the Corporate 

Entatea..... (7) 

Tho root 'of the popular objection lay, at this 

tine, more in the sizo of the county rate rather-than. -In its 

actual imposition. A petition at Boston instanced the. 

"extravaent parochial burdens"(8), and tho,. pcblio, outory can 

be. readily appreciated from the rapid inflation of the annual 

levy From, a total of only E500 in 1795, (9), 
_, 
the rateRat 

Nottingham rose to C69300 in 1423, and, t6,, 975 in 1833"(10) 

.°ý., ý. ýýý ýw 

(6),.. Ibid. 
(7) In tho first year of levy of a county rate at Nottingimi, 

tho ! Iayor oand Aldo=on bad been challenged at lam by one 
John Jasses -1I3554f7. Janos. had been elected to the J uunior 
Council in 1794#, and was only a youngster, having obtained 
his freedom at; a buree3o - born in 1792 1i3572£t9.21 

(8) 2/D/5 Fron ono million-pounds in early eighteenth century 
the poor rate rohe to nearly eight million in 1818 through.. 
out lar 

. 
S. 4 B. tlobb, The Development of Rng. Looal, Govt. 

1669 to 1835,096-5) a2 
(9) The levy of only £100 in 1794 Wass as Enfield stated at the 

M icipal enquiry, for the purpose of a hat case, rather 
than representing the actual sun required T. Cockmyne, op. cit., ij4 (1C) LICR 1995 
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Annual county Rate Lew _ Nottirthaa 17 94 to- 823,. 
C ý, c- 

1794 ý 100 1804 2800 1814 3800 
1795 ,,. 500 1805 1200 1815 6000 

1796 850 1806 1700 1816 6100 

17,97 1250 1807 2650 1817 6600 
1, 

1798 1000 1800 3800 1818 6809-*. 11.. 2a 

1799 650 1809, 2300 1819 6900 

1800 675, 1810 1700 1820 6404.. 7.. 61 

1801 1350 1811 2800 1821 6900 

1002 1500 1012 3650 1822 6600 

1003 2100 1813 4300 1823 6300 

Totals £99,36ß.. 18.. 8d(11) 

The heavieat increase had occurred>in 18159 

after which the'rate remained in excess of ¬6,000 per annum, 

and no severe had the assessments become that in 1822 St, }ary'a 

parish petitioned the t istratoe, on. this vexed questions ". ".. 

the propörtion of St. tfl, ary' a parish to the' County Rate ' .. s. has 

within the lüt'twenty one years progressively increased from 

eight hundred to upwards of five thousand pounds-per annum'. The 

consequence was a rate of 6/- in addition to the coots of annual 

expenses, and the sum paid from the poor rates to the county rate 

(11) 40790 I-XLVI County Rate' Accounts 1794 to 1023, For the 
poriod of 1024 to 1035 no accounts remain, 
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for two quarters had amounted to "within C63 of the total expenzea 

of all the poor of the parish inclusive of the nodical estaablishnentt. (12) 

By 1832 the rate amounted to 35; in St. P3icholas' parish, 45o in 

St. Peter'o parish and 274% in st. Mary's parish of the total poor 

rate, and the Municipal Commissioners denounced the rate as 

"undoubtedly ..... disproportionate to the population and 

exigencies of the town". "There is little probability" they 

concluded, "that any body of magistrates not identified with the 

corporate authorities would have consented to impose such an 

amount of rate on the town as would have the effect of totally 

exonerating the corporation from a chargetwhich they had been 

immemorially liable"-(13) 

Certainly it is true that the rate at Nottingham 

wao exceptionally high. A late overseer of Saint Nicholas' parish 

testified that in 1823 for the entire county of Cumberland the 

rate appropriated to cuo', t uses was only some £9,000 (14), while 

fron 1816 to 1823 inclusive, the Nottier levy exceeded that of 

York and Hell by some half to two thirds. 1I11oreover, although at 

York and Bull the rate decreased steadily, at Nottingham it 

remained static. 

(12) County Record Office CP 5/4/403 

(13) Lc 2007 
(14) 1. Cock yno, op. cit. ý 145 
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Date Vottinchan York Bull 

1816 c6,200 04,032 02,060.14.9 

1817 £6,600 £2,268 02,423 

1818 06,639.11.2 03,024 01,211.10.0 

1819 £5,550 £2,772 ~1,615.6.8 

1820 06,404.7.6 02,772 £19615.6.8 

1821 £6,300 12,520 r1,615.6.8 

1022 £6,600 02,733.18.0 01,615.6.8 

TOTAL: 043,993.18.8 021,121.18.0 ¬12,156.11.5 (15) 

It is certain too, that had no county rate been 

available, the total coot of the provisions for which it paid, 

would never have reached such proportions. But an a field 

reminded the commissioncrs "the justices who make the county rate 

are rate payers, and contribute to the rate,. they can have no 

object in keeping the expenses large". (16) 

The corporatereply to Parker Coke'a attack 

was indeed ac justified as the opinion held by the public, for 

an examination of the accounts reveals d4uite clearly that the 

rate was duly and justly expended primarily in the provision and 

maintenance of justice. And it, was this aspect of urban life 

(15) oturnn to the louse of Cormons' request for Accounts 1623 
tvottinj,,, han 4079c. ': o figures re-main at Boston but the rate 
was probably cuirstantially lower, amointing to E'873.100 in 
1831-2; £1,353.10.6 in 18323; C1078.12.6 in 1833-4; 

2161 
It will be noticed-that the fieuren quoted for Ir'ottiz ham 
do not tally with those quoted earlier (footnote 12). The 
doc=ents themselves are at odds here, although the figures 
quoted earlier are more likely to be accurate, since they 
are taken from the working accounts. 

(16) i. Cockayne, Op. city 144 
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to which the heavy increase in the rate levy was principally 

attributable, for altho'. h the editor of the Journal scorned 

1lottinGham&a reputation as a riotous city (17), the town was 

in fact prone to reLular disturbance. In 1815 the Gazotto 

described the town an the "scene of disgraceful outrozes of 

every deacription". (18) Food riots, election riots, the 

huddito riots, wore a co=on occurronco (19)9 and occasioned 

startling incroacee-in the cost of vaintaininý peace� The 

appointment of constables and othor measures to main ta ri 

order occasioned expenses on the county rate of £589.1. Odt(20) 

0 
ýý 

(17) u7 7th Ia ch 1835 

(1ß) Uottiz *ram Cazotto April 21st 1815 

(19) IM Decoibor 10th 1813v 8cptembor 7th 1821, 

December 14th 1821, December 6th 1816b January 3rd and 
flay 2nd 1817% 1"7arch-16th*and 30th 1800 etc 

(20) 4079C 
, 
2-XLVI Paid for over the four yearn 

1800 to 1803. This figure does not include the 

coot of prosocutionu. 
Also 3990 135 
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during the corn riots of 1800, in addition to sums paid 

by the Corporation. In 1803 extraordinary excitement 

during the Parliamentary Election (21), occasioned expenses 

in the provision,, of constables. - an4 staves- totalling 
_....,. ... 

£1400 (22), and three years later, with some 2,994V'vote`rs 

participating (23), expenses of a similar'iiagnitude'viere' 

defrayed from the rate. An abstract of the ' ! 'special police 

expenses for preserving ye peace at parliamentary elections, 

public commissions, assize sessions and upon public 

emergencies", amply illustrates the increaIing disturbance 

in the town, and the'coat of maintaining läw and bidir. ' 

ý "ý ýý 

(21) The 1803 election was a re-vote ordered by the House of 
Commons a. 'ter an annulment of the previous year's returns. 
The trouble"had been caused by the belated provision of'a 
Whig Candidate (Birch) to challenge the two Tory nominees 
of D. P. Coke-and Sir J. Borlace Warren. The voting had become 
so violent that Coke withdrew to secure his personal safety, 
and petitioned the house of Commons'for an annulment. So 
severe were the disturbances that the county magistrates 
were subsequently given jurisdiction-in the town. 

(22) 40790 I XLVI 
(23) J. Blackner, -op. cit., 302 =gß 

-' 
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Year Amount Year Amount 

E $ d C C d 
1794 34 13 5. 1811 162 10 5 

1795 87 9 6 1812 1040 19 2 

1796 80 15 3 1313 515 1 7 

1797 56 13 8 1814 484 5 9ý 

1793 44 16 9 1815 824 9 3-4- 

1799 41 6 0 1816 669 10 5-, t 

1300 267 13 3 1817 1339 13 5 

1801 391 1 7ý 1818 535 10 7 

1802 371 10 10 1819 1729 16 10 

1803 1578 13 1 1820 1482 19 3 

1804 309 2 1 1821 820 8 9 

1805 105 0 0 - 1822 1067 5 2ý 

1806 1583 5 0 1823 708 17 6 

180v 747 1 0 1824 714 6 8 

1808 72 18 10 1825 773 0 1 

1609 127 5 3 1826 1300 13 1 
(24) 

1810 85 7 3 1827 658 11 5 

Such expenses were vastly mater than they had 

been during the eiChteenth century. Special constables had lone 

(24) 7590/1 
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been appointed to patrol at the fairs, the assizes and other 

public occasions, but in 1760 only six constables had been 

thought necessary to keep the peace at the fair. . 'heir total 

wages, for three night's work, was just 18/-, (one shilling; 

each per night)(25). In 1787 twenty-four constables had 

been employed during the election at the enhanced salary of 

2/- each, but the total cost of employing them to maintain 

order at the assizes, the races and other public functions 

during the year, was little more than C7.4.9d (26). This was 

certainly a far cry from the situation in 1831 when, as a result 

of the reform bill riots, no less than one thousand, three hundred 

and forty four special constables were sworn in during the month 

of 11ovenber. (27) The costs of policing moreover were only 

the initial expenses: there was the militia to be paid for too. 

In 1003 to 1804 militia expenses amounted to C237.16. Od and 

augmentation of the local militia became a regular occurrehce. 

In 100Dt as a result of the corn riots, the Corporation was 

info=, cd by the Duke of Portland that "in consequence of 

information received of the continuance of the riotous proceedings 

at Vottingham, a Reinforcement of the ttilitary has been ordered 

to proceed innediately to that town". The order was in fact 

l 

(25) Vouchers 1760,17(1 2tio. 5 
(26) 1814 Cl 
(27) County Rate 6154/B12 
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politely rebuffed $ for the 1'agictrates r; ere rightly apprehensive 

that "additional Troops ray increase the Number of Discontented ". (2EI) 

But there remained strong local re; >irnerts 
in the tovwn upon whose 

aid there were constant calls. 

A large proportion of the increased 

county rate was thus directly attributable to the continually 

agitated state of the town, and such expenses far exceeded 

the sun, which the borough Sunda had custon=ily paid. Tho rising- 

costs were undoubtedly associated with this increase(? availability 

of Honey from the borough rate, yet the expenditure was clearly 

not excessive, as t'-e municipal cot aiccio' ers , iYa-)d. (29) For 

despite the expenses of police and soldiers, the regular provisions 

eft nm, intainin, the peace remained th=oughly inadequate. 

In 1033 the police force of the town consisted of only three 

regular constables, who, for 15/- each per week, kept daily 

vigilance to maintain the peace. They were supported by about 

one hundred fully sworn part-time constables, who, combining 

constabulary duty with other employment, were available on call 

when necessity arose. (30) In addition, special constables could 

be sworrn. But no night watch was provided by the corporation 

or county4reasurers at all, and such protection rested solely 

upon local associations of householders formed for the purpose 

(28) Correspon1enco concerninC the Corn Riots 3990 z 23,29 
(29) T. Cockaync, op. cit., 145 
(30) L_ 1995 
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of "keeping- the streets clear fror nocturnal rrunbles of 

lewd dic; orderly people"(31). In 1620 however this sector 

of law preservation was described as "twelve drowsy and for 

the most part ouperamuated watchmen with their watch boxes 

and rattles.., confining their rounds exclusively to those 

streets in which the subscribers resided"(32). 'ith the 

annual cost of the night watch alone in 1838 totalling over 

X2,000 per annum, and the service remaining even then very 

inadequate, it is clear that the na. 7istrates before 1835 

were not raking excessive denands on the public finances (33). 

flad the town been regulerly protected in any extensive manner, 

the county rate would have been much hiker, but as Blackner 

shrewdly foresaw, supposing a , rood night watch would have 

proved effective "the nagistrates are not to be blamed for 

not having enforced the measure, for as it would be attended 

with considerable expense, the capricious and illnatured would 

attribute to then motives of oppression and unbridled authority'-(34) 

This was indeed the experience of most corporations. At Boston 
It 

the parishioners in 1826 petitioned the ? tayor and Council to 

relieve the inhabitants; in future from the burden of the Borough 

County Date", "that oppressive tax". Yet burdencone thou'-h it 

(31) z-s. 11thomio, old Pottin (196$) 77 
(32) ibid. 
(33) J. Oran o 11iotorv and Anti uitieo of Nottinfilam I (1640} 

Inspeetor'o Report Night -Ratch 1838 .: 2110.5.1 p. a. 
Regular Police £732"4.5d 

(34) J. B1aclnrnor, op. cit. 279 r 200 
(35) 2/D/5 17th Aucust 1626 

460 

4 
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was, together with the poor rate and church asses rnentc, it 

nevertheless appears fron the 'ottinghat accounts, that the 

money was used solely in the public interest. Over the period 

from 1794 to 1623 the costs of the maintenance of prisoners 

accounted for the largest individual increase in costs, rising 

from . "76.19.9 per annum to C1172.0.9j in 1823 and 01590.8.4 

in 11327. (36) The cost of providing bread to the taol had 

ripen from only £18 per annum in 1767 to £182 in 1811, and 

bread for the house of correction which had cost the corporation 

only £11 in 1787 to 1786, cost the county rate 1138 in 1811 

and £360 in 1832. Salaries too rose sharply. The gaoler 

received only C16.10.0 pc-r annum in 1799 and the keeper of the 

house of correction only £9.1.0 per annum, but by 1806 their 

salaries were £100 and x: 30 respectively and by 1833 stood at 

£200 and £175. (37) Indeed there seems little in the accounts 

themselves which was not, as r, field claimed, largely 

attributable to the increasing crime and disturbance. After 

1807 the house of correction underwent extensive improvement, 

until by 1023 the total cost of enlargement and rebuilding had 

reached £12,161.16.2ý. d. The gaol too aas scheduled for 

improvement, but after expending over £3,000. the magistrates 

(36) 7590/1 120 i, ii, iii, iv 

(37) 4079c I-XLVI jsjt_, 1990 
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suddenly decided that in consideration of "the times and other 
+r 

circumstances", they were not justified in layini Bo heavy a 

weiht upon the county". 08) Clearly therefore they were 

not ignorant of the Popular discontent and hardship. 

Although therefore the county rate was used for 

neceasaxy purposes, it aroused intense disaffection snongot 

the public. Raised by an authority technically distinct fron 

the corporation, it was nevertheless plain that the 1'tagiatrates 

and Aldermen differed in nothing more than title; and it peened 

only just that the corporate body who had ineiorially undertaken 

the costs of justice and peace, should continue to do so. prom 

the accounts at ? 3ottinthan (39%) it is ho,. rever clear that the 

risin; cost of such a service was completely beyond the fi nare i al 

nears of the corporation; especially since the scale of the 

service needed wide extension to meet the de-'iands of the expanding 

and discontented urban population. As the need for such a 

service Crew, the associate: ' costs completely outstrip7eI the 

corporate: resources, and a general rate rapidly became a necessity. 

Although the burden on the corporation had in 1767 been only some 

£200 per annum, in a year of low repair cots, in 1790 the need 

for better gaol facilities already involved the corporation in 

(38) T. Cockayne, op. cit. a 30 The 1 municipal Commissioners justly 
criticised the waste of -13,000 in a. scheme which was then 
abandoned ItCR 2007 

(39) virtually no county rate records remain at either Boston or York; although a rate was levied in both boroughs. 
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expenees over ". 1,300. (40) A Genoral rata, with the anus 

falling upon the housekeeper, wan ecsontia1. This was the 

system which would ultimately be adopted in the future, But 

the responsibility of the individual to take an active and 

financial part in the provision of services which 131ackncr 

recoanised (41), wan not yet accepted by the i, jority of the 

townspeople. They renamed ignorant of their own social 

responsibility. ti: aite apart fror the radical conviction 

that taxation and repreceatation ohould go to(; ather, the 

populace, having, experienced the financial difficultion of 

the }apoleonic era, were further behind than the town councils 

thonelvec in reco . icinC their own responsibility in public 

welfare. The attitude of the labourers at Plymouth who refused 

to contribute to the public lighting at Plymouth Dock on the 

L, froundn that they went to bed too early to need it, (42) was 

one that trag all too common. Although however discontent 

a. i. not the rate wsE voiced, all three maCistraciou at Boston, 

A "ottine= and York continued to im-)oce the levy, and prsblio 

dica; proval had little real effect other than to weaken the 

already tenuous; relation hip between the rulers and the ruled 

still further. 

(40) Vouchers 1815 A 100; 354/407 Sessions Records 

(41 J. Blacizer, op. city 279 180 

(42) ä. & i3.4tiobb, Te Dpvelo ent of fish Local 
Government.. 1689-1035 1963 122 
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By 1035 reforn of local Covorn ont was an 

indubitable necessity. The income upon which the three 

councils relied was both inadequate in its extent and 

obsolete in its emphasis. More, advanced methods of 

accounting and the arrival of the modern officers of local 

government improved the value of the chartered richte and 

possessions. But largely inflexible, the corporate revonuco 

bocaio increasin, -, ly inappropriate to the needs of urban 

centres whore expenditure could fluctuate violently from 

year to year. The nuncipal co aiaoionors in '1©35"thensolvea 

nade", brief reference 'to the 'inadequacies -of corporate finance: 

"In many of the corporation the- revenues' arcs ý'° sufficient 

for the oaintonance of all necessary municipal inatitutiona. 

In-many though amply sufficient for supporting the various 

purposes for which municipalities were, instituted, they are 

but partially applied to them. In most, however, the revenues 

would be inadequate to these purposes, though they should be 

entirely expanded upon them". (43) 

The inhabitants at large could find little 

ßenna of identity with an 61ito body elected by a minority 

of townsmen, and oppouition aprang up on ovory front. 

(43) c 31 para. 64 
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Acting in concert, obsolescence and public radicalism 

together undcrninea the financial basis of the unrofor. ed 

Corporation. 2 nage ont of incoio waa not beyond reproach; 

but the throe borough3 hero conoidered, show conciliar 

bodies fightin a losing battle an expenditure continued 

to outstrip the revenues which, in their ordinary fora, swore 

not easily augmonted. 

It rozzain3 to be ceen to what extent 

corporate colvoncy; foundorod 
_ upon ill-waned expenditure, 

but growin1; public opposition, to privilego,,, to, obsolecoont 

ri; hto,. to the old order in generals dictated that local 

government must change to adapt with the now world which 

was eiorging during the 18th and 19th centurice. 

r 

.j 

ý ý. ý ,. 
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Section III 

EXPRIMITURE 

Having obtained, from varied sources, a regular 

income, the unreformed Corporation was presented with nh 

the same problems as any local Authority today; namely where 

and how to spend it. Their decision however was not entirely 

atraigztforward� In the first place the unreformed Corporations 
10 

had amassed their powers piecemeal alongside several other 

organs of Local Government; The Parish; the County and the 

Manor. As a consequence there frequently remained in evidence 

the authority of those who had run affairs alongside and 

even before the civic body cane on the scene. Exactly where 

the roaponcibilities and authority of tho Municipal Corporation 

began, and those of the Parish or Manor ended waa by no mean 

clear; they were both inextricably tangled one with the other. 

Although therefore the Corporations were quick to uphold the 

privileges which placed them, at tines, beyond the control of 

Parliament or County Sheriffs, they were no less eager to cite 

the responsibility of the Parish or County Officials, particularly 

when to do no might relieve them of responsibility for payment. 

In like canner the other Local Government bodies could act 

against the Corporation by the same methods which they employed 

against individualo". Thus'at Nottinghrm, the, Court Leot Jury, 

the Ilickloto i Jury, protc, cuted the Corporation on seve l occasions 
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" 

for negligcnco. (1), and in 1702 to 1703 the Cba berlatno at 

York recorded the payment of 4c Od.. for the cleaning of 

Holgate dike and "other gutters and places for which the 

Lord Ilayor was pro cnted by the 'Warden Jury" (2) 
" 

Ultimately howover the responsibility for 

conducting many of the day to day tasks of town life rested 

with, the individual householder, and upon; _-his responsibility 

to verve the community the entire system of . 
Local. Government 

wao emoted. The obligations differed according to local.. 

custom or common law, but however they arose they involved 

a duty to obey, to act.. and to earvo upon the governing bodies. 

An insistence upon the duties of the individual. becarao 
:. _ 

increasingly inappropriate to the rapidly expanding borough 

towns under conaidoration, yout. 
it was fundaaontal to corporate 

organization.. It should not thoroforo be ourprising$ although 

it, xay ceem inofficiont, that the. three councils relied hoavily 

upon the obligations of the individual. 

In such circa tancee the duties and obligations 

the rosponoibility and authority of the, Thinicipal Corporation 

were far from celf evident, I xaotly what they., ought to do 

(1) egHTU3 3571 f 122 1812; NHB2793 April 18th 1687 
when the Mickleturn Jury asked the Chanberlain9 to put 
certain improvements in hand. 

(2) YCAB 1702 to 1703 
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with their money was even less so. By 16ß9 most of the financial 

duties which had originally been imposed upon the Corporation 

had very largely lapsed. No longer did the Corporation need 

to repair the town walle in order to repel foreign invaders; 

the fee farm rent was now only a nominal charge in comparison 

with its burden when first imposed; the poor were not maintained 

under the Llizabothan statute. Increasingly "To the Hanoverian 

Monarchs as to Sir Robert Walpole and his suceecriors, it never 

occurred to connect the existence of a Muncipal Corporation with 

a. n. y responsibility for meeting the long standing requirements 

of its Borough, still less the new and changing needs of tie 

inhabitants"(3). Whatov©r we might, in retrospect, expect of 

the unroformed boroughs, they were clearly within their legal 

rights to spend their income precisely as they wished, with 

little or no regard to their inhabitants. As late as 1809 Lord 

Lllenborough for Derby Corporation laid down that Corporationo 

hack the right to apply the produce of their estates in any ma=or 

they pleased, save where they were obliged by the terms of a 

grant to apply it to a particular purpooo. (4) 

An a rosult it in not surprising that the 

2lunioipal Coamissionera , do the generitization that "It is not 

(3} S. & D. Webb, The 2'anor & the Borough ý (1963) 
- 

288 
(4) A. Temple Patters-on) Radical Leiceetor (6954). 433 

Leicester Journal 1.2.1822. 
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often that much of the corporate property is emended on 

police or public improvements"-(5) "Some corporations consider 

that their property has been vented in them solely as trustees 

for the public; but in most cases, this truth is acknowledged 

only when forced on their attentions is roceived with difficulty 

and qualification and is continually forgotten. Pow 

Corporations admit any positive obligation to expend the eurplua 

of their income for objects of public advanta o. Such 

expenditure is regrdod ac a ßpontanoous act of private 

generosity rather than a well considered application of the 

public revenue, and the credit to which the Corporation, in such 

a case, generally considers itself entitled, is not that of 

judicious adninistrators, but of liberal benefactors". (6) 

In co far as tho generalizations hold truce 

they do not manifest simply an attitude of irreoponsibility" 

The lack of power, the divorgenco between different bodies of 

Local Government, the obsolete concept of individual duty, and 

the ill-defined role of the Corporation were indeed hindrances 

to what wo would consider to be the fulfilment of corporate 

responsibility for town wolfs e. IyevertheleBo we might 

reasonably expect tho unreformed Corporation to recognize 

the changing requiremants of town life, and to shew some 

(5) MCR 1035 32 pß. 66. 

(6) IM 1835 '45 pß. 111 
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inclination to spend their money for the good of the 

citizens. The records of the three boroughs of Boston, 

Nottingham and York indicate that in many respects they 

did so. In some spheres they could legitimately be seen 

as the forerunners of modern Local Authorities. In other 

areas their expenditure is questionable but there seems 

little blatant corruption or misappropriation, rhther a 

carolessneso and extravagance and a code of values 

which the man in the street, both then and now, fails to 

understand. 

IN, 

-l' 
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Chapter 70 

The Creation of a Civilized Rnvironnnent. 

If there wan , any one area whore the three 

Borou&a of Boston, Nottingham and York teemed consistently 

unwilling to spend their money and ever rbady to involve 

individual householders it was in the provision of rudimentary 

standards of cleanliness and, safety within the Town. 

The cleansing of the town otroeto was regarded, 
FinA 

not as the duty ofrunicipal authority, but. of the householder 

who was bound to keep the spaco in front of his property 

clear to tho, middl© of the road , and to observe the council, bye- 

laws in rospeot of the disposal.. of rubbish. To this end the 

three Councils repeatedly made and. published now regulations. 

In 1653 Boston Corporation pasood a bye-law directing that 

"because the streets and pavonto within this Borough have been 

of latertino very tindecontly keept - the peyonte much broken 

and much dort and dust beans suffered to lie and romaine upon 

then whereby in comer time, especially in hott seasons, infeccons 

and diseases may be brad ..,. and in the winter time the passage 

in the streets is coo myrcy and durty an thereby the health of 

the,.. inlabitantc 13 l=oh indangered and ".,. divorce are 

. 
diahartned from liveing in the Toumo" (7) therefore each inhabitant 

. householder must cleanse and swoop his frontage every Saturday 

(7) 2/C/I 5.9.1653. 

' :, ýý,. 
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afternoon. Similar orders are to be found at York 
,, 

so too at tottingham the Council clearly. informed the 

inhabitants by printed notices to every householder, that 

as by Order of Hall of 1724, in order to ronady the dirtiness 

of the streets "All and every Householder,.., do sweep and 

clean the streets against 
. 
their respective Houses buildings 

and walls on i day in every week and oftener as there 

shall be occasion". The penalty was a discretionary fine 

by the Mayor and summary action by the constable in employing 

workmen to swoop tho area the following day (9). The orders 

holdover had to be constantly reiterated. The Council tried 

reminders in the local press (10) but eventually in 1787 had- 

to order the bollman of the City to cry the streets to be cwopt 

when the Mayor wished and order an inspection afterwards by 

the conztableo. To enforce their-decision the corporation 

even promised to back it with money for pro3ocutions; 
_(11). 

The Councils did not howovar entiroly renounce, 

thoir mm duties. As proporty owners they too were rooponsib1o 

for oloaning Choir own frontagou, ulthouih io nono of tho threo 

Borouglw do wo see auch an oxample as catby Lord !b ror , 
Curtis 

of London who fined himself 5/- for failing to keep the 
, 
footway 

outside the Kannion House olean. (12) 

(8)eg. 1643VIm36 f91 b, 1251; VCiz York 162 

(9) 1 3484 f 5b Novoinber 20th 1724 

(10) AyQcought o rlottinjrýl Courant Dec. 19th-26th 1761 

(11) zts3546 Jan, 5th 1707. Vo proaecutione apparently followed. 

(12) In 1795 9 hoping to set an ego to hic fellow citizene. Lady Kni. ll yep, ", flb 
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As part of this responsibility the three Councils provided 

Scavengers to collect and remove the rubbish piled up by 

householders, and to swoop the public areas of the Market 

places. These were not responsibilities which were axiomatic; 

at Boston the byelaw of 1653 stated quite categorically that 

"in default of a Scavenger" the householder must remove his 

own rubbish to a place appointed by the Magistrates-03) 

However, the Scavengers were chiefly roponsible for cleaning 

tha Harket areas on a regular basis. At Boston and York 

Seaveng ra were appointed from before 1660; and at Nottingham 

a Scavenger was certainly in existence before 1694, (14)AcSosý: sn1he 

waa paid monthly, and it wan the Chaberlain's duty to ensure 

that the cloanning was properly carried out. If the Scavenger 

nogleotod hie duty,, the Chamberlain was to "employ some other 

parson to clean the streets, and deduct the expense out of his 

monthly Sala y". (15) Perhaps he was clack in his duties, for 

in 1768 the Surveyor was ordered to make a written report every 

fortnight to the Erection Balift 
and Chamberlain on the condition 

of the etroeto which the Scavenger had undertaken to clean. (16) 
I 

The job was probably more onerous than the salary warranted for 

it charged hands frequently,, 
bbetween 

1709 and 1720, six men bold. 

the job. Certainly the Scavenger was never extravagantly paids 

0 

(13)2/c/I 5.9.1653 

(14) IHB 3462 Jan. 9th 1694 to 1695 
(15) BCAB 1785/6 
(16) BAB 7 £. 

N 
125 (1788) 
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Between 1709 and 1710 Edward Roydon received f18 pcx. an um(17) 

and the salary roue to C26 per annum in 1733 (10); but it did 

not rise again until 1790 when Tuxford received C40. (19) 

Certainly at Idottingha a the äavez is brief was fairly exacting; 

In 1694 he was told that he no longer need clean in front of the 

houses on Chapel Aar, (20) but in 1748 his job entailed swooping 

and removing dirt from the area of the Saturday and Veokday 

narkots at intervals varying fron twice weekly to once a nonth. (21) 

his calary however was at ¬45 per annum significantly better 

than at Boston, and by 1793 he was paid ¬60 per am=, (22),, 
_ 

It ,:. 

would seem that his responsibilities were -substantially - '"a-ter 

than those of his counterpart in York whose salary rose from 10/- 

in 1660 to ¬14.10.0 in 1750 and only ¬20 by 1800 (23),, However 

all three councils appointed extra officials to clean particular 

areas$ especially parts of the markets (24)" or as at Boston in 
(25) 

1788, tho Camay areas, 

Thus the Council at IYottinch= in 1783 estfra, tod 

that over tho previous fifteen years their annual expenditure-`- 

on town cleaning was approximately £50, which comprised £45 p. a. 

paid to the Scavenger for cleanwing the market area and ecess 

roads s f5.5.0 paid to Henry W'orrall for cleaning the weekday 

market and 10/- per annul paid to Thomas Wid&owson for cleaning 

the Lone Staire. (26) 

(17) BCAB 1109/'Ip 
(22)IHB 3552 Feb. l9th 1793 

(18) nc"'ý 1733 
(23)YCAi3 passim. 
(24) see attached notes. (19) $CAB 1790 (25) Iar, 1788 The Chanborlains 

(20) 10M 3462 3an. 9th 1694/5 were ordered to have cleaned 
(21) MM 3508 hov. ßth 1748 the Packhouse quay when necessary. 4 1'ßl81. 

(26) Dec. l6th 1783 i*1B3543; 
Chamberlain's Accts. 
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(24) e. g. ,- 3toný, OI p1oycd people to clean the ? ict''arlot =. rä 
butter 1xnt. By 1020 the nalarion vnro 1*. 21 and ß'5.5.0 

`` per ruznun raßpeativrýly. :ýk. 6 pamir* 

At P. ottirleh= wo havc reforonco to appointnontm to clean 
tho ! hoop Mat and ý; a, int r'otor' 'iCuarfl for r2.10.4 p. a. 
Liu' 3553 Dec-3rd 1793" 
ax-i to clean the Aook1ay r'axl<at for 5 gm, p. a. 
NUB 3533 April 12th 1774. 

At York t' ore were owoopers for " t. 'to1cii' o Thurohyard 
awl : ýto o tot f1icklegato Bar, Foaa `hid of Lay`thorp 
Foutorn and i easoholno ;, artrot . 'lace and car othor area0 
apnointod individually on c mall ann2zL1 calariea. 
YCAB pain. 

ýýý 



This represented however only 44 of the total 

expenditure - in that yea and clearly vast areas ef.. the town 

were -totally neglected except for the collection of refuse 

by muckýmalore who transported their, purchase along the 

canal and, sold- it to faz ers4. for, manure. (27) Similarly 

in York, although it was "a. plaeo . of , , ireat resort and much 

Frequented by persons of distinction and fortune whose, 

residence , there is of great benefit and advantage . 
to the, 

city", 'neverthelecs the paverents were not "cuffiolently 

cleansod". (20) The Councils moreover cloarly. recognized. 

, this - from. an early date (29), yet refused to undertake the 

responsibility thercelves.. The reason however was not 

financial but administrative; . 
fundanontally they. continued , 

to consider town cleansing to be beyond their province as 

indeed, by. statuteg it was. (30) Yet it was not adequately 

provided for under pariah government either, for " the 

assumption on which universal and gratuitous personal service, 

had always restod was that of a substantially uralternd 

obligation year after year. The principle was devised for 

astable, unchanginij cormunity". In Boston, Nottingh= and 

York hoaover, as.. in many othor boroughs and townships, vast 

cno took place during the later eighteenth century swelling. 

(27). the Commissioners for ring into the state 
5) 250 ä 

r(28) Improvement Act 3 Geo, III c. 48 
(29) 2/C/1 5.9.1653 
(30) Statute of 1555 obliged each householder to render six days 

forced labout under superintendence of the parish surveyor. It did not specify the nature of work and was not conceived to cover the multitude of problems peculiar to the town street. 
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tho town population to unprecedented size and rapidly increasing 

the evils of urban life. Courts and Alleys multiplied and, deemed 

to be private property, they fell beyond the authority of Council 

or Parish Vestry, while the principle of individual obli Lion 

becarao inadequato and inappropriate in populations numbaring 

tons of thousands. The Councils . laeked the authority to undertake 

the entire oleanoir, of the town the nselves, but more importantly 

they as yot had no, pooitive conception of civic responsibility,, 

followin6 the ideas and practices of earlier generations rather 

than adapting to the new demands of their urban "industrial" 

t3ooietie3. 

Vow authorities with improved powers and financial 

provision bccaze the only answer and it was with rolicf 110 doubt 

that Boston and York Corporations solved their problems by 

obtaining loca]. Acta of ý'arlia ent. 

The improveiiiont act ranted to York in 1763 laid 

the rocponsibilities for maintaining and cleaning tho stroot squarely 

where it. had always been held to belong - on the individual house- 

holder (31), but in 1825 Connmissioneru were appointed (32) and the 

Corporation paid in lieu of their previous responsibilitios for 

paving, lighting and watching, an annual percentage annuity which 

at £449,17.4d for the yoaru fron the Act unttl the financial year 

1827 to 1828, was substantially less than the Corporation had 

(31) 3'Geo. Ilx G4Z ', 
(32) 6 Goo IV o 12'7 

. and a ienc? aonts 3 and 4 'tiller c (o7 
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previoasly paid for 311 three liabilitiea. (33) 

At Boston Co=issioners were appointed imder 

the first Improvement Act of 1775 (34), but the Act only 

covorod lightinr;, watchinS ß. cl the prevontion of nuisance. 

It was not until 1792 (35} that an Act waa obtained to cover 

cleansir, g and paving as well. Under this tct the Corporation 

were liable to pay one fifth of the whole exenee of peeing 

and executing the Act. This =ounted generally to about . 45p. a" 

for paving and oleansing. (36) In 1827 however it was acrecd 

that the Corporation should pay a coioptmsation of C135 p. a"(37) 

At tlottingha no such cla tfying Act t; as obtained, 

but in 1783 a Cartitttoo of inhabitants undortook to develop a 

contributory town improvement schone which would have included 

Gloaming. The Corporation a; reed to cubocribe 50 p. a. towards 

clean8inL costs (33), but when the schema van found to be based 

on reverse derived from enclosure, rauch support was loot, and 

the idea wont into abeyance. C1eannin thu3 remained a it bad 

been, with the Corporation naintainin tho public areas until in 

1811 an agreement warn made with the Churchwardens and. Over eery 

of the poor of Saint t; aryts Church# whereby the pariah authorities 

wore to undertake the responsibilities of the old town Scavenger, 

(33) YCAD passim and Finance Cor mittee Report Kilo 

(34) 1775 15 Ceo III and 16 Coo III 

(35)-1792 32 Ceo III cmondcd 18061 46 8eo III 
(36) BC&B pa in. o. a: 1810-1811 £46.. 7.. 64.1819-1820 C45.12.. 6d 

(37) BCAB paaaim.; CR Boston 2163 

(38) 1)ec. 16th 1783 tk s 3543 t10 
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namely to "sweep, rake, shovel, take up and carry away the 

dirt, litter, filth and rubbish and all refuse whatever" 

from the Marktet Place and streets adjoinings(39) For doing 

so they were tobe paid the Scavenger's salary of £60 per annum, 

although the Corporation continued to employ a person to clean 

and watch the Shambles. In 1829/30 the Corporation paid £16 

for the Dunkirk Shambles to be cleaned and z, tched, but the 

cost for the entire Shambles in 1833 was C76.2c. Odiper ännutn. (40) 

There was therefore some iprovexient in town" 

cleanliness over the century and a half before 1835, although 

the most significant advances lay bey6nd the Corporations with 

'the new Statutory . Authorities. To these the three Corporations 

paid agreed assessments and the civic authorities` saw this as 

relief from further action. I'lhey had always shown soma degree 

of involvment'financially and administratively, but they 'could 

not conceive of a responsibility to vastly broaden the scope of 

their works and it remained indeed beyond the imagination of the 

now Authorities to clean c©rnprehensively. 

In the provision of street lighting it becomes 

again apparent that significant ädvances were made only-vender 

the'-powdrs of Parliaznentary Acts Which appointed trustees with 

power to rate the inhabitants. However they expenses incurred 

could not easily have been net from corporate funds, and nerve 

(39) Mm 3570 April 24th Yaü; 
(40)23CAB 1ß29/30r 1833/4 

`- . +ý: « 
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to indicate the dual problem of authority and finance which 

the, flunicipal Authority faced in providing modern : nitiee 

to large-urban centres under the aegis of outdated charters 

and grants. 

The Corporate records suiSseat however that at 

least in York the Civia_Authoritiee took a lively interost , 

in improving street lighting and were by no means unwilling 

to provide for 3. t from their own funds. 

Until the late seventeenth oentuiy, street 

lighting in York wau very much a matter of individual 

reSponnibility, the Civic Authorities in 1527 requiring 

persons of note to hang lantern outside their doors (41), 

and in 1607 directing the, Con6tables to ensure that householders 

coxbinod in twos or threes to provide lanterns and candle- 

lights(42) which werep after 1647, to be hung out nightly. (43), 

FIowover in 1673 the Common Hall made their first contribution 

to public lighting when they agreed to purchase twelve, lanterns 

at tho city's char e, if the thirty-two parishes each provided 

two lanterns and the candles for them all* The parochial 

expon3os were to be defrayed from a rate levied on all who paid 

the poor raten*(44). 

(41)o. g. The Aldo =on and 24. York Civic Recortie iii 110 Ed. A. R&Lne 

(42). m 33f97 

(43) " 361165 1645 
(44) YIID 38 Pf 69bl91. Unfortunately the Charaberlain&e Account 

Book for 1673 and 1674 doca not remain. 
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In 1687 the Council carried their 

responsibilities further and decided to provide twenty-four 

lamps to be hung at the Minster gates, Bridge Street, the 

Council Chamber on Ouzo Bridge, tho Pavemont and "other 

convonient placac". (45) 

Whether this order intended twenty-four 

lamps in addition to tho twelve which the Corporation already 

provided is, not cloar, but the Choborlain'o Accounts only 

record the purchaco of two lamps at London at a coat of 

C9 and £19.9.1Od for eottin ; up the lamps in the Pavement. 

Yet doubtless the corporate intentions were good, for. in 1724 

ninoty-two oil lamps were ordered to be provided. in. replacetent 

of the old candle lanterno. (46) 

Twonty-five wore purchased for £11.5.0 (vino 

chillingo each) and a further batch coat ¬13.7.5d. Tho costs 

of ironwork and erecting them in the wards amounted to ¬44.1. ij1(47)" 

Thereafter tho Corporation also appointed a oalaried officer to 

maintain the 1=poj initially his year's calary gras only ß: l. 10,, 0 

but by the 1740's it fluctuated in the reGion of 02.10.0 

according to how much oil he uyed, (48) 

It was, without doubt, as a consequenco of thin 

forward-looking attitude that Drake could write, in 1736: "Our 

otreots are clean and lighted with lamps every night in tho winter 

Eoa$ono, ooo"(49) 

(45) C. Knij lht, A ktstx, rv of {fie, Ctrl of Yo -K (19 "LL) 91 
(46) YUB 41 f 195 
(47) YCAB 1724 to 1725 

(48) YC 1731/2,1735/6,1737/8,1742/3,1744/5_ 
(49) C. Knight, op. cLr"ý S4-1 

1,171 
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Evidently some improvement was thought to be desirable 

however and the Corporation apparently decided that a 

genoral assessment on the public would be more appropriato. 

Accordingly a committee 'was set up to prepare a bill far 

Parliament (50) and the Corporation subscribed C100'(51)-, 

towards the act obtained in 1763 for "better cleansing 

and enlightening the streets, lanes and public ways of the 

city of York..... ". The act pi ced responsibility back 

onto the housoholdera by creating a rate not only for, 

upkeep of the lamps and oil but also to cover the purchase 

and replacement of 389 'bell lamps" of 11"'diametor. They 

were to be lit at sunset every evening until twilight next 

morning from October tat to March 31st and during the`. week 

of the horse races-(52) The Corporation now transferred 

their attention to enhancing the civio buildinge and the 

I annual bill for lights at the Mansion house and Ouse'Bridge 

gradually increased from £10.10.0 in 1701 and 1782 (53) to 

over f20' in the early 1800o, (54) Bar now however `they were 

paying their duo part of the rate assessment and the oäst of 

extra lights which they provided to improve the 11ansion 1Iouwe. 

Thum be, tweon 1810 and 1811 the cost of some now lights is 

probably included in bhc3 bill of £45.11.1d for lights and oil 

for the ii=ion Houso, (55) and in 1829 and 1830 they purchased 

(50) YIIB 44f£ 46,156-157 

(51) YCAB 1763/4 
(52) 3 Geo III 

(53) YGAB 1781/1782 

(54) YCAn 1800 6 1808/9 

(55) YCAB 1810/1811 437 



a now Cu chandelier fox' the 'front '-parlour at tho: Italinion 

House (56). Zn 'particular ho+iever th©' Corporation ooi oa 

ovary opportunity to delight the public.. and their ltcnärch 

by providing, without undue`erpon^e, tipocial illutain tions 

on' the Mg's I3irthdey. -'' 1n 11330 and' 1831 thöy secured from 

Richard 1 land m 'special fitment , which' b1. aZQd öut the latter 

, 't 1" 'fron` the Monoion 'Houeo at' the convenience of the 'c d, 

Light Co. (57) "' Can lighting had arrived in York lri ` 1824 

when the York can comp =y becan, (58) and deapi. te ä: brief 

return to oil after an fr ant with the ce iiaionere of 

the now 1825 Inprovonent Act, (59) the co©pariy continued to 

cupply the town with gao lighting. It was not however 

imexporsiva. The agrooraont with the company 'initially settled 

the nnual Price at £19400, lator to be reduced to £915.6. ßd 

but'withyfowor lamp3. (60) Such aura would'have'been a oerioun 

bu%äen-had they'boon char, ablo to the Civic Authoritioaf`and 

thoy` illuat ato well the problem which 2runicipal Authorities-fared 

in rapidly expanding towns. York was fortuni, to to havo 

obtained the Aot of 1763 rhich ro-asseaood tho principle of 

pariah roopon3ibility basoä upon ratesg`tor'without`ouch an 

ar=nomant, tho proviuion of lichtin, of this adoquacy would 

have boon well boyond the corporate moans. 

(56) It cost C20, YCN3 1829/30 

(57) `tCM3 1830/31 

(58) C. S. knig * op. cit., - 6101 9 

(59) 6 Coo pz c127 
(60) C. B. Knlghký op. oit.. 5 618/9 
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Aa at-Yorks the Corpo tions at °Boaton '° 

ax Nottingham fairly early relinquished responsibility 

for-publio. lighting-to Commissioners appointed under Acts 

of Parliaaent, but prior, to-this timo neither Corporation 

-showed quite -the same keeness to provide street lights 

which-was evtdrat York. At--Boston-, the at counts bear no 

reference to paymants for, lamps until 1742 when, two small 

bills for "puttinG down. lamp posts" 5/()d and for 
-"pyle, 

and 

turps" for the lamps 6d (61). aueaost that. the Corporation 

W at lagt provided some small measure of publio liUhting, 

although it cannot have been noro than a few lights in`the 

market place by the Mayor's door. - 

In the followthtj' year however; one Fotherby 

received 19/6d (62) for lamps, and in 1746 and 1750 the . I, 

first substantial, bill"for lamps of f9.10.2d appears. 

At the same time a salaried Officer, Edward Claxon, was paid 

0 for cleaning the lamps for the y jyear. (63) By this time 

therefore, it would. seem that provision of lights by the 

Corporation, although unlikely tobe extonsivo, was certainly 

being undertaken, and a bill for seventy-two Gallons of lamp 

oil in 1752 and 1753 (60-suggests that the Corporation ryas 

probably liChtina the main areas of the town,, z ely the 

(61) 4/13/1 1742-3 

(62) 4/13/1 1743-4 
(63) 4,13/1 1749-50 
(64) 4/B/I 1752.3: Also a bill for leaps of £1.13.4d 
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14arket Square' and'Barrgate, and was certainly using "oil in 

preference 'to "candles. From 1749 the cost of keeping up 

the lamps gras entered each year in the accounts, and'from 

the entries i t is"clear that'improved provision was made 

between 1749 and "17759 although it was probably not of the"" 

standard seen°at York. Nevertheless it indicates a willingness 

on the part of'"the Corporation to accept some responsibility. 

Annual ¬ enditure on Oil and Lams at Boston between 1750 and 17A. (65) 

Year Cost Year Cost Year Cost 

1750-1 3.3.8 1760-1 21 38 1770-1 13 55 

1751-2 5 16 IDJ' 1761-2 5 14 8 1771.2° 11 56 

1752-3 850 . 1762-3 13 97 1772-3 15 90 

17534 7 1763-4 13 13 ý 4., 1773-4 17 11 6 

1754-5 7 1764-5 no-account 1774-5 no account. 

1755-6 no account 1765"6 

1756-7 79 1"1 1766-7 948 

1757-8 7 1767-8 17 4 10 

1750-9 , 12 12 10 1768-9 12 1 _8 

1759"-60 17 49 1769-70 17 18 4,.. 
. 

In addition to those sums the Corporation 

continued to pay Edward Claxon £6 p. a" for lighting the lampa. 

(65), 1-/i/1 1750-1775 and 4/B/1/258 1752/3,1753/4, 
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" However in 1775 the responsibility was removed 

from the Council by the appointment of Commissioners under 

the Act of Parliament obtained in that year for lighting, 

watching and removing nuisances. (66) The Corporation agreed 

to give their lamps and irons to the Commissioners to be left 

where they were then fixed (67), but they retained rauch the 

same fiscal responsibility, for an account was sent from the 

Corporation of the annual expense of maintaining the lamps 

for the previous ? even years, from which the Co missioners 

worked out an average which the Chamberlains were in future 

to pay. Tho account differs somewhat from the figures onto-rod 

in the Chamberlains$ Accounts, but not in any way to the 

Corporation's advantage. However the total expenditure over 

coven years was calculated to be E137.. 3.. 3d from which the 

Commissioners settled the Corporation's annual subscription 

qt d19.12. dd (6o) in clu st' o of the Costs of watchirng. As 

in Yorke gas reached Booton in the 1820's with the creation of 

the Gas Company and the securing of an act to'light the town 

with Gas in 1625 (69),. As a consequen e the Corporation 

became liable for a further ton guineas per annum for gas lights 

at the lZow Du. ildingo. (70) however, as at York, it is abundantly 

clear from the expenditure entailed by the Con iissioners tml t 

had no Act of Parliament been obtained to appoint commissioners 

(66) 15 Geo III; 16 Goo IXI 

(67) BAB 6f 230 1776 

(68) 9A8 6 FE_ 228,229 26th July 1776 
(69) 6 Goo IV 

(70) 4/B/I 1826.35 
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and authorize a general rate, the tov»"n could not possibly 

have been lit to tho s=e standard. Over the three yew 

from 1030,1832, and 1833 the Cosmateoioners expended 

£2,356.19.. 5d, an. avorago of f705.13.11d per annum. Regular - 

expenses of this size were beyond the ucope of Corporate 

finance. 

At clotting= however the Councils and 

perhaps the inhabitants, werd long oblivious of the benofits 

which otre©t lighting could bring to tho town, for until the 

Act of 1762 (2 CEO III c47), t'ottingi za must have been a 

rosnarkably poorly lit place. Corporate concern seems to have 

centred colely around the contrec of civic life, namely the 

i". ayor' a houne, the Exohan o building and the t, arkot place. 

Thus the first reference to lighting in the Corporation records 

=forti to the fixing up of a gibbet and frans in 1703 and 1704 (71) 

for a convex light which was to be set up outside the door of 

each euccecsivo Mayor and maintained at tho civic cbargo. (72) 

Roferrea to as "the Towne Lamp"(73)9 it soems certain that this 

was the only lighting provided by the Corporation until the new 

ExohanCo was built in 1724 to 17269 On this edifice of civic 

pride were hung three lamps. (74) These were the only lamps 

maintained by the Corporation until, in December 1742, the Common 

(71) Chamberlains' Vouchors 1703/4 Deo. 21et £1.0.3d" PNo. 20 

(72) 2 3472f5,7, Oot. 3lat, Nov. 23rd 1705 

(73) Chamberlains"Vouchors Oot. Sth 1705 

(74) nn 
-1735/6 

No. 54 refers to 3 lamps 
at the now Change being lit 94 days at 9d per week,. 
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Hail directed that "the lamp at the Hen Cross be lighted 

and taken care of at the charge of the, corporation". (75) 

The expense was hardly excessive, amounting to 14/gd in 1750 

and 1751 for the charges of Richard Strey in lighting it and 

providing cotton and 41 pints of oil, (75) Perhaps tho 

Corporation thought it was good value for, by 1760, they were 

maintaining a light at the Weekday Croon too (77), but until 

the lighting Act of 1762, t Iottinghaia iuot have been a murky 

town, brightened only by the 5 public lanpe in the market 

Place and these maintained by individual householders. With 

the advent of the Act and the Co=is ioners however the 

Corporation did not entirely relinquish their responsibilities. 

They apparently continued to keep up the lights in the Market 

Place thenselves# for during the early 1800's they were paying 

Joseph Dodd as ]. =p lighter in the }parket Place (73) 
9 and 

indeed they followed this up in 1817 and 1816 with their own 

lights in the new shambles which were started in 18149 and 

also lights bear the Police Office which was a part of the 

Exchange cotaplox. (79) This was perhaps a further manifestation 

of the attitude shown by the Council in 1790 when they provided 

for 134 lamps to be lit in the town for three nights during the 

racoe. (80) The shambles lighting however was continued until 1835. 

(75) Ism 3502 f 15 D00.15th 1742 
(76) Chcmborlains' Voucher3 1750/1 No. 100 

(77) Ch=berlains! Vouchers 1760/1 No. 51 

(713) ex Ch3aberlains' Accounts A1807/3 160819 

(79) 1817/18 H. ßonaer for 1ichtiz 
lamps in the new Shambles £4; Joseph Dodd for lighting 
lamps near the Police Office £0.12.0d. 

(00) Chazmbarlaina' Vouchers 1790/1 flo. 62 
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In 1831 it cost 912.8. Od in upkeep (01), but in the following 

years the gas company rent was £6.6.0 a half year for the 

Shambles# £7.14.0 for the Exchange and the Lamp Conmissionors 

received £6.6.0 for lighting and cleaning the Shambles and 

#bcohango lights (82). In addition the Corporation paid a 

ama, 11 lamp rate of about ¬2.10.0 p. a. (83) and occasionally 

subscribed towards new lighting schemes (84). Thus lbatwcen 

1818 and 1819 they subseribo £21 towards as lamp posts in 

the rlarket Place and in 1830 and 1831 they cave £5 (65) towards 

the Iamp posts on Derby Road. The costa howover were Generally 

well offset by the dividends which the Corporation recoivod 

from the gaslight comps . When the company was first established 

in 1818 tho Corporation were riufficiantly wine and public spirited 

to purchase ton shares at a total cost of-C400 (66). In 1822 

and 1823 the first dividend of C25 was paid out, and thereafter 

one dividend was received by the Corporation, in most years, 

C67.10. C) being received in 1627 to 1828. ($7) 

ß-ßr the 18001a therofdre the provision of 

lights was not a major expense in any of tho three boroughs, and 

the responsibility for etroot lighting lay with specially authorized 

persona. Until the Acts were obtained, each Council had made some 

concession to town requirements, but it is unlikely even with 

the willingness shown at York that the corporate funds could have 

(ß1) lCR 1999; Account 1831/2 

(82) Ledgor A 1032/39 1833-40834-5 

(03) Ledger A passirr. 

(64) Lcdgor A 1818/19 

(85) Lodger A 1030/31 

(86) Loclgor A 1817/180818/190819/20 444 
r4 ýA7ý Chmh 

. rl ai nri' Annonnts 1 R?? ""755, 



provided a gas light service of any comparison with that 

provided by the Commissioners. The capital undertaking 

and the extent of the cervico required finance of a very 

different kind from that with which the Municipal 

Authorities were endowed. Civic encouragement of private 

enterprise to provide town aaonitios seen in the fornation 

oVthe gaslight companios was perhaps We first and most 

successfully illustrated in the promotion of waterwork 

companies at Nottingham and York. Hors both Corporations 

had-by the end of the seventeenth century,, encouraged and 

even initiated waterworks to supply piped water to parts 

of the town. The suggestion of a piped water supply was 

first mooted by the Corporation at Nottingham in 1693 (88), 

and althoudh the scheme was not immediately successful 

the Corporation finally decided in 1696 to have piped water 

supplied by a "Town's Van" (89) and subscribed £150 towards 

their four shares in the Waterwork Company which was to be 

established on the teen. (90) The Company found their 

undertaking difficult and expensive (91), but several meetings 

(88) 221 3461 f 13 
(89) ? Ufl3 3463 ff 21,22a, 23a 
(90) tB 3464 f 6a; Chamberlains vouchers 1696-7 "Received of 

the Nayor & Burgesses 1100 in part of what they are to 
pay for four shares". C50 was also paid by the Bridge tors 
although their funds should not have been used for such 
purposes 5! '3464 f 23o 

(91)C. Deeri Vottin(; ai Yetuo of Nova (1751 -86 
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took place with the Corporation and other shareholders (92)" 

and the Corporation proved most willing to lease land and 

building to the company at fair rents (93), or share the 

costs of scouring the Leon (94) or laying nöre"pipes. (95) 

Thus by 1739 When Deering wrote, the works had reached such 

perfection that'they could supply any part of Nottingham,, 

the East direct from the engine, 'the West from a reservoir 

in Hutt Dike. For times of emergency the company had also 

rented a pond in the Park from the Duke of Newcastle which 

they had made into a reservoir by the erection of flood or 

lock gatea. (96) The entire town however did not yet receive 

wator, and for those without a piped -supply, ' the' Corporation 

provided pumps and wells. In 1781 the 'I'Iayor and Sheriffs 

elect erected three large pumps in different parts of the 

town instead of the entertainment they usuallygave on 

Michaelmas Dair. (97) As late as 1824 the Corporation; providod 

a well for the now houses being built 'on Mansfield Road at' 

a cost exceeding C78 (98) and B1aekner in 1815 spoke of marry 
nr 

parts of the town boing supplied by pumps erected by the 

Corporation within the last thirty yearn". (99) Where possible 

(92) eg. i} 3467 f17a; 3469 f30 
(93) og"IT03477 f14a; 3478 ff 13,34,96; 3497 C 16; 3529 f11. 
(94) og. NIIB 3539 f27 July 1780 The cost was 16.11a, ahd the 

company paid `tho corporation 8,0d. Chainberlain'o 
Vouchers 1780-01.1 o. 9 

(95) eg. U 1 3556 f 58 Sept. 1797 
(96)C. Deorinc, op. cit., 06 
(97)S. $utton, Nottingham Date nook 1750-1050 (1852) 146 
(98) t= 3503f 54; Chaiiberlain' a Account 1823=24 
(99) Bla, clnor., The History of I ottinchan 1815) -27 
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however the Corporation encouraged individuals to provide 

for thenselvea. ThispolicyLseen throughout the period from 

1661 when they granted £2 to residents on Short Iiill to 

make thoir own voll (100), through to permission to lr. J. 

Uawkaley in 18,11 to lay his own pipe across the island from 

the Leen to hin hill in Butcher'o Clo 
Vor 

the provision 

of a pump to the corporation tenants in Saint Peter's 

Churchyard and Paule Court who complained of "much 

inconvenience for want of a regular supply of water"t 

folloved by a rejoinder for 7J interest per annua from 

the tenants on the oxpensea. (2) 

When possible the Corporation also 

encouraged other wa, terwork conpenieo to eotablioh them- 

selves and thus the town became increasingly better provided, 

not least because of active competition between the old and 

now companies. Although therefore the Corporation were 

careful to protect their own and the old watorworke Company 

righta, (3) thoy readily assented to the formation of the Sion 

Hill Company in 1779, (4) the I. orthern Water Work Company in 

1025, (5) the Trent Water Work Compaay in 1626, (6) and the 

(100) MM 3434 f 23. 
(1) Bond 4052 

(2) ru 3566 ff 101/2,110 
(3) eis. NUB 3562 f9, idov. 1829; NUB 3586 ff 63-651826- 
(4)'1111B 3559 FL' 11-12, ootobor 1799 
(5)'IM- 3584 f 122, Sept. 1825 and subsequent oxtonsions 

3585 f35 1826; 3587 f41-2= 1827,3589 f25-6 1829- 
(6) 7 Gto I, 
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enterprise-by-Tboma3 Rowell'to supply water from his well 

on'Derby°IIoad to the surrounding area, (7) As a result 

Nottin m was, in 1845, one of the best- supplied towns in En&rv 

with about 55,000 inhabitants supplied with water to thoir - 

private house or court, tiostly at -full pressure at all, times! 

with. only about 1,000 houses lacking a piped'eupplye(e) ' 

Ily a similar enoourOZOmont from the. Corporation, 

York too early `had a waterwork-company and piped 

supply, although it never reached the standard achieved at-- 

I3ottinghang probably because provision remained` in the band® 

of one company. The Council first considered a"piped'water 

supply in the sixteenth-century' (9) and by 1616 had helped: 

establish a°waterwork company under ISr. ylaltby, (10). After 

1630 the works deteriorated however'until-in 1674 the 

Corporation appointed a committee "to consider of the propooals 

of Mr. ' biat1er, 1t . Todd and Mr. Thomas flan about conveyinge 

water to this Cittie". (11) -Three years later they gave 

Jlhiatler a 500 year lease, at a pepper corn rent, of London 

Tower "to erect arnd make a water house and water work for the 

City" on the eito of the old waterworks of 1616. (12)- 

(7) ß 3589 f98-9, Aug. 1830 
(8) 2nd Report of the Commissioners for in uiri into the otate 

of larpo towns and populous districts 1845 App"Part II 252 

(9) vck York 119 ý_. (10) Giles . anuccript3 Y352-D11 
(11) Giles ? muscripte Y352 D11; YIIB 30 ff'9$b-99 
(12) Idca. Aloo YY1B 38/q j E35A 367-9 
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Aa at i.: ottizbaa, the Companl experienced difficulties 

and it vas not until 1685 that Whistler secured a catisfaetory 
Y. 

water cupp] ' (13) s but the Corporation gave financial assista nee (14) 

, and protection from comp©tition. (15) However only 1,000 houses 

were supplied initially, (16) and as charges for the piped water 

rose, householders began to construct their own drains and pipem. (17) 

The Corporation themselves in 1763 erected their on pup for 

water in the 1ansion fou3a when the waterworiz rent was doubled 

fron C3 to £6 per an=*(18) Darin the eighteenth century 

the worko were substantially inprovoa, and in 1799 the shares 

werd purchased by a company of twenty-oiGht shareholders and 

further improvements fo11owed. (19) Nevertheless in 18113 Itargrove 

estimated that only 1,600 to 1! 700 families bonefitod and these 

only recoived water for half the week, receiving water every day 

only during the raceß and aeaize. (20) Although therefore civic 

int©reat oncouragod initial progro there was little continuing 

impetus for immrovemont, either from the Company or Corporation. 

At Boston however the Corporation relentlessly 

invented time and money in 
, 

the pursuit of a good water supply 

but ultimatoly here too it was only by the establiohennt of a 

company in 1B49 with a capital of 020,000, that a eatiefactory 

water supply van obtained. 

(13) H1 39 
111 t. (14) e. G. 1608-9 Chamberlain'ß Acäount I3k. f30 & f70 to Alderman Wood 

"for the use of the water workers. 
(15) Giles Ha, rxuecripte Y352 D11 p The Corporation agreed, to refuse- 

pormisaion to any other person to erect waterworks for 500 7=& 
(16)G. Bouoon, An Account of the City & County of the Qity of 

York (196$ III 62 
(17) From the middle years of the eighteenth century the corporation 

frequently had to aAverti;. 9 bye laws to restrict and regulate 
auch encroachaonta ej. YM44 f, 69: 1758; Y lB44 f336 1773; 
York Courant 14th July 1772; 26th Jan, 11th }ay 1773 

(18) 
)WYlO 

44 f172 
, 
1763 

19 crove, 
_ 

19intory & De ri tion of the Ancient 'City 
of Yo: 

1818) 1452 (2a) teem. 449 



Boston experienced particular difficulties 

in'obtaining a, sufficient supply of water owing tothe absence 

of springs in the area, and the problem engaged the Corporation 

as early as 1568 when the best method of procuring water from 

Keal -Hill, was considered by the Common& Eiall (21). No further 

stops were taken but the Council undertook the provision of 

cisterns in public places for collecting fresh-water. (22) 

Vater was also received from the test Pen conducted through 

wooden pipes to the Churchyard and other reservoirs in the 

town, (23) In 1710 however the inhabitants petitioned the 

House of Commons for an Act of Parliament to-improve these 

vatorworka but they then proved reluctantýto=meet the expense 

involved and the waterworks fell into decay. (24) The town 

subsequently became heavily dependent on`water caught in 

cisterns but in 1746 the Council resolved to solve the problem 

by sponsoring a search fob water in the Market Place by boring 

for a well. (25) The hall agreed that the Chamberlain should 

discharge ; expenaee already incurred of £43.. 4.. 0d and finally 

agreed to spend'up to E30 altogether (26), but the idea proved 

leaa easy in practice. By 1747 Thomas Partridge reached a depth 

of 106 feet, yet etili, no . water had boon found. (27) For 'the 

time being the Corporation dismissed the problem, but in 1775 

they Initiated a now cchemo for "bringing the water from the 

tew river to a conduit in the lSarkot'Place" sbscribing ¬200 

(21) T. A t x, Aftietor_y of the County of Lincoln (1830 & 1834) -230 
(22) BAT' 4$- 236, I`105 
(23) TA11en, op. cit., 230 
(24)3. S3undern, Lincolnshire in 1836 (18'36) A1 

25 9/F/1 Ist Sept, 11746 BAB5 f 515(1746) 
26 9/F/I tat Sept. 1746; 25th Sept. 1746 450 27 YtAllep op. cit.; 230 



theiselves and sendinä an Officer around the town for 

cubscriptions from the inhabitants. (28) It would seem however 

that either the response was poor or else the scheme was faulty 

for in 1779 the Corporation appointed a com ittee to "nonsider 

the best mode of bringing fresh water into the market place". (29) 

As a result the Mayor in 1782 sent to Mr. George Naylor of Louth 

to "come"and search for fresh water", (34). an May 7th 1783 

ltr. Naylor began widening and deepening'the 166 foot well which 

Thomas Partridge had sunk almost forty years previäusly The 

task however was besot by misfortunes. At' 444 feet Naylor 

inserted 2k" diameter tin pipe to prevent obstruction from 

falling atones, but it was too weak and separated into several 

pieces, "so that he was obliged to got the said pipes up a ain 

which took him 48 days". 01) In July 1784 Naylor inserted bAer19-ore 

pipes of cast iron instead, but on September 6th 1785 he broke 

one of the screws on these new rods "and took'nine days to 

retrieve it". In October, having reached 478 feet 8j inches, 

it was thought that a spring had finally been reached, but the 

disillusioned Committee were obliged to report that it was only 

salt water, and "the said George Naylor in no ways accounting 

for the cane; the Committee thought it proper to discontinue 

(28) BABE t; 198.1775 
(29) BAB 6 f; 320 1779 
(30) BAB 7f , 161782 
(31) 9/F/t Report by James Linberd Corporation Surveyor 

28th November 1735 
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any further operations. ho pipes were plugged and the well 

boarded over. The bills for the boreing , over the throe 

years, amounted to £448 (33) but the Corporation did not 

entirely give up. In 1807 a Committee conferred with Joseph 

Banks regarding the practicality of inserting a clause in the 

general Enclosure bill to lay water pipes fron Itagnaby or 

other nearby becks to Boston at the expense of the town and 

Corporation. (34) Banks was not optimistic about the possibility 

of conveying water so far, but he did give his consideration 

to other possible ways of obtaining water (35) and it wasin, 

perhaps, gratitude for his concern and efforts that he was made 

Recorder of the Borough in 1809#(36) In November 1812 the 

Corporation wrote to him again informing him. "that the Corporation 

are extremely anxious of forwarding any plan which may have a 

reasonable prospect of succeeding" (37). In 1822 however 

the Corporation was still providing water in cisterns, a new one 

being ordered for the now corn market. (38) Their attempts to 

provide water by other means had failed and no too did a further 

attempt to bore for water undertaken by John Wilks in 1926 with 

full corporate blessing but at his own expense. (39) The town 

(33) BLAB 1703/4 £73.13.0; 1784/5 C173.9.3i; 1785/6 C261.14: 3d. 
(34) BAB 8 22nd October 1807 
(35) BAB 8 5th April 1808; 10th October 1808 
(36) BAB 0 15th February 1809 
(37) Bj%B 8 24th November 1812 
(30) 9/P/2 1822 
(39)? -Thompson,. The llictory &' Antiquities of Boston(1856) 

672,787 . Outlay was estimated to have exceeded £2,000. 
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had to be content with cisterns, or in dry weather (40), they 

purchased water by the penny gallon from carriers who brought 

it Brom the River Humber or the Witham Slui, ce. (41) The towns- 
, 
people did not however seem sufficiently concerned by the 

inconvenience to be prepared to contribute to the costs of other 

attempts to supply water (42)9 and it was not until the 

establishment of the Boston Waterworks Company, with a capital 

of 120,000 and their construction of a reservoir at Revesby 

Beck in 18499 that the water problem was satisfactorily solved. (43) 

4 

(40) 5/A/2/10. Proposal by 1n. Clarke 11334 

(41)N. Portors oaton 1800-1835 (1941) T'138 
(42) eg. 1835 w;. 1836 cubscriptiono were insufficient to promote 

a ache ma for piI, o I water from Bolingbroko. 
(43) H"Porter, op. cit., a$ 

e 
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In cleaning and lighting the 'streets and 

providing water, " the three Borough Councils displayed varying 

degrees of interest and. commitment, but-in all, ultimately, the 

responsibility cane to rest less with the Conciliar body and 

increasingly with Authorities beyond the Council, whether 

Cormissionern or joint Stock Companies: The new Autiioritiee 

were prinarily a result of lack of concern or lack of authority 

on the part; of the `I unicipal 'Body; and ultimately' the service 

they'provided, particularly in 1i hing; demanded greater 

financial backing than the Councils could probably have provided 

alongside their other comnitmonts: The companies were forxedl, 

often at Corporate instigation, chiefly because the service 

requirod a capital outlay which the Councils could not, or would 

not, afford'. 

In the provision of one servioe however, 

the Councils displayed an aätiee concern which could-have beeng 

off-loaded to Parishes or private companies, but which the 

Corporation continued to uindertako alongside' these other bodies. 

This was the provision of'fire-Lighting equipment, and the 

Corporate concern wan almost certainly ascociatea with' an' immediate 

and tangible fire risk, ever brought to their notice. 'and which 

was so leas obvious but still present in the fora of disease 

and ill health in the service of cleaning and water supply. 
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It waa' at' York thäit the most active concern 

was evident, and it may have'been coneequent`pn a euch graver 

fire risk in the closely packed and narrow streets of the town. 

As early as 1675 the Corporation decided to obtain "einginen 

and loopoafor quenchinge fyre"(44) frön London, and they took 

advantage of the re--establishment of the waterworks in 1677 to, 

fix public cocks 'to the mains incase of fire and ordered that 

books, ropes, ladders and leather buckets be'kept in readiness 

in the parish chürches"(45)""It was'however the experience of 

a severe fire in 1694 which prompted the Corporatiozy-to "their 

next step; the purchase of a "leather engine for fire" "Goo 

soon as money can be spared out or ie conon chamber". (46) 

The accounts for 1694 record several payments "ä, t ye ffyre" 

for medical assistance, for fire fighting and refreshment and 

for`tools: - spades, 'bowls, candles. Total'cocto for fire 

fighting alone Wore f45.7.7jd (47), but the most ceriotiis aspect 

of any town fire van the destruction and costs of rebuilding, 

of which the accounts contain no details, By August 1694 

hözever it had been decided that'the engine was to be procured 

from 2'lr. Fountaino in London, (48) at a cost of C35 Plus ¬1.19.0 

for freight. (49) The experience of 'firö4`was not easily forgotten 

(44) TUB 30 f 111 Nov. 3rd 1675 
(45) YUB 30 ft 1119 123 
(46) YIIB 39 f 76 ray 10th 1694 
(47) YCAB 1694/5 
4a TUB 39 f 79 

(49 YCAB 1694/5 
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and doubtless_thero were others, and in 1711 the Corporation 

followed up their. earlier precedents with a resolution to 

pnrohasc a large, a small-and a hand. engine_and piping, to 

bo placed 
I 
in the 'rardo. (50) 

. BY 1720 the Corporation owned 

four large and four small firo engines and they continued to 

improve their stock. In 1754 
, 
they 

, 
inspected an cngino from 

London (51) and purchased two the following. year at a cost of 

£59". 6""Od (52) and yet more in 1760, at a cost, of 097.,, 3.. 0�(53)" 

Amongst the latter was "a perpetual steam engine" which marked 

a big advance over the hand filled engines. The Corporation 

oust by now have been well equipped, but they apparently did 

not continue to keep their engines up-to-date for in 1021 

a coamitteo enquiry reported that of the six engines only the 

one presented by the Royal Exchange Assurance Office in 1801 

was of recent construction. (54) The Corporation apparently took 

come notice of the report for the next year they paid out £35 

towards a now engino and £85.. 8.. 2d (55) for a new engine house. 

The prospect of using insuranco Companies to maintain the engines 

for the town ooubtlese however seemed more inviting, and in 

1830 the Corporation transferred all their engines to tho 

Yorkshire Insurance Company which increased its full-time briade 

and improved ito equipnent. (56) The faut that the Corporation 

(50)c. Beneon,, An Account of the City and County of the 
City of `York (1960) ]IL 2I have no record from the Accounts 

(51) MM 43 f 440 
(521 YCAD 1755-6 
(53) YCAH 1760/1 
(54) 'ltB 48 fr 459-62 
(55) YCAB 1822/3 
(56) YU 50 0th llovenber 1830; Kß10 Feb. 3rd 1831 
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had - to pay the company £140 towards ' the cost of repairiu 

the , corporation engines suggests -that they were tideöd in 

a poor statu, but thereafter, the, Corpöration paid the company 

only C20 per annum towards the expenses of the servico. (57) 

The Corporation had thereübro for' . ny years 

attempted to provide an efficient fire service,, but it was 

probably never intended to be exclusive, being supplehented' 

by' private and parochial ongineo " 
(58) Certainly the Corporation 

had lon had an agroenont with the Sun, Fire Insuranoo Compawl 

whereby they contributed one third of costs entailed by the 

Corporation in tiaintaining an engine or and firemen. Firemen 

had already been appointed by the Corporation in 1714v r they 

received £. 4 per annua for "looking to and'displayinC the water 

ongtres". (59) Dat in 1724 the Corporation appointed J. Gill 

as "fire engine man" and twoLve fireman, and the Sun Fire Office 

m reod to pav one third of the Costs of annual salaries, coats 

and ropaira. (60) In addition to those obvious duties however 

the Corporation themselves paid the firemen to attend the 

procccsion3 and ceremonial occasions notably on Swearing Day 

when they partook and "played the onginet" no doubt to the treat 

delight and edification of all present. The firemen 

67) YCAB 1831-1832; K110.1eb"3rd 1831- 

(58)Yo kCourant 14th July 1772 

(59) YCAB 1714-15 

£ý 

(60) YO 42 fr 446,47 
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usually needed the help of labourers too at the scene of a fire, 

to p=p the engines, and the Corporation again paid unin; a 

scale of charges. (61) Thus in 1738 sixteen persons extinguishing 

a fire in Little Peter Lano recoived £1.12.6d (62), and between 

1784 and 1765 the soldiers who helpad at the fires at the Black 

Swann and in Saint Üavicur Gate rocaived two guineas for caach 

occaz ion. (63) Small payments were thus always being made towards 

one or other aspect of the fire service in addition to'regular 

salaries and occasional outaoiz on large items as between 

1769 and 1770 when £26.. 1.. 6d was paid for repairs to the engines (64), 

or betwoon 1785 and 1786 when thirty-six leather buckets cost 

£25. (65) Exam; r, ed every ten yearn the Ch=borlain'a 

Accounts give coma idea of the annual outgoingn ant more 

extraordinary poyýaento involved with the Corporation's fire 

ßorvioe at York. (66) 

1730.2/3rd VLr. Gill1o salary for looking after the engines 69 13.. 4 
Use of the engines on Swearing Fay 12 *0 

7.. 5.. 4 

1740.2/3rds I1r. Gi11'e salary as "fire engine gran" 6.. 13.. 4 
Firemen on Swearing Day 12.. 0 
six labourers I8L 

8.. 3.. 4 

1750.2/3rda Nr. Gillls salary 6.. 13.. 4 
of cloth for 12 firemen's coats 6.. 12.. 0 
making 8 coats 3.14.. 8 
coats of repairs: to fire engine. 3.. 16,. 4 

Fireman on Swearing Day 12.. 0 
Dix labourers trying the engines on the 
four sessions days 1.. 4.. 0 
32 men playing the engine at the fire in Wal ate 

"being such as were certified to have been active 
and useful". 3,, it sO 

25.. 16.. 4 

61 Yii6 42 ff 5,26 
62 YCAB ' 1738/9; T 42 f 238 
63 YCAB 11%4/5 
64 YCAB 1769-70 
65 YCAB 1785.6 
66 YCAB passiv. 458 



1760 2/3 2L-. Smith's salary looking after 
engines £2,, 10.0 qrt 5.. 0., 0 
12 firemen I/- at Kingr Georce III :. _ 
proclanation 12.. 0 
Firemen Swearing They 12.. 0 
Paid the firemen 18.. 0 
Work at f ire engines 
Paid for the fire engines 97.. 3.. 0 

For the freight of the fire engines 4.. 7,. 0 

109.15,. 0 

1770 2/3 Willian: Clark's,, salary engineer 10.. 0.. 0, 
it n it 2.10.. 0' 

2/3 costa of 8. fireiento coats. at 
25/- each 10,. 6 ,. 0 P 

22.16.. 0 

1780 2/3 Uillian Clark1s salary 10,: 0,. 0 
2/3 repairing engines 3j. 7t"9 

13.. 7.. 9 

1790 (67) 
2/3 Jars, Cartiwriiht' e salary 1° 10.. 0.. 0 
2/3 24 firemen's salaries Q 10/- each , .. 

©. 002 0 

a.. 0.. ä 
1800 2/3 %! i11±an IIaifpenn rts cala, ry engineer 

and 2/3 24 firemen's. salaries 184100000.. 
_,.. ro Firemen's Coats '"20.12.. 0 

38,12.. 0 ý. 

1810 2/3 firoi on's coats (1808) 20.12.. 0 
24 firemen attendance, Lord Mayor' a Darr 
0 2/6 3". 0.. 0 
Firenon attendance when the first atone 
was laid on Ouse bridge vithothoro 

28.11.. 0 
1820. 2/3 J. ätucliffe'ß salary engineer and 

24 fireman 18", 0", 0 ý TF 
Rant for engine house 8.. 8,00 

Leather buckets 2117�6 - 

29.. 5.. 6 

(67) The firemen apparently ceased to be appointed from sometime 
after 1760 until 1781 when 24 erginemen and firemen 
wore employed. YIIB45 f, 33-34 
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AlThou, Sh therefore fire prevention was not 

always a major item of expense to the Corporation at York,, 

the accounts and housebooko sug ost that it was a matter in 

which they took an active interest and which they deemed 

needful of their support. 

So too did the Corporation at Ilottineham who 

in 1693 initiated a cubeaription t provide their first fire 

engine. (60) Clearly they succeeded in obtaining an engine 

for iotween 1696 and 1697 the Chamborlain'a Vouchers record 

payments of 6/10d and 5/1*1 for work at the fire engines (69) 

and again between 1701 and 1702 and 1704 and 1705 the "Town'o 

min©" wan ©ended. (70) The council also privided three 

dozen buckets and thirty hooks on which to hang them (71). 

by 1706 a second engine had been bought, but not solely 

at the charge of the Corporation, for having debated who Ghould 

pay for them (72} the'IhIl decided to apply the money collected 

for the opposition to the River Derwont Bill as well as that 

collootod for the fire engtno to pay Nevi l'a bill of t31.12"0. (73) 

As at York however it '. perhaps a recent fire which stimulated 

further action in December 1707 when the Common Council re- 

iterated an earlier bye. -law reminciina the public that "No tinghazn 

has suffered and. is in great danger to suffer very much by fires 

(6Q)IaB346o f 39 Jan. 24' 1792/3 
(69)-ChbOrlain'a Vouchers 1696/7 
(70) 1701/2; 1704/5 noo"45'50 
(71) 14IB 3461 f 45,1694; Ch=borlains' Vouchero 1702/3 2o. 8; 

" 1-10-3/4m9 65 
(72) r u33473 f6 110v. 19th 1706 
(73) MM3475 f Ila Feb. 11 14703 /9 



occasioned by the bakers kenpin stacks of Corse in their 

yards" and ordered that "both the fire engines be repaired 

and putt in good order by some ingenious perlen att the 

Tom's Chargen. (74) The phrasing may suggest that the 

responsibility was placed back on the populace at large, 

but this was certainly not always the case, for in 1716 an 

engine was repaired at the Corporation's expense (15) and 

bills continue to figure not infrequently in the corporate 
1: 

accounto. (76) In 1724 moreover the Hall required the 

Chanborlaina to purchase coven hand engines which werd to be 

lodged with each of the Aldermen and twelve leather buckets 

to be hung in the Cocoon I1ali. (77) This example was 

furthered in 1764 when the Corporation purchased two new 

ingines of "a first size" at their own expense. One engine 

bad a auction pipe and an extrem, forty feet of leather pipe; 

the other was an er ino to be filled with buckete. (78) The 

coat was £4a�ß.. 0 but F3r, Ragg, who provided thoml took the 

old ongino in part exchange for twelve Guineati. 09) It wag; 

about this time too that the Corporation began to pay an 

officer f2 each year to look after the engines. (80) Clearly 

therefore the Corporation owned axed supported at least two 

(74) NM3474 f 10a Icc. 1707 
(75) Ihm 3480 f 7a Deo. l9th 1716 
(76) e. (;. berlains' Vouchers 1713/14 June 16th; 

1718 t'Gay 7th; 1721/2 No 74. 
1730/1 No. 119; 1780-1 iios. 19,66,45,146 

(77) 13113 3463 f9 )'larch 310t 1724 
(78) h'1IB3523 f 15 Fob, 10th 1764; 0hanberlains' vouchers 1764/5 rNo. 63a 
79) Cha ; beriaim, vouchers 1764.5 No 63b 
80 1770/1 r; o. 109; 17a0/1 ] o. 66; 1790/1 lß. 0.38 
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/ 

engines . in their awl; 'LSht_but they were doubtless 

cupplenentaxy_to engines maintained by. the parishes,, to 

which at timen the Corporation, gave aseistance. 'Thus Iin 11 
October, 1733 

_, 
the Co=on Hall ordered that " the trustees 

appointed to buy and take care of FzZines to quench fires 

shall have leave. to fence and cover the Nev Cross, pear. 

, St. Petor"a Church and, have. the use of. it to put, their 
�; fM 

engines in" (et). and. in 1760 they donated thirty pounds 

towards a now "ingin", x(82) In addition to these provisions 

the town was also favoured by the presence of Insurance 

Companies. The Corporation themselves insured with the 

Sun Fire Office (83) and around 1764 the company presented 

the town with an engine "of a third size"(84). In 1802 

the Phoenix Fire Insurance Company presented the town with 

another engine (85) but by this time the borough rate fulfilled 

what responsibilities the Corporation hard. previously undertaken. (66) 

Despite this, the Council did however, almost as a last act 

of genorosity and co=on sense, in 1810 provide for a shop to 

be fitted up as a fire room "in order that such fire engines 

as the liberality of the Towne or of the different Fire Insurance 

Companies any provide for the safety and protection of the public 

may be placed in a known and centrical situation and, bo capable 

(81) 11-M 3493 f* 4a Oct. l2th 1733 
(82) Chanborlainc' Vouchora 1760/1 no. 65 

(63) f! n 1763/4 Vo. 29b 
(84)' 1764/5 t o. 63a 
(85) rmR Ix 5 
(86) Town rata accounts paaain, og. 1824-6120 22 ii 
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of. i=cdiate application" (87) In one service at least 

the Corporation bad aT.. alea ted and- contributed- to the 

diverse authorities in the-Borough rather than using them 

to -entirely -, replace the il -»Iefined civic obligation. 

This was not howevar the case in Boston' 

whcrri to civic, authoritias appear to hive boors 'r=k9dlyr 

1eca conce r°nad to provide the fighting lcquipment than, either 

1! ottinLh= or Yor : Corporations, 

In 1653 the 'ßooton Coun cil placed 

rosponcibility cttitogorically upon the local int bitanta,, 

end ardcred"thz t within two month3 of the ardor oix atroz 

iron booki ' änd ropcä and nix rtaa11or hook trust bo providod 

by the constable "at the chard o' of all the inhabitants'. 

In addition, each Aidar'an it provide at hig on expcnsc 

two leather Buokott3 with hand1ou"arid a tvolco stave ladder 

evory member of t'io co on Council "ore good buckett" and a 

12 otav© ladder and every other inhzbttont'char cable to the 

oubsidy "ono buckott". (ßß) Apart from this and other 

precautionary ordors like that of 1677 rhon the Corporation 

ordered that all now building chould be roofed 'with tile or 

©lato, (89) the Council seen to have done little else* 

(a7) 1n 3570 f 13 
(08) 2/C/a! Bye laws 5.9.1653 

(B9 Bream. 9, Alncolnchirc in the seventeenth and 
ei tenth cen lr n 1940 ' 102 

k 
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Presuirably fire' fighting equiptent was kept only by the 

parish who in 17% obtained some "Newham new invented and 

perpetual fire engines"9 and appointed Daniel Coppin`to look 

after then. (9O) 

In 1741 however, if not before, the Corporation 

did resolve to take an active part in firo fighting when the 

Chamberlains were ordered to expend £10 on a hand fire engine. (91) 

There iss no record of this in the 1741r 1742 account, but a 

similar decision to purchase a hand engine and bucket in 1749 

certainly was, the Chamberlains spending ¬25.1006d (92). 

Perhaps impressed with their purchase, the Corporation bought- 

anothor`cngino the following year for a total outlay of £19.17.0 (9S)" 

Clearly however the fire fighting equipment available in thio 

town seems not to have reached the standard which York enjoyed, 

possibly because the dangers seemed leas crave in the more 

widely spaced town of Ioston. This may have been to their cost 

in 1761 when a fire in the wooden buildings on Book Square 

completely destroyed twenty shops (94). 

What the Council did do however, was ensure 

f that they themselves were protected from the worst ravages 0 

fire by taking out Insurance on their major buildings. In 1771 

(90) ibid. 
(91) B&B 5 f,, 

), 
488 1741 

(92) BAB 5 f- 535 1749; BLAB 4/B/1 1749-50. 'lhey bought a fire 
engine and 5 dozen buckets. 

(93) 4/13/1 1750-51 
(94) H S. weeti% ed, ý Fenlana Notes Gierte-4 r\, d. 235-ä 
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they töok öut ý500Y ylnsuräric© with the bin" Fire office on 

`each of thet tiev''houses built in the Narkot Place (95), but 

iii1 21'thie ocriemerwas made much more comprehensive when it 

was resolvedC'Ithat the buildings belonging to thiä? Corporation 

be insured from damage 'by' fire... "(96) 

In watching and polite ing their Towns, the 

three 2'iunicipal Authorities played a decreasing role, with 

Boston and York early relying on the parishes to maintain the 

sernice# and all three boroughs by 1030 supporting the sorviee 

either by the County Rate or by Commissioners appointed under 

local Acts of Parliament. 

At Boston no accounts of payments to constables 

for salaries or expenses appear in the Chamberlains' Accounts 

although the Ctijarter of Henry VIII provided for the 11ayor and 

Aldermen to appoint six constables (97) However when the 

11unioipal Commissioners enquired into Baton Corporation, the 

police then consisted of one chief constable and eleven petty 

constables. The chief received an annual salary of ¬35 but the 

petty constables charged only their expenses. {9ß) Presumably 

the costs were met by the borough rate for which no accounts 

appear to remain, except for a record of police and superintendent 

wages from fovembor 1833 to April 1836. From these it is clear 

(95) BAB 6f 108'-'1'771'. 

(96) BAB 8.26th April 16211 10 Decc"mber. -18211 
-, 28thh'Apri1 1823 

The Premium was £21.14.6 p. a. BCAB passim 

x(97) M --Boston 2157 

(98)- MCR- Boston '2157 
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that the police were now an expensive item, although not 

co dear as at 3ottinghar s.. 

Boston Police Wars. 
,& 

23.11.1833 to 10.1.18335 438 

ad 

14 0 

10.1.1835 to 9,1.1836 387 18 0 

10.1.1036 to 30.4.1836 133 15 0 (99) 

Yet, although the }iunioipal Conraiaoionors 

commented that the police in Boston were adequate in no=al 

tines, it is clear that the division of interest between the 

Corporation and the public, and the character of the Chief 

Constable, who had been in Office for twenty-three years, 

coriou®ly hindered the effective use of theIpolice at times 

of election or public dioturbanoe. (100) On such occasions 

the public often refused to act as special constables, aand 

disruption at one election was ao serious that £160.12.7d was 

paid out of the Borough rate for damaces(i) 

In the provision of watchmen too the Corporation 

of Boston did not tako a regular part. They did however 

appoint watchmon to not on special occasions, particularly 

at the fairs. Thus in 1709 and 1710 two watchmen attended the 

April and July Fairs and received 1/- per day plus a small 

allowance for ale (2). In 1735 and 1736 these were still the 

two standard occasions when watchman werd appointed by the 

(99) Paid fron the Borough Rate and a contribution of X2.16.0 
per creek from the Commiesionera under the 1775 Lightint 
and ºatching Act 5/A/ß/5 

(100) nnCR Boston 2167 
(1) MCR Boston 2162 
(2) BCAB 1709/10 
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Corporation, being employed now for seven days instead of 

five (3), and despite the lighting and watching Act of 

1775 which provided five night watchmen, men were still 

employed to watch at the fairs. By 1785 the annual salary 

for two watchmen at the faire was £2.. 5". Od (4) and in 

1832 the Corporation was still paying £2.. 5.. 0 to William 

Sawyer and David Sleight for watching at the ray, August 

and cart faira. (5) Watchmen were also appointed by the 

Corporation to look after now buildings or special 

consignments: thus in 1710 and 1711 8/- was paid for 

watching "when getting timber out of the docks". (6) 

Despite the provisions of the 1775 Act and 

the sporadic employment of watchmen by the Corporation, the 

provision was still inadequate, for on January 20th 1812 

the,! ayor called a meeting of inhabitants to "take into 

consideration the state of the watch in this parish and 

what addition and improvements may be made therein". The 

Mayor was given in leave by the Corporation to subscribe as 

much as he wished to the purpose (7), but whether the 

situation was satisfactorily amended is not apparent. 

(3) ncAB 1735/6 

(4) BcAB 1705/6 
(5) ßcAB 1832/3 
(6) BCAB 1710/11 
(7) BIB 8 20th Jan. 1812 
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`' ' At York the Chamber Accounts roveal that from 

time totime'the Corporation paid out minor sums in pursuit 

of law aiid4 order. Thus in 1724 ¬1.. 7.. 64 w as diebursit in 

the recapture of an escaped felon; in 1744 ¬3.. 5.. 94 was paid 

out for the apprehension and carriage of a man from Eedale to 

York; and in 1757 and 1758 £1.. 6.. Od was paid to cover the 

coot of damage done by a gun during the late riots-. (a) 

11aintetance of the City Armoury was perhaps not purely a 

matter of presenting a good display at the processions and 

festivals! Although however the accounts record between 

1692 and 1693'a payment of 4/8d to the constable (9), the 

maintenance of constables and the night watch remained' 

essentially the job of the parishes, an the payment of 5/Od 

"to the constable of All Flallows for taking up several lewd 

women" suggeates(10) The night watch indeed seems only to 

have been maintained in times of emorý; eney ý11), until in 

1713 a reform committee recommended that the day watch was '- 

useloss and should be abolished, and the night watch should 

be improved. (12)An hourly patrol by a watchman and eonstablo 

was subsequently started in each ward, from midnight tdfourä6'n 

o'clock in summer and to 10 p. m. In winter. All'drunkards 

and night walkers were to be arrested, but the Officials 

(8) YCAB 1724/5,1744/5,1757/8- 
(9) YCAB 1692/3 
(10) YCAB 1785/6 
(11) YnI 38 ff 121,147,149,185 
(12) TUB 4t 125 
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ry p, y, . The ; Improvement Act_ of _, 
1825 

. suppleacnted the 

police with , 
the orgazitzation of a regular force of night watch- 

srien,: conprieing, four assistants and a, captain whooe-salaries 

werc3,, nQt , by, a rate 1QVy. ('I'9) '', Miese provisions however ware 

not vraaintained, 
and in Pebruary 

. y1828%following 
tho, diebanding 

of the 
{nightly ; patrol, ,, 

the 14ayor ; called .a meeting of the parish 

constables to urge then 
, 
to, greater vigilance,. " ,A 

little later 

a, patrol was , appointed by, private subscription ,f or -the , winter 

months, (20) but_ during, the sunnor the , streets continued , to be 

the scone of rowdyish ovon. on Sundays, until the Connissioner3 

made, arrange ents for a pätrol of the main thoroughtarc u , 'for 

at löset eight hours every Sunday. (21) f3 =r 

At t+ottingi a however, the polioln' of _, 
the 

. 
town lay largely in the hands of the Corporation until 1794, 

the Corporation Mine monthly or quarterly constables' bills 

and also extra feos, and for the attendance of constables', an 

special occasions - the fairs,, racen, Elections or Assizes. 

The xogular bills usually contained, olaims for expenses incurred 

in apprehanding and maintaining or despatching-vag bonds., and 

criminals, Thus three constables' bills received between 1681 

and 1682 from Joseph Taylor, Stephen ßyly and Thonas; Cooper 

(19) YCT1' York' 748 

(20)e cnigtit, op, cit 618 .,, 

(21) Idcm. 1629 
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valkirig about ' the 'town to 'prevent Tumults, and riots Shrove 

Tuesday". (25) 

As the eighteenth century, progressed however 

the regular bills began to disappear-and it seems that the 

Corporation may have employed constables, perhaps to supplement 

those provided by the parishes', only on special occasions. 

Thus in 1760 Robert Jeffties and "5 more constables" patrolled 

throe nights at the Pair "to koop the peace". (26)° The, payment 

of constables to attend Goose Pair, the Sessions days and the 

Assizes and Elodtions, wore regularly nado'by the Corporation (27) 

but in addition, they were sometimes called out on, other '` 

occasions, In }larch 1770 5 constables were called to the'Cheese 

Fair to quell tho riots, and in `Janusuy of the same. year the, 

constables were paid 5% by the Coz eon Hall for "breaking up 

Pidonn house of whores". (20) Attonding on those occasions 

the constables in 1787 and 1788 were altogether paid £7.. 4.9d 

with £1 paid for their otaffe, and fa.. O.. 8d paid by the I3ayor's 

sergeant to constables, va nto and poor folk for asnicts, nco, 

This was hardly therefore an expensive or comprehensive service, 

yet 2lottinijha was a disturbed town where riots were frequent 

during the later 1700"sp and on those occasions- 

(25) Chazaberlaina' Vouches 1750»1 No. 29 

(26) 110.5 
(27) 

Cal voueple o ; i1 ýýCh9! i 
(28) "" 1769-70, No. 108 
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thä =Council often had. ' to 'cnpläy- not 1äimply, constables böte"°- 

aiso the 'servicaw of ° the 2iilitia: In 1766 the fail order'ad ýýr 

the -reimburse ont of, -noldiord. - coriutable i and others rho 

helped quell the riots(29) and the 'Chaabcrlains'"Accounts - 

contairi many' entries, including X26.15.6. to -. General Elliott s 

Lieht: Dräcoons - C1 .. 1.. o to Willi = EgleEzton shot-, at thee... ' 

Fair and"C5.11.6 for his funeral expenses; - £4.. 6.6' for .I",: 

rocruitin, Parties, assisting at, the -riot, and rar r other Dull 

bills, -'for medical care, the -hirr6 . aßd `repair of Guns- c i&, 

payments for danagos sustained. (30)- ": In -1779 the Runt of 

Blues received "twenty guineas for quelling the + riots, (31)"in 

1790, th¬ ', Dragoons received ton guineas 8. nd' the- Freedom of, the' C- ̀ 

Town for their Officers, vhilo the constables received £7.19.6= 

for thoir work during the Eleotion'. riots , (32) 

An the eiChteenth century progressed, the 

probt'e== arid, diocontontc of . urban 1ifo- croated* a' growin 

lawlecsneos and riotousneso which tho`. town council vas not ý' F 

ecquippod to iaeet. The threat of the military: vau too - strox , .� 

yet it had to be used bocauee the handful of, -oonstables called=` 

out by the council when need arose, wore inadequate to th& noww-'ý, 

situation. developing in l: ottinghaza and other urban centres. . 

(29) Oct. 15 1766, 'LMB 3526 f'8 

(30) Chaborlainsl Vouchers 1766-7 

(31) July 2 1779 P+ B 3538'f 28, 

Juno 23rd t July 2nd 1790 VIM 3549 ft 43#474- 
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"The trardfo=ation, of the bulk of the English nation, from a 

settled population of yeomen cultivators, peasant eopyholders, 

do ostio handicraftsmen and 'small mastore, owning the 

inotruzaents and the product of their labour, . and accepting 

without-question the existing -order of society, into amigratory 

s of. propertyless wage earners, crowded together in-the 

labyrinths of houses# oba aoterist1o, of the Metropolist the 

mat ports and the new urban contres, -inevitably meant an 

enormous increase If disorder, licentioucnoso an8. crina, (33) 

With irroh an incroaso tho Corporation was not equipped tp cope, 

administratively or financially. --, It was : theroforo of saw 

benefit to the town when tho. responsibility for crime prevention 

was, placed upon the borough rate, for at least the. magistrates 

now had sufficient incozie to finance a mich larger force in 

times of noed. (34j.. The Corporation did not however entirely 

withdraw 

their financial support,, -particularly, for - civic . affairo. 
pot lc men In 1034 that' paid C33.4.0 for kattonding the election-of a, junior 

Councilman and the following year paid the ponotablea C10R17,3 , 

Tät. attdnc1iz . tho elootion of Town Councillors for the new Counoil. ($5) 

They continued to offer rewards for the apprehension of folena-: (36) 

(33) S. & B. Wobb, The bvel. of glich 1dca1 Government 1589-1835 11963) 83 

(34) Chapter 6 

(35) Chamberlains Accounts 1834-5t 1835 

(36) ©"a. June 19th 1703 f-50- 1=3542 f 21;, Deo. a7th 1811-NUB 3571 f31-2 
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and so'eevero were - tho'Luddite riots that the fall voted 

£2,000 freu from account to a Conmittee to end'tho Ticdite 

riota. (37) 

By 1033 the town conetabularyt, maintained by 

the County, rate comprised three full-time constables"' ' 

receiving 15% 'per week and about one hundred fully sworn °--' 

part-time constables who acted i'hon colled"(38) 

In 'watchin, the Town the Corporation played 

little Dart; leaving the responsibility with the inhabitants. 

Althou& therefore bills do occur relating to Vatchments coats, 

bells or duties, amongst the Cha borlainc Accounts (39), it 

aeen3 unlikely that the Corporation employed a nightly or 

comprehensive watch. Certainly in 1685 the watch was 

considered to be a parish affair for Godfrey Cheatham was 

presented at the sessions for refusing to pay his watch and 

work dues (40), and in 1746 the inhabitants complained that 

a Good nit watch was "greatly wanted" and accordingly the 

F. agistrates in quarter Sessions ordered that the town b¬ý , ýratched 

each niehtyraa by fourteen householders' in turn. (41) The 

magistrates continued the principle of individual responsibility 

when the town rate was started, for in 1115 the County Rate 

Vouchers record C1 spent on an advert recommending associations 

(37) Doo. 17th 1811 .w B3571 f 31-32 

(3) ? CR 1995 
(39) 1710-19 Vouchers., 3 W'atchmen'a coats 6/0; 1727-8 Vouchers 

4 watchman's coats f1.. 4,. 0; 1769-70 Voucher 11o0.70,179; 
1774-5'Voucher 101. Thty - did employ 4 watchnon after the 
Civil Jar, but eventually "for want of Cone superior force 
to watch then (they) became so remiss in their duties that 
they were discontinued" MT. Blaokner, op. sit., 280.. 

(40) N'ia v, 351 
(41) T` VI 215 475 



of inhabitants for forming nightly watchos*(42) A system 

was in fact started under the 1812 Watch and Ward Act$ but 

nevertheless the town continued to be poorly watchedt as a 

latter from "a wall richer" to the tiagistra. tee in 1816 

indicates: "several who were on duty last time saw no more 

of their district than the first public house they came to 

.... where to my certain knowledge they sat until the time of 

return expired". (43) If there was a lack of concern evident 

¬i or t the 1%, unicipal Authorities and the Magistracy there 

was a lack of concern amongst pony of the townspeople too 

when it cane to actually carrying out the watch. Ioroovor 

as Blackner suggested, the inhabitants would have been no loan 

disagreeable to an increase in the borough rate in order to 

pay for an efficient watch: "Whilo the great bulk of inhabitants 

,... are exposed to the depredations of those misguided mortals... 

... thorn is more money expended supporting, securing; and 

prosecuting (Ielinquontse... than, if partially otherwis© applied, 

would prevent a groat part of the robberies from being conritted" 

But supposing that a well regulated night watch would prevent 

the commission of many crines and their appalling consequences 

in this town, the magistrates are not to be blazod 

(42) 6006.3 1 

(43) m' VIII 
, 

226 
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for not having enforced the measure, for as it would be 
ºhe eaýrºc pus and týý cv6Y. ti cFd wo od vwo utä- 

attended with considerable expense Lto them motives of 
1 

oppression and unbridled authority..... " (44). 

However tho xsic failure of the 

corporation and magistrates to enforce or provide a night 

watch left the more wealthy householders with no alternative, 

but to subscribe to private watch committees which them- 

selves often, proved little better$ watching only their own 

area and still requiring surveillance to discourage 

ehirkinC (45). An a consequence in 1815 only twenty out 

of more than 400 streets in the town were watched, and these 

by come nine or ten men, four of whom watched the narkot. (46) 

In tho provision and maintenance of a 

civilized environment, the corporations at Boston, Nottinghara 

and York, did play some part. They failed however to 

accommodate the rapidly changing needs of thoit towns* partly 

bocauce their provisions were inadequate and partly because 

they refused to rooognizo in themselves the potential of a 

central local government authority. Wherever possible they 

placed responsibility elsewhere, on individual householders, 

the parish authorities, or on newly created special commissioners 

or companies, and at beat they ran their services alongside these. 

(44)TBI. ackner, . op. cit., - 279-260 
(45) The Bridiociith Gate Comrºitteo installed a "Superintendent" 

clock to which the watchmen had to apply a koy, every half 
hour. LBlacknor, op. cit., 290 

(46) idem. 
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They had good reason for this attitude: the Municipal Authority 

was centred on the medieval concept of the obligation of the 

individual to serve; it was, in many respects, always an adjunct 

of other local government bodies, and did not supersede them in 

authority for highway maintenance or the provision of constables; 

it moreover lacked the size of regular income necessary for the 

establishment of new services in gas or water, or the maintenance 

of a police force and other services equal to the needs of the 

greatly expanded boroughs. Nevertheless they played some part, 

sometimes paying for these fundamental services, sometimes 

initiating improved provisions, but the evidence suggests a 

willingness to reduce theit committments, and decentralization 

accelerated the decline of the municipal authority at a time 

when the rapidly expanding problems of town life requires a 

central authority in place of ad hoc arrangements. Yet even 

had the municipal authorities wanted to increase their authority, 

the tide was probably already against them, and had been since 

their boroughs began to change, while the municipal authority 

retained the character of pre-urbanization and pre-industrial 

life. 
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CITAPTER 8 

T1TFJ TOWN THOROUGHFARES 

Between 1660 and 1835 fundamental 

changes took place in the size and function of the three 

boroughs, and these developnonts affected particularly the 

sphere of street repair and improvement as more commodious 

and better constructed thoroughfares became necessary, 

In this, as in the provision of 

amenities, the frronentary authorities of the various local, 

government bodies became apparent. . 
Yet. in all three 

boroughs the Civic Authorities involved, themm elves in 

road maintenances extending the paved areas f and, improving 

the methods of road construction, and encouraging improvement 

schemes. 

It as the Corporation at-York hovever- 

wbich accepted the most' widespread responsibility and. showed 

itself to be most aware of the value of widening end improving 

the City thoroughfares. 

r 
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According ` to" otatuto of Beni VII the obligation 

of repairing the hichways for 300 feet from' the' end of °a bridge 

rested upon th© Corporation orJ'County as-the case may'bo'(i), 

but in other streots, disputes over responsibility continued, 

änd' York was' as wady as any other to disolasn it. 'In '1693%4 

York Coon Ball' purchased mix quiro of ' narr , nt to be delivered 

to, householders for failing to ý repair the hi ht yn (2'), but,. 

fifty years liter the parishes still'had, not reaöhed'ä reement 

with the Corporation. ' In 1743 the porishioner' of'tho 'ärish 

of Bishop Rill Senior succeeded in`'pushing the Corporation' 

into repairing` Cleonthörpe Lane" Tot although the Corporation 

gwkcd Pir. Strangek ro to` repreaont the City at' their indiet ont 

by the Parish in darter'Zoeoiono, 'the house-did decide that 

since "The i-'tayor and Comonalty ought to repair the came" 

Strangowayo should- "äubmtt'thereto"(3). 'ý )16re' ofton however 

the Corporation worn'lern`compliant, ai in 1751 when John Ropor 

defended" the 'Corporation ai*^aüist -thä ind ctzärit by St. Lawronce 

Paarich `(4), or ubon the Corporation' thomoolved indioted tho 

Pariohionoro {5). Eccc ntiälly howovor , th&` rocpon. oibility 

lay with each houoeholdorsor landowner who fronted the read: 

Each Corporation therefore had certain clear-cut rosponcibilitiec, 

(1) 6.1 Patterson Radical Leioestor 6954,8- 

(2) YCAB 1693-4 

(3) YUB 43fl2: 27.1.1743' 
(4) YHB 43f367 15.7.1751 
(5) coca YUB 43ß91 
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yet although they were quick to dinala{v rooponeibility 

for repair, 'as Boston' did in St. Anri'a %o in 1777 (6), 

they each ý eneoura , ed the r hou eholder to inpro o tho eýtänd 

of the road' by making donations from the civic purse; At 

V ttü Gaza the Corporation iii 1743/4 atreod to mak6 up 

tho coat of paving 13rid oanith Cate if the inhabitants Gavo 

£20 (As in the, provioua' year� the Chanber1ainä' gave C20 

towards paving the upper and of Castle at© (©) and cöntinued 

to mako donations to such cchoios"until 1835, requiring the 

inbabitaiite to 'make tip"'-the 'remainder or raico an equal sun. 

Similar schcineo I wero ivied at Boston and York' (9) too. vevor» 

keiecs the corporations retainoa liabilities *of- their own 

iri the way of highway'maintenanco and repair, and-although 

thoy-'were 'anxi. ua to accortain, aa at 3lotti nth=# what part 

of the `town 'streets "itt will be proppor and` reacönable for 

the inhabitants'to Pave'"att"thoir ovn-Charga'and-fiow =6h" the 

Corporacon'chall b©`liable" in order that "for the future` 

the Corgoracon $oö 's ve ' ac rauch ao"poooible in the Article 

of Paving" (10), -'the Chamberlains' Accounts chcr, r -'ccnat ; nt' ý"' 

activity in matters of streot upkeep. In thin sphere"of'town` 

(6) BAB 6--f 262,265 

(7) rum 1743/4 f 17 
(e) iUM 1742/3 f 27 
(9) o. g. YCIID 1794/5 f "10. O. Od to the flagging of the North$ide of D ate. 

C10) IUM3481 £ 11 1717. Bonton e. g. 1742 BAB 6 499 
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We the oivio'authorities did chow'a greater sense of 

responsibility than in cleansing. In 1719 the Channberlain 

at Boston was, 'ordered by the Hall to 'put into repair all 

ye causeways gutters and pavements belonging to this hall"(11) 

an order which seers to have been promulgated in most years 

since 1708 (12). Thereafter bills for paving, for cobbles 

and gravel featured regularly in the Chamberlains' Accounts,, 

the market areas being probably the most extensive cobbled 

areas which the Corporation maintained, with Bargate already 

paved in 1700 (1S), and Furtherend Lane in+1706 (14). Several 

vouchers for 1700/01 testify: to. the "pavinC" of 16 yards 

against the Corn Cro3sa, 26 yards against the Town's hail, 

66 yards art i. nst the Butter cross, 78 yards between the channel 

(i. eo kennel or drain) and the Mullring; 9 yards at the Bridge 

foot, 91D, yards at the, harket, 14 yards at-the -Stocks and ý 106 

yards by the butcher's stalls. The total cost of the work and 

the provision of cobbles-and tine. was CIS, -O--5a-(j5), and the 

areas mentioned probably constituted the total or major part 

of the Civic liability in the town* In the early years of the 

(11) DRB 5i 332 21.5.1719 
(12) BAD 4f 262,266 

t 3) BCM3 1700/01 6. days arcato Cawsey being 50 yards at 
3d a Yard. 

(14) BAB 4f 242 1706 Chaaaberlßin to pave causeway Purtherenci Lane. 
ßC1ä3 1706/7 Pavina. Furdin Lane ¬7.49,6 and 4/6d for 1 days 

(15) Boston vouchers 1700/01 June 5th, April 3rd, 2tay let 
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eighteenth, century. payments were made Dost. years for cobbles 

and paving and the corporation even had a regular, "coG alnan" t 

Edward Gaulp. who provided cobbles at.. 101- a ton. (16) The, 

outgoings were rarely, exceptionally, large, but. Gaul was 

regularly supplying some 14-16 tons, of cobbles., a year. (17) 

Year. ,,... 
Cobplee Paving Year 

ý' , F, 
Cobbles 

i,.,, 
Paving. 

1700/01 13.13.10 10.0.5 1710/11 - 7.12.0 
,. _ .. + 14.9"'' 

1712/13 7.4.0 1702/3 2.3,0 
1703/4 14.13.6 

-- (16 tdno) 
(20 tons) . 

1713/14,,. M 5.17.. 0 

1706/7 -5 .6 00 . e. 11, ß 2,1715/16..,. oý, 16.1.0 1131 tonn 
1707/8' ý_-210 '" 1.13.4 1719/20 2. X17.6 23.15.6 

0.. -.. 0 .r. 720/2.7"a., 0.6 9.0.11 (18) 1- 1709/10 16: 5 
(32k tons) 

By'the second`qu rtor of: the eighteenth 

cezitury however; outgoing ' woro becoming noro - substantial, - 

In 1730/31 John Hall sub: dttod a bill for,. paving- "the 

caucewayo eto; Bargate, Fawdinlano`and, elsowhoro" for'£34. (19) 

The following year the area of the sheep pons van paved by 

hr. 'Love for £20,8, j1'(20) and in 1736/7 John IIa11- submitted ;- *' t 
bills totalling f49.0,9d for paving (21). It van presumeably 

(16) e. g. BCAB 1709/10 "ye co il man" 16 tons at 10/« ton £8.5.0 

(11) BcAB 1703/4,1706/7v 1709/10; 1712/13. 

(1a) BCC passim, 
(19) BCAB 1730/1 

(20) SCAB 1731/2 

(21) BUB 1736/7 
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as a consequence of this constant,, activity that the Hall 

ordered tho Chauborlain in 1742 to bring in an account 

of the number of square yards of pavement. belonging 
, 
to the 

Hall (22) and subsequently appointed John Ashley, as a 

salariod officor# to "repair the toggle pavenanta" for 

20 years at CIS per a== (23). Thin. salaried appointment 

was continued c©rta, inly until 1772 (24). and, probably 

until tho appoint: hont of a Corporation turvoyor in 1776. 

Howavor the paviour'n job aeons to have become loos onerous 

for in 1766 the salary trag' roducod to CIO per anntz (25). 

T ho Officer too nay have become lese roliablo,. for in 1772 ý 

a mae rat^o had to be cent to the paviour, 1" r, Thomas 'Volle,, 

"to repair the pavonento". (26) However for somatmo the 

Council bad, boon paying additional suns , for ne': work, or 

extensive ropairo t on in 1769/70 when the area of the pinfold 

was pavod (27), or in 1770/1 whon the pavement in Bargate, 

was renewed. at a coat of /33,7,10 (20), and by 1780 all 

paving and road repair was Bono by tender with detailed 

contracts and apooialiatc often coking in fron outcicle the town. (29) 

(22) i31113 5f 499 1742 
(26) B11136 f 125,1772 

(23) BM 5 091- 1743 (27) BCC 1769/70 
- 

(24) BCAB 1771/2 (20) BCAB 1770/1 

(25) 13 6 f17-1766 
(29)o, g, 9/F/8 15th Septr1623. 
cr of contract set out by 

Joptha Pacey Surveyor, and a 
tender received from Lincoln. 
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At flottinghaz too, paving was initially 

cat in hand by the Chamberlains at the instiCation of 

the co=on Mil, Thus in 1706 the Chanerlains were required 

to pave the ,Wv inot Saint Peter' a Churchyard and the 

job vao continued in 1708. (30) BY 1720 however, the 

Council heul appointed a salaried "Paviour" in the person 

of Charles Wheatcrof t (31). Wheatcrof t. paved parts 

of the town on many previous occasions as in 1696 when he 

uuubraitted a bill of Cl i . 16.43. d for "repairing yep Townes 

Streots" between Au .t and dctober. (30) After 1720 

however, ho received C20 per 3nnun and additional payments, 

presumably for work which was not contained In his aereerient 

with the Council. (33) His work was continued by his con 

who was appointed official paviour in 1759 at C30 per r, (34) 

but hic salary ceases to appear in the rental books. 

however, in 1763, ho was still receivinZ £7,10. O a quarter(35) 

for repaving the streets and extra payxento for additional 

paving work. (3G) By ' 770 however ho no loncor received a 

salary, being paid to do work as required. "h'hus in that year 

he paved 192 yards at the top of Hollow Stono for C2. ß. Od, and 

(30) an 3472 f 19; 3474 f 146 
(31) 2lottin&= Vouehorm 1720/1 110#33 

(32) 
. 
ISottinghan Vouchors 1696/7 110,153 

(33) paim e. g. 1721/2 ttou. 6407, B8; 
1741/2 flo. 1461 1760/1 1 oe, 4,35 

(34) ium 3518 f 19 
485 (35) 1lottn. vouchoro 1763/4 1to. 59(36)0. g. Vouohers 1760/1 t1.29,4,35 



pavcdBeär' Ward Lane for ten Cüi±eao (37). 'In addition 

the Town üüeband, John Blackwell, submitted frequent Baal 
Me .AP 

bills from "tho paver" to the Charsberlcin, whiäh in 1770, 

amounted. to t14. ä. 30 for the year. '(38) In 1774/5 "the 

paving expenses" totalled £75.0.7 (39)9 but in that year 

t atcroft died (40) and an official paver appears not to 

have been re-appointed. Instead., paving and repair was now 

undertaken by a larger number of individuals who submitted 

bills as work was done. Thus in 1789/90 Stretton and Son 

paved 502 yards of Shoop Ecue for C10.2.2d; of which sum 

02.10. ßd was received from public subscriptions-(41) 

Paving had not however previously boon monopolized by 

Whoatoroft, for in 1773/4 extoneivo work wan done by Thomas 

Taylor who paved 299(4 yards in flieh and ! ttddl© Pavement 

and Dridleanith Gate at a cost of iC37.6.8d. (42) 

At York too, # although the Corporation 

made it clear that those whose proporty adjoined the street 

wore responsible for its repair, this still entailed quite 

extensive roeponcibilitiea for the Corporation within the 

idallo1 without the Valle they took most responsibility for 

(37) Voucboro 1770/1 Iyoo. 151,158 
(34) Vouclioro 1770/1 Von* 11,15,16,21,29,40,42,48,53,57,105, 

130,132,138,140,147,152,164. 

(39) Account Book3 of Ixpandituro 1a1IE V 

(40) 

(41) Vouchoro 1789790 no. 44a 

f42) Vouchers 1773/4.11o. 94 
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the state of the roads to their junction with the turnpikes. 

Perhaps because of the extent of : the.; repairs 9 the_ ! Corporation 

already employed a salaried paver in 1692 at f15 per annum 

to coven, as at Boston. and Pottin&amI Work and.. materials. 

<b This , salary increased steadily, o7er. the froarly eighteenth 

ý "century-to 5Q in 1755, (43), 
, and ; his contract -in 1°ebruary 

-, 1746, perhaps, explains. why. Altogether. he,, wasF. responsible 

for 6,277 yards of s"broad causey",. (5 
, to, B , feet wide) -, and,. 

4244 yards of "Narrow Causey" (2 to 4 yards wide) without the 

wwalls, (44) comprising basically,, the roads-. fromýYork Bar to 

. 
Howorth Moor,, Bootham Bar to 

.. ýBurton, Stone, 
, and 

., 
to 

'the , horse 

-., bridge on Horse Fair,, Walmgate. Bar, to ,, Hab Lane, ýEast, and: Holgate 

Lane to the ,. Bridge and from the bar 
, 
to -Skeldergate. 

(45) 

In-additionp-the: paver repaired-within. -the. Walls, half the 

,ý -width of-.. Castlegate Lane in; front of . 
the gardens , belonging,. 

to the Corporation;, (46); Ogleforth, Landall hill,, Coney fit., 

- in front of the Mansion, Houoe, and, the.. Passage and court there 

_. -part ofý Saint Helen' e Churchyard, ýi the Pavement i -Poss1 and 

,,. -Ouse Bridge, sthe Staith, Far, Water Lane,, three ., lanes 

from Skeldergate to the river, (47), 
"and,; in1755, -the area 

(43) Accounts passim; 
(44) E35 £1128 
(45) Accounts passimy 
(46) YHB42 f221- 
(47) E35 £1128 

x'43 - f478 

E35 11128 
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opposite Jubborrate- Lane prosumably, at the end of, tho ; 

little . erblos, (48) 

Aa at , rrottin&j= and Boston, 
, 
the paver , ., 

was eirentually discontinued in 1761 ý as a salaried, officer) 

being. paid . 
instead, for "tho work.: done. (49). specialists 

ware: employed wh©n. necesCazy and tho City. Stoward bocrzo 

responsiblo for contracting with , paviors for tho 
, ropairso(4.9a) 

As the : ei &toonth. century proCraoSed 

however, the three Counailo bcoama incroacin ly a. are, of 

the Hoed to undortaic auch lamer, cobenoo for the ir3provcment 

of . 
their streets by vidoning, atrai toning and better 

paving. Aa with enoral repairo, publio oubocription was 

often favoured as, tho method of raising the necosoary revenues. 

Thug when Now street, Booth amp Gillygate-and Waite in , York 

were fled instead of. boing ' conutrsotod - of the f custom=y 

cobble ctoneo, sand and. gravel, public subscriptions ware 

raised to which-the Corporation rasch contributions. (50)- 

Cubccriptionc were noticably popular with York Corporation 

u **l - in the late 17001 a, perhaps as a d©liborate taegno of 

limiting their increaningly heavy financial commitments. 

(48) YW3 43f478 

49) Accounts passim.; 
(49 en 9.2: 1a1b 

ý. TIM 44 f124 

(50) ' 45 ff 224,402,403; YM46 f68; Accounts 1794/5 
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Thus in the fact, twenty'ycare of the century they made, 

seven eubscriptione'towards the improvement of roads in 

and outside the Walla aaounting to only 0133.4. ' alto , other. (51) 

Subscription schema should not however 

detract from the fact that throughout the oighteenth 

century and into the nineteenth; the Corporation at York 

financed a vant nutaber of road, improvement schemes. 

From the 1660's until the middl© years 

of the next century, their concarn lay principally with the 

approaches to the Town. Tn' every year, small exponees 

associated with road repair. and improvanont, "`figzr+o in the 

accounts, but fron 1602, a-i increasing number of more 

extensive improvement schemes were being undertaken. In 

that year the causeways from Hick ecate bar and beyond" 

Cantlogat© Postern received attention with bills-of C1O. 12.0 s1 

and £19.13.6 cubnitted. (52) The roads beyong Honk bass abd 

Bootlnza received attention in 1684/5 (53)9' and in 1687/6, 

paving of the roadways to IIeworth Moor, Biihopfiold Lane 

and from Gi1lyeato to the 'Uorsofair`at4 forgot, togotlhur 

with ropairo in Itol to Craneq cost the Corporation C12O. 7.11. (54) 

(51) YCA L3 1741 t 1783/4,1765/6 o 1767/09 1793/4 
(52) YCAB 1682/3 
MS) 53Ir-At 16S¢45 
(54) YCAB 1687/8 
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Significantly the Corporation was already accvpti locno, 

for with rental income averaathg only ¬5613 per annum, anä 

froedo and axonerationn come ¬294 par annua, (55), road 

repairs alono In 1687 absorbed.. a cicnifioant porcentago 

of orainary income. 

The next i1xty-two yoara caw continued 

improvement of roads into York� Detailed analysis, of the, 

costa ihvolved presents problozao, but repair was now 

boconinC an axUnval expenso, with ]. axo bi11c appearing with 

incroaning frequoncy. In 1683/9 for example, paving and 

rcpa, i= in iiolCato coot C25 9 and paving without Booth= 

bar £69.15.6 (56). Prom 1700-1720 upkeep of the hiCiiways 
S. 

ran tiro genoral, but botweon 1725-1740 the Corporation main 

recutiod lnproveaent of the roads beyond tho Walls, Paving 

in Itolcato Lano waft renewed in 1725-6 for C20.19.0(57), 

and in 1732-33 Soth IIardy paved 623 yardo of 5yard wide 

caw: ow"ay hero and 14071 yards on thollmmt for C67. The 

iiprovenents on Holgato Lane continued in 1734 and 1736. 

At tho ooie tinoZD62 coquaro yards of the road beyond 

Caotleato Postern were paved, the causeway from Honk Bar 

(55) Sets Chaptor 2; appondic¬3 M4y= 
(56) YOB 1688_9 

(5? ) YCAB 1725-6 
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flew; irth 1: oor, Uoroofair Cauooy, the road trag Itiddlothorpo 

to Baehr ate lang and and the road without Booth= her 

voro repaired and paved. To the latter inprovcmont the 

ird bitanto paid one third of the costal but total ox ºcndi t uro 

on major bills alone by the Corporation freu 1732-30 totalled 

C399.3"4d"(58) The years from 1744-50 caw a consolidation 

of the gort: being done, culminating in the doeicion to malm 

atho way liko a Turnpike road from tho end of the City1o broad 

cav oy to Iloblano end whore the Turnpike road beAi. no", 

and to pavo and repair Booth=p Gilly to and ri iko a raw 51 

broad cauooy from Norco fair to 2 othor I addieon'a brideo« 

The total coat in 1747 and 1749 for thoso alone van C197.7.5"(59) 

The idea of brinCin;, the roads outside the walla to the 

ota '" of the turnpike roods which they joined was oxtondod 

steadily throughout the rout of the century. In 1757-3 

Iio1r to Lane wan naclo at3 a turnpil o road for 0100; (CO) in 

1762 I-Sonk Bar to Itow rth poor v ,0 lit o ico innroved at a coat 

of 076.1 O. O, (61)) t ha toUowin yow the road f Gillygato to 

tho Iloroofair wau dono for £41.19.0": tho rocil fron Slo lät; rcato 

follond in 1765-6, and tho r=d from Durtonotono to !oy ato " 

(50) YCAD 1732-3O 
(59) YCA33 1744-501 YUB43 £156,160,204 

(60) YCAB 175743 1750-9 
(61) TW3 44 f149-50; YCA! 1762--3 
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The next year the Corporation followed up a schone for 

levelling the Noiint as a road, first bo&un in 1742 'for 

£52.9'. 7c1 (63), with an improved road hero coatint't165 

exclusive of other work involved. (64) In addition the 

Corporation' subscribed to cchoneä for making, flagied 

footpaths alonc" thoso ro3do porbaps for fear of the 

ßpeod which carriagos might attain on roädh of a turnpike 

standard. (65) 

The improved roads dom=ded an improved 

standard of maintenance and by the 17601s upkeep and 

continued improvement ca ©d a heavy flow of athiü L° bills. 

Paving outside Mickle . te, Monk Bar and Gillygato in 1763-4 

tot. illod: XA7 10.9d exoluaive of particular improvenentä. 

In 1764-5 paving without Monk bar and Walngato cost £197.7.4 

other paving in the City and elsewhere vane to £112.4. ßd. * 

In 1767-8 the large paving repair billo totalled £270. '15.3 

and in the following year, repair of the major roads beyond 

nolCato, Uaingate and Gillygate coat £219.2. Oc1. (66) 

At the same time the Corporation began 

to show an increasing awarenose of the need for improvement 

(63) Ylm 43/13p66v73,75,1741-2 

(64) YCAB 1766.7 
(65) e. g. 1747 Bub to Bootham footpath f20. YI 43/237.1753 

cubscription to footpath along Ilicklegate road 
'R343/351,413,422 and. £100 oubsoription to footpath 
along I1olgate Lane, YRB44 12.5.1757 

(66) YCAB 1760.69 
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of the streets within the walls, associated almost 

certainly with a desire to increase the potential of 

the town as a tourist centre. Until this time, the 

Corporation showed little concern for the streets within 

the walls beyond their own statory obligations. Where 

repairs and improvements were undertaken on these roads 

it concerned usually the paving of the markets or laying 

and improving drains. In 1687-8 Monkgate and Thursday 

market were given slight attention; (67) in 1706 the drain 

in the Pavement was opened, cleaned and repaired at a cost 

of £29.17.0; Thursday market was paved (£16.3.3) and the 

drains in Common Hall Lane and Landall were given attention 

(£17.3.114, £2.13.6. )(68) Generally however, apart from 

general repair and improvement of this nature, and improve- 

ments in other places of trade and commerce such as the 

paving and drainage of the "watering place" in 1733-4 

(£19.16.0) and the paving of Lendall Staith in 1732-3 at a 

cost of £49, (69)the Corporation remained relatively unconcerned 

(67) YCAB 1687-8 7.16.7] 

(68) YCAB 1706-7 

(69) YCAB 1732; 1733 
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with the areas within' the wa]. 1e until"the riddlo ' y©s 

brp- ýthc3,4i&i2teent12- century. Th© year' 1744 the vevver ri6xl d 

the beginning of atrcot `imrprovemonts within the 'wa is which 

were to occupy corporation and public"increasin&ly over 

the aucceoding centuzy. 

Tho Sirrt rohem centred tic' Davygate. 

Already in 1733tho Corporation had purahaaed Saint Relents 

Churchyard at, the junction of T7avyCate`and Stonogato in 

order to widen the inconvenient accoso into"Davycate from 

Coney street (7o) and ' in 1745-6 the intended Iiiprove ont 

was carried to'fxv. ition by the demolition of the Church 

yard wall and the paving of the areas(71) -At the cane' tim 

the Corporation purohaaed and demolishod I inor'ti or'1avY 

Bail (72)"a groat incwabranco atandina in the' heart of the 

City"(73) together with its much abused privileges as a 

liborty (74) and leaned the area, reserving a portionfti 

the erection of a now etroot (initially called Cunborland 

Rowe but quite invariably afterwards n=od hew Street) 

linking Davy Gate to Coney Stro©t, (75) From 1760-1ßO0 

atroot widening bocano general, With the erection of the 

(70) YiIB42 April 25 1733 

(71) YCAH 1745-6 c31.2.6. 

(72) YC, %B "Pulling down Davy hall" £40.7.0 1745-6 

(73)y. Drako, op. cit.., 357 
(74) YM 2c11,20% 

(75) X43 ft 159,171 TCA]3 1747-8 Paving the New Street 

- called Cu iborlaxad Row ¬41.0.9 
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A. sconbly Rooms on 'Blake Street in 1732 the proprietors 

had-felt it necessary to widen the access by the demolition. 

of all the houses from the rooms to the North Jest end. of,, 

the street. Dat the South East end of Blako Street. 

remained very inconvenient, being co narrow "as only to 

admit, one carriace to. pass"�(, 76) In 1764 therefore, 

cubscriptione. were opened-to purchase three houses, and 

widen the areal and the Corporation themsolved in this 

year paid £331 for the purchase of houses on Blake S! rest, 

£30 for the purchase of houses on Stoneeate, and a further 

sum for other land which gras exchanged in order to widen 

the road. (77) In 1767 Nosogtte, a road so narrow that two 

carri eo could not paso abreast" was widened . by 16ho public. 
cubrioription (7ß), the Corporation giving c100, (79). In 

the cazzo year tho Corporation demolished a hoaoe at the end 

of Christ Church to give a batter turnt into Goodramtato,, (ß4) 

The improvement of S run rat© in 1769 was achieved without 

significant Corporation help, but at the sago time, the 

Council had cormittod thenoolves heavily to the ¬2,000 

improvemont in hosier Lane and the Northeaot end of the 

Pavement ! Tierkot by promising five hundred guineas towards 

(76)P. Droke, op. cit., 374-6 
(77) YcAD 1764-5 
(7ß)f. nro a, . ogcit., 307; W. 14-grove, History 

and deoorintion of the &noiont City of York (1818) 1 262 

(79) YcAB 176B-9 
(ß0)PX=ko, op. oit., 310 
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the_ demolition of houses- in hosier 
. Lem cmd Vhipmuhop gates 

inprovir Saint SaviourCate corner and taking dour tho'Chancel 

of., A11, Sainte Pavonent, (01) ' Tho dosier Tune Y. aaceä -improvemonto 

continued to figure in the Corporation Accounts throu lout Y° 

the 1770v s,. -but by 1750 the Corporation were apparently- free 

to undertake yet further coheres. In 1782 sovoral' old- and hiC'h 

a=cs- oppooito the 11naaion Ilouso wore purchased by the 

Corporation for &. 400 anddenolinbod,. opening up Saint Helon's 

Square. and Coney Street to a auch improved view of the L ion 

IIouse. (82) In the followir two yea's Londall van paved 

at a`cost of £167.1.11 (133) and at the same tine, then, t 

gorporation subscribed to the flagging of streets previously 

pavod`vith cobbleo. (84) Tecceyaan*a 1796 guuide-doßcribad York 

as "auch improved..... The streets have been widened in many 

places by taking down a, number of old-houses built in auch a 

saner as almost to moot in the upper stories.,. ,,: have also 

boon now paved, additional drains made and by-the present method 

of conducting the min from the housao are become rauch drier and 

cleaner than before" giving York "salubrity asp' ve12 as beauty". '85) 

Inprovoiaents over the previous sixty years had been-oxtenoivo 

but they romainod a peculiar combination of public endeavour 

(81) YIm 41 f 239,, In lieu of cash purchase of soso of these housoo 
rcthe Corporation granted annual annuitie3o 

e. g� Doighton ¬111.10.0, YCAB 1770-1 

(62) YCAB 1781-2 
(03) YCAB 1702-. 3,1'783-4 
(04) Q. g. Now troet Y1U3 45 f 224. 
(o5)cý Ci2t, _op. c L, 582 
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and Corporate oncourdeeEOnt and undertakix6. The lat thirty 

years of the old Corporationto existence intensified this 

diverrence-with the creation of the City Comatoriionoro by 

Plirliamontary Act in 1025. (86) 'They bold thetselvea liablo 

for nalntainine the otreots (87),, rot the Corporation were 

still liable for the maintenance of the roads, and for the 

e 
paving traditionally underta1con by the Corporation and Council 

zontinued to chow a willin oo to undertake atilt riöro 

ambitious street inprovenonto. Tho purohaoo of houses at the 

cgrnor of Saint Uelen1a 5quaro and Lcnd31 in 1805-6 for 

¬1ýdo5 (so) cignifiod the Greatly increased bills which the 

Corporation now faced in all improvement achemeu. But most 

nignificant of their street inprovemonte at this time was 

the coho for creating Saf ht Loona rd' a placo c ut of tho old 

flint Yard complex. This no ntroet running pact the Theatre 

from Blako Street to Boothan w to be fl=kod along the 

other aide by t'c; uperior" houses. The street itself ooapriood 

a 33 "ma, cadä±äd casri wway and a 7' wide footpath "covered 

with the bust Elland Landings of 1nr o dimensions and five 

inchots t1iickk Thora was also to bo a small pleaoure area. 

(86) 6G o`IV c2' 
(07) Ylm 49 30.60626 

(83) YCAB1805.6 
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Tho total outlay on the construction of the street and 

tho demolition of houses exceeded 959000 as appears fron 

the Finance Committoc Reports: 

1033-4 Drain for Saint Loonard' c Place 654-119.4 

1033-4 Removal of buildinge 226 5 10 

1834-5 Reuel of buildings etc. 597 11 2 

1035, Saint Leonard Ie Place J634 12 1 

5113.. 0.. 5 

This sum was oxblu$ive of tho costs of 

building the library and improving the theatre, an`too 

the coat incurred in purchasing MrsoDriffieldts house to 

improve access fron Bootham bars which of ¬2,300 the 

Corittee hoped to largo1r recoup on resale, On the other 

hand the Corporation re inod materials from the demolition 

cites valued at some £1�460 (69) which helped reduce their 

expenditure on General improverintc. 

The Corporation paid the costa willingly however. 

For-although the ochono roprosonted a lone torn investment 

for the Corporation in the houoao erected along the otreet, 

it was undertaken by the civic body for lese self-interested 

reacono, The pürposo behind nearly all the street improvements 

undertaken and encourved by the conciliar body throughout 

(09) X110 PinailcO Coimai 
Y eo Ropor s 1033-1835 

0 
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the preceeding century was to encourage and develop one of 

the major aspects of York economy - the tourist trade 

particularly of the gentry and nobility. The Saint Leonard's 

Place scheme is testimony to a wider concern than civic 

junketing and property administration amongst the conciliar 

body. As the Finance Committee themselves explained, the 

non profit making improvements in the Saint Leonard's area 

were "universally acknowledged to be at once highly 

ornamental to the City and invaluable accommodation to its 

inhabitants and the public in General, (and) 
..... cannot 

with any propriety be considered as a useless or disadvantageous 

application of the Corporate Funds". (90) 

Road and Street improvements at Nottingham 

were in no measure as prevalent as at York, and it is clear 

that wn re the ^orror? tion showed an interest in euch schemes, 

their reaction was Governed by two fundamental considerations; 

the importance of the improvement in economic terms, and the 

willingness of the public or other bodies of local government 

to participate in or undertake the projected scheme. The 

chief interests of the town, particularly after the mid eight- 

eenth century lay not in tourists but in trade and production; 

(90) K110 December 1835 
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accordingly there was little concern w onest the civic 

officials for the beauty of their town or the ease with 

which carriaes could negotiate the streets. Their concerns 

lay rather in facilitating trade by concentrating their 

improvement schemes upon the nari; et aocoro&ition. Roads 

and streets in consequence rarely constituted a na or item 

of corporate concern .' Enron the roads giving access to the 

market wore badly neglected: Sheep Lane, despite its heavy uses 

roaaired. E., Tiotoriously narrow and dat roux until it was widened 

in 1663. 

Tho Corporation caw thoir responsibility, 

to be not in undertaking major atredt irprovenont Sc1o o5 

but rather tip participate with othero in forwarding, or at 

tine, initiating then. Accordiz ly subscriptions fron the 

Corporation wore frequent,, if of ton cmall. In 1743/4 the 

Corporation agreed to u ke up the cost of paving Bridlaanith 

Cato if the inhabitants paid £20; (91) in 1751) the Corporation 

paid Samuel t2heatorof t C120 for paving work at ugh Pavenent, 

to which the public cubccribed C38., 4,. Od; (92) and in 1764 

the Corporation gave thirty guincaa to "now pave" %Zhoolercate- 

on condition that the inhabitants raiseia3 nuoh. (93) The 

(91)s 1743/4 f 17 
(92) Vouchers 1749-50,1806i f. 7os. 871, U. & 102 

(93) mm 3524 f9 250091764 
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examples are snmerouo, for as 'at York, Streot improvements 

by widening or paving were beoonizig increasingly popular 

after the middle years of the eighteenth century. Between 

1801t1014 the Corporation Cave £233.10.11 (an averago of 

lees than C20 per arm in) towards street iaprovononto by 

paving, demolition and videning. (94) Their only significant 

contribution financially was to the widening of Chapel Bar 

in 1032/3, when the Corporation paid C400 to purchaoo land 

for the improvement and Cave ¬800 in donation3. (95) The 

Council had in arm case, other means of achieving their 

ends. 'hare worop after all, patrons to be tapped. Derby 

Road was much improved in 1740 by Lord 23iddleton by raising 

and 1ovellinaf(96) Cow Lane was widened in 1811 by a gift 

of land Prim the i)uko of ilovcastle by° tray of appreciation 

the Corporation ronamed it Clumbor Street. (97) Lord 

lLiddloton'e gonerooity van again evident in the Chapel Bar 

widening, (98) The Council rolied also upon the obligations 

of the three town parishes. '1'n,, despite their genorosityt 

in 1014 when inordor to widen Groyfricer ; ato from the Broad 

1iarsh to the Leon they offered to "sacrifice an much of their 

(94) Ledgor B f93i Cbanbarlaino AccountoTassim; I M3560 f140563 f54 
(95) itarkot Plano Acoountm 215511831/2, noo 3,30; 1=3593 f 30.9'31 
(96 )NYio1d, r. 'ottinrhat i Date Book 850-1884 = U044 197 
(97) MM3570 f40 
(90)(Siolds, Op. cit., 4071 M. Tl'OmdA,. 01 1otli-n 0960) 47 
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land= as - äd joins ,t td road, - as'` ohait: xnakö it 40 'or 50' foot 

wideK ̀  jrhich wo i1 t akc tho road "one 'of tho' most important 

avcnueu'into the heart of the town;.. ý cöanooted '. with the 

2 arket place (and) 
..::. with the" rfa '0 Ca 1&` they 

oonoluded with the observation that "The räac iä alr'oady 

indioted by Beano of which 'it is contoxipliitod ` thx. ty'the court 

of Baxter Sessions should levy a fino' `upön the two parishes 

of Saint Peter and Saint ý IIIcho1 in which it Iio: ý. 
= by mew 

of which it will be put into 'a caznpleto and po f©ot otato of 

repair'. (99) A in in 1834 the Corporation''doo1arcd 

their " atification"4`that' Castle Road "which bas so 16r 

been a-nuisance and diocraoo to the Town Yv311 becomo a 

reapeotable etroot well paved and drained nna"'form a handsome 

and convenient entrance to the toirn". (1O0) Yet they would 

not undorto 'the iaprovonont themselves, for vhilo willing 

to givo C30 eubocription and ma1w improvements to the Fronting 

Valle of their proportieu, ' they recognized that however 

desirable "the improvement the legal rooponoiliility 1ay with 

the curvoyora of the highwayo for Saint flioholas pariah, 

The coma attitude tan shown in the f16-it ov©r' th6 rooponoibili ty 

(99)3573 ff55-57 
(100)NM 3593 ff 80,90,91 
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for repairing tho Flood roars. The County Authoritiao 

t intaino3 that the Bridce Eetato fundo hold in trust 

by the Corporation werd liable to repair both Trent 

13ridýro rm1 its flood road through tho Meadows to the 

town. The Corporation howovor succoosfully defeated 

this as ortion on tho Cround8 that if they had in the 

past naintainod the road Lonly as a%h road and not 

to tho standard of the Flood road now roguired. Accordingly 

an Aot of Parlia'ent was obtained appointing traatoec 

to repair by toll the road from Trout Brid ovar tbo 

Icon and through üollowotono to its junction with St9noy 

Streets The Mayor and &zrgssea and GtolLaryls parish 
4" 

wore exoriamtedLau rosponoibility for t'iia major entrrr 

into the town except i£; C100 per anr= from the I3ridCo 

Fotato. 
(13n 

aintaining other tDajor access roads beyobd 

tho Old T(r. tn boitndarioe, the Corporation siailarly roliod 

on the Turnpiks Trusts, the aotabliohmont of which the 

Corporation promoted both vorbclly and. financially,, (2) 

To cum act that the Council did no more for the oupport, 

of the torn otrcots than give small ttonotary cubccriptions 

(1) 31-36 G III 1796. The Corporation did obbecribe 

(2) 
¬250 to the Flood Road Scheme in 1797-8 Cl iberlv, in a/c 1797-8 

Leägor B f113 River Tront Navigation Co. 367 tons gravel to 
I: oadow Roads £15.6.3. 
-Ledgor Bf50 J. Ueathoote, Gravel to 2: cadow Roads e35.5.5. 
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would not howover be entirely accurate. Road. s outside the town Were 

not alwaye ziogloeted. In 1779 the I yor requested tendoro for the 

the lovellix of the road outtiae Chapel Bar. C3) 1Ü 1809 

the roads through the moadows were well welled (4) and: 

again in 1011 the Council fulfilled a dual purpose by employing 

the poor in renoving rods to level the forost roada. (5) They 

proved eneraUy vi11in,, to give land grants to facilitate 

atreot widonin. tr as in 1812 vhon they ,, vv "land for the now 

Woodborough fioadt (6) or in 1828 Whop they" gave up part of 

their estate to enable the Co . iesionoro of the 2nanofiold 

Turnpike Ifoad to widen ZSilton Street. (7) There is evidence too 

that the Cozznon fIaU were willing to puroha. oo property for 

road widoniniat In 11314/11 thoy purchased a houue near Broad 

Bridge for £74 in order to widen the road; and minor inprove-. 

z onta were often undertaken by the Corporation thoriao1veog 

Darticul=ly on thoir mm frontageo. In 1031-2 they paved 

the Causeways to the now housoa on Derby Road, paved the 

Yardo in IIockloy and iiprovccl the haling path on`the iclandÄ 

at Leon Dric o by " piling and contoring", to improve drainage. 

(3) tlottin Zra Journal oot. l9th 1776 

(4) 1807 £. 3.70 Ledcor Bf93; 1810«11 £49.14,11 a Cha borlaino' e, cwunts 
(5) 

, 
e"t. 1759 , Eve f20 towards obtaining T rnpiko Trust on road 

fron Mabel Thar to Derby Rozt .i 
3518 f 16., 

1028 Come assent to Nan sfiold Road Turnpiks, 11ct 1TRB3507 54.3 
Relevant Acta s- 1737 0 Goo II_ meint Brick " Costock 1-" 1759 32 Goo III Chapel bar to llowhavon 

nts 1707 27 Goo III Nottci. to 2 field 
1020 9 Ceo, , IV Nilton Sto to 1-ianofiold 

(6) im 3571 fr 42-3 
(7) Im 3587 ff 99,100,101. 
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Such i. mpröve=entsrwere not costly* the haling path-cost . 

£36.19.0, the pavii and atones amounted to'C20#7.6. -"In 

the previous year however, new äülverts and'cough. grates 

ori`the island-i6ad and'Pool Yard, Clöso, amounted to, it108.9.0. (8) 

2". ajor-streety inprovenments undertaken solely, or-even` largely, 

at the" Corporationla'expense do not-however ocäur. °` ̀It is 

not therefore surprising that the town wam` described-in- 

1740as in a' most wrotched: ' plight' , 'rhä , roads i unpaved in 

a , Coneräl way. ' evon in the- heart of the` town and allV in the 

suburbs were quite; filthy> or even , 
dangerous, for. traffic". (9) 

The condition of the-streets. had apparently declined; since 

Celia.. Pienneo visit when they were all "well pitch'd", (10)_ 

but the main, arreas. of neglect woore, undoubtedly. tho narrow 

streets leading into the main market areas and the mass of 

totally unadopted alleys and. courts not. deomed, to be any =e Is 

responsibility because they were not public highways,. and . 

subsequently not paved orx, drained.,,. -..,. 

Sogton Corp6ration, Laa'1ottinghagj concentrated 

roadrövement schemes primarily upon the'rnrket areas, 

for tilvin little ' i=pörtanco"ae a-touriat or even local 

cultural centre, iinprovements ` to -- enhance Vý the attractiveness 

of the town seemed inappropriate. It was thorofore in the 

(ß) Chamberlain's Accounts 1830-311 1031-32, 

(9)1 Hold, 11ottin Date Book sso-iß$4. (1a$4) 19T 
(10}C. Fiexneo, Thrmrh Ermland on a Side Saddle *ed*C*1-jo=js (1947) X72-3 
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ieiarlcet''placä' and Bargate that most 1nprovin end' maintenance 

activity was centred. - Nevertheless the"accounts, show 

evidence' of some activity# and if major road -improveiuent 

beyond- the market'areas was rare, the Corporation was raking 

the°same'advances"in road and street construction: ` whielf are 

evident" at York and' NottInCI=. There is a noticeable 

development in'all three borou831ai in the frequency of laying 

etreet'drainaao, in the creation of footpaths 'änd 'in 'the 

transition from pebbles and boulders to paving stones. äs' 

the'main'naterial used. iiottin&= Corporation` purchased 

305v°tons of squared 1ointsorrel paving stone in 1809 at a 

coat of ¬164.18.0, (11) and Diacknor in 1815 made' note of the"' j `` 

rradval transition over the past century from pebbles out 

of the Trent, to boulders from Keyworth and finally stone 

from Leicestershire. (12) At York fla geed roadways becane 

increasingly common in the later eichteenth century (13) but 

their piece do reeictance was the tacadath ng 
_ 

of Saint 

Loonard! a. Place. (14) This increasing stringency over road 

construction wan soon at Bonton too. In 1823 the contract 

for building the now road fron Stmt Barnato to BarGate 

Bridle apeaified that the excavations were to be "wall ranall(ed)", 

11) Ledger Bf 30 
(12))T. Blacknor, op. cit. 74 
X13) Vido t3upra fnB4 

(14) "" fn ß9 
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the pebbles laid "close and properly cat in gravel 2 inches thiCc 

and to be sorted in regular eizes'and well rased", and when 

finally laid the pavement wan to be covered in ýavol one inch 

thick". (15) Such care in conatriction was perhaps a result 

of having consulted Rir, }fcadaa peroona13y in 1820 to advise 

upon the pavir ; of the nheop z rket " (16 ) 

However, at Boston$ the responsibility for street 

improvement and repair had been tar ly renovea from the 

Corporation in the Aot of 1792. (17) In tlio tio1vo years 

before tho Act was obtainedt paving and cobble bills ran as 

followo$ 

Year Paving Cobbles & Year Paving Cobbles & 
Gravel Gravel 

1780.1 109. 15.0 1786-7- 21.4.1 
1701-2 - .-M 1787-8 -- 604,3. 9 
1702-3 3. 9.9 2700-9 -- 46.7. 9 
1783-4 5. 16.1 1789-90 56.11.5 18* 3. 6 
17134-5 - -- - 1790-1 230361 5 29.7. 5 
1785-6 7. 14. & ̀  an 1791-2 24.11.10 -- -(1s) 

The avora o annual expenditure was therefore less 

than C33 per annum, oxolunive of any major improvements ins for 

oxar plo the market axoaa, or as part of other schemaa. After 

the cocuring of the Act however the Corporation became liable 

for a one fifth share of the total annual expenses incurred by 

(15) 9/F/8 15th Sopt. 1823 
(16) DFIB 2/A/27 21.2.1820; 31.10.1822 
(17) 32 Geo III 
(18) BCAII paaaim. 
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Monies paid by Boston Corporation to the 

Commissioners of the Paving Act 1792 to 1827. 
-------------------------- 

1792 200.. 0.. 0 
1793 400.. 0.. 0 
1795 725.. 0.. 0 
1796 180.. 0.. 0 
1805 160.19.. 3 
1805 39. "0.. 9 (Erection Bailiff) 

. 
1811 915""9". 6 
1823 500.. 0.. 0 
1824 319.. 6.. 8 
1825 275.. 3.. 0 
1826 223.14.. 7 
1827 213.13.. 8 

X4152.. 7.. 5 

9! FI8 

k 

0 
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the Coimaissionors. Between Ylovonber 1792 and 21arch 1824 

the Corporation's share totalled £3#439.16.2dt an average 

of just over 0104 per annum. Over the next three years 

the Corporation's portion more than doubled to an average 

of 0237 per annum. (19) Over these thirty-six years there- 

fore the Commissioners werd spending an averagm of 01,705 

per, anm n on street and road repair and improvement; a 

figure far in excess of the Corporation's earlier comaittnent 

and one which they would have found difficult to sustain 

ac a regular expensa. Tho avorago axnua]. ex on i by 

the Coiiu3ionoro had however dropped to 1990 by 1030-3, (20 

possibly rofl. ectinij a lack of incox2e. The Corporation at 

cny rata had agreod with tho Conraisoion©ro, iri 1828, to pay 

£135 par annum in lieu of their porcontaee char, (21). 

The cxponclituro by tho Commissioners indicates the size of 

the problem which the unrefozod boroughs, without the 

benefit of statutory authoritieoi were beginning to face. 

had the three boroughs under considorition accepted the 

liability themselves, they could probably have not the coot 

had they not boon faced with an increacd liability in 

(19)9/F/ß, Iioniea paid by Corporation of Boston to Co=issionors 
of Pavir Act. 11eod1oas to cay' the Corporation 
contested the exact amount of their liability, 2/D/4 

(20) t_ Boston 2563 
(21) 2/D/4,1820 
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other`-ophorea of town nanaaement of a simiil r rarnitüde. 

Costa of paving at Nottin %ore of no 

ainilär"ns . itude. In somo years costs were high - in 

1800,1601,1603, the payments totalled C330.6.7d, yet 

from 1609 r- 1ß2O g neral paving bills totalled only C426.10A 

an averago 035.10.0 per annum*(22) At York however where 

the Corporation, in spite of an Act establishing improvement 

coxtssionoro in 1825, carried heavy reoponaibilitiee end 

fulfilled them aotivoly, the annual expense to the Corporation 

of maintaining the streets and roado within and without the 

wall ;ke significantly higher than at 3octon`and I, ottiigh n, 

as the table indicates. Under the AA of 6Goo IV the 

Corporation remained liable to pay for 229094 yards of 

pavemant and. 3j miles of unpaved roads, and'it Was not until 

tho onondinC Aot of 3 &4 tJillien IV that the high coat at 

impairing the roads ceased to fall upon the Common Hall. 

From the table it can be seen that annual expenditure on 

the roads and streets rose noticeably between 1770 and 1830, 
York., 1: mliture on ronnde and streute. Ay. rer annum 
1771-79 660 15 77 £95 
1780-09 1678 5 1 C168 
1790099 2467 16 3 £247 
1000-09 3422 0 11 C342 
1010-19 5638 17 9'- £564 
1820-29 6547 3 ýý C655 
1030-35 2424 5 0 0404 (23) 

(22) totting; z Clabar]. aint a Accounts pasain. 

(23) YCAB 1770.1834 
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To thin should be added a bill for 1pave1 accumulated 

botwson 1819-1833 total]. i: C334, i4,6do and the speoifia 

improvement schemes undertaken by the, Corporation. 

These costs iaoroovor, were only 

the rnrn 1 running conto, and, they represent the mim 

outt; oini which each Corporation faced; smaller bills 

for (; ravel* or labourer's work and unidentifiable receipts 

have all been omitted since they could have arisen from 

othor_ Work. Time for example the rivnicipal Somnioeionero 

©ecossod expenditure at York in 1(132-3 on maintenance of 

the roads at £427.17.11'(24) being £67 more than the amount 

paid to the City Steward for hio outgoing on paving and 

r . (25) 
In adäition to those annual outgoinga 

thoro wer© the extraordinary costa incurred by improvements 

and major repair jobs. To assess the anounts spant each 

year on those would be almost inpossiblo. The schamcs like 

3t. Loonard'o Place at York are relatively easy to cost outs 

but without computerization of the accounts it would be 

impossible to assess the expenditure each year on less 

significant schemes. 

(24) ttcR York 1752 
(25) The Steward+a fieuros have been uoed in the Table 

except whore cpecifio bills for gmvo . reain, 510 
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The accounts show clearly however that 

althour, h each Corporation annually had eomo costs to 

meet for the roads, it im at York that they boca 

most burdennomo, and it was hero that most was done by 

the Corporation for the improvement of the town atreotoo 

wI;. 
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CHAPTER 9 

PETE SPIRIT OP I11PROW24t3T 

As the eighteenth century progressed 

each of the three Borough Councils showed a growing 

willingness to undertake large schemes of town 

improvement which culminated in a passive phase of 

development in the opening years of the next century. 

Invariably the Town Hall or Mayoral 

residence was one of the first priorities of the 

now-found enthusiasm. It was a reflection of the 

belief in the need to assert the civic dignity and 

was in these terms no better displayed than at York 

where in 1723 plans were afoot for a Mansion House 

as a Mayoral residence. (1) The records suggest 

that the proposals were promoted as an effort to 
X ., p 

enhance the dignity and standing of the Nnyor as well 

as to provide a place for civic entortainient"(1a) 

Indeed, the sugý-estion by tha Town Clerk Darcy Preston 

that the house should also contain aropository for 

the town records was not exactly treated with contempt 

but was followed up with the decision that on those 

grounds he should pay £140 to the costs. (2) The 

(1), E101 f 89 cross Keys lease let on a yearly basis 
because part` of it would be required for the YansSon House. 

(la) Y11B42 f 52 a,. 4. _, 
(2) X42 ff 52,55'to 59,719B7 
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Council decided that they would spend about £1,000 

on the project. Unfortunately the accounts do not 

remain, for as so often in the case of major schemes, 

a building account was kept separately from the., 

Chamberlains' annual records. Nevertheless the 

Chamberlains accounts indicate clearly that the final 

cost well exceeded the estimate. 41,292 was paid to 

the building committee between 1726 and 1728, £70 

of Darcy Preston's £100 was used in 1725 and in 1729 

over ¬200 was paid for miscellaneous plumbing and 

glazing work. (3) Internal work and furnishing was 

also costly. The 'Great Room' alone, wainscotted, 

stuccoed, painted and gilded coot ¬326.19Od over the 

years 1732 and 1733, (3a) other work and provisions 

accounted for a further ¬232 between 1734 and 1738, (3b) 

and an agreement was reached. that 1200 should be 

allowed for furnishing. (4) Yet despite the attention 

which was clearly given to the building, it continued- 

to make very heavy financial demands upon-the city 

finances. In almost every year from its completion 

(3) YCAT3 1725 to 1729 

(3a) YCAB 1732 and 1733, 
(3b) YCAB 1734 to 1738 
(4) YCAB 1730-31 "Mr John Raper for a large oil cloth 

being paid for out of part of the IC200 for furnishing 
my Lord 2layor' Q HIous e' - 
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to 1835 it figures in the Chamber expenditure and 

invariably the expenses were substantial. Thus in 

1744, goods for the Mansion House cost ¬100; in 

1746 £89.19.9d; work, materials, repairs and furniture 

in 1766 amounted to £216.5. ld and in 1776 £67.9.0 

was spent on linen and £19.1ä;, $d on silver table 

epoons. (5) By the close of the century the cost of 

upkeep was increasing further, and in 1830 the 

decision was taken to substantially renovate and 

refurbish the 1ansion House. The house had been 

found to be generally "extremely dirty and uncomfortable" 

and the fabric "seriously dilapidated", but while the 

appointed committee were "guided by a'due regard for 

economy" they felt they must recommend "a handsome 

and substantial style of furnishing suitable to the 

statliness of a i'ansion Hniise.... "(5a) The final 

cost was £4,414, (5b) but measures were then taken 

to reduce the wear and tear consequent upon the annual 

chance of residents. (5a) As the residence 

(5) YCAB passim. 
(5a) IIlO Feb. 3rd 1831, 
(5b) YCkB 1030 1173,4,6; 1831 £3,718,11.2; 

1632 ¬89.6.8; 1833 £433.3.10. 
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of the , 2iayor' for his` yeär' of - office"and the , ̀venue for 

official entertainmenta, " the' Iansiönn '116use'' was not 

intended as a meeting place-'for civicbusineäs. This 

was conducted instead in the ` Common Ral]. or Council 

Ch. 3nber in' Saint Williams s` Chapel' `on Ouse Bridge. 

T'his` building too therefore 'reqüired-to 'be kept in 

good order and substantial work was undertaken herej 

no doubt of necessity'v"durin the eighteenth century"(6) 

A clock was placed on the building 'in '1750 by . 'John 

Smith in payment for his fr öedom,, 'and' a' now - dia1' `on 

tho ` forth Side of the Bridge` was r added' in the - following 

year. (7) ý It was " however the, old, Guildhall next. to the 

Mansion House which was rast, substantially, improved. 

Initially, the building was,, used, Fonly. for occasional 

meetings and elections,, tevortholesu in 1760 -the wooden 

louvres were replaced with, glass; end the; hall generally 

repaired and., boavtified at ay cost of. some , 9167 or more. (8) 

In 101 O' howover, iraprovenmont 'at the t. ildhall ' becäaaO " 

very noäosoäry, for with`tho denolition of Oüno Bridle 

and Saint Williams Chapel, 'trio council mootingo now had 

(6) Q. g. YCAB 1683/4 windows £46.8.4; 1751/2; 1754/5 £90.9.6. 
1764=69 077.15.1. ". -- ..: , ... - -41. (7) YCAB 1751-2 

(e) ycAa 1760-1 
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, 
take place in the Guildhall. ,.. Accordingly -"a to, 

npacioua apartzent_was built adjoining the inner 

room...... and over. it another : chambor, both - 

admirably , calculated . for the purpose... In the 
.. 

, lower room, the cot on council assemble... -it, is 

, lighted by, five windows which display. the royal:;.: 

- . and, city. arms, in painted glass... the upper 

chazbori-where the Lord Vayor,, City Counsel, _;. 

, Alderman, : horiffs & 24 assemble. *" *is, equally ,.., 

spacious..., The window, . which ara,. six in, nu ber,, ý3 

. face.. tho river, some of them commanding a eine view 

of the new bridge. They are enriched witti '=eli 

baautifully stained '61asso . repr6s'enting'the armorial 

bearings of tho ' city and of many members" `ot the 

corporation". (9) This wa clearly not purely 

a'funotional building but one which is ifested the 

dignity and etondine of the corporation it repria-oonted. 

The total cost of the improvements exceeded £51500-'(10) 

and substantial portions of this were paid in 

1ß1O-11 (0£000) and 1812-13 (c£2,500)(11)'creating ` 

( 

(9)Wm argrove, op. cit, sl 436 

(10) YCAB 1809.10 1851 1810-11 X811,12.11 1tCRp1757 1811 to1833 
£4,55Q;, _ 

(11) YCAB 
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covere blurden. $ on the ordinary income.. This. included 

over C300 -for the new muniiaent room built In 1832. 

Although such. improvements, were of 

most direct benefit to the members of-the corporation 

the improvement of civic buildings was intended-=also 

to be of benefit to the town by beautifying and Enhancing 

the central areas. This was particularly the case at 

Bottingtaam where the Town Hall or Exchange stood 

prominently; at the head of the'Vw ket Place. The 

building as used as the meeting place of the corporation 

in Common Hall (12), and lavish entertainments took 

place here on many occasions, but, the scepticism of' 

the municipal commissioner was allayed when Henry wield, 

Town Clerk, indicated that it was, also used for public 

T. eetines and elections and was moreover ajustified 

expense because it vas "ornamental and useful". (13) 

This belief ryas supported by a writer in 1507. "Few 

towns can rival llottinghan, with respect to its large and 

convenient Market Place, the cast end of whici is ornamented 

by the New Exchange...... Within the Change there are 

two large Rooms reserved for public use; one of which.... 

(12) 111IB3485 f 10 1726 

(1 j)2ýokayne, A re ort of the evidence given before 
the nuncipal comiesionera.. 1633 3 
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in now occupied. ao a subscription News Rooms, 
-but 

it 

in also. occasionally used for public pvsposest as is, 

also tho. other in which the Burgesses generally assemble 

for the election of repreoentative3 in Parliaiant". (14) 

The decision to rebuild the Fbcchane warn 

first takon in 1722--3. 
. 
Prior to thin. time it was 

"a plain but handsome, brick building supported in front 

by ten naosivo, stone and four square brick pillars, 
. 

having a piazza under. it nearly twelve, feet in. width""(15) 

Originally the. Layyor and Aldermen intended to raise 

subscriptions amongst the townspeople so that the 

Corporation's contribution would mount only to £150. (16) 

Apparently hoiover little was forthcoming fron the, 

public, and the original plans wore wended,. perhaps to 

extend the now building or possibly to incorporate 

extension and renovation of the old building.. A fire 

at the town clerk, 'c office in February 1724 unfortunately 

destroyed. a largo number of tho than current docunentcg, 

but the Minutee of August 6th 1725, throw rather more 

light on the subject with the decision that "whereas 

7Uv4a. pub., (14} The Uiinto Antiquities & Present State bf the Town 
of Vottix haiº 

, 
(18o it 

(15)Hý'ieldý op. cit., -log 
(16) mm 3482T 7 
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the buildings at the Shnbles End are resolved to be 

considerably enlarged, it in therefore ordered... that 

the Iayor do draw out of flr. Smiths hands from time to 

time what money there shall be occasion for.,... " 

As a result of this order the Corporation contracted 

a debt with Thomas Smith's bank which in 1728 totalled 

£2,432.12.94. (17) But the new building cost the 

Corporation much more than this. 1o Account Summaries 

remain, but fortunately the Vouchers for building tho 

Iýicchange from 1725-1728 have currivod, and Smith's 

bill was only one of many. He himself had a further 

£1,032 credit owing him from the Corporation, (18) which 

was settled=writh his executors by virtue of a further 

loan from Thomas Langford in March 1727-8. (19) In 

addition, tho Vouchers record countless pcya: nts to other 

individuals for work comploted, some of substantial 

amount, like the voucher simply recording "Disburat 

on account of the Now Change" June 1726-Feb 1727 £636.11+5"(20) 

Not surprisingly, in August 1728 a Committee 

was formed to find ways of paying the corporatioriu debts, (21) 

for with a rental income averaging C536 per annum 

17) 1802F 209 
(18) 1802F 514 
(19) NIie3487/lCb, 123. rtcAB -1727-8 
(20) 1802F318 
(21) MM3487 f 20 
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between 1725-28 the Corporation had far exceeded their 

ordinary revenues, BY 1814 however, this edifice was 

again extensively renovated, and fron the report made 

by the Exchango Improvement Committee it would seem 

fortunate that the Mayor and hic brethren of 1727 were 

long since deniced. The architect of the original 

building wao the then Mayor of the CorporationvAlderman 

fernoll. His work and dedication at that time was much 

rbspooted; indeed the Council armed that "whereas there 

appears to be duo to this corporacon from Mr. Alderaan 

Formoll upon passing his accounts about the New Buildings 

at the Sbamblos end the surre of C30 it is "� resolved 

that the said Alderman Ponnell shall be aquitted of the 

acid f30 also that this corporacon will pay the ed. 

Alderman Pennoll another £30 which icy to be in full for 

hie care and Trouble about the said buildinge.. us 
(22). 

Ono hundred years later however the 

committee reported that they could not avoid "this 

opportunity of referring the Co=on Hall to the reports 

made by Messrs Wa11in, Christopher, Stavoly and Strotton 

of the higii1y dangerous otato of the original Exchange 

(22) MM3487 F 126 April 1728 

k 
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building and the consequent necessity for the fallest 

measures being taken for its sccurity".... tha dilapidated 

state of the xchange as well as the 1alconotruction of 

the Edifice and improper execution, was far more 

considerable than first suggested; and...... they are 

convinced that the public will not only be very tauch 

accommodated by those several Improvements but ...... very 

serious and alarriing accidents have thereby been prevented". (23) 

The Improvement was vastly oxp®naive. 

Already by 1817 bills amounting to t13095.13.4d had been 

received of which 08, ß78.2.11 had been paid with the help 

of loans totalling £6,700. (24) Between 1814-1819 

Willi= Strotton alone had submitted masons bills 

totall. iIIS 01823.12.7 - (25) for work at the x change. 

Needless, to say they ro ained unpaid until 1821-3 by 

which time the interest had accw elated to 0645 and the 

Corporation otill o%zed hin £800, In the first year of 

building alone £5,273 was paid out of the Chanber funds 

which vas Toro than twice the amount, of rental incone 

received in that year of 1814.15. (26) By 1824 a total 

(23) "M3576 f 61-63 

(24) NHB3576 f 61-63 May let 1817 

(25) Ledger Cf 236 

(26) }CA3 1814-15 &a further £500 for the Shambles road 
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of C18,321.17.8d bad been opont on the new Exchange 

and Sbanblee, and improvements conti=ed in the shambles 

over the next ton yeara. (27) 

ýCham berlains' Accounts. 

, Disbursements on Account of the Exchange and Shambles 
<= k} Improvement. 

1814-15 5273""5""8 1ß2O-1 92.. 7.. 8 
1814-15 500.. 0.. 0 1821-2 1561.12.. 1 
1815-16 2620.. 0.. 4 1822-3 367.. 9.11 
1816-17 2549.. 8.. 31 1823-4 800.. 00.0 Stretton Bond Debt., 
1817-18 1475"4.4 1823-4 2000.. 0.. 0 
1818-19 229.17.. 0 1823-4 14.17.. 0 Timber 
1819-20 813.17.. 3 1824-5 24.. 2.. 0 Spouts 

18321.17.. 8 

To firizuice tho improvements the Corporation took 

loans, bonded rany of the bills and cold property. 

Between 1314-16 £15,000 was borrowed, and between 

1816-25 £1ß, 564.15.5d t'ao received from cabs of 

lande(28) Thin raised more than twice the total 

cost of the improvements, but the Corporation had 

other ordinary costs to meet, and now had a heavy 

annual coz ittment in intercut p3fl1ents, (29) 

(27) Chamborlaint Accounts 

(2e) $ee Chiptor 5,106,129 

(29) 5,145 
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The Exchango improvement was much 

more than, a civic building howeverg�for although 

the Corporation had refused, a request to make it 

suitable for Assembly, rooms at; we119 doemin&; it 

"inconpatible, with the Genoral purposes and 

arrangements designed by the Corporation", (30) 

novortheless it, was used for, public functions (31) 

and restoration had also involvod, extensive 

improvement of the Shambles bohind the buildinij. (31a) 

This was of fundamental benefit to. the town as a 

trade andmarkot centre, and it was an aspect of 

town development. which the civic authorities had not 

in the past neglected. Although the civio buildings 

were amongst tho, first priorities, improvement of 

the. market place was anothor primary consideration 

culminating in a thorough renovation of the market 

and market buildings at Great expense in each of the, 

three borou hn in, the early nineteenth century. 

The first iwprovenonts in the Market 

place at Nottingham concentrated on pavin¬, the areas. 

In April 1714 it wqs docided that the "arket Place 

(30) N}1B3573 f 110 
(31) e. g. Permission was given for an exhibition of 

wax fi on there in 1824 at the rate of 
£5.5. O a week for hire of the ballroom and 
adjoining room. 6465 is ii 

(31a) NHB 3573 f 95-6 
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"noxt the 1ea Walk" (possibly Long Row) as far, ao 

the Y'sarket W411, should be paved and the . arlcet wall 

demolished for the distance of the paving. (32) 

'Whether this was dono is not clear, but inNaroh 

1718 the Chaaberla, inr were again requested to pave 

the Market Place "in such manner as the Chamberlains 

shall be Adviced and think proper". (33) The 
, work 

undertaken at thin time wan extensive and resulted 

in a bill for £175.1.6a which was met out-of the money 

received for the sale of Ianoell Park-. C34) 
_Ten , 

years 

later the improvements werd continued;, the 

remaining paart of the market wall was removed and the 

surrounding area of the Irralt Cross, as fa. b as the west 

corner of Bear wood Lane $ was levelled and paved with 

good largo boulders, by Charles Wheatoro 't. The 

Corporation paid C95 for the work and a £5 bonus for 

good workmanship. Again the money c=e from extraordinary 

rovenues, boing part of the payments 
, 
from Thomas LanClOrd'S 

loan. (35) In a Bition, the paving on the South aide, 

fron the doors or the houses to the, Channel, was paid 

(32) V1tB3479 £6 5th April 1714 
(33) X3461 f 11 

(34) 7438 
(35) Cha orlaiml Accounts I'l2'jýS, 

sy 
ý+. 

ý 
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for by the householdors"(36) The improvement at this 

time was, without doubt, prompted by the rebuilding 

of the Exchange, but whereas the Harket Place and 

Exchange building did not receive major attention 

again for almost one hundred year., the ', nbles were 

a source of constant concern to the Corporation. How 

much, if any, attention they received-in 1725-27 is 

not clear, but it probably'vann't very tauox, for by 

1734 the so-called "new shambles" were "in dancer of. 

falling in" and required complete robuildi. i . (3i) 

A committee wan created to "bar ain" with "proper 

Workman" and the job w"ao done for 1172, (38) Twelve 

years later the Corson Hall a =66a to extend the old 

Shamblos by the addition of eighteen butchora' shops, 

at an ajreod price of 1150; (39) and further alterations 

took place in 1771 with the building of the shops in 

the country ehnnbles, (4O) and, in 1783 with the 

domolition of the Dunkirk Shambles (41) and the 

provision of stalls in the open ground. (42) In 1787 

(3(0) NKa 34k'1 f£ 104_, 12x18a. 
(3? ) NNB3493 £43& 

, 
(38)NHB3493 £f 45ý1ýo, ýba 

(39) I13505 f 25 
(40) Built c1771o., 1and bought from the Rector of St. 

Nicholas who received an annuity instead 
Vouchers 1770-1 1811A 62 "a bill at a meeting to 
consult upon a plan to build some shops in tho 
country ohamblo for the Butchers , 7/2d. Ido 
direct record remains anong the vouohoro of the building. 

(41) The Tt bles worn called by many different n s. The 
old Shambles were also called the light, or broad chmmbles, 
& their stern end was called the Dunkirk fables. 
The new Sh=bles were called the dark or narrow shambles. 

(42) rMIB3542 f 20; 3543 f 14 The stalls cost C15. 
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thi "Pavement in the Market IP1acewas acain 

"greatly out of Repair"-(43} 336 yarda wore 

paved in that=yeär'(44) but ten yearn later the 

accounts reveal that more substantial work was put " 

in hand - 

1796-7. "Paving the t'ac'ket Place near Priar 
Inne. 1588 yards of Pebble pitching 
anti pobbles 
William St etton for "1 ountsoril" 
Paviora & work" . Miscellaneous 

1600-01 Paving in the Market Place 
1801-2 rr an of 

Sand 

1803-4 Paving in tho Market Place 
1308-9 Paving in the Poultry, Markot 

Place and olcouhero. 

BI. 12.10] 

11.16.1 
Yaa 

k ýlýrrý 

126.12.22 

26.1.10 
61`. 18.6 
6.6.0 

5511-9a 0. 

110. Q. o. (45) 

If the motives of certain-members of tho 

Corporation are open to doubt in. 1796/7; the acoountc 

boarin� the coinont "Thin paving gras done upon Beast 

Market flill near Alderman ßowitts and done in his 

Mayoralty and under his direction", 4 is intentions 

in the nineteenth century soon less questionablo. In 

(43)ß`H3546 F 18 
(44)Vaachero 1787-3 lkiohael Kayeo. Paving in the }1arkot Place 

330 rardo £4.16.3.1014 B no. 142 

(45) NCAB 1796-1610 
(46) 1UB 3584 f 126 
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1820 'raprecontationn -on the bad atato of' the- Pavement 

in the °Maarrket Plz. ee pronpted action. (47), In September 

1(325 'a' conmittee wan formed to `ascertain thc-, annual 

receipts and-, expenditure attending the tiaxket--Place, 

and subsequently recommended extensive-improvgmente 

to the I; aarket area. The-, pavement, was to be, taken, up 

tho`ground levelled and repaired att the -cost of ; tho 
, 

Corporation but by` labour provided for 
_&350 

by the 

Overseers, of : t. Maryla. In: addition, the-area was to 

be redrainod, -i*the'open. sou h being replaced by an 

undorsround cower and a- carria e road twenty-four feet 

wideýfrom'the curb of the causeway was to be made from 

Yountsorrel storm along =Long Row and ßeastmarlCet IIill. (48) 

A further culvort was also being rude at this time between 

Cheep Lane and Crown Yard along, Long- Rows(49) 

The Council agreed to ¬1200 being spent on 

the Improvements, but the final coat was much more. In 

1825-69 the Chamberlains paid out £336.4,7 towards 

culvorting and repairing the carriageway along Long : how 

and maintaining the Markot a ace enoraUy. In tbo 

(47) Reporto &, Proceeding of Committees. 3937 f37 

(48) 1 ! Th 3586-ff 14#15,29 

(49) N 3585 f 79 
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following year repair3 to the centre of the Harket 

Place cost (1,757+16.4d, (50) In total therefore 

the improvement cost over £2,000, but as a result 

the total corporate income did improve, for the 

stallaxe raten were now increased, and taken directly, 

by the Corporation into the new Market Place account ,, 
instead of being an emolument of the shoriffs. (51),, 

At the same time however, further 

Improvements were being made in the ºb1ee. 

Between 1824 -1426 work at the North Shambles cost 

the Corporation 0,240.17.5d in addition to the work 

on the U cchance itself. 

1824-5 Bricklaying 226.12. 0 
Joinery 244 17 2 
Masons 59 12 0 
Work & Materials 573 12 -6 

1$25 -6 Bricklaying 57 0 
Work & Materials 

-138 
162 

1248.17. 5 (52) 

(50) Ti 1825-26r1ß26-27, The money was ultimately recouped 
by the Chamberlains, with interest, from the new J"iarket 
Place account which was established at this tine. 
Although this was a separate account, it was however a 
part of the total corporation funds. Only the vouchers 
now remain, but from them it is apparent that the out- 
goings from the Market Place account were substantial 
both for General repairs and market administration 
and for law cases over the increased atallage charges. 
Receipts in 1832 from toll and stallago wore 019037.10.0; 
Expenditure on the Market and attendant services was 
C1,039.10.6d. MC7ý 1996,1999. 

(51) Bea Chapter,. 

(52) NCAB 1824,1825. 

r" ýp 
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In the following year work began on the Dunkirk Shambles 

to erect 47 new shops and a weighing machine, (53) and a 

further £19253.9.0 was paid from the Chamber Äccounta. (54) 

The major Shattblea improvements were completed by the 

purähäse in 1829-30 of the Langley and Jalland Shambles 

and th© fanc©ck and Machin Shamblea for a final sum of 

05,861.14.0 including commission and expensea amounting 

to £61.14.0, (55) 
ti: _" 

Between 1814-33 the Corporation at 

23ottinghari spent over 28,000 in major Improvements of 

the Exchange and 211arketa. This does not moreover, take 

into account the numerous small improvements and repairs 

which constantly took place; the glassing over of the 

avenue of the Dark thambles in 1827,06) or the now Shambles 

Gates provided in 1828-9 at a coat of £99.4.0. (57) 

At Boston# as at Nottingham, the Itaxket 

areat21 the principal concern in improvements, and paving 

was generally the first, but not the only, consideration. 

In 1695-6 work at Butchers Row and the Stalls and quay 

(53) flB 3586 ff 72-74 
(54) 11CAD 1826-7 This does not include bills for bricks 

etc; which applied to other properties 
as well, not the cost of plans drawn up 
by Stavely. 

(55) tCAB 1829-30; Shambles Committee Minute Book 1508 
Jan. 3rd 1628 

(56) 3507 f 10 
(57) 1! CAH 1628-9 
(50) is. the Market Place and Bargate where the sheep and 

beast pens stood- 
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there amounted to well over £100; in 1707 the Butchers 

Sbamblee were taken down and rebuilt; by 1700 the Narkot 

was already paved, at least in part, and in that year 

the area of the Butchers Stalls was paved at a cost of 

£16.0.5. Urgate and the Market Place continually 

received attention, in 1730 the cauney°a in Bargate 

and Fawdinlane were paved, in 1731 the area of the sheep 

pens was improved (28.8«11). (59) 

It was at thie time that the Corpöiatton 

made the first of many significant improvements in'the 

Market Place. The area was rendered somewhat cramped' 

and inconvenient by the buildings which stood at the East 

end of the Church and the Fish ). arket which jutted out 

aprons from the Market to the With= Bridge. By 1830 

however thes© restrictions had been removed and the entire 

area much renovated and beautified. The work began after 

the decision by the Council in 1730 that the old Bitter 

Cross be demolished and rebuilt. (60) It was used as a 

butter market with assembly rooms above where public 

raeetinCs were held, and later, Council business conduoted. (61) 

(59) BOAR 1695-61MAß4 f251; SCAB 1700-01 y 1731-. 2 
(60) BAB5 f399 
(61)P. Thoxipßon The Eistory & Antiquities of Boston(1856) 

, 
223p225; 

R. Qmint Boston in the Olden Times 1841) 28 
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The nail agreod that £600 should be spent (62)9, C40 

of which they requested from the Erection Bailiff 

for materials. (63) 4r. Todd of Spalding vas sent for 

to survoy the now cross (64) and by 1732 the work was 

complete. The building costs do not appear in the 

Chamber Aacount$, but that work was progressing is 

evident from thems- 
Chcmberlain's Account'1731-2. 

}lrr. 11orrice for his advice abt ye Cross 2.2.0 
Expended by ye comitty consulting abt 

' ye Cross 0 9 '9 
2'1r. 14orrico & for a an & Horse & both 
their expences coming overt 213 5 
When ye gentlemen with MMr. tlayor matt there 0 13 71 
for a supper ye 29th Hay C3 and 5/- by 
order of fr, t`, ayor when ye floor of ye Cross . 
was layd 350 
28th July at. a view of ye Cross when Mr. 
forrico was over 097 
Spent at ye Roof rearing of ye Cross a 
Guinea, beef 5/69 2 Goes 2/3d 1ß9 
A view when alter'd ye Staycase of yeCross 76 

Mr Tod of iipalding.... for a Moddell 
and his opinion abt ye Cross 330 

(62)x»5 f 399 

(63) BAB 5f 408 

(64) MB 5f 423 
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In 1769 the Market Place improvements 

were continued. by the demolition of the. old fish 

stalls and Cooper's Row to give direct access to 

the Witham Bridge. To replace them a now complex 

was built at the South East corner of the Bridge ancL 

an, a&eý isem i(Sor plans was . 
issued for a building 

to contain fish stalls and houses (65)_. The new. 

buildings were a costly improvement. Total disbursements 

in 1770 and 1771 for bricklayers, carpenters and 

other workers and materials, totalled C3,147.11�10ý, d(66). 

Heavy expenditure continued in the, 

next two years� Unfortunately they Chamberlains! 

Accounts for 1774,1775,1777 and 1778 are missing, 
but fron those accounts which do remain for 1772,1773 

and 1776, the coat of the now buildings in these years 

totalled £2,466.14.4d (67), which together with the 

Coopers Row accounts for 1770 and 1771, make a total 

known expenditure of £5i614.6.2-d. To meet such coats 

the Corporation needed extraordinary revenues. They 

(65) BAB 6 Auiust 1769 
(66) Coopers Row Accounts 1770 4/n/i/63 These were not part 

1771 4/e/1/66)of the Chamberlain's 
annual accounts. 

(67) i3CAB 1772-31 1773-41 1774-5 
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realised this in 1769. when, the ochemo_was first 

suggested and authorized the appointed co=Ittee to 

borrow C1200 on annuity. (68) In fact CI SSO was 

borrowed on annuity and £1700 in . loans in the 

first two, years. (69) This was the first occasion 

that Boston Corporation used annuities, as a means 

of raising money, and as a consequence, the annual 

ýrQ. i mäwpayable by 1776 exceeded C500, (70) 
, 

At 

the same tine, interest payments on loans had more 

than doubled from ¬85 in 1769 
vto, 

£218 by 1771# 'The 

Corporation succeeded in repaying some of these loans 

fairly quickly and the interest payments fell 

accordingly, but by the time the work was completed 

further loans had raised the interest rate to 0206 

by 1779. (71) 
. The buildings however were a great 

improvement not only. in.. termn of access and accommodation, 

but in elegance, and this latter was an important 

oon$ideration on the part of Mr. Lumbyt the Corporation 

, 
Surveyor. To the last he caroAilly observed and 

(6a) BAB 6 8th August 1769 

(69) Coopers Row Accounts 1770-1771 4/B/1/63,66 

(70) See Chapter 5,, 114; BCC 1776/7 
(71) DCAB 1769 to 1770; 1771 to 17721 1779 to 1780 
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regulated the vorkm=Ghip (72) finally+re f co=6nding 

in°1776'that the new building be covered"with'the 

Beat Westmoreland slate instead of'flatt Tile"..,. 

the elate being rauch'eüperior both in regrd to 

Duration and Elegante and very little more expence... "(73) 

During the-rest of the century 

the corporation at Boston contintieä to improve'the 

Harket area. In 1776 the old }gaol tiles demolished, (74) 

"a largo dismal building which presented towards the 

harket place nothing but an immense eloping roof, 

its walls being surrounded on all sides by small 

booths or shops. -. "(74) Four years later the Butchery 

and Corn Cross were demolished and the areas paved, (75) 

(The Chamberlain's Account for 1789 records £56�11.5 

for "paving where the corn cross stood". (76)), and in 

1793 the Council agreed to purchase for £700 a house 

in the VArkot Place offered t them in order that "they 

would be able to make such publick Buildings as they 

might have occasion for on any scale they think proper... 

.. and would also have it in their Power to make great 

(72) 9/F/1 1776 Lumby's report July 9th; '13ept. llth 
(73) 9/F/2 1776 August 10th 
(74) BAB 6 ff 187,228 
(74)R. Qaaint, op. cit., 28 

(75)?. Thompson, 
, op. cit., 21892199220 

(76) BCA 1789-90 
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improvements in the I'larket -place both useful and 

commodious". (77) No record remains in°the Chamberlains' 

accounts for 1793 and 1794 of the payment of, C7009. -but 

the former account records £28,17.7 spent on alterations 

at the "new building"-inx,. the Market place: (78) In 

addition, improvements were undertaken by the: -Erection 

Bailiff in, clearing tho access to the Bridge. (78a) 

At at 23ottiz ham and-York however, 
the now century saw Boston Corporation more active in 

improvements than they had ever previously been. In 

1816 a new fish market was built at the North East 

corner of the bridge. Work began in 1816 and by 

October of that year it was completo. (79) Hinor 

building expenses continued to occur however, but by 

1819 the total cost was £1233914,8di 

Fishnarke t 

1816 993.8.5 
1817 53.13. '9 
1818 140.12.3 

16.15.8 
1819 

_. 
29"4,7 

1233.14.8 (e0) 

(77) 2/13/2 21st Narch 1793,25th April 1793, 
(78) BCC 1793-4, BCAB 1792/3 does not survive. 
(7) 1787 £432.10.0 paid to purchase "Wrangled dwelling 

house and shop near the bridge BAB7 f111; Account 
1786/7 4/C/1/75; 1788 ¬258.3.2 paid for the new 
buildings at the Bridge foot & cleaning the ground. 
Account 1788/9 4/C/1/78 

(79) BAB 2/A/27 18th larch, list October 1016 

(ao) BckB 1816 to 1820; -6/4,4 
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By, l6vember *1616 the ` Cötittee äppötnteä 

to deal with ` the' Fish Marke f improvement hid 'already 

deoided that "tho, o1d market, built in ýCoopor'e Kört "' 

in 1769, ''should' be, 66x vent-C&'" rito`'a- public" ciffico for` 

the uce of the Ylarictrates with the front-'room, 

eppropriatea for a Town " Clork'a Office' and Co iittoo 

Room# wtiere the Town Clerk was "to keep a clerk`iri°f 

daily, attendance to` seo to thö Towii'e büisno&S", (ei) 

Jeptta-Pacey'(later one of'tho'town'e t rvoyoro) wasý- 

given the"contract for converting `thy r rket into 

public £ rooms`, under the ° curvoillance of the' current 

Town Surveyor, Samuel Reynolds. The agreed price 

Uraa £216 and the" work` was to be completed' by )arch lot 

1B17. (82) `'Zn"fact the final" cost was moro$` amoüzitin'gý 

to £279.2,0 d, and in the"following year othor"ropairs 

at-the old fish market brought the total expenditure 

tigre to C320.0.1c) 1. (83) In 1810"ä newcämaitteo 

was appointed "for coneiderin; -'the'boet made -of' . 
kin 

imprövenänto"$ which recoxxended that the frond of 

(al) B Ar 2/AIZ7 4th Mov., %%T3ec. A8R b 

(62) 9/E73 December 1816 
(83) BCAB 1816,1817 
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the Angel. and Boll Inne be converted into markot area, 

and that "a Building for public rooms" be erected next 

to the river between the Bridge and the new Fishmarket. (84) 

The scheme centred on the demolition of the butter cross 

and assembly rooms, the removal of which "added much 

to the beauty and convenience 'of the Yarkot Place", (135) 

and raving the area an part of the market. In their stead 

the Corporation erected a "vary noble modern building"(86) 

housing a new market for poultry, and buttere and over 

them the Assembly Rooms, including one room "where the 

balls are held, of Great size and very handsomely fitted 

up". (07) 

The Committee intended the structure to be a 

"handsome building" and decided, as on other occasions, 

to call, in an architect fron outside the town to design 

it. (68) William Atkinson came up from London and produced 

"A complete set of designs of new buildings for the 

improvement of the town and a market house" at a charge 

of £109914.0, (09) and in January 1819 it was agreed that 

erection should comncnce. (90) Notice was given for public 

(84) 2/D/1 12th Oct. 1818 
(85)t. Allon, History of the-County-of Lincoln (1834) 261 
(66)1. Saunder3, Lincolnshire in 1836, (1ß36) 4a 
(87) ibid. 
(88) 2/D/1 3rd Dec. 1818 
(89) 5/A/2/3 
(90) BAB 2/A/27. Jan. ist 1819 

I 
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.1 

tenders for the construction (91)`an6 
. 

by°July 1622 

the butter tiarket was "fit for occupation*, the 

public opening following on At ust 7th. (92) 

The Assembly Roonrn took rather I 

longer to finish; in January 1823 Ttr. Choeamanwas 

canplain1ng that the walls were still so wet that 

he could not continue with his work and sug dated 

that braziers and charcoal be kept in the principal 

rooms all night "the way ks done in London". (93). 

Despite such holdups however the rooms wero ready 

for opening on April lot 1623, (94) the drapery was 

lined with its "zomnon crimson", (95) the marble 

chimney pieces brought up from London wore in place, (96) 

and the ilayor opened the rooms with a flourish which 

cost ¬99. (97) 

The final cost of the Assembly Rooms 

and Harket were commensurate with the standard of decor. 

Ilia eatinatea for furnishing the Breakfast Room with 

curtains and draperies of Fierino damask trimaed with 

(91) 2/rß/1 30th Narhh 1819; 12/2 various contracts 
(92) 2/D/1 29th July 1622 
(93) 2/D/1 Jan. 23rd 1623 
(94) BAB 2/A/27 25th March 1823 
(95) 2/D/1 3rd Dcc. 1822 
(96) 2/D/1 31st May 1623 
(97) BAB 2/A/27 28th April 1823; SCAB 1822-3 
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gold coloured fringe and a complete set of gilt 

cornices; with forty rosewood chairs and two sets 

of mahogany tables da. o ¬604.13.61. The ballroom 

and card room were furnished in similar manner, but 

there vaa ezonomy on the chandeliers which "wä, 6 

ordered to be found second hand". (98) 

`By 18'x. 5 the Chamberlains had, opent 

C179552 on the new markets and assembly roomss. - 

1819 ý C3#200 Purchase Of, houses' from ", - 
Mrs. Crad. dook in front of 
the New buildings & the 
Angel & Bell Inns. 

1819 50.14.9 
2,739.3.3 

1820 3i361.6.9 
1821 2,384.8.9 
1822 1,083.16.0 Building coats 
1823 3,474.3.1 
1824 
1825 6.12.2 

252.4.0 

17,552.7.8. (99) 

The costs moreover did not end hero For 
d asx 91 4. 

ove. r the eight years between k(no account 'remains for 

1033) a further £800.16.2. wan rogietered under'repairs 

as-spent on the Assembly Roomn. (100) 

(98) 4/A/2/4 

(99) BCAB 1019-1825; f/4 d 
(100) BCAB 1826 to 1834 
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.. The Corporation had raoenwhile. riotbeon 

inactive, elbowhere. Improvements had also been set 

in hand in Bargate at the cheep and pie werket. The 

sheep market, despite regular attention by the 

Corporations had in 1a19 sunk into such a "founderous 

statu even after the clichteet fall of rain as to 

occasion great inconvenience in getting out the stock 

and the sheep are often so much injured by the exertiono 

of struggling through the mire when. hurried 
. ozL together 

as to occasion considerable loss . to,., the ovners". (i) 

The Corporation took immediate action; , appointed,, a,,.. 

committee and consulted i3r. tcadan about the, best method 

of, paving the area. Considerable delay was,, incurred. 

between the various stages, -but 
by, Ootober.. 3lst 18229 

Nacadam& s plans had been ex=ined, and. Jeptha - 'acey# A hen 

one of the corporation surveyors, had made a sketch and, 

estivate of the improvement, which totalled, £1233.3.10" 

Work was scheduled to start "early in the Spring". (2) 

Interim repairs cost i83.13.1 (3) but the major repairs 

which finally took place in the sheep market and Bargate 

brouZht the final expenditure on improved pavements 

(i) Conpliaint fron Boston Agricultural Society 20th Nay 1819 
12/7 

(2) DAB 2/A/27 28th Aucust 1818., 16th Decenzber, 1819,. 
21st February 1820, lot flay, Mot October 1822 

(3) 6/4 
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aR 

here to £2219.17.9 by 1829, ' and small p onts 

continued afterwards. 

1818-1822 
1823 
1824 
1825 
'1826 
1827 
1828 
1829 

03, 13, 1 
499" 7" 2 
844. 4. . 1' 
513. 14. 6 
9o. 9. 10 .r 

137. 11. 
28. 0. 
22.1 &, 

_ _9 
2219. 17.. 9 t: rc4ý ý.; 

` In- the ý rest of the-market place the- 

Corporation -were, improving buildings', and, encouraging' 

others'to do'the same. Newshopwin, the market place 

In 1820' cost: the` Corporation b74.2.5d(5) and in 1823 

they contracted- with John Williamson and Saýmuel. Slight 

for building "a house shop ' mad=premises" , in` the444Riarket 

Place *f or ¬556 , (6) Thomas Vent-- agreeing.. to Claze them 

for £42: (7) At the same-. -time. 
the Corporation had aked 

to lot six-lots on the Vest', aide of the, )'! arket Place 

on building leases allowing each tenant-£100 if their, 

building proved satisfactory to the surveyor. This -gras`. 

intended for the improvement}of-the Corporation. Estates, -'.: 

(4) BCAB 1818«1030. The figurer given in 6/4 are incorrectly 
added and slightly inaccurate. The total given 6/4t¬2168.19.10 
and this waß . 

the figure given to the T: unicipal , 
Co=iasioners 

TýCR 2 15a 

(5) BCAB 1820 
(6) 9/F/3 July 1823 I have not been able to trace the payment 

for this in the accounts 
(7)WPorter, 1 9,7 
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but from-their attitude in other schemes one. }cannot 

but feel that the Common, Hall had the.., appearance of ý,. 

their town in mina too.:. 
Y, - 

On public improvexentn in the gasket area, 
for 

'both Maas trading anti, leisure pi reuito" the Corporation 

of Boston` cpent ¬22,126.19.1g between'1816` end 18,35, 

lt, vas': per1aaps- this which ' eve rise- toi the °'fd. ea'& exprescec' 

ti 'the Stamford Mercury that . Boston' was an "opiaent« 

-town. In°reality-however the money had to ba-found 

from extraordinary sources' from sales and. loans: Between 

1817 and 1834 £29,554 gras" raised by'1oan änd annuity 

and 1573,11,3d' from eales"(8) 

Mich the eaie development can'bö'traced at`York, 

[oar gIthous'h morn'of a vinitors Town than either'Nottinte 

or Bomton, trade wae'nevertheless of VitalInportance to 

the City'e eoonogy. The markets therefor0 always featured" 

in tho'Chamberlainsl Accounto! "requirinz regular and, 

sometimes, extensive attention. 'Far example in-1? 23-4 

masons and plumbers work at the Butter House in Pavenent 

Barkot coat 0200.111 and paving for 75 yardQ outside £1.0.2. 

In the following year more grates were laid in the Pavements 

(ß) SCAB 1818-1835 The Account for 1833 is Disainc 
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and in 1729-30 further work was done at the Butter Ilouse 

arA at the - Herb Varket, This latter work cost alir. st 

¬100. In 1736-7 the Pavement ITarket crass was repaired, 

amain costing Direr f100; in 1760 the Butter Stä11 was 

built for £100 plus an additional 019.1.0 for bricklayers`' 

there. In 1781-2 work at the hay weigh cost 053.5.0 and 

a new machine was purchased for £47.10.0, and in 1799- 

1800 the Pavement Cross was improved at an expense of' 

about £40. (9) Such repairs and improvements are a regular 

feature in the Chamberlains* Accounts$ but it as not 

until the ninoteenth century that the Borough Council 

saw the need for large stale improvements of their trket 

facilities. Pavement iiarkot place and others had been 

enla god piecemeal on iuany occasions during the eighteenth 

century (10)9 but ±he many different markets held at York 

were all hold in the streets in varyingly crapped conditions. 

In 1826 however the Corporation decided to salve at least 

ono problem bar purchasing aix acres of land outside the 

city walle near Pishertato Postern, where all the stock 

(9) YCAB passim 

(10) Soot Chapter 9 51ý}- 
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mar o tr3 and rairo could. in future be held.:, : zi . azu3. 

was also built , them mad- by December 1828 both Tnn, 

and 2 Barkot werd ready for lease! (i1) 'ho total 
y 

imprövotont cost the Coxparmtton t%ß�359.12.6d- t! ý- ;,,, 

1826--7_ Licence in 1'torf in 
Purchase of 1äd4, plus interest 

1027-8 Preparing & fitting up Cattle Fair 

182E-9 ý 'a 'u 'r 

City Ar= Inn . 
1ßz9-30 Cattle M=kot 

inn , 

1830a. 1 24arkot an Inn 

1833-4 """ 

1 E0o.. a.. 0 
3232.13.. 9 
2091.16.. 3 

. 396.10.11 
992""3.10 

16©7.03.. g- 
1219.11. "4 
441.18.. 4 
197.05.. 3 

10,359.12.6 (12) 

An at Boston and 2 ottinnhzzs the 

improvo nt waa of. bonefit to the Corporation an voll 

as tha public, for it vas a productive outat©o and the 

committee thaaaolvGQ in 1623, emphasized that "with the 

pro2poot,.. o of the corporation boing reasonably co poncated 

for their endeavours to atco odato the public, the co=ittee 

cannot help oo aratulating them on the present oucceas of 

their undortakini, oapooial. ly as it hc1ft out expectations 

of creator rotnanoration for futi ro yearo... (13). 

(11) Gilcai r==criptts Y352 E6 4th Dco. 1 a2ß 

(12) Ch=berlaino' Accounts 1826 to 10351 K/110 
(13) YIU3 50 ff34i35 3llov17th 1028 The rent gras about 

1300 for the Ear1: ot and C90 for the Inn. Gilaolý 
Y352 E6 4th tco. 102&, . arch 1832 
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The Corporation meanwhile improved other 

markets. Forty-four now double Bt311s were provided 

for Thursday ITarkot 'in 1826 'at a total cost of C426.16.3(14), 

axiä -the' following year anew hay `Weighing machine was 

provided plus an`office, at Peosehoime Green for, 

£291.17.3"(15) In 1833 however the Corporation J 

resorted to other means of meeting thä town'i needs. 

xn 'tbät' year an got of Parliament was obtainned (16) 

for' the inprovoront of Parliament Street and Thursday 

2Sarkets by the demolition of property änd the creation 

or a" new broad street linking the . two markets* The 

Corporation wag to"retain its powers of regulating all 

th©"=arketo and fairs, but the coat was to 'ba not by 

rates aä'well as contributions fron the Corporation. 

By December 1636 some £30,588 had been borrowed#andnearly 

017,000`wan still owing in 1840, (17} Although 

financial responsibility did not now rest entirely with 

the civic'body, novertheleos they had substantial 
s 4} 

contributions to makes- in 1834/5 they paid f267.0.9 

int©roat on the Market Improvement Act (18) and in the 

(14) YCAB 1026/7,1828/9 
(15) K/110Finance Co=itteo Reports 1827-8 
(16) 304 Willian IV o 62 5e 

(17) Giles Has Y352 D11 
(18) YCAB 1834/5 
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following year the. ISorket IppFovement, Cotitteo 

called for ¬1529.19.6 as the, Corporation'o proportion 

towards paying off the borrowed money. (19) 
. ti 

Concern for the well-being and. improvement, 

of their towns was manifested by. the, three. councils 

in other ways too. Each had a major bridge into the 

town to support, in addition, to other. smaller . 
brill ea 

which required upkeep and improvement, and,, in each 

Borouch, major. restoration or rebuilding occurred at 

least once during the period 1660--1035" 

Iüottingham was. fortunate in having the, I3ridge 

I 

Estate whioh paid for the Tront,. Bridge 
_repairsp, nnd 

often contributed to the repairs of other bridges too. (20) 

Boston also had the fiction Estate which the Corporation 

construed as applicable, in part, to thex'bridgo repairs, 

and when major rebuilding occurrod at York in 1809 an 

Act of Parliament Granted additional.. tolle and, provided 

for contributiono from the Ainsty anä County. Novortholecc 

major coots were incurred by both Boston and York Corporatiazo 

at various times, 

(19) YCAB 18; 5/6; KilO Feb. 3rd 1835 

(20) F. G. 1765/6 Bridgomastor'c Accounte 1524 and 1973/61' 
the rebuilding of Chainy ßridgro. 
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York'Cörporation durirg, the'eighteenth 

century ineurreds'hoavy: expons©sras` aýresiilt oflithproving 

and-'repairing Ouse Bridge in"' 1723 ° the ° Baol 07O D11110 Bridge 

vas repaired at: the joint cost-of the,: City and''Ainsty(21) 

- and as part - of -the --improvements, r , the bridge and several' 

houses on it were . extensively' repaired. Between 1723 and 

1728. the Chamberlains'-Accounts record outgoingariof'" 

¬305.17.3 for bridge and house repairs here; 0233.12.6 

being stated to have been for bridge"repairs. (22). Within 

ten-years further work"was neoessary, building-of new,. 

battlements on the bridge at a'cost of.. £10ß. 4.14(23) 

and in 1724 more extensive work was; undertaken: 'involving 

the demolition of several shopa and houses<on'the bridge, 

the, -rebuilding of the starlings (23a): and staiths on each 

aide=of the bridge, repairs to; the wallxand the Northern 

arch, widening the street, new paving. and the erection of 

now pallisadea and two glob() lamps"(23ý) This work 

continued until 1763 and the total cost, to the Corporation 

was=some £1,271.6.6. (24) 

(21)C. Knicht3 op. cA., S'15 

(22) YCAB 1723-172(., 

(23) YCAB 1736 to 1738 

(23a) Sterling or Starling - An outwork of piles projecting 
in front of the pier of a bridge to form a protection 
against the force of the river or fron darta. ge by the 
impact of veLu ols and debris ; Shorter Oxford Dig. 
Dictionary 3rd Edition. 

(24) YCAD 1742 to 1763; YHß43 `f 17th, 317 
(236) Yftß 43 A4-h%3unQfl43 5 151- taw , 11t. ß. 9 
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The bridge still required attention. -- 

however for the constant repairs seemed. to, provide. 

no real solution to the problemoo£tnedecaying gixteenth 

century structure.. In. 1780 and -1701 further mtono, work 

and painting, was done, (E152.2.0)(25) but. ttnrthofollowing 

decade the Corporation took the initial steps, tosrarda 

improving than approaches to. the bridge and applying for 

an Act to authorizo a single- span iron bridge. (26)'. ;; PrA . t, _ 
In 1794/5 the, Corporation paid ¬655-for,.; t1ie purollaae of" 

houses and. rooms on and adjoining the bridge, 
, and earriod.! 

out demolition and other work inthe-next few years. (27} 

The idea of an Act of Parliament and a new bridge, did 

not however- come to £x uition until the - question, of ;. _ 

improvement was considered again in,: 1803-(20) and 1809. 

In May 1800 an Aot was obtained. to widen the Ouse and,.: 

Foes Bridges, , the Corporation agreeing; to make' a "voluntary 

donation" of C2,000 plus C200 per annum-for as , long as the 

-tolls were collected, The Mayor and Corporation as trustees 

under the Act were empowered to borrow £60,000 on the credit 

(25) YCAB 
, 1.:. 

1780/1,1781/2 
... (26) YltB46 ff 111,132,151,171ao0 

(27)YCA 1794-51 1796-. 7,1797-8 
(28) YCAB 1803-4 }any payments for legal work drawing up Bill 

for ixaprovin,,; the bridge and valuations and plans 
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I 

of`tho passage tolle which were to be levied, but seven 

years after its repair, the liability for upkeep was to 

revert to the Corporation. (29) Within a short time 

however, - it was apparent that extension of the"brides 

was out of the question; the structure needed -to be" 

replaced entirely, and in 1810 a'suitable riding bet 

was received and the work was put in hard (30) Again 

however, the provisions of the Act were f6und to be wanting; 

a 'debt of C309000 was rapidly incurred tin repays ent from 

the tolla'alone seemed impossible* (31)` I`further 
. 
ending 

Act was thus obtained which removed ' äuthöritj or -the `work 

frön'the Corporation and vested it in the Justiäes of the' 

throe Ridings and the city. At the came, tiro the three 

Ridingn were to contribute £30,000 from their County Ratest 

tho Liberty, Qinaty and City were to make contributions, 

and tho Corporation was to pay 0400 per annum for five or 

six years and £200 per anni afterwards until the bridge 

waa complete, the debts paid and the tolls endod. (32) 

The actual coat of the now bridge to the 

Corporation is not easily aseertainad. The agreed voluntary 

donation mentioned in the Act of 1009 door not fib in 

(29) 49 Goo III 026 

(30) 50 Geo III 

(31 iýt1iargrove,. oput. ý = 201 
(32) 55 Geo viz 

.x ýý 

4 4 
a, 
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the Chamberlains Accounts, but may well have been paid 

directly from the coffers, or from loans r ce for the 

purpose. The Chamberlain's incon© in 1809 watt certainly 

unusually low, dropping to £3,836 instead of some 

£6,000 to £7,000 in mounding years, with only £226 

instead of 02,000 to C39000 raised by. oxtraordin. ari iah " 
(33) 

The Corporation was however entitled to conpencation for 

the property which they demolished for the scheme, and 

this may have accounted for the C2,000o Alternatively it 

is possible that the Corporations1 expenses associated 

with obtaining the Act beets their "voluntary'd4nation" 

but this cannot be verified from the accounts- a nd it, Ccems 

unlikely since the Act did not specifically include these 

costa within the ambit of its financial provisions. However 

between 1803 and-1815 the Comber became liable. for 

£ , 020.11.64 on thin. accounts- 
Account Year� Article cost 

1803 Viowing and valuing property 
adjoining the bridge and making' 
plan of intended bridge, 98.4, 6 

1803 Townend bill re Act for improving 
Ouse Bridge x'19' 6 

1803 Expenses attending Committee 77 0 
1810 Giving up lease of house on 

Ouse Bridge 30 0 0 

1819 Townend and Bayldon applying to 
Parliament to amend Ouse Bridge 
Acta. (inourrea therefore in 

1010 and 1814)" 618 0 6 

1020.11.6 (4) 

(33) YCAB 1006 to 1812 

(34) YCAB 1ßQ3-18$0 They also owed the Recorder and kir, tlichol 
£525 on account of the Brio Acct. 

ßf7 23.1.1916 
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At the same time, the Chamberlains, until 1829, 

regularly paid the stipulated f200 per annum, increasing 

it to X400 per annum for the six years after the amending 

Act of 1814 to 1815. In total therefore the Chamberlains' 

Accounts show payments of £6,285.11.6 from 1803 to 1829, 

on account of the new bridge. 

1803-1819 Obtaining the Acts. 

1810-1828 Annual Dues 

'is%6 Architect's Bill 

1823 In full for plans and 
estimates for Ouse & 
Foss Bridges 

1829 Harrison for bill re. 
Ouse Bridge. 

1020. 11. 6 

5100. 0. 0 
40. 0. 0 

20. 0. 0 

105.0.0 

6285. 11. 6 (35) 

With the promised 02000 this would make the 

total cost to the Corporation of the new Ouse Bridge 

£8,285. 
In the meantime however the Corporation had 

also temporarily increased their liabilities by making 

loans to the commissioners in cash, or in kind. (36) Again 

the Chamberlains' Accounts indicate that the loans were 

(35) YCAB 1803-1830 The figures for 1810 to 1832 agree with 
those quoted by the 1'unieipai. Commissioners of r524c, if the 
! n23 nayr nt for plans for Ouse and Foss Bridge isottitted. 
They make 

no reference to the payment in 1819 for earlier 
expenses relating to the Act MCR 1755,1756,1757 

(36) Possibly the dues for the demolished buildings since few were received directly by the Chamberlain; e. g. 0400 
was paid by the Corn issioners to the Chamberlains on this 
account, for a house damaged in Briggate YCAB1817,1818 
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not paid directly from these funds $ but by 1810 the fund 

for the new bridge owed £1800 to-the Camber funds, for °° 

which they paid interest at 4 Yoe By 18.15 this debt had 

risen to £6595 after which time it was steadily. reduced, 

being Finally liquidated. in 1822. (37) 
.: - Although' än 

investment return was received on these loans, the Chamber 

accounts taking £2436.5.9 in interest between 1810 and 

1822 (30), thore is littlo£doubt, that the transaction 

vaog to a largo extent, robbing Peter to pay Paul, for the 

Corporation then elveo found. it necessary, to take out many 

short to= 1oan3. (39) a§` 

Tho Corporation at Yorkmeanwhile. had 

other bridges to repair too* In 1794, facing indictment 

by tho Crown (39a) the Corporation'put-in hand, the repair 

of Honk Bridge. A cont: ract was taken with Lister, Dalton 

and King for building the bridge for C850, and iron, palisades 

were ordered fron Walker and CompanyY of Rothorham. The final 

cost of the now bridge was £1006,17.2 (40) to which £100 

was subscribed by the now Foes lla*i ; ration Company(41) 

In addition the cost�of defending the indictment, which was 

postponed and finally discharged in 1796, was £70.16.6. (42) 

(37) YCAB 1810-1822 
(38) YCAB Cag u1 Income 1310-1622 
(39) Chapter 5 Soo 
(39a) Giles 21ss. Y352E1 
(40) YCAB 1794-1796 
(41) VC}1 519 
(42) YCAB 1794 to 1796 
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Perhaps for fear of further char ea, ; the 
, 
Corporation 

at the same time in 17930 preferred, anindietient? against 

the occupiers of Castle l4i11s Bridgo for failing to keep 

it in repair. (43) The bridcp bad however previously, 

boon repaired by the Corporation and-to cover, their liability 

a subscription of 028�11.0 was made towards the repair, - 

charges. (44) Feaseholme Green or Layerthorpo. Brid. 

was also repaired. , in. the following, year by , the. Corporation 

at a total cost of £194,2'54, x, (45), and by 1809 Foss Bridge 

as being rebuilt. The Act -of 1609 for Ouse. Bridge 

encompassed the rebuilding of Fosc Bridge too$ and in`181O 

, 
the Corporation subscribed £250 to the improvements; (46) 

-howevor the work subsequently appears to have been under- 

timen 8o1e1y at the civic charge (47)' excepting a donation 

of £100 from the Foos Navigation Coapzu . (4Q) The final 

colt punted to £3,000 (49), including over £1,004 paid 

in aonponaation to proporty holdors affected by the cltaratione. (50) 

I, 

(43) YCAB 1793/4 coat was ¬16.1.0 

(44) YCAB 1793/4 
(45) YCAB 1795 dnd 1796 Ono bill includes work at Izrk bridge 
(46) 49 Goo-III o 126; YCAB 1810/11 
(47) Presumably as a reaul. t of the AI] onding Act of 1810 

50 Goo III 
(48) VCR 518 
(49) N_ 1755 
(5o) YCAB 1 B1 a1817 
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The rebuilding of Layerihorpe '3riddd In "1029 and ' 1ß30, i 

again by the Corporation despite attempts to cite-th 

responsibility of the Pose 21avi a, tiori Carapanyr (51), cäat 

the Corporation a further £1,425. (52), `öfv which £1358 

was for rebuilding by Craven &- Sons' the' rust 'the hinor 

expenoewand cost of plans. (53) This bröught the cost'bf-, 

major bridge improvononts by Yor1C Corporation betwooQn 

1790 and 1830 to C12#601-19-71d° excluding 0200 e bsctibed 

ty the Toss Ravi . tion Company'* ̀. '` '' ` 

1794 Demolition of fro erty4iiso'sBridee-' s - 655.0. 0 
1809-. 1830 

, 
Ouse Bridge (identifiable oxpensoS) 6203,11. 6 

1794-1796 Monk B idgo 1006.17. 2 
1796 Honk Bridgo litigation 70.16. 6 

1793 Castle Y3ill , rBridgn 28.11. 0 
1793 Castle IttUs Bridge litigation .. _ ;; 16.1, 0 
1795-96 Peaooholno Creer/Layerthorpo l3ridee 194.2. 5 

1809-1817 'osa Bridge 3000.0. 0 

1829-30' -, r Layerthörpo Bridge. ". 
4_1425* 

0.0 

12,681.19. 7 

(51) II164 
(52) "MR '1757 
(53) yon 11829,1830 f ... 

,ý 
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even heavier liabilities fell upon 

Boston Corporation to the rebuilding of their bridge 

in 1801. The bridge had alrcaöy been rebuilt in 1742 

largely at the cost of the Chamber funds. In the 

previous year William Jackson delivered proposals to 

the Corporation for rebuilding the bridge for £'360 (54), 

and the C'hamberlains' Accounts for that year record 

paysaort$ of two guineas for cearching for the foundations 

of the bridges 2/4d for "stopping holes in the bridge"q 
il I 

and 12/.. for carrigge of the 'raoddell and designs" q 

for the now bridge. Jackson's proposals were accepted, 

William Stennett was appointed surveyor and on June 10th 

1742 demolition of the old bridge began. (55) The fiction 

bailiff in that year was required to pay William Jackson's 

chare; +oe of £96.14.6 for repairing the bridge (56), but 

the Chamberlain paid for Jackson1s interest of ¬1.2.6d 

and other charges associated with the rebuilding: ="'=. ad" 

the bridge £2.2.6d; supervising the wood for 

the bridge . 494.0; painting the bridge £15.17.6d 
, 
(57) 

and in 1743 the Cl=berlain made further payments for the 

bridge including £ß1.5. O to William Jackson. (58) 

54 P. Thoiiipcons op. cit., 251 
55 Ibid. -� räß 
56 5 f490 
57 BUB 1742-3 

(58) BCAB 1743-4 

f 
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Jackson's final charge was £396,14.6, he being allowed 

£3604.6 for an alteration made in the plan by, the 

Corporation. (59) The finished bridge "certainly had 

no pretensions to either elegance or commodiousness", (60) 

and by the end of the century it was no longer functional 

either. In 1771 the bridge was reported to be in a 

da gerous state (61) and extensive repairs were under- 

taken at the expense of the Erection Bailiff in 1787 

and in 1793. (62) On December 23rd 1799 however, the 

Common Hall agreed that a now bridge should be built. 

Application was to be made to parliament for an Act 

next lossion, and the bridge committee were to manage 

the entire buisnese and "consult on the ways and means 

for raising money". (63) 

From the start the Corporation were determined 

to ensure that a workmanlike and lasting job was done. 

Despite their extreme care and caution, they were to be 

disappointed in their aim. 

By July 1800 the Bridge Committee had decided 

that John Rennie, decigrner of the Southwark and old 

Waterloo bridgoo1 should be consulted. They were desiring 

(59)1 Thompoon. s og. ct ., 252 
(60) Ibid. 
(61) Ibid. 
(62) Erection Bailiffs' Accounts Bridge Repairs: -1767/& 0212.19.7 

4/0/1/76; 1793/4 £347.15.2 4/C/1/82; 1794/5 t155.5.91 4/0/1/83 
(63) Bridge Conmittee flinut© Book 9/A/1. f1 
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hin to direct, FirBowor "or 
,a ýroyor really conversant 

, with , navigation . and drainae e" to 
, rake sectional drawing s 

, of the haven for the next meeting of the proprietors of 

the Lens and also "to bring with bin plans of different 

sorts of bridgos of iron and stone", so that upon a survey 

of the present bridge and haven he could advise which 

typo of bridge would be most convenient for navigation, 

drainage and the publics. (64) 

On Au ut 2nd th4, coiittce, deolarod, their 

favour for a atone bridge (65)-but-within nine days. - they, 

agreed that the new bridge should, be, iron, It gras not 

without some trepidation howevers. ln Decanbor the Town 
1 11 

Clerk was asked to enquire of the Town Clerk, at. I3ridgowater 

"whether the iron. bridge " ", answers 'the expectations of 

their Corporation and whether the same is injurod. eebyp,.,,; 

the sea wator". (66) Ultimately it was probably Ronnie'at, 

own recom. zendations which olinched the is. ure: - &, stone 

bridge would cost £7206; and would take five or. six, weoks 

to build; an ivon bridge would cost £6310. and "could_be,,, 
_, 

erected in less than half the tim&'. (67). 

(64) Ibid f3 
(63) Ibid f4 
(66) Ibia f 41 BRB 7 f, 392, 
(67) 9/A/1 *f 41 BM 7 ff 3ß7-391 

tp 
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By June 1801 the Bill for the new bridge was 

under conoidoration by the Douce of Comronz�(68) Its 

passage was hindered by the objections of the Vicar 

Samuel Partridge v: ho feared that the new bridge and the 

extensive alterations necessary for access to it would 

bo financed entirely from the funds hold by the ; rection 

l3ai iffa. (69) By September 1801 the expenses of the 

bridge were already £465.15.8d(70), but in 1802 the Act 

was finally obtained (71) at a further cost of £529,17,0, (72) 

and in April 1803 John Matson was appointed to superintend 

the Bridge works at one hundred guineas per annun, under 

the directions of Nr, Rennie. (73) Advertisements were 

placed in the Hull Packet, Lincoln Tlercury# English 

Chronicle and Leeds Intelligence newspapers (74) for 

contracts for work and many of the major contractors chosen 

were from outside Boston. Wilson of Sunderland erected the 

bridge using castings from W4lkera at Rotherhan, (75) and 

the contractors for the building of coffordans and excavations 

werd W'hitakerp Wood and Ellis from Leoda, (76) Work however 

did not proceed smoothly. Ronnie found the first da to be 

(6ß) 9/A/1 f8 
(69) Ibid., ff 9,11,12,14,17 
(70) 'Ihirki11' c bill for the Bridge Act, 9/A/5/ii 
(71) 42 Geo. III (72) 9/A/5/ii 
(73) 9/A/1 Al 
(74) Ibid., ff 40,41 
(75) Ibid., f 22 
(76) Ibid., ff 40 & 41 & passim. 
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useless and the contradtors were given notice-=to-; ' 

rebuild;. but before they built the-dam. on the great 

side, the. Con-Attee docidod that Wood and Whitaker. +ould 

have to be sent . rto l4ondon, with 2ir. tWatson, to. find out 

how the "drawing and driving" of-piles was doneton 

the new-docke therc. (77) In 1804 the °first, tone o 

the abutments, vaexlaid (78), but the, Council were still 

aprehensive about their undertaking, considering again 

in 1605 whether to, proceed with the idea of-an iron 

structure after hearing of the. failure of -the Bunderl. and 

brid¢e. (79) In Icy 1807 the new iron bridge was openod 

to carriages, (80)but ° if tthoCouncil "had hopedi-that the 

rebuilding vould end theirýrepairtbifle they were soon 

to be disappointed. Already in September 1607ltho 

durability of the iron work was causing concern., two 

hundred and four of the radii wore broken -and ,,, more were 

breaking daily, (©1) Ronnie was, quick to-cover his own 

position, claiming that, . iilcon "carrries, forward as axe 

Inventor, does the arch-his: orte way.. ". and then where his 

work fails he attempts'A to shift it, fron himself to ne.. 

whatever happens to his part. of, `the iron work must rest 

with himself". (82) He was however obviously anxious for 

(77) ' ;,, c 
W 

.? r r 
ar 

er 
i" vý 

I au 
ý"s 

ýj" Poacý.. h na. Q tumnwvý+1953 19 

(78) 9/A/1 f92 (79) BAB K8 T arch 19th, May 23rd 1805 
(s0)P, honp3on,, op. cit., 253 

Oll 9/A/1 f 183: ̀ Sopt. l9th 1807- 
82 9/A/i /Letter of Auz;. 26 th 1807 f 502 
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By June 1801 the Bill for the new bridge was 

under conoidoration by the house of Comrnons, (68) Its 

pansaee was hindered by the objections of the Vicar 

Sanvel partridge who feared that the neb bridge and the 

extensive alterations necessary for acceso to it would 

be financed entirely from the funds hold by the Erection 

Bailiffs. (69) By September 1801 the expensca of the 

bridge were already £465.15.0d(70), but in 1802 the Act 

wa3 finally obtained (71) at a further cost of C529.17.0. (72) 

and in April 1803 John Vats-on was appointed to superintend 

the Bridge works at one hundred guineas per armuni under 

the directions of Mr, Rennie. (73) Advertisements wore 

placed in the Null Packet. Lincoln 11ercwryý, English 

Chroniclo and Leedu IntolI. ßr; enco newspapers (74) for 

contracts for work and .y of the mayor contractors chosen 

were from outcido Boston, Wilson of Sunderland erected the 

bridge using castings from Walkers at Rotherham, (75' and 
the eontraotoro for the building of cofferdams and excavations 

were W'hitakerl Wood and Ellis from Leodo6(76) Work however 

did not proceed smoothly* Ronnie found the first den to be 

(60) 9/A/I is 
(69) Ibid., ff 9,11#12,14,17 
(70) ThirY. ill's bill for the Bridge Act, 9/A/5/ii 
(71) 42 Geo. III (72) 9/A/5/ii 
(73) 9/A/I f41 
(74) Ibia., ff 40,41 
(75) Ibia., f 22 
(76) Ibid., ff 40 & 41 & passim. 
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useless and the ý contradtors were= given notice ° -to, 

rebuild; . 
but before; -they built the dam on the -West' 

cidekthe. Committee decided that Wood and Whitaker-would 

have to -be sent; ýto,, Londonwith 1-fr. Watsonr, to ,. find out 

how the "drawing. and ,. drivizig" of piles wau x doze t on s- 

the, newa. docksk there. (77)-_ 1n 1$04- the.. first. atone of = 

the abutments ; wae {laid - (78) ,, but the a Council were ` otill 

aprehansive-'aboutýtheir undertaking; considerinW: again 

in 1805; whetherwto, proceed! with-the, idea ofran iron 

structure after, ýheraring of, the failure of.,, the 6underla t 

bridge. {79) In-14ay 1ßß7}the new iron bridge-'was openod 

to carriages j (8O)but Tif ktho -iCounail "bad ý hopecl. f that the 

rebuilding, k ould end their,. repair ibiUe - thoy : were coon 

to be disappointed. Already in ; cptomber 1007 ; the- 

durability of " tk e-iron work was { causing concern., two 

hvndrod and-four of the . radii wore broken Sand nor© were 

breaking daily, (41) Rennie wary quick to cover his own 

position, claiming that Wilson -"carries -forward as an 3 

Inventor, -does the arch-his--own way.... and°then-where his 

work fails he attempto ý to shift it-from himself to me** 

whatever happens to bis" part of, 'tho iron work aast rest 

with himeolf"«(82) He was however obviously anxious for 

(77) I, i. icolnshTr öäaiýýr I` nö; gG Nit ümri 1953)19 

(78) 9/A/1 f92 (79) BAB f8 Khroh 19th, Tray 23rd. 1805. 
(80)P, "lhhozpoon, op. cit., 253 

87 9/A/I f 188.5ept. 19th 1607- 
02 9/A/1/Lottor of Aak;. 26th 1007 f 502 
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for" his, ow 'reputation and in Vovember 1807 'enquired 

what 'furthe'r changes had 'occurred in the' Bridge and 

whether Wilson had done anything for "if- he "will not 

`dö u thin Homething Must-b6 donebq otheren; (83)' 

¶he dispute worsened. Wilson, conceiving the letters 

fron the Corporation to"be'"calculated to involy© no in 

traýslile' and if possible `in ruin resolved. to speak the 

truth and `stated 'he bad been obliged-'to° follow' Rennio's 

plans and reduce the curvature of-the bridge despite his 

own and Walker's recor ondationol, and--that only novoient 

in tho abutments built under P. ennie' a` sur, reiflanco could 

havo caused th6 diotortton in the-iron w6rk. (84) -In - 

Soptenber 1808 the natter wa otill unrosolved and the 

Corporation refused to settle the bill from Wallara of 

Rothdrh duntil rooponsibility for the etr"aoturo-was 

finally decided. (85) Wilson too had'a balanco of-C200 

outotwhding and in 1 ay 1813 he issuod a, writ againnt the 

Corporation: (66) tllti tely-he won his suit (07), but 

the'bridge'neanwhilo continued to vors©n. In January 

1615'the Corporation Surveyor reported that'the bridge 

. "is now iii great danger of "falUinf'(d6), and iP ho was" 

(83) 9/A/I Nov. 25th 1807 f5u4 
(84) 9/A/1 Doc. lSth 1007 f505 
(65) 9/0 öept, 14th 1808 f 518 
(86) 9/A/1 12.2.1610,27.5.1813 f12309 524, 
(87) BAB Z/A/27 act. l2th 1813,20th Jan�1814 
(80) 9/A/1 f 259 
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unduly alarmist-, (89} it was nevertheless apparent timt 

repairs must' be put in hand. Shackles-and plates were 

strapped to the ribs of the bridge and-the'radii 

replaced (90) and by these means the bridge continued- 

to stand until it was. rebu lt in 1902. 

Although the coot of the bridge. was 

shared between'the Chamber and Erection funds, the 

Corporation nevertheless=found it a heavy strain on- 

their own finances. Renniets estimate for the bridge had 

not included the, cost of other necessary alterations, 

and the total bill for work done between 1603 and 1816 

exceeded 126,000. In 1603-the Chamberlain; was requested 

to keep a separate I3ridCo Account (92). parts of which 

curvive, very incomplete and often at odds with the record 

Qntorcd in the annual Ch=bcrlain&a Account. This vas 

largely because the Chamber accounts recorded payments, 

actually made, whoreao the vouchers and contracts used in 

the Bridge Accounts often related to work completed or in 

pro{; reee and not yet paid for. Ilowover, prior to 1803 

the bills were entered aspart of the Chamber and Erection 

Accounts. Thus# Thirkill, and Ronnie's bills for obtaining 

the Act and preliixina y consultation in 1000/01 ware not 

(89) 9/A/I f260 
(90) 9/A/I ff262,264,273 
(91) Ti icolnchire Poacher I no. 4,19 
(92) BAB Juno 28th 1803. His payments for the Brides were still 

entered in his annual Chamber account 
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by £200 fro= the=Erection Bailiff (93) with ¬119.16.6 

paid. to Rennie and £145.19.2 paid to ""ihirkill by, the 

Chanberlain. (94) Thirkill's-sabvequcnt, bill, of C529,17.0 

for further work obtaining the Act was'm©t by £100 from 

the Erection Bailiff in 1801/2 (95) and £200 from the 

Chanberlain in 1802/3, (96) but the remaining £229.17.0 

was placed to the Bridge Account. In additiont, the 

Chamberlain, in 1801/2 paid Sheath and Watson t2!. 5.10 
(97) 

for "their bill concerning the new bridge} and the Erection 

Bailiff paid i1493.5 for boring for foundationo. (97A) 

Already therefore 0803,4.11 had been spent on the new 

bridge bofore the Bridge Account began. 

1t3ä©/1 Chamberlains Erection Bailiffs 
265.159 8 149 3.5 

200.0.0 
1801/2 28.5.10 100.04 0 

1802/3 2009 0,0 {~ 
008 , 

803. 

". 

ltd 

'Af'ter' 1603 expenses mounted rapidiyg and 

capital expenditure was met by the Chamberlains. `By 

June 1811 the Bridge Committee calculated the total 

expenses at ¬23,564.0.2jd (98). This included 03705 

paid for the purchase of houses for demolition in order 
wqI 

(93) bsection Bailiff's Account 4/C/1/91 1000/1 
(94) SCAB 1000/1 
(95) Erection Bailiff's Vouchers 4/C/2 1801/2 
(96) 13A. B 28th June 1802. This is not noted in the Chanberlain's 

account but it in probably the £200 designated as cash 
borrowed in BCAB 1602/3- 

(97) ]3CAD 1001/2 
(97a) T, rection Bailiff's Account 1800/01 4/C/1/91 
(98) 9/A/1 f218 

I 
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to improve the avenuos--to the bridge, although it, had" 

originally been decided thn, t. ninoe -these were only for 

!' largonent and ornament ,, of the -, bridge"- and " were not 

absolutely necessary, the-expense should not'be-doemed 

part of the bridge costs. - (99) ' In fact the Chanberlai s 

Accounts record a . 
total expenditure of L 24,972.17.14d 

between 1803- 'and 1812. ' 
Kjcoenses of the . D rid 

1803 4441. 3. 3 (ß34.5.6d of this sum paid by the 
Erection Bailiff). 

1804 2523 7 7 
1605 - 6389 7 6j 
1606 2136 9 2 
1607 - 1458 -11 -6 
1808 1490 0 9 
1809 1130 

. 
12' 6, 

r, 1810 1483 3 8 
, 1810 21- 7 9 ("Repairs" )- 
1811 174 5 3 
-1811 6 11 4 (t"Repairs" ) 
1812 12 16 10 

:. 13' 5 0 0 .- `Purchase' of; Wrangles house 
400 0 0- Corporation houses. 

24972. 17. 11' (100) 

With the preliminary expenses this, made a total expenditure 

of: C25,7814 2.016 of trhich the Chamberlains i initially paid 

125,1324 13.1k. eI 
Total Cost 1800-1812. Paid by Erection Bailiff 

Legal 4 other costst 808.4.11 . Legal Costs 03006 0.0 
Bridge txpense3 24972.17. It Bridge Coats 

1000- 14.3.5 
1003 334.5" 6 

648,0.. 11 25781.2,01, & 

(99) BAB 19th June 1807 
(100) SCAB 1003-1612 This also tallies with tho Corporation 

abstract prepared for the flunicipal Com-iissionoro, 6/$a 
except for the oTnis3ion of £21.7.9 for 1810 in that 
account, and the inclusion of 1012 in this account. 
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The further zepairc which became necec ary botween 1614 

and 1816 increased the, total expenditure by C419.4. ld 

and other minor expenses continuea to occurtntil 1823 

raking the final bill for the bridge 126,364,16.7d, (1) 

I Already. before 1803 the 6reation Bailiff 

had been called upon for contributions and once the 

Bridge Account vas started it was apparently decided 

icterese on 
trat he should parLhalf -tha. costa " ultimately repaying 

thä principal also. (2) In June 1804 an Order of iiaU 

refers to his "second spay cent . on . the brid, e account" of 

9450, (3) his first payment-presumably having been that 

of £334.5.6d in 1303/4. >. Somewhat it consistent , pa ments 

continued annually and in . 1807 the , Bridge Committees stated 

unequivocally that-"the ! air proportion of, the Erection 

lands appears tobe one Moiety of E 19,124.12.1 üO only,., 

as the sum'', ofýf3705 may be-; considercd-as.... not absolutely 

necessary". (4) To Council were not however consistent 

in their decisions. In 1811 the 'own Clerk was asked to 

make out an account'of: the receipts and payments of the 

, 'rootion Bailiff , and Chamberlains "from the time of the 

(1) SCAB 1812 to 1830 
(2) I have been unable to trace the original order, 
(3) BAB 7 19th Juno 1004, 

_ 
(4) 8Aa 19th June 1807- The ¬3705 was used to purchase houses 
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cormcemont of the erecting the* new brictg frith a 

utatenent of the several ours paid by the Erection. 

l3ailiffn towards erecting the .... bridge, it being 

the intention of this Hall that the funds arising from 

the erection lands shall contribute one third part 

of the actual expenses of erecting the sa.: zo". (5) 

At the ago tim the total cost of, the scheme was 

calculated to be C23,564. O. 2'd which included the 

£3705 for the houses. (6) The original decision to 

halve the costs wasp moreover, applied, and after 

June 1814 the Erection Bailiff was paying £600 per annun 

" boinC the annual amount of interest recommended- 

to be paid on the amount of expenditure on, the bridged'. (7) 

At 570o interest, tho debt was thorofore 4'612#0O00 , and it 

was not until 1821 that the Eroction Bailiff was required 

by the Hall to make his first repayments-of principala(6) 

This suggs s$ts that until 1821 all the 

payments made by the Erection Bailiff to the Chaberlain 

were interest on half the cost of the bridge, Between 

1314 and 1821 this is easily traced. Baforq 1814 the 

payments are less straight forward to account for. 

(5) BAB 2/A/27 12th Aug. 1811 
(6) 9/A/'l f 218 

(7) BAB 2/A/27 27th Juno 1814 
(8) BAB 2/1/27 25th June 1821 
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ECPION1 ' BA2 t; TFV. - PAY1 im, ZTS' TO C1tAIO RT AINd'1803-1813 " 

1803 -'$334. 5. ý17 ̀. .A 
(9) 

1804 450. 0. 0 
p 

"2nd paymgnt o n account ofbridge' 
'1005 x 450 " 0 0. " 3rd n n rw 
1006 E00. a. 0 4th 
1607 °' 9äo. "O: , 0" Y 6th 
1608 80c. 0. 0 7th " .: M 
1809 T 1100. w 0. 0 £600 .,. ae 'ath. ,' ., " (10) 
1610 60,... U. 0 9th n rt M 

. 1011 1000. 0. 0 `'10th 
1812 400, 0. 0 11th 
1813 ' 1400. "o. ` o' " 40o ac 12th 'ý x(11) 

(c. 1 ßoß0 mub jeo t to account) 
" 

From the Orders of Hall it would appear 

, that of the above c= w6,534.5.7d was paid on the 

bridge account, . 1500 being for other purposes, possibly 

loans. No account for roturn of this money appears 

however in the 'FAG 4iou Bailiff' aý äccountd. ý At the " 

gi mo, time.. tha; -Zmotion Bailiff had, a eady paid' 00 

In_ 1001 , 
(12) ` towar 1d the purchase ofWrangle' e house 

which %UD not discounted from 'the. C3705 purchase price-: ` 

iiore dictuxbing icy, the 
, 
fact . th4t both accounts and. 

0rdarr 3 of Hall are quite explicit that the Ereotton' 

'Bailiff had not, by 1814, repaid any principal and 

etill. owed £12,000, Yet ir, 1807 ho had been directly 
sr 

repo ended by the bridto comtaittee to pay £900 of his 

balance at the year end to be. "applied towards the 

discharge of tho Moiety". (13 

(9) BAB 19.6.11 O4 
(10) BAB 13.6.1809 
(11) BAB 15.7.1ß13 
(12) BAD 24.5.1802 ý. µ 
(13) -BAB 19.6.180'1 

,.,. ý .. 
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Moreover if it is correct to assume that from his 

payments to the Chamberlain, £6,534 went towards the 

Bridge Account between 1803 0813, then the interest 

was overcharged. The interest would have been assessed 

not on the Chamberlain's Accounts at the year end 

but probably on the calculations by the Bridge Committee 

regarding expenditure and debts expected to accumulate 

during the year. Thus in their accounts the Committee 

calculated expenditure by the Chamberlains for the 

Bridge au followss. 

1803 F4441 
1804 £6964 (14} 
1805 £13,353 
1806 019,124 

By 1811 it had been decided that £3705 for 

the houses should be added to the debt and the debt was 

stated am £23,564. (15) The E ection Bailiff was to 

meet half these costs and interest at 5% on his debt would 

thus stand approximately as foUowst-(to nearest c) 
Total Debt on PI*' ^ar: cp .a fdf$tait Interest owed 
Committee reckouLAZI. by EB at 5p 

1803 X4441 ¬2220 ¬111 
1804 ¬6964 ¬3482 ¬174 
1805 £13,353 ¬6676 ¬334" 
1806 19,124 9562 478 
1807 19,124 956a 478 
1808 19,124 9562 478 
1809 19,124 9562 478 
1810 19,124 9562 478 
1811 23,564 11782 589 
1812 23,564 11782 689 
1813 23064 11782 589 

TOTAL, ¬4776 

(14) M June 24th 1806 
(15) 9/A/1 f218 Bridge Committee 18th June 1811 
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On this calculation the Erection Bailiff had thus been 

overcharged by-£1,? 589,, which-ehould have diminished his 

principal debt. In-addition he paidü£700 to the 

Chamberlains in 1801/2 which he didnotyreceive back 

into, his accounts. (16) 

The possibility of cobruption and 
deliberate appropriation of Charity funds inevitably arises. 
Certainly the Chamber funds had often received money 

fromtho Erection Bailiffa in. th* past, for which no 

repayment was rade. (17) The Charity Commissioners 

severely criticised the Council on this count (16)9 although 

in relation to the now bridge they confined their cons onts 

to the illegality of using the charity funds at all for 

this purpose . (19) Fevertheless their final co=ent on 

this regard is perhaps most appropriate "had the accounts 

been kept so as to afford the means of auditing them. (24) 

Although audited at the tine, the accounts today are at 

times unintelligible. It will probably never be entirely 

clear whether the Council had deliberately received money 

from the Erection %statee for which they later debiteä it. 

(16)Erection 13ailift Accounte'4/0/1/92 and paseim" 
(17) Chapter 5 
(18) Charity Comaiesioners Report ßoston(1837) 8,12,13. 

(19) ibid., 12913 
(20) ibid., 13 
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However the care and accuracy of the accounts in this 

particular, after 1814, are beyond reproacht probably 

because it was then entirely clear how much had been 

spent on the bridge. The figures were now black and 

white; in the earlier period of the building, the 

accounting techniques did not meet the fluidity of the 

financial situation. 

From 1814 to 1820 the Erection bailiffs paid 

intereet on their £12,000 debt at 5% p. a.,, thereafter 

repaid £500 p. as of the principal, the interest reducing 

in proportion. By these means ¬14,305.0.0, was paid 

from the Erection Bailiffs to the Chamberlains between 

1814 and 1832, caking total interest payments from 

1803 to 1032,015,794, and principal repayments £5,045" 

The Chamberlains expenses on the now bridge 

were therefore almost entirely repaid. However the 

Chamber fund had itself become severely indebted as 

a result of finanoing the bridge improvement in the first 

instance. For this purpose the Finance Committee in 

January 1803 "having ... investigated the accounts of the 

Corporation and considered of the best mode of raising a 

sum of money for erecting the intended bridge" reooanended 
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sales of the Corporation Estates "from which it may 

be reasonably expected that the sum of £9,000..... 

may be raised.... the present rentals of which amount 

to ¬188.17.6 per annum". (21) In fact, &6,871.15.6id 

was raised fron sales of property and old materials 

between 1802 and 1a05. (22) In 1803 the Chamberlain 

was authorized to borrow C19000 for six months (23) 

but far greater sums were needed, and in 1804 it was 

decided that a tontine should be started. (24) E4,000 

was to be raised in 0100 shares per life, and interest 

was to be paid by the Corporation at seven per cent, (25) 

in contrast to the five per cent paid to them by the 

i'. rection Bailiff. The Chamberlains immediately became 

liable therefore to £260 per annum in interest payments 

and in 1815 this was increased by £700 by a further 

tontine for £10,000 (26) which had been decided upon in 

1813. (27)In the long term the tontines were a disastrous 

gamble for the Corporation. The total interest was 

payable until the final survivor died; for the 1805 

tontine this was in 18671 for the 1814 tontine payments 

were still being made in 1888, (2) and the final 

(21) BA88 7anuaryr7th 1803 
(22) Appendix X 
(23) BAB 8 December let 1803 
(24) BAB 8 March 9th 1803 

(25) BAB 8 April 16th, June 19th 1804; 9/A/ß 
(26) 9/A/7 lot February 1815 
(27) BAB 2/A/27 lot July 1813,18th ? arch 1814 
(28) 9/A/a 
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survivor died in 1904 aged ninhty-two. The total 

cost to the Corporation of the 1815 tontine was 

thus £62,300. (29). From 1804 to 1832 the pay- 

rents on these debts by the Chamberlains thus 

totalled £8,120 for the 1804 tontine and £13,125 

for the 1814 tontine. The Chamber funds clearly 

therefore made no profit out of the Frection Estate= 

the interest payments made by the Bailiffs between 

1803 and 1832 did not even cover the interest on 
w 

the tontines, which the Chamberlains had to pay. 

The late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries reveal an eager, improving 

spirit in all three Councils, particularly at 

York and Boston, and in addition to these major 

schemes, other amenities were provided and encouraged. 

At Boston a new gaol was provided, not from the 

County rate as at Nottingham and York, but from the 

Conciliar funds. Already in 1805 the Corporation 

had noted, in response to a Quarter Sessions order(31) 

for improvement, that the gaol was "in auch a ruinous 

state that it is not possible to be effectually 

repaired". (32) But for the moment rebuilding had to 

(29)H. Porter, op. cittý, III 
. 

77 

(31) BA19 }ia' 23rd 1605 

(32) BA13 8 June 13th 1805 
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wait. In 1814 a piece Of land, 706 to"i, 00tsq, ydn '" 

was aävertized for (33), but inAApril 615-execution 

of the'plans was postponed until the'6orporaiioh 

shall be possessed of funds adequate to meet the 

expenses thereof". (34) However, "by 1617 the Gaol'- 

Committee had examined what money"was'"applicable 

to "sö"desirable a $rpose"(35) as a now gaol, and 

Samuel Stainforth was contracted, to bald it for 

£2,305. (36) The final cost however vas substantially 

more. Stainforth himself received more than his 

contract allowed, " and other work and the building of' 

a treadmill in 1822 brought the total expenses, between1816 

and 1822, to ¬5,237.9. Ä"ä. (37) 

At York however, extensive"improvements 

were set in hand throughout the eighteenth and nine- 

teenth centuries which distinguished the interests 

of the borough quite clearly from those of Boston and 

1ottingham. These were improvements to the leisure 

and culturaicentres in the town which were 'much less-' 

patronized by Boston and Nottingham Corporations, but 

which, in York, were an important part of the town's 

(33) BkB8 October 31st 1814- 
(34) BAB 8 'April 13th 1815- 
(35) Gaol Committee Minutes 10/1 May 20th 1817 
(36) Ibid., Jüly 12th 1817 
(37) 6/4o 
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attraction as a Northern Centre. One of the earliest 

schemes was the planting of trees along Lord rayor's 

Walk in 1718, (38) but the most arnbitous and certainly 

the most costly, was the creation in 1732 of "New Walk", 

a tree-lined walkway along the Ouse from Davy Tower 

through Saint George's Close to the confluence of the 

Ouse and Foss. It was designed "for the public use and 

entertainment of the citizens" and was, by Mr. Etty's 

estimation, not battered or equalled in Europe. (39) 

New Walk was continually being improved. In 1738 a draw- 

bridge was built over the Foss costing the Corporation 

C114.14.9d (40), and in the following year the Committee 

appointed to consider ways of improving it, recommended 

that about C70 be spent setting trees to widen the walk 

to fifteen feet-(41) The work however cost much more. 

Already in February 1740 the £70 had been spent but the 

"Walk is not near finished and... * the same if compleatly 

finished will be very much for the honour of this city 

and Entertainment of the gentry resorting thereto"; the 

work therefore was ordered to continue. (42) The walk- 

way was extended inlength, a gateway was put in the wall 

(38) YHB41 f209 
(39 )GKnight, op. c4 ±., SMS 
(40) YCAB 1738/9 
(41)TED43ff 7,10 
(42) YEB 43 f 35 
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near, Davy tower and a "handsome iron pallisade-gate"(43) 

was erected with a salaried Officer to look and unlock 

it, (44) Seats were. provided and a "necessary house" 

and by Septembar 1740 C226.17.11-d had been spent. (45) 

labourers charges over the financial year 1740/41 amounted 

to ¬84.13.3a; Telford was-paid £54.4.0 for trees and 

supervision, and the total cost of improvements between 

1739 and 1745 was f448.18.6d. (46) In 1749 further -, 

improvements were put in hand, A fountain, was constructed 

at the Pikeing Well adjoining the Walk-for, ¬215 (47) 

and three years later it was ornamented with a grotto., 

Again the cost was underestimated for the grotto 

costing £88.13.0. to. build instead of the £50 allowed, (48) 

but C25 ßf' this, sum was deducted, as the cost of Mr. Carr 

the builder, purchasing his freedom. (49) In 1768 the 

wooden bridge was replaced with a stone one costing some 

¬200 (50), but=upkeep alone, of-the Walk made'a constant 

call on the Corporation funds for gardeners, plants and 

trees, and no year went by without some expense on New 

Walk. Between 1745 and 1709, exclusive of the Pikoing 

Well, the Walk was costing an average-of ¬15ýp. a"(51) 

By tho end of the century this was substantially more= 

(43)C-Knight, op. cLE., 53% 
(44) eg. YCAB 1740/1 at a salary of £1.0.0 p. a. 
45) Y 11B 43 f 44 
46J YCAB 1740/1 
47 YuB 43 f 318 

(48) Y1 1B 43 ff 389.394 
(49) YCAB 1757-8; YUB 43 f 394; 'Y1 1B 44 f 18 

50 YCAB passier. 
51 YCAB 1768/9 
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between 1790 and 17999 despite extensive improvements 

in 1702-and 1783, the average cost per annum was 

£25, (52), and in 1824 improvements,, at New Walk cost 

£812.7.2d. (53) 
:ýy 

. v, -It was however of benefit to the City, and 

the Council recognised the same faat, when they 

subscribed; £50,, to the Assembly Rooms in 1732/3. (54) 

But by 1800 York's social life was changing. The races 

were decreasingly well patronised, (55)=and in their 

stead different pastimes were being provided. The 

Corporation played a significant part in their promotion 

giving financial - backing to the Theatre # the Library 

and-the Philosophical Society. In-1821 and 1822 the 

-. Corporation subscribed ¬200. for improving the Avenues 

to the:! 1 eatre (66), but it was in ,a decayed state 

with the outer wall about to collapse. (57) It wau put 

in repair however for £8.17.4d, (50) and in-1826 the 

Corporation paid ¬74 for a new wardrobe room at the 

Theatres(59) In 1834 more extensive improvements were 

started for an aroade along-the front, ornamental lights 

and decorations, a new stage and central heating* The 

total cost by December 1835 was 4777.12. Od. (60) 9 

52 YCAB passim. 
53 YCAB 1824/5- 
54 YCAB 1732.. 3 
55 VCH 267 
56 YCAi3 1821 and 1822/3 
57 Finance Committee ISinutec E77 February 3rd 1821 
58 YCAB 1823/4. 
59 E77 27.1.18261 YCA13 1825/6; 
60 YCAB 1835/6 
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This property belonged to the Corporation but a 

genuine concern for the cultural and social life 

of the town was apparent in their subscription of 

-C200 in-1827-towards the new hall for the Yorkshire, 

Philosophical Society (61), -their annual 'subscription 

to-the-Concerts (62) and their promotionöf the new 

Library for which they paid"C3,344.. 7". 6d in building 

coots (63), believing it to be "very desirable''... '* 

to forward a measure calculated to oronote the"advantage 

and convenience of the public. (64) 

The aesthetic-quality of their"towns- 

was not totali. y ignored by the city fathers of Boston 

and Nottingham however, In the earlier eighteenth 

century when 14ottinghscvwas still the resort of gentry. 

The Corporation subscribed to the planting and makin6° 

of. walkways, arbours and leisure areas. In 1707 the 

Chamberlains gave £10 towards nakling*a walk to the fWLeen 

"to accommodate the water drinkers.... "(65). ' In the `ý ' '' 

following year they gave £10 towards making a new bowling 

green (66), and during the same period contributed' 

, 
`, largely" to the great expense of providing walks and' ah 

arbour with many young trees for the "Contlemen L dyes 

and other persons". (67) Often the provisions were not 

*4 
61 YCAB 1827/0 
62 YCAI3 1829/30 
63 Finance Coriitte© Minutes Ki14 1834J1835 
64 K110 February 3rd 1x34 
65 NR 3473 f 15 
66 NHR 3475 f 11a 
67 NuB 3475 f 16a 
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ý.. 

cofitl ,s in 1724 thP Chamberlains provided twenty *illow 

sets at St. Ann's Well for 1/6d, and some elm trees for 

t1.9.2d (68). Still towards the close of the century, the 

Corporation continued to provide trees to beautify various 

areas. They ordered 1,000 Italian Poplars in 1769 (69), 

and. in 1780, planted 100 Ash trees from Bartholomew Style 

to the top of the hill Going down to St. Ann's Well (70), 

but, the removal of the Elm trees in the market place in 

1791 (71). indicates the growing importance of trade and 

manufacture in the town and its decline as a genteel centre 

for nobility. 

Even at Boston, where aesthetic concerns were 

least apparent and trees were generally planted for economic- 

and farming purposes (72), the Civic support for thelAssembly 

Rooms, with its card room and ballroom and of tie playhouse 

and theatre (73) indicated some re'co-nition of the necessity 

for, and value of, leisure pursuits. ' TM` 

The interest and comrnittment of the three' 

unre'ormed-counoils in the sphere of improvement are apparent. 

Already in the early eighteenth century improvements had 

been effected by each of the three councils: the Butter Cross 

Assembly Rooms at Boston; the Mansion House at York; the 

Exchange at 23ottingham, and as the century progressed, thew R 

6ß Nottingham Vouchers 1801 ýE124 
69 Nxn 3529 .f 11 
70 PUB 3540 f 171 Nottingham vouchers 1813A 54 
71 Sutton, Yottin . an Date Book 1750-185 0_ (1852) -191 
72 eg. BCA'8 173071-70 trees $25.17.6dß 51 trees C19112.0d 
73) ag. Playhouse BCA3 1784/5 £5.0.1 ; 1789/90 ¬63.15.6 

Theatre BLAB 1797/0 C13,14-0; 1799/1800 C2.18.2d; 
1800/01. f11.1.1d 
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to improve increased. At York it was seen more in the 

streets than in public buildings, at Nottingham it was 

apparent only in the Shambles and Market, and at Boston 

it was seen in its most advanced state-the Cooper's Row 

project. IV 
The momentum built up however, and the 

nineteenth century saw each conciliar bo dy at a peak of 

concern for improvement. Prom the foregoing figures 

the following table of improvements can be constructed for 

the early 1800's.: - 
Boston: - 

1801 to 1823. The Bridge (- costs to be repaid) 26,364. 16. 7 
1816 Fish Market 1,233.14. 8 
1817 Old Fish Market 320. 0.10-?; 
1816-1822 Gaol 5,237. 9. 4 
1820 Market Place chops 674. 2. 5 
1819 to 1823 Assembly Rootfis designs 109. 14. 0 
"- Assembly Rooms building 17,552" 7. 8 
1625-1834 Assembly Rooms upkeep 800. 16. 2 
1823 Market Place Shops 598. 0. 0 
1819 to 1829 Sheep Market 2,219. 17. 2_ 

55,110.18.10k 

After Bride repayments 
-N of 2-26,394. 41,928. 10. 71 

Nottinphim: - 
1814-1824 Exchange and Shambles 18,321. 17. 8 
1825-1827 Market Place 2,094. 0. 11 
1824 North Shambles 1,248. 17. 5 
1826-1827 Dunkirk Shambles 1,253" 9" 0 
1829-1830 Purchase of Langley Holland 

Shambles 5,861. 14. 0 

28,779. 19. 0 

York: - 
1809 to 1822 Ouse Bridge Costs evident in 

accounts. 6,285. 11. 6 
1809-1810 Foss Bridge 3,000. 0. 0 
1810 Guildhall 5,500. 0. 0 
1824 New Walk 812, 7. 2 1826 Cattle Market 10,359. 12. 6 1826 Thursday 1". arket 426. 16. 3 
1827 Hay weigh 291. 7. 3 1829 to 1830 Layerthorpe Brie e 1 9 425. 0 0 
1£31 Mansion House 3s9g1. 3 , 981 . 4. 0 
1635 Theatre 777. 12. 0 1835 Library 

g7g 3,344. 7. 6 

36,203. 14. 2 



The Municipal Conmiesioners submitted sliChtly different- 

figures. At Boston and York they underestimated the cost 

of improvements. Their figure for Boston was only ¬40,529 

largely because of a lower figure for the Assembly Rooms 

and the total Bridge costa, although they did take the 

full coats of the bridge into account (74). At York their 

figuro was £28'855 principally through the omission of the 

Theatre and Library expenses incurred after their visit, 

the, Oitssion of Thursday Market and the Hay weigi, and 

lower figures for other items. (75) They did however include 

other costs not included here. Nevertheless they were 

satisfied with their findings. At ttottin, Cham hoover the 

Conraissionor was. disappointed, IIe calculated the cost of 

the Exchange-to be, higher and estimated. total expenditure 

on improvements between 1814 and-1832 to`be'030,178 (76). 4 

Yet between 1812 and 1832 he found sales. 
)loans and ordinary 

receipts amounted to 014; ß96.03j996 therefore remained 

"of which nothing deserving of mention has been applied to 

the benefit of the" town". (fl) tie- did "not blame cortnption 

but thtiftlessneco, yet his calculations illustrate-' the 

shortcomings of his own investigations-arg-much as thoso'of 

the Council. The-method of financial report adopted by the 

(74 Mcu 2158' 

(75) 
_, 
HCR 1757- 

(76) MCR 2000 

(77) U2R 2005 _ 
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Municipal Commissioner's at Nottingham was quite different 

from those used at Boston and York. In the latter Boroughs 

the extraordinary income only was compared with expenditure 

or improvements; but at Nottingham the total product of 

extraordinary and ordinary revenues were used for this 

purpose. By so doing, the Commissioner discounted ordinary 

expenditure from year to year as insignificant, yet, if 

some of the annual expenses were of questionable value, 

others were an important and inevitable part, of B? rough 

finance. Notable amongst these was the upkeep of the 

Corporation Estates, r"orlrnissiorprs eia not -Pner'i, ']1ý, 

inrlmi1? e ^apital ^, xoPnc1itntre on the ýornoration 

s+'tPs in their consideration of improvements, 

since these were not of direct public benefit, yet in all 

three Boroughs these made a significant demand on the Chamber 

funds, and at Nottingham between 1823 and 1833, incurred 

with other minor improvements, further expenditure amounting 

to £9,546. (78) 

More importantly, while in each Report the 

Corporate debt was noted, as too the fact that the improvements 

contributed to the contracting of the debts, no mention was 

made of the consequent interest charges which, greatly 

increased the annual financial commitments of the Council. 

The annual interest charges on loans, annuities and tontines 

should be added to the capital costs of the improvements. 

(78) see Chapter 10. 
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More significant perhaps is the failure 

to indicate just. how much of the civic income was 

required each year., in the, maintenance and repair of 

property; civic tenements, otaithes and quays, the walls 

at York, the harbour at Boston, the fields and meadows 

at Nottingham. Less. spectacular than the public 

improvements which occurred, these regular repairs and 

maintenance bills nevertheless burdened the Chamber funds 

relentlessly each year. 

The unreforried. Corporations exaitined here 

were not yet the A': unicipal Authorities which modern towns 

require. Yet they increasingly recognised a need for town 

improvement and took their place in forwarding many schemes 

closely. related to the economic-well-being of their towns 

and themoelves. Their capacity to promote town development 

rested on their financial well-being and based as that was 

on property, they ignored their own possessions at the risk 

of the town. Yet the limitations of the system were becoming 

apparent. Within these limits they showed rather more 

interest in, and concern for, their Bbrouahs than many have 

cug'eo {ed. 
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CRAPT1R 10 

RrPATRS ATID fATNT1: i1M1CF. 

In each of the three boroughs, the 

Charlberlains were annually faced with a continual 

stream of bills, large and, small, for the general 

repair and maintenance of the town and Corporation 

Estates. The day to day upkeep of public places, 

staiths, meadows, ditches, streets, buildings and 

tenements dominate the accounts throughout the 

period from 1660 to 1a35, Some of these developed 

into major items of expenditure, as did the repair 

of the Walls at York, and the maintenance of the 

Staithss quays and harbour at Boston and York, yet 

they were responsibilities which, by their constancy, 

and unexciting nature, might be easily overlooked 

were they not so apparent in the annual accounts. 
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Th. Wallo at York, required, continuedand. increasing 

attention,,, in? many years entailing thr t exponditure 

of major. sums;.,, These ware sometimes associate& with 

particularkimprovements. rather than repairs. Thus in 

1731 Layerthorpe Postern was widened 
(i, )s,, in, 1780 

5koldor ato Foster was widenodrt . 
(2) in 

. 1815 the 2; orth 

East corner of k; onkbar barbicanE was removed (3) and in 

1826 the. barbican was iremoved from, 11icklegate bar, 

Snowden & ßuckley, ccntractinnfor-tho, ixprovements 

at £250. (4) Bore, often however,,. large-sums were spent 

on the, walla simply in,. order. to keep them upright. As 

a result of. the 
. 
Civil War. extensive, repairs were 

necessary and in 1665 Duke Albemarle noting the-"very. 

defective"state of, the, walls at�York requested immediate.., 

repair in light of the 
.., 
"late 

, 
disigne , of come " discontented, 

peons in the north to, Hake a disturbance". (§) . -The, 

repairs were carried out , 
(6), and -the accounts for. ý. , 

1665/6,, record, amongst_-the, bills £17.3.7 for work done, 

by Gyles at Booth= baar. (7) 
; 

Extensive work however, 

continued to be, neceeaazy,. In, 666, the section from 

Honk bar, to Layerthorpe, 
. was repaired; in. 1669 - Bootham- walls 

were put in order and in 1673 the walle from. Walm ate 

(1) YIB 42 f 142 
(2 )GKnight. op. cit., 565 
(3) ibid., 569 
(4) YiiB Ootober 27th 1826 
(5) Lottere 9/85 28t1i Deo. 1665 
(6) 11 B/85- lot Jan. 1665/6 
(7) YCis 1665/6 

_. 
# ý- o 
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Ao the Red power-and 
. 
from Iworth Street{to.; Wa1t ate. (8), 2 

In 1721 the stall agreed, -that the ¬21 Hitherto=spent 
,, 

anm ally on, the walls be increased to £40, (g)'yot 

only- & year , later the repair of the walle in ioklegate 

coat. £79.17.12d (10) and in,. 1723 repair of the 'bar walls 

cost C87.4.21d. (11) 
.- In -thai-next °four., years-repairs of - 

the wallsand bare totalled £212.19.04(12). 
_~The annual 

costa of upkeep then Began to leasen: but byethe niddlo 

of the eighteenth century the walls were. again, falling 

into decay. In 1745-176.3.0 was spent repairing Castleeate 

and &k©ldsrgate posterns and building the wall between 

Castlegate postern Inne and 'alm , ate; £63 was spent on; 

mason Ia, work at, WalmCate bar walls= f6.9*6 onPIlon]- Baas 

walls and C12 on old stone from Clesenthorpe; (13). In, the 

Following year. a piece-of the. "Rampire Wall" fell down (14), 

but the destructive force now was not armies but the 

citizens who. were breaking dorm the bar wa]. 1e for, stone. (15) 

In 1753 £201.5.11 was spent repairing Hicklecate bar (16). 

It le mot aurprieing therefore that in 1798 the, Corporation 

investigated its power'to demolish the vallo. (17) Council 

approached but opinionýdivided" 'he Recorder and-Eduard. 

Lawn interproted past ropairo an inplyirg for the Corporation 

(8)CXnight, op. ae., 4%'T 
(9) ma 42 r 12 
(10) YCAI3 1722/3' 
(11) YCAI3 1723/4 

(12) YCAB 1724 to 1727 
(13) YCAB 1745/6 
(14) YCAB 1746/7 
(15) YIIB 43/414 16th I : a=h 17531 ' 55 12th June 1701 
16) YCJUI 1753/4 
17 Yan46 f 270 
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a prescriptive obligation to'balntenance which precluded 

any right to " denolish =the , wa11s i: or ruse the materials. 

Robert Sinclair however was of the opinion that"the walla 

or bars. nay at any time-be taken down "at the discretion 

will arui pleasure of the Mayor and Co=onalty"1(113)but 

the Corporation-decided to apply, -. for an ct of P. rliancnt. (19) 

Statutozyýsanction was tot obtained; 'nevertheless the 

Comaon Uall armed that SkelderCate-Postern-should be 

demolished, an& work 1-began. (20) An Grounds of loss of, 

hie toll tho:, Archbichop 0 York applied for an injunction 

and, -the "Vrerd. ict was. found. forhim. (21) `Ini ilovember iß07 

however he. died, and the civic authorities renewed their 

demolition orders with'vigour, (22). Rbut a suittfiled,, in 

the°ýCscchequer- in-1811 ostrained. the-Corporation (23) and 

repairs of , -the walls and bars' wero aCaix put in . hand. -ý, 

Demolition of. barbicans and poste7nt did occur, but in 1829 

the annual meeting-, of the. =York footpath Association 

congratulated the Corporation- on- their- renovation of --- - 

VLtcklegate and Ronk bars despite the removal of the barbicana. (24) 

Work at ° YIonk bar in 1825-and 1026i including compensation 

for property cost the Council 1516.11.6d and in the following 

13 Gilea H SS. X352 *D1 O; YFTB` 46 ff 367 i 368 
19 YIID t-, ay, 28th 1000 
20 YHB Feb. 3rd 1807, 
21 4Ben. eon, . 

An account of the City and Cour of the 
City of York(196e) III 88-91 

(22) Ibid. 

23 Giles 13S3 Y352 D10 
24) Giles FISS Y352 D10 27th July 1829 
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two yoärs the roctoration of PIickle to bar cost them 

£584.13.4. (25) The extent of the necccsaryr repairs was 

however by now outstripping to general civic funds. 

The Footpath Assooiation acknowledod this when, in 

1829, they scooted a c=prelzonsive plan for restoration 

of the walle by nublio cubscription (26) which started 

with ropairn from tzorth Stroet to SkoldeTeate at a coat 

of £2,793"(27) It is quite apparent why the Council 

had favoured demolition; their othbr cchomeu of improvement 

were prioritteu in tho it diä, to taiga, butt' in the long 

term the walla around York, contributed significantly 

to the 
. 
towns o-, tourist trado. -,,; ý 

Another area of core tantand ofton heavy expense 

was the ®aintenance of, the otaiths: and quays which: mt-4 k: 

Boston were a tzaaor, ath-recurrent item in the Chanbarlaina' 

accounts. -, 4 cnCes of, tt nature er: - also, Incurred at 

Xorkc2%? t they occurrec much, mo ti'4rcquently at Boston: 

(25) YC 1825 to 1 820-. 

(26) Giles 1-143 Y352 I)1 O; YFHB 50 ff 66 to 091 210 
(27)Q T3cnson, 

"; 
op. cit., III 90 

(28) eg. YCAB 1725/6 Repairing Topha Staith ß: 39.0.01 
YCÄB 1729/30 The Staith £24.0.4 1 
YWAB 1742/3. Ouse Bridco 

_>taith and. jetty £28,, 4.0; 
F. Drake, op. cit., II 276#277, 
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Boston Accounto. (29) 

1695/6 Work at Butchers Row Quay and elsewhere 36.0. 0 
1727/8 Work at Bowling Croon Jetty 29.16. 0 
1758/9 Sys 73.14. 9 
1759/60 Doughty quay 70.16. 3 
1767/8 Packhouso, Doughty & others 82.3. 3 
1772/3 Doughty 52.3. 9 
1'779/80 Work at Packhouse Quay 38.0. 0 

Work at Doughty quay 14.199 7 

. 
1760/1 Doughty Quay 509 0* 9 

Packhouse Quay 6. 6 
1782/3 Bowling Green Jetty 42.5" 
1783/4 Doughty Cuay 158.6. 5 

Dock'a Jetty 91.10. 
-6 

1 
1t}ý 

. 
1785/6 Floating Jetty 39 9" 

- 
1802 - Estimate for facing Packhouoo Quay with a 

brick wall. 499.17.6 (30) 

The major bills are easily identified, but from year 

to 'Year any smaller payments were made. In addition the 

haven banks sind the provision of bouys and beacons amongst 

the constantly shifting sandbanks of the With= Estuary called 

for constant attention. For the latter the Corporation did 

recoivo "Beacona. go" and tolls, but 'low far these met the 

disbursements is not entirely clear from the Chamberlains' 

accounts. In his annual accountn, each Chamberlain entered 

the receipts and disbursements for beaconage, but these suns 

rarely reflect the firsl state of account, for the Chamberlain 

often made further payments for the Inspector of the bouys arA 

beacons or the Pilots for placing bouyo, amongst his annual 

(29) 13CAB passim. 

(30) 5/A/1/2 October 22nd 1802 
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salaries, and ctongst "incidental expenses"he entered Buxvoyg 

of the deop3 which may havo been paid for from the beacons, e 

funds. Thus where coparata accounts of bouys and beacons 

funds remain they invariably. chow a heavier expenditure than 

the "bouys and beacons" return by the Chamberlains and cannot 

a1waya be tracod in the Chamber accounte. 

13vo n nnd Beacons Accounts. (31) Ch'-u, borlatno 1-Accounts 

181.13.2 4 Inccne 181.13.2 

Expend it�}i e F. rend hure 

Day Salary 55. 0.0 "Bovys Beacons" 137. Be 7 

Other e r. es 120.16.4 2alaries J. Day 35.0.0 

Totals £155.16.4 Totals £172.8.7k 

Balance + £25.16.10. 1 Balance + £99 4A 

80(I o. 

_ Memo. 174. '9.0 Ins 174.9.0 
F: rn"nditure Y)snend ttura 

Collector 21.16.21 "Bouya & Boacbhs" 163.1"7i 

Pilots 46,10.0 "salaries" 46.10.0 
Other *' ps. 175.11.0 

Totals 444.5.21 229.19.71 
t4 Surveys of 25.12.8 
deep in 'incidents' 

................. 
255.12.31 

Balnnco"£69.16.111 Balanco-E81.3.31d 
. 

(31) 7/A/I 1790 to 10051 7/3/1/3 odd years 1740. IOI0 
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However, using the Buoys and Beacons Accounts it is clear 

that by 1000 expenditure was gonerally higher than the 

beacotmgo receipts, and it was reported that although 

in the eight years before 1799 thero was a not gain by 

the Chamberlains of 0264, averaginu C33 per annun, (32) 

in the eight years; afterwards there was a not deficiency 

of t277.15.11k, and "the disbursements are likely to be 

in the future rathor greaterp while the Receipts are 

expected to be nearly the cano�9(33) By 1809 tho average 

loss over the provioun throe years had rieen to C53.17.2 

per am= (34),, but after 1812 the accounts were kept 
. 

irtd©pendently of the Cha»'tibor funds by the Corporation an 

'harbour Trust under the Act of 1812. (35) The net vain or 
loss to the Corporation whilst maintaining the buoys 
and beacons was, overall, probably not great, but 

on balance may have boon a 1occ. ihuc the Cain reported 

in the eight years before 1799 was in fact opent on tho 

purcbaco of a pilot boat for 0262,7,1d (36)9, Yet these 

wore ßa11 annual doficienoica of little aignificanco 

which noverthelesa contributed to the annual, burden of 

(32) 7/A/1 May 16th 1605 
(33) 7/A/2.12th f'ay 1803 
(34) 7/A/2 April 13th 1809 
(35) 52 Geo, III c 105 
(36) 7/A/1 Aug'uat 15th 1799; &CAB 1799/1800 
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repairs and ! aintonanco. 

Tho r aintonanca of the haven banks and river 

was `a more costly buainese, particularly in the early 

eighteenth century when the banks figured iri the accounts 

almost every year. In 1710 the Council em cloyed "soddnen" 

to repair tbo''h . ven banks for C50 (37): and over the next 

eight years generally paid the boatmen C30 per anpwn (38) 

for the oio wrork. Thereafter annual salaries for the 

repairs of tie haven bank cease, proounably because the 

threat to saue them for not doing their work did not bring 

about any chcu o, ani they were therefore di=1orec . 
(39) 

however hoavy paynnnto for roPairß to the banks occurr 
ý. 

irroe i1arly azid n . ll paymontn in me st years. In 17279 

sold work in Pyden lo paaturo cost £93.1 O. O; in 1730 

extcncive worlt'at 11olwo point cost n ono C200 (40), and 

from the ten accounts 'whic'h remain betwoQn 1756 and 1765 

total expenditure on the banks wao x254.16. d. fluch tho 

eare trend can be tra. cod thro h the rent of tho-century, 

but by 1800 it wars ovidont that largo-scale improvomanta 

i. oro requirod to alter the course of the Witham at IIo3ton. 

(37) ; SCAB 1710/11 
(33) BCAB 1710 ' .. 1718 

(39) BAB 5 ff 332,333 June & October 1719 
(40) T3CAB 17271 1730 
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'ho' Coiporation` "sponsor` ed "a surv«y of the ` navon fron = tho 

Grand Sluice' to - the outran' (41) 9` Which" was carriod but ">>r 

under Sohn Rennio'e instruotiöns by iir. Th Tray anä'Yr. Bower 

n4'a tot A öoct of 0179.2 1d (42). t. enrniete cubsequont='.. '. 

report however wie` it clear " that, real ' iinprovot onts' vero 

beyond '`the ' scopo of the ý dorporation, for hio °cheapoat 

betimatd was i11x, 700-for'etraightoning and°. narrowint the 

channel` of the ; river: L new` cut would °havo coat : 139,700 (43), 

and the Corporation ä¬reed that-such batimates-'ºveze of 

too Great a magnitude for-the'sCorporation to"take upon 

themselves', to acebmplieh in a1mbst° ax y de, ee" " (44) They 

attempted to-obtain the concurrence of . tho Witham Coti issioriers, 

Wnd other it erested' parttei, but nothing' further- occurred 

until"Rtennie conducted a second survey in 1811 "in order 

that application tray. be to do to"Parliament =to carry such 

improvanentoi, into execution". (45) The Act obtained in 1812 

at a cost'-"of soma E1831.6.6 (46) for legal and, adminintrative 

costs provided for the ' regulation"-of , buoys and-beacons. and 

the improvement of the haven and'removal of projections-by 

increased' tornun, - wharfage, and keyage tolls and loans. (47 ) 

(41) 13AI3 Juno 16th 1800, 
(42) 9/A/5/iii 
(43) BAD October 11th 1600 
(44) ibid. 
(45) l" April 20th 1811. Ilia survey cost tho Corporation 

0161.2.6, B/3 July 6th 1812- 
(46). Aß } rch 19th, Apri1 27th. 1812, Juno 18th 1813, Town Clerk 

£967.15.8 for bill; Feb. 1at, June lath 1813 £552.3,7 Town 
Clerk to defeat opposition to Bill. 
BCAB 1611/12 £500,1812/13 E450,1013/14 E8814.6, 

(47) 52 Coo Ili o 105 Amonded 7&8 Coo IV C 79 1827- 
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130.6,, 6d was received back from the harbour trust, in 

1812 as repayment for the money advanced, by the Chamberlains 
tog) 

toiards obtaining the Act, but the Corporation proved 

willing to take loans to enable the Harbour Trust to start 

their work. In 1814 they lent i2, OO© (49), and in 1823 

they promised up to £30,000 to carry the schema into 

oxocution. (äp) In fact however, the patronage was often 

reversed$ the Harbour Trust leading far more to the Corporation 

after 1820 than the Chnnberlains had lent to theca. (54) 

Nevertheless the maintenance of the river 

and hnxbour was vital to Boston'a trade and for molt of 

the period fron 1660 to 
, 
1835 the Corporation, often in small 

waSys# undertook a responsibility towards their upkeep arsd 

iraprovenant " 

Equally vital to the welfare of town and r 
corporation wan the maintenance of the property which 

belonged to each Borough Authority. With the highest 

percentage or their ordinary income accruing from their 

land and dwellings, none of the Corporations could afford 

to neglaat their revenue, producing property, for if its 

productivity fell, the town benefits, however small must 

fall proportionately. This economic fact, and. the size of 

(48) BCAB 1612/13 
(49) BLAB 1614/15 
(50) BCC 1823; BAB Jima 19th 1823 
(51)e. g. 13CAB 1820 to 1829; 7/A/1 /1 Harbour account 1828 
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their estates inevitably (measiono 1 regular expenditure 

upon -house repairs and farm or land xn intenence by planting 

foneingp or ditching. As with other regular repairs, major 

investment became necessary from time to time, and in the 

early nineteenth century each of the three Councils showed 

a clear awareness of this fact. Between 1829 and 1832 

1ottingham undertook extensive improvements of their estate 

in Ftockleyt spending £2,472.8.0 on new shops and houses; 

improvement of a house on Leensido in 1833 cost £315.19.6 

and in 1826 they spent well over £2,000 demolishing old 

property in Carter Gate and York Street and building new 

houses there and on Gillivor Till. (2)' The ? 'lluricipal 

Conmisoionor congratulatod the Corporation on their property 

management which "appears to have boon juciicious, the income 

having been for many years gradually incrcasin ". (h3) Yet 

he jade no mention of the capital expenditure made on the 

Corporate property, probably because ho did not consider 

it to be of "publia't benefit. However fron 1823 the 

Chambsrlaina`entered in their accounts the annual( coat of 

"improvements". Thin category was accurately used until 

1835 and eo iss , nov schemes or major renovations, but not 

'ßhä cost of running repairs. Improvements did not occur in every 

(52) ! CAD 1829-1833 
(53) MCR 2.006 
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year;, # thus no such entry was made'in the accounts for 1828, 

1832,1834' or 1835. Over the remaining nine years from 1823 

to 1833: a total'of £12,087.16.3d. was recorded to have been 

spent on improvements. This'figure'`included-the expense of 

the Dunkirk and, North Shambles, arid' £14.17.0' on- timber, and. 

¬24.2.0 spant on spouts for the Exchange"ii 1©23 and 1824, 

but none of the other improvements already mentioned in Chapter 9. 

Thus a further e9546.10.10 was spent on improvements between 

1823 and 1833 in addition tothe E28,779.19. Od on 'public' 

improvements , in the Tcohanae and Shanbleß. 

Chamberlain's total for 
Improvements 1823-1833 

Forth & Dunkirk 
Shambles: 2502,6.5 

Timber for Exchange. 14.17.0 

Spouts for Exchango. 24 

2541.5.5 

¬12ß87.16r 3 

£9546.10.10 

I'h«, C9546 was spent primarily on improvements of the Corporation 

Estates houses and shops, but included smaller. work on the 

Shambles, auch as the gates or glassing over 

Heavy oxpenditure on improvement of estates is 

evident in Boston and York too. In 1821 a farmhouae with barn, 

ý. 
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stable farvi A t1dinca, was built by Boston Corpor` ation 

in the West Pen at d cost of £545. Between 1820 and 1826 

Boston Chaaberlains -spent 0.826.5. Ud on 'the-fen farms and 

£269.0.5d 'on Durnett's farsa in 1831/2. (54) ' But tho' farms 

and other tenements find regularly in a small way in thä` 

accounts tool 'in 1773 £2.5.9d was paid for ditching; in 

1776 £22.4.41 for chimneys, ' in 1779 £11.9.0 for Wella 

stables, £1ß12'. 9d for Mooreid house, £13.1nß0 for !: ucnon1s 

farm, £32.19.74d for Jscksön1s farm, £1.6.3d for Webstertc 

house, £33.4ß2d for' askor's house and £300.6d for'i)arnill'a 

house, Some of these appeared in the next'yeor'a accöunts 

too, togethär with £11.16.24 for pl ritinc trues in the fen, 

but the 6/4d For shops near the Churchyard, -or thö 6/104 

paid out --on' a farce are no` less co=on occurrences in the 

Chanberlains' än ni al accounts (55), cuid:, occurred with equal 

frequency in the early eighteenth contury. (56) Güch expenses 

were a constant 'sind substantial part of every years account, 

and ample illustration is evident' only fron the accounts 

themselves. But how much of this money' van spent cor strocti'vely 

or usefully, and hobt much was wasted on ' continual `patching or 

inadequate strücsture, it is not' polssiblo to determine. Only 

(54) BUD 1820= to 1835, 
(55) Ab 1773 to 1781 
(56) e. g. BO 5f 329, farm in Wiberton rotas d for C35 

f331 'utablos and brewhouse built, and numerous 
other orders for tstiooellanoous repair of houcoa, paaai©, 
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individual ex=ples provide any answer and it io clear that 

none properties were left to. decay until they were almost 

, wholly unproductive. In -1ßO2, the Nottingham Bridgc=Qtera 

reported that one of their housed in 14istereate was so 

ruinous that it could not be inh- bitod; (57) 
., 
in.,, 1(323. a house 

naafi, samt kgter's Churchyard belonging to the School,, rotate 

at Vottin n was in danryr of falling in. (58) It would 

be unwise. tq aqau: ýe that similar, situations did not arico 

among the, Chamber Estate properties. At York several houses 

in Mint Yard were in so dilapidated and ruinous a condition 

that in 1031 
, 
William Bradley, the tenant, 

. 
"quitted without 

notice in consequence of the buildinGs being positively 

unir bitable". (59) The Corporation had however only twenty 

years previously spent come (2906 building now stables in 

Hint Yard and a new road (60), yet because of inattention 

olcewhore it was judiciously decided that in, 1033 tho only 

remedy lay in complete demolition and replanning of the area. 

The near stables were presumably razed too for the now Saint 

Leonard's Place echemo (61), The Corporation locked forothou¬ht 

and fox% d planning, and, they paid for it financially. Saint 

Geore tn buildings at York woro, in 1033 p found to be in 

(57) 3987 f 21 
(50) 3907 f E3ß 
(59) K 110 Feb. 3rd 1832 
(60) YCAL 1811 to 1022 
(61) Z 110 Fobruary 3rd 1032 
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dilapidation, yet attempts had been *ad© to patch them ups 

consequently taxon, aste8e1, ents and repair costs almost 

equalled tha anrmI rental. inaomo (62), and this,; despite 

u. decision in 1830 that a vievand lncpoation of the City 

Estates and their condition be rwäa. (63) The repairs 

oosting S10otated to be nccgsoary,. in 18180 but poetponod, 

ward� rhapo pootponedrtoo lonj (64)t and there are oEher 

indications that ret airs wore avoided at°timea" In 1816 

York Corporation, deolarcd that they could not afford for 

repair ; 
the old House of Correationg and thereby los; * a 

prospcctive tenant, yet Peter Atkinson van subsequently 

ordered,. to, let the property. to, the beat advantage he could"(65) 

The sug atod tale of York Tavern in 1624 illustrates both 

the continual expense of property maintenance and the lack 

of forward planning. 'his building had beon purchased in 

1806 for C3603.10.3d (66) and over the fifteen yearn fron 

1810 £704.3.6 was spent on repair and improvement thero. (67) 

In 1824 however the York Finance Committee recozondod that 

it bo noid being "a opeoieo of proporty entailing very 

considerable oxpense¬, annually upon the Corporation"(68), but 

their advice was not taken. 

N- '-. 

(62) x 110 Feb. 3rd 1033 
(63) x no reb. 3ra. 1030 
(64) E77 24.4.1818,29.5.1010 
(65) E77 8.4.1816,24.4.1816, 
(66) YCAÄ 1806 to 1008 
(67 YCAB 1008 to 1825 
(68) ß""77 31.12.1824 

14.691316,28.6.1816,26.7.1316_. 
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Yet repair and maintenance of Corporation estates inevitably 

placed a constant demand on the Chamber funds. At 1Jottingham 

it was reported in 1829 that during the last three years 

repairs had averaged a cost of X700 per annum, but with the 

property now in "good repair" the costs were expected to lessen 

"considerably" for "some time". (69) 

The Corporate and public property continually 

required attention, sometimes in a major way, sometimes simply 

by the provision of a lock, or a glass window, a post or rail. 

The Chamber Accounts in all three boroughs are evidence of a 

constant flow of bills for minor work and repairs which indicate 

clearly the extent to which borough finance was a matter of 

insignificant and unnoteworthy, yet essential, maintenance and 

provision. The following extracts give some indication of the 

form 
. which minor expenses could take: 

(69) 3987 f 185 
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Nottinahat 1696/97. (1) 
13111"ror'aoourjnn., xo Ditches and co=on Issuei" 
"Jan. 25th Rich John George and 'ebstcr:, 
"Trivett ans day each att ye dikos 
furch, April 'ay ....... 
"June 12. ýJoao fusse 2 dass-layin Uanill in 
"Cawsoy Poole ditch 20d ale 2d 
"For ale for'Z"laolin-& Cr6slanE1" 
"To Bakers mon wn# nado yo Pingle 

bridge in 'ale". 

0.2.11 

0.1.10 
0.1.4 

8 
4.4.5 ýý t1) 

! Yottinßh&* 1697/98. (2) 

Bill for *"Vorke done for the Chaaborlains ctnco 
the 25 of October 1697" 

" by Henry James a pairc of bands & otübb for 
tbvlhousos" 005 

TIov. 3rd "by iir. k'c11is 20. plankinc bras" 00 10 

)Say 4th "by your ceifo 10 flat hed t; c*' 005 

"S=e day 2 pairo of handahakcb, '4 otaplee= 
2 dublo cotters 2 chains for the corraxion house". 024 

Sopt. l6th "ffor a claapinj; thinble a atay & 
brag3 for out craft (East Croft) Cato 

waxed 4 pound" 01 
-8 3.14.7 

Bonton 1710/11 Accoünt" Eleveral bille; (5) 

A rail at tho bridge 1.0 
Stone to Butchers quay 4.0 
Stone freight 3.8.3 
Twenty tons of stone 2.10.0 
Labour 2.0 
Soddo to Butchers row quay 2.10.0 
Sea bony 1.15.0 
Handing leathers 2.2 

Gathering stones 3.0 
Poles 6.6 
Getting timber out of the docks 3.0 
Watching when getting timber. ß. 0 
tatting 10 deals from the river 1.0 
Co j glee used in Bargate. 3,0 

t1)Plottn'Ph zaborlains Vouchers 1798 W no 155 
(2) 1798 X no 127 
(3) I3CAB 1710/11 
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However sma l, theae minor repair jobs, often in largo 

uii beru i contributed to. the annual,; cost , of , repairintj 

pnd aaintaining the boron hý and p. tblic properties. To 

assess what proportion, of the annual-, income was spent in 

thin way is hot easy, -even when-the accounts contained 

a sub-divieiora, ... _ 
for "repairs". 4t Boston. the 

Ch=berlainwfirst ride annual entries . 
ins. heir accounts 

under the heading "Repairs" in 1C'O1. category did 

not include rajor improvements such as . 
the new bridge 

and the, war cat, neither did it include the . cost, of rain 

taining the bouye and beacons, the sea banks, or-payments 

to tho Commissioners for road and pav©mant ropairu. On 

the other hand it did frequently encompaen expanses othor 

than repairs, such as the expenses in 1002 of 1ootion I .y. 
£13.0.3= the cost of attending Ho=castle £1ß. 10f0 and the 

payzant for tithes C14.5.6d. (7O) "Cundry" exponwoi worn 

often included comprising york1 purchase of etaips and 

post c of lottern; oleotion o ncos included in 1831 

and 1832 totalled t298.9.7d ., and in 1003 f400 paid to tho 

voluntceru vao includod. (71) Non repairs of thin enaunt 

, were not however frequently included. Tho total "repair" 

costs accounted by the Oouton Cha berlainc between 1001 
s: 

(70) IlCAB 1802/3 

(71) BCAB asair3. 
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and 1834 avcraC d 0472 por 'anrr , (72) , but bicaliee of 

the in=curaoie4 and'misnonors,, this figure! is less 

reliable - than those given by ! the ' ChIabar1ains at 

t. ottindh= who, after 1023, 'entered in their accounts 

a, total sn 'tor repairs" 'and a total for inprovemants. 

Improvanento comprised aal near achon- r: njorrefurbiehinZ6 

Both'aatagoriee'wore accurately u3ed except förtetho cöet 

of repairs and ' ii provements in 'the Harket place, ' thotnesdbwa 

and-thd Exchingo rooms which yore entered independently. 

The -annual" cost of repairs as "entered by the Chaabarlaine 

thud averaged 0591-por wir, = botw4en 1823 and 1834. 

e n. 1rta - 11ottinhan IP, 23 to 1g34. ' 
1023 271.10.10 1826.700.4.6 1829 519. Be 8 
1824 129. 9.10 1027 620.14.1 1830 '`951.13.0 

1025 352. , 1.10. 1628' 796.2. '0 1031 546.15.10 
11332 704.15.6 

11033 815.4.2 
11334 Eß7.0.9 

Totals 0095.1.0 

If, tha total repair and iniatr Lion coats of aaintainin, 

the moadowa market pl. co and oxoha. Co rooms mro. addod to 

thin ficuro, the, avsra cº rises to £946 per anrni , (73) 
.. t_. 

(72) BCAB 1ßO1-1&34 
, 

Accounts remain for 33 of thecco 
years, and 1ß25 has been omitted since the Chamberlain omitted 
to use the "Repairs" category. The total sum of £15105.2. d 
teas thue divided by "32 to give the average. 

(73) 14CAD 1823-1834 
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Fr= the Nottingham figures it is clear that 

general ropaire, as distinot, tron improvements, were a 

major item of expenditure for the Chamber funds, 

The Cl=bcrlains' accounts at York-do not 

land thsncolvcs to any distinction betgeon the cost of 

repairs and improvements. Hore the Chz berlains fron 

the 1670's enterod ac' oiii6-'cate 'cry the cost of all buildings 

and repairs s This inclu& d iriiprovoronts,, road repairs and 

ton=al rerairs. Yet"it was not necessarily all inclusive. 

Thus for eranple in 1751 the Chanberlains' fi 'for 

buildings and repairs was X7.13.10, yet 'the r= 'total 

of all entries in the Account, which may be'cÖnstrucd no 

repair , rend improvement work, totals £201.1. d.. A small 

discrepancy of this nature occurs in most yearn, but -by 

the nineteenth century the discrepancy could be mat, with 

the coot of iraprovencnts, like the cattle tnnrkot enternd 

under the hoadinv "cxpenoo&" instead of nnöngst "building 

and repairo". (74) The Chamberlains' fieuron from this sub- 

division inva±iably therefore record a sum loowor than the 

actual coots= nmvertheleos the total outlay in «buildiriee 

and repairs" rote markedly during the eighteenth and early 

(74)ec. 1770; 1010; Soo appendix , 
. XE 
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nineteenth centuriee" 

Annual averages of total cutl on buildin. and repairs 

as recorded -by 
York Ch bdrlairm 

175C-1759 f, 167 
1770-1779 C283 
179001799 E573 

1s1o-1819 r, 1636 
1830-1835 02318 

The Nottingham figures illustrate that 

taken alone# repair bi12n constituted a signifleant 

anrnrnl expense. Considered together with the cost 

of inprovemento and the provision of amenities like 

cleansing, lighting, watching, fire and water cervicoa, 

and the annual salarie3 of labourero, workman and working 

officials like the Surveyors, they constituted a major 

part of annual oxpondituro in the unreformed borough. 

The analyses of expenditure trecented in appendix -3Z-- 
have serious limitations, particularly in this branch of 

i 

expenditure where a single 1arce improvement can distort 

the percentages drastically. Nevertheless the York figures 

demonstrate that these aspects of borough life were 

consistently one of the three heaviest items in the annual 

expenses, increaaing during the period togother with the 

coat of interest and asseco, ent charges. (75) At Boston 

(75) Appendix x 
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ropairc and improver enta, excluding salaries, between 

1001-1834 accounted for £70,090, 
, 
loan repaytents,. intorrnt 

on, bordo annuities and tontines C73#125 out of a total 

expenditure of £221,411. To other thorofore they accounted 

for over. half the total expenditure exclusive of the cant 

of salaries paid to jorlren. At ttottinChau repairs and 

improvements and the oxpensos of , 
the i cohanCe Rooms and 

Harket Place, exclusive of salaries, between 1823 and1035 

totaUod £30,703, annuity, interest and principal repayments 

C4Ov528 out of a total expenditure of *9062" 

Itopairu and improvezento nocessaryy for the 

upkeep and devoloppont of the borough were a major item of 

expense to the throe borough councils throughout the period 

1660-1835. tot easy to quantify accurately, it is nevertholeoe 

clear that they presented an annual and steadily increasin, 

demand on borough finance. 

4 
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ý; ýn i2 FEASTS AND FESTIVITIES 

.. ' The'- lergsE ; financial demand 'which the 

Chamberlains in all-three boroughs annually faced 

was associated less directly with the needs of the 

local : populace- and economy than with th©'`nature at 

civic life itself, ' The ° civic` body had' a. certain 

dignity toiuphold; it was for this reason that the- 

14ayor was not only of"°good social standing, abut 

salaried too, and Given added status *-provisions 

varying from the Mansion House at York-to the convex 

light'ýoutside his door - at '2Nottinghara(1), The `"recd for 

dignity and respect -explains the harsh' treat zient `of - 

.. ýk� 

Miles Stapleton in' 1664 who was 'fined `£500 for , striking 

the Lord Mayor at Yorkt(2) or the' diemissal'of'one 

of the 24 in 1727 because of his poverty (3), and the 

insistence that members of the civic body wear special 

gowns at all elections and on certain festival days 

around the borough. (4) " The civic dijnity was coniic ered 

to play a vital'part in Obtaining locally and nationally 

the respect which the Borouih Council felt was fund aental 

to their role., Dignity however could be expensive, and 

(1) See Chapters 9A 8 
(2)P rako, cep c it III 13 
(33 Ym348 f 89 

(4) ego York Aco 86/1= B->eton }aye laws 2/C/1 1653 and 1666 
I ottingham IM 3457 f 36 
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it took many forms, varying from the salaries given to 

Officers and the liveries Given to the Town Cryer or 

Waits, to the treats and entertainments, presents and 

feasts referred to frequently in the bundles of vouchers 

and Chamberlains' Accounts. The feasting, the gaiety, 

the pomp and splendour were an aspect of civic life 

however which has aroused the gravest censure, from the 

? unicipal Commissioners who in 1833 found it "impoosible 

to justify" the expenditure of £200 by Nottingham 
el, 

Corporation on the Reform Bill rejoicing (5) to the 

observation by G. Tate that the authorities of Ainwick 

were "jolly men .... diligent in seizing on publio events 

as occasions for indulgence in drinking feasting and up' 

roarioun enjoyxent...., "(6) Yet the customs and the 

criticisms are still with us today, with complaints in 

1971 that "IIottingham Corporation is too busy junketing 

and spending its money on the scandalous aaste of ceremonious 

occasions" (7), and the discovery in 1974 that Local 

Goverment reorganization had increased the coat of 

hospitality and "raking friends" from (10,000 to £15,000 

per an=* (a) 

The Cbanborlains Accounts fron 1660 to 1835 

(5) ? t_ 2007 
(6)Giato, History of Alnwiclc (1868J9) 

-Y 474 
(7) Nottinghaza Evening Pont Septe aber 6th 1971 

(a) ibid. January 14th 1974 
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n 

are evidence that in all three'borougis"feäste in&T 

celebrations' we're an integral part of'civic life and 

expenditure. To giie substance to their dignity and 

standing Council held celebrations on'iiportant'days 

in the --civic ' calendar, and principä7. of these very - 

the election days. These" feasts`however`were invariably 

provided at'the exponse'-of the Officers ' concerned. -At 

Nottin am-the Mayors, provided'ýa, feast', 'probably like 

'that given '*' Thom as 'Sande in 1776' when 'a `great number 

of'Gentlemen and' principal`Tradesien were elegantly 

entertained=at the Banqu'oting'Rooms over"the, 'New Change.... "(9) 

to celebrate their entrance" into -`office 'mm IZichaelrm 

Day. The` costs- were 'met by the t ayor froin his' annual 

calary, as tao the exppense: äf providing four sessions, 

dinners to two"-of which , "it-would 'be ̀ considered' 

ungentlemanly on his'part`'if -he chid not invite all the 

-resident clothing of the-body corporate'. (10) At York 

also the celebrations onthb Mayorls eleotion and 

swearing '(Teb. 3rd) days were provided-, privately by the 

Mayors,! although in 1609 the presence of "manie others 

of the meaner"sorts of people" at the'eleotion banquets 

(9) fottinsghan Journal Oot 19th 1776 
(IO)I$ZQCkner,, op. Gtt.,. 275 
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making "great disorder"* obliged the Council to remove 

the feast from the Mayor' a house to the., Council Chamber 

in order to limit attendance to the Lord 2 yor, Aldermen 

Sheriffs, 24, Chamberlains, Common Council and head- 

searchers. At the same time. -the, size of, the feasts , had 

put the. Lord iiiayors to such "great charge and expenses., 

,. o to the great hurt and impairoing of diverse of ther 

estaita" that the election feast was limited to eight 

gallons of wine, provided by.. the esquires and-four pounds 

of sugar and "three dozen of bread" provided by the Mayor 

elect. Nevertheless the ttayora tried to charge the 

Common Council for some at least of the provisions. In 

1693 the Lord iiayor submitted a bill-for wine at his 

election and treating the officers on swearing day, but 

all except £5 for swearing days was disallowed. (12) By 

1030 however it had been decided that the Corporation 

dinner on February 3rd should be paid for from the 

Chamberlains' funds, for in this and the following five 

years the cost was recorded in the accounts, being allowed 

at a standard rate of £120 per annum after 1832. (13) 

Why this decision was taken is not clear, but since 1819 

the 111ayor had received a salary of only £52.10.0 per annum(14) , 

which could in no way cover the costs of the entertainments 

(12) YCA1 1698/9 

(13) YCAi 1030-1835 
(14) E77 230.18161 YCAB passim. ¬59.10.0 in some years, - 
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which he had to , givo.. At Boston the expense, "of dinners 

and entertainments was paid diroctly from the Chamber 

funds q. but < the I ayorl p remaining-salary was small for 

he, -. received. only £5 fgr,, expenses j�risipG to five ; guineas 

from 1760 until . 
1819, -when his allowance of £400 -was, 

intendedyto cover all theý. enterta. i=ent costs previously 

met by the Chamberlain. (15) As-a consequence however 

the cost of the May day dinner, given after the oaths 

of Office had been taken, was paid to the new 13ayor by 

the Chamberlains, -,, Until 1721 the allowance for=this was 

£30 Per: 'annum# but thereafter it. stood at. 5o until 1767 

when it was raised hy, "a further £1o. (16) 

The- dinner held on the first day of each 

liayoral, year was however only one of the many celebrations 

held in each borough every year. , -'In addition to these, 

dinners were given when'acco'ante were passed, or when the 

Court Loot proeentatione wore made and'when the-Assize 

w . held. The York Chanberlainc and auditors'wore. annua11y 

given f3,1Q, Q between then Far their dinner at the passing 

of their accounts; and the mayor was annually-paid C20 for 

Four Sessions dinners until his salary was increased to 

0350 in 173 
17ýIn 

1746 it was decided that the"coanittce 
I 

(15) YCAB passim 

(16) YCAD passim 
(17) E1O1ff139,140 
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who incpcot the pity books should have dinner at the 

expense of the Co=on Councit; 
ßnnd 

in addition, the' 

Gl zber funds annually paid for the ßighway Sessions 

dinner at Acomb, the coat of which rose from some ¬3 

to £5 throughout tho eighteenth century to CIS and C17 
(19) 

in 1007 and 1800. At Boston too rapid inflation sat 

in durin, j the 1000o. . he annual account d dinner 

had until about 1760 been allowed for at £2 per ennua, 

thereafter it rose to £3 and by 1700 to four guineas 

but by 1810 the allowance was C10 and by 1030 £20. 

Boston also hold two Teat Sury dinners annually an4 two 

Admiralty Court dirvioro which rosa cinilarly in cost, 

and in addition, a lavish Lady 1 dinner and Four 

sessions dinners rood steadily in price between 1710 

and 1030 from £14 and C22 to £25 and £8b in 1010 and 

£100 for the Lady Day dinner in 1030. ( 20) The 

Charlborlaino at 2 ottin, ha a too Conerally paid for two 

dinners and two cuppora each year when the 1'iic1cletum 

or Court Loot jury mado their presentments and cave up 

their accounts, (21) The cost of the dinners varied; 

(1a) Y113 43 f219 
(19) YCAB passim 
(20) I3CAn paseiim 
(21) The actual frequency varied. In 1738, six jury dinners or suppers were 

paid for between November and September, but generally four payments were made. 
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in 1706 they amounted to £6.8.6 and i6.0.6 but in 1716 

three. dinners were paid for, each'costing more than £9. (22) 

The Corporation trae aware°of the escalating-costs as too 

of the broach `of privilege-which was' taking place, and 

in October1717 ordered that "whereas this Cörporacon is 

much in debt and of late there has been"a, 'great deal-'äf 

money expended yearly att the N[ickletum jury `'d. inriers, 

to retrench the same.... for the future the Corporacon 

doe allow only the }lickleturn jury men two shillings apiece 

each day they walk and the two pinders and Woodwards who 

shall attend them to be allowed only 12'pence apice... s 

the said jury shall dyne att 8t. 'Ann's Weil as usuall and... 

neither the Naaor Aldermen or any other psons but the edo 

jury and servants doe dine att the Corporacions charge". (23) 

The costs dropped considerably'. In 1720 four Hickleturn 

bills amounted to C11.10.4, 'but by 1787 they' totalled 

¬23.9,6 (24), and in 1011'it was ordered that the Leet 

jury should be allowed C42 only per annum to be paid to 

the foreman of the jury. (25) Inmost years"however the 

t 

income from fines was sufficient to teat these costo, (26). 

(22) 11CABE. 1706%7 1799 P116; 1719/26' 

(23) 'FIB 3481' f4 

(24) MCABE 1720/21 1ß01A 150; 1787/8 

(25) WIB 3570 f 39" 

tnaoff 169 

1814C IV; vouchers 1814C 

(26) Ledger ß f123; Leder 0 ff 128,130,831,. 
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Other dinners which were provided included 

the one at the breaking of the East Croft Meadow, and 

the account day4inner which in 1735 cost £3.0.2 for the 

provision of a 101b han, two fowls, I. goose, three ducks, 

a leg of mutton, two custard puddings, two apple-pies; "''", 

bread, rolls and butter, dressing, ale and a bottle of 

wine . 
(27) In 1770 the cost of the account day dinner 

was still only ¬2.16.6 (28), but in 1787 the dinner ät 

giving up the accounts cost £6.2.4 and a further dinner 

when calling the books over cost £3.8.2 (29). The 

increased cost however was a direct result or the changed 

nature of the refreshment which now contained a significant 

quantity of wino. 

While civic erä to provided for regular feasts, 

the Coneral conduct of vivic business was no loss convivial. 

Throughout the eighteonth and nineteenth centuries the 

Chazaberlains' accounts are punctuated with bills from the 

Mayor's sergeant or from taverns and wine merchants for fold, 

drink, pipes and tobacco. If a small sub-committee not to 
.. 4. 

examine the accounts or conduct other business their refreshment 

was part of the normal practice; meetings to nominate Aldermen 
I 

and other officials wore made easier by the lubrication of 

Nines"and spirits. Thus at Nottingham a voucher for 1787 

(27) I'CABR 1735/6 1804 A6 
(28) Vouchcrc 1811A33 
(29) Vouchera 18140 WOO ,8 
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details the expencee at a meetinS to nominate an Aide== 

as f ollowß f 

Fating 1.8.0 
wino 18.0 
punch ' 3.0 

5.0 
©. 0 

Al- a 
£3.6.0 (30) 

Vo doubt with auch rofroshienta the Co=on council 

would be well pleased when nominees refused to stands as 

did Alderman Shackleton at York in 169gß for they could 

look forward to another convivial meeting with "wyne and 

bread" to the value of 8om0 £3.12'0 (31). In 1700 wine, 

tobacco and pipes on the election of ; sheriff Cornwall at 

York coat £2.10.6 (31), and on such occasions there : may be 

"rowlos" and sugar provided too. At a timo when four 

bottles of sack and cu ar cost only 8 /6d, those must have 

been happy oceacionso(33) 

liefroahmonts were always takon when view wore 

made and small bills on this account occur with great frequcncyj 

itemizing a variety of goods and occasions fron "pipes and 

bacy at Brideo" (1666/1)4d 
# to "A1d. Lamplugh and others 

viewing city Iaz-Au at Stamford brise" 3/6d (1668/9), or 

(30) Voucharo 1814 B 53 

(35) YCAB 1695/6 

(32) YCAB 1700/1 
(33) YCAB passim. 

I 

Ale and porter 
rum and brandy 
wervants eating 
and ale 
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"To moneys paid for waflnutta and chaisnutts at the takeing 

possession of the house in the pavement"'18/0 (1671/2) (35) 

at-York, The cost of views occurs in the Boston accounts 

too until 1770, but thereafter they generally cease', and 

had in any case, always been of small amount. At INottingham ' 

they are, as at York, rather more frequent. Tri 1724 the 

accounts record-the following "spent at Trent Bridge when 

at view for George Eatonle seller 4/10; ditto at Red 'yon 

4/0; spent at Saint Ann's Well at 2 times upon viewing Hai11s 

cutting wood 10/6; -spent at viewing Nr. Egginton's garden 

3/0; spent when near St, Ann's 7/6; spent -withMi. 11ayor aid others 

at Flaming Sword 2/4d; spent with Mr. Mayor at Trent Bridge 4/0; 

ditto about boat`5/0; ditto at Cop: ce (sio) aid; spent with 

Mr. Mayor and others at Feathors 3/6d. (36)' If the business 

was rather dry, every attempt was made to compensate for it. 

Wino bills at Nottinte however became increasingly large 

an the century passed. At both Boston and York it is'clear 

that refreshments at committees and special meetings were 

usual; vary few references suggest any greater indulgence, 

like the 05.1396 paid to NresBrearoy at York in 1688 "for 

wyne which was att two houses", or the ¬3.19.0 paid in 1690 

(35) YcAD 16661 16681 1671 

(36) NCABE 1724/5 - 1801 E 134 
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for `"cack and oir at 'domon ltaU", (37) or at Boston 

the large bill in 1730 for "sundry times eating and drinking" 

-t41.16.9, (38) Such bills are the'ex6eption rather than 

the rule, although payments -may have-been made under 

another guire. At Uottingham an the eighteenth Century, '°° 

progressed meetings of the Ttal1'become-more-, frequent and 

so too preliminary discussions, and all "were attended 

with V=ying degrees of light °refreshment. As 'Enfield 

eicplained in"1833, "when the'-cömmittee meet, it is generally 

"in 'the 'afternoon, and ' if they -have 'not tea, they 'have a 

glass of wine and 'a bis6uit". (39)''- In"1750 George and 

Abel Smitlý supplied`siateen'gallons"of red Port wine"and 

five dozen and nine bottles of Hoek for 04.19.4 i(40) 

in 1760 at "a meeting of the Gentlemen", punch , four bottles' 

`'of wine, ale and food %ere supplied-for 8/6d. (41) Bills 

frön victuallers ouch as Joseph`' Scott, for 14/6 "preceeding 

a hall dar""in 1771, (42) while small in amount ,, ýhad, become 

common place. Since Hall days could be frequent as' 

weekly 'or' more ` usually' every fortnight ,' is ' is ' clear that 

the annual costs could become substantial. ' In' 1770/1 the 

(37) YCAB 168ß/99 1690/1 

(38) BCA3 1730/1 ýIf, 11 =tý ý'- - 
(39 )T. cockayne, 

,, _,, . 
op. cit., 62 

(40) Vouchers 
. 
1807 A no. 32 

(41) 1809 A no. 18 " 

'(42) 1011 A no. 52 
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remaining vouchers record a further Dive bills for wine and 

tobacco at pro-Hail meetinga, (43) totalling £500.1. From 

the closing years of the eighteenhh century until 1835 

the number and size of wine bills escalated. So too did 

the amount of civic business as committees became the norm 

for all administration. The lack of adequate detail in the 

Tiottingham accounts before 1796 make comparative figures 

impossible, but in 1800 the Chamberlains paid two bills for 

wine totalling £29.3.2 and two bills for provisions at 

committee meetings amounting to C19,12.3. (44) By 1810 

the bill from meetings of the Annual Committee totalled 

¬12.12.0 (45); but in 1818 the cost of committee meetings 

and magistrates meetings at the Police Office Tavern, 

totalled £244.12.6dd (46). The inclusion of the magistrate's 

committee bills in the civic accounts is worthy of note. 

It highlights the dual role of the Aldermen and indicates 

that not only the public failed to distinguish between 

magistracy and. Corporation per se. That they should not 

have been paid by the civic funds is beyond doubt. Whether 

they were paid by the Corporation to avoid further charges 

on the County rate, or to avoid the public outcry which might 

(43) Voueher's 1011 A NNoe. 62,70,27,28,39 
(44) flCAB 1800/1: Sundry expenses items 28,34a, 35,36 
(45) XC. AD 1810/11; Lodger Bf 52 

(46) 14CAI3 1818/19 
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have accompanied their inclusion in the printed rate accounts 

is open to question. 

However, the bill for 1818 was unusually large in 

comparison with subsequent accounts and may have been of long 

standing; but-until 1834, substantial-costs were annually 

incurred by Committee Meetinj s. 

Nottlr! t! M. 
7ea_. Co^mittee Bills CoT'w1ttee `n s at ji_ na 2i11-, 'cýieetior_n. Total. 

Polk'. Off5ýý `IV'-n 
hohe. e n4' -, Cm. 

1318 244.12. 6; 
1819 174.10. 4ý 
1820 45.0.0 155.5.4- 200.5. 4' 
18221 195.4.9 195.4. 9 
1822 
1823 22.0.7 37.4.1 19.14.9 78.19. 5 
1824 26.0.0 23.18.5 13.16.6 23.18.5 87.13. 4 
1825 59.7. ? 15.5.5 20.10.0 95.3. 0 
1826 26.16.0 16.16.2 17.10. o 61,2. 2 
1827 61.3.9 34.7.8 15.19.0 111.10. 5 
1828 64.11.8 80.11.6 145.3. 2 
1829 62.8.8 73.0.0 155.8. 8 
1830 19.0.0 
1831 174.16. 1 
1832 72.14.11 59.2.0 131.16. 11 
1833 53.15.3 45.6.0 99.1. 3 
1834 40.9.1 8.10.0 40.19. 1 

The 2: unicipal CoInnissionores estimated that the expense 

under the head of Dinners and Meetings between 1ß27 and 1ß37 was 

¬1352. Is. 5d, (47)an average of ä270 per annum, but this was for the three 

(47) MCR _2OO7 
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wstates, Bridge, Chamber and School, +aae distinct fron 

the Chamber Estate alone. The throe estates shared the 

costs, the Chamberlains paying half and the Bridge aria 

School Vardens a quarter each. Nevertheless, if the 

bills for ýrefreshrents °had increased` substantially, they 

still represented only a small proportion of the total 

income and expenditure. Retrenchment in this'sphere' 

alone' would- have been of little real benefit, and in so 

far as the Committee bills reflect the increase in 

committee , meetings, " discussions' and business generally, 

they indicate growing concern, increased specialization 

and advances in administration. If meetings were long 

it would have been unreasonable to forego refreshments. 

As nfield stated to the Municipal: ` Municipal: ` Cörraissionere on one 

occasion in 1831, the Common Hä11 sat from nine in the 

morning until eight at'night, and instead of adjourning 

they had a refreshments(48) The 1agistrates meetings 

connebted with the town riots in 1831.... were`perpetually 

attended by both county and other gentlemen of distinction 

and classes, clergy and others..... That they had refreshment 

is truel but it was only such refreshment as no-one would 

(48)T. Cockayne, op. cit., _ 
93 
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have grudged, to restore exhausted strength". (49) The 

applause which followed indicated the approval of the 

Corporation supporters, but it was such aspects of 

civic life which gained for the unreformed boroughs 

distrust and ill-repute. As the Commissioner himself 

expressed it "They say, whatever comes under the name 

of Birch is for feasting"-(50) Some at least my have 

deserved disapprobation. - An inventory at Hull made 

when the Corporation handed over to the new, listed 

298 dozen bottles of wino, cherry and port in the 

cellaara. (51) 

The c#vie feasts and refreahnente were 

however only a X11 part of the total festivity and 

celobration tnjoyed in most mayoral years. Other 

occasions readily presented themselves when feasts and 

3obiality seemed at least excusable and often necessary. 

At York the Corporation, in order to retain 

their legal rights, made perambulations of the city 

boundaries and outlying slays, and also conduoted 

fishing trips down the River Ouse to Wharfs mouth 

(49) ibid., 93 
(50) ibid., 93 

(51) KAMacm& on Pn aD- commwmc&ro, \ 
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Ito preserve the rights and royalties belongizza the. city 

on that account". (52) That such visits were. nocessary 

is clear from the Annual Committee, reooriniondation in 1630- 

that "for, various reasons and more especially with. a view 

to prevent disputes as to-liability to rates or other 

charree. * it is highly desirable that he true-limits and , 
bounds of�the city should be ascertained and defined with 

the utmost accuracy, anc. precision.... a; careful perambulation 

should, be made in the course of the 
. present. syear"+(53) . , - 

At,: the same timo however, it was, an, obvious,, opportunity 

for' pomp and splendour.: The,, WWaits went with the Mayor 

and party on their fishing day and in. 1695 they, returned 

at about-11.0 p. 4a� to be greeted by the citizens with. 

"lighted torchoo, and 4%1cs and loud huzzars""(, 54, 

They were not occasiops , eolely., for. the 1. ayor and his» 

brethren: when. thetkunday perambulation was made in 1743 

the Mayor was, at the city's cost, "desired to provide 

such a quantity of ale and cakes as he shall judge 

convenient for the boys and people that attend", (55) which 

were customarily distributed at certain parts of the journey 

after the proclamations were Qäde. (56) Ilevertheless 

(52) YCAI3 1702/3 

(53) K 110 Feb. 3rd 1830 
(54)C"Knight, ap. c1ý., so4 
(55) Y1IB 43 f99 
(56) YHB 48 ff 396 to 408 1620 
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although the 1o'ca1`people probably enjoyed the spectacle 

with the Mayor and Attendants in their liveries, the main 

cost was for meals for the Mayor and Company. On the 1740 

fishing trip they took 25 gallons of ale; 18 pints of 

brandy and rum; 17 gallons of port; 84 lbs of beef; a aide 

of lamb; mutton; 8 chickens; 16 pigeons; 2 hams; 4 tongues; 

oranges and lemons, tobacco and pipes and other, small 

provisions. light rowers and a stern man and five horses 

and men did the hard work, and during the festivities three 

dozen bottles were lost and 6%8d worth of glasses brokren. (57) 

11 After a noticeable decline during the first half 

of the eighteenth century, the cost of the fishing trips, 

which were generally Septennial, and the more irregular 

boundary pera bulations increased markedly during the 

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, as the following 

extracts from the accounts indicatos. º(58) 

..,, <,. _ ,. _. a 

(57) YCAI3 1740/1 
(58) YcRB passim. 
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York Pishing ritast Yorknotxnä_a ry Perambulations: 

1672/3 22.149 2 

1684/5 12.5.8 

1695/6 34.19.7 
1702/3 3801809 

1712/13 12.0.6 
1719/20 17.12.3 1672/3 16.00 0 

1726/7 19.157 1693/4 6.13. 5 

1740/1 18.6: "0- 1756/7 . LL -18.6. 8 (61) 

1768/9, 33.13". 6 
.. 1771/2 . y. 

13.17. 6 

1770/9 39.3.11 1778/9 22.16. 0 
1786/7 64.15.4' 1787/8 38.14.10. 
1794/5' - 70.13. ' 0 1002/3. 37.15. 0 
1802/3 

.,. 
96,3.0-,, (59) 

.. 1619/20,, 58#11*. Q (62) 

1825 193.3.0 (60) 1832/3 110.15. 0 (63) 

(59) This figure includes £2.2�0 
. paid to, the 

, waits . ist 1803/4 

(60) The provisions were provided at cost price K, 
1110 

2967.1025 
(61) Perambulations took place between these dates. eg. They were 

"revived" in 17211 
(. Benson, ope cit., III 510970: 

However I have no record of, the expenses°Irom the 1720 or 
1721 accounts,. 

(62) Also E77 31.12.1819 
(63) Also K11o Peb. 3rd 1833 
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On other occasions celebrations werd made obligatory 

either by Royal Decree or as a prudent display of 

loyalty and respect towards the Royalty or Nobility 

of the Nation. Prominent amongst these were the many 

thanksgiving days appointed by the Crown in'recognition 

of the victories in the wars of the eighteenth century. 

At Nottingham these were marked by fairly sober 

proceedingu. The rejoicings for the success of the 

campaigns in 1706 took the form of attendance at a sermon 

at St. P'"ary's Church# followed by dinner and a toast to 

Her Majesty's Health. The allowance-was f5, and so too 

for the treat held at the Castle in 1707 to celebrate 

the union with Scotland. (64) At Boston and York the 

occasions were cormnemorated with rather more indulgence. 

At York the thanksgiving for the victory at Ramillies 

involved a collation at the Guildhall at a cost of 

£27.9.4, but the celebrations on December 31st 1706 for 

the late campaign successes included a treat to the Officers 

of General Earle's regiment, and illuminations in the 

Pavement, as well as a feast for the Mayor and brethren; 

the thanksgiving festivities for the peace of Utrecht 

cost £62, (65) At Boston too the peace of Utrecht occasioned 

(64) 3473 ff 8,15 

(65) YCAB passim 
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fine festivities with fireworks-" the. firing of cannon, 

drinks at the Proclanation, and probably a dinner. The 

total cost was ¬69.3.10, but-other thanksgiving days 

were less ostentatious. The bloody victory of Malp z uet 

in 1709 was celebrated with a treat and bonfires, bell- 
.4 

ringing and cannon, but'-'the total cost was only ¬3.2.0. (66) '.. 

neither Boston nor Nottinghamcelebrated with the ° 
`t«w 

exuberance which York showed in 1703 when the Corporation 

paid ¬180.13.1 for the celebration of the "success both 

by sea and. land obteynid... against Prance and Spain". (67) 

The victoriewpresented"themselves with amazing frequency, 

and throughout the war of Spanish succession, the Crown 

with its Thanksgiving days, seeped bent upon a propaganda 

campaign of success and at York celebrations of some note 

were held by the Corporation in most years of warfare. 

ý, , 

(66) BCAB 1713/14,1709/10. 
(67) YCAB 1702/3 

t 

.w ,4 
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York Chamberlains' Accounts 1702 to 1765. 

1702/3 
1704/5 
1706/7 
1706 
1707/8 
1708/9 
1713/14 
1713/14 
1716/17 

Success at, sea and land against Prance & Spain 

Thanksgiving day Sept-7th (Blenheim) 

Thanksgiving for Ramillies 27th Juno 

Thankegiviti; December 31st 

TI"giving lßay Ist Treaty of Union with Scotland 

November 26th Victory over Prance 

180.13.1 
20.13.4 
27.9.4 
31.0.9 
25. $. 0 
18.14.5 

1739/40 
1740/41 
1744/45 
1746/7 
1749/50 
1756/7 
1761/2 

Thanksgivin ; day far 
, 
the peace with Spain tIarch 6th. 

Thanksgiving day. Peace of Ulreoht? 

Thanksgiving for the failure of Jacobite 
rebellion 

Regiment procession on war against Spain 

Wine at declaration of 'war aaainat Spain 

Wine st declaration of var 
Wine for declaration of war 
Food, wine and fireworks at peace celebrations 
Declaration of war against France 

Money laid out when war proclaimed 

10.9.10 
62.0.0 

39.2.0 
10.10.0 
6.10.0 

13.1.2 
1., 9.6 

24.0.6 
31.6.2 
34.8.10 

The royal calendar itself presented occasions for 

celebration which the borough council could not with 

p enco overlook. At the least, deputatione and addresses 

of loyalty or congratulation worn sent on news of conception, 

birth1 marriage and other less personal events: (68) and 

often celebrations were held as woll. (69) The King's 

birthday presented occasion for annual festivals. 

(68) e. g. York YCAB 1736/7 City addroas to King on 
Prince of Wales tarriage £2.5.6.; 

Nottingham addreseto King 1681 h'HB3448 f"20 
1683 Im 3450 f 21 

(69) e. g. York YCIAB 1762/3 Ale druxk at rejoicing of birth 
of Prince; Y038 f133 ble on -birth of Prince 1688 
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York seemed less concerned to celebrate these in any 

noticeable way although the Lease Connittee, in 1735, 

did suggest the propriety of taking some "extraordinary 

notice" of coronation days and the King's Birthdays. (70) 

But at Nottingham, the King's birthday was accompanied 

by joyous festivity. Most of the celebration 

was enjoyed by the Corporation accompanied by the 

"Gentlemen and principal tradesmen" of the town, but 

bells were rung and bonfires were held in the streets 

and everyone "from the highest even to the lowest subject 

testified' every mark of approbation on this joyful 

occasion". (71) In 1794, owing to the recent war victories 

the king's Birthday was celebrated with more than the 

usual eclat; the Mayor ordered a double quantity of coals 

for the annual fair, the bonfires were uncommonly numerous, 

twenty-five fat sheep were roasted and over 300 people 

assembled in the Exchange to drink the King's health. (72) 

At Boston "treats" were given on the King's Birthday and 

on other events in the year like the King's accession, 

and November 5th. The allowance for each of these only 

rose from ¬3 in the eighteenth century to £6 in the early 

nineteenth century, but in 1813 the allowance for the King's 
. 

Birthday was raised to £20 and for the King's accession, C10. (73) 

(70) E 101 ff 139,140 
(71) Yottm. Journal June 10th 1786; June 6th 1778 

(72)- H. Field, The Nottinghan -Date Book (1884) 193 

(73) BLAB Passim; BoV3 9th April 1813 
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At Nottir , ajTsthe costiof the-King's Birthday, Celebrations rose markedly. 

In October-1731 £5 was voted'for this-purpose; (74) in 

1774 the entertainment cost ¬11.12.0'(75) but'in-1811 

Huthwaite, and ! eialtbyIs bill, for wine -on . the King's °Birthday 

was £93.9.0 176), and in 1813 fruit, oranges,: punch and 

wine at the. King'a, Birthday cost, 9215.8.11d. (77)'- At this 

juncture. however the Corporation became aware ýof pthe 

unnecessary and wanton extravagance ý which- was occurring 

and in the following year, with the ° "privity and: ' concurrence" 

of the, Mayor resolved that in. future cthe''1, '`ayor should 

leave'theýbirthday-celebrations'at 10. o'clock precisely-- 

sand that from thenceforth no more-liquor`be brought into' 

the room -t -Considerable-irregularities had' prevailed in 

the past whereby the dompany at the Exchange had' stayed 

after the. Mayor'e departure and'presumably continued 

drinking "which has occasioned: an'unneceoaary and' extravagant 

addition to Aha, expenditure of the day", (78) The festivals 

continued, but the bills-cease toýfeature in--the accounts, 

and-premumably became°sufficientlyrýsmall, to be'included 

in, the annual wine bills. The incident'denonatrateo, 'well 

the unnecessary extravagance . which could-'occur. ': 

It was' however riot so much the annual events 

(74) x 1tB 3492.. octobor 24th 
(75) ! CABE 1774/5 1811E V 
(76) P+CAB 1811/12 
(77) ECAB 1012/13, 
(78) im 3573 f60 
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but rather the extraordinary occasions which placed 

the heaviest burden on the civic finance's. Notable 

amongst these were the Coronations when the civic 

celebrations were more or less a declaration of loyalty. - 

The festivities therefore had to-be-grand and. involved 

the entire populace. On the Coronation of George III 

in 1760, Nottingham Corporation arranged a cavalcade 

to tour the town. The Mayor and` Corporation were to- 

ride two'by two "preceeded by a band'of* =sic; the 

sergeants with their maces, `colours etc; " By two o'clock 

the procession vas finished, a "very genteel entertainment" 

wan provided at the Exchange to ihich a-general invitation 

was given, and at night a General illumination began s 

at nine-o'clock. All families were asked to put out, 

their candles so that more people would beýable to see' 

the fireworks which were presumed to be more` grand than 

any yet fired off "on the North side of-the Vrent"*(79) 

: uch events entailed heavy expenses. At-Boston the 

festivities, fireworks and regilding the maces for the° 

occadion of George III's Coronation, cost C1O1.1.4d. (80) 

At Yorks where such occasions were generally more 

lavishly celebrated than at 1ottingham or Boston (01), 

the King's Proclamation feast of-ale for the populace 

(79) Nottingham Courant Sept, l9th 1761 no. 305 
(60) BCJB 1761/2 
(81) coo Table opposite page 647 
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music,, fireworks and` colours'°cost £93.6.311; the - 

`the= Coronation celebrations if66.6.3d. (8Z) Even for 

the Coronation in 1820 ofthe somewhat unpopular- George IV 

trhen many citizens at-York refused to accept the free ale 

or, join'the processions, (83) grand festivities`4tere 

arranged. £40 was spent on'ale for the public; music 

was a MnS0a ` and 127'' tests sat down to` a' Coronation 

Minner''cöating C129.2.0. Altogether the expenses were 

0192.11.0, and in the previous "year"=0128.3.4 had been 

spent in celebration of the King's' Proclamation. (84) 

Certainly it was a good'excuso for''feasting and festivity 

but ' there waa ýa prudent - recognition'' of the need to please 

the King and show him duo refl. It was- far this Treason 

the Common Hall at 'fork i. greed that' an 'advertisement of 

the proceedings at George IVs proclamation'be"inserted 

in the Gate ard'St. Jamesf 'veninr Post. It emphasized 

the generosity of the Corporation in providing entertainment 

and the exuberance of civic body and citizens alike for 

the new Monarch. 41..: ': Tho Lord Mayor Recorder ans Aldermen 

attended by the whole body of the'City in their gowns, 

together with =the clergy and principal Gentry.... with 

7}ruas, T unp s, City Mus . 
ck and colours flying..... 

procalimed him t", ajosty.... under the discharge of the Citya 

(82) YCAB 1760/1,1761/2-. 
(83)GKnicht, op cit., 59' 
(84) YC&B 1820/1; 1821/2 
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Gunns and huzzas of several thousand people and after- 

wards the Lord t-t ,, 
yor returned to' the Guildhall here- 

the '!, hole `City (je. Couhail) and Gentlemen" attenc inQ in 

processiön reie`, entertainad at the City's'ýexpence" and 

the ' populace" Frith' ho, sheads" -öf rile at the bonfixes 

and` the evening - aonoluded Viithi the most hearty expressions 

of, loyalty to"their present Majesty'that could'be uttered 

or contrived". {85) 

In the care wäy` visits of royalty or- 

nobility to the' borough occasioned', hear oictraordiika y 

expenses= on the civic " funds o" In 1612 Cl 50 had to be'= 

borrowed by the Corporation- to-pay- for the' , overnight-- 

stay of King James Vin Nottinghäm(86) and. -in 1666-York 

Corporation borrowed 8300 "for the prsen% occascions 

of the citty". (87) These referred to the seven week 

visit of Jatiöe, 'Duko of York, on whose entertainment 

and accommodation the Chamberlains' account records" 

an exponditure of 319.3.4d, probably over half the total 

"necessary" expenditure in that year. (88) Yet such 

visits demanded correct procedures, as Kendall$ the King's 

Secretary clearly v rned the Corporation at York when 

(65) YIIB 42 f96 
(86) NID 3307 f 86 

_(07) 
YCAB 1665/61 YtB 38 f18 

(88) YCAB 1665/6 No total is given in the book for "necessary 
expenditure" and the Chamberlains's roll is 
illegible through damp. 
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Richard III visited in 1483 "I advise you, as honourably 

as your wisdoms can imagine, to receive him and the Queen 

at their comeing as well with pageants and such good 

speches as can goodly be devised, as in hanging the 

streits-through wich the King's grace shall come with 

clothes of arras, tapistrp work and other". (89) Indeed, 

when York failed to show due deference to James, Duke of 

York on his visit in 1679, they received strong censure 

and rebuke from the King. Sunderland wrote to inform 

them that 
. since ".... you did nott receive his Royall 

Highnesse upon his late cominge to that city with that 

respect which was due to him and in the manner heretofore 

accustomed his Maty Comands me to signify to youe that 

as was much surprizeI by this yor prceedings soe he cannott 

butt expresse to you his dissatisfaction att itt and therefore 

his Maty bidds me lett you 11ow that it is his express 
pleasure that whensoever his Royall Highness 

shall come againe to Yorke youe doe nott faile to attend 

& receive him in the like manner as he was received there 

some years ago & as his ? R, aty has reason to expect his 

Brother should be by all good subjects in yor station". (90) 

The Corporation tried to make good their 

relationships with the crown in the celebrations which 

(69) YHB 2-4 f98 

(90) YHB 38 f162b 
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followed the obtaining ofa now Charter in 1685. ß Charles II 

died before the Charter was perfected, but care was taken 

to report the event to the London Gazette, noting that 

"nothing was omitted that might on this occasion express 

the duty and loyalty of the inhabitants of this city". (91) 

Three yearn later, on the birth of Jemen' 3on, the Corporation 

spent t101.2.0 celebrating the event and sending a deputation 

of the 1Tayor and fdur citizens to Lond. on. (92) Good 

relationihipa were expensive. 

York might be considered unfortunate in 

the attraction which it offered to royalty and nobility 

as a northern centre and a town well situated for overnight 

stays on route to Scarboroughl Zeither Boston nor isottingham 

found their finances encumbered with the costs of entertaining 

euch people as often as York, although such occasions were 

by no meins unknown. In 1695 the King was escorted through 

lottinghaa, presented with 4 purse and 100 gv. ineas, and 

ontortained at a banquet to the value'of £40. (93) York 

did not receive a visit from a reigning monarch between 1660 

and 1635 but visits from other members of the royal family 

were frequent and costly. In 1746 the 'uke of Cumberland 

(91 )GI{r 'ht, , ap. cik 3 493 

(92) YCAB 1688-9 
(93) EHB 3463 f6a: The guineas cost 30/- each- 
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stopped in York bn#hic gray toLondon, 'erijoyed at a1 

with-the Mayor and 13rethren at a-cost. 
-ofrsoma. £42' and 

received the Freedom of. the Borough in. a. old box 

costingiCl 3©. 10.64. (94) -In. 1761 Edward, Duke of York 

passed. through_the City on hie: -way to and, fron Scarborough. 

The occasion was lavish for he -stayed-, overnight:.. -: An-, -. 

"elegant entertainment" was held in the Hansion Reuse 

and a ball at the Assembly Rooms which cost 0120.10.20. 

The journey to Scar: bov ough to escort him cost £17.3.51, 

and his freedom was presented in, a°gold box--worth £104.2.6d. (95) 

In 1787 Proderick;. Duke of York visited the City.: and 

received his freedom in- the usual , manner; two years 

later he returned with his brother to be given a grand 

entertainment and-banquet while George, Prince of Wales, 

received his freedom. Some 0535 gras spent on this 

occasion and in addition, necessaries at the "lansion House 

came to the unusually high figure of £184.12.3d. In 1822 

a dinner given to the Duke of, 8ussex dost York Corporation 

C341,12.3d, it is perhaps not surprising that the gold. 

box containing his freedom was purchased at'the relatively 

cheap price of £52.10,0. (96) *The money for the occasion 

(94) YCAB 1746/7= 1747/8 

(95) YCAB 1789/901 1790/1 

(96) YCAB 1822/3 
l 
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came from one of the repayments fron the . Ouse Bride 

Coxmißsioners, for. without: oxtraordinary revenues the 

civic funds could not have mot the denard. (97), ' 

The visits of royalty and nobility, were 

not wholly without reward however. Edward, Duke of 

York arrived in 1766 during. rtrace. weak and, his attendance 

at that races "oocaaionod a amore nurorous and brilliant 

appearance of nobility than ever was knotim". (98) 

Hargrove too observed that the presence of the Prince 

of Wales in 1789 "contributed much to the advantage of 

the citizens,. for during the short tim they stayed 

York wan crowded with nobility" and the Prince. donated 

200 Guineas to the debtors in the gaol, and other cu-ns 

to r the relief of other priconere. (99 ) 

. Patronage, could be useful in xa y ways, and 

it wan for this reason that all three boroughs, in pursuit 

of a happy relationship with local gentry and politicians, 

entertained on occasions so lavishly, and presented freedoms 

or commissioned portraits and gifts with such frequency. 

To edge their way into the favour of those whoso influence 

may prove beneficial to the city, the Councils' showered 

(97) X77 27.9.1822 
(98)P. Drak©, opck., r 359 

(99) C. B. Knight, op. cit., 547 

.r 
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the influential members of society with gifts., At 

York the Archbishop3 were courted with care and 

deliberation, welcomed with silver gifts, usually in 

the early eighteenth century, tw6 decanters to the 

value of £25, or in 1808, a silver cup costing 

£39.13"O. (100) In all three boroughs the Judges 

wore entertained with wino and food before the Assizes (1)$ 

and gifts of wine to lo ; al nobility were standard 

procedure, especially in the late seventeenth and 

early eighteenth centuries. In 1694 Nottingham 

sent "3 Callands of Canary 3 Ca]. lands of Red Port 

Uine.... and 3 Ballands of W'hitwine" to the FAr1 of 

Rutland (2), in 1696 they sent C14 worth of wine to 

the Duke of Devonshire, the Earl of Kingston, Aire 

Pierropont and Flr. Slater (3); in 1664 Boston sent 

Claret, sturteon, hang and loaves of sugar, to Earl 

Lindsey, (4) Such gifts were often given to obtain 

(100) eg. YCAB 1725/6; YCAB 1P08/9 

(1) ego York YCAB 1661/2 0 calls canary, food 
-and gold 

sent to tho Judge £11.6.2i. 
ego Nottinte NCABE 17007'1799 F116 Mr. iTayor for a 
sheep & calfe for ye judges £2.10.0 
ego Nottingham 1716/17 1800Ei 1724/5 1801/E/154 

"for judges presents at Sumer assizes"£2.10.0d 

(2) t to 3V A f27 
(3) Vouchers 1696/7 1798 W Oct. 9th 1696 

OP-Thompson., 
. op. cit., ' 309 
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goodwill, but presents were aIS'm, given in appreciation 

of services rendered. Thus in the early eighteenth 

century, ldottingham Corporation gave ale and wine to 

their M. P'o before the start of the Parliamentary 3ession. (5) 

At York a gold box was given to the Lord High Steward 

in 1682 for drawing a patent, (6) in 1732 Lord"Burlington 

was given an honorary Freedom "this house being sensible 

of the ffavours which the Right Honorable Richard Earl 

of Burlington has done for this city", and a silver 

soup tureen was given to Alderman Hotham for his "important 

assistance in obtaining the Act of 55th Goo III for 

rebuilding Ouse Bridge". (7} At Boston the council 

in 1799 gave an entertainment to the Spalding troop of 

Yeomanry Cavalry for their "spirited behaviour" when 

called on to quell a riot, and also to the Boston 

Independent Arced Association on the same occasion "as 

a mark of the corporation's esteem for the spirited manner 

in which they enrolled themselves in the defence of King 

and Country". (8) 

(5ý 1702 'William Pi©rrepont & Ceo. Creasy were waited on 
before leaving for London and given the "usual' presents" 
of 9 gallons of wine each. MIB3470f6 
In 1704 the Chamberlains were ordered hereafter to 
send j hogshead of ale to each NO, t'Hß 3474. f12 

(6) YCAB 1682/3 011.15.0 
(7) YRB 42 f158 8Ept. 12 17321 E77 21.1.1822 
(8) B&B7 June 10 1799 
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Very often a. ipreciätion for' th© work 

of Recorders and 2i. P's or the patronage of nobility 

would be recorded in portraits erected in the Common 

Hall. Boston Corporation in 1813 Cave thanks to Joseph 

Banks their Recorder for his services and commissioned 

a portrait for the Council roorc; (10) York in 1737 

conaiscioned a portrait of dir John Linter 1ayo, Tory 

! 1. P, since 1734 and then Lord Mayor. (11) This was 

follbwed in 1799 and 1822 with portraits of Sir V'm. 

Milner I-104 'and Lord Dundas. (12) At 1Cottingi in 

1831 portraits of Lord Polland, Recorder and Sir 

Thomas Dennanq once Deputy Recorder and later Lord 

Chief Justice of England, were purchased as rauch by 

way of compliment and appreciation for past work as for 

Biture patronag-o (13), and certainly this was the case 

with the marble statue and portrait of George Coldhars, 

Town Clerk, requisitioned an his untimely death at Brighton 

in 1615"(14) Such marks of esteem and respect were 

appropriate to the expectations of the time but, the 

Mnicipal Cerumiccioners _ criticized the expense 

as unjustified at a time of heavy burdens of County 

rate taxation upon the local poople. (15) 

(10) BAB ß April 9th 1813 C105 

(11) YCA13 1730/9 £51.2.0 " 
(12) YCAB 1799/1800 £157.10.0. & fr=ing £234910. = 

YCAB 1822 C210, framing & finishing £41.9.6. 

(13) rlcAB 1831/2 ¬120; 1Us 3592 £20 
(14) NUB 3574 ff95,96; Vouchersl837 1228,1843 120211. - 
(15) rºcß 

. 
2007 
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Festivities and celebrations, cline, food 

and gifts were an expensive aspect of borough life* }any 

of the annual feasts rose substantially in cost over the 

years, and new ones had become chargeable to civic funds 

as the Boston Accounts illustrate. Associated probably 

with the steep increase in prices the Mayor's allowance 

at Boston for the annual feasts was increased fron 

£173.15.0 to £400 in 1813 to cover the dinners for May 

Day, Lady Day, Bessione, Audit# Licence Days Leet and 

Admiralty Courts, the venison treat, the King'a Birthday 

and tho Kingle Accession"(15a) 

Do. -, '. on dinrn, ra 1717 

? ay Day 30.0.0 

Lady : ay 14.0.0 

Sessions 24.1.0 

Accoxmt Day 

Admiralty Court 1.10.0 

Court Lost 4.7.0 

Venison Feast 

Lioensii%; Day 

1741 1760` 1780 1600 1820 

50.0.0 50. 0.0 60.0.0 60.0.0 100.0.0 
20.0.0 20. 0.0 25.0.0 25. c. 0 50.0.0 

48,1.6 43. 0.0 40.0.0 60.0.0 100.0.0 

2.0.0 3. 0.0 4.4.0 (10.0.0)* ? 0.0.0 

3.0.0 3. 0.0 4.4.0 10.0.0 20.0.0 
6.0.0 6. 0.0 8.8.0 10.0.0 10.0.0 

21.0.0 41.0.0 50.0.0 

10.0.0 20.0.0 

1830 

100.0.0 

discontinued 

20.0.0 

20.0.0 

20.0.0 

20.0.0 

The cost of extraordinarp functions 

had similarly escalated, particularly in the nineteenth 

century, yet the percentage of total expenditure which 

such costs represented had decreased as total turnover 

and expenditure in other areas increased, The Boston 

(15a) BRBS April 9th 1813 
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fig=es again illustrate. this' beat, for here nioro 

annual dinners were held and they were itemized in 

the accounts as allowances to the r1ayor for specific 

occasions. At York after , 1735, and at Nottingham, 

euch dinnero wore paid for by the Nayor fron his 

annual salary, at his discretion, without prodeteriined 

allowances being rca&e for each occasion. 

PA=N (16) 1700 1717 1741 1760 1780 1800 1820 1830 

Annual civic 

_ 
dlnn_e_rs 

_ 
50.4.2 79.17.6 131.1.6 132.2.0 213.14.0 729.3.0 42 16 0 8 

Arnual rns on 
s ecl. af 

ca 
e 22.14.7 1C. 5.0 5 0.0 24 "27. Qti0 

Ringe, re, ausicians 
inn 

7.18.6 10.1.0 11.2.0 13.8.8121 4.17.111 _9.15.1' 0 
Views a C. ttea. 

11.4 4.10 2.17.6 2- I. Q 
Special 

bratIn A 17.1S. 6 IC 11 A '%A 109Z 
Mayor's allowance 

and treats 400.0.0,1 

TOTALS 81.8.7 112.13.10 160.17.6 207.11.2h 248.12.10 265.18.11 484.17.10 225.5.0 

total 
expenditure 22.6 12.3 4.58 4.96 

Total Expenditure 415.9.8 1093,7.6 531.18.3 1113d8.9 . 2164.6.1 2352.0.6110547.161 4543.8.3 

(16) Appendix Xla. The figures are as those for feasts and celebrations 
excluding purchase of china and plate. 
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Yet whatever the cö3t of these dinners 

and celebrations, they could not easily have been 

discontinued, for they were very much a reflection- 

of tho attitudes änd"expoctations of the day. On'the 

one: hand they were an outward show of the civic dignity, 

the weaith'an significance of the members of the 

Corporation and its exclusive character as a corpus 

of men set above the rest of the torn, often by their 

social status as well as their membership of the Council, 

to rule the populace. In such a position'they relied 

upon ro3poct and deferenco from citizens who, for much 

of the period, still recognized the Corporation"as' 

their batters. By 1833 this had ceased to be true as 

the self-olective system began to, exclude from the 

Corporation "a great number of men equal to themselves 

in intelligence rank and prosperity"(17), and many of 

the townspeople at large developed grievances against 

the Slits group of councillors. Rovertheless there 

remained, as today, a feeling amongst the civic bodies° 

that outward show and dignity was important to their 

role. So too the dignity of others demanded the 

deference of the civic body. Visitors must be received 

(17)T. Cockayne, op. cit., 151 
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with the honour and. entertainxnent which 

befitted their status. At the same time it was 

prudent to, oourt. the favour of noble and parliamentary 
ti w 

circles with gifts and honours, but above all-. people 

expected certain entertainments and celebrations 

as part of their way of life. It was for this 

reason that at Boston and Nottingham tenants were 

still provided with the customary glass of wine when 

paying their rents each, half year; the Corporation 

as much as the landlordst observed the tradition. 

At Boston the wine bill for rent days rose from. 

£4.15.0 in 1780/1 to C7.3.9, in 1781/2 which prompted 

an order in 1762 that "wine and Biscuits shall be 

provided only for the Tenants at the Rent days and 

that an officer do. attend to &ivo each Tenant who 

chuses it one Glass of wine and a 
Mpiece 

of Biscuit 

only". (18), By 1790 the annual allowance was only one 

'uinea but by 1810 it had doubled and in, 182Q, it waft 

agroed that the allowance for wine to the Tenants should 

be increased to three guineas-each for the Chamberlain 

and Erection bailiff. (19). 

(18) Rental 1788 4/B/1/81 

(19) BAB? JA/27 20th Juno 1820; Rental 1824 A/13/1/925 
ec� Nottingbam TCABE 1733/4 1803D 113 "I cpenses at 

Receiving Rents at Old Ball" 4/0; 
NCABF: 1735/6 1804A197 "For ale at collection rents 5/0; n 
1tiCABE 1748/9 1806D176 Bottle wine when Mr, Radley pd 
his rent 2/0 
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Perhaps more; inportant to the local 

townspeople were-the celebrations and festival 

days. On Thanksgiving and other festival days 

the populace expected celebrations. These were 

the occasions when the local people were most 

involved with civic celebrations, but on all 

special occasions there were processions to enjoy. 

Every occasion of local or national importance 

called for one. Generally thrCorporation officials 

in their gowns and liveries would-leadthe procession 

followed by trumpeters, drummers, waits, colourmen 

and sometimes the firemen who vouldLlater "play" 

their engines. The ringers would be employed to 

ring the bells and guns and cannons were fired. 

At 27ottingham in 1704 the Fingers of St. Uary's were 

paid for 2 dayes Ringing for ye good nue wee lately 
n 

roes (20) Such occasions must have. been a 

profusion of colour and a , joyful cacophony of music 

producing mirth and festivity for all. May Day at 

Boston in 1784 was probably typical of many similar 

occasions with a formal procession "proceeded by an 

(20) Vouchers Sept-5th 1704 1799 D-E Bo. 92 Presumably 
far Blenheim 
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excellent band of czuaic, the Charity children in their 
ti - 

now cloathing, the 'Mace bearers etc; we .:. several 

constitutional toasts wero 'given, -under a discharge 

of the Town Cannon, many excellent songs etc were sung, 

and the Evening concluded with ringing of Polls firing 

of ordnance and everything cox4ucive toipromote Hirth, 

Feativity and Harmony". (21) 5ometimea the publio were 

further entertained. At -York on Lord 11ayor' n swearing 

day, wine bread and sugar was annually distributed at 

Pavement Cross; (22) on other occasions bonfires were 

lit in the ttreets and as the eighteenth century 

progressed the Councils began increasingly` to provide 

for the public entertainment with fireworks and 

illuminations. By the nineteenth century the public's 

festivities were well established at Nottincham and York. 

On George III's Jubilee in 1810 York gave X50 to a 

public illuinination, and on the proclamation and coronation 

of his con in 1820, distributed Cl7 worth of burnt vine 

and broad and £40 worth of ale in the k'ards. (23) On the 

somewhat premature celebration of peace with France in 

1814 Nottingham Corporation paid £159,10.5d. (24) for 

(21) Nottin ani Journal May 8th 1874 

(22) YCAB panoim. 
(23) YCAB 1809/101 1820/11 1821/2 

(24) CAB 1613/14 
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illuminations and fireworks; York in 1815 Cave a 

subscription of C50 and paid £24.10.0 for transparenoies. (25) 

But perhaps most significant at Nottinte was the 

subscription of £207.10 i0 , 
from the . Chamber funds to 

the general rejoioing on the passing of the Reform Bill('26) 

in 1832. Little could have pleased the local people 

mores nor perhaps the 4'hig Corporation, but it. is 

significant that the Council forewent any private 

celebration in favour.. of their subscription to the 

public festivities. The local populace had been 

intimately concerned with the, progress_of the bill, its 

rejection by the House of. Lords in, Ootober 1831 had been 

followed by serious riots and the destruction of Colwick 

Hall and Nottingham Caotle,. belongina to the Duke of 

2iewcaetle. Failure by, the Corporation to recognize 

the ultimate success in 1832, and to concur in, exuberant 

public rejoicing, nay indoed h, ee been considored a 

severe alight by the inflau atory, local pnpulaco, and 

it im bard to ae with tho Municipal Cornmicoionero 

that such an outlay "towards rojoioina on tho, paaoing 

of a political measure" was "imposoiblo to justify". (27) 

As the editorial of the ? ottingham Journal explained, 

(25) YCAi3 181415 

(26) 1CA13 '1831/2; NUR 3591 f65, 

(27) MC 2007 
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t'h6 ' country` iiau in "a feverish ztate of sunpensä", and 

if the bill was passed in lure " ihitsun wee'k will then 

be}'devoted to rejoicing after" rhlch, tho"° pcoplo may 

possibly recover their senses". (C8ý "" 
1; 

Festivities bf thiä kind were very mich 

the ordei öf the' days and 6, ' coirPspöndent noted tfth 

"great aatisfäotion" that "the Corporation voted d. 

donation of 150 giineae to the fwiL . '. for -enabling. 

the people of I ottingham to ' join - in the generalY " 

rejoicing", (29) 

Yeti, as the editor aläo declared` 

"there are'many #ore pleaeine and effectual Methods 

of aanifesting glaänecs than an illumination, to -which 

several serious objectienn ni', ht be urged in the present 

state of political feeling", (30) cnä in fact Al three 

Corporations had increasingly oomo to realise that 

economy in entertainment or alternative forms of _` 

celebration were more appropriate in their increaäiugly 

difficult financial situation. Contkibutione to' 

benevolent funds in lieu of festivities were not unusual 

in the nineteenth century. ! ottingham, not altö,; other 

(28) Notes Journal Hay, 19th, June 2nd 1832. 
(29) *bid., June 9th 1832 
(30) ibid, Juno 2nd 1832 
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inapropriately "unanimously resolved" to subscribe 

one hundred gainead to the fund for the erection of 

a fever hospital in lieu of any other use of the 

Corporation funds, for the celebration of George III'c 

Uubilee. (31) Similarly in 1002 they cave ten guineas 

to a benevolent fund instead of providing a general 

Illumination for the peace of Aniens. (32) This may 

have happened at Boston too where no payment appears 

to have been made for celebration of the peace in 

France in 1,814 or 181D, but subscription: were made 

to poor rolief and on boi . 1f of Waterloo. Benevolent 

subscriptions wore quito comton however in all three 

Boroughs in tho nineteenth century-(33) Retrenchmont 

or abolition of feasts also occurred1 rnokably at 

Boston, although at York in 1798 all the treats given 

by the Aidormen. Sheriffs and Chamberlains were 

abolished for two «ears (34), and in 1812, in order to 

reduce the annual expensen etc; the highway sessions 

dinner, the audit, leases and General purposes committee 

dinners were abolished, making a saving of come f53 p. a. (35) 

Attempts were made at tottinghan to reduce coots, with 

the decision in 1814 to end the celebration of Kintj'e 

(31) I MB 3569 ft 7,0. 

(32) IM 3561 f 56- 
(35) 3ee Chapter 12 
(34) YHB46 i)ec. l Oth 1798 i Oct. 24th 1800 
(35) Acc" 86/12 
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Birthdays at 10. p. m. (36) but the tUlll apparently did 

not consider their financial position to be so bad as 

to warrant the abolition of all public feasts an they 

had done in 16S8. (37) At Boston however, the Hall 

eventually resorted to this in 1830. Already in 1685 

the sessions dinner was strictly limited to the layor, 

Recorder, Alderman, Town Clerk, Coroner and two Ministers 

on penalty cif 5/0 from the Mayor for each extra person 

invited. (38) In 1764 the treats on May 9th and November, 

5th were abolished (39) but shortly afterwards fifteen 

guineas was voted for entertaining the ladies with teas(40) 

the Mayor was granted £20 per annum extra towards the 

expenses of entertainments(41) he was desired to "procure 

an improvement in the music" at the May Day d inner by 

spending up to 10 guineas(42), and in 1816 the allowance 

for the May Lay and Lady Day dinners was increased by 

C50 each. (43) In 1628 however financial problems 

associated with an annual deficit of X15O and an expected, 

decrease in income, spurred the Finance Committee to 

suggoot the abolition of the Venison dinner, the Court 

Loot, Admiralty, Licence and Audit Day dinnerc. (44) 

(36) VHB 3537 tOO 
(37) OB 3455 f 71 
(38) BAB3 1117 
(39) BAB6 t28 1767 
(40) BAB6 176 1770 
(41) i6 1285 1778 

Jstly 2mi i6ßß 

(42) BAB7 f15 1782 
(43) BABE/A/27 April 6th 1818 
(44) 2. /1/5 14ov, 2oth 1828 
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In }arch the following year they recommended. dispensing 

with the four sessions dinngre and reducing the allowAAce 

for the 
. 
Lady Day dinner : by, X50 or }, . 

the understanding that 

this in future would be a private and. not, a public dinner. (45) 

By 1830 the Venison feast, the Seasiona. dinners. and the 

My Day dinner had been discontinued saving some £250. 

per annum, and the annual treats no_longer featurro. in. the 

accounts. (46) But by. 1831 the. Common Hall had become so 

concerned about their, insolvency that all dinners and 

treats were discontinuedn, too the. use. of the- guns j musicians 

and. bellringero, (47)_ At tho last minute Boston had 

succeeded in reducing drastically its expenditure in the 

sphere of annual entertainments and celebrations. This 

was, by no means unprecedented. Leeds Corporation had by., 

the middle of the 
, 
eighteenth. century, laid aside the pomp 

and show of festival days, and may have. ceased, entirely. 

to pay for civic dinners and troats. (48) 

The dinners, treats and celebrations none- 

the-leas accounted, for a substantial part of civic expenditure 

in the three boroughs of, Boston, Nottingham and York for 

much of the period from 1660 to 1835, In our, eyec, and 

(45) 2/D/5 March 1829 
(46) BCA3 pasßim4Table b39,. 

,. _ (47) 2/D/5 1831 
(46) 

. 
S. änd Z. Webb, The flanor and the Born zah (1963)41ß, 4-2O 

The decision in 1756 not to pay for arq treat from the 
"Corporation Stock" would need verification from the 
annual accounts, The phrase may refer to annual, funds 
or the "nest egg" which many Corporations built upeeg. York's "Treasury". 
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those of the Commissioners, they are evidence of a 

sadly confused sense of values; The often excessive 

expenditure on this aspect of civic life cannot, without 

reservations be justified; but dinners and treats were 

a part of the civic dignity; the public dinners hold 

so often on festival days, to which tradesmen and local 

notables were invited, the processions and fireworks 

displeys, were as much a public relations exercise as 

wanton civic gluttony. 

They were however only one manifestation 

of the civic dignity; the Office holders themselves were 

another. Chief amongst these was the Mayor, a local 

dignitary whose position as chief magistrate and head 

of the Council demanded from him a life style of wealth 

and elegance. He was the public relations officer of 

the eighteenth and early nineteenth century civic life 

in so far as hei created the public image of the civic 

body. For this reason the Common Hall at York in 1724 

lamented that "The dignity of the City has of late greatly 

diminished by reason of the Lord Mayor's frequent absence 

and Retirement into the Country and neglecting to keep 

but one public day in a week for the entertainment of 

the citizens.... "(49) and resolved that the Lord Mayor 

(49) YUB 42 f52 
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t 

should keep up . «. : "the `Graxideur arid-dignity of the City" 

by giving two publio dinner dayi each soek for the "Reception 

and entertainment" of tho aitizens. (50)''2o enable him to 

maintain such otändards the Mayor '". was, in Dost bor"äugh , 

"given a yearly salary. ' " The emolument differed greatly 

from borough to `borough' and from time" °to tine, The custom 

of tee. a to give tho Mayor to salary (51), or that of 

Bristol to'pay as nxch as 02,500 per'aimum (52)q wzs 

unusual, but at both` York and' 1lotting n the liayorl e annual 

13alary"illustrateB well the', rising Yost of maintaining 

tho standards uet in previous centurien. * The calary, 

rarely paid the total expense attending the Office, and 

", York the Lord Mayor . ras increasingly required to provide 

goods traditionally=provided by tho Cornorätion. 'Thus in 

1831 the finance cornraitteeý reported that they had not 

bou ht any more china "and. they strongly recor end that 

no articles of that description should be purchased in 

future", (53) and in 1824-they suggested that the "vor 

could be "reasonably expected and'recornended to use his 

on bed linen"-(54) 

(50) X42 f54 
(51) MCR 1621 
(52) S. a-nd -6- W ebb, 

(53) K, ±10 Feb. 3rd 1831 
(54) t77 9.2.1824 

The Yanor & the Borough 1963)467 
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Fror the fourteenth century until 

1735 the- Lord }kayor at-York received- an annual, salary 

of £50 and additional allowances of C7, -for acourt 

grown, x'20 for four sessions dinners; £10 for histfreeßan, 

C3 for postage (C5 by 1735); f3 for Tangy; -ball gates= 

depasturago, an- allowance for the Butter larket (x: 20 

in-'1735) arA- for the-maintenance of , the Officers C50. (55) 

In 1735 his total emoluments were thus £165 per annum 

together with the tolls of the corn and malt markets: 

for a nominal rent. This was quite inadequate to his 

needs however, and in 1735 the lease committee su sted 

that in view of the troubles attending the collection of 

the corn tolle these should be openly let, and in lieu 

of these and other allowances the Veyor should receive 

an annual salary of £400 per annum, to enable him "..... 

... the better to support the Honour and credit of this 

city and avoid the Terror which the said Office is 

usually attended with. ---"(56). The Vayor in fact received 

a salary of C350 plus a court grown, but his salary 

continued to rise. 
York Lard Mayor'a Salaxy. 

1735, £350 1792 0525 
1766 £400 1810 £840 (57) 
1771 0500 

(55) YCAB passim. ' 
(56) : x. 101 ff 139,140. 
(57) YCK3 pa$asr. 
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By now however the financial situation had made 

retrenchment imperative and in-1812 the co im ttee 

recommended a temporary rcdüction in-the Lord Mayor's 

salary of £660. (58) In 1816 th© genoral ca=ittee 

furthor resolved that all sundry bills'from the Lord 

flayor for breakage, gardeners, knives and similar* 

provisional should be disoontinued, (59) the allowance 

to tho Lord Maror's Cook and Chaplain were stopped (60) 

and the terror was allowed instead fifty guineas unless 

the Co aittee made specific order, and this remained 

hio salary, together with £7 for a court gown, until 

1335. (61) 

An at Boston therefore, where the Mayor's 

salary was directly related to the allowance: agreed 

upon for the various annual entertairnients, a sharp 

rise in costs in the early ninoteenth century was followed 

by strong retrencliont, and entertainments and dinners 

moot inevitably '. nave become more frugal as the Mayor 

became personally liable for the entire costs. 

(513) YTIB 48 13 April 1812 
(59) B77 23.1.1816 
(60) X77 31.5.1816 
(61) K110; YCAB passim. 
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At `t6tiin, &w ihe, i nm ä1 salary paid to the 

Yäyor was smaller than at York, but it displayed a 

similar steep rise in the first thirty years of the 

ntnoteenth century. In contrast with the policies 

adopted at York and Boston however, no reduction in 

hic salary wä"ä considered and the Thun, icipal Cornicsioners 

expressed disapproval- at the size of his annual 

emolument. (ý) t 

M- gort p,, Spýlnxy - Nottin[ha*n. (62)&- 

1660 £40 '1773 "C80 
1685 £80 1801 £100 
1688 £20 "' °'" 1804 , £200 ,. 
1693 £40 1806 £210 
BY 1826, ¬: 262.10.0` , 
1719 £60 1828 £315 

The flayor l o- galary§ however was in the oyes of a 

contemporar y. a most, necessary part of the civic 

expenditure. John Blackner in 1815 complained that 

"A salary of 1200 for the, chief. magiotrate of a_town 

which is generally. , profuse. in its other departments 

of public expenditure and which is so populous and 

important is insignificant and paltry in the extremes, 

particularly-, when It in considered that that monoy is 

barely sufficient to defray the- responses of the sessions 

(62) MCR 2007 µ 

(62a YC&B passrot. ); KB 3452 f20; 3455 171 t 3459 f65t 
3452 92013532 £50; 3561 f17t 
3565 f15 t 3505 £1 106/107 
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dinners ..., it is ..... seriously to be wished that 

the dignity of the Mayor was properly supported for 

the cost attending a Judicious display of the first 

magisterial dignity would be more than compensated by 

the awe and admiration which official power would 

inspire in the prevention of youthful depravity". C 3) 

If Blacknor was unduly convinced of the value of 

example,, he reflects nevertheless an attitude which 

many adopted at tho time. 

In addition to the Mayor there was a 

host of lesser officials who occupied posts primarily 

as dignitaries rather than as functional officers, 

Their salaries too increased substantially through the 

years. The Chamberlains did not in their accounts 

distinguish between working men and dignitaries; all 

who received an annual or quarterly salary were classified 

together under the heading of "salaries". For our 

purposes however these people fall into two, not mutually 

exclusive, Groupss- those who were workman employed only 

for the services they could render the Corporation by 

labour or "professional" training; and those who held an 

Office which$ while not purely noninal* was nevertheless 

(63) J. B1acknor, op. cit.,, 275 

wf V L., as°i... 
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primarily a perpetuation of'the'age long civic dignity 

and tradition. Into tho former group fall the labourers, 

sweepers, paver, scavenger, cloak winder, Firemen, surveyor, 

the pilots and the Vicar at Boston, the leQturers'at 

York, and the Town Clerk. In the latter fall"the Thi or, 

the Sword and, Mace Bearers, the=Rocorder and his deputy, 

the Cryer, the Beadle, the musicians or waits,., the tip- 

staves , the Judge and Marshall "of the Admiralty at Boston 

who by 1835 hold purely nominal. posts, or the huntsman 

at York. (64) }Zany of. these enjoyed a 'substantial increase 

in-calary, at York in tho late 17ß0's, at Boston in'the 

early 1800's. Thus at York, including the Mayor's'large~ 

salary, payments, to officials rose steadily throughout 

the eight4enth century from some 9200 in the late 160616 

and early 1700113 to C500 in 1740; E600 in 1770; £600 in 

1800 and 01100 in 1810. (65) The parcenta e of total 

expenditure which this represented alaoýrose to coma 34%* 

by, the late 1700'c. By 1800 total expenditure vas co 

high that officials calariea bore a much smaller part, 

and the drastic reduction of the Kayor' e. salary in 1816 

(64) See appendix XI 

(65) For details of figures see appendix $ý 
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saw t6 total1 outlay-on 'official salaries-drop to leis 

than ¬400"per annum, come 7a of total expenditure. A 

similar trend can be detected ät Boston oven'with the 

exclusion of the !a or1s "entertainments" allowance. 
- rr 

Officials were rarely dispensed with in order to effect 

economies or even to remove anachronisms. The waits 

seemed to occupy the dost insecure post, being dismissed 

and re-appointed not infrequently for minor misdemeanours, 

or, to effect the economies (66). but the City huntsman 

at York was continued until after 1820 (67) and in 

spite of hic purely nominal ae, the Marshall of the 

Admiralty at Boston continued to have his salary increased, 

Won account of the eats or expenses of the admiralty 

juries". (68) Liveries too continued to be provided for 

many officials and although it was agreed at Boston in 

1823 that liveries were no longer to be provided for the 

Offiaers, (69) York continued to provide new shoes far the 

Squires once every three years (70) and liveries for the 

waits every six years. (71) At Nottingham too liveries 

continued to be provided, and whilst many were functional 
SY 

as a distinctive uniform for examples for the butter 

weigher at York, for the Town Cryer or pinder, all liveries 

(66) eg. York 1652 YHB37 f36b1 eg. Nottra. Oct. 1et 1672 di=isced, 
Oct. 11th 1704 re-appointed IMB3471 f6 

(67) YCAB passiza. ' (68) BAB 8 Oct. 10th 1808 
(69) BAB 2/&/27 April 28th 1823 (70) E77 1.241822 

b1) Order of Co=ittee of Trade Apl. 13t ý 713. YCAB 1718/19; 
X43 , 28.4.1742 
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were extensively"decorated' with gold and silver 

trimmings. The Squires at York received an 

"accustomed allowance" for trimming their gowns of 

(3.16,8 in 1663 (72)3 at hottingbam a receipt of 

1684 records tho purchase of four knots of blue 

ribbon, eighteen,, yards of blue and eighteen yards 

of crimson ribbon and four silk tassels for the 

cryer'c coats an3 in 1703 1715116 oz of gold galloon 

and 19 5/8 
oz of silver galloon (narrow braid) cost 

C9.130"(73) 71w bills for liveries did not lessen 

in frequency as the period progressed. Hats and 

gowns feature regularly in the accounts of all three 

boroughs, and at Nottingham between 1823 and 1825 

0366.17.0 was spent on hats, ¬325.8.0 on cloth and 

the making of liveries and £406.16.6 on drapora 

bills. (74) Individual bills at York could. bo no less 

significant. The fahr accounts for 180091810,1020 and. 

1ß30 contained bills for the Lord Mayor's court gown, 

the firemen' st tipatavaa' and l3ellman' a liveries which 

totalled (67.0�9, and the bills presented in 1831/2 for 

liveries amounted to £90.7�0. (75) 

(72) YCAD 1(63/4 
(73) Vouchorc 1683/4 1796R; 1704/5 1799E ßo25 
(74) IICAB 1823/35 
(75) YCA1 1ß00,1ß10,1820/1830,1831 
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Together with the frequent bills for china, 

silver, knives and forko, maces and other insignia, these 

receipts are a constant reminder of the importance to the 

Corporation of keeping a dignified chow, whether at table 

or in the town at large. 

Between 1660 and 1635 the demands of dignity, 

whether in the guise of feasts, entertainments, celebrations 

or day to day refreshments and salaries, placed a heavy burden 

on the civic finances. For most of the period, in its various 

forms it accounted for Bone 20 - 30% of total expenditure 

at York, W: bo ron sore toto 4o0/o. (Appenbº)e XE) 

''s'he ! nicipal Commissioners were right to suggest that 

retrenchmont could have been effected, yet this aspect 

of civic life was of fundamental traditional importance 

to the civic body. It served a variety of purposes, some 

less obvious than others, and in certain spheres economies 

could have been effected with little disturbance to anyone 

other than the conciliar group itself. Yet such economies, 

in perhaps annual civic feasts, may not have been of such 

financial benefit as the Commissioners might have supposed, 

Acutely sensitive to any hint of wastage, Caxelessness or 

privikP ge'they identified any feast or entertainment as 

dispensable, yet many of the expenses of dignity remain 

., 
0 
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equally much today as before 1835. It is no justification 

for them, but it demonstrates perhaps one of the lass 

tangible elements of civic life; the honour and prestige 

of the civic governn ont. Nevertheloas economy in these 

spheres was to some extent effected iimiediatoly prior to 

1835, and thus by 1820 and 1830 more stringent measures 

hero would not have radically aided the corporation finances. 

However, at a time when in the late 1700'sß civic dignity 

at York could absorb 28&; to 41tß of the civic expenditure 

and other coXmitisente led to heavy loans, the unformed 

Corporation seems to have had a strange Got of values. 

To suggest however that they ware totally misplaced is to 

put a twentieth century interpretation on eighteenth 

century life* But what we can state is that in sozae mcasuro 

they contributed to financial insolvency., 
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If some of the civic funds were employed for 

purposes of dubious value, like feasting and entertainment, 

as much and increasingly more was spent on business which 

was less spectacular' than the improvements `end less enticing 

than the festivities. or each boron h'had a number of financial 

commitments which creates an annual 'demand on the funds before 

extraordinary expenses could even be 'coniid®red. Come of these 

have already been examified; -the repair coats, the salaries of 

workmen &id Officials, -hut beyond these'were others of a less 

obviously beneficial'-nature assoeiated`with rents and dues 

demanded by'others of the Corporation. 

Cheif amongst these by virtue of their antiquity 

rather than their amount were the fee farm, and other quit 

rents and out rents requisitioned by the Crown under the original 

Charter grants in return for the privb goa and resources granted 

to the Civic body. The fee farm rent was still payable by all 

three Corporations in 1835 for despite the facility afforded by 

the Act of 1787 enabling the Crown to soll fee farm and other 

uniraprovable rents ý none of them chose to purchase the entitlement 

to collect it. Nottingham Corporation did consider buying it 

from the Crown and application was made to the Co-nissionors (2) 

(2) NB 3546 f 18. -'May 1787 
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but the price was perhaps too high for the entitlement 

passed to the Misses Corbett who twice in 1806 and 1808 

offered to sell to the Corporation. The Council however 

declined the offer considering even the lower price of 

800 guineas to-be excessive-0) 

The decision was probably not*ill-con3iderod 

for the-fee-farm rent was static and in real terms had 

become much less of a demand on the civic funds since 1660. 

Moreover at Nottingham, as initially at York, it. was paid 

by the Sheriffs in return for the right to take tolls, and 

did not therefore create an obvious burden'upon the Chamber 

funds. Nevertheless since 1804 the Sheriffs at Nottingham 

had been indemnified from all expenses beyond their receipts (4) 

and the Chamberlains had net the deficits, no the fee farm 

was not entirely beyond the general civic cognizance or 

obligations. However at some f50 per annum it would have 

taken seventeen years to recoup the'capital outlayr re, quiredýfor 

purchase and at a time of Inflation the gain was even more dubious. 

At tiottinihaai tho fee farm rent was recorded in 

1824 as £50.4. Od per annum, (5) but at Boston it was only 

some 117 par annurn. (6) Together with the land tnx on this 

rent and quit rents and other out rents, the annual payviont 

(3) IMB 3567 f 42 f (4) N NIB 3563 f 68 This had occurred before apnlication by 
the Sheriffs, but it was not to be a precedent. 
M3545 P21 1786, Now the : 3heriff© were automatically 
indemnified. 

(5) Sheriffs Account 1824/5 1846 190 b. ii. Few Sheriffs' 
accounts remain. 

(6) BCAD paaaim.; Sae table 673 
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Generally fluctuated between £17 and f24 per annum. 

It was by no means a heavy burden therefore and was hardly 

worth purchasing� but at York the fee farm rents were rather 

more substantial, totalling with expenses, soma C70 to f80 

in most yeara. (7) The fee farm rents had originally been 

set at 0160 but reductions and remissions were obtained 

during the Tudor period because of York's financial problems. (8) 

For some time however, as at ltottinghan, the Sheriffs were 

responsible for paying a large part of the rent and during 

the late seventeenth century the Chamberlains paid only £12 

per annum for the fee farm and some £1.14. Od for a free rent. 

By 1710 however the Chamber funds were paying a full £78.12.0, (9) 

and it would appear that the Sheriffs were no longer chargeable 

on this account. Already in 1664 the two Sheriffs, Timothy 

biLro and George Gladstone, had refused to pay the rents, but 

the Court of Exchequer in 1667 decreed that Gladstone and 

Squire were liable (10) and the Recorder exprea-ed his hope 

that the case would "aer put an end to yor annuall feares 

of beings inbreed to pay the ffee farm rents to the Kinge 

. and Lord Ffairefaac and all succeedinge sheriffs will now be 

satisfied that it is due for them to pay ,...... "(11). Clearly 

however it did not settle this issue for during the eighteenth 

and early nineteenth century the fee farm rents werPäid from 

the Chamber funds. 

(7), 6YCAB 
passim.; See 

. 
table 673 

(8) V, ! York 1? 
(9) YCAD 1710/11,, and passim. 
(10) YO/CU X148 28th May 1667 
(ii) Letters re. City affairs- +-'/85 31.1.1666/7 
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In addition to the fee fare, other rents were 

often owed for properties leased to the Corporation. At 

York the estate at Tanghall was leased for £24.16.0 per 

annun from the Prebend of Fridaythorpe; two houses in 

! finster Yard were held from the Prebendary of Wistow for 

E6 per annum, and the tithes from the Fawdington estate 

(purchased by the Corporation in 1721) were leased from 

the Archbishop of York. (12) It was not however the annual 

rental which burdened the Corporation in this ease for it 

was at a fixed rate. It was rather the cost of renewing 
jt. 

the leases on expiry. Tanghall was hold on renewable lease 

for three lives, but although the Corporation took care to 

insert a youngster at each ronewal, replacements were often 

required all too frequently. Between 1693 and 1716 three 

renewals were necessary in only twenty-three years, the total 
to 

cost the Corporation being £590. (13) This sum was greatly 

inflated by the renewal of 1710/11 which cost £450, and the 

subsequent addition of lives in 1739 and 1740 cost only 1105 

cach. (14) After 1716 the Corporation was rather more successful 

in its choice of lives. In 1716 George Ambler "aged about 

fifteen years" was "putt into Doctor Deeringa Prebend lease 

of Tang Ball ...... " (15) He lived for a further thirty-nine 

years, to be replaced by sixteen year old John naper. (16) 

(12) YCAB passim. 
(13) YCAB 1693/4) 1701/2; 171t/11 and passim. 
(14) YCA13 1739/40; 1741/2 
(15) YUB 41 f 168 
(16) YRB 43 F 48 
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However since the rate remained static, the fines for renewal 

increased markedly.. Faring. the later eighteenth century-the 

charge for renewals stood in the region of £450 (17)t, 
-in-. 1812 

the renewal fine was C1550 (18), rising to £2000 in 1829 for 

the addition of one life. (19), 

.. The renewal fines for the leases of Minster Yard 

houses and. Fawdington Tithes were not of the same magnitude. as 

Tang Hall, yet they-too rose substantially in cost over the years. 

Renewal- Fines paid by York Corporation. (20) 
-., .. 

Tang Nall Minster Yard Fawdinc ton Tithes 

Date " Fine Expa. - Date Fine Expa Date Costs 

1663/4 - -- 15. 4.0 
1693/4 70. o. 0 3. 5.6 
1701/2 l0. 00 0 8.13.10 

1710/11 450. 0* 0. 1. 1.6 

1716/17 107.10.0 1713/14 21.10,0 

1739 105. 0.0 1721/2 24. '0,0 
1730/1 13.18. o(i) 

1740 105. 0.0 9. 364 
1771/2 445" o. o 1768/9 Ce 11.13.4 

174475 20.6. 6(J) 
1776/7 400. 0.0 1778/9 115. o. o. 

, - 1778/9 450. 000 1787/8 .0 115.0160 4.2.0 1763/4 2 21 0(4) 1787/8 450. 0.0 1800/1 1306 000 500,6 1764/5 . . 

1812 1550. 0.0 1822 140.0.0 1786/7 56.13. 0 
1829 2000. 0.0 1ß 137/8 34.5. 0 

Initially the Chamber offset the heavy lease 

renewal charges by similar demands upon their own tenants. 

(17) eg. YCAB 1771/2; 1776/7; 1778/9; 1787/8. 

(18) Ace 86/ 12 

(19)_ 1753 
(20) YCAB, passiv; Acc 86/12; E77 passim. 
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In 1723 the lease committee ruled that "Upon the granting 

any leases of prebendal lands noe rents shall be encreased 

or advanced but the lesees shall give afremise or sum of 

money in hand and that the like method shall be observed 

upon all renowale of such leases" . (21) Subsequently in 

1724/5 a X60 (22) fine was paid, and in 1728/9 Colelr Greenbury 

paid a lease entry fine of £100. (23) But as with other properties 

this practice was abandoned in favour of increased rents, 

and as with the Minster Yard houses in 1715 leases were 

renewed at increased rentals. (24) 

By the nineteenth century however renewal 

fines cha, ged by the Prebends had become so large that 

financial planning was considered expedient by the Finance 

Committee. Accordingly in 1823 a fund for the renewal of 

leases and the repair of bridges was initiated with the 

invoitient of F2000 in 4la New Government Console. (25) This 

fund was at first augmented only slowly by the yearly dividends 

accruing, but after 1829 it was customary to invest 0400 

annually fron the Chamber funds. (26) In that year the renewal 

of Tang Hall lease caused the withdrawal of no less than 

i2203.4.11. (27) The fund gras steadily replonithed, but in 

1834 the Corporation transferred to a more modern scheme; that 

of insurance. A policy was taken out with the 1oiwich Ins. Co" 

for £2000 on the, three lives in the Tang Hall lease, at an 

annual premium of £194. (28) 

(21)E101 f85 
(22) YCAI 1724/5; E101 ff 109,111 
(23) YCA33 1728/9 
(24) E101 f62 1715 
(25) E77 6 67 

(26) YCAB passim, 
(27) KilO 

(2ß) K110 Feb. 3.1835 



Stever method the Corporation adopted however 

they had substantial outgoing to meet for rent and lease 

costa connected with their prebendal estates. In, the-twenty- 

three years-from 1693 to 1716 renewal costs and the X24 per 

annum rent for the Tang Hall Estates involved the Corporation 

in a total expenditure of £1214; an average of almost £53 

per annua. (29) During the entire eighteenth century over 

£2,550 was paid for renewals and additions to the Tang Hall 

leaso. (30) Annual rents would have accounted for a further 

£2,480. 

The Corporation however still made a good profit 

on these properties. The rents which they charged their 

tenants were steadily raised. In 1660 the tenant of Tang Hall 

paid the Corporation £60 per annum (31). in 1681-ho paid 

£124.14.10, (32) and by 1812 the rent realised £460 per annum 

rising to'E530 in 1829 and ¬743"in 1833"(33) Thus in the 

twenty-three year period, from 1693 to 1716, assuming the rent 

to have stayed at its 1690 figure of £121 per annum, (34) the 

total produce for the Corporation would have been some ¬2783. 

Deducting the rent and lease expenses of £1214 the total profit 

to the Corporation would have been £1569, or ¬68 per annum on 

average. 

(29) YCAB passier. 

(30) Table 666 

(31) Chamber rentals C73-1 

(32) Ibic., C77-4 

(33) Rentals 1812; 18291 1833 

(34) Rentals 1690 
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Although however the balance of the account on 

such leases was substantially to the civic advanta e, the 

extraordinary costs of leasing, the estates from the prebends 

played havoc with the somewhat static corporate income. 

Tho local and national goverment taxes depleted 

the annual civic income in a more relentless and insidious 

manner. Land tax, poor rates, highway assessments, tithes, 

drainage taxen and associated demands, feature incessantly 

in the accounts. They were rarely an excessive burden. By 

their nature they were assecsed'in proportion to wealth, and 

tenants were generally, although not exclusively, responsible 

for paying the assessments made on lands which they rented 

from the civic authorities. Nevertheless such assessments 

rose substantially' during the eighteenth century. kt Boston 

land tax paid by the Corporation increased from £60.1.6 in 

1750 to 093.6.0 in 1780 and it remained at this sort of level 

for the rest of the period being steady at £90.12.0 per annum 

from 1825 until 1834. (35) Land tax and drainage together 

in 1821 amounted to £112. (36) 

BOSTON 1700 1710 1719 1730 1741 1750 1760 

Land Tax 16.18.0 44.6.0 54.11.6 41.1. 0 78.14.0 60.1. 6 82.6 0 

Fee Farm 8. 
I 

11. 21.17.6 

Total? 18.6.8 t 63.5.0 7T. 2.2 60.11. 7 96.1. oS 83.5. 3 104.3.6 

1770 1780 1790 1800 1810 1820 1830 1 

_ 
Land Tax 60.13.6 89.8.0 21 90 

Fee Term 36.9.11 20.10.9 19.1.5 1.12.9 17.17.10# 1. L1.1.8-i' 

Total; 97.3. 
in. 

16-9 111.1 91.0.11 
1108.0 B 

Eseimetedj es 

(35)BCAB passim; Finance Committee a/D/5 3.2.1831,1832,10.1.1833, 
.r April 1834 (36) Finance Committee 2/D/5 26.7.1821 069 



In all three Boroughs some consideration was 

given to redeeming the Land Tax by purchase. At Boston 

the appointment of a committee to purchase the tax achieved 

apparently nothing, for payment of tax continued. (37) At 

York however, redemption was, 'dffected on cone properties. 

Thus in 1824 the Land Tax on the }coats and Stable near 

. Skeldergate Postern was purchased (38) and in 1834 the tax 

on stint Yard was redeemed. Previously amounting to C21.166 

per annum, the tax on the latter was purchased for f724.7.10d 

payable in instalments of £120.14e, 7id over six years. This was 

equivalent to come thirty-three years of tax. (39) At 

Nottingham it was decided that-although the Land Tax on the 

Bridge and School Estates would be redeemed, that on the 

Chamber Estate would not. (40) The, Land Tax-was not, however at 

No tingham a charge of much significance. 'All tenants paid their 

own tax and the tax payable on other civic property in 1824 

totalled only f12. ßs. Od. Poor-Church and Highway rates 

totalled f24.3s, 9d (41), but, like the fee farm, these were all 

paid by the Sheriffs; 

1evertheless the parochial assessments payable on the Exchange 

Cotalled a further-£17 to C23 during the nineteenth century. (42) 

Further parochial rates were payable at Nottingham on the 

profits of the Market Place too. These acoounto were kept 

separately after 1826 and the Municipal. Coaticsioners discovered 

(37) Order of Hall Nov. 16th 1798 4/0/2/64 

(3a) F77 October 29th 1824 

39 K110 Feb. 3rd 1835 
40 1411ß 3558 ff 29-30 April 12th 1799 
41 Sheriffs' Accounts 1824/5 1846 190b11. Pew Sheriffs' 

accounts remain and therefore comparative figures cannot 
be provided. 

(42) NCAB passim. 
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that in 1832 the rates on this account totalled £203.108.0d, 

almost 20p'f of the total Market Place expenditure of ¬1039.10s. (43) 

This was the largest single item of expense in the account 

excepting the subscription to the Chapel Bar improvement. 

The Commissioners Report however anpeare to include the C60 

paid annually to the overseers of St. Mary's Parish for cleaning 

the Alarket Place, but it is clear from the extant vouchers for 

other years that the legitimate parish rates in fact accounted 

for some 12% to 15 Ä of the annual outgoings. 

Market Place Accounts - Nottina-ham, (43a) 

1830 1831 1832 1833 
Poor Rates' ¬129.10s C122. lOs C140.0s ¬ 96.50 
Highway Rates 14.0 14.0- 14.0 14.0 
Church Rates 14.0 5,58 15 15. 

157.10s 136.109 159.58 126.0 

It was however the income on property tax started 

in 1799 "for granting an-aid and contribution for the 

Prosecution of the War" (44), but repealed in 1802 for the more 

watertight Act of 1803, which made the most severe demands on 

the Corporations. In response to this fact. the civic body att 

Nottinghan joined the other propertied classes in petitioning 

Parliament immediately after the war for the repeal of the 

Property tax which "...... whether judtifiable'or not when first 

imposed under the pretext of the necessity and justice of war...... 

43) ý 1999 
43a) Market Place Accounts 2154; 2155; 2156; 2157- 
44) Printed Tax Office Fora; Sept. 1800 VCAB 1621 A145 
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............... is in itself a burden not to be endured longer 

than the necessity for imposing it exists, and from the unavoidablb 

injustice in the mode of assessing and collecting, isra irievance 

insupportable by men conceiving themselves entitled to all the 

bleooings of the British constitution""(45) 

Nevertheless in the short period of its imposition 

the income tax v ade increasing demands upon the civic funds. 

In 1799 the taxable income of the Corporation of Nottingham was 

£400 on which tax was paid at 10%. (46) Over the years however 

"tho amount of tax paid substantially increased. 

Nottin, ýhart" Fro2ert y Tax uaid 1800 to 1816, (47) 

Year £". a. "d Year ¬". s.. d Year i. "s""d 
1800/01 40.. 0.. 0 1806 63.4.10 1811 61.. 8.. 9 
1801 1807 110.. 1.09 1812 126.19.11 
1802 1808 86' 9'11 1813 106.12.4 
1803 1804 20.10.11 1814 107.6.7j 
1804 24.10* *41 

1609 
1809 65.18.8 1815 103.19.2 

1805 21912"091 1810 94.2.11 1816 35.9.9 

At Boston no reference to income tax occurs in 

the accounts other than the payment in 1800 of £50 on this account. (48) 

Whether Auch suns were subsequently paid fron the Treasury or fron 

other sources is not theroforo clear, but at York, as at Nottingham 

" tax was paid by the Chamberlains, C73.6. Od being paid in 1799/1800 

and ¬103.6. ßd in the following year. (49) 

11 (45) x 3575 ff 45 47 Feb, 23rd 1816 

46) 1IB 3558 f 27; Accounts 182 0 AII, 19 f 
(47) XCAB 1800 to 1816 
(43) BCAB 1600/01 
(49) YCAB 1'199/1800,1soo/1 %ol 
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1700 17.12. .6 
72.19.2 

18.1 0 47.10.0 Fp 

1717 2.8.41 
157.4.6 0.2.11} 10.13. 6 70. 

1730 19.10.7 41.1.0 5.0. o i 65.11. 
_7, .a 

1741 17.7.0 78.14.0 
_ 

5.0. 01 10.0 0 111.1.0 

1750 2 60.1.6 

1751 24.3.6 60.1.6 

1760 21.17.6 82.6.0 

1770 36.9.11 60.13.6 3. 6.6 

1780 20.10.9 93.6.0 

1730" 19.1.5 92.18.2 

1800 1.12.9 89.8.2 3. 9.10 

1810 71.11.4 90.10.2 10. 17.6 

1819 17.7.4 92.1.2 11.8.6 

1820 17.7.4 91.15.2 15. 7.10 

1821 17.7.8 83.10.6 17. 18.2 

dotsoi 

2 0.0 24,10.0 132.15.31 

25.3" 91 22.10.0 131.18.9j 
25.0.0 , 32.0.0 1 161.3.6 

9.1.0 124,15. oý 234.. 5-11 

22.5.3 32.2.9. 3.15.0 
, 761.3.0' 933.2" 

22.14.10; ý 24.11 8 6.7.6, 
_203.0,0 

1068.13.71 

0.0 66.19.4; 28.4. eý 7° 01 e09 00 1055.19.10 

65.19.6 26.4.0 8.2.611207 1.0 1480.6.0 

65.4.6 26.8.2 9.14.0 1920.7.10 2141.11.6 

65.4.6 23.4.1 8.14.0'2007.7.6 2229.0.5i 
1 

6.4.6 1 23.0.0 2041.0.0 22 3.0.10 

ýrn wn nn "n n n. "" [ '. oni 4 /. 
'2322.12" 4 

In years where the figures seem disproportionate in some way it is generally 
a result of payment being withheld for one or more years although on occasions 
payment may have been made under another guise. 
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1823 940.12.0 1734.4.7.3.0 170 1.10 17* 0.0 . 6. ý , t3. 
ßt931.3.7 

1824 763.14.7 670.13.0 39.0.0 17.0.0 8.9.6 91.10.9 159 " '1"to 

1825 580.2.0 656.13.0 33.19.0 27.7.7 17.0.0 10.5.9 93.3.0 ! 1416.10. -A--: 
1826 563.8.6 650.13.0 34.10.6 17.0.0 4. a. 61 95.10.6 

, 1! 65.11. o; 

162 665.2.4 650.13.0 e. 3.9 17.0.0 
1 

42.1.6 o 1507.15.8 

1828 537.0.0 650.13.0 35.14.6 17.0.0 8.12.6 95.19.6 1344.19.6 

1829 615.5.6 627.11.0 
1 

14.9.6 22.18.0.0 
1 

4.2 1423.10.3 

1830 814.17.6 636.13.9 45.8.3 22.15.10 17.0.0 43.19.0 36.4.9 1676.19.1 

1831 863.12.0 644.11.0 44.19.3 17.0.0 9.14.0 97.16.11 1677.13.2 

1832 785.10.0 644.11.0 44.13.0 18.0.0 10.13.6 100.19.6 '1604.7.0 

1833 774.18.0 
1493.15.6 

44.4.0 18 004.16.6 99.3. Is 1434.17.3 

1834 646.13.6 456.15.0 44.4.0 18.0. o ?. 13.0 207.14. o; ! 1580.19.6 

Total= ý 750.15.11 7517.7.0 476,8.9 90.4.0 207.0.0 162.2.6 11258.16.0 

rotes s 

Insurance includes small payments for land tax but 1e primarily insurance premiums on the 
F. xchanae and Sa', l, the Leather Bottle and Union Inns and post 1130 Langley 
Charities. 

Parish Rates Poor, Church. Lamp and Highway Assessments on the Exchange. 

Cha-ity Trnsts Lady Grantham's. Tibsons and Robinsons and cost 1832 Staples. 

Permanent Annuity palable out of Butcher's Close to Rector of St. Nicholss, C4.15.0. 
Stewards Duty 10/0 or C1. C. 0. Thn rest is cash paid in lieu of Burgess . arts. 
These were parcels of land granted to the Burgesses by seniority at nominal 
rent. They became a severe hindrance to the Corporation by preventinr econoa+io 
exploitation of the estates, but from the later eighteenth century the Council 
made sustained attempts to resume these making cash grants each year in lieu. 
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In addition each Council had increasingly 

taken Insurance Policies on their properties. This was 

largely a'product of the expensive eighteenth century 

rebuilding which each Borough undertook, and prudent and 

necessary as such measures were, they involved another 

annual outgoing for - the premiums. To these committments 

should be added also the annual dividends due from the many 

Charity Trusts managed by the Civic Authorities. 

üwb4EvMC". ýa 
0 .4 

Q4 l' 
11 24 V Hm 10 .. 

rRFXGN` 

4, ö 

my 
Ax 

1 44 }1 C5 m . n .a 

1661-2 49.2.9 61.12.6 I i1G. iS. 3 

1671-2 A5.7.4 3.14.0 31.10.8 0 

1680 44.14.4 9.10.0 1 
58.0. o 

r _ tt2.4.4 

1672 . 71.0.0 
1 
103.3.4 1 1 1 i1 174. It. 41 

1700 30.16.8 2.5. '9 244. . 
277.5.9 

1110 14.2 108 8.0.0 
1 
137.8. 25 0 729.2.6 

1 . . 
1720 M. 16.9 244.14.9 

_ 
1730 125.9.9 11. t 

1 
180. 2.10.0 349.12.10 

1740 122.8.0 1 17.13.6 
1 
197.19a 0 16 3550 E" C. 

1749 112.3.111 19.14.0 188.9,0 200 344.6". 11 
1750 104.17.1 22.7.4 

1190-19-0 
24.0.0 342.3.5 1 

1751 133"19.9 17.18.0 1e9.6. 2o0 30.4.6} 

1760 99.4.8 24.19.8 191.15.0 135.14.0 451.13.4 

1770 154.5.7 18-15. 11 8 S. 0 to 00 19.10.0 . 499.15.1C4 

1780 107.5.3 31.4.6 07.15.0 22.10.0 Ii 580.6.6 

_j722. _ 
1.2.11 42.11.10k 

1201.15 
0 150.0.0 I 22.10.0 '550.19.9 .' 

_ 
1800 112.1 .1 16.18.1 103- 6. e 286.13.6 381.1. e (130.0. o : 22.10.0 1093.3.03 

46.10. oj 
0 63 

87.7.2 
8 19 1 86 

86. .8 194.19.0 
206 0 7 

5.10.0 
0 6 0 

811.13.9 
* 

1 
12.0.0 

0 
1244. .7 

91 I 0 6 7 1819 . 113. : . . . . . . x4 1. T. S 12.0 , . 7 . 

1820 110.2.4 94.13.8 1 227.5.0 6.0.0 977.0. t 12.0.0 X427.. 1.1 
18?. 1 

` 
113.14. j 87.17.8 225.7.0 

1 
6.0.0 844.0. b 12.0.0 

6288.19.7j 

ý_1@ý0 
ý9, ]? " 7 178.6 0 4ý_6 ýF. OOi 0 S. 17 ý_0.0 , S. 8.0 

. 
00, -2 1 10 1 

J400: 0,0 789.3.1 

" Yiguxv" include principle r. payseita. 

The Trust Estates which were administer4d in this way as 

separate funds, often with substantial rental income, did not 

involve the Chamber funds in any annual commitment and clearly 

were at times a positive benefit to civic finances. But in all 

three Boroughs smaller charities were held in trust for which 

as a result of bequests generally in money, but sometimes in 
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property, the Civic funds were liable annually to charitable 

donations. The bequests had often long since ceased to exist-- 

in real terms, and there was frequently. therefore no investment 

from which the Corporation received the annual dividends. The 

payments thus came from the ordinary civic funds, and although 

they were a rightful due for which the civic authorities had, 

in times past, received endowments, they created a further 

annual debt which could, as at York, be particularly large. 

At Boston the-Chamberlains paid annually from 1749 to 1835, £5 

to the Vicar from Margery's legacy; £5 for coals under Morley's, 

Bird's and Calthrop's legacies, a further variable small, sum for 

coals for the poor, and £12 from Brown's legacy for four poor 

widows. At Nottingham the Corporation managed several Charities 

in addition to the School and Bridge Estates, some of which were 

given to augment the two major Charities, for example; Gellestrope's 

for the Bridge Estate and Parkers used to augment the free school 

library. (5o) As a result the Chamberlains were liable to pay £17 

per annum during the early nineteenth century for Lady Grantham's, 

Tibson's and Robinßon's Charities, Staple's Charity of Cl per annum 

being added in 1832. (51 In addition, the Lambley and Hilby 

Charities produced a rental income which was managed by thetChamber- 

lains and the Corporation received income every fifth year from 

Sir Thomas White's Charity from which £50 loans were granted for 

young men setting up in businesses. 

(50) C 462 to 523; t 3571 ft 19 to 20 
{51) NCAB passim. 
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Ynrk Pnymrntn on Cheritt"l-_ 

Amount 
nable 1820 met , 
ä. 1671 1692 1710 1730 1750 1770 1790 1810 1830 

Bowes 2.10.0 50.0.0 3.0.0 3., 0.0 // / / / / / 

WEDDALL 5.0.0 6.0.0 6.0.0 / 

I 

PiACOCK 3.4.0 

VAIIR 14.0.0 15.0.0 8.16.0 
JACKSON 10.0.0 

ROGERSON 1.10.0 / 6.0.0 nil 

WALTER 6.0.0 7.4.0 7.4.0 8.0 /I / 

PARNSLL 1.5.0 1.10.0 1.10.0 

COTTERILL 5.0.0 8.0.0 6.0.0 6.0.0 nil 

BURLET . 6.0.0 1.2.6 1.10.0 
BUCK 1.0.0 / nil / nil 

) BDLETON 69.0.0 9.0.0 17.5.0 
NORTE 0.10.0 1.10.0 

STERNS 10.0.0 

THORNILL 6.10.0 13- 0.0 5.0. 0.0 5.0.0 5.0.0 

TYE &N 12.0.0 4.0.0 16.0.0 8.0.0 
RAMSDEN 15.0.0 20.0.0 14.0.0 
PRINCE 4.0.0 

BARKER 6.0.0 2.0.0 / / 
WATSON 3.0.0 6.0.0 / I nil nil nil nil 
TURNER 7.0.0 7.0.0 3.9.4 
P; CF-Lu variable 0n ei 

ED? " ONDSON 1.6.0 

WHITIIia» 1.0.0 

. 0wRKM (1) 1.12.0 nil nil nil nil 

MUSGRAVE 5.0.0 10.0.0 / 20.0.0 10.0.0 , 

TATES 4.0.0 / / 4.0.0 / 

MYERS 14.16.0 34.1.4 

HARTLEY 27.2.10' 

LIINTLY 64.2.6 

YOODIIOUSE 15.1.10 

LAUB : CE 30% of C40 1.90 o 
NORFOLK 15.0.0, 

BOWES 10.7.1 
GIRDLER 1.10.0 7.12.11 

TOW: =M j 9.2.0 

LITT RIET 1 25.0. o 
$COTr 4.0.0 / /1 

---- } 
i/ 

THOMAS WHIT. ̀ ) I 125.0.0 

JOBRSON 

LOVELtMD 00 12. tOs. O 

CRUX PARISH 4.10! 0 L/} 

TOTAL 
. 

61.12.6 103,3.4 1137.8.4 100.9.0ý19019.0ý 198. 
_5.0 `201.15.0y_194.19.0 227.5.0 559.4.6 

ltoTW s 
(1) Payable every other yotr. 
(2) Available for loan and therefore not distributed every year. Probably confuned by the Aeoo, intint. Where t: ie correct pxpment vas nude this Is indicated thaat / 
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At York the number of Charity Trusoto paid each year by 

the Chamberlains rose from eleven in 1671, costing.. £31.10s. 8d, 

to thirty-mix in 1830, costing f434.4a. 6d, exclusive of. _the 

receipts and expenditure. on another. of air Thomas White's. 
. 

Charities which York. received, every.. twenty-four years. At this 

time, in 1830 the Corporation ecoived. f. 183.19s6d, per annum in 

dividends on stock invested for charitable purposes; (52) and a 

small amount in rents; _ _tho 
balance required, to make the payments 

had to be met from the. ordinary Chamber Funds. 

It has been suggested However that such payments were 

not always unprofitable to the unreformed Borough. In the first 

place they were a means of patroiage, a point raised by the 

Municipal Connisaionera, at tdottin&am in relation to the school 

: Estate (! 55)9 and evidence of malpractice can be found. Thus at 

, 
Vottingh= the Ta21 agreed in 1728 that Timothy Watson "in regard 

of the purchase he lately made of this corpton He having Liven 

an advanced price for 
_the 

smmo"pshould have £50 Thomas White 

poney, "although he had fo=erly £50 of the same money". (54-) More 

importantly for thin study they could be a means of financial 

gain rather than loss. The 4ebb found that at Coventry the 
11 

Corporation botwoen 1689 and 1635 was, "flagrsntly dishonest as 

a aharitabl© trustee"(S5. ), only partially diotributing the 

extensive endowments, and virtually embezzling the Thomas White 

endowment. Not all the unroformned Councils were equally corrupt 

X52) YCAB 1a3a/33.. 
. 55)t. Cockcvne, A ra»ort Mt tha Evid once ±ýiy iaýfcýr*ý ttv' 

Comm iacioners ap ointed to enquire into I uncival Cornorationm 
(1833 24,25 

('54) NB 3487/23b 
(55) S. ba B. M1ebb5 The Mw\or Ard the $oro 1h (113(*3)411) 4, j?, 
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By careful searching, satisfactory running 

accouhts, of the Charity trasts and other financial matters can be 

constructed from the Chamber Accounts at Nottingham, Boston and York, 

and in most cases, payments due from the trusts were honestly and 

correctly made. (56) Embe 
.. 

lenient does not appear in a sustained 

or deliberate. way, although payments were somtimes overlooked and 

may indeed, at times, have been witheld in order to eke out the civic 

finances. Lady Grantham's Charity of £10 per annum remained unpaid 

by Nottingham Corporation on several occasions between 1770 and 

1775 and 1796 and 1800, (57) when civic expenditure was unusually 

high and the Chamber Estate faced heavy legal bills from George 

Coidham which by 1803/4 had helped to create a debt of ¬1575.12.104d(5 8) 

Nevertheless the system was defective and %rhen a Trust was under 

or over spent in any year the accounts for the following year provided 

no systematic way of correcting or even recalling the error until 

independent accounts were compiled. With such a system it is perhaps 

not surprising that at Nottingham, Lady Grantham's Charity was regularly 

underpaid by ¬1 per annum, for her bequest provided for ¬10 per annum 

to be applied, in £3 grants, to set out apprentices. On the other 

hand the Council made up the deficiencies in Bilbie's Charity as 

. 
(56) Table 6% 

(57) In 1710/1,1771/2,1773/4,1775/6,1796/7,1797/8,1799/1600 
(58) NCAB passim. 
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regularly as they absorbed the profits, and even after 

Ledger Accounts were kept the Corporation continued to 

make good the deficits. Indeed in 1803 the Common Wall 

agreed to give the company of the Bilbie Almshouses a 

sixpenny loaf instead of a twopenny one (59)11 despite 

the obvious inadequacy of the funds to meet the cost, 

and the deficit continued to be met by the Chamber Finds. 

Between 1802 and 1834 this deficit amounted to ¬338.11.44d 

which had been paid by the Chamberlaine, (60) 

At the sane time$ now that accounting 

procedures were sufficiently sophisticated,, the profits 

of the Lanbley Charity were carefully maintained in the 

Charity Account©. (61) Further annual payments still 

remained due from the Chamberlains however. In addition to 

the annual premiums due on charity tracts and the assessments 

payable to parish and central government, each Corporation 

had also the annual interest on loans and annuities to pay. 

As the period from 1660 to 1035 progressed the Chamberlains 

financial commitments in all those spheres became steadily 

heavier, but by far the largest outgoing of all of these 

came to be that of the Council's own making; their interest 

and annuity payments. 

(59) VIM 3563 f 1ß 
(60) Lederer Af 173; Bf3; Cff 140,253,262; Df 32X 

ICAB 1823 to 1834 

(61) CAB Ledger A; Bf 2; Cff 138,253 

I 

C 
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The last twelve accounts prior to 1834 at 

Nottingham indicate this clearly, but the ten yearly 

tables constructed for Boston and York perhaps illustrate 

the position best. Interest payments show the largest 

rise over the period from 1660 to 1835, but Land Tax, 

Parish and other Local Goverment Assessments increased 

in number and size too during the eighteenth century (6? -) 

From the analysis of expenditure presented " 

in Appendix . it becomes apparent that interest inclusive 

of principal repayments and taxes at York over the three 

year period from 1749 to 1751 accounted on average For 1'º°! o 

of total expenditures But during the three year period 

from 1819 to 1021 they accounted for 44.6% of total expenditure. 

Again the figures illustrate clearly that this was caused 

primarily by a swing in interest and principal payments. 

York Abstract from appendix XI,. 
Of of Total Expenditures- 1749 1750 1751 Total Avst 

Taxes 9.6 7.2 11.2 28.0 9.3 
Interest 1.8 1.4 1.8 5.0 1.7 

Totals 33.0 11.0 

p of Total Expenditures- 1819 1820 1821 Total Ave. 

Taxes 3.0 34 4.0 10.7 3.6 
Interest 36.8 49.0 37.4 123.2 41.0 

Totals 133.9 44.6 

(6i) AppEnd 
x 
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If all annual co=itments and tenant arrears 

are included the figures are more variable, but the York 

accounts show clearly that they absorbed always a subst ntial 

percentage of total expenditure generally in the 
. region of 

20% to 30 rising to more than 40% during, the three year 

period from 1019. (63) 

i .,, 

ý' ,ý 

... .. ý. 

,. ý ý, 

(63) Appendix X 
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CAPTOR 13 

TII ECOITOttIC AND SOCIAL %ELFARE OF TIM BOROUGH 

The concern which the three Borough Councils 

evinced for the improvement of the economic centred of their 

towns was only one diriensionoof their overall interest in all 

mattere pertaining to the commercial and economic wellbeing 

of their townships and inhabitants. Such interest rarely 

involved extensive civic funds but all three Councils proved 

willing to back their opinions and suggestions with cash. 

Trade and Cor unication 

Chief amongst their priorities were all matters 

pertaining to the navigable accessibility of their Boroughs. 

Both York and Nottingham stood close to the head of navigable 

stretches of river. Boston faced the problems prevalent, l. n 

the Wash rivers, of shifting sand banks and constant silting 

of the harbour and channel. All three Boroughs kept a vigilant 

and often encouraging eye upon Acts of Parliament relating to 

river improvements and canal building.. Their motives were 

fairly straight forward, namely to promote all schemes directly 

aseociatcd, twith their stretch of river, or areas of interest, 

and to oppose all schemes which might be advantageous to other 

towns, or disadvantageous to their own. Thus in 1773 the Common 

Hall at Boston agreed that since the improvements in the 

navigation between Boston and Sleaford "may be advantageous to 

the Town of Boston"# the Mayor should attend the moeting. (1) 

(1) BAa6 f149 
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Nearer home the Council involved themselves more intimately 

in proeecdinka. Often they approached their t'. o's for support 

of }3ills before the Rouse of Cotmons. When in 1775 a meeting 

of the morchant8, traders and ? astorn of vessels and pilots 

of the Borough resolved "'that it would be for the gonersl 

interest of this forou&h to apply to PArlia nt for an Act 

for the butter rog-ilation of the pilots belonging to this Fort", 

the Mayor and Co=on Elall r. 4pintered their support of the 

resolution, appointed a committee to promote and forward the 

cacao; askod the-To"'m Clerk to solicit the matter, applied to 

the Y. PI s for their help and agreed to "lay down the rorey 

necessary for obtaining the 
. 
Act", the Town Clerk' being pertiittod 

to draw upon the Chamberlain "such scans as he may want for the 

said purpose". (2) 

Tho condition of the river and' harbour at 

Boston remained a matter of keen concern to the Corporation" 

and attempts to improve the eituatiI on through the medium of 

local "ote of Parliament were not lacking. In 1757 Kinderley 

reported that "Boston haven is worse than it was ever known to 

bei for whereas thirty years ago a chip of 250 tons could Cot 

up to Bonton town, now even a prall sloop of but 40 or 50 tons 

and which draws but six feet of water cannot sail to or from the 

Town but at Spring tide". (3) 

(2) 13AB 6f212 Chamberlains accounts for that year are mioain, g and no referonce occurs in those for 1776/7. 

(3)P. honpson, op. cit., 360i361 
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Aware of the problem, the Co=on flail in the 1730'a, 

1740'a and 175atn (4) ßubscrtbod towards schemes for 

improving the '! ithan and finally in 1760 gave }a further 

C130 towards the expenses of an Act of Parliataont for 

restoring the naviCation between Boston and Lincoln. (5) 

A further £100 was given on loan in 1761 (6) and in the 

following year an Act was obtained to hrain thr surrounding 

f fen lande and r^ r; to--' tho '4ithan navigation by ecov ring 

mid partially canalizing the river course between Lincoln 

and Boston and r'r>ating; a Grand Sluice upstream of Boston 

Bridge to stem the tide, (7) The Co^ ön ? tall made further 

eeneroun subscriptions to the fund raising with a loan 

of 02100 in 1762 (ß) and the purchn o of further shares 

over the next thirteen years. (9) 

At a titaa whon the Corporation, had i1ready 

heavily indebted itself through such schemoa as Coopers Row, 

tbeso cubacriptions represent less of an investment, despite 

their 5'% return, than an intorost in pronotine schemes for 

the economic improvecont of the raroa. 

The river and outfall however continued 

to prescnt probleß� not lea3t because of the mistaken 

technology of the Grand ýluico which caused more äiltit 
_ 

(4) BA: V r 445 c30; n s 1743 504 40 Di ' 752 f. 549 40 gna; 
BA 1753 f 

. 
550 0500 

(5) x+'35 r_ 609 
. (6) sA3 5 re 619,629 

(7) 2 Coo-III t. 32 1762- 
(8) 35 fi. 625,627 . 
(9) 4/A/1/40/3 1765,791: 100 shares; 1770,. 7xC100 oharoc; 1775,7nt10o stares 
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than it prevented. La consequenco the 'Borough Council 

continued to seek advice from engineers John Ronnie and 

A'r, Telford (11), co nissioned curveys of the haven (12), 

formed a conzittoe to consider the state of the port (13) 

and pressed parli=ent for sufficient powers which were 

finally cr-nted in the Aote of 1612,1827 and 1034. (14) 

The-prime mover in obtaining the Aot3 was the Borough 

Council who in January 1812 agreed that "Sill necessary steps 

be taken to present aietition to Parliament for a bill" (15) 

and that a comitteo draft the heads of the bill. (16) 

On March 19th the Common Hall adttanced C300 to the Town Clerk 

towards the expenses of conducting the Bill through Parliamant (17) 

and one month later gave hin a further C200. (18) 

The progress of the bill was relatively otrairht forward, but 

in the year after it was obtained the Act was. challenred by an 

amending bill placed before Parliament by other parties. 

The 'fawn Clerk not with them and received from the Corporation 

C250 (19) towards ou)osing tho amending bill, and the danger 

coon pasued. Under the terms of the At tv': rotor and BurgesGos 

beca$o trustees of an improved toll revenue on the security 

of which they were empowered to borrow £20,000. (20) 

(12) March lot 1803 Anthony Rowers survey £1O8.8,1d. 
9/, \/5/iii 11r. flurray surveying Haven 1000 070.14.0. 

(13) BAB 8 Fob. 2lct 1809 
(14) 52 Goo 111 o105; 7 -, 8 coo IV 0791 4&5 William o87 The Act obtained in 1808 proving inadequate, was repeated 
(15) 9/A/I f- 226 7th Jan. 1812 
(16) SAA 8 20th Jan. 1812 

17 flAB 8 19th March 1812 
18 BAB 8 27th April 1012 

(20) 52 Geo. III c105 
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Subcequontly the Harbour account was maintained independently 

of the Civic Fun. '=ng but each ; ade loans to the other. The 

initial coats of c1301.6.6d in obtaining the Act were paid 

from the Civic funds, but were repaid by the ITarbour Trust in 

1812/13l(21) and two yoars later the civic puree made a further 

cenero1 n loan of £2000. (22) Thereafter however the Harbour 

Trust itoolf became a handy creditor of the Corporation. 

partially answeringm liquidity problems with formalized loans. 

The initiative forp and tho imeäiate Boats of the 

improveaonta, came, nevertheless fron the Common Hall itself 

and although, as Pichoy Thompson indicates, truch remained in 

1835 to be done to improve the outfall, (23) it is clear that 

the unrofor ied council made intensive efforts to improve what 

they recognised to be an inadequate river and harbour. If 

the 1035 Eunioipal Corporation's Act brought into the town council 

"many persons en ed in mercantile pursuits who consequently, 

considered an improved navigation of the greatest importance to 

the welfare of the town" (24) it is equally clear that even 

before its reform and reconsitution the Town Council recognized 

the fundamental importance of a navigable, river and harbour to 

the town's economy. Their failure to completely calve the 

problems was more a consequanco of lack of finance and an unwilling- 

neso of other parties to co-operate, than lack of interest, 

(21) SCAB 1811/12, 
(22) BCAS 1814/15 
(23)P. Thorapson, 

(24) ibid. 3 361 

1ß1Z/13 

op. cit., 366 
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Other town, and borou4ba were closely Suspicious of the 

motives behind applications for local lets and opposed 

strongly anything which they construed to be to their own 

disac vaxjto .... ýas, _wtu3; ý Bö3ton presented the bill for, the 

With- iniproveaent in 17629 Lincoln,, Gainaborc; uh, Rot'norham 

and itoebdale opposed it$ believing it to be in jurioan to 

the xossdyke navigation,, yot tottin n and Derby, having 

no leas interest in the navigability of this : omen Gut, 

supported the bill, (25) 
-inilar disa{reenents arose even 

at local level-when the country interests, prevailed over 

the summations made by Boston Corporation regarding the 

citing of the Grand Sluico. (26) eat of creator significance 

was the failure of the local drainage commissioners and the 

Corporation to co-operate over the improvecent of the river 

downstream of Boston below Faun] Pouter sluice. John Rennie 

advised the commissioners that a considerable daving could 

be effocted in the, drainage of the Fast and «eet tons by 

chanolling the water through Vaud roster drain instead of 

making the new nobhole cut, but such a scheme necessitated an 

., 
J rovement or ti e With m estuary fl=t. (27) T ho Ymyor atatcd_ 

the willingnoas of tha, Cornoration to co-operate with the 

(25) ibid., 361 
(26) ibid., 361, 
(20Whco1or, history of tho Fenn - 

(1068) 153 
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Coiiisoionera, he also called a meeting of the narchants, 

ship owners and tr . deamen of the Borouijz to consider Rornio' a 

report (28), but the unwillingnosc of the drainage commissioners 

to participate in a schene. which they feared might, to their 

disadvantage, not be completely carried out brought a halt 

to the procoedings. (29) Rennie had cubmitted two estimates 

for the work of corstructirk, the river channel between laud 

Foster amd Clayholo; work uhich was finally begun in 1+"2 3 and 

was completed in the 1840's and 1135O'1;. Rio ootimates were 

C1139700 and £139p7ß0"; much nu ms were well beyond the means 

of the Civic purse, and the unanimous agreement of. tho Co=on 

Hall that "thc estimates appear of too mat a magnitude 

for the corporation to take upon themselves to accomplish in 

almost any degree" (50) inevitably toant that. tho work proceeded 

piecemeal and imperfectly. 

Certainly hotevor the Caron Hall proved willing 

to promote the economio wolfare of the town in this way and when 

necoscity aroco, made Cood their interest with financial backing. 

At ! ottintham a similar spirit prevailed, although 

it was evinced in a noro ne ativo way, and the Civic Body early 

indicated that others must eharo the financial burden associated 

(28) BAD Oot. llth 1600 
(29)W. ' heolor, op. cit., 1531 BAD October 11th 1000 
(30) BAB 11th October 1000 
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With proteotin ° the town' n oc ononio interesto. Their 

concern rested chiefly with retaining, the townto monopoly 

as the effective head of the navigable ''gent. 

As early as 1675 Derby nthe threat to 

1ottin&, 's favoured state by their aphlicatiön to 

Päslieaent for power to render tho Trent navigable 

upstream of the Nottingham Trent 'ßridgo. 'The Corporation 

at Y: ottinCara swiftly appointed a deputation to wait 

upon their Recorder, the Lord' Ztarquis of Dorchester, to 

ure his influence ac. inst the application, and put 11O 

aside for the retention of counsel. (31) The bill did 

not tuceood, but it wa, o destined to become a protracted 

strucrle. The advantages to Derby were too great to allow 

diecoux-aM, iont, but 2lottinj: hazº would brook no interference 

with ita lucrative monopoly Ö1' thoproute to the sea, ln 

16913 they have a clear warnin ; to the Derby men t "Bee itt 

renenbrod that itt is thin day armed and concluded ...... 

that all the boatca and veeolle coweing fron Sawley and EJilne 

in 1erby be atopped att the Trent Bridges fron parainge the 

River Tront, tho said River of ant besinne naviable nos 

(31)irm3444f 9. 
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further than the Trent Bridoo. And itt is further ordered 

that the arches of the said i3ridi oa phalbe, chaned and stopped. 

up to prevent the paooin,, o of. the said ßoatec. And that what 

charges of Law and suites shall happen to be brou ht and 

expended in and abouto the said stoppage.... chaalbe borne att 

tho charges of this Corporaton". (32) By 1699 however the 

satter was theoretically settled by the passing of an Act 

bo cocuro the navigability of the Tront in the countieo of 

eicaater, Derby and btafford. (33) In practice the navigation 

above the Trent bridge continued to be poor and the Council 

at Nottini a continued to, oppooe further cohetnos, eubacribing 

£50 in 1714 to oppose a bill for inprovenent and extended 

powers as prejudicial to the "county in moral and this Town 

in Particular". (34) 

Undeterred however both Derby and�Nottin t 

continued to fight staunchly over the navigability of the river 

Derwent. The presentment of a bill by Derby in 1695 for making 

the Dorwent navigable provoked the Co=, on Hall at Zfotting to 

draw up a-petition opposing it (35) and aGree that "Whoreae there 

(32) N'TTB 3465 f 30 

(33) 10&114o. IIIo20 

(34) MID 3479 P 5a 
(35) MM 3463 f9 1)ec. 16th 1695 
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has boene severall oroccedin ;s in the HIonblo 1Touse ̀ of Coaons 

touching the caking the river Darwnnt, from the River 'T'rent 

up to Darby I3avigable, which if itt take effect will be very 

prjudiciall to this Towne; andW'horeac the came cannot be sett 

aside without mat care and charges in Peeing Counicill eta; 

The 111=denmon and other Inhitants have proposed to Contribute 

a Third part of what shall be Laid out in obstructing the cd 

P'roa©adinas: Itt is this day ordored by the T', ajority of votes 

of thin House that if the ad Tradesion and Inhitants will 

diuburoo one halte of the od Charge, thin Corporaton; vill 

diuburto the Other Haifa". (36) 

Within the" next fear years the 

Chamberlains mado payments to maintain the opposition. In 

1697 : und 1698 13anjaain Green received £17.12gOä; 'whät remain 

due to him upon aceonpt of his cbargen at opposing ye =kir 

tho River Derwent t. avigable" (37) 
.' In the followin ; year the 

Chamberlains paid out £50 "for to toe employed 'in preventing 

the make ing' berwent rwavigable", (38) f rther petitions were 

drawn up (39) and the Council retterated their oppoaition. (40) 

To support the opposition financially the Itayör and Aldermen 

were cent through their Wards colloctine nubocriptiono to put 

(36) Nuß 3463 f 11 Jan. 20th 1695/6 
(37) lottirlchaa Vouehera 179ßX 

(30) Nottingham Vouohoro 1798Y 36 
(39) Nottin an Vouches 179ßY 39 
(40) NHB 3466 f8 \Toc. 1698; 3470 f12 Nov-1702 

4 
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with the C40 voted from the Civic Purse, (41) cud. reanwhilo 

the... -two 
Il. P'm were written to to "use their utnoet endeavour 

to oppose the Bill", the Earl of Chesterfiold van waited upon, 

and Stanhope# the Deputy Recorder, to use their influence 

rainst the passing of the Aill, (42) the House of Lords was 

petitioned (43) and counsell was again rotained. (44) 
, 

BY 

1704/5 counsell'a fees amounted to £63 which the Common hail 

paid (45)# but neither town would relent. In 1717 the battle 

still raged, The Civic Body at Nottingham agreed to contribute 

C100 towards opposing-. th©ý ßi11: recently brought before-the 

louse of Corona for racing the Derwont navigable "by reason 

it is apprehended if itt should pasoo the came will be of very 

ill consequence to this Town and Corporacon". (46) Two years 

later however Derby succeeded after marry provogations since 

1714 in obtaining their long souscht Act*(47) 

The belief that the economic-wolfa, ro of the 

Dorouth could best be served by retaining, the navicable rivor hoad 

and forcing all throueýh -traffic frag further ai')1cd to travel by 

road into the town continued to predominate saoz at the town 

counoilloro. For similar roasono the Corporation in 1742-gave tho 

(41) as 3470 f 12- Nov. 1702 
(42) NTi. 3 October 27th 1702 3470 ff 7,10 
(43) s' 3470 f 14 I)co. 7th 1702 
(44) Pam 3470 f 17 Jan. 11 th 1702/3,, 
(45) t: ottin&= Vouchero 1799 i 22 
(46) 111ID 3480 f 

. 
11 

(47) 6 GooII 
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¼. 

tradocen : of the town £50, towards opposing tho Bill boforb 

Parliament fror Zyowark, and oucc©sstu11y prevented them from 

malting navicable, tho branch of tho Trent Which f1owo1 throux; i 

the Towne(48) 

Towards the. end of the ei6ý4toenth cant ry! however. 

I 

it appoarn to have boco clear to the-Corporation that, 

improvement of waterway facilitioa to, rottinatma could bo of 

benefit to their own borough an well an to other to'nohirnq 

and inotcad of hindering their own eaonosnio pro, rows in the 

proceoo of ruining, ovoryone olo(r, the Comon Hall began to 

encoura, Go quite extortoivo navi&ation. ; cchct oc. In ; LU ußt 

17&2 tho Co=on `ßa11 aubcoribod 20 . grs: towards tho expenses 

of curvoying the Trent (49) and in Decanbor of tho. azure year 

cubccribod C200 grc, to-tho intendod inprovonont. of, the river"(50) 

'hon tho oubsoquont Act of Palm ont croatod a "'tunt 2'Yavigation 

Company the Corporation purchased eight C5Q cbares. (ßj1) They 

continued nevertheless to take only an assisting role. oion in 

1708 Fr. Gray - put forward his propozaln -for a canna fron, the Trent 

into the town and iaprovin, the flood road (52) the hall cave 

their recorvod-decision "that it will not be proper to enca, o in 

(4e) rrB 3501 f 
`49) lam =ýji f 
(50) x[13 3542 r 
( 51) Inm 3452 r 
(52) trim 3547 r 

23 
25 
11 
11,00 1 CAB LodCor A V, 12, 
12 

e 
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an. affair of-such magnitude as Principala, but will; bo willing 

to-lend their assistance to any plan that-will appear to then 

to be of public utility. "(53) Their subsequent participation 

in. the 1ýottingham canal scheme followed these principles, for 

although the first public mooting was called in 1790 by the 

Town Clerk, the-natter was,, as the Corporation pointed out to 

the Fsewarh Canal Cozipayf "adopted. by a Conerol town nesting 

vrA *too*** under the in went of a committee"* (54) The, 

Corporation for their part purchased twelve shares at 0150 each, 

three of which 
h8ld in 1800 and the rei airder in 

, 
1809. (55 

In subsequent canal acts affecting-thee Borough the Corporation 

showed a healthy concern to safeguard their intoreatc# but also 

a readiness to facilitate now cchezaes, rcco rising at last the 

fund: ºental importance of improved communications to trade. 

In 1794 the Common Hall petitioned Parliament in favour of. the 

Bull Docks bill, (56) and in 1810 they-supported the Bill for a 

link between the Union and. Grund Junction, Crawle. with promise 

recognition of they service it would provide in opening "a 

communication between the counties of loiceotor, NNorth ton 

1lottiniham, York, Lincoln, Darby und Rutland and the -I otropolic 

with the `ectorn Counties by navigation, and also a shorter and 

(53) 1UtB 3547 f 20- 
(54) q 3549 f 54; 3550 f 33 
(55) r ICAB Loc1 or Af 13; %eater Bf 

-92 (56) IMF 3553 f 36 
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Hamer co ^iwdcation betwen the populous and ranufaoturing 

towns and places in the before mentioned counties and in the 

counties of Oxford and Warwick and will otherwise be of Great 

public utility""(57) 

Their support did not however extend 

beyond the verbal p and whereas the Coon Ttall was quick to 

recognise and cupport financially the proton»ive.. polioiee, of 

the ceventeonth and early eighteenth centuries, it wan clew to 

chow co, izance of moro progrcoeive policioa. By the oloco 

of the ei htoenth century, the inprovenonts in the Trant navigation 

and the development of the canall, ayetem had made I ottingham a 

äidland. link. by waterway to the Huber and Liverpool and the 

cor pl©tion, of the Grand Union Canal in-1814 rao it posoible 

by uoing tho Boar Navigation cr4 tho Grand Junotion Canal to 

reach London. The 1aviGablo Watorwayo thus gave NottinGhan 

oxoollent connootiono with London, Liverpoolgllullll3riotol, 

i3irmin a, the Blas; Country and Choohire, South 'Yorimhirog 

the Went Riding, Lancanhirai"a facility to the cor. eroo of this 

town which placos it altioct without a rival in t1 o inla, rxd countiea; (5ß) 

The City Council cue clone to losing these w*wantaZoa " They 

(57) r n3 3569 £ 42 

(50)Ti3iac r, op. cit., 14 
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were slow to recoenice the economic potential of iuproved 

navigations. tlltinately they did not indeed oppose tho now 

uoa u oi, but they were redly to leave them to the norcios 

of individual onthusia=j, aotit ; ojly ac a badýd forco 

and being only in a limited way, prepared to back them 

£inanaially" 

Much the oast attitude was evident at York* 

The Corporation in 1698 and 1699 nado otrong opposition to 

the Bill for raking tho rivers Aire and Caidor naviablo. 

Several visits vors nado to Londons and the Chambor Accounts 

for 1690 and 1699 record the expenditure of £166.15.10d on 

this cattor"(59) In the cane vein the Corson Hall agreed, 

in Fobru rr 1739/40v to petition a-ainut the improvement of 

tho Don in tho belief that it would be "injurious to the 

naviCation of the river Ouse", (60) and paid one third of the 

costal tho cost boing not by the Truateoe for improvinzj the 

Ouao"(61) Thoy made opposition also to the Swale 1»avigationx 

Bill in 1742, asking their fit. P'a to "have a watchfull eye 

in that roapoct to give all the opposition in their power to 

the ßi11"(62), and opposed the supplication for a bridco at 

. iolby with a er-. nt of 0140 towards a pro . uod £200 in 1790 (63), 

(59) YOU 1698/9,1691,4700; YlIB 39 ff 112a)113, 
(60) YHa 43 f, "So, $. 2.1739/40 
(61) YCAB 1740/1 C19911.3d 

(62) x 43 f 87' 6.12.1742 
(63) YC 1790/1; 'K100 1lay 7th 1789 
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and a further 119.5. Od in 18O3, (64) Lt the =0 time however 

they beg -an also to rceognico the need for positive aeacure to 

iriprovo the rapidly doelininr; state of the river Ouoc. In 1699 

the Corporation cc iceioned surveys of the Oueo (65) änd 

petitioned ParUoont for an improve nt Act, but when the 

coscion ended tho Bill was'droppod. (66) D=ine the next century 

tho accounts Give ovidonce of frequent attonpto by' the City Council 

to ccour and cleanse the river (67) and in 1725 the Cotion mall 

tide propooale to rogularizo the administration of the r. ̂  vigtion (68) 

and cucconcfully p2otod a Di1I through Parlia 
.: ont ucii g Choir ?P 

Edward ihonpoon. (69) The Act appointed TruoteoB äraw: n from the 

Corpl tion and, in logzl torrd, administration now bec=a 

indepondont. 'Jith the ostablichiont of thca* Pols r. , vigation Co. 

in 1793 the Cori bn Hall again tranaferred any legal responnibility 

for i; provenont but thoy took up shcroa in the ccnpary , 
(7C)and 

come twenty years later armed to take ip t500 worth of Il ca 

in the Ueda crd "o1by Cana.. (71) 

The three Councils -reflected the cane ai. titudea 

and intoreEts in the other parliawontaxy ci acureo which 

. 
r4 affected tho econo is and trading ? o1fcre of their Boi aghs3, ý 

which wcxb incroaainrly soukrht in the eighteenth ccntuxy by 

(64) YCAB 1803/4 
(65) YuB 1699/1700 "To the contlenan that went to view the river 

0c" 03712.01 YCAß 1700/01 Viowe_ of the Ouse 09.14.109 
(66)V race, op. cit.,. xI 150 
(67) Analycic of cxpendi ce t pfwº'x $[ 
(68) YIIB 42 f Al 
(69) 1727,13 Geo. 1 033 
(70) YCAD 1795/6,1796/7 ¬500,1801/2v 1802/3,1828/9 
(71) YCAB 1774/5 £11.15.10 paid to Sam Awn being proportional call 

for £500 cubcoribod by the Corporation towards the expenoen of 
the intended Loodo and ; elby canal. 
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individual and (reap interests. Perhaps chief amongst these 

wore the rani local Actn'granted for turnpike roads, 'To 

there the three Councils generally assented and subscribed 

through shares, but rarely were they the chief force behind 

the measures# and they again proved quick to oppose any Bill 

which threatened their town's interests, Thus in the 1740's 

1750's and 1760's thoCoizon Hall at York'trod'a tightrope 

between acceptance 
and 

objection to various turnpike bills. 

In 1740 they resolved to oppose the York to Doncaster turnpike (72), 

five years later they decided that they would not join Leeds 

in its application for a turnpike, but otherwise would ado 

to the lill, (73) in 1749 they supported the application to 

turnpike the road from Burton Stono to'2lorth Allerton but ar ocd 

to oppose the York to Borou&brudge road unless their' opposition 

prevented the Burton Stone bill from passing. 14atover 

happened, their chief concern was that there be no toll sate 

within four miles of the City"(74) In 1750 however'they asked 

the city BPP'n to support the turnpike bill fräs York to 

'GcarbornuF, i (75)9 and five years later they asked then to promote 

the bill foi, the repair of the road from Burnley to Otley (76) 

but in 1764/5 they subscribed C50 to the opposition against the 

ßoverloy road bill because of the turnpike at Criat3ton"(77) 

(72) YIM 43 £f 48#51- 
(73) YO 43 f 161 
(74) Yttb 43 fP- 324,329,404 
75 Yid 43 f 375. 
76 YHB 43 f A70 
77 YCAB 1764/5. 
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Yet in the following yoar they invoited 0500 in the Kexby 

turnpike aloni the =o raute"(78) Thus they continued 

to variously support or oppo o , 
tho road d©v®lopont ochomes 

in acco 2co with tho, interests of thoir own Borough. 

Pe hap3 bocauso of th©. notorio a atato of tho ton roads 

Boston Corporation proved erorally iaoro willing , 
to accedo 

to cubocriptionE. As car1y. as 1739 the . Coon IIall donatoct 

L150 from 
_ 
the troamury towards the Act for rapairiz the hieh- 

way from Boston to 13olingbroký . (79) Between 1755 and 1769, 
. 

at a time whoa tu=pik3 Acts affootinn coma. . 
200 mi. loc of 

Lincoln: hiro road were pa3ced, (80) the, I1_1o red or donated 

C4310 t©warda euch cohetnco, (81) and in 1771 tho Chanborlainn 

werd Atill receiving _intotcot at 43, E pq-z annum_. frot tho Booton 

Donnin,; ton=, Spilaby; 4ridge Erg; Bourno tnd 3loa f ord tuxnpiko 

truataos on investmonta totallintj t, 2840, (02) The civic 

attitude was clearly indicated in 1810 whon the lall voted 

500 Guineas to the ocho". ao for a bridt o over to Pouody1 o wach 

bouauso "it would tend fatly to the advantage of tho neighbouring 

country and thin tovn", (63) 

(70) YCAB 1765/6 
(79) BAB 5f 477 
(ý30ý. Gri ,° hn A ricnltural eya] ition ?a th lArn. ýz. S966) 41. 
(81) B5 £e"5651566,572.5ß11612 

13C, i13 1758/9t-1760/it' 1766/7,1767/8.1760/9 
(62) DCAB 1771/2- 
(63) 11AB 8 tuguut 17th, Sept. 27th, De rber 3rd 1ß10- 
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At i. ottini, am the civic body t gonom ly 

willing to encourage And support turnpike shcc ec, but as -ever, 

it was caroful to define toto limits of its own sense of duty 

and to share the burden with other intorested parties. 'ýIn 

1758 it was "q. greed unanimously" that C20 be given towards the 

expenses of obtaining an act to improve. the road fron Or. thaaxn 

to Vottinthm and fron thence to Derby. (84) In 1780 the Chanber 

gave C20 towards repairing the. l fanof ield Road (05) and ' in 1028 

"in consideration of the public bonfit which will be derived 

from the widening of Iiiltcn Ctreet by the Commissioners of the 

Turnpike Road ... " the corporation. agree to grant and give up 

(without requiring or-receiving anyconpensation for the sane, ) 

that part of the " teste belonging to the corporation which, is 

necessary-for the projected, inprovonient". (86) R, on in 1805 the 

Corporation agreed that although it was not-liable to repair the 

rails by the footpath along the Derby Turnpike road "if a- 

subscription be entered into for that purpono tho corporation 

will contribute. (87) But when it 0=0 to major, exponoes the Nall 

was, quick to indicate thud extent of : its liability. Over the nrttter 

of the flood road the annual co ntttoe, in 1795, advined the 

proprioty of the llall giving its aooont to a Bill for rop iring 

(84) NUB 3518 f 16 
(05) Eottin ha vouchorn 1812 :? o. 131 
(86) 3587 f 

_, 
99 

(87) TVtm 3564 f 75 
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the Flood Road and contributing "liberally to any fund which 

may be necessary" Tor their Honour if not for their Interest", (88) 

but they hastened also to suggest that since "it is neither 

within the province or power of the corporation" to supply 

the total fund the money should ,, ýe raised by a new toll and 

£100 per annum from the Bridge Ectate. (89) In the following 

year the Corporation authorized 8600 towards getting the Bill 

passed and sent the Town Clerk to Parliament to solicit the 

Bill. (90). 

In relation to enclosure bills the three'Councils 

were no less concerned to guard-their own rights, privileges 

and well being, but-in these cases, ae Troprietore, they could 

not shirk, and in financial terms the obtaining of. 'enclosure 

and drainage Acts placed a heavy burdenon the corporate purses 

at Boston and York, where the civic bodies were substantial 

landowners in the commonable' and fen lands. 13o less time was 

given to consideration of the enclosure bills than to any other 

local bills, -but once obtained. the assessed costs and expenses of 

hedging and fencing had to be riet, and in the later eighteenth 

century and early nineteenth century these represented a large 

capital outlay which, although ultimately beneficial to rental 

income, especially in the fen lands, (91) would take time to 

produce results. .; 1 41 

(8a) 7MB 3554-ff 24 to 28 
(89) NRB 3554ff29 to 331 36 to 38= 46 to 47- 
(90) rH 3555 ff 36,37,40,41 
(91) A. Youngt View of the A culture of the`+Count of 

Lincoln (1799) 77 - 92 

G 
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At Boston between 1771 and 1808 the Corroration paid 11913.5.11 

in expenses for obtaining or opposing enclosure acts. Between 

1813 and 1818 +. h,, sc coats amounted to 06363.8.7 exclusive of 

the expenditure ropairs to the fen fa=s which included large 

amounts for dividinu, fonaing, drainago and other mattors. 
RÖ Öti Rnclocure and i rainango. (92) 

1771/2 Boston West fen expenses 15.5.0 
Holland Fen 41.3.4 

1772/3'- 1tolland Pen' 240.13.2 
1773/4 Holland Pen 1256.9.11 
1799/1800 florncastU' Tnoloaure " xponees 39.14.0 
1800/1 florncastle fan drainango IN O. 0 
11302/3 ltorncaotle fen- drainage ' 10.10.. 0 
1606/7 Opposition to Wrangle fen end 100.0.0 
1003/9' ' Wrangle Coi on 49.11.6 
1807/0 Wrangle fen. eolicitor' c balce. 1381171-6 

1913.5.11 
1913/14'- 1a3t ten enclosure 
1014/15 
1810/19 """ 
181x%19 Skirbock enolocure 

1601.1.0 
2242.17.6 
576.6.10 

6276.14.6 

YORK enolosurea. (93) 
1764 Clifton 2ßoor. Corporation share 
1769 to 
1776 hiehopsoil nn 
1772 Expenses of enclosure 
1775-1776 Holgate Corporationrn shame 

coot of fences 
1779 Walling fen. Corporation's chars 
1795 to 1ßO4. Carlton ! iniott & Candhulton 

CorporationsI sharef 
expenses 

1786 Itolgate, taxes on expenses 
1818-19 feworth poor expenses 
1810-19. IIeworth Moor Corporation's share 
1821/22 Fawdington canon` 

" gaten, ftinoee, ditches etol 
1625 Ilicklegate Ward, Corporation's share 

balance on purchase of 
land allotted. 

46,0.0 

107.13.6.. 
29.4.4 
27.16.5 
20.12.10 
15.5.0 

124.2.2 
19.10.4 
3,60 3,12391000 

24.3.9 
45.14.0 
69,17,0 

5E34.15.2 
161.3.0 

591020 1 31,1'3.9 

(92) I3CAB passt©. 
(93) YC&: 3 passiv. 
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Concern, for the economic welfare of their towns was 

frequently however expressed in a retch more direct and individual. 

way. Petitions to Parliament on economic ratters, both national 

and local, were -co=ons Sometimes the potitiona.. may have reflected 

the personal interests of the potioners as. with those cant from 

fottingham Council, ngainet the window, taxe (94) they - tax on 

receipts (95) incoao tax (97) ot=p duty act (96), or, the 

subscription by Boston Corporation of C30 towards extending 

the mall debt act for the-Borouzh. 
_(98). 

At other tirOu however 

it is clear that their 
, concern lay-. very much with, their tradesnen 

and citizens. Uavinc, called and ttwe tho chair a public 

meeting at York in 1615, 
{, 

the., Th7or lent civic status toY, tho 

resolution which was cent to the House ot, Connons against the 

Corn Laws as "unnecessary and .... injurious to the, coma orcial 

and aanufaoturing interests of the country". (q9) 3onsiblo of 

the diatrocs of the labourers within their town the Common Hall 

at flottitgiaa, too petitioned against the 
-Corn 

Laws which they 

apprehended would be "producturoo of distress to the labourin& poor 

enhance the price of labourp and excite a. general spirit. Of 

diosatisfaotion by, occasioning a common sense of suffering". (100) 

But amongst the agr ian , 
interests of Lincolnshire the Corporation 

at Boston Cave their 'high approval' to the petition from 

(94) ?U 3476 f9 Jan. 16th 1709/10 
(95) N 3543 r 7: Vov, Jth 1783 

(96) VIA 3543 Xr 10 Eay 28th 1784 
(97) IM 3575 f2 45-47 
(90) BAD 8> 23rd Feb. 1807 
(99) Rork Courant I. iarch 13th . 1815 
(1po) MB 3573 fP 74,75,76 
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gentlerion and fazzaora near Boston "intorested in. the growth 

and aale of corn for regulating tho prices of corn"�(9) 
, 

Petitions of thin nature, to enhance trade 

or amoliorato dintreos were coon plcco " In 1762 Z*ottinihaa 

petitioned Parliament for re-drops against the high price of 

corn in the P. orthorn. counties (2)9 in 1824 the hall at Bonton 

agreed to call a public meeting to petition Parliament to take 

off-the Duty payable on coals carried coastwise. (3) 

1. ach of the - threw corporations realised also 

that they thcelveri could h©lp the local eoono y by 

financial ancouraZciont, 

At both York and 2. ottinaham the Borough 

Councils early recognized the valuo of the annual horse races 

as ovcnta which brouCht persona of wealth and influence to their 

towns. Both, as a consequences subscribed annually to the coat 

of the racesl and than tines worsened, the Chamber at York 

bocan to mak®> up the deficiency in order to ensure that the 

moos did not ceaso to run. 

Already in 1690 the Corporation at 23ottina 

creed to mace a donation, to a piece of plate for the hors©, race (4) 

and by 1700 was raking an annual. donation of i5 (5) to which the 

Innkeepers added a further proportion, (6) That this Civic- 

Generosity was _inspirod bb acrnomio motives was left in-no doubt 

(1) DAD 8 April 20th 1014 
(2) 1 UB 3522 f 11 
(3) 5/A/3/12 
(4) NUB 3547 f 41 
(5) 2'lottxa. vouthors 1697/8 1798'J; 1411B 3466 f- 

_ 
15 

N 'T133 34(7 f 16. 
(6) 1,111B 3472 f- 19 July 11th 1706 
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when in 1766 the Corion Hall required the ? ajor to withold 

authorization of pajnont unless the timing of the races was 

altered to the. second weok of July insteadýof the first, "the 

saue being in the first week beine (nio) found by experience 

to be disadvantageous to several of the tradesmen of this 

town". (7) Their annual donation wasp not increased however 

until in 1774 it was raised to five guineas and in 1834 to 

ton gainoas. (8) 

At York the Coon Ball a acutely awe 

of the need to provide entortainrnente if the townso statue 

an a roaort wau to bo riai. ntainod" In 1739 the Hall suMeated 
that the Civic funds chould contribute to the musical entertainnent 

during the winter "as it brinjn company to the city". (q) That 

the eu Testion w, o not acted upon until eoaä ninety yearn later 

when 'rho (), borlaina ba 
, an to cubccribo f ivo guineas a ybaar 

to the concorto (10) remains a fact, but oubcoriptiona worn tMdo 

to other entortalz nts like the Accot bly Roo (11) and 'Aicatro (12) 

and most particularly to tho horio races and the city hunt. 

In 1709 when the horse races wero Pirat sot up on Clifton Ingo 

the Corporation boCan an annual donation of fiftoon hounds which 

continuo3 (13) until after their removal to tho k avosriro in 

1731. (14) ` But already in 1742 tho proprio tore had boron to 

(7»rn3 35251f - -. 26 
(0) NCAB3 1774/50854/5- 
(9) IB 43 f A' 22.9.1739 
(10) YCAB 1829/30 to 1831/2- 
(11) YCAB X50 1732/3; YM 43 ff 455,456 C50 26.9.1754 
(12) YCIiB 1825/6,1831/2 
(13) YCAS 1709 to 1751 
(14) onnon. op. cit., III , 77 
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expor. i®nce a deficiency which tho Chabcrlains' mot with a 

further grant of 024,3, 6 (15). Ten yearn later the total 

deficioncy was £73.1.0 to which the Corporation gave £ total 

grant of £60, and from then until 1826 the Chanborlaina' 

annually 
gave a proportion of the total loss which, during 

the laut fifty yearn, generally amounted to eomo sixty or 

coventy pounds from the. Civic puree. Prom 1026 to 1829 tho 

Corporation cave '150 per annti, raising their donation by a 

further £50 pc'rumum fron 1830 to 1835. 

YORKt Payments for the encouragement of the horse races. (16) 
1709 - 1751 E15 per annum plus £17.17.0 in 1740/1 for Plate and 
E14.3.6. in 1742/3 towards the deficiency. 

0-1 1- 2- 6-7 7-8 6- -0 

1750 15.0.0 15.0.0 60.0.0 45. 0.6 1 43.14.6 38.5.0 21.4.61 70.5.41 95" e. 6 57.7.0 

1760 50.13.6 42.17.6 39.0.0 33. 2.3 57.18.9 28.12.6 26.11.6 32.11.3 21.13.6 51.14.6 

1770 39.15.0 41.10.3 42.17.6 64. 0.9 48.1.0 44.2.8 1 49,11 *0 51.7.6 69.10. 

1780 44.11.0 65.10.6 67.15.0 66.9.0 73.15.0 61.14.0 68.16.7 65.0.9 - 

1790 67.9.6 82.15.6 73.5.9 74. 7.0 70.13.0 73.14.9 77.9.8 77.7.9 87.10.9 80.9.0 

1800 74.6,3 78.19.0 76.5.6 77. 8.6 71.12.0 66.13.0 68,13.6 67.14.0 66.10.6 

1810 65.17.0 66.10.6 70.10.6 59. 4.6 67.9.0 73.16.0 83.10.6 
1 93.12. 200.0.0 ; 96.0.6 

1820 93.10.6 95.79 0 90.0.0 113. 0.0 106.18.0 69.0.6 150.0.0 150" 0.0 150.0.0 
1150. o: o 

1430 200.0.0 200.0.0 200.0.0 200. 0.0 200.0.0 200.0.0 

At the awe time the Corporation was a 

patron of the city hunt, Prom at least 1720 they employed a 

(15) Ye. B 1742/3 
(16) YCAB. 
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huntcz n at a salary of £ß0 per annum which rosa to C20 

by. 
, 
17äa - and £25 by 1 L319, (, 17) and in addition, they on 

occacionQ not other gxpensoß, as in 1769 when they paid 

C50 to pravido. a new kernel for the city hounds ! 'inatead 

of that in Uungate". (i ß. ) .. 

Thos©" funationB cave a c; ignificant 

boom to the local econocy. a. the . report in the Jtottingbam 

Jourral iMtco, tedt- 

Races will begin next. Tuesday "when a 
very Great meeting- is oxpeoted as lodgin43 am already 
ontat od for a number of the nobility and Gentry of the 
first rank in the kinedori and there is Great likelihood of 
fine sport as.. ouch a number of horceo are already arrived 
to orator.,,.. "(19) 

Vory often howover the Borough 

Councils were faced with more coriouo problemo of doproccod 

trade. Each at various ti oa nado concessions to trades 

in order to boost their , irofitability" At York certain 

trades were exonerated from the obis atio-; <> ' taking up their 

tropflose by payment of a small aaknow1edierient, an in 1776 

von twentynix labourored wore aUoved to trade "not boing free" 

on pent of one ohillinC. (20) Sometimes tolls would be 

relaxed as at 1 ottinCham wham in 1776 "for the cncouractent" 

of the choe o fair all uzgono bringing cheese were free of tollt{21) 

(17) YCAA pasin. 
(14) YCAB 1769/70 
(19) Vottn. Journal Auiust 2nd 1777 
(20) YCAi 1776/7 
(21) rotth., Tournal Feb. 21 t% t 1767 
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or at Boston where the Harbour Committee in 1816 "from the 

present general depressed state of the shipping interest" 

agreed to a temporary reduction in the tonnage duties on all 

vessels registered ,. as belonging to the port. (22) 

It was concern for social and economic-welfare 

which motivated such actions and this was certainly. the--case 

in the attempts to establish work places for the poor and the 

provision , of stock, --'his 'was a policy in-keeping with the 

Elizabethan Poor Law Act which both Nottingham and York 

Corporations early adopted, but which at Boston, seems only to 

have occurred in the early nineteenth century. 

From the 1660's the Common Hall at 1lottingham 

endeavoured to provide for the poor by creating employment 

for them. In 1661 enough flax was purchased to keep'forty 

poor people at work (23), and in 1663 a further ¬50 was laid 

out to put the poor to work. (24) Still in 1675 the poor 

required relief, and the Chamberlains were required to purchase 

a truss of flax from Hull (25) for, thom to spin, but it was, 

soon decided that good instruction was also necessary, and 

in 1693 several meetings were held with one Abraham Grooby 

(22) 7/P/3 19th i7ov. 1816 
(23) MM 3434 f15 Dec. 3rd 1661. 
'. 24) MI B, 3435 f14a 
(25) h'B 3444 f9 
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in order to make an agreement with hin for ins3tr1ction"(26) 

"Whereas .... the i, aior and Barassoa have a desire and 

thoire intencon is that the Poore people may be nett on 

worko and ibloyed in the opining of wool whereby thoy may 

be enabled to yett a iivolyhood by an honest labor & 

industry.... Thoy, r..,,. sbal1 and will pay and allow unto 

Abrahams Grooboys... ix pounds for one year towards the Rent 

of a convenient house for him to dwell and teach tho skinners , 
in and that the raid Hai= and T3urroccoo aha 1. at thoir 

conto and charges find & pvido forty whoeleu... ard.... paax... 

Croobey C20 for ono year in rocomponce fp oatisfaotion of 

the losso &f damaGo he shall or may cuatayne .... and .. o lend 

to hin .... f50 for one year (without interout) towards 

stocking and settin(J up the spinners". (27) 

The Corporation continued to'pay the rent 

for the "ochoole and dvolling houco" until at least 1697 (23) 

but in August of that year it was decided that the C20 salary 

and C6 rent be su ndod1 that Crcoby chodd return the sateriala 

and wheals to the Corporation and whatovor remained of the 

£50 loan "itt to be loft to the corporacon what they shall 

think fitt to allow him for this ennuoinC halfe yeero". (29) 

(26) Vottajouchorz 1693/4 ibtponzen of tho Y. eetinti ii/ea 179$-Va 
(27) Indonturo 1693 i)ec. 9th, 4694 
(23) t. CAB paccita. 
(29) hU B 3464 f 20: - 

-t 
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It appears that Grooby had loot favour, and tfle opiining 

school presumably went into abeyance until 1710 when the 

Corporation again agreed to donate £1C per annum to the 

spinning school "to corienco when the school is cettled''. (30) 

The Civic Body had clearly now decided to contribute to 

such schemes rather than to initiate and control them and 

their attitude is bade clear by their decision in 1701 

to follow "the great encouragement. given by..... Parliant"oº 

and apply for an kot for setting the poor on work and 

erecting workhouses. (31). Henceforth employment of the 

poor becano a*well defined parish responsibility to which 

the Coiinon Hall showed full concurrence by granting to the 

Parishes land at nominal rent on which to build their work- 

houtea (32) and employ the poor. (33) 

At York too the Corporation undertook to 

provide employment and instruction for the poor by the 

establishment of cloth manufacturer In 1682 in consideration 

for "the necessity of the poore and of the many complaints of 

their wanderings and beg ginge in and about the city", the 

Common Hall decided that a committee should be net up to 

adviae and find out "of such wayea and neanea an they or any 

sixe of them shall think fitt, That the poore of this city may 

be imployed in workinge and to consult the best way for raipinge 

a stock to that purpose..,.. -"(34) Subsequently it was 

30 
31 
32 
33 
34 

141113 3476 f 11, Feb. 15th 1709/10, 
NUB 3468 ff 9110ýFeb. 13th, AMarch 21st 1700/1 

`; B 3484 f 26; 3485 ft 7a, 83,11,13,1726 
eg. 1741 MM 3501 f 15; 1819 N 3579 ff 21y22 
i: /68 pp.. 2-8,3.2.1682 
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agreed that 'a linen manufacture, be established "to sett 

the, poore on works" for which ¬100 would be borrowed from 

the common chamber for the purchase of materials. Saint 

Anthony's hall was to be used "for a working schoole for 

boys and girls to spin in att present"g and Robert Newham 

was-employed "to keep them in obedience" whilst his mother 

taught them to spin. One room in Saint Anthony's hall was 

to be used to employ people dressing hemp and the poor in 

the bouse`of correction were to reel yarn. (35) 

The Chamberlains' accounts for 1692 record 

the payment'of ¬6', to Mr. Prockter as a year's salary for 

"teaching several poor" (36) but the absence of more specific 

references to the spinning school leaves some doubt as to 

its continued success. However in 1698 the corporation 

entered into another agreement with 
. Richard Snowe of )Tasham 

sergemaker, for-the establishment of a woollen manufactury 

"for 'the unemployed poor" They agreed to lend him £200 

for seven years"without interest to provide a dwelling house 

£5 "for the purchase of wheels and Other instruments" and to 

grant him the freedon of the city Without charge three yearn 

after the setting up of the manufactury and in the meantime, 

the right to trade in the city. (37) 

(35) 8/68 pp 2-8 21.2.1682,27.2.1682,24.3.1683,26.7.1683 
(36) YCA9 1692/3 
(37) YC/DA G58 
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In its first year tho Chazaborlains paid out 

L49.17""4d for plwnbing, painting and other work and fees 

associated with setting up the nanufactury, in addition 

to the agreed loan and £5 for raatorials. (38) Thereafter 

until 1706 they,, continued to pay C7 ner, annum rant, 

. 
together with . 

the annual assescents and any other money 

necessary for repairo. (39) By. 1708 t'r. Snow had repaid his 

loan (40) and from then until 1713 the civic body gave 

C30 per annum to the undertakers of the woollen c+. anufaoture 

"towards the incouracttent & better carrying on the sane"(41). 

They turtber encoura, cd it. by grantin , freedoms to the master 

workers and weavers gratis (42) but by 1717 the woollen 

manufactory had become "The dye houoe"t being let in that 

year to Mr. Plasonf a dyer"(43). 

The experiment had apparently failed and, an at 

Nottinghari the civic body, decided to place chief reopon$ibility 

whore it traditionally lay: in tho pariah. In 1729 a co=ittee 

elected to consider the erection of workhouses in the city 

advised application to Parliament (44) and Alderman Clarke 

and . 4kkarn were paid £100 towards travelling to London and 

' obteyriing' an Act of Parliament for erecting a wort house "for 

better imploying ye poor of this city". (45) The Act was not 

38 YCLT 1698/9 
39 YCAB-1698 to 1705 
40 YCA. a 1708/9 
41 

- 
YCAB 1709, to 1713 

42 YCAB3 1709.10" 
43 YC/DA 9.10.1717 
44 YHI3 42 ff 119,122,127 
45 YIB 42 f 129; YCAB 1729/30 
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however. obtained and in 1747, the. Recorder was again-asked 

to`draw up a bill to "oblige'all'the several parishes of 

this'city to unite in purchasing-and building a workhouse 

or workhouses and raising stock to employ the poor.... "(46) 

Faced with the'refusal of the many"parishes, toýco-operate 

however, the'Corporation ultimately'abandoned the idea of 

'a workhouse-(47), but undaunted by: such reactions, proceeded 

with' their'experimonts in establishing manufacturios. In 

1737 Brooke Rawson from Manchester was granted hisf, freedom 

, in return for establishing a workhouse ma ufaotury for 

cotton. (48)' ` 'By January 1740 he was bankrupt and Richard 

Clough agreed to take-over on the "usual" terms of employing 

200-to 500 poor people, the-. parishes: paying 5d a person and-. 

the Corporation paying ¬100 for'hie moving expenses. (49),, 

The venture was no longer lasting however than 'previous ones, 

for by 1741 the scheme had 'failed - (50) and future civic efforts 

of this nature were restricted to-three annual payments of=-- 

C10 between 1765 and 1767 as'a subscription "to-, prombte- 

industry" in the oity. (51) 

The Common hall at Boston-embarked upon. 

'a similar ; scheme for -the provision of work - in , the early - 

''nineteenth century when they agreed-to provide. -goods-and wages 

for a worsted manufaotury at the gaol. In 1819 they met ,a 

ý46) YHB 42 f 221b 

47 YfB 42-f 238 
48 YHB 42 f 221 
49 
50 

YHB 43f 
YITB 43 f 

19 
62b 

51 YCAB 1765, 1766,1767 
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bill for £194 and-in the-following year paid out a further 

£45.150 for wool. As. at Nottingham and York however, the 

experiment was short-lived and in bovember 1823 orders were 

given for the sale of-the spinning machinery in tha, ý aol; (52) 

Belief of distre3s was often offered in amore 

direct form. howover. At,. both Nottinghai_and York the 

Chamberlains made frequent and_ often substantial papnonts 

to the parochial 670tem. 

. During 
. 
the late seventeenth and, early eighteenth 

centuries the Mayor's sergeant at- mace, his common-sergeant 

anä the Mayor himself at dottingham, all gave' at their own 

discretion or by order ; of the Mayor, to needy. cases, and 

presented their bills. at regular- intervals to the Chamberlains . 

Very 
, often these comprised payments to travellers and vagrants' 

passing , 
through the Town� and there was little disguise of 

the fact that. they- were, at times made only to hurry them into 

the next pariah. Thus in -1696-7 twopence was Given to a soldier 

"to get him out of Towne". (53) " Nevertheless payments were 

no less frequently'mado for genuine,, if temporary, relief 

and support. In 1682 Christopher 8oynolde, Seteeant at Meet 

submitted a bill of 6s.. 6d for "moneys given for men's lodgings 

atoll by Mr. Mayor'u order=(54) and between May and June of 

that year he gave'by order to a man and wife 6d, to two men 6d, 

to a boy 6d, to one man 4d". (55) 

(52)BAB 2/A/27 14ov"16th 1819,03t. 12th 1820,3rd 13ov. 1823- 
(53) Nottm, Vouchera 1696-7 1798W 

(54) Ibid., 1682-3 17981 
(55) Ibid., 1682-31 ' 1798Q 
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In the latter month of that year the constables bill "for 

lodgings and' relief, `amounted to 169.2d. (56)' and' ins 1693=' 

and 1694 '. chard Pi sbyýclaimed 17s. 4d for money distributed 

to lame peöple-and others in°need "for ye month past". (56) 

The`previoua citations are only-individual examples, but 

they are typical of numerous such payments regularly 

recorded imonýst the vouchers. Such relief remained indeed 

a feature of the eighteenth, century accounts. A voucher 

for 1721 i-ecords-the payment of 6d'to it poor man(58); in 

1x%50/1 t'he'Mayor gave'£2.16: 10`to poor' travellers between 

December and' Jima' (59), ätzd in 1761, between June and 

Michaelmas he paid C2.8.9d (60) to. poor people. In 1790/1 

William Machin, Mayor's Sergeant, submitted many bills,. 

itemizing payments-'in' ayments {in the nature of poor relief which amounted 

to ¬25.17,7d. (61) - In addition 'the `Chamberlains, until the 

`closing' years of' the eighteenth' centiur^y, regularly paid" } 

for brea3 for the prisoners in the gaols- (62) 

1698-9 March to AuGuet; 
1720-1 Sept. to Sept. 

Sept. toAuguat 
1730-1 one year 
1740-1 one year 
1750-1 one year 
1760-1 one year 
1770-1 one year 
1780-1 one year 
1787-8 one year 

05.10.. 9. a, k 12.. 5.. 6 
9.. 1.10 
9.. 9.. 0 

13.. 0.. 9- , 7.. 9.. 6 
-3.. 7.. 0 
3.14.. 6 

15.. 1,. 0 
25.18.. 3 (62) 

s 

' (56) Ibid., 1682'3 1798Q 
57 Ibid., 1683-4 1794va" 
58 Ibid., 1721/2 210.107 
59 Ibid., 1750/1 1607A 
60 Ibid., 1760/1 1809A No. 90 
61' Ibid., 1790/1 1815A Noc. 10,11,12,15 
62 1CAB and Vouchers passim. 
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At York too tho. Corporation in the coventeenth 

and ei teenth centurion c3e__paymrntc to poor : slier. which 

were fre ucnt nz nub3tantia1,. and it in clear that the 

Corporation 
, 

tuZmcntir pariah relief in a wigntftcant 

degreep yet +it out in ary vat - Pupercedin ; the pariah systen. 

n. From the late 1680's throe, h to the end of 

the century the Corporation saintainod a poor atoec to which 

the Ch=berlaina made both loans and outright pp enta in 

order to cupplnnent relief given in tho parishes and provide 

present relief to those excluded freu the parish licta. (63) 

P: ýy c nt¬_ to thr 'nor mock 1FSO to 170. (64) 

166011 £80'loan) 1692/3 £56 
1602/3 C30 1693/4 --C20 
1606/7 50 1694/5 £30 
168a/9 x: 30 1697/8 £. 25 + £45.9.3ld 

In times of severe diotroac, citoabio c 

were put Aida to be distributod ¬. on, of the poor, £35 beim 

given by the Corporation in 1693/4 and Z3600.0 at Christmas 

1 94. (65) 

At the s =a timo the Corporation began to 

ako Mmento to tho "poor box" towards the support. of a 

over incroasin ; burden of poor folk., In 1709/10 the 

Ct erlainc r. -cordcd there an "being very numerous and in 

mat rccecnfty"(66) und by the 1720'ß there worn come 500 

more a year. (67) 

(63) '1113 30 ff 31,37,39,47,74 
(64) YCAO 1680 to 1720. 
(65) YCAO 1693/4,1694/5 
(66) YCAB 1709-10 
(67) vcl 216 
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These payments were made in most years at fluctuating 

level until 1720 but thereafter they a ppear to have ceased, 

being replaced for "the period 1756 to 1769 by payments to 

the "poor box for poor travellers". 

Payments to the poor box 1694 to 1720. (68) 

1694 £3.. 0.. 0 1707 ¬4.. 0.. 0 
1695 11.. 0.. 0 1708 3.. 0.. 0 
1697 3.10.. 0 1709 4.. 0.. 0 
1698 6.. 0.. 0 1712 2.. 0.. 0 
1701 10.. 0.. 8 1713 29.0.. 0 
1702 17.10.. 0 1714 8.. 0.. 0 
1703 5.. 0.. 0 1715 2.. 0.. 0 
1704 3.. 0.. 0 1716 10.. 0.. 0 
1706 4.. 0.. 0 . 17.17 3.. 0.. 0. 

1720 2.. 0.. 0 

Payments to the poor box for poor travellers 
1756 to, 1769. (69) 

1756 . 1.. 0.. 0 1764 4.. 0.. 0 
1757 4.. 0.. 0 1765 % 3.15.. 0 
1759 10.0000 1166 2.00.. 0 
1760 4.. 0.. 0 1767 4.10.. 0 
1762 7.10.. 0 1768 6.. 0.. 0 
1763 16.. 0.. 0 1769 4.. 0.. 0 

In addition to these regular'donationa 

the Corporation made extra small payments for relief and 

medical treatment in a similar manner to Nottingham. In 

1687/8 the Chamberlains paid f2 for cures for the poor (70), 

in the following year they paid C3 for clothes for John 

Topham'from Cambridge "being, in need"(71) and for some years 

made payments of 1s.. 6d a week for the maintenance of Jane 

01' 

Bucklow and one shilling for balen Lee in the House of correction. (71) 

68 YCAB 1694 to 1720 
69 YCAJ3 1756 to 1769 
70 YCAB 1687/8 
71 1 YCAB 1688/9 
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In 1702/3 £2.10.. 0 was paid "to severall poor people to 

keep' them fröm becoming a char-, e to the city", and a fiddle 

was purchased for 'a. blind boy. (72) A~ "siurgeon too was-employed 

by the civic authorities until the early 1800's. (74) Such 

municipal benevolence doetäs to have been motivated by genuine 

concern for the plight of the poor and needy and a sincere 

sense of moral responsibility, for in December. 1740 the 

Comzons "taking into consideration the severity and calamity 

of the season" offered what appear to have been personal 

donations for distribution amongst the poor and indigent. 

The Lord Mayor, Recorder, City Counsel and Aldermen each 

gave a guinea, the two Sheriffs 10/6d. (75) 

The Boston accounts do not give evidence of 

similar animal donations nor of frequent small payments for 

relief. Since the ý; rection bailiff annually accounted for 

payments for bread to the Churchwardens of several parishes, 

and also for coals to the Payor, it may have been coneVered 

that this was adequate involvement in the day to day problem 

,, of poverty. Occasional ad hoe payments for relief do however 

occur in the accounts, whether it be the two guineas given 

to the Grecians in 1736/7 (77), the £30 given to the victims 

of the fire at Spalding, i. n 1715 (78), or the subscription to 

the local poor of £21 in 1756/7 (79) and ten guineas in 1763. (80) 

72 YCAB 1700/1,1701/2 -(76) i: reotion 8ailiff'e accounts passim. 
73 YCAI 1702/3 eg. 4/C/1/70 1775/76 
74 YCAB passlm. 9660-1835 oor of p ýlnt on 
75) YRB 43 f 49 

9%9ro 
Skirt ec 

lp 
-ý 

(77) BUB 1736/7 ayor -ý coals 4.12.. c 
(78) 3AB 1715 f. 311 Churchwardens 8.. o.. 0 
(79) 13CAB 1756/7 
(80) BA 1763 r 627 
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As distress became more acute however, 

and as war produced an increasing number of casualties, 

the Corporation began, in the early nineteenth century, 

to make more substantial and more frequent donations 

towards relief both locally and further afield. 

Boston Subscriptions for Relief. (81 

1800/01. Widows of those killed at Copenhagen 10.10.. 0 

Dec. 3rd 1805. Relief of widows and orphans of war 
victims at sea. 25.. 0.. 0 

1810/11 Sufferers by high tide 60.. 0.. 0 
1812/13 Aid of the Russian sufferers 105.. ('.. 0 
Jan-25th 1814. Subscriptions to poor relief 

'during the inclement season'. 105.. 0.. 0 

Aug. 2lst 1820. Coals for the poor to be bought 
at summer prices and sold in winter. 221.. 1.. 7 

May Ist 1822. Relief for distressed Irish 100.00.. 0 

May 1826 Relief of distressed manufacturers 100.. 0.. 0 

1830/31 Crop loss 30.. 0.. 0 

Fron their petition to the House of 

Lords it was evident that the Corporation wasYwell aware 

of the privations suffered amongst the lower classes when 

harvests were poor and food stocks low. (82) 

At Nottingham and York too, a similar 

transformation began to take place as the councils made 

large donations at times of greater distress in lieu of 

the smaller ad hoc payments of relief which were phased out. 

As at Boston they were concurrent with the beginnings of 

(81) BCAB'passim. -BAB 3.12.1805; 2/A/27 21.8.1820; 
4/B/4/14 25.1.1814; 5/A/1/4 18.5,1826; 
BAB 1.5.1822 

(02) 2/3/2 
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severe cyclical distress and unpmployrsent which becar: a 

marked in both towns towards the end of the eighteenth 

century, and they took cognisance too of the casualties 

of the American and French wars. Al). three Councils 

rallied to the call for aid to war victims'and their 

relatives# and to the economic distress and misfortune 
ard, 

of their own, far flung towns. They responded with cash 

grants or the more practical solution of purchasing stoc'rs 

of coal and corn to be distributed, free`orsold at prime 

coat at a later date when scarcity had created high prices 

on the open market. At York a dommittee was formed in 

1795 to see what could be done about the high price of 

corn. (83) 

York scriptions for Relief. (84) 

1770/1 Sufferers by fire in Antigua. 
1771/2 The poor sufferers in the North by the 

late Inundation. 
1775/6 Relief to the widows & orphans of those who 

fell in the American `viar of Independence 

1777/8 Sufferers by fire at Aldbourne, Wilts. 
1788/9 Bread & coals for the poor this present 

season. 
1796/7 Purchase of corn for the poor last year. 
1800101 Purchase of corn for the poor loan 
1806/7 Relief of wounded seamen & their widows 
1806/7 Eight P. O. 11's in France 
1831/22 Relief of the poor 

(83) 
_YTM 

46 ff 107,113,122,138-9 
(84) YCAB Passim. 

50.. 0.. 0 

50.. 0.. 0 

50.. 0.. 0 
20.. 0.. 0 

50.. 0.. 0 

285,16.. 6 
300.. 0.. 0 

50.. 0.. 0 

26.. 5.. 0 
100.0.. 0 
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At 1ottingham the Corporation early proved 

eager to ease supply problems when in 1701 they paid for 

the defence of Alderman William Triggs after he seized a 

dealer's store of corn and distributed it-to the poor. (65) 

In 1757 they voted C20-to £25 for the purchase of coals 

to be sold at a low price to poor housekeepers (86), and 

from 1787 to 1790 they 'annually imported Irish butter and 

sold it at cut'price�(87) In the early nineteenth century 

¬32 was paid for the loss on two cargoes of potatoes cold 

to the poor (88), and ¬22 spent on coal for the poor. (89) 

At theýsänc time direct. monetary donations were made to 

relief funds. 

Nottip an Subsor1Dtions for Relief. (90) 

1783 Poor Relief 50.. 0,. 0 
1795 30.. 0.. 0 0 
1795 Relief of sufferers by flood at Wottm. 20.. 0.. 0 

July 17 95" Poor relief 100.. 0.. 0 
1797 - 25.. 0.. 0 
1800/01 Winter soup huts 50,. 0.. 0 
1803 Relief of war sufferers 105,. 0.. 0 
1812 Poor Relief 105.. 0.. 0 
1812 Potatoes for the poor 32.. 0.. 0 
1814 Relief of suffering Germans 31.10.. 0 
1812 Nottm, P. O. W+e in France 10.10.. 0 
1814 Relief of soldiers & Sailors widows 

in the town. 50.. 0.. 0 
1814 Coal to the poor 22.. 09.0 
1816 Poor Relief -, 105.. 0.. 0 
1819 Framework cc tern 30.00.00 
1826 Relief for the unemployed 100.. 0.. 0 
1830 " 100.. 0.. 0 
1835 Relief of bobbin net workers 10.. 0.. 0 

.................. 
65 NHB3468 f 15 
86 ! TrTB 3516 f 22 
e7 1 1786/7 f 331 1787/8 f 8; 1787/8 f 19; 

N' 3546 f 32; 3549 f , 54 
88 NCAB 1811-12 
89 NNCkB 1813-14 
90 NC-Aß t IIA. 
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If the donations suggested a kindly benevolence 

onthe part of the Corporation they nevertheless remained a 

stringent law enforcing body and their somewhat meagre response 

to the plea fron the framework knitters Committee in'1819 (91) 

is an indication , of the occasional dichotomy of their role 

as benefactors and governors. For whilst they were willing 

to be more generous than the Duke of Newcastle, who restricted 

his assistance to advising the knitters to 'boar up' manfully 

and malt© the' beat of whatever you consider 'an indifferent lot" (92) , 

thoy had far more readily put aside the sum of £2,000 to be 

disposoä of without account to secure the conviction of 

frainebreakore '(93)' who, from a 'social point of view' were 

expressing in the only way they knew how, their profound economic 

dlstr'eso" . 

Civic charity was nevertheless a reality, and if 

it wan a somewhat haphazard one, it certainly never ceaced 

entirely. It extended beyond the publio to the personal 

servants of the Corporation too, but in none of the three Boroughs 

was this an automatic benefit of service. 

(91) Annual Cor nitteo Minutes 3987 f 18 

(92) J. L. & 13 Haniond, Tho Skilled Labourer 1760 to 1832(1919) 251 

(93) MM 3571, ff31,32 
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Aged Aldermen were sometiree pensioned off, but more frequently 

tho Coon Hall can be seen to be alleviating the distress of 

widows and long serving workers like the Town Crier*, At York 

when the Bellman fell into rent arrears he was forgiven his 

debts "in regard of his poverty". (94) At Nottingham Thomas 

Barwick, Town Crier, and "an old servant" of the Corporation who 

was now in'seduced circumstances" was in 1826 granted a gratuity 

of f5 per annum (95), but despite his age of 72 years it was 

not until 1833 that he finally retired from his post whereupon 

"incompetent from age and infirmity to discharge his office" the 

Common äa11 agreed to grant him 81- a week for life. (96) At 

Boston too the widow of Christopher Moore, the late Crier, was 

in 1819 in receipt of f35 per annum "during the pleasure of the 

Hüll"(97). her husband having held the Office of Crier since at 

least 17f30. (98) Her gratuity continued until at least 1832 but 

had by then been reduced t`n L20 Baer annum. Pensions however 

were by this time specifically listed at the end of the salaries 

list and tg, the payment to Elizabeth Moore had been added 

gratuities to the succeeding Crier, Joseph Appleby, the late 

gaoler William Vaux and the widow =of the lato beadle, which 

together amounted to C89 per annum. 

94 E101 f 127 1731 
95 14HB- 3585 fe - 50,51 
96 NUB 3592 r£ ' 118,119 
97 BCAD Rental Book 1819/20 4/ß/1/115 
98 BCA131780/1 

(99) SCAB Rantal. Book 1832/3 4/8/1/144 
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Gratuities to Aldermen and common councilmen 

and their widows were recognized by all three Councils to be 

needful at times, but theJ social class of such people often 

rendered such benefits unnecessary, and it does not appear 

in any of the three Boroughs that such benefits were an 

established principle nor that they were prolific, excessive 

or injudicious. Rather do they appear to have been a sympathetic 

response after faithful service to those visited by misfortune 

and reduced in circumstance. At Boston the Common Hall in 1768 

made provision for all widows of Aldermen and Common Councilman 

to receive gratuities if they did not possess £200 in effects 

or C15 perannum, (100) but the Chamberlains' Accounts suggest 

that such payments were rarely, if ever, made and thel! unieipal 

Commissioners made note of the fact that the pensions were only 

those paid to former Officers and their widowse(1) 

Gratuities to Councillors and their families 

occur rather more frequently at Nottingham than at either York 

or Boston, but investigation reveals that grants were made only 

in cases of hardship, and were not an automatic perquisite of 

office or service. In 1775, Alderman Cooper 'having served 

several offices in this Corporation with Reputation and having; 

been reduced in his-circumstances by misfortunes" was granted 
X25 per annum. (2) 

ý, ,. 

(100) BAB 1766 f 
.. 

45 
(1) ? 'ICH 2160 

(2) NHB 3534 f 16, 

7,2. 
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In 1808 Samuel Statha'a, a hosier who had served as 

Chamberlain in 1776 and School Warden from 1789 until 

1806, the year before his retirement was, in spite of 

his bankruptcy whilst holding over 1400 worth of the 

School Finds, 'granted C20 per annum being a 

"decayed member of this coporation" (S)and cle; rlyin 

dire difficulties.. More unforte were the-- 

circumstances of Alderman Isaac Woolley and Rhöisas Smith; 

Senior Councillor, whose failed businesses left both 

in. mich greatly reduced circumstances that the Hail 

voted to each a gift of ¬100. (4); F' Grante to widows 

of serving Corporation Members were' also more frequent 

than at Boston and. York (5) 
9 but the granting of gratuities 

' , __ 
-ýý 

ý ýý ý .: 

was very much a development of the nineteenth century 

and may. indicate the way in which distress affected all 

claäsps of, 
tpeople 

at this tine. 

(3) M 3568 f 23 
(4) 1B 3586 f£ 110,112; IaI1D 3589 f£ 44,45,60,61 
(5) eg. Widow Davidson and Widow Green May 30th 1804 ,h B3563 f --54; Widow Hickling April 11th 1827 tdflB 3586 ff 46.47 
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Gratuities Nottingham. (6) 

1800/01. 
Wo. Green ¬15.15.. 0 
Bellman 5.5.. 0 

21.0.. 0 

1804/5 
Wo Green 
Wo. Davison 
t: o . Yiachin 
Wm. Wells 
Town Cryer 

¬20.. 0.. 0 
20.0.. 0 

5.0.. 0 
10.0.. 0 
5.5.. 0 

60.5.. 0 

6.10.. 0 
10.0.. 0 
20,0.. 0 
15.0.. 0 
20.0.. 0 
71.10.. 0 

100.0.. 0ý, 

1815/16 
Wo. \hitlock£20.0.. 0 
Wo. Davison 20.0.. 0 
Benj. Sands 150.. 0 

55.0.. 0 

"8 Oll 

Bew. Sands 
Wm. Howitt 
Wo. Hickling 
Aid. Ashwell 
Jos. Heath' 
Wo. Wri t 
Wo. Goddard 
T. Cry er Tho. Barwick 

1ý. 0.. 0 
2;: 0.. 0 
15.0.. 0 
20.0.. 0 
5.0.. 0 

13. o.. o . 10.. 0 

. 0.. 0 

. 0.. 0 
104.10.. 0 

1821/2 
Wo, Goddard 
Wo Whitlock 
Wo-Davison 
Benj. Sands 
Wm. Howitt 
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1810/11 
Ber . '. Sands 1 ;. 0.. 0;; 
Robt. Cox 1.0.. 
Wo. Whitlock 20.0.. 

0; 
0ý, 

Wo. Davison 20.0.. 0 
W. riachin ý. 0.. 0y 
Wm. Wells 1.0.. 0; 
Sam Statham 20.0. 

_. 
0 

182415 
Wm. Goddard 
Wo. Davison 
Be3gj: , Sands 
Wm. iiowitt Wo. Hickling 

6.10.. 0 
20.0.. 0', 
15.0.. 0' 
28: 0.. 0 
15.0.. 0 

(6) Nottm. Chamber Rentals 2302,2305, 
2310a, 2315,2321,2324,2331.. 



Certainly there is nothing in the records to suggect 

indiscriminate gratuities. As the Town Clerk of Nottingham 

stated at the Municipal Enquiry, the pensioners "principally 

consist of old persons and decayed servants", and payments 
kF 

amounted in 1632 to a total of £150.. 6.4,0) Such 

payments were however in certain instances ill regarded 

by some members of the public, and it was not without 

accuracy that the Municipal Commissioner -served that the 

allowance of annuities to decayed members of the corporate 

body and their widows "however benevolent the motives from 

which it may proceed", was not a "proper application...... of 

a fund properly applicable to-public purposes alone". (8) 

An increasingly regular and sizeable expense 

which could be construed to be both a proper application of 

public funds and an enlightened one, arose from the increasing 

number of donations made by each of the three Councils to 

local churches, schools, hospitals and other institutions. 

Monetary gifts to the parish chh were 

in all three boroughs ap irregular, but not altogether infrequent, 

feature of the accounts throughout the period fron 1660.. 1835. 

(7)'T. Cookayne) op. cit., 34 9123 
(6) jQ 2007 
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The Councils could invariably be relied upon to help out 

in times of need, and on occasioni, the sinn involved could 

be large. Thus for example in 1731/2 the Common Wall at York 

subscribed £100 to the new floor at the Minster and almost 

one hundred yew later in 1829/30 Cave £500 to the major 

restoration which was taking place. (9) At Boston small 

payments to church repairs are a regular feature in the 

Chamberlains' Accounts (10), but here too, taro donations 

were made when repairs were extensive. In 1771 a committee 

was-appointed for repairing the Chancel of the Church and 

given authority to spend up to £40 on John Ashley's eatimate. (11) 
Ike. 

Piftythree years later the Chamberlains paid4£130 cost of 

repairing the window at the east end of the o? -a cel. (12) 

Much the same attitude is evident at Nottingham where for 

example in 1672, the Chamber funds provided for two now bell 

frames at Saint Peter's Church, made a donation towards the 

leading of the new Church of Saint Nicholas in 1675, and the 

finishing of its steeple in 167(. (13) The Corporation gave 

support also to its civic church of Saint fury the virgin (14), 

and made a yearly gift to the Ministers of the three on 

Churohes"(15) 

(9) YGAH 1731/2,1829/30. 
10 Appendix X Abstract of Ixpenditure 10 yearly accounts. 
11 BA8 f 96 April 16th 1771 
12 2/D/6 ept. l0th 1824 
13 NHB 3440 f 201 3443 £ 24 
14 eg. NHB 3446 f 17 
(15) NCAB passim.; NTiB 3501 f7 
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Possibly more significant in social terms were 

the annual donations which each of the Borough Councils 

began to make towards the encouragement and maintenance 

of schools and hospitals. It would be erroneous to 

suggest that such annual donations were of large anount, 

but they were regular small payments, which indicate that 

the councils recognised an elementary responsibility in 

these spheres. They indicate too the way in which the 

civic income was whittled away by small payments hero and 

there. 

Annual Donationos 

Bonton 1832. 

County Hospital , 
Blue Coat School 
Dispensary 
1lational School 
Lincoln Asylum 

(16) 

10.. 0.. 0 
21.. 0.. 0 
31.10.. 0 
20.. 0.. 0 

. _10s. 
0 :"0 

92.10.. 0 

NottingbýP183OL31. (17) 

Lancaster School 5.95.. 0 
General Hos, ital 5.. 5.. 0 
Hottm: Diepencaiy 10.10.. 0 
Charity School 

Barker Gate 3sß_0 
24.. 3.. 0 

York 1830/31. (113) 

Blu3coat School. X0,,,. 0 

Boston Corporation clearly ade the watest 

financial effort in terra of annual donations, but in all 

three Boroughs; there vac a willingness also to make 

substantial ad hoc payments to these bodies. Thus at Boston 

in 1804/5 the Chamborlains gave £150 principal to the Blue 

Coat School(IRI in 1815 gave £133.6.. 8d to the National School. (20) 

16 RMntals. passi1. 
17 NCAI 1830/31 
183 YCAB 1830/1 
19 BCAJ3 1604/5 
?0 BAR May 8th 1815 
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At 1ottinghai in 1835 the town council subscribed 0100 

to the new school in Canal Street (21) and also donated 

the land for it valued at £200"(22) At York payments 

for repair work at the schools frequently figure in the' 

accounts and here too in 1835 the Old Corporation made 

a final fling of generosity with a grant of £100 to the 

Yorkshire School for the Indi ent Blind. (23). Similar 

generosity is evident in the foaming of the local 

hospitals. 

A concern for the social and economic 

wellbeing of both township and inhabitants is amply 

illustrated by the records of all three Corporations. 

This concern could be sporadic in terms of any one activity; 

in financial terms it never represented a significant 

percentage of annual expenditure; but it was a reality 

which featured in some snail way in the accounts of the 

Chamberlains in almost every year between 1660 and 1835" 

(21)NNCAB 1835 
(22) MIB 3594 f 90 
(23) YCAB 1635. 
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Observations on Civic flrnenditure 1660-1835. 

Chapter 14. 

Fron the foregoing evidence it is clear that the civic 

funds were spent on a wide variety of different items and 

functions, some of a regular nature, others highly irregular, 

some sizeable and some, in financial terms, insignificant 

as individual items. In order to obtain an overall view 

of civic expenditure it is therefore necessary to attempt 

to categorize the various types of expenditure so that 

comparisons can be drawn and some degree of statistical 

analysis or tabular presentation be attempted. The records 

and the information do not however lend themselves well 

to such manipulation. At times the records are incomplete 

or lacking in detail, in all cases the categorization used 

by the Chamberlains is inaccurately carried out. Thus 

under 'salaries' may be placed annual payments or charity 

trusts, pensions and gratuities and annual donations to 

public institutions. The more existence of the category 

of 'miscellaneous' or 'necoasary' expenses inevitably created 

in each year's account a bank of payments in need of sorting 

and categorizing. 

Categorization presents problems of its own for it is 

subjective. In view of the inadequacy of the accounts an 

they stand for purposes of comparison and analysis of types 

of expenditure it has nevertheless been considered valid, 
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indeed necessary, to manipulate the expenditure accounts 

freely into new groupings. This created a degree of 

standardication in the financial records of all three 

Boroughs* 

It was however an enormous task. Where the 

expenditure accounts lacked detail, other financial records 

had to be used, the vouchers had to be searched and many 

hundreds of payments then had to be sorted and re-ordered. 

To have dealt with all the accounts in this way would have 

been impossible and thus selection had to take place. No 

system of selection seemed totally suitable and ultimately 

it was decided to break down the accounts at ten yearly 

intervals. The obvious drawback to this was that years of 

peculiarly high expenditure in specific areas, for example, 

improvements or legal costs, would render comparison 

between accounts difficult and falsify generalizations on 

percentage expenditure. However, since such expenses 

would become immediately apparent, comparison within the 

other categories of the account could remain realistic. 

At the same time the span of years covered would facilitate 

comparison between different periods fron 1660 to 1835 

particularly in regular heads of expenditure as distinct 

from extraordinary expenses, In order to create a more 

realistic mean average it was in addition decided to examine 
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three consecutive years at the periods 1749,1750,1751 

and 1819,1820,1821. (1) 

Recatogorization and tabulation of the accounts 

on this decennial basis proved possible at both Boston and 

York but not at 1ottingham* For the latter Borough there 

remain only account summaries for most of the period from 

1660 to 1835. The audited accounts thus lack detail, draft 

account books survive only for some years and these too do 

not always specify the nature of individual items of 

expenditure, and the runs of vouchers are rarely complete. 

Thus insufficient data is available for tabulation. For 

fottingham therefore a table of expenditure has keen created 

for the last ten complete years of the old corporation's 

existence when, under the supervision of Mr, 3taveley, 

accounting was more meticulous. 

The resultant accounts, when considered in 

conjunction with all the other evidence arising from the 

Borough records, render significant information relating to 

the questions raised at the beginning of this section, namely 

how the three Corporations of Bouton, Nottingham and York 

spent their incomes. 

(1) Appendices '$1ä, 16, C 
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From the Summaries of Account in A renc1ixTI 

it is clear that throughout the period 1660-1835 there were 

three major areas of e\xponditure which together regularly 

accounted for more than 8CY of the total civic expenditure 

per annum. These three main areas concerned the support 

of civic dignity, '; the provision of labour and materiale 

for general repair and improvement, and the annual oo*rnitments 

which arose from charity trusts, rates and taxes, loan and 

interest payments. Only twice in this-analysis of decennial 

accounts did these comprise less than 8(Y of expenditure 

at York, and on both occasions this was the product of a 

marked upsurge in legal costs in those years. At Roston 

there were two auch occaiiona, one similarly a result of 

increased legal charges, the other occasioned by inadequate 

information in the accounts which leaves large sums 

unaccountable, (2) within thin anralyeed' framework. 

(2) Appendix $ a. ' 

, 
11; t. . 
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Within these categories fell the single largest item 

of annual expenditure faced, by all three civic authorities, 

namely the payment of wages and salaries to persons holding 

annual or life appointrients from the Council. Within these 

appendices presented herewith these payments have been 

divided into the two categories A and ý9 distinguishing 

botween salaries paid to Officials and those paid to workmen, 

but to the Chamberlain they together reprdsented the single 

largest expense of his accounting year. 

äalaries paid to civic officials ware, in 611 three 

boroughs, the heaviest annual charge, and'they rose sharply 

in coat over the century and a half from 1660" 

Sälaries paid to Civic Officials: 

Y (3) 
1661 16 1680 1622- 1 00 1710 1720 1730 i0 

0209 216 213 234 240 244 245 258 546 
1750 1760 1770 80 1! 90 1800 i 610 820 1830- 

C532 557 640 761 734- 804- 1127 391- .. 440 

BOSTON(S) 

J700 1710 1717 
- 

1230 1741 
- 
1750 17760 

£129 100 124 160 180 183 212 
ITT- 

,.,. 
1.7880,... 17201800 1010 182 01830 

£200 201 355 291 349 984 412 

ýitAlý. (4) + 

17 

45 

60 

74 

1770 

94 

s ß0 

112 

. 1790 

117 

1800 

113 

1810 

101 

1821 1830 

C 97 120 140 145 144, 281 278 410 

(3) Appendix XY to nearest C 
(4) Abstracted from the Chamber Rentals 1688 to 1830, 

2220 to 2331. These record presumed payments and therefore 
may not tally with the actual payments recorded in the 
audited accounts and appendix IM 
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A clear upward trend in salaries occurred at Boston and York 

in the 1730's and 1740's arising chiefly from an increase in 

the allowances made to the Mayor, but at Nottingham this was 

less narked� a steady augmentation of the Playor's salary 

taking place throughout the eighteenth century. A further 

break occurs in all three Boron. s in the 1770's or 1780's 

and again during the first or second decades of the nineteenth 

century as salaries generally were increased, presumably to 

take account of mounting inflation during the Revolutionary 

and Napoleonic Wars. At both York and Boston the total cost 

of salaries for civic Officials was by this time hovering 

around the £1,000 mark and a massive retrenchment was offeated 

by a out back in the salaries of the two Mayors' bringing the 

total salary, by 18309come ¬400, much the same as attso}tingham. 

These salaries constituted the major part of 

expenditure-under the head of 'civic digmity', albeit that 

some of the officials hold posts fundamental to the borouCh'o 

adninietration. Yet large as was the increase in expenditure 

on salaries and civic dignity in general, expenditure here did 

not increase enormously, relative to the total civic expenditure. 

For much of the ea3lier part of our poriod from 

1660 to 1835, dignity was not the most expensive category 

within the accounts at York and Boston. During the middle years 

of the eighteenth century however the pomp and circumstance of 

civic life, the feasts and celebrations came to dominate the 
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accounts and soaked up. the"largest percentage of civic money 

within the categories here presented. On, the whole it , 

accounted- for some 30% to 40%ý of civic 'expenditure. At, a-, 

time when official salaries-were increasing, most markedly 

and expenditure in money terms on dignity was rocketing, the 

expenses here became however less significant within the 

total civic account., In other words, expenditure on other 

items was rising ever faster. Thus at its highest monetary 

figure is 1810 the coat of maintaining dignity, paying 

official salaries and feasting, at York represented 21n of 

total civic expenditure, a drop of anything up to 20%. on the 

previous five decennial figures; similarly at Boston at its 

highest figure in 1820, this category of-expense represented 

only 10% of total civic expenditure. Inboth cases the - 

recipient of the: extra expbnditure was general work, repairs 

and improvements. 

On an, overall view of expenditure therefore it 

is clear that a lot of money ras spent on salaries of'Off icials, 

the Mayor, the Town Clerk, the Waits, the tiacebearer'and 

others. A further large 'sum was spent on-the other trappings 

ti'- of civic dignity; Beasts, public and private celebrations, 

hospitality and the civic appearance. Yet theec 'regained only 

one of the three main areas of expense, and although at the 

time-when civic spending was highest, retrenchment here would 

clearly have eased the financial problems, in relative terms 

it was not necessarily-the most effective place to economize. 
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Another major area of expenditure which 

becomes apparent from the accounts is that of providing 

for the upkeep and improvement of the borough. It includes 

payment of salaries to workmen appointed annually or for 

life like the scavenger, Town Husband, or Surveyor. As 

indicated by Chapters 8 and 9 many of the expenses under 

this head were sporadic and of very high amount. An 

analysis at ten yearly intervals is of little value for 

investigating payments of this nature which can only be 

properly ascertained by following the items through the 

accounts over a series of years, However what the analysis 

does indicate is that throughout the period 1660 to 1835 

the coat of workmen, repairs and improvements in the 

accounts here always constituted a significant proportion 

of total expenditure. At York in the fifteen accounts 

examined between 1730 and 1830 such expenses only once 

accounted for less than 20% of total expenditure and rarely 

fell much below 25%. At Boston the percentage which such 

expenses bore to tdtal expenditure was generally higher, - 

often accounting for more than 30% in the samples used, 

and in the nineteenth century, accounting for 40 in all 

except the 1830 account. As total expenditure increased 

the monetary fiiire represented by such percentages reached 

several thousand pounds. 
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Annual dues for rents, rates, charitable trusts, 

interest and loans, together constituted the third major area 

of civic expenditure. Tore again on a ten yearly analysis, 

the figures become somewhat random and meaningless, except as 

an indication that this was another main area of civic expenditure 

which, from 1750 onwards, saw a marked, if haphazard, upward 

trend ; ýs a percentage of total ernenditure. That this was 

largely attributable to interest payable on the constantly 

increasing loans taken by the civic authorities in a bid to 

remain solvent, has been indicated elseuhere. (5) 

If the accounts of the three Corporations are 

to be more than a list of separate fipuree, then generalizations 

must be made, but the importance of examining civic expenditure 

in its individual items has been indicated by the foregoing 

chapters, and the summaries re-emphasize this. Particular 

items stand out from the. summaries with random incidence 

indicating the occurrence of heavy expenses from time to 

time on items which may figure with little or no significance 

from year to year, or in the years selected for the analysis. 

Noticeable amongst these in the York summaries were the costs 

associated, with Enclosure Acts which became particularly marked 

in the sumnariee for 1819,1821 and 1830. Their non-ap; iearance 

in the analysis for Boston indicate however the shortcomings 

of the decennial analysis, for as indicated in Chapter 13, 

they became a costly item of expenditure for their Chamberlains too. 

(5j Iiee below Chapter 5. 
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A further item of importance which emerges from the 

analyses was the expense to which each of the councils was put 

in providing themselves with legal advice and services. The Boston 

summaries suggest. that. legal charges. werq of random occurrence in 

the earlier part of the period 1700 to 1835, becoming a more regular 

but small charge from the 1790's onwards. The York summaries 

indicate substantial charges occurring in, the analyses from 1660 

to 1700, tho. continuation of legal expenses , aa a. regular but 

fluctuating charge on th3 Chamber purse until-the latter years of 

the eighteenth century and then a decline until the nineteenth 

century when their amount within the sumnaries,, fluctuated enormously 

and was at times very high. 

In fact legal costs were both a regular and an 

extraordinary charge to the Chamberlains of all, three boroughs. 

As an extraordinary expense we 
, 
do not expect to find them emerging 

from the summaries other than by coincidence, but that they could 

become a very heavy burden from time to time is amply illustrated 

from more detailed examination of the accounts of the three boroughs. 

As extraordinary expenses they arosef primarily, from litigations 

from cases pursued against civil offenders. who threatened the 

civic rights and privilegep, or from the charges associated with 

maintaining or defending the civic constitution, Among the 

former, the upholding of the Borough Tolls and Stallage Rights 

involved all three councils in repeated court cases at different 

times, which involved extensive and 
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lengthy services at a"high coet. (6) At Nottingham in two 

years from 1735 to 1737 the Town Clerk submitted bills for 

Suits about tolls amounting to £634.7.5d(7). At the end 

of the century similar cases coat C518.17.5. (ß), a further 

C229.10.0'°was paid in 1609 (9) for the defendant's coats in a- 

corn toll cause, whilst between 1826 and, 1834 the civic 

vindication of their right to Market Stallage coat them 

C1041.16.0(10) - At Boston similar-legal cases over the 

civic right to tolls and stallalte cost the. Corporation in 

excess of £2,562 between 1%29 and 1832. (11) At York 

many actions were taken against unfree traders at heavy 

cost to the civic purse: £450.14.11d plus ten, guineas to 

the Clerk for searching the City records in 1776; a further 

120.17.4 in 1779 and ¬870.17.9 in 1821 and 1822 in the suit 

against William Wellbank. For the latter, howcver, they did 

recover from him ¬446.10.0 in aosts. (12) Actions taken by 

Boston Corporation to compel the butchers to sell meat in 

the butchery in 1751"and again in 1757 coat'1n both cases 

well in excess of £200. (13) 

Legal help and advice in pattern relating to the 

civic constitution were similarly irregular, but coetly" 

AU three boroughs suffered under the Stuart extension of 

Crown control over local government, having to answer cLo 

6 Chapter 6 
7 'NAB {11) BCAB 
8 23CAB (13 RCAR 1751/2,9231.1199 
9V CAB SCAB 1757/8 ¬270.9.7la 12/1,; 12/3 10) 40487M (10) YCAB 
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warrantor in defence of their old charters or supplicate 

for new ones. At York a Muo warx nto threatened in 1661, 

and in the following year the concil- membership was 

remodelled by the crown cominissioners. (14) This prompted 

the city to supplicate for a new charter which was granted 

in 1665, (15) but within twenty years the charter was again 

under threat, Mrarranto proceedings being taken against 

the civic body in March 1684. (16) Judgement was given 

against the corporation who petitioned for a new charter 

which was finally granted in July 1685. The cost of both 

charters was heavy. John 11111's bill in 1665 amounted to 

C177.9.119 which he explained, "though .... great yet it 

is much less then any new charter of any cittye considerable 

bath cost", f100 having been saved on the fees of the King's 

secretary and Lord Chancellor'who being appraised of the 

" disdbility of the place were satisfied with small fees". (17) 

The City Council was not overpleased with the provisions 

of the Charter, (18) but they cot better value for money then 

than in 1685, Between 1682 and 1687 over C477 was spent on 

journeys to London, and other bills appertaining to the 

Charter renewal (19)g yet the charter was never acted upon 

or accepted, (20) and in 1688 in one of his last-ditch attempts 

at reconciliation, James issued York with a writ of restitution, 

14 VC York 
15 14011 1738 
16 V04 xork, 
17 F40/47 
18 : 40J47 
19 
20 3ICR 1738 

174 
175'J. Reresby, MPmoirs 303,320, ', 21,329,330 

YCAB 1662,1683,1684,1686 
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rö establishing the 1665 charter. (21) This sort of expenditure, 

occasional, unusual and heavy, put severe strains on the civic 

purse, but was; quite unavoidable. Both Boston and Nottingham 

experienced similar problems With the Stuart Kings, The accounts 

at Boston do not survive for this period, but the surviving 

Nottingham records suggest that, as at York, heavy costs were 

incurred in retaining the borough constitution. Here however 

proceedings were'mafde more complex by the disagreements within 

the" civic membership itself. In 1664 the Common Hall agreed 

to petition Charles II for renewal of the Charter without the, 

restrictive'covetants on the elections of Recorder,, Steward c 

a, "Town Clerk, and Sir Clifford Clifton was asked to oolicit 

the business. (22) In anticipation of heavy expenses the tall 

arranged'to borrow money to renew the Charter,, and a committee 

was despatched to London to curry the Royal favour-(23) chat 

the total cost was we do not know, but presents and rewards 

given to James, Duke of York, and other rewards during 1664 

and 1665 cost C32.12.5d. (24) Perhaps this bribery proved 

successful, for nothing further occurred respecting the new 

Charter until 1682 when the 1'ayor, Gervas Wylde, a mtaunch 

royalist, put a motion before the council for the surrender 

of the charter. The votes were evenly split, fourteen for and 

fourteen against, and without scruple Wylde used his casting vote 

21) T1CL 17313; J. Rereb, r, ' Pm . rs 17,21 

22 71,110 3435 f 25 
23 N}ts 3435 f 24,32 
24 NC t"ß'3 1664/6 
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in favour of surrender. (25) The surrender was strongly 

disapproved of by the B: trgeoses at large, partly through 

fears for their own positions, and partly because the 

final surrender was carried out unlawfully by Wylde and 

three or four others. Consequently four caveats were 

entered with the Lord Chancellor and Attorney General. (26) 

and. when, on Mayor making day 1682 the new Charter had 

still not arrived, the non-surrender group proceeded to 

swear in their Mayor on the terms of the old Charter. 

Meanwhile Wylde set about creating a new conciliar body 

according to the new Charter when it arrived later that 

day. (27) A period of chaotic disagreement ensued, but the 

new council took power until in 1688 James II removed the 

entire corporation, replacing them with his own nominees. (28) 

The councillors appointed by mandate found themselves in 

an unenviable position but justified the legality of their 

position`. onithei fact that the surrender of the Charter in 

1682 was illegal and that the subsequent now Charter of 

1682 and the conciliar members appointed under its authority 

which they were now replacing, were equally illegal. 

The Deputy Recorder, Nathan Wrighte suggested that the best 

way to secure the business was by writ of auo warranto, (29) 

r{1 3449 f, 1 
(26) 1TCR 1988 - 1990; b. Cray, Nottim-rham through 500 Years 

1' 1988 , 1990 
(1960) 98; 

(27) D. Gray,, op. cit., . 
98 , 107-, 

(28) 4692 b; TIB 3455 f£ 26r32 (29 be Cray, op. cit., 105,106 
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paving= the way for forfeiture and the substitution of a 

new Charter, drawn up by Wrighte, and-naming the present 

Aldermen and Councillors as the true governors. Accordingly 

on May 18th 1688 the Council agreed by unanimous assent, 

that the town seal be affixed to the warrant "that 

impowers John Cooke one of the Clerks of the Crown Office, 

to appeare for the Corporation in King'e,. Beach as our 

Attorney". (30) George Langford, the t yor, wrote to the 

corporation's solicitor Mr. Tomlinson on August 25th 1688 

asking him to "Get a very learned and honest councell to 

advise us ask him to keep secrecy and pay him what you 

think best, a ginney at least and 2 if you see course". (31) 

for advice on the new charter which it was hoped would be 

obtained. The Charter was received on September 1st 1688 

but the quo warranto procaedinGs had still not reached 

King's bench and legally therefore James II's Charter was 

worthless. Matters became acute after the accession of 

William of Oranges when opposition in Nottingham to the 

Council, which in effect was the product of James' mandates 

of 1688, became stronger. Aldermen and Councillors removed 

by the mandate began applying for writs of taandamua. (32) 

Aware of public feeling the civic body in 1690 sent a 

(30) iMU3 3455 f- -59; 4692 c/2/b 
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deputation to London to regain the old Charter, (33) 

resolving in 1691 that "the Public seal shall be affixed 

to an Inotrument to desire and enable our said Burgesses 

of Parliament to procure for us the settling of this 

Corporation upon its old foundation". (34) The Charter 

wan received from Willian and. Mary on October 19th 

1692 (35) and it restored the governnent an it stood on 

29th }eptomber 1682 before Charles We new Charter wrte 

received. 

Ai, at York and Boston therefore (36) Nottingham 

underwent lengthy and repetitive dealings in respect of 

iýs.: charters in the twenty-eight years following the 

restoration of the monarchy. The cost of the supplications 

and defences were a heavy burden to the civic purse end' 

could be met only by loans and entreaties for cut-price 

services. The total cost of obtaining the Charter in 1602 

cannot be discerned, but in respect of the Charter of 1688 

the Corporation paid nathan Wright C50 in May of that year 

promising a further X50 "the next week by our carryer... and 

if this will jot doe our business as thro' yor mediation 

and the representation of tho poor and necessitous 

conditions of our corporation we hope it may, we shall take 
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take care to furnish you with more as soon as possibly 

we can Tho' to deal plainly with you we have borrow'd 

this 0120 and £20 more the-King's mandates cost us". (37) 

In addition to this Christopher Hall was in 1686 voted 

£100 for his extraordinary care and pains over three 

years or more in "soliciting ye greate affairs of this 

Corporation and also his trouble aboute ye new Charter"-(38) 

In relation to the 1692 Charter we have 

a closer indication of the costs of supplicating on 

relatively straight forward grounds for a new grant. 

There remains among the Chamberlains bills at Nottingham 

for the period 1690 to 1693 a list of expenses for the 

Nottingham Charter submitted by Rob`ila Sherwin, the Nottm. 

Lawyer, which came to 0365.7.5 exclusive of the reward 

of £550 (39) and a further ¬30 the following year. (40) 

The earlier wranglinga with the Stuart ttonarchs are 

likely to have been immensely more costly, and indeed 

compared with the cost of a now Charter to York in 1829/ 

IG30 of £722.12.0 plus £11.15.10 for the petition, the 

cost was still in proportion to income, a very heavy 

financial burden to the civic body. (41) 

(37) 4692 c/4 
(38) NIIm 3454 f9 
(39) Vouchers 1690-3 1798 Ub 
(40) Vouchers 1693/4 1793 Va March 27th 1693 
(41) YCAA 1829/30 
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Other 1e., a1 questions relating to the civic 

constitution arose fron internal challenges and disaffection. 

At York the Corporation was put to some considerable expense 

in seeking writs mandamus for re-election of officers in 

place of persons who proved unwilling or unable to stand. 

The spate of proceedings in the late seventeenth and early 

eighteenth centuries were probably occasioned by the civic 

policy of securing exoneration fines by nominating for 

office candidates known to be unlikely to serve in office. (42) 

But once election had taken place a grit of mandamus had to 

be secured before a further election could occur. Thus these 

early accounts contain many references to the costs of applying 

to King's Bonch. (43) 

1694/5 writ man4 u us to elect a now sheriff, £35. 5. 0 
1698/9 Obtaining a mandamus 37. 2. 5 
1700/01 37. 2. 5 
1701/2 to elect a sheriff 23. 

_1. 
6 

1702/3 if 37.11. 3 
1707 Action v Bywater Denson 

refusing to serve as Sheriffs(44) 67. 4. 0 

However such praceodinga occur throughout 

the period 1660 to 1835 (45) cauoir , as John Lister Kaye 

was informed, "great inconvenience and expense to the City". (46) 

At tottingham the Burgesses themselves took 

4Q Chapter 5 
43 Accounts passim. 
44 Y JIB fý. 20 
45 Y IM 43 3.2.1747/ßf 21.9.1748,21st Juno 1790,5.11.1792, 

3rd $eb. 1793s E34 f2 
_163,169-71,177-82; 1(130; E77 1.2.1822 

(46) E 34 ff 163; 177-82 
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suit against the Common Council over their prolonged 

failure to elect six junior y4l-ten in 1749 1hcy 

secured a mandamus instructing the council to proceed to 

such an election. (48) Initially the Common Hail secured 

favourable jud mont but when a second mandamus was served 

the Ball granted the Mayor up to £400 to defend the two 

suits which was to be borrowed from J, Vainewright. (49) 

The return to the mandamus was judged to be "good and 

sufficient in law", (50) but in 1766 the battle began again. 

Already betwen 1748 and 1750 the Town Clerk's bill 'I-elating 

to the-suit about the junior council" amounted to 0102.7.6. (57) 

and altogether out of the £400 authorized and borrowed 

£340.15.0 had been spent. (52) When the matter was finally 

settled on September 3rd 1751 a further £146,1.10 (53) had 

to be paid making a total of 0494.16.10. In 1768,1769: and 

1770 Robert Seagravots bills relating to this matter totalled 

£115.16.11 (c4) and the burgesses did not allow the matter 

to rest until 1776 when " judgement was finally found for' 

the election of junior couneillors. (55) A similar event 

occurred at Boston in 1802 when a disputed common council 

election resulted in proceedings against the issue of a 

40 MB 3508 f 31 
49 IBIB 3510 f 18 
50 MID 3511 f 32 
51 4717 
52 General Statements of Accounts 1523 1750/51 
53 Ibid. 
54 Vouchers 177011771 1811A 211 iý.. '& iii; WTB3527 f 32 
55 INB 3535 ff 12; 13 
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mandamus , which cost the Corporation £571.2.4. (56). 

Challenges to the civic authority and constitution 

became yet more marked in-the early years of the 

nineteenth century, causing Nottingham Corporation 

irucnse expense. Defence of the petitions presented- 

by D. Parker Co0erepresenting as improper the action 

of the Corporation and Officials at the recent 

elections in 1803-cost £1,801.18.5 (57) defending 

the PIayor in Kings Bench in 1803 cost £155.16.1 (58) 

in 1808/9 defence of a quo iiarranto relating to the 

election of Aldermen cost £3i104.12.6d (59) and defence 

of a further quo warranto in 1809 cost 01198.3.6 (60) 

yet in each case judgement was given in the Corporation's 

favour. As with the toll cases therefore it is evident 

that the inviolability of the civic authority was under 

severe attack at Nottingham. It does however appear that 

the degree of challenge to its authority which the 

Nottingm Council faced was much greater than at either 

York or Boston, a factor associated probably with the size 

and nature of its population, for although it was a close 

56 BAB 16.3.1802,30.3.1802,6.6,1802,25.10.1802,11,4.1803 
57 Ledger Af 177 
58 Ledor A f-177 
59 Ledger B ff 16,21 
60 NHB 3566 ff 80-81 
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and partisan civic body, so too wore Boston and York. 

Other legal charges arose inevitably-from 

the day to day business of civic life. At times major 

legal cases developed,, as for example the suit brought 

by Thomas Wilson against the Corporation for non pay- 

nent of his bill for work on Boston bridge, which cost 

the Boston Chamberlains £716.2.3o and the Erection bailiff 

C501.8.9d (61); or the actions brought by bond creditors 

against the Corporation in 1834/5 which cost the common 

purse E337912.7 (62). Actions relating to trespass were 
was 

common as for example when Nathaniel Wilsonkproeecuted 

by York Corporation for encroaching on the street (63), 

or when this Corporation fell into disagreement with Sir 

Lionel Pilkington over the extent of his fishing rights 

in the River Ouse. (64) 

In addition to these extraordinary coats 

there were however regular legal charges which had to be 

met. These were the costs of lease transactions, the 

enrollment of freedoms, the drawing up of contracts and 

numerous other functions performed by the Town Clerk for 

which the bills became increasingly large as the volume of 

61 BCAB 1613/14; BAB 20.1.1814,27.6-1814- 
62 BCC 1834/5 
63 Y1B43f 337 
64 y1m 42 f 87; YRB 43 f 115; YCAB 1742/3 
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business expanded throughout the eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries. It is this aspect of legal business 

which becomes increasingly apparent in the decennial accounts 

at Boston from 1790, and which is noticeable in the summary 

of the Nottingham accounts for the ten years from 1825. At York, 

as at Nottinghamq the general bills for legal business increased 

steadily in the early 1800's. 

NOTTINGHAM. 
TOWN CLERK' S GE13ERAL BILLS TO TIC CHA}1B1I. R ESTATE 1796 to 1815. 

d s d £ d £i d 
1796 40.4.6 1801 89.13. 0 1806 149.0. 6 1811 201.2.10 
1797 64.19.8 1802 139.3. 8 1807 224.14. 8 1812 211.12. 6 
1798 62.19.10 1803 80.4. 8 1808 159.4. 5 1813 371.18. 5 
1799 66.10.10 1804 130.0. 6 1809 257.17. 6 1814 386.0. 6 
1800 62.15.5 1805 124.18. 4 1810 234.18. 8 1815 443.3. 0 

YORK. 
I , GRAL LEGAL BILLS, TOV1NE21D and BAYLDON, 1812 to 1815- 

BAYLDON and DAVIES, 1828 to 1835. 
£s d £s d 

1812/1813 360.18. 0 1827/1828 200.0. 0 
1814 to 1816 158.3. 7 1829 257.11. 6 
1817/1818 133.4. 9 1830 250.19. 6 
1819 124.8. 9 1831 264.13. 7 
1820 17.14. 0 1832 572.3. 6 
1821 11.2. 8 1833 280.5. 5 
1822/3 38.8.10 1834 295.16. 9 
1824 32.1. 3 1835 253.0. 7 
1825 128.17. 1 
1826/1827 340.3. 0 

65 Ledgers A&ß Rzluding bills for specific business 
66) YCAB 1812 to 1835 Richard Townend T/C 1806 to 1827; 

Robt. Davies Town Clerk 1827 to 1848. 
Excluding major items of expense ehr. the New Charter but inclusive 
of more minor suits. The date represents the year to which the bill 
pertained and not necessarily thO year of payment. 
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As the chief legal advisor to the Corporation 

the Town Clerk was placed in the peculiar position. of having 
,- 

a potential vested interest in promoting litiCation between. - 

the Civic body and others, for it involved big business. At 
A 

the came tine professional integrity demanded codes of conduct, 
and 

which had to be seen to operate, ýVVhich in practical terms 

were at least at tines observed, as EnfiQld illustrated when 

he advised the Corporation at Nottingham.,. to reduce the market 

StallaCe rate in view of "the desirableness of avoiding law 

suits with the Corporation, " (67). 

If Owe of the monopoly occurred it is more 

likely to have been. in the size of tbe, bills presented to the 

civic authority. It ie however almost impossible to judge their 

reaconablenees.. without reference to a wider croaa section of, 

solicitor& bills. Certainly the business concerned was often 

complex and, as most le6al business, always tine, consuning. 

There can be no doubt that the legal aide of civic business 

increased fatly from the mid-eighteenth century onwards as 

record and account keeping . became. more precise, as surveys, 

contracts and tenders became a frequent aspect of daily civic 

dealings as committees multiplied and minute taking expanded. 

accordingly. But where doubt was felt it is.. again clear that 

©tepc could be, and were taken. The Corporation at Nottingham 

asked a Dorby lawyer by the nasse of William Lockett to examine 

(67) 4048 v_1t 23 
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George Coldhamla bill of expenses in two, cases pertaining to 

conciliar elections. (68) Tho bills amounted to X302.1(. 10 and 

it is, not., t. erefore surprising that the Corporation was alaaed. 

As Lockett pointed out, "it cannot be a matter of surprise that 

gentlemen, not having ascertained the amount of the money 

expended# the time occupied and the professional labour employed 

...., should be, alarned at the appearance of the total eum". 

He concluded that though poorly accountea_3the fees were just 

for the clear profit on the four years work could not exceed 

C1600 and he recommended an additional award of two huhdred. 

guineas to Enfield. (69) 

During the last ten complete years of tho old 

Corporation's existence at Nottingham the payments to the Town 

Clerk for legal business averaged 0443 per annum. (70) but his 

official salary was still only £3.13.4 per annum. At Boston 

over the same period General law bills exclusive of election 

coats, averaged C207l extraordinary legal costs X428, and in 

addition the Town Clerk received a salary of C60 plus ¬30 for 

attending the Justices-01) At York over the same period 

general law billet averaged £274, but hore 
, 
too a fairly nominal 

salary of £20 per annum was paid. Clearly therefore 0 extraordinary 

legal charges proved a heavy fluctuating expense throughout the 

68 res 3572 f£ 11-13 
69 NNU8 3572 f£ 53 - 58 
70 Appendix Tr 
71 BCAB 1824 to 18351 Pamphlets and papers relating tofloston,, 

Boston Public Library 2946 
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period 1660 to 1835 whilst general legal charges became 

a regular and increasing item in the expenditure accounts 

of all three Boroughs. //Other items occurring within the 

account summaries generally speak for themselves. The 

"Expenses" category at Nottingham-was very random in its 

content comprising payments for useful and necessary items 

such as stationary, printing, postage, surveys and costs 

of general elections, as well as payments for wine. It 

was therefore very much a miscellaneous category, and as 

the su=ary indicates it could account for a sizeable 

percentage of the annual outgoings. Apart from this 

however the remaining categories in all three summaries 

tend to be either generally small in amount ans porcentage 

or haphazard in occurrence. 

Perhaps what arises most clearly from the 

summaries and the foregoing chapters relating to civic- 

expenditure ianthe high degree to which civic expenditure 

was concerned with items necessary and even beneficial to 

the maintenance of the borough at large and its administration. 

Feasts and celebrations are perhaps the least justifiable 

of borough expenses even though they can be seen to play a 

part in administration and authority. Yet the summaries 

suggest that at Boston they rarely much exceeded 101% of 
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total expenditure before 1170 and thereafter generally 

accounted for auch less. At York they rarely amounted 

to 5% throughout the period of the decennial summaries. 

Salaries to civic officials were a further large annual 

outgoing which has met with frequent criticism, yet here 

again they were not without utility. If expensive the 

civic dignity was seen to be important to its authority, 

yet here too a compromise which effected economies within 

the salaries bill occurred at York in the early nineteenth 

century-whilst economies in feasting were taken at Boston. 

On the whole therefore it would appear 

that civic spending in the three boroughs of Boston, 

Nottingham and York was primarily concerned with maintenance, 

repair and improvement of civic and public properties, both 

buildings, streets and walkways; with official salaries 

and the trappings of civic dignity; with administration and 

legal business, rents, dues and arrears and with the raising 

of credit to finance thetrventures and to meet the ever 

growing gap between regular income and total expenditure. 

The level of expenditure of all three corporations increasir gly 

exceeded their normal or regular income during this period 

1660 to 1835 and the question which inevitably arises is, 

why? The foregoing chapters and the summaries suggest that 
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that it was not toa11y ä result of misplacoa values, of 

excessive spending on civic dignity, on wine and civic 

salaries. To retrench sufficiently would have necessitated 

far greater cuts in the many other more public spirited 

and administrative spheres of civic life. The obvious 

conclusion therefore is that the*nanagerial capabilities 

of these three unreformed boroughs wore totally inadequate 

to the task facing them and that their administration was' 

hopelessly inadequate to the demands of planned and controlled 

spending. Ac a consequence they inevitably graduated towards 

bankruptcy. 

The evidence suggests however that at all timen 

each civic body had an awareness of the need to control 

expenditure and limit the hazards arising from the tenure of 

inexperienced and annually serving financial officers. Thus 

in each borough orders of Ball were made to limit the sum 

which the Chamberlains and the Mayor could spend without 

specific canctionof the Hallt(72)and bills were from time 

to time called into question prior to payment being made. At 

York in 1743 I, Kerton's bill for the repair of the staling 

at Ouse Bridge was referred for examination whereupon £5.3-5d 

was recommended to be deducted although in fact 

(72) e. g. Boston BAB 4 f. 53 1677; BAB 21st Aug. 1747; 
Nottingham TIHß 3555 f 31-32 Feb. 2nd 17961 
York YTIB 43 f. 209 9th May 1746 
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the Chamberlains ultimately witheld payment of ¬5.4.4d. (73) 

In the cane year a bill submitted by the then Chamberlain 

for work executed was similarly investigated at the instigation 

of the Co=on Hall who wished to "satisfy themselves how the 

work is executed and of the truth and justice of the 

measuration and prices charged.... " and only half of the bill 

of some £174.7.10 was paid. (74) Similarly at Boston in 1770 

the Ball debated whether to pay 14r. U1olland. 's bill of ¬47.5.4 

for bricks "the same not being of the sort contracted for 

but on the contrary the greater part of them not being fit 

for any use"i not surprisingly the issue passed in the 

negativp. (75) Attempts to dupe the supposed unwatchfulness 

of the corporate rather than the individual employer were 

apparently not unknown, but the authorities proved more 

vigilant than was expected for in 1739 the Hall at Boston 

recorded that "complaint having been made that several master 

workmen receive double pay by charging for their attendance 

for the same days work to the Chamberlains and Erection 

Bailiff, resolved that it be an instruction to the said 

officers for the future". (76) At York in 1727 the advice 

of the Guild searchers that repair work on the Walls was 

73 YHB 43 ff 94,122,126. 
74 YHB 43 f b106,116 7.9.1743: 16"9.1743v, 
75 BAB 6 f. Eia 20.9.1770 
76 BA13 5f 478 
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substandard being "unsofishant in-sevrall places and not 

, wrought workman lick ... so that it is not poseball that 

the work in sum nlaises can stand", was taken up by the 

common Hall and £5 was witheld from the bill until the 

work was seen to be "well done". (77) At lvottingham 

many of the early bills were inspected and authoi-±zed 

by the Mayor before being passed to the Chamberlain for 

POY"P't. (78) 

In addition to checks and safeguards of this 

nature reasonable care seems to hate been exercised over 

the annual audit. Mistakes in the addition of individual 

bills and in the totalling of the final accounts do in 

fact appear and throw some doubt on the practical 

thoroughness of the audits which may have been not a little 

compromised by the refreshnents provided, or the venue of 

the audit which at Nottingham took place within the convivial 

dutroundings of the Feathers Inn. (79) No doubt at times 

errors were eimpljc overlooked because they were to the 

corporation's favour (Be) but flagrant errors of significant 

&mount do not appear. Certainly evidence of r-gular annual 

audit is apparent in the accounts of all three boroughs for 

(77) YCAB 1727/8 f 15b 
(70) eg. Vouchers 1790P Mar. 8th 1680 £14,4.2, 

Sept. 29th 1681- 6/ed, Oct. l9th 1681 ¬4.14.6, 
1798H July 27th 1685 i5 

(79) NCABß 1802B 117 Spent with Nr. 1 ayor & Aldermen when 
viewing the bookd -it the Feathers 7/2d 

(80) eg. Vottm. Vouchers 1798 Q--June 1682 Chris-Reynolds bill 
stated total was 6/7d; actual total 7/7d 
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most of the period although there was some laxity at 

ISottingham in the presenting of balance sheets in the 

1020's which invoked the criticism of the investigating 

finance conraittee. (81) At York Audit Committees were 

appointed (82) and in 1700 the auditors made objection 

to five items in the Chanberlains!, account totalling 

C11047.2d. (83) 

At Boston tho general audit. day was, in. 

1653, settled to be the first Tuesa y after_`dhitsun, 

the Mayor, Bailiffs and Chamberlains being required on 

penalty of fine to present their accounts that day for 

audit, (84) and accotdingly when Y. r. t; ettleton failed to 

produce his accounts for passing on the appointed day 

in 1719 no wag; fined £5. (85) flis tardiness is surprising 

for he was owed £157.12.2d by the Chzsnber purso. (86) 

In Other aspects of fiscal management the 

records of all three boroughs reveal a growing aW'e. ness 

of the need for closer control. Increasing accuracy was 

observed in account keeping. At Boston a significant stop 

forward was taken in 1746 when Erection Bailiffs and. 

Chamberlains were henceforward ordered to "distinguish in 

their accounts the charge of every particular work-done 

81 MB 3585 ff 74 to 79 
82 eg. YflB 43 ff, . 2# 1899410p444r471 
83 YCAB 1699/1700 
84 2/0/1 5.9.1653 
85 BAB 5 338b 
86 BAD 5 341b 
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by them" . 
(87) As a consequence 'the accounte were *m6re 

carefully laid out unier various heads of expenditure. 

At Nottinghaa too a noticeable advance in account keeping 

was emoted after 1796 %rhen Edward ttaveley was appointed 

Corporation Surveyör. (88) He was required to keep ledger 

accounts of all bills between the Corporation and their 

workmen (89) and became in effect an accountant for the 

Corporation. Despite criticise of his account keeping in 

1826 when it was found that many accounts were behind hand 

and the balance sheet not'current it is clear that a 

significant improvement had been effeatedg theäccotits 

being both more detailed and more orgnized after this 

date. 

In terms of nanagment Staveley's appointment 

was probably more important in so far as it represented the 

incorporation of'a professional outsider fnto"the'inner 

business of the Corporation. This had already occurred in 

1765 when Wi1lia'm Smith a non-burgess was appointed Town 

Husband (90) but 3taveley became of, more fundanental. importance 

than the Chamberlain. As surveyor he was Clerk of Works and 

Manager of all the Corporation Eetatee, superintendent of 

all work done upon them, and receiver'of rents,. (91) but he 

87 8A3 23.12.1746 
88 Z 3555 1t -44-45 89 i 3556 jp . 10,11 
90 t 3524 f `° 36 
91 t= 3555 f2. 44-45 

k 
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came to - be the hub of civic finance. all bills supposedly 

requiring his authorization (92) before payment via-the 

Chamberlain. Staveley: maintained the; accounts anä 

received the money which he paid directly to the bank� 

consequently-achieving: in, the words of the Town Clerk Mi' 

nnfield "an accuracy-. which hardly could have been acquired 

had the accounts been kept by persons who were only annual 

officers". (93) 

In all three corporations the-increasing 

professionalism of the Town Husband had important 

consequences as his advice. was used in all matters. relating 

to valuest job tenders and work. supervision and regulations. 

They examined bills for work submitted to,. the-Corporation, 

sub-contracting and dealing with payments as middle men 

between the Corporation-and the workrmen. Thus, at York in 

1744 it was ordered that in, future the City Busband. examine 

all the works done and endorse the bills together wl. th one 

or. twoýwardens of the ward. (94)- He was to inform the paver 

of-roads in need of repair -and,. check : upon his workmanship (95) 

and to advertise and receive tenders-for repair; of the roads 

beyond the bars. (96) 
. 
In 1816 he was ordered to estimate all 

repairs before orders for work were given and receive the 

92 1H 3585 f£ :. 74 to 79 
93 m. Cookayne, op. oit., 13914 
94 YHB43 f 130 
95 X43 f' 140 10.12.1744 
96 E77 9.2.1816,23.2.1816 
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contracts (97) and it is clear that by this time he was 

responsible for a large sector of civic finance being- 

required to do even minor jobs like obtaining a warming 

pane(98) 

A further indication of the Growing control 

over expenditure which the three Civic Authorities deemed 

necessary is evident from the development of finance 

committees which increasingly attempted to co-ordinate 

total spending, and. evolve rudimentary policy planning. 

: Forward thinking had not been totally lacking in the past 
is 

aaLevident-from the lease riven on the Cross Keys at York 

in 1723 which was to run only fron year to year in case 1 

the area might be reopired=for the proposed Mansion House, (99) 

but planning in any real sense could not be said to have 

occurred for most of the period from 1660 to 1835. However' 

towards the latter part of the eighteenth century and in 

the early nineteenth century each borough attempted to 

co-ordinate work from year to year and oversee the'nany 

aspects of civic involvement particularly in expenditure, 

by the appointment of standing committees. Their afms were 

varied and they met with equally varied success. 
At York the appointment of co mittees to 

enquire into problems was of long standing. A coirnittee for 

(97) E77 23.1.1816,9.2.1816 
(98) E77 300,1016 
(99) E101/89 
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trade "and to find means to lessen city's expenses or improve 

its income" was appointed in 1712(1O0) It was however only 

short term and having given its recommendatioins which amounted 

primarily to cuts in salaries and allowances, the committee 

was disbanded. The experiment was repeated in 1758 when a 

comitt#e for debts was established to "enquire what sum of 

money will be wanted to pay off and discharge the city debts 

... and how,... the sane can be raised.... "(1) ltd-report was 

not entered at the next Hall meeting as required but there 

were eleven admissions to the freedom at ¬25 each, an exemption 

at 0150 and authorization for a 0400 loan plus an agreement 

to sell the wood at TAxton and materials of some houses entered 

in the ninutes. (2) It would seem therefore that its"work was 

duly done and again the committee ceased to function. 

Multifarious ad boo committees of this sort were established 

at York during the eighteenth century (3) but the nineteenth 

century witnessed the establishment of a committee Aii the 

management of the entire revenue and expenditure of the 

corporation. Standing for three years at a tiäe, Committees 

of this nature controlled civic finance at York from 1812 until 

1835k They came into being through dire necessity, the financial 

position of the Corporation being extremely unhealthy. 

100) YHB 41 fE 106,1099124 
1 YF! B44f 67 
2 TUB 44 f: 68,69 
3 e. g. Mansion House Committee TUB 46 ff- 91,92,, Ja. n23rd 11951 

Committee for trade and income Y 46 f- 300 15.2.17991 
Committee for P/Clerk's bills and accounts TUB 44 Dec. l6th 1778 
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In 1812 the Corporation at York owed £11#710 

including £3,700 in tradesmen's bills (4) and he finance 

committee appointed recormended a temporary reduction of 

¬600 in theUayor's salary, the sale of some, of the estate 

and the raising of £4,500 by annuity to liquidate the most 

urgent debts., (5) The taking of further loans inevitably 

worsened the position in the long term and in 1016 the 

committee was re-appointed with the express purpose to 

"examine, audit and liquidate all outstanding accounts". (6) 

At that time the civic debts totalled £12,4444.44 of which 

£1,375,17 10 was owed on tradesmen's bills, £2,730 on bonds 

given to tradesmen, and £8,339.6.6. on loans, annuities and 

other bondn, (7) The annuities could not be liquidated 

except by death, leaving the effective, debt at £11,515.17.10d. 

By monthly meetings and meticulous overnight of all civic 

spending the committees succeeded in steadily reducing the 

debt. I enditure was pared to the minimum, non-vital repairs 

were postponed, improvements were avoided where possible 

and the official building and repair costs recorded by the 

Chamberlains dropped dramatically. 

Buildinc& Repair Costs - York. (S) 

4) YIM April 13th 1812 (7) E77 23.1,1816 
5 YItB April 13th 1812 8 ApPend. ix X 
6) K100 Feb, 3rd 1827 
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With the money saved the debts were steadily repaid until 

by February 1822 only 1510 remained owing on bond. However 

as the Com-ittee itself pointed out, whilst the annuity 

payments remained so high it would be "absolutely necessary 

to continuo to act on the economical system pursued". (9) 

By the end of the financial year only "150 remained owing 

on bond, but the economical system proved to be at times 

impossible to observe. During the year the Duke of Sussex 

visited the city ahd the expenses of dividing and enclosing 

Fawdington Common had to be paid. Extraordinary expenses 

could not always be avoided and the year ended with a deficit 

of 1,666,1404 on the annual balance cheet. (10) By January 

1625 however the corporation was completely out of debt save 

for the annuities and a minor law bill, and the committee 

could not avoid gloating over their success. They recomTended 

strongly the need for continued control and direction of 

finance by a committee and expressed their belief that " by 

pursuing this plan it will be impossible with common prudence 

and caution that the Corporation should ever again be involved 

in difficulties so disgraceful as those from which your 

Committee 
. 
lave extricated it.... "(11) 

The continent so-ands reasonable but it was made 

9) E77 Feb. lst 1822 
10) x'77 Jan. 3lst 1823 
11) 17-77 27.1.1825 
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without rockonina for the expense of . 
inprovenenta which the 

Corporation could not possibly hope to have not from current 

income. Stringent economy could notcontinue;. forover, for 

repairs could-only be, postponod and improvements were an ever 

pressing need and public demand., Yet to undertake. costly 

schemes of work inevitably involved further loans. Thus-inn 

February 1829 0658 was owed for. fitting up the . new- Cattle 

Fair and L 19050 on corntracts. for building; the City Arms there. 

In addition 0700 van owed to the bankers with other small duec 

still to be mot. The Comaittee consequently recommended new 

bonds for £3500. (12) The debts increased as further capital 

expenditure was inc, rred on Layorthorpe. Postern and Bridge, 

11. tddleton hospital, Bar repairs, imnprovement of the, T'Iansion 

House and other repairs and legal work, By 1032 £10,500 had 

been raised on bonds at 44 interest (13) but the zassive 

improvements undertaken in Saint Leonard's Place, the Theatre 

and Library improvements and-other bills necessitated yet, 

further loans which by 1ecenber 1835 totalled ¬21,500. (14)- 

The debt was incurred in spite of, indeed even because of, 

the zany meetings, the lonelaid plans and careful account 

balancing of the finance committee, This was not financial 

ineptitude; it was a combination of several factors; the vast 

12 K110 Feb. 3rd 1829 
13 K110 Feb. 3rd 1832 
14 K11o Dec. 24 1835 
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expenditure 'on public schemes which could not be met from 

ordinary income; unexpected fall Ei in' revexrue which left 

the finance committtee "in straightened and unexpected circumstances 

from time-td time as when freedom monies dropped drastically 

in 1833/4 from an average of Pt380, per annum U i86 (15) and 

perhaps a recklessness in their last years in office when 

public improvement schemes presentdd no'problems to an 

authority which could, pass the buck of debt. The committees 

proved that the old corporation at York was administratively 

capable of getting out of debt; they also' demonstrated that 

this could be done only by harsh retrenchment and a total 

cutback on high capital expenditure, on public works as well 

as mayoral salaries. The annual 'ordinarry income was not much 

in excess of'the annual running costs� 

Similar controlling committees were 

established at Nottingham arid -l3oston too. At gottingham the 

Annual Committee was first appointed in November 1792 "to 

replace all past and prospective ad hoc committees" except-', 

the school committees(16) It operated until 1835 and undertook 

to advise on financial matters= on leases, legal considerations 

subscriptions, males of land and other business arisini from' 

day to day. It made little attempt however to ascertain overall 

income and expenditure or plan the years' accounts as did the 

(15) K110 Feb. 3rd 1834 
(16) IM 3552 f£ .: 9--10 
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the finance committee at York. In April 1625 it made a-report 

as a Finance Committee on the Chamber accounts from 1814 to 

1823 (17). and followed this with a detailed examination of 

the corporation accounts for 1823-1824. The report however was 

concerned principally with procedures of accounting, while 

observations on the state of account and future planning wore 

restricted to a statement of the civic indebtedness of t139600 

exclusive of Annuities chargeable of some £700 and a suggestion 

that land sales would "materially alter the state of this 

Account". (18) The Committee did however recommend that hr. 

Staveley draw up a clear statement of the debts, rentals and, 

other funds so that the Hall "may be made acquainted with the 

precise situation it which they stand and regulate their 

proceedings and expences accordingly". (18a) The reports in 

ensuing years followed similar lines, making criticism as 

necessary offaulty practices and poor account keeping, and 

drawing a simple balance of income, expenditure and indebtedness 

for the proceeding year, but little planning was undertaken, 

financial considerations still being settled chiefly as they 

aroseo However the statement of account was informative in the 

simplest sense and the committee made come attempt to explain 

(17)39a7 f£- 98,106 to 108,113 to 115 
(18) 3987 FP- 113 to 115 
(18a) 3987-ff--- 113 to 115 

a 
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fluctuations in the annual balance. As at York the deficits 

arose Generally in years of unusually heavy expenditure or 

improvements, and thus in 1829 when "not any improvements were 

undertaken" a balance of £206.15.11 was held by the Chamberlains. 

Agin as at York the ordinary income wan barely sufficient to 

meet expenditure. In this year ¬118 was received in extraordinary 

income from land sold, but without this sum the committee noted 

that "This is the first year that has come under the knowledge 

of the committee in which income has exceeded the expenditure, 

which if has done by ¬25.11.3d"(11) 

At Boston there was a proliferation of 

individual committee during the late eighteenth century, but 

there seems to have developed a general' finance and improvement 

committee from about 1802 which dealt with the gaol improvements 

and which was ordered in that year to consider the method of 

rental employed by the Chamberlains and Erection Bailiff and 

recoI end a better lay out. (20) The committee dealt with all 

manner of financial business but its chief concern was to 

examine the accounts and ascertain what funds were available 

for particular improvements or how such coney could be raised. (21) 

However they did begin to make more general observations on the 

state of the civic purse, contingencies which were likely to 

occur and indebtedness. Thus in 1817 the connittee suggested 

(19) 3987 f 185 
(21 e. g. 2/D/15 17.6.1817; BAB 2/A/, 27 Aug. 2lat 1820 
(2'D) BAB 8 Aug. 19th 1802 
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that parts of the estate be sold in order to raise a fund 

which could be available to meet any calls made upon bonds 

and other contingeneiec. (22) In 1821 the committee assessed 

the average surplus in the Chamber funds to be £769 per annum 

and constructed a table of annual dues. 18810 was in debt 

on bond and tontine and annuity payments cost £1593. per annum 

for £20,550 raised. As occurred annually at York, the Coxaaittee 

made an assessment of likely expenses for the year and -to avoid 

an overdraft on the account at the year end advised the raising 

of ¬3000 by various loans. (23) The committee was reconvened 

as necessity arose and in November 1828 reported, in similar 

vein to York and 'Tottingham, that the average annual expenditure 

exceeded the receipts by £150 per annum. Forseeing a likelihood 

of a further decrease in income the committee proposed 

retrenchment in annual feasts and the sale of Boston West 

tythes to meet the deficienoy. (24) Four months later further 

economies wore seen to be inescapable and the sessions dinners 

were die ensed with and the 11 yor's salary cut by £50 on the 

understanding that in consequence the Lady Day dinner would now 

be a private and not a public function. (25) By such measures 

and tho raising of further loans the annual account remained 

in credit but the problem did not lessen. In 1831 the committee 

ascertained that in the current year expenditure would exceed 

122) 2/D/5 June 17th 1817 
23 2/D/5 July 2(aß, 1821 
24 2/D/5 i'ovember 20th 1828 
25 2/D/5 March 1829 
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income by 0652.9.0d. Again the problem was solved temporarily 

by the discontinuation of 9330 of allowances to the Mayor but 

now further measures had to be taken too, the cleaning of the 

fish market was stopped as too small allowances for feast days$ 

and the salaries of the Chief Officials, the Clerks to the 

Magistrates, the Town Clerk and the Coroner and Surveyors 

were reduced"(26) In the following bao years the problem 

eased but in April 1834 there was again a deficit of £335.5.4 

"occasioned by the ve'ryyheavy sum charged for extraordinary 

expenses". In addition (2450 had to be borrowed on bond' to 

meet improvement coste. (27) As at York and Nottingham therefore 

the ordinary income could only with mat care and retrenchment 

meet the expenditure, and when heavy capital volts occurred 

they could be met by no other means than borrowing. 

By 1835 the three Corporations were heavily 

in debt on bonds and annuities. In addition their yearly 

balance was precarious. At York and Boston the oversight of 

the Finance committees provided for the raising of credit 

before expenditure occurred and careful handling of the income 

and expenditure ensured a credit balance at-the year end for 

most of the later period of the old Corporatione-'existence. 

At 17ottingniam where the Finance committee did not deliberate 

(26) 2/D/5, Feb. 3rd 1831 

(27) 2/D/5, Feb-1832, Jan. l0th 1833) April 1834 
6 
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in this manner deficits were apparent on the yearly' accounts 

for thirty-one of the thirty-eight years from 1797 to 1834 

inclusive. They were handed on a running balance system to 

the succeeding Chamberlain whose first dnd probably Mont 

demoralizing task was to record under his expenses the debt 

of the previous year. 

It is apparent that although financial manace©ent 

was more forward thinking and more meticulously planned at 

Boston and York, all three civic authorities made definite 

attempts to meet the problem of their growing insolvency. 

They did not coast along to their reform in 1835 oblivious of 

their problems and uncaring of the consequences. On the contrary 

they proved willing and able to meet their problems in some 

measure. Their biggest problem they did not fully come to terms 

with: their commit mente exceeded their income. To have 

retrenched adequately would have involved severe cutbacks on 

all public spending as well as feasting and salaries. Each 

Corporation seemed unwilling or unable to do this, indeed they 

constantly expanded their commitments by the major improvement 

schemes undertaken after the middle of the eighteenth century. 

It was these schemes which primarily landed them in debt. To 

have omitted to carry them out would have involved still greater 
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censure from the M- nicipal Commissioners and from history. 

That they continued with them is come evidence of their 

concern for matters beyond the inner council and their 

acceptance of a responsibility to their townships. In 

simple terns they exceeded their financial means. The 

answer to that problem however was in no measure so simple 

as the municipal commissioners and many other have spggested. 

ý. 
� 
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CONCLUSION 

The General Report of the 14unicipal. Commissioners 

in 1635 and the generalizations made by. the '+Iebbs in their 

work on Municipal Corporation have together created the 

impression that, prior to their reform in 1836, the municipal 

boroughs in England and Wales were, in varying degrees, corrupt 

and inept, managing large sums of money badly and to the 

advantage of no-one in particular other than their own members, 

both burgesses at large and office holders of, the governing 

body. 

To attempt to reverse that conclusion has not been 

the aim of this work.. Mather has it been to. enquire into the 

nature of civic finance, to discover whence the income came 

and whither it went; to ascertain whether accounting and managerial 

competency developed in any appreciable measure over the century 

and a half to 18351 whether the councils showed any cognisance 

of the general requirements of their rapidly changing townships; 

whether they made any progress in meeting those needs, and to, 

determine to what extent their increasing financial insolvency 

was of their own making. 

It is difficult to draw general conclusions from a 

atuay of only three municipalities, yet on the other hand, the 
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three boroughs display very similar patterns. Although there 

was no consultation or communication between their governing 

bodies, and they were geographically far apart, given eighteenth 

century conditions of travel, nevertheless on significant 

matters of policy, practice and problems, their experiences 

rarely differed radically. Similar developments in financial 

methods, areas of expenditure and problems of solvency can be 

traced in each borough. Since their only common denominator 

as eighteenth century urban centres lay in the fact that they were 

trading towns of fairly ancient foundation with an interest in 

river navigation, one is tempted to conclude that the financial 

history of other boroughs must have been similar. Evidence of 

flagrant incompetence and corruption in certain boroughs precludes 

any suggestion that the evidence arising from Boston, Nottingham 

and York, could be interpreted as a national pattern. At Leicester 

during the election of 1826, the Corporation expended X10,000 to 

secure the success of a parliamentary candidate (1); at New Radnor 

the revenue of the corporation was collected by an agent of the 

patron and paid to his account without any interference or control 

on the part of the civic authorities. (2) Even within the three 

boroughs in question, individual examples of mismanagement can be 

cited. Thus, at Boston, three Aldermen supported the selection of 

(1) LICR j45 
(2) Tca 46,47 
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a new Town Clerk on condition of receiving a yearly allowance 

out of the profits of the bffice. (3) Nevertheless, for the 

three boroughs examined here, certain developments and 

concluoio@s do present themselves, which may well provide a 

more accurate interpretation of the practices and policies of 

the municipal borough between 1660 and 1035 than has hitherto 

been available. 

By 1835 reform of these three boroughs was probably 

the beat measure which could have been adopted, but the reasons' 

lie less with their abilities and activities than with their 

standing in the public eye. Closeness had in each town created 

a civic body lacking in public confidence, less because of what 

it did or did not do than because it offended the growing spirit 

of democracy and popularly elected bodies. Their secrecy and 

their elitism gave rise to notions of favoured individuals 

dispensing large amo#nts of cash dishonestly or unfairly. 

Daniel Parker Coke'n picture of a civic authority 

levying tolls and rates to supply their own extravagance (4) 

was quickly seized on by to,, inspeople who rightly resented impositions 

placed upon them by persons over whose election they had no control. 

Popular election gras essential if public confidence in the local 

(3) MCRt 38 
(4) MM 3572 ff 19 to 21 
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authority was to be restored. The fact that enormous changes 

in the membership of the governing body did not occur in 1636 

is evidence that it was the system rather than the individuals 

who were under attack"(5) Reform was also necessary for; the 

opportunity which'it'gave to widen the base of local government 

by the admission of persons of calibre and local standing, who 

by previous regulations, had been exempt through not being freemen. 

The reform was no less important for the enquiries and investigations 

which preceeded it and which Cave rise to provisions for levying 

rates to meet civic needs. Ultimately this was to be one of the 

actb most important provisions 'although this may'nöt have appeared 

so in 1855, 

Reform then was necessary, ' but not necessarily to remove 

ineptitude, corruption and ignorance. 

The financial administration of unreformed municipalities 

has received little attention in historical research. It is evident 

from this work that the'basis of municipal income lay in lands and 

property. Over the period-to 1835 this was probably the most secure 

form of income which they'possessed, moving naturally with economic 

trends, They required however a goodly percentage of re-investment 

if they were to produce the best returns, and as economic crisis 

struck, the rental income declined at a time when civic expenditure 

(5) York, Old Corporation Predominantly Whig, 1836., returned 
21 Whigs and 15 Tories. 
Nottingham, many prominent members of the Old 'ouncil were 
returned to the new. e. g. Thos. Wakefield, Henry `Iyood, William Hurst1 
Alfred Fellows, Thos. Oldknow, Wm. Staveley appointed Surveyor and Henry E'nf ield Town Clerk. 
Boston, Old Corporation and new totally Whig, and a Tory 
majority was not achieved until 1841. 
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did not necessarily. follow suit. Returns from toll charges were 

a long-standing and initially significant source of revenue but 

evasion and challenge to the charges were decreasing their value, 

and by 1835 the costs of the litigation involved in the retention 

of these dues rendered them of dubious value. These two revenues 

formed the basis of regular civic income. Augmentation of the 

funds arose from less regular sources; at York, the freedom and 

exoneration fines provided an annual, but haphazard, income. All 

three boroughs received various fines, but essentially the rental 

income formed the inelastic core of civic income. If extraordinary, 

costs arose they had to be met by extraordinary leviesi, by loans_ 
, 

or by sales. 

The civic expenditure is more difficult to chart for 

it is more varied. Salaries were the single largest regular item, 

both fo officials and workmen, but there were other regularly 

recurring items too, Rates, taxes, rents, charity trust payments 

became an increasingly heavy burden as the period progressed. The 

cost of maintaining the private revenue-producing property of the 

Corporation and the various public buildings and amenities, rose 

steadily as each authority gradually undertook greater responsibility 

for repair and maintenance of highways, walkways, buildings lighting 

and cleansing and water provision, In the sphere of public buildings 
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and amenities, civic spending rose significantly during the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries as an improving spirit 

affected all three Corporations. They undertook the construction 

of Town Halls, of Markets, Assembly ?; ooas, new streets, navemonts 

bridges and leisure areas. Their attitude is commendable, but 

their revenue was ill-suited to such measures, for insufficient 

money was available to meet the massive capital investment which 

began to arise, and their static revenues could not'cope with 

sudden or extraordinary expenses. Inevitably to finance such 

measures the authorities had to turn to their extraordinary sources 

of revenues primarily to loanst By so doing they immediately added 

a new annual commitment to their expense account which, increasingly, 

they could not meet. Other incidental or unexpected expenses 

arose with surprising frequency - visits of nobility, treat and feast 

days, legal battles - and these expenses too had to be met through 

extraordinary levies of revenue. 

From the middle of the eighteenth century the three 

Corporations embarked on schemes of improvements which they could 

not pay for from their ordinary revenues, and increasingly they 

burdened themselves with loans* dithout the loans the work could 

not have been done, but with the; º the authorities seem to have 

stepped into a spiral of indebtedness from which they could not escape. 
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Other factors contributed to their insolvency. The legal bills 

of the early nineteenth century were exceptionally heavy as the 

challenges to the authority of each borough council nultirlied. 

The traditions of civic life of feasti gq of obsolete and sinecure 

offices, contributed to the heavy costa of annual running. 

'Essentially however the root of the increasing bankruptcy teems 

to have lain with the obsolete and static föra of income, the 

public works which each council increasingly undertook, and the 

resort to loans. 

Accounting and managerial capabilities without'doubt 

advanced over the century and a , half before 1835 and by the 

nineteenth century the three borough councils here exarincd had 

adopted procedures which contradict many of the generalizations 

in the tlunicipal Commissioners 1 Genoral Report which refers, to 

unreasonable charges-for tolls and enfranchisement# mismanagement 

of the corporate property by inadequate lease terms and sales, 

carlessness and extravagance in the administration of the" funds, 

sinecures, lack of public tender and neglect of the public weal. (6) 

Tenders for work contracts bocaio common in each borough and the 

lowest was generally accepted; leases 6nd'jobs of work were 

advertised, often through local newspapers, which brought workmen 

from neighbouring counties as well as local areas. Regulatfons"' 

(6) BGH 44 to 49 
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and specifications for work became common, so too the bye-laws 

for building within the borough generally. Bills and payments 

came under the scrutiny of professional Town Surveyors; accounting 

procedures were regularised, and committees were appointed to 

deal with matters in greater depth than was possible within 

meetings of, the Common Hall. 

The Municipal Commissioners, themselves made some 

acknowledgment of the generally satisfactory nature of things 

in their reports on the three boroughs. Por.. if-the'reportsshow 

a singular lack of, praise or commendation, ' in none of them did the 

Commissioners identify glaring evils or gross maladministration. 

At both Boston and York, the Commissioners cet out clearly, if some- 

what bluntly the income and expenditure of the councils, making note 

of heavy expenditure upon improvements. The York report by Dwarris 

and Rumball was fair but blandly unpraising. (7) At Boston favourable 

report was=de on lease administration and a clear indication was 

given of the responsibility of improvement schemes for the incurring 

of large'debts. Although bribery occurred at Parliamentary elections 

it was apparently at the charge of the candidates, and alleged 

maladministration of trust estates clearly remained a point of dis- 

agreement at the enquiry. (8) The report by A. E.. Cockburn on Nottingham 

howeverl was more critical and perhaps less impartial. Although he 

considered general management of the civic property to be judicious 

and fair, he considered the expenditure of the Corporation to be both 

thriftless and lavish. (9) Nevertheless, the civic records themselves 

(7) MC R, 1735 to 1756- 

(8) CR 21589 2162,2167 
(9) flCR: 2006; See above. Chapter 9 
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suggest that by 1835 enormous advances had taken place in the 

financial organisation of each of the three Corporations of 

Boston, Nottingham and York. Prom the limited requirements of 

1660 they had moved with the demands of their rapidly developing 

towns of the industrial` period. They had made efforts'to meet 

the needs of their urban centres and the requirements of an 

increasingly discerning and demanding populace'. It-is difficult 

from the evidence arising in these three boroughs to speak of 

corruption, and increasingly incompetence was being overcome. 

The dealings of the three Corporations in financial 

and related matters cannot be whitewashed. There is evidence of 

mismanagement in accounting; there is ample evidence that they 

never succeeded in answering the requirements of their townships 

in economics social and environmental spheres. To suggest that 

the unreformed councils were the complex bureaucracies with water- 

tight regulations and codes of management which fulfil the role 

of a town authority today would be absurd. But the evidence in 

the records of these three unreformed boroughs, without doubt, 

suggest that each of them underwent tremendous development between 

1660 and 1835. By the'time of their demise they had become 

recognisably modern in some of their concepts of municipal 

responsibility; they had conquered the worst of their managerial 

ineptitude in financial matters$ but on a permanent basis they could 

not reconcile the problems of financial obsolsescente and inadequacy 

of revenue with the demands placed upon them to provide amenities 

and improvements for their expanding and developing towns. 
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Appendix IA 

Analysis of Civic Income - Boston 1700 to 1835` 

The earliest Civic accounts remaining at Boston 

date from 1696 and the tables have accordingly been 

constructed from the year 1700. For most of the period 

the majority of the civic income came from rents which 

were itemized by the Chamberlain in his accounts as arising 

from buildings and farms, the sheep pen'', the April and 

July Fairs, the Boston Piar and the ßutchersI Stalls. 

In the following table these have been grouped together as 

rents. Another increasingly valuable source of ordinary 

income accrued from Beaconage, until 1812 when it was taken 

by the Corporation as harbour Trustees. 

The "Treasury" appears to have been a savings account 

maintained by the Corporation into which the Chamberlains, 

for much of the period, paid any remaining credit balance at 

the year end, and from which cash was forthcoming in time of 

need. 

During the first decade or so of the eighteenth 

century the Chamberlains often failed to indicate the nature 

of all sources of income, which has occasioned the entry of 

largo sums of coney as "undesignated" in the following table. 
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Notess- 

The analysis which follows has been constructed as 

accurately as possible from the information in the Chamber 

Accounts and supplementary documents. The notes, arranged 

chronologically, provide further specific information to 

elucidate significant or unclear entries in the table. 

1722 Loanss- 

In this year and 1728,1733,1734,1736 entries 
have been made as loans although there is no conclusive 
evidence of their source. 

1746/7 Rent: - 
The rental minus arrears. 

1744/5 l°iiscellaneous t- 

Fron Mr. Vent, Collector of Butchers' Rents to repay 
Mrs, Brown. - 

1752/60 Investment Returns:. 

Dividends on Turnpike Roads. 

112 s- 
Two Chamber accounts were drawn up in this financial 

year, one comprising only loans and expenditure on 

account of new buildings. Both accounts have been 

combined for the purpose of this table. 

1772L3 Erection bailiff :- Payment by Order of Hall. 
1802 'ie, rootion bailiff s- 

Payment for Bridge. These payments of interest and 
principal are made annually from 

1801 to 1834. 

1812/13 Donations/Levies t. 
Harbour Committee towards the Corporation's costs 
in obtaining the Harbour Act. 

1820 Miscellaneous s. 

and 1821,1823,1825 includes large sums from the 
Harbour Trust. 

J 
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APPENDIX IA 

Boston-" ,., -- 

17nn-O1 1701-02 1702-o3 1701-04 1704-OS 17nc-c t? n6-07 17.7_r 170A-09 17n9_1n 

' 
Drain income t 

-_ -_ ^ rl 7 
and Fairs [tents . 

371.2.9 3n0.0.7 394.10.6 448.18 19 421.17.0 I 517.15.5 565.19.4 

Fines for leases 

25.0.0 34.4.0 22.3.0 ' 22 @gacon4gg, ý_ . 

Freedoms 23.10.0 
, 

0.13.4 42.10.0 45.0.0 5.10.0 2.13.4 0.13.4 21.13.4 1.13.4 

Exoneration 
Court/Misc. Fines 15.0.0 

ý t 
~ 

Arrears 1 , 10.0 8 , 12.6 5.12.6 

From Treasury 
j ". 145.3.2 

Erection Bailiff 
Late Chamberlain's !i 
$alance ` Q 60. 

Extraordinary income I ! 

SAl - 2. O- 
( 

3.10.0 ! 0.4s0_ 2. X3.0^ 

Loans/Annuities 
i 

rh a 
I 

Donations and Levies 

Investment returns ' { 

Returns on Charities 

Miscellaneous 4.0.0 1.0.0 S. 4.01 29.10.8 . 2.0.0 

Undesignated 12.2.0 ' 41.0.0 25.6.2 i 35.0.0 2.0.01 6.10.01 r 0.17.6 

Sum Total in Account 410.14.9 527.15. 552.5.8 4,494.0.7 t 407.4.61 484.12.2! 529.6.1 597.16.5 717.4.10 
Äccüräte Tota as f 
wer Account Entries " w w " wjI" w w 

_. , r. ý - .. r ... .., ý.. .,. ý. _ «... ' -.. ,.., ... ate .r:,.. s 
Boston 

1710-11 1711-12 1712-13 1713-14 1714-15 -' Rý. -- 1715-16 1716-17 1717-18 1718-19 1719-20 

Drdinary income 

Rents and Fairs 549.6.4 S63.19.9 721. 1 
-1 7-r 33.19.2 7 

Fines for leases .-4 
! 

BA=DUI. m- 14.0.0 

Freedoms 13.6.8 24.4.0 10.16.8 91.6.8 
I 

10.0.0 2.0.0 2.1.4 1 138.6.8 

Exoneretions G 

Court/Misc. Fines' 
ý 

Arrears 
r I 

y 
f 

ý 
1 

From Treasury 20.0.0 

Erection Bailiff 
}ý 

Late Chamberlain's 
Balance - 

Extraordinary income 
- 

jy 

Sales 
. _ý 

1.0.0 I ýr 

Loans/Annuities 

Chorft sýPa 
Donations and Levies - 15.0.0 

ý r 
Investment returns 

r ! 

Returns on Charities 

Miecellan. 
_ousý., 

Undesignated 

7ý 

0.4.8 

'It 

+ý 1{w 
6.10.0 

Sum Total in Account 620.10.6 603.8.41 736,12.0 830.6.14 722.13.0. ý 727.17.6 716.0.6 r 096.16.9 Accurate Tota ay 
jet Account Entrl. n w « « 

ý_ ý. - 
r «««. « 

,ýýý-ýýýý: 
7 8 gn 



Boston" 

1720-21 1721-22 ` 1722-23 1723-24 1724-25' 1725-26 1726-27- 1727-28 1728-29 172q-30 

ordinary income 

Rents and Fairs 793.11.8 848.6.11 804.1.8 824.7.8 800.12.8 797.7.8 78.1.8.4 763.6.2 753.2.0 

Fines for leases 

Freedoms 2.6.81 54.6.8 ' 0.16.8 0.16.8 0.13.4 1.0.0 2.10.0 0.16.8 

Exonerations 

Court/Misc. Fines 

Arrears 
i f {! t 

From Treasury I ! 

Erection Bailiff 
Late Chamberlain's , 4{ 

_Balance 
Extraordinary income 

1 

5tlea_ 
1.12.0 0.19.6 ( 28.19.2 

Loans/Annuities 40.0.0 75.0.0 

Cha a 

Donations and Levies 

Investment returns 

Returns on charities 

Miscellaneous 
" 
Undesignated 1 0.0 

_ 
Sum Total in Account 797.10.4 

1 
902.13.7 

, 
846-17.1 825.4.4 

1 
'7qA- 7-A ng. 2.0 253.2.0 

A-iccujit-j"Ti6tal as w 
y 

. 
pjg Account Entries w w M M- M www 

Boston 

1730-31 1731-32 1732-33 1733-34 1734-3S 173S-3r. 171F-37 1737-38 1738-39 1739-40 

Ordinary income 

Rents and Fairs' 803.13.2 799.17.8 815.14.2 802.8 8 788' 8.8 755.14.2 781.16.2 781.5.6 785.8.0 

Fines for leases 

Bgaconace 1, 
11 1 

Freedoms 8.0 

f 

o. 9-A 7 n-n 6.3 21- 8-6 

Exonerations 

Court/Misc. Fines j I1 

Arrears 200.6.3 Il 

From Treasury 9.0.0 

Erection Bailiff 
Late Chamberlain's 

. 
ýa1ance 15.2.6 

Extraordinary income 

$Al=s ; 
-n 'A-16-111 n in nn 4 6 

Loans/Annuities I 60.0.0 53.10 .0 

- - 1 
30.0.0 ' 

Sh4AiS1Si_8 
(!! 

Donations and Levies 10.0.0 

, 
Snveetmen returns 30.0.0 15.0.0 s1 15.0.0 10.0.0 

Returns on Charities jI 

Miscellaneous 1.6. A 4.15.0 
±! 

0.11. 0 
Undesignated _ _ I 

(` !' 
2 1r-0 

Sum Total in Account 

p 
Accurate Toto ad 

er Account Entrten 

823.12.1 

" 

995: 13,3 

" 

883.4.2 891,10.4 
. 

007.11.7 1327.0.10 816.1.7 
1 

793.13.6 799.04- 

e1 
~� 
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Boston 

-1740-41 1741-42 1742-43 1743-44 1744-4S 174S-46 1746-47 1747-4A 1748-4,1749-90 

Ordinar income 

Rents and Fairs 738.6.8 750.4.0 751.13.8 800. 771.11.10 617.14.8 
_ 

783; 4.7} 731.10.8 738.11 _8 

Fines for leases 

ýcongge 49.18 .1 4n ea: 18.70.0 

Freedoms 2.10.0 0.6.8 81.17 22.13.4 100 3__ 6_R 1. O. O 41)_ a 

Exonerations_ 

Court/Misc. Fines 10. QwQ... i 

Arrears 
i 

From Treasury 

Erection Bailiff 
Late Chamberlain's 

_Hal_ance 

( tFE 

Extraordinary income 

$a144 7- 7-0 4. 

Loans/Annuities 

_Cha{. 
1 aid 

Donations and Levies 
( F(It 

Invgatment returns 10.0.0 12. S. IC 

Returns on Charities i 
I 

Miscellaneous S. 6.6 

Undesignated 1.7.0 20.5.4 
1 

Sum Total in Account 792.3.8 763.8.6 773.14.6 1 925.4.9 
1 

798.13.2 708.12.9 
+'784.17.3i ß 950.5.2vv 834.16.8 

Accurate Tota as 

, 
per Account Entries - " w w w w 785.7.37 wEwr 

Boston 

1750-51 1751-52 1752-53 1753-54 1754-55 1755-56 -1756-57 1757-58 1758-59 1759-60 

Ordlrýary' income 1 

Rents and Fairs 795.1.11 789.15.2 757.15.2 745.3.0 756. '5.2 751.5.2 

Fines for leases 

reaconage 50.7.6 56.8.2 
.,,., (a.. _ ýon_ 7_ . _g o 3a 15. i.. J_91.12.1Q. 

Freedoms 61.6.8 21.6.8 22.3.4 11.0.0 21.10.0 41.6.8 

Exonerations 

Court/Misc. Fines 
f l 3.0.0 , 

Arrears 24.13.2, '21". 12.1 

From Treasury 

Erection Bailiff S. 9.3Y{ 
Late Chamberlain's 
B@! Inc- 49.4.111 ! ! { 

UAl 
Extraordinary income i 

Salts- 1.12.11 140.2.8 + 261.18.2 1 24.0.0 
Loans/Annuities 400.0.0 100.0.0 

jj In 
_Ch4Tltls va t _. 

, 

. 
Donations and Levies 1.71. 

6 

Investcent returns 

Returns on Charities 

0.0 0 15.0 39 

Miscellaneous 

Undesignated 4.14.7 
ý _...,. 

Sum Total in Account 
Accurate 1'u[anTax 
per Account Entries 

r rl_ 11.7 l 12iý. ý 
! 

lýr ý. 7Ort, lß, 
+ 



Boston 

1760-61 1761-62 1762-63 1763-64 1764-65 1765-66 1766-67 1767-68 . 
1768-69 1769-70 

ý 
Ordina income ý 

ýý 
701.3.0 819.8.0 793.17.5/ 966.5.6 2 715 781 1 9 3 

_ 
2 

1-870.2.1 
834 12 

Rents and Fairs .. . . . . . 
! 

Fines for leases - 
co 

85.2.8 84.5.14 1.10 139. s 9 108.5.4 108.6.8 111 8ea amp t _ 

Freedoms 65.3.4 ( 0.13.4 " 20.3.4 2 2.16.8 
! 

� .. 1 r_ o_o 41_ r_a 61.10, y_ 

Exonerations 

Court/Misc. Fines 

8 12 6 0 0 6 1- 
Arrears . . . . 

From Treasury 
! 

Erection Bailiff 10.3.7 36.8.0 61.2.9k 
Late Chamberlain's 

7 56 13 9 265 2.5 40 4 
_Balance 

. . . . . 
Extraordinary income 

1 

Sa1LB 2.19.4 17.9.4 2.2.0 - 246.13.6 100.0.0 0.19.0 

Loans/Annuities 150.0.0 

mid in 

Donations and Levies 25.0.0 130.0.0 30. O. O_ 
. 
Investment returns 60.2.0 76.0.0 98.10.0 130.1: 9 158.16.3 192.12.6 184. S. 0 

`Returns on Charities 

xiscellaneous 
y' 

w 

Undesignated .. _ 
ý 

_ 
Sum Total in Account 976.14.7 899.0.8 1180.13.3 999.16.8 

1 
1331.19.14 1353.2.0 1220.11.1111550.5.9 

Accurate Tota as w w w w w w ww 
Y Account Entries 

. ice .. __. 
! 

Boston ,.., 

1770-71 1771-72 1772-73 1773-74 1774-75 1775-76 1776-77 1777-78 1778-79 1779-80 

Ordin 
ary-income 

Rents acid Fairs 818.0.6 881.17.10 877.18.9 1 113.17.7% " 1252.17.95 
11238.19.214 

Fines for leases 
{ 

beaconacle 121.11.7 127.4.6 135.2.2 147.2.6 i 172.19.8 
'I! 155.17.6 

Freedoms 41.6.8 1.16.8 4.10.0 
1 

21.6.8 
ý 

53.3.4 
! 

61.3.4 

Exonerations 

Court/Misc. Fines - 1.17.6 0.13.4 

Arrears 2.10.0 9.10.0 2.13.1 ! !I 21. O. 0 

From Treasury 120.0.0 

Erection Bailiff ico_ 0-0 t ý_ 
! 

Late Chamberlain's 
ýa1ance 

- 
310.10.5 743.10.611 . 1008.12.8 774.11.11 

Extraordinary income 

&1s1ss__ 
I 

10.10.0 41.4.0 219.10.0 

Loans/Annuities 
I'MO-0.9 

3050.0.0- 
{! 

Cha; lýüýüýý 
, 

Donations and Levies 

Investment recur s 200.6.3 203.10.0 128.10.0 295.15.0 1 
132.0.0 

Ii 
303.12.10 

Roturne on Charities 

Miscellaneous 0.14.1 83.17.10 4.15.0 

Undosi nated 9 100.0.0 9.10.9 

Bum Total in Account 
AecüraEe Tote ras na 
pcr-Account Entries 

1q 

" 

6 Qt 

  

5313-19-31 

s 

J4205. 

  
__ ' ý_ 
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Boston 

1760-81 1781-82,1782-83'-''1783-8.1 ""1784-85 ^"`1785-86 1786-87 '1707-08 ° 1798-89 " 1789-90 

0. rdinary income 

Rents and Fairs 1236.19.1 1256. .9 5 2.0 12 69.1 1238. 8.4 1285.17.0 12f5, 8rlo 1287. , T4 1239.13,11 1245. 0 . 0J 1245. 0.7 
` 

Fines for leases 
1 4 ! 

ý ýaaaý `_} 
121.3.8 125L1ß 4 124.15 .6 �122.7,5.140.13^ 

11 f §ý 126.2.8 105. OO ýQl. 4.4 1Q5.1 5.4. 
_ 

Freedoms ! 73.6.8 133. 6.8 { 0.13.4 95. 6,9 41.3.4 60. ' 3.4 21.3.4 101. 0.0 f 61. 6.8 63. 0.0 

Exonerations 

Court/Misc. Fines I 

Arrears 1ý 
1 

33. 5.0 R'n 9 10- Of 0- 
{ 1 

_; - 
From Treasury 200. 0.0 200.0.0 92. 1.0; 160.0.0 85.19.4 1 '200.0.0 

Erection Bailiff 150. 0.0 
Late Chamberlain's 541. 0.3 balance _ 
Extraordinary income 

' 
Sa1ý3 r, 0.0 
Loans/Annuities 500. -, 0.0 100. 0.0 500. '0.0 80.0.0 400. 0,0 2962,10.0 1850. - 0.0 ` 400. 0.0 

Cha1lt ies Paid in 

Donations and Levies 336. o. o 

. 
Investment returns 196.13.1 286. 13.8 340.05 440. 2.5 23731 224, 0. 203.28.0 1 241. 0 41 .O 224. 0.0 

Returns on Charities 

Miscellaneous 0.1M 4 60. 9 

Dndesignated 

Sum Total in Account a1 1928- 3ýA! 2177- 0-2 1 42,19- 8 9. ý 7F ý 2279 . 11.92332. 111ä 
Aocurata Tota as - 

ý 

per Account Entries w w w w 3699 7 " " 

Boston " 

1790-91 1791-92 1792-93 1793-94 ýýýý 179d-95 ýý ̀ ý17d5-9ý ý 170-07 ý"' 17Q7-QR 
`ýý' 

179H-99 ý 1799-1900 

Ordinar income 

Rents and Fairs 1344.0.1ý 1342.14.10 1318.19.1 1412.1.1 1472.8.8 1643.17.8 1653.19.4 11749.17.9 

Fines for leases ! "" 4 

$eaconaa 181.13.2 168.0.0 226.12.2 186.14.5 192.2.2 203.1.0 202.12.9 146.9.0 1 

Freedoms 111.13.4 44.4.2 2.10.0 88.8.4 43.13.8 154.0.0 0.10.0 43.16.8 ' 

Exonerations 

Court/Misc. Fines i 
--- ý- - 

Arrears 35.16.3 1.10.0 13.15.0 8.13.9 
ma r - 

15.0.0 

From Treasury 

Erection Bailiff 
Late Chamberlain's 
»a}ance 70.13. 0.0 500. 268.210 324.17.6 774.10.389.9.4'' 

Extraordinary income 

$al¬s.. 400.0.0 

Loans/Annuities 2000.0.0 500. -0.0 600.0.0 

Daid in' 

-Donationnsand 
Levies 

Investment returns 324.0.0 "420.10.0 '194.10.0 199. '0.0 ' 194.10.0 196.15.0 s 319.10.0 232.0.; 
T' 

Returns on charities 

Miscellaneous 

Undesignated 

Sum Total in Account 
Accurate To[a au 
per Account Entries 

2067.16,9 2468.8.1 225% 7.0'1 3894.17.7 
11 

2671.0.8519389.17,3L1206r. 2,111 ! 2561.12. n% 1 --- --" _.. _"ý 



Boston 

iAm.. m lAM -02 1802-O3 1803-04 1804-05 1805-06 1806-07 1807-08 1808-09 1809-10 

Drdinac inccmc 

Rents and Fis 1783.13.6 1974.14.05 1975.10.10 1975.16.0 1943.6.9 3151.16.25 2220.17. PS'2ýýC, 1. 

Fines for leases n, n 

0 74.9 186.15.0 373.2.3 212.2 7 219.2 1 "107.15.7 262.15.. 454,13.2 ' 210 ýýQý 250.9.0 
. @o. ar^nagp L 

Freedoms " ý4 1 110. -6.101 54.0.8 368.3.4` 55.13.4 
1 

4: 4.6 ` 
4.2,6 " 7,3.4 178.6.8 50.13.4 i 0.6.8 

Exonerations 

Court/Misc. Fines 1.0.0 
I 

0 93.11.6 ( 42 10 Arrears . . I 
From Treasury 4M 1.11 

f f 
" 

Erection Bailiff 700,0.0 334.5.6'j 430.0.0 450.0.0 
1 

600.0.0 900.0.0 800: 0.0 660.0.0 

Late Chamberlain's 
8 t°ý _274 9 11L 11 . 96 4 1ý 7S 2162 17 24 71,1 

t 19.11'}314_Lj Si. 17 01 
_Balance . . - . . . ý - . - 
Extraordinary income 

' 
1 

Silts. 34. 0.0 381.0.0 2196.1.9 20 1410,7.11 656.4.5 11068.2.6 318.18.9 812.19.6 

loam/Annuities 22 7 
L4000. 11000.0.0 

0.0 

a Char.. 1 1 t t 

Donations and Levies { 6+ y" 
(' 

326 i 11I. 17ý6ý"' 

ent returns vestm In 125.0.0 214. _ 0.0 '94.10.0 303.10.0 170.0.0 313.2.111 278.11.11 85.1.0 
1117.16.3 1459.17.3 

_ _ 
Returns on Charities 

Miscellaneous 8.16.0 .0.129.16.0 ''' 16.16 

Ondesignated 

sum Total in Account 2647. '4.6 3407.19.8 5468.11.4' 8335.11.3619154.19.5 110257.9.4 16764.1.5 15528.4.5ý 4683.2.14 6036.19.8 
Äccüräte Tota as -I ij 1 
pet Account Entries 

1 
9335 " "- 152.4 6w, w1 10257 9.4 1 

Boston 

t atn_it lat t-11 1at9_t9 1 al 4_1A 1O1A_, c tat91_1O laltl_9n 

ordinary income 

Rents and Fairs 2522. '8.2 2895.13.6 2236. ' '1.3 2378.8 7 23 55 28 
i 

Fines for leases' ' 

teacpnaeý 441-ILD 493A9_1 %Iq 11-A .. 

Freedoms 55.16.8 136.0.0 4.13.4 51.0.0 50.6.8 1.0.0 2o .o 8 , 12.4 1136.6.8 279.16.8 

Exonerations 
Court/Misc. Fines 2. '_ 0.0 2.0.0 0,5.0 1.0.0 " 0.0 3. O. a 199. 

Arrears 37.0.0 7.10.0 1 137.8.0 847.2.9 ( 
239.7.0 454.14.9 5S4.19.0 1153.5.0 

From Treasury I 1 
i 

Erection Bailiff 600.0.0 i000.0.0 400. ' 0.0 1400. `0.0 600. ' O. O 600.0.0 ¬O0 0.0 600.0.0 600.0.0 
1600.0.0 

Late Chamberlain's _,. Balance 
_ 

1718.11.1 2230 . 19-35 1350.6.9ü 1126.7.1' 
! 
4247. ' 9.5 6120.9.11 I 

15608.10.2k 1309.17.6 771.13.5 '3936.18.7 

Extraordinary income 

Salfl 
_ 

1071.0.3 23.11.0 708.15.1° 450. '0.0 647.12.6 73.0.0 30.6.0 255.5.0 

Loans/Annuities 300.0.0 2100.0.0 4545.0.0 7100.0.0 920.0.0 1000.0.0'! 3S40.0.0 

. Cha-L#. 5L4 Rgid ,. 

Donationnsand Levies 10.10 .0 3$ . 753 .6 47.1.3 3794.11.5 

investment reruns 303.6.0 336.10.0 324.0.0 305.0.0 345.1.0 1 224.2.5 361.11.6 411 : 376.12.7 

Returns on Charities 

Miccellaneoua 87.2.8 3, '"9.4 66, '9,4 67.8.10 3.9.4 ! 31.10.0 
Undesignated ý 

Sum Total in Recount 
Acciiräte Totta as 
peY ACcSu t £triefl 

7025.5.11 , 
w_ 

2295 
w 

6441.9,11E 
w 

1103.14.6 15461.1.10 
" .. 

ý_ýý_w 
10575.7.10 

w 

ý 
, 91 89.1.0.11 6278.15.3 

ww 

1189 10.11 
"'1141,3.12.4 

rww 

i 
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Boston 

1820-21 1821-22 1822-23 1R23-24 1824-25 1825-26 1826-27 1827-28 1828-29 1870-30 

- 
ordinary income ( 

---"-- ý 

Its and Fairs 4323.18.1 3254.6.3 3257.10.0 3961.12.6~ 3: 110.14.4 P32.1 .6 

_. 
3320.15.1 ý 

-- 
311G. 17.9 3'G 3.15.0 21140.5.1 

Fines for leaves 
±1 

_, 

0.2.4 9-01 

Freedoms 51.3.4 0.10.0 51.0.0 1.6.8 0.16.8 200.0.0 

- 

138,6.8 101.3.4 . 0.0 110.10., Q_ 

Exonerations 

court/Misc. Fines 

Arrears 

29.9.0 

425.15.0 808.12.0 605.19.0 466.7.6 570.0.6 805.1.3 

0.10.0 

416.2.0 531.2.5 
_ 

915.6.6 

51.12_0 

633.12.6 

From Treasury 
_ 

Erection Bailiff 600.0.0 1145.0.0 1100.0.0 1100.0.0 950.0.0 900.0.0 880.0.0 893.1.2 840.0.0 515.3.6 
Late Chamberlain's 
LB41ance 1836.9 1 477.10.0 2031.19.8 ! 209.13.7 313.6.5 517.19.0, 1 342.13.8 187.10.8 618.3.10 1334_5.9 

Extraordinary income 

8aß 660.0 0 Ill. 
-7.5 

305.17,3 06 33 19 0 75.11.7 

Loans/Annuities 2200.0.0 2000.0.0 Soo. 0.0 
1 

2100.0.0 200.0.0 1250.0.0 1600.0.0 100.0.0 2900.0.0 

ýhýr 
Donations and Levies 50.0.0 f 

Iny"tment returns 348. IS. 0 
! 

741,11,2- 424.7.6 3759.17.3 182.17.6 127.4.6-] 163.6 184.14.4 168.6.5 190.6.9 

Returns on Charities I 
ý 

1 

Miscellaneous 500. O 109-4.8 1509,8.6 500.0.0 

Undesignated 
ý_-- 

Sum Total in Account 11025.6. 9038.17.6 8465.18.1 10743.6. o>r ! 7433.5.11 7017.17.116511.11.1116714.9.8 6072.3.4 . 9675.15.7 
Äccürate Tota as 
per Account Entries " 9038.17.5 

"-- 
7017.1.3 _" 16614.9.8 

c-- 

Boston 

1830-31 1831-32 1832-33 1833-34 1834-35 

Ordir-a income 

Rents and Fairs 3190.9.6 2614.3.6 1878.6.6 2292.10.0 

Fines for leases 

A Onaae 

Freedoms 61.5.0 0.6.8 2.6.8 0.10.0 

Exonerations 

Court/Misc. Fines 

Arrears 455,5.6 541.17.6 505.17.6 785 10.0 

From Treasury 

Erection Bailiff 
Late Chamberlain's 
$11 nce 1203.7.5 2142.9.2 367.0.5 571.15.1 

Extraordinary income 

&alot 0.6 

L0ans/Ann4ties 500.0.0 2100.0.0 4290.0.0 1050,0.0 

Cha; 1 a 

Donations and Levies 4.5 

Investment returns 129.9.6 494.2.0 136.4.6 143.17.0 

Returns on Charities 

Miscellaneous 76.14.7 
Undesignated 

Sum Total in Account 
Accurate Total as 
per_Aernunt Entries 

FF85.17.5 

" 

8474.17 10 

" 
_L, 

22, }5 7 

" 

51'L4.2. 
-ý- -- 

ý 
----r- r 
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APPENDIX IB 

Analysis of Income - Nottingham Corporation' 1660 to 1835 

The Chamberlains' accounts at Nottingham are 

extremely varied in the degree of information which they 

contain. For the earlier years, final accounts remain only 

in summary form, and the information which they provide on 

sources of income is limited. For odd years these can be 

amplified by the Chamberlains' account books of expenditure, 

a random selection of which have survived, these are, however, 

working copies, they are unaudited and frequently not complete. 

An advantage however lies in the fact that the 

Chamberlains at Nottingham appear to have rarely confused 

their account groupings in the same manner as the Chamberlains 

at York did. Thus, entries under "Burgess nobles" were indeed 

monies for purchased freedoms. They did however use, as at York, 

the convenience of the category of "accidental" or "casual" 

receipts which cannot always be broken down more specifically; 

until the more detailed acconhts of the period after 1785. 

The "Agistment of the East Croft" comprised the 

monies received for stint on this meadow area. Until 1810 only 

the profit from this income was entered on the account but there- 

after the full amount received was recorded in the Chamber income, 

and balanced by an entry of the expenses involved in its 

administration and maintenance. 

Frequently only part, or none at all, of the-+ate 

Chamberlain's balance appears in the early accounts. Memoranda 

in the accounts indicate that sometimes this was because the money 

was used to pay outstanding bills (e. g. 1689/90) or that the money 

was received but not put into the account. This suggests that in 

the early years at least, there may have been, as at York and Boston, 

a "savings" account or "little black box" where money was stored 
for hard times. 
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Notes: - 
The analysis which follows has been constructed 

as accurately as possible with, -the information available from 

the existing Chamber accounts. The notes, arranged chronologically, 

provide further specific information to elucidate significant 

or unclear entries in the table. -' 
1666/11- There was a deficit in the'account in this year of 

, £209.15s. 2d towards which the Schoolvardens and 
Bridgemasters paid their late'balances,, totalling £121. 

This money did not go through the Chamber income, beifg 

paid direct to the Chamberlain to make good his lose. 

The remainder owing to him was paid in 1673. 

1667 to 1695/6'Chemberlain's balance: - 
There was a credit balance at the end of each of these 

years, but an income from the late Chamberlain was never 

recorded in the accounts, except in 1668/9 when it was over 
£80 less than the previous year's balance. It is unclear---: 

where this money vent. It is unlikely that the money was 

retained by the Chamberlains. Thus, for example, the credit 
balance for 1675/6 was not recorded in the succeeding account 

yet Mr. Williaxn Caulton and ttr. Ilarold Smith paid "ye rest 

of ye money, they was charged withall" on Sept. 24th 1677. 

1674/5 Chamberlain's balance: - 
The full sum fror 1673/4 was f57.17s. lld and a memo. in the 

account for that year states that the Chamberlains had 

"discharged themselves of the some of f57.17s. 11d" on 
September 23rd 1675. It is not clear therefore from whence 
the sum of £7.09.8d has come. 

1679/80 Miscellaneous: - For the next 2'0 years this comprises "rents 

and debts in arrears and accidental receipts". These cannot 
be itemized because there is no further information in the 
accounts. 
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1681/2 Rentst' 

This rental entry is questionable. The actual sum 

entered by. the Chamberlain was £111, which is extremely 

low, and from the. total given seems likely to have been 

an , error. 

1682/3 Rents: - 
Rental figure arrived at by valculation - no entry 

having been made by the Chamberlain. 

1692/3"Schoolwarden's balance: - 
Includes debts-and accidental receipts.: 

1693/4 bridnemaster's balance: - 
includes arrears. 

1698/9: - - 
Sheet badly worn making many sums unclear. 

71723/4 Charities returns: - 

Fron this date on the rental income accruing to Bilbie§ 

hospital is entered in this category. 

Fines for Leases: -- 
These are now rare - no accounts renain for the period 
1700 to 1723. 

1725/6 Arrears: - 
Ariiing from Bridge rents. 
ftiscallaneous: - 
over-rent-of sheep pens. 

1733/4 Arrearss- 
These are in fact advance ' rents' received. 

1734/5 Charity returns: -- 
£10 Lady Grantham money unpaid. * 

1736/7 Charity returns: - 
5x £10 bonds'of Coventry money and it of Lady Grantham 

money. These two Charities Makeup most of the entries 

under 'Charities' from this date onwards. 
1741/2 Chamberlain's balance: - 

£46.6s. 4d "as settled by Hall". The, actual balance was 
£62.13s. 4d. 

174516 Charity returns: - 
Balance of Coventry money B30.13s. 11d., £4 Lady Grantham unpaid; 
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1746/7 Charity returns: - 
£90 Coventry bonds repaid. 

: 
749/50 Donations: - 

¬38.4s. Od by "subscriptions to the pavement". 

175112 Miscellaneouss- 

Salary unpaid. 

17_530 Miscellaneouss- 

020 not paid to the parsons. 

1757/8 Charity returnss- 
¬100 for 2 bonds of Coventry money repaidrnd 

£1 Lady Grantham. 

16 ý6 Donations: - 
£12. ls. 6d towards paving Houndgate. 

Miscellaneous: - 
£10 fees and salaries allowed for and not P&W*L 

1771/2 Miscellaneouss- 
£30,9s. 10d being a "list of outstanding debts 

craved by former Chamberlains and delivered into 

the accountant's hands to be collected". This 

represents monies owing, not cash, and whether the 

Chamberlain succeeded in collecting these dues we 
do not know, although he accounted for expenses 

of £41.1s, 4d in this year for "cravings". 

171718 Fines for Leasess- 

¬326.98.5d was entered by the Chamberlain as "casual" 

receipts with no further explanation given, The 

existence of two leases signed in the early months 

of 1778 suggest that this may have been lar-ely 

consideration money for these, the fines being 

recorded as 0240 and ¬60. (8ef. 5132,5133). For this 

reason £300 of this sum has been entered as "fines 

for leases". 

177819 Hiscellaneouss- 

£78 fees and salaries unpaid. 
1785/6 to 
1792/ Rents. - 

From 1792/3 includes the rent for the new butchers 

shop in the county shambles. Between 1769 and 1791 
the Chamberlain entered these with casual receipts 
and lack 

7 
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distinguish them from other surfs in this category. -''ho 

total mi has therefore been entered as "undesiCnated" 

in the analysis for these years. In 1785 and 1786 however, 

the Chsnberlains distinguished in their casual' receipts 

the e. ount of rent accruing from the butchers stalle and 

these summa have therefore been included as rent in the 

ana]. ymis at these two datea" 

17D2/20 Loans: 

£1,000 ontorad as casual xecoipts in the Claber1ain'a 

a.: aount has been ontared as .a 
loan in the analysia, boing. 

probably the loan wie in March 1790 by Smiths the bankers. 

3rid , rmantor' a ba. 1nnnoo 

'670 - "'his was in efteot repayment by tho Bridgeznaaters , 

of a loan from the Chanborlaina who, had paid the cost of 

altering the Flood road to the taotttntha Canal proprietors. 

Gari t s- 

f 809 rental of Lambley estate. This was not previously 

accounted for in this wau having been. entered in the 

Chamber account only as a balance or ''ef Lcit. It is 

now included within tho Chamber account by the 

Chamberlain until 1811, after which date an independent 

account was cubjoined to. the Chamber account. 
iiccellannoue s-. 

c80.7s. 4d fees and calariee not paid. 
4/5 Inv pnt rrturnst- 

dividerde from rater ork Co. 

/Armars: " 
Includeu C20 advance rents. 

1 726 to 1799-Charily returns: - 
'. 10 per anmm Lady Grantham not distributed. 

1801/02 Invostr pnt rýturnn: - 
Interest on Flood Road sharps C'12.10s. Od, interact 

from Canal Company on loans and cash for land taken. 

Fin :- Grantham Canal Co* # for damage to Vethor Trent 

Close, C5.58. Od. 

l8O A : tatment of ý; aot Croft for 1ß2IM42 1_, DDOS. 

YYnpas» of rickleturn Jury for 1804,5,6+(Proviouoly 

taken by the I. Iayor). 
Invpatmnnt "_ottarnaa- Canal Co. dividend £108; Flood Road 

interost C23.15s. Od, 1805; 18061 Canal Co. 

interest on land ;; 7. 
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1809/10 A istm t of rast Crofts- for 1807 1ßGß, 1809. 

Profit only previously Entered. From the date the 

Chamberlains entered the full income, accounting in 

expenditure for the associated outlays. 

1810/11 Charity returnas- . 
Fron this date the Chamberlain no longer quoted 
the full income and expenditure of Bilbie's Charity 

in his accounts, but recorded only the profit or loss. 

1811112 Donationas, - 
fottingham Canal Co,, share towards Greyfriar gate 

bridge £67.10soOd. Surveyors of the highways of 

St. fasys £180 for work done by Smith and Parrott and 

for carting,. 

1812113 Miscellaneouss- 
Cash from late Chamberlains for mistakes and 

miscalculations and unclaimed Burgess parts. 

1819/20 Miscellaneous:. 

1150 from Bridgemastere "on account". 
111,20 1 Free dons: - 

includes Burgess noble payments for 1819-209 

182Z Z3 Investment returnas- 
4 years interest on Flood Road shares and dividend on 
10 gas light shares. 

182314 Miscellaneous: - 
School Warden's share of committee expenses C80682*5dj 

Staveley's balance of his ledger account £l07. ße. lOd. 

1E325J6 Miscellaneouss- 

dividend on Ashwell's bankruptcy £l11. Os"2d. 

1826 JI Donr, ionsJLeyies s- 
£246.10s. 3d from Messrs James for dilapidationo on 
their leasehold held from the Corporation. 

182718 Donations/Leviess- 

£575 from Market Place accounts. 
1828J9 Donation: i/Leviess- 

£602.10s. Od from Market Place account. 
1831J2 Donations1Leviens- 

£157.1.0s. Od from Market Place account. 
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1631/2 Investment returnst- 

Balance of interest on bonds for Mansfield road 
land 1828 to 1831 ¬225.5a. Od. interest on money 

and dividends on shares. 
1832/3 Dori tionsJLeviess- 

152.10s. Od from market Place account; . C60 for 
leasehold dilapidation. 

1833/4 Donations 1Levies: - 
£52.1Oa. Od from P'4-rket Place account. 

1834/5 Donations/Levies t- 
C552.10s. Od from Market Place account. 
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APPENDIX IS 

Analysis of Civic Income 1660 to 1835 

NOmriNGHAM 1660-1 1661-2 1662-3 1663-4 1664-5 1665-6 1666-7 1667-8 1668-9 1669-70 

onnlTU NCC&X _ .ý --- -_ . -- ------ -- _ -_ ------ - ---- -_ 
RENTS 403.17.2 411.18.0 428.4.6 300.13.8 339.12.4 393.9.2 389.18.2 387.10.10 392.17.6 

FINES-MR-LE. ASEä-_ _4ý, 
Q"Q_ 372 1$ Q_- 

_ -_-_ -106, -Q"O 
12.2,0 37.10,0 

_ 
133.3.4 

__4p,, 
3 19 55.14 .0 

FREEDOMS 38.13.4 10.0.0 13.0.0 6.0.0 5.6.8. 5.6.8 5.0.0 7.13.4 2.13.4 
- 

E1t9TIERZTIONS _ _.. ý_ 

_ TI 

_ AGISTMENT OF 
=E nBO 

__-_ 
1P. 3.7 

_ __9.10.7 
19.3.4 16.15.0 20.1.8 23.0.8 20.15.1 20.2.6 24.3.9 

COURT/MISC. FINES 1.11 .o 0.8.8 4.17.4 0.10.0 3.0.0 8 1.16.8 

ARREARS 
' 

29.10.0 
1 

157.17_5 
* 

1.8.0 
-- --- 

29.4.0 
- -- - 

3.17.2 2.11.8 2.3.0 
L4 rEýL'BOÖý 6fAAbýA' S 
PATAL&K ýi 

ý 

- 

-_ It 

- LATE BRIDGEMASTER'S 

---- --- 
LATE CHAMBERLAIN'S 

40 0-n 

ý ' 
22.7.4 I 

i 
8.18.11 16.11.9 

EXTRAORDINARY INCOME 

SALES 2.11.6 37.5.0 35.12.0 0.7.4 1.0.0 19.19.0 51.1.10 1,0.13.2 

LOANS 8 ANNUITIES 

CHARITIES PAID IN 

DONATIONS & LEVIES 

INVESTMENT RETURNS 

RETURNS ON CHARITIES 

MISCELLANE US 

UNDESIGNATED 4.4,11 
1.16.7.4 

23.2.7ý 5.8.0 

> TOTAI. - IN ACCOUNT 
1- 582_1.4 1000.15.8 500.11.10 1 494.13.4 391.6.35 464.3.8 594.19.1 526.4 1 485.9.5 

ACCJRATE TOTAL AS 
PER ACCOUNT ENTRIES I 581.10.6 ^ "-_ ^ ^ --; --' ww 

- 

a w 

NOTTINGHAM 
1670-1 1671-2 1672-3 1673-4 1674-5 1675-6 1676-7 1677-8 

JFýLydßY. 2ucom --- -- -- 
RENTS 

- 
387; 8.1 

i_ 

_387.6.5 
374 8.3 377.5., ý 380.17.11 ýýQý 

FINES FOR LEASES __2. _O. 
O 1157.13.1 

_23. 
O. O 99.10.0 20. O. O 6 

1678-9 1G79-80 

FREEDOMS 12.13.4 
- 

8.0.0 4.6.8 3.0.0 1.13.4 5.6.8.19.10.0 2.13.4 0.18.4. 
-------- -- -- 

I'--- 11 

-_-_-- AGISTMENT OF 
2: 2 13.17.0 18.2.4 22.14.0 21.6.1 18.6.3 19.2.2 23.11.5 21.9.4 THE E88TCROFT y-2.7 

COVRT/MISC. FINES 
.--4. _Z-. 0.13.1 4_ 4.0 3.14_0 i 't d_ 9_to d_"_9_ 

ARREARS 7.0.0 
I 

üi"Fl`-3'ClML-4WARDEN'S -1------ý-_36ý 
3.0 

-- 
3AWKE 

fi,.. 

, -- -I --- -t- LATE 6RIDGEMAS7ER'S - -' 
` 

PALANCE I}' 
LAIE CHAMBERLAIN'S . -... - - -- --- -' - --, -- -- "---1 .., __,. -, - ----1---.. - 
RMANC'P 7.0.8 

EXTRAORDINARY INCOME 
---, - ---- _' 

SALES. i 0.2.6 2.4.0 
. _-0.10.6 

ý` 
- 

14.8.5 0.17.6 2.10.0 

LOANS R ANNUITIES 

CHARITIES PAID IN 

DONATIONS 4 LEVIES 

'INVESTMENT RETURNS 

RLTURNS ON CHARITIES 
^. ý _ 

--- 

-- -- --- -- Y----ý`. _ý-i 

~ --r 

MISCELLANEOUS 
IIi-1 

-- - 
0.3.0 

rrni_s1rNaTxD 

J_30.60[28ojIo. 

6 7.5.7 71.36.5 0.0.7 3.9.8 

ate-T AB- IN AcC ýý1{T" i 485.3.4 ' 441.0.5 593.10.5 7? 8.12.14 ' 510.12.11 ý 476.1.10' SCo. 10.0 49C. 10.8 
1 

442.19.10 ý" , .; HATE 3U1 AL A. ._----- -- j- - --- 
I ACCOUNT ENTRICS """"" 

482.9.10 
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NOTTINGHAM 1680-1 1681-2 1682-3 1683-4 1604-5 1685-6 1686-7 1687-8 1688-9 1689-90 

JRLtIN= LNCONi -ý---F - -- -- ----" " --- - ---- --r--- -- 

" 

HErrrs 447.18.9 
1411.13.7 

415.10.3 411.4.9.404.14.5 411.3.5 413.1.11 
_ 

411; 17_ 11 411.17.11 

FL'1ES 108 LEA +E3 
3-. 

_O-- _11. _0.0 
1.92_10,0 19. O, O 33.2}. ý. 

E" EEDOtq 

5.0 

_ 
2. .4 1^6.8 

-1.1.0 
12.17.8 2. O. o 78 8 

AGISTMENT OF j 

THE EASTCROFT 18.13.6 19.14.0 17.13.6 22.9.0 23.4.0 18.5.2 21.13.0 20.4.0 18.10.3 

s. 8.0 COURT/MISC. FINES L-4,12.0 5.1.57.1,6-, 5.31.2. _ 6.1 

ARREARS 9.11.2 4.13.4 
E Iiö6L "WAisSEN' S 
BA ANKE 

_ 
98.5.3 

LA-Z HRIDGEt'ASITR'S tl .ý 
OAS. vice -- -- --- --- -. -- -+ -- "- -"- --- - -------- - ------ 

__ 20.19 2 

LATE CHAMBERLAIN'S 1.7.6 S. 0.0 
RATANrF 

EX RAORDINARY INCOME 
44 I_ 

SALES 
--20. --9 - -ý--ý 

( 
Q-n 

ý_D 
10_n A_ S_Oý 

Ns 4. 12 is 
ljýEý 

CHAPITIES PAID IN 

DONATIONS 0 LEVIES 

INVESTMENT RETURNS 

RETURNS ON CHARITIES- 

MI SCENIANTRU_S 
, _- 

>IJM ul-A - ILI ALý. VUtN 

ACCURATE TOTAL AS 
PER kCgQQ r ENTRIES 

_ 

NOTTINGHAM 

- 
0.11.6 

_ -1.10.0 _22.19.6 

473.15.1_: 1_1.51.15.1_1 438.14.9 485.12.5 627.9.111 457.4.1 557.7.7 

470.15_9 6.7 

584.2.1 641.6.11 

w 

1690-1 1691-2 1692-3 1693-4 1694-5 1695-6 1696-7 1697-8 1698-9 1699-1700 

LENTS 
_ 

463.16.11 461.13.11 458.9.3 452.9.5 441.3.3- 442.14.11 442.6.7 

mu. F'OR 
. 
LEASES- 48. O 127 . 10.0 65.7 8 gq Q 156.0.0 30. O. Q 175.0.0 

FREEDOMS_ 20.13.4 59.6.8 84.6.8 4.0.0 24.0.0 - 5.6.8 19.6.8' 

aGISTMENT OF 
16.0.0 14.2.0 16.5.0 20.16.8 16.2.6 20.16.0 18.6.1 THE- EASTCROFT- " --- -"--- --- _ 

OJRT/MISC. FINES 4.18 _8 7.4.10 S. 7.8 12.0.01 7.6.6 7,19.0lß 0_2.4 

ARREARS I -- 

'tlfd6Ll7AtißEN` 5 -ý _ t_ 1 _n_ n_ t a_ v 11 - -6. 
41 AN E 20.10.0 
LATE HRIDGEMASTER'S -t-_. 

I: ALANCE 30.0.0 64.13.11' 
f. A': E CHAMBERLAIN IS 

38.15.2 3.14. S 82.11.0 1 0.7.6 

EXTRAORDINARY INCOME I 

SALES- 
ý__ 

___---1-.. 
0.10.10 

----ý - 
61.11.10 2.14.0 Ii 

LOANS s ANNUITIES 
--- 

I~ý 
CHARI_T1ES PAID IN 

YA'IONS 6 L£VIES 

INVESTMENT RETURNS -- -- r 
-'-- - --- - '__ý 

_' 

- ----'-' 

--- -__-- 
kL7: RNS ON CHARITIES 

---ý --ý-I ---ý-ýýýý--_ 
ýý 

! AISCELIANEOUS___ 

i o. 4.0 43.12.0 18.11.0 `. i 

8Z 
b04,12.9 1734.15.44.630.17,3 717,15.1_-«_470, 

_5,11 
10-_i 6rt4aý_. lAr- 

j%'t; A tuUNT EýNTRIES_ 
_ 

iýý il»»"». 655.14.3 
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ljO, 1'INGNN4 1720-1 1721-2 1722-3 1723-4 1724-5 1725-6 1726-7 1727-8 1728-9 1729-30 

127 456 . 16.6 502.17.3 589.5.6 599.10.3 601.14.3 
- -- 

F=3 FOR LF: h; k: S 10.0.0 
-r- --ý 

FHEEpOMS 
-- 

53.13.4 1 22213_4 1 21.18.4 20_6.8 7.0.0 31_13.4 79.0.0 

ESONERATIONS 
AGISTMENT OF 

TS: ERSTCROFT J A-134 
_Y 

S. 8.3ý. 
1ý 

1+3.11.6 13.1 S . 95 18.7.9 20.5.2 13.7.6's 

COURT/MISC. FINES 9. IOýy 
ý3.0.0 

2.3.0 

ARREARS- 
- -, ý -ýý ------- I -ý-. ý. _ 

I ATS SCH60L WARDEN'S --C -- ---- -`f- ---- .ý 
11.10.0 

BALAWE 
.__ -"T --j ^- - ^- - 

-- 

_.. 
8.11.5 

LATE 5RIDGEMASTER'S 
BALANCE -- -- ---- -` -- 

29.3.0 24.4.1 . 
-- 

I' 

LATE CHAMBERLAIN'S - -T- . ýy^ 

... 8.5.4 11.13.0 28.2.10' 1 79.13.0 

EX2'PAORDINARY INCOME 

SALES 12.10,003_0.0 ; 6.2 0.0 15,16.0 I32.0. O 3.8.0 

ILOAS7S 
6 ANNCTITIES 130.0.0 

ICVAPITIES PAID IN 

DGNATIOIISi LEVIES 

INVESTMENT RETURNS i --^ýýý----------ttt ----r_- 1I ý-- 
{ 4_ 10.0 5.5.0 } 

RETURNS ON CHARITIES 
- 

3 

10.19. C In. 4.0 IZ 4-0 ý 

t. I cELLnNE0U5 
_. _- _ __- . O. O 

9.194.1 0 9.19.0 9.19.0 

20.1.9ýý 4.4.0I 4.13.4 ýý L 

- IN ACC90NT 583.9.5 610.15.5 569.11.451 567.14.15 772.11.3 1 800.19.9 802.15.112 
WAL A'S 

MF 
. 1. 

NOTTINGHAM 1730-1 1731-2 1732-3 1733-4 1734-5 173S-6 1736-7 1737-8 1738-9 1739-40 

RENTS 617.10t2 599.13.3 600,15.3 616`13,1 699,2.9 695.10,11 727.5.3 748.3.9 762.2 2.1 767.6,1 

F; NES FOR LEASES 
- ý---- -. _- _ __ ,- 

eREEt'0MS 
__- 

21.13.4 49.12.8 106,18.8 24, G 6.13.4 16.5.4 5.6.8 26.6.8 65.0,0 65.18.8 

E30ERATIONS 
__-. _ .. AGISTMENT OF -n - -ý --' - 

THEEASCROFT 
_22.9.7 

16,10,0 17,13,1 10.16.3 3,19.5 16.13.9 13.2.4 11.18.8 9.13.1 6.19.11 

COURT/MISC. FINES O. 3, ß. O 

ARF£ARS 
--1a12r0_. SCHÖOL wAR15N`S ;-- -- - --- - 

F3Ayar{ct 
- 

i--10_18,0 
, 

14, 
_B. 

lO. I 17^8,0 
-. 
0 37,18.330.13.10' 32,5 7 

L?, TE BRIDGE: "ASTER'S _ ___ý- t. _ _. - -- ". ___ �-,. 
6.7 55.6.6. I 87.15 

_8 
"ATE 

CHAMBERLAIN'S LA: F' - --^--- -- ------- --- -'-- 
ý i[irý 6 1ý 2546 

F. %? RAORDINARY INCOME_ 
_. 

SALES- 7.17.0 15.0.0 487.16.4 43.0.0 
_1_307.12.0 

15,17.8 2 O. O y327.2.0 

.! to ANS 6 ANNUITIES 

CHARITIES PAID IN 

DONATIONS 8 LEVIES 

INVELTMENT FZM NIS 
i- -_-- ,-' -- -- ------'-'- i ---- --^------- --j---- `---- . ý. _ý_ _. J. __ ý_ - --, ý. -7 

H'17',! RNS 0.4 CHARITIES I 9.19.0 9,19.0 
4 

10.19.0 10,19.0 19.19.0 10,19,0 60.19.0 10.1 
.0 50.19.0 X7.19,0 

MIFCELLME0JS 
_ 

S. 0.0 

2.2.0 2.2.0 4.3.0_' 6.5.2 1.1 6_0 

lilATL 
- IN Ac04i'il 741,1Q, 5ý, 'i 725.6,9 , 1310.1.10 720,1n. G 865,10.5 1. J5.8.7 1C21.10.3__, 838.9.4 ! 1D`! 9. A( t'l kl, '1'E 1MAL AS 
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y0'1'CTNGNA14 1740-41 1741-2 1742_3 1743-4 1744-5 1745-6 1746-7 1747-8 1748-9 1749-50 

J. SL1S11RY INGO - ----'--- -- -- -- -- ---- 

ENTS 772.10.1 767.6.7 774.10.7 
- 

772.14.7 777.4.1 776.12.7 776.16. ) 798.16.1 786.9.1 764.11. 

F, UiES FOR LEASES __ý-- - "--. ---- "- ---------1-__ -! _ __ -. _ 

FREECONS 0.0 97.0.0 21.6.8 b9; 0.0 98`3.4 63.13.4 59.13.4 76.6.8 5_ 0.0 5.13.4 

Exo, MMTIONS _ _---- ------- 

I 

------ -___i-. _ ý_ _ 
AGESTMENT OF 16.11 1A. 16.9 13.13.8 13.1.11 16.13.2 
TBE. EASTCROFT 19---14. 

--11 
7.18.3 176' 21.11,0 

-- -t - 
COLIRT/MISC. FINES 

+I- --- -- 
2.7.0 

ARREARS 3.11.6 
1 

1.9.0 3.7,6 0.15.0 36.10.0 1.6- 

tA'1t $CifiOL WARYJEN` S-.. f --- 
10.17 BALANCE -__ __. 
10 

_ 
31. o. ld 6.5.30.4., 3., 34.11 .4 29. 

-3.5 
LATE BRIDGEMASTER'S 

+I 

a LANCE i- -- -- ý- __- _X9.14.4 . -S 
ßa 

LATE CHAMBERLAIN'S 
142.9.8; 46.6.4 27.19.7 ý S6.4.0 56.10.1 122.7.5/' 85.6.5 195,3.1 229.12.0 44.7.8 

EXTRAORDINARY INCOME 

50.0.0 SALES 0.15.0 50 0.0 20.0.0 1.8.3 O-o 

LAANS a ANNUITIES 
__ý ,_Iýý 

lOp O O. 
I 

ýý_ 

CHARITIES PAID IN 

DONATIONS d LEVIES 

INVESTMENT RETURNS 
F 

P. ETURNS ON CHARITIES 10.19.0 11.19.0 13.1.0 13.1.0 19.1.0 46.14.111 106.1.01 13.1.0 26.5.4 13,1. ( 

IJNDESIGHATFD 2.17_ 2.13' 21.1'7,0 281 
_ 

S. 5A 

AMMM 986,4.0 988_17.8 867.9.01 948.1.9 1249.0.0 11? 6.8.4§_1r4 . _ß, 
$-11Qýý$ý 1L14. 

-4.? 
3; 10 "I hcCliU+T£ TOTAL As -ý- - 

[PEP ACCOUNT ENTRIES "l("4 1242.0.10 

NOTTINGHAM 1750-1 1751-2 1752-3 1753-4 1754-5 1755-6 1756-7 1757-8 1758-9 1759-60 

0SL`12ßY. SNCQ`S` . _. _- --- _ _ý_ - 
rEN_zs 772.14.7 773.12.3 779.12.11 781.6.1.793.8.5 810.3.9 841.14.1 840.15.5 054.10.3 855.10.8 

FINS FOR LEASES 

37.0.0] 6.6.8 1 51.13.4 1 6.6.8 1 9.13.4 1 42.0.0 1 9.13.4 1 7.6.8 1 42.13.4 1 10.4.0 

EYDNERATLONS _ _.... I 
GE, ET OF 

14.1.8 12.15.0 THE, £ASTA: TCROFT. 
12.10.3 15.8.1 16.3.9)* 10.9.9 18.19.1 12. S. 4 i 19.13.6 21.1.0 

COURT/MISC. FINES 

ARREARS 1.7.6 
IA7'1 SCH60L WARB N'$ 

BAyANCE 9.9.2_ 
_ 

36.18.4 
BRIDGEVAST6R"5 ___4). 

12. 
, _46+_2 

47 45.14.6 
LATE; - --- - ýý- -- 
eu. ANCE 126.6.0y 97.7.7 88.16.41y 76.13.8 61.13.0 6.9.1 52.8.7 101.5?. 14.0 130.18.3 
1.. 1TE CHAMBERLAIN'S 

i 206.18.11} 119.10.2 98.4.7 127.1.54 209.19.4', 

Eh: RAORDINARY INCOME 

SALES_ 
... 

_.. _ _r.... i_ _ý- ----'_ 

_43.0.0 
I 

---0.3.0_ 
248. O. 0 

LOANS & ANNUITIES 
2CN_ARIIES 

PAID IN. 
__'I 

ý" _ ýy ý 

_ 

-~ 
DONATIONS & LEVIES 

114VESTMENT RETURNS 
~--- 

`' '-. --' 
I 

-_-_ -ý 

- 

-ý-- 

---_ 

~-_ -- 

RCTttRNS ON CHARITIES 40.5.4y 13.1.0 23.1.0 26.1.0 
`" 

19.1.0 13.1.0` 13.1.0 113.1.0' 36.14.4 12.1.0 

MISCELLANEOUS 13.13 18.0.0-' 
- 

20.0.0 i 
RinRS1CNn"7 11.4.6 8.8.01 4.16.6 8.34_ 5.13.6 19.19.6.41.8.10 12.10.6 1 14.13.1 ' 14.8.6 

- +--- _ -_ 4 -- °ýtý T, +7nc - tN Acrn i[ý t 1426.2.0'ý 1136. X3.5 111t.. 18.1Q, 1022.11.6 971.10.04 057.5.3 1019.17.8 32.31.18.1o 1a41. ß 1.. F1. ä509.2.34 ýc i »ýi; t: Tcn'A3 ns 
t"t. H nor .. _.. -+ -_ RUMP ENTRIFiS 

-1425-2. C; 1S05-2,3'L 
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NOTTINGHAM 1760-1 1761-2 1762-3 1763-4 1764-5 1765-6 1766-7 1767-8 1768-9 1769-70 

ORDINARY INCOME --- -- --- -- ---- -- _- -- _ _ý_ 
ýIg 858.15.8 875.18.2 905.19.8 914.0.2 917.11.8 934.18.8 936.7.2 924.12.5 935.7.8 928.17.8 

FIDES FOR LEASES 

FREEOOtýs_- _, 
55J. 5 O 

-_25_0 . O- 26. A. 8 51.6.8 ti 16.0.0 40.0.0 60.6.8 39.13.4 10.13.4 58.6.8 

}I- 
AGISTMENT OF II --ý- -^ 

17 lT THE EAST'CR0 FT 7 12.6.6 10,2.1.9.1 6.6 17.18.3 13.4.1 14.10.2 0.15.8 15.8.11 10.14.1 
{- --'h-- --L_r 

10.1 .1 

ICOURT/MISC. FINES 
__! ^ 

1 1 
. 

ARREARS 
- - 

6.19.2 0.15.01 
[ATE ýCti(56L -VARUEy S '--"-'-r- - 

41.9.1 60. 
-- -r 
45 58. O. ld 41.3.6 

- 
83.0 9 73.1.9 93.2.9ý 97.15.9' 66.17.5 

LA"r HRIDGEM1ASTER'S _ 
HALT_4CE 8.1_ 93.5.12 47.18.1 
Lk 

,E 
rr 104.0.24 111. 6.3 154.12.1' 339.19.5% 51.3.9 65.16.8 4.0.71! 96.7.8 

EX'"RAORDINARY INCOME I 
._ý 

SALES_ 10.0.01 
-t - . _-- 

96.1.8 
2 ý 

7.53 

LOANS 6 ANNUITIES 100. 60.0.0Tý 

CHARITIES PAID IN 

DONATIONS & LEVIES 

INVESTMENT RETURNS 

RETURNS ON CHARITIES 11.11 

MISCELIJýt7E0US 
ý, _ . _ý_ ý_ý 

. 1.6 

_. 
A3.1.0 12.1.0 12.4.6.0 13.6.0 14.6.0 i 14.6.0! 43.10.0 

29_9.2 O. 1o. 0 10.0.01 
1 

MD 1 20.15.01 18.15.14 13.0.01 0.6.8' 16.3.41 I 2.19.41 2.10.7 

- xN nccacnýx 11234.1.8ý 1544.9.5 1115.19.1] 1193.16.7 1363.8.31 1357.14.91 1294.13.5,1248.5.41 1290.13.5 

a4 ACýLi!. ASý I--- r- --- -- *--- 
aLJY:. L1 : ifýS ý. ý. 

i 
ýýýý 

N 
-. _ .. -. -N __ 

I-, 

-_-_- 

11"- 

__-w. 
I 

___. _ -ý. r.. _ý _ .ý ý1-_. --_-_'_-} . _-ý . _. - 

13.6.0 

0.10.0 

15.8.1 

1238.7.1 

NO2"! 'INGRAM 1770-1 1771-2 1772-3 1773-4 1774-5 1775-6 1776-7 1777-8 1778-9 1779-80 

J&: LVcLRY ID1C4t1C. 
-, -- . "-- - --- _ -- - 

RENTS 928.4.0 93772.9 948.5.0 939.113.0 931.14,6 950.7.6 "974.8.6 977.14.6 980.1.0 949.2.0 

FUNFS FOR LEASES. 200.0.0 
_ -'"'- -. ------ _ý- 

300 O 

FREEMIMS" 14.0.0 11_ 6.8 27, o, 0 63.0.0 24.13.4 20.13.4 27.6.8 11.6.8 7016.8 87.0.0 

F-WNMTIQNS 
AGISTK-NT OF 
TäE. EASTCROFT. 17.13.1 

{--B. 4_8 
_ 

9.11 
_ _lh 

3.1C 
_ 

7` 17 11ý 9 01 6.6.1 1.7- 3.01 
COURTiMISC. FINES 

--ý_ 
1 

ARREARS- 

ý- 

- 

I. ÄTE-SCHCKSL ý- 
B CE 85y6.6 77r 0_ 519^ld2.2.6 ,_ 64.13.6»76.16.11 66.1.4.592.9 68.9.1 L. AT : BRIDG£MASTER' S+ "' - --"- i ýýLANCE 93.12.8,41.1.8' 31 17.114 145.0.9y 
LA. £ Ct1NSERLAIN IS 

102.18.11 116.4.4 168.13.1 139,15,10 126,11.11 
-' - ---- --- ----- -------- 208.11.0' 6.15.11 10.1.8 133.18.1 196.15.83 8.7.5 13.11.4¼ 1Q 14.1~ 251.17.3' 3 

EC RAORDINARY INCOME III 

SAtsS 6.13.5 

LOANS s ANNUITIES 
-1- X09. 

_ 
Q. Q 

I 

_-_ _ __ 

I 

_-2C -Q. ß 
__ .^ 300_ n ýC, 

ARITI£S PAID IN 
- -- 

J-- 

-ý ... ---- 
DONATIONS & LEVIES_ 

ItiVE: STMENTRETURNS 

PE! IWNS ON CHARITIES 
--- --r 23.6.0j 23.6,0 }_ 

ý19.6. o 
J 

--LOB. 12_VL__ 
MISC'ELLANEOUS_ I__I 

30.9.1d 0.14.0 1.9.6 
r-- 

78. O. O. 
ýNnF:!; T(NA7F; p 62.0.17.16 O! "1,1 8' 10 T1]2 E1 15 10 48 26"5 16.13.6 95-10.4 

1432.13.9: 1314.2.34 1410.16.3,12%3.15.51 t403.8.10y 1417,5. (. y 13(1.11.24 1SS7.12.74 1629.9,11,1587.10,8 

. __ ýýý. 5)VIiT AÜ1Fý$_ "nxwx(x 
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NO'ITINGHAM 
1780-L 1781-2 1782-3 1783-4 1784-5 1785-6 1786-7 1787-8 1788-9 1789-90 

'N AU L`7COME --- 

---- 

FF. NT 942 . 0.0 926 8.6 1)W. 19.6 ! 315 : 12_3? 953.12.5 1207.15.1 1202.1810 1122.183t 1146.13 94 1159.13.34 

FINES FOR LEASES 
IF 

* -' --- -- _ -_-. -- --- 

FtstEttorts__ -. 
37_16.9.26. 

_L _83. _ß. -4- -5t _ a_aL 104.1AA. ' S6-18. - 
' 3. 

F.: io: 'EPATLONS 1 --.. _- --"------ -- 
AGIS'1MENT OF - ý- -__t- -- -ý- 

T1tE EA:, TCROFT 1, U, 5-t 16. ß.. Z' L0- 11 . 0.111; 7_19.2 
... 

3.1.6.5. 

21. IaO CDURTIMISC. FINES 5.0 

ARREARS 10.1.6 

t. M-9CRÖ0L WAA59W Sf -- - --- -- -+ --- --- 

ALAJdCE 93`-5.4 110.10.5 . 97.16.2 1 83.6.4 104.1.4 L 120. 
- 

9.10 100.7.8 111.19.0 ; 121.6.8 124.19.4 
BATE 

BRIDCEMASTEk'S -- ---°-T --'-T-'----`_---- -j- 

BÄLANCE _., - 
32. 

- 
6.3 

. 
189.3.0ý. 52.13.0_ 136. 

--]... 
4 51.18.11 

_150.9.10 
40.0. b 

1. A7E CHA. M8ERLAI1'S 
9.3.6.129.7.10 124.9.14 60.18.0 72.19.1h 110.13.7'i 326.12.10 434.3.10 165.5.0 151.12.1 

. - 

SALES- 
----IT 

391.0.0 

IRiEa bI 

It7VESTMEVT RETI; RNS 
-L- 

RETURNS ON CRARITIES 14.6.011 13.6.0j 14. 6.01 13.8.01 13.8.0' 13.8.0 13.8.0' 12.8.0 13.8.0 
L13.8.0 

7NDESIGNATED 95.8.8 82.10.8,87. 5.2.128.16.1 141.15.17 32.5.0 0.12.0 j2 . 16.5 95.14.0 

Ull TOTAL - IN ACCOUNT 1 1268.6.10' 1345_19.16 1460. 7.71 1347.0.34 1348.13.6/ 1747.0.3 2178.12.1/ 2095.14.74 1657.5.4 2961.4.10 
----" AccuRnTE 'crrrAL As -ý -- r- -- - _--- -r 

?E AC UNT ENTRIES 
- -- "-- --i ---' -- -- -- 

w 
ý_-. _... -' - ---- -'--' T 

1790-1 1791-2 1792-3 1793-4 1794-5 1795-6 1796-7 1797-8 1798-9 1799-1600 

ýR: INaiýi zxc0 .. - - - -- ---- - ---- - - 
RENTS 1169.0.35 1153.13.3 1244.9.34 1360.19.91 1240.4.54 1291.3.0 1225.2.75 1314.4.114 1207.10.10 1320.18.7 

FZNLS MR LEASES '--- -----. -- 
FREEDOMS 16.13.4 116.0.0 43.15.0 53.13.4 

--- 
15.13.4 

- 
61.0.0 12.6.8 26.8. 30 . 0.0 49.6.8 

__ . . - -.. _ . --- _-. __ý 
1TI0N5 R ESONF . e . AGISTMENr OF ---- 

111E_EASTCROFT ---_ 10.17.9- r_ i. _4.10f _fl, 1L2_ 0.12.1 _1Q. 2. 4.10.11 2.17.9 
COURT/MISC. FINES 

-- "' - - e 
ARREARS 

` 

ý - 
I7 25.19.0 25.5.8 7.11.9 63.1.8 31.17.0 56.9.8 69.4.0ý 18.6.2 

OMCIML WARDSN S 
BA SE. ; 13.6.10 9.2.4 
LATE BRIDGE ASTER'S 
= LPNCE 670. 

--'ý - LAC CHA?.. BERLAIN'g 

EX^'RAORDINARY INCOME 
- _ 

SALES 
- -_ 

262.2.0 747.1.1 SOO_ 0.0 
_-ý 

1414_0.0 470.2.6 

LOANS a ANNUITIES 
"--- -i------ 

1300.0.0 1300.0.0 
-- ---- - -- --- 'ý 

261.0.0 
--ý -- - -ý` 

CHARITIES PAID IN ý ES P 
- I- - -"- 

[, O NATIONS 6 LEVIES 
- __ ---- - 

iý 
- ý--_" ----'Y^ý -f - INVESTMENT RETURNS 30.0.0___ 6.10.0 

FS. 1'URNS ON CHARITIES 1. "_-ýi. O : 
__X6.. 

0 Q_ 
_6. -Q. 

ý_9G... ß. SL. 
ý14ýi. 

ý Q... 
- 

106 Q. QýýQý""Q, 
"ý'1 

124iß Q 

MISCELLANEOUS 0.8.9. 18.9.3 97.3.4 11.8.0 15.14.0 6.2.4 9.11.5 0.13.4 21.10.0 

15.4 0.0 21.13.5 
M_ AL - IN ACCqýNL 1567.0.14 2780.4.8'; 
CUPWIE TXYPAL A5 

2964.19.5 ß 4114.14.1011592.14.1P1 2125.1,10 1656.18.85 2982.13,84 1429.0.65 2268.10.6 
- ---- -- 

Lf 
_ACCOUNT 

FNTRI EF, 
-; 

«n «« ««_".. « 1429.0.0', 
.«. _ 
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...... ý.. ý 1900-1 1801-2 1802-3 1803-4 1804-5 1805-6 1806-7 1807-8 1808-9 1809-10 

RDLNABX. IUCOME 
ý 

--- --- -- ----- ---. - ý- - __ -- ---- "-- 
Nýg 1413.0.10 1382.2 3 1450.7.6. 1455.15.5 1684.7.6 1784.5.9 1745.12.0 1755.11.9 1839.12.10 2259.14.10 

INES FOR LEASES _ - -- '- -- . F _- - ------ - -- - - - .- 

EDOMyq_- 6.8 275.0.0 
----- 

114.0.0 90.13.4 153.6.8 
ý-- 

11.0.0 
- 

77.3.4 36.16.8 8_ 6.8 
- 

10.0.0 ý 

TIGNS f °R1' .. -- - , L E%O 
AGISTMENT OF --- -- ---- --r 

EASTCROFP HE 2 9.3.5 31.1130 11.0.6 37.0.4 
. T 

COURT/MISC. FINES_ I 

I 

I5 
74- 9-9 

ARREARS L-87.4.6 62_19^l0 64.9.54 64.11.3 ' 85.11.1 248. 
_4.0 

148.6.3 74.0.5 161.7.3y 39.6.6 
i3ARb N'S tiGOL r 

BAL. WJCE 
LATE BRIDGEP'ASTER'S 

BALANCE i --- ----- = -- "' - -- --- - -"- -- --' -- 
' 

LATE CHAMBERLAIN'S ---- ý 
71.7.05' 

-- 
300.4.10 

---- 

EXTRAORDINARY 

ISA1Eg- 31.10.0 2.15.0 
±1 

684.4.0 977.0.6 388.19.3 ' 714.19.6 1888.8.8 2961.13.0 

LOANS a ANNUITIES 2,3 O- 
I 

100_12-0.800 n_O 1- 

AAITIES PAID IN 
+ 

DONATIONS a LEVIES- 
__ _ý- 

I, 

INVESTMENT RETURNS 74.7.11 214.10.1 35 12.8 86.8.0 61.8.1 61.5.11 148.5.0 
1 

8.0.0 10.0.0 4.14.0 

RETURNS ON CHARITIES 96_0 0 1 96.0.0 96.0.0 96.0.0 144.14.9 116.0.0 116.0.0 116.0.0 116.0.0 166.0.0 

MISCEt, LANEOUS 1.6.3 3.11.3 14.1 .6 
¶NDESIGNATED 

e TOTAL - "N ACCOUNT 1969.2.1 2119.3.6 2064.3 . 1 793.8. O' 4314.18.4' 3023.12.7 1 2847.11.5 ' 3653_4.11 4.11 14195.13.2 6237.9.11 
ACCURATE TOTAL AS 
PE? AC UNT ENTRIES w 

- 
w 

-- 

. _ _ 
w-- w 

_--I ^w -ý- 
w 

-- 

ý ý ý 
ý w w 

--- - ---' _ -- -°- -- --- - ----- - -- -- - -1'-------' - 

NOTTINGHAM 1810-1 1811-2 1612-3 1813-4 1814-5 1815-6 1816-7 1817-8 1818-9 1819-20 

RENTS 2394.13.6 2499; 17.64- 2499_19.7 2413.10.1 2360.17,10 470.17.3 2472.2426.14.4 

roFS FOR LEASES - --- ------ - --- 
FREEnOMS _----- -. _ 

170.10.0 8,6.8 91.16.8 137.6.8 70.13.4 262.13.4 69.68 36.16.8 

EXONMATIONS 
AGISTENT OF 16.2.7 11.12.3 18.1.4 27.15.6 29.10.6 21.0.6 17.1.6 33.2.0 38,14.6 20.17.6 ZM ZASTCROFT. .---_ --- -1- 
COURT/MISC. FINES I 68.9,6 32.14.6 161.5.0 151 17 O600I 16 616 6 4R. 11- 
ARREARS 154 _15,3 173 25F 1 118 150.1_9 5 .18 81,6,7 147.1 4.6 CN66LWARDEN'S --- 3+ S 

DAJ, ANLQE 
LATE BRIDGEtASTER'S 

B: 1LANCE 
LATE CHAMBERLAIN'S --- 

EX? RAORDINARY INCOME 

SALES__ 
_ 

628.0.0 120_0.0 
I- 

693.18.10 24_2_l11106 8.9 1352.2.0 92.19.3 79.5.0 27 4.14,1 

LOANS & ANNUITIES 
-h-! 

4500.6.8 3750.0.0 14210.0.0 ; 2140.0.0 2560.0.0 : 2490.0.0 1766.0.0 

CHARITIES PAID IN 

DONATIONS I LEVIES 
_ -- _ 

247.10.0 185.19,11 

INVESTMENT RETURNS (-----`-'"--- ... _-__. i 
37,16.0 7,16.0 

40. r- 
RE URNS ON CHARITIES 80.0.0 5.18.6 

t, aC IANFOUS 0.11.3 1 2.0,0 69.16.6 0.13.1/ 1.17.8} 10.0.0 17,7,7 13.18.8; 1 
. 
5, O ]6 15,6 

'??? Mk - IN ACilTr- i 3513.3133.10.1 294 ,. 0.3ý' 8280.17.7 6470. '. 4%' 7162,6,5 y 6284.1j2.. 24 543E, 2. gý! 2ý214ýi AC(I)RATE TLYVAL AS I 
, ß. 

_? 
tom, 

UüaYT_ENTSitS-_ i 
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nOTTINGHAM 1020-1 1821-2 1822-3 1823-4 1824-5 1825-6 1826-7 1827-8 1828-9 1829-30 

QrLiJlüiX INCOME _ -_ 

-_ 

_- ----" . 

V-__ 

--"--' 

LI 

--- ------ 
RENTS 2708.18.5 2766.19.9 2806.13_10 2826.10.9 2865.10.25 3174.10.8'13141.9.25 3491.18,11 3684.19.10 3580.18.11 

FL4:: S FOR LEA; SS 

----- 

-- 

ý- 
- -- - 

FREEDOMS-- 
__- 

179. O. O 25.6.8 20.13.4 115.0.0 23.0.0 9.6.8 I 16.6.8 11.13.4 18.6.8 22.0.0 

Ex0: RATIONS 
----. ---- 

I. 
--- -- --_-ý _ AGISTMENT OF 

20.19.6 17.14.6.30: 11.6 30.10.0 13.9.6 8.19.0 19.0.6 THE. EBSTCROFT. _ 
I21.2.6' 22.12_6 

. 
25, 

'j, 
6 

COURT/MISC. FINES 41.16.6 43.1.3 i 104.9.0 51.0.0 120.4.0 L61.12.6 58.0.0 50.18.6 51.19.6 50.7.0 
L10.14.2 

422s16.0 
_26ß_i 

824: 1-SSi_9ýQ_ 21 19.6 30.16.0 47.10.3 32.11.4 47,15.8 ARREARS 
gfk- SCHOLL WAZEN 15 -----r -T- 
BALAN LCE 
LATE BRIDGEMASTER'S" ý"ý_---- --i 

O. 4LISJCF. 239. E 0. Q- "- - ---- a ._ __. _.. - - --- -- -"---'-- 

I- 

I. A E CHAMBERLAIN'S _ý- 

RA n"J ' 
-I 

1555.5.34 206.15.11 

EXTRAORDINARY INCOME 
--__ 

I-ý- I__ 
-y, 

_- 

St±LES 583.16.2 
1r2423.6.0 993.2.6 6052.4,0 639.4.2 4483.16.0 2887.12.0 349.0.0 118.0.0 1835,10.0 

LOAt7S ANNUITIES 24QQ- 0.0 200_0_0_" 
_ ___. 

0.0 2510 L 910.0.0 1200.0_0 2500.0,0 6750.0.0 

CHARITIES PAID IN 
- -- -- _-I - 

l_-- 
i 

DONATIONS LEVIES 5.19.0 254.10.3 575.0.0 
1602.10.0 

INVESTMENT RETURNS 

^ý ^ ^" w^-T'cc 
T 

(15, 
_0,0 

10.0.0 37,0.0 1 25- 0.0 34-18.0 62.10.0.59.6.0 50.0.0 

inLýuiuva vr. ýru+na aano 
"-- 

ý_LY . 11.0 4. "1.9 
-1 . _-- 

f- 
^ ý 

MISCEL tACgOU5 _.. __-_ _7.18.0 
67 3_0 12.0.0 

-- --ý----- 
187.17.3 

! - 
111.0.2 24.4.6 10.13.0 0.5.6 

- -- 
0.10.0 

- 
UNDESIGNATF. D 

i ý 
ý 

5.19.0 
kWLrWAL 

- IN ACCOUNT 6296.17. 8281.5_2 449911.7 10998.2.7 '6758.1.10'7929.15.0h 8338.11.116414.14. '7076.17.10 0 12562.18. 
ACURATE TOTAL AS I 

ý 

_ r -------- 
PA c£s+m F MW w x w 

-j-- 
w wwww 

4- 
-- ----- - -- 

w 

'---- 

: jOT1'INGHAH 
r 

1830-1 1831-2 1832-3 1833-4 1834-5 1835-6 

RZINARY INCOM_-_- 

REN1S 1.7 4233.1o. 9 4238.155.4 1346.19M? 

FINES FOR LEASES 

14.13,4 18. 7 

E CNE8ATIONS .- . -" "_ ? GISTMENT OF 
EAS: CROFT. 

._. __. T1IE 26.15.6 19.0.6 22.0.0 8.16.6 15.14.6 
_. 

COURT/MISC. FINES 43.0.0 45.0.0 53.4.6 40.1.0 54.18.0 26.18.61 
1 

ARREARS 
- 

20.1.111 80.12.6 36.16.2 71.17.1 32.9-. 0 
tcHWE GAI N' 5 tE 

B4ANcE 
LATE BRIDCEMASTER'3 

AL. - NCE: 
LATE CHAMBERLAIN'S 

I' 364.1 7! 1 5 

EXTRAORDINARY INCOME 

SALES_ 1210.17.0 1808.4.0 1290.12.5 122.17,6 728.15.0 1027.3.9 
1 1 

LOANS I ANNUITIES 1480.0. C 442.11.0 2020.0.0 

CHARI_T_I_ES PAID IN 
_ 

TýON A'PIONS 6_LEVIES 157.10.0 112.10.0 52.0.0 ý 55_ 10.0 91.0.9 

INVC3TMENT RETURNS 7.10. 332.15.0 63.0.6 I. 0.0 140.14.9 332.4.5 

RETURNS ON CHARITIES 

MISCELLANEOUS 0.9. -- 0.10.0 

lY4H 7 7A1 - IN ACCQgN1' 7170,11. 0701_13.7 r? bi. 12.0 5%2.15.1 7791,16.7 2874.6.7 
1 

Ar �NJ TE 1". ri'AL AS ýý 

nccnuh^P E: 115 j 
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Appendix IC 

Analysis ofCivic Income. YOR1 1660 to 1835, 

There remain at York two sets of Chamber Accounts: the draft 

Account books listing income and expenditure as the, Chamberlain 

dealt with it during his year of office (CAD), and the account 

rolls, constituting the final account in sutiarized form, of the 

year's dealings, balanced and audited using the vouchers which 

the Chamberlain retained during his year of service. The audited 

rolls are almost complete for the period from 1660 to 1835, with 

only a few years missing, although some, particularly, for the 

early nineteenth century, have become unclear or quite illegible 

through the action of damp. 

The rolls were made up under standard headings which changed 

only slightly throughout the one hundred and seventy five years. 

After a detailed inventory of Chamber plate and charitable 

bequests held in trust by the Mayor, and Aldermen, the Account 

proper began with the entry "Treasures in the Coffers". This 

consisted principally of money received from the late Chamberlain 

as the balance of his account. Occasionally however it included 

also any balance received from the City Steward, and at odd times, 

Miscellaneous items in the nature of exoneration fines-from the 

Chamberlains or "2 bank notes worbh £26-to be retained ---- to prove 

commission of bankrupt". Only with the use of the Account books 

can the exact constituent parts of this sum be determined. By 1690 

"Treasures in the Coffers" was only occasionally filled in, the 

Chamberlains" balance being included with rents or casual receipts. 

From 1777 there was a revival in the use, of this heading, but by 

1829 it had again dropped out of use. 
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The next item in both the rolls and account books was the 

rental income. This comprised money handed to the Chamberlain 

by the City Steward or Receiver who acted as the rent collector. 
The Receiver maintained his own accounts, few of which survive. 
In these he debited himself for the income received from rent;, 

arrears, fines for leases and other minor receipts and credited 
himself with the rents owing to him, assessments paid on'the 

city lands, his salary and the amount of money which he had 

passed to the Chamberlain through the year. The balance was then 

paid by him to the Chamberlain at some stage during that, or a 

succeeding, financial year.; ' 

The rent received by the Chamberlain therefore fluctuated 

according to the number of extra expenses for which the 'Receiver 

might be called to pay, and according also to the promptness with 

which the Receiver passed over the balanee of his account. Moreover, 

the details from the Account books illustrate'that for many years 
during the first half of the-eighteenth century, the Chamberlain 

accounted within his rental income for many other items in addition 
to rents. In 1705 he included £194'. 13s. 4d received for taxed costs 
in a law suit, for f. 160 paid by Sterne as a Charitable bequest, and 
£30.7s. 9d for the late-Chamberlain% balance. In 1707 the rental 
income was recorded on the rolls as £518.6s. 8d, but the Account 

books reveal that this sum included £53.6s. 8d for the Chamberlains' 

exoneration money. Thii"intermingling of items is found on numerous 
occasions at this period and it is only with the use of the more 
detailed account books'that the entries can be clarified. Where, 

therefore, the-'account books exist and are of a reliable nature, 
they have been used to break down the entries on the Chamber toll. 
The resulting figures have been used to create the detailed analysis 
of income which follows. It has not in all instances been possible 
to break down the entries on the rolls. In some cases the account 
books do not remain, in others they have been inadequately filled 
in and since they were not audited until later in the period many do 
not tally with the final audited chamber roll. In many cases this 
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may only be ,a result of the exclusion of . 
late-. transactions, 

for example the omission of the balance fron the Receiver 

at the close of the year, and insuch cases the books can still 

be successfully, utilized. 

The next item accounted by the Chamberlain consisted 

of fines received from the Sessions and Wardmote Courts. This 

entry is generally straightforward but in the analysis which 

follows-it has-been extended, to. include all miscellaneous fines 

and hallFrents. Again on<occasions the roll entry has been 

augmentod`by the use of the Account books to identify the fines 

which have been entered by the Chamberlain as "casual receipts". 

The "casual receipts" as entered by the Chamberlain 

constituted undöübtedly the most amorphous of all his sections. 

Since divisions existed for most other forms of income it would be 

natural to assume. that, casual receipts consisted only ofl income of 

an extraordinary -' -_. acommon-nature, such-as proceeds from sales, 

loans or charitable bequests. On the2 contrary however, not only 

do the above mentioned sometimes occur within the Chamberlains' 

accounts as 'rents',; but those items for which there was already 

a specific subdivision within the Chamberlain's account, regularly,, 
r_ 

occur within the-orbitof-'casual receipts'. Thus exoneration 

fines, -payments for the freedom, and chanter balances, were regularly 

entered as casual receipts. For any meaningful analysis of civic 

income to. be made it. is therefore essential that the ChamT2. erlain's 

"casual- receipts" category be broken down as much as possible and 

some re-grouping effected. Where the Chamber account book remains 

this can be to a large extent achieved, but where no further details 

remain the existence of unidentifiable casual receipts inevitably 

and-irrevocably distort the accounts as presented in the table below. 

(viz. 1669/70; 1670/1; 1673 to 1675). 

In addition to the above entries the Chaßberlain used 

categories for exoneration fines received and for freedom monies 

taken. The former consisted invariably of the fines received from 
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The Chamberlains (£6.13s. 4d each) and usually the additional 

fines received for exoneration from other Civic Offices. 

Howbver where these fines were paid in instalments they were 

often entered as "casual receipts" and indeed, during the 

earlier period, it is not unusual to find these entire payments 

within his category. Where possible these and the partial 

payments have been extracted and placed in the exonerations 

section in the table. 

The entries for Freedom monies remained generally rather 

more distinct in the Chamberlains' account, being entered as, 

casual receipts only when payment was made in part.. These 

payments have been included with freedoms in the table below, 

together with fines paid by unfree labourers and others for 

permission to trade, except for the period from 1752 to. 1717 

when they have been included with fines. 

Thus, the following table attempts to rearrange the items 

of civic income into compartments which are more watertight and' 

which, lend themselves better to 'analysis of the nature and amounts 

of-civic income at York itself and in comparison with the other 

boroughs in this'study. The analysis inevitably falls short of 

infallibility being hampered by the incompleteness and inaccuracies 

of the Chamber account books and subjectivity in its presentation. 
Nevertheless it-is clear from the foregoing notes' that they give a 

much more accurate and detailed view of civic income over the period 

1660 to, 1835 than the audited Chamber-rolls, and are necessary for 

any real indication of the financial dealings of the Corporation. 

Most of the categories appearing in the-table are self explanatory. 
In addition to those discussed above there appear several others. 
Fines for leases appear infrequently, since such payments were 

generally absorbed in the Receivers' Accounts. "Investment Returns" 

record returns on money invested or loaned, together with the 

principal repayments. The very large sums appearing in this category 
between 1815 and 1822 arose, chiefly, from interest and principal on 
Civic money held by the Ouse Bridge Trustees. The annual premium 
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received on the civic money held. by; the Grimston Turnpike trust 

has not been included here, but has been entered instead with 

rental income, since after 1790 the premiums received are not 

recorded separately by the Chamberlain and cannot therefore be 

ascertained with certainty bo have been paid each year. 
"Returns on Charities" denotes similar interest and rents arising 

from the Brust monies held by the Corporation. 

The distinction between "undesignated" income and "miscellaneous' 

income has been considered important, the former arising from 

insufficient information in the accounts. The latter comprise;, 

generally, an accumulation of small sums of little note, those 

of more significance being noted with other special features by 

date in the list preceeding the table. Where no entries occur in 

the table under particular dates this indicates that no account 

remains, or that. it is badly damaged. 

The totals at the bottom of the tables indicate the sum total 

stated by the Chamberlain in his audited account and the sum total 

of entries recorded in the tables presented here as taken from the 

Chamberlains books and rolls. Where these do not tally the error 
has, at times, been bound ti lie in the Chamberlain's account 
itself; at other times it has arisen from faults in transcription 

or in categgrization. Every attempt has been made to remove errors 

of the latter varieties, but despite a great deal of re-checking 

some have still proved elusive. Each account requires the sifting 

and categorizing of hundreds of entries in the Chamber account- 

books, and, reluctantly, it has been considered that where such 

errors are of small amount they must now be left to stand, being 

clearly indicated-in the totals. 

Notes: - 

1663/4 Exonerations: - The figure may be inaccurate, for part 
of the payment in the CAB from Metcalfe Robinson for 

Aldermanic exemption has been lost. He paid the full 

sume, in this year, but two entries are missing from 

the account totalling together £71. One is for the 

remainder of Robinson's. -xemption,, and. the other for 

the balance of a sale. 
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66 65/6 : Exonerations: -r The, Chamberlain's money is not 
included, and receives no mention in the CAB. 

Although it is unlilcely. that, it -remained unpaid. 

1666/7 Chamberlai'n's balan'ce: -' The remaining 13O0 of 

the late Chamberlain's balance was used to repay 

the löan` of 1665/6. 

1672 to 1677 ' For these years no CAB remain and 'thus` the 

"casual receipts" in the roll cannot be broken 

down. In consequence, the entry here under 

exonerations is incomplete, representing only the 

Chamberlains' fines and the "undesignated" category 
is large. This occurs also in 1669/70; 1670/1. 

ý, 

1681/2 Chartties: - Rents for Ald. Vatson's gift £6.8s. Od and 

11111 and Dawson's gffts £10.12s. 1d. ' 

1683/4 Miscellaneous: - £60 from Jas. Waller "for his'Atturney's 

place" on'Ouse Bridge; and £14.6s. 4d"from Mr. K. itchingham". 

1687/8 Miscellaneous: - £15.16s. 51d "in the Lord Mayor's hands" 

1688/9 Rents: - Fron the Receiver's Accounts it is apparent that 

he handed to . the Chamberlain £671.9s. 1d.. In addition jtha 

late Chamberlain's balance was£66.19s. 91d, so £351.9s. lid 

remains unaccounted. It pay-. have been used for old debts 

or to complete the°purchase of Mint Yard. 

1691/2 Miscellaneous: - E90 being Mr. Thompson`s fine paid by 

Mr. Watson. 

- 
J, 

1692/3 MMiscellaneous; --£88.6s. 0d,. for barrels of "powther" sold. 
1693/4 Miscellaneous: - £66 for gun powder. 

1697%8 Returns on Charities: - Watson's and Turner's gifts are no; 
longer entered, the money presumably being transferred 
direct from lessee to charitable purpose,, 

, ti 
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1699/1700 Undesignated: £70 "of Mr Towne's". 

1703/4 Miscellaneous: - Balance of Ald. Pecket's "public 

account" £132.12s. ld. Pecket was Lord [ayor in 1702. 

1705/6 Levies: - } £194.13s. 4d. costs' of a* suit 

1706/7 Miscellaneous: - Balance of A1d. Redman's account £l. 4s. 21d 
- -- (late Lord Mayor) 

1707/8 Miscellaneous; - £100 paid by J. Thompson and"Mr. Calvert 

"for suffering Ambrose Beckwith to escape out of custody of 

Conyers Bellwood". 

1708/9 Investment Returns: - '£200 lent to Snow for the manufactory 

of which £50 was given to the Blue Coat Boys. 

Donations: - £70, a free'gift to the City from Geo. Pivkering. 

1713/14 Donations: - £57 from Benson, * for City and i for Blue coat 
Schools in lottery tickets. 

1714/15 Investment returns: - 1 year 9 months return on class lottery 

for city and schools. After this date the city's portion 

only was received. 

1720/1 Investment returns: - Lottery returns since, -1717 

1722/3 Rent: -- £66.3s. 7d for fishing in the OUse, £40 for the 

Butter Standard, £1 rent for-the poor of St. Anthony's; 

6s. 8d for the repair of Horse fair Causey. 

1726/7 Investment returns: - £12.10a. 6d. interest in total- 
received. but £9.10s. Od-thereof was allowed for wine and 
£3 only therefore was entered in the account. 

1727/8 Rents: - Calculated from CAB. The, Chamberlain accounted, 
twice for the £40 rent of the Butter market. 
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1729/30 'Donations: - £5.3s. 4d from Sun Fire Insurance towards 

clothing the firemen. 

1730/1- Rents: -- f51. Ss. dd more was received from, the Steward 

but not accounted for because it was used to pay 
J. Robinson "in full. for purchase of his land at 
Fawdington + interest". 

1734/5 Total: - The. accountant. omitted, £2.15s. Od in his income 

account and added it to, his balance. This sum has been, 

included here. 

1738/9 Exonerations: - Chamberlains' fines for 1736.1737,1738 

with £13.6s. 8d p. a.; Abated '., E120plus 
-other exonerations 

and with £5 deducted for one of the Chamberlains "who 

is ad., to dye insolvent". 

1743/4 Levies: - £30 costs of,, a suit. 

1747/8 Chamberlain's balance: - Actual balance wasE'-. 8. los. 6d, but 

he was given a reduction of £5"for his trouble collecting 

rents after Wilson's death". 

1749/50 Miscellaneous: - Money found in Mary Hesle's lodging when 
she was committed to gaol for 

. theft , 
£73. ßs_. 6 ý. d 

1751/2 Miscellaneous: -E25 part payments of £25 by two men, 
probably for freedoms or charity. bonds. 

1752/3 to 1777/8 Fines: - .t 
All fines to trade were placed. by. the Chamberlain with 
Hall rents and are therefore included with fines in this 
table. 

,.. 

1760/61 Miscellaneous: - £150 from Lund on his being elected one 
of the Attornies of the Sheriff's court on OJse Bridge. 
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1767/8 Interest: - on money held in Crimston tolls £12.10s. Od 
4 year and £19. lis. 6d a part year. Hereafter £25 per annum 

1768/9 Chamberlains' balance: -- Part from late Chamberlain, 

rest (£23.4s. 8d) from Chamberlain for 1762/3. 

1771/2 Donations*. - £5.5s. Öd Lord St'afford to the races; 

£200 each for office of Poothonotory and Wool weigher. 

1'773/44 Donations: - £15.15s. Od, Duke of Leeds three years to 
York plate'for races; £2.14s. 6d Bootham Ward subscription. 

1776/7 Levies: - Costs of suit from unfree traders. 

17 Freeadoms: - From this data, fines to trade received in 

considerable amounts in many years, and now entered with 
Freedoms. 

Donations: - £20 towards re-erecting the Butter Standard 
from St-Martin cum Gregory pariah. £5.5s. Od each from 

Duke of Leeds and Earl Strafford to the races. 

1778/9 Donations: - £5.5s. Od now generally given each year to the 

races, and_after. 1781 £10.10s. 0d. 

1786/7 Donations: - E50 Mrs. Corney towards the repair of Thursday 
Market Cross. 

1790/1 Miscellaneous: - £34.29.6d sales of convicts'goods 

1800/01 Investtaent returns: - ' , £212.13s. 6d from-corn committee being 

part of £300 advanced to them by the corporation. 

1807/8 Miscellaneous: - 9 shillings overcharged in last account. 

Big 



1810/11 Investment returns: - £81 interest on Ouse Bridge 

tolls. Received with principal repayments - all 

years now until 1822/3. 

1811/12 Miscellaneous: - £33.6s. 8d subscription to York volunteers. 

Chamberlain's balance: - £17.17s. Od short because of 
"Pontefract notes". 

1815/16 Donations: - £80 to Thursday Market Cross. 

1817/18 Levies: - Ouse Bridge commissioners, compensation for 

damage to a house £200. 

1818/19 Donations: - subscriptions to the races from the wards 

£107. Further compensation £200. 

1822J3 Levies: - Taxed costs in law suit f446.10s. Od. 

1823%4 Miscellaneous: - £35.7s. Od. A convict's money 

1825/6 Miscellaneous: - £1,000 "Money in the funds" xie in the 
black box? ) 

1826/7 Chamberlain's balance: - Two £26 Bank notes to be retained 

to prove commission of bankruptcy. 

1828/9 Charities-t- £183.19s. 6d Money in the funds invested for 

charitable purposes and dividends on stock invested for 

2829/30 Miscelleaneous: - Dividends on Townetd's debt 

1830/31 Miscellaneous It 

1831/2 Miscellaneous: - Stipends accumulated during the rebuilding 
of Middleton's hospital. 

1833/4 Investment: -Principal and interest an Garraby Turnpike £525. 
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APPENDIX IC 

Analysis of Civic Income 1660 to 1835 

YORK 1660-1 1661-2 16E. 2-3 1663-4 1664-5 1665-6 1666-7 1667-A 166A-Q IRAQ-7n 

ORDINARY INCOME 

RENTS 5S. 7.101 315.13.4 450.19s5 370 4A1- F_10 48 
-- --- --` - 

FINES FOR LEASES 3.6.8 

FREEC, OMS y 
77.6.8 

_98.19_6 
76.15.8 I'll 11-A RA IA 77.., 

", 
1.4 81.... J. $_ 

" 
EXONERATIONS 53.6.8 53.6.8 266.13.4 68.6.8 173.6.8 163.6.8 153.6.8 46.13.4 

COURT/MISC. FINES 
r 

ARREARS 

2.6.6 3.0.0 } 

83. O. 0 

7.16.4 

6.0.0 

48.18.5 

27.3.4 

15.16.0 8.3.2 12.11.3 

TNCF' 1S5.13.1_i t 
ta7InF 

`ýý 

--I 
1 

(LATE 
AECEý7iýR $? Ni 

( 1' 41- Q-Q 160.16.3- 
- LATE CHAMBERLAIN'S 

BALANCE 
_ 

` f 
235_ B_Q jS4_ _7 

-- 

S 11 n Rf In n 

ý 

A7. S 

EXTRAORDINARY INCOME i 

SALES_ 10.0.0 I ; 71.0.0 32 0. 
(i 

7.0 1 

$ ennarrZTZES LOANS 
I1 

Sn_ n _n 

i 
300 O O 100- p 

PAID IN CHARITIES 
f ... 

j 

DONATIONS LEVIES b I 1.1.8 4.15.6 
-ý 

INVESTMENT RETURNS 
__ 

I 
4.0.0 2.5.0 0.0 

RETURNS ON CHARITIES 

MISCELLANEOUS 8.9.8 7.10.0 11.15.8 0.13.4 

UNDESIGNATED 

SUM TOTAL - IN ACCOUNT 651.5.9 725.15.10 11048.6.3 930.14.3 n/e 1221.5.9 955.15.7 917.17.1 
ACCURATE TOTAL AS 
PER ACCOUNT 

, 
I I  iw 

YORK 1670-1 1671-2 1 x71) -14 1 AlI-w , 1, e_. ..,. . ---- - "--- - ---- - ---- 

ORDINARY INCOME I 
_! 

ME g 421.18.1 445.6.6 400.0.0 410.0.0 ý 420.0.0 300.0.0 648.3.84 447.0.0 42S- 

FINES FOR LEASES !ý 
_ 

I 
S. 0.0 

FREEIlOMS y_ 80.3.4 
_112.10,0 57.0.0 179.6.8 85.1E-a at. nn az ,i e tta_ ne 

EXONERATIONS 53,6.8. 
t�_, 

1 203.6.8 278.6.8 53.6. B 53.6.8 53.6.8 53.6.8 
, __ 

258.6.0 313.6.8 

COURT/MISC. FINES 4.8.3 3.6.11,7.0.0 5.13.1 27.17.6 13.1.7 9.8.0 

ARREARS 

N COFFERS 313.5.4 564.2.11. M. 0.10 138.16.0', 91.19.4 

' 101 17 2 LATe_RECEVER S BALANCE . . 131. 5.4 
LATE CHAMBERLAIN'S 

100.17.. 5 HALINCE 270.4.6 260.2.10 

EXTRAORDINARY INCOME 
ý - -T 

SALES 2.0.0 

LOANS a_AUNVjuES ", 
T , 

CHARITIES PAID IN !! 
" 

DONATIONS I LEVIES 41.0.0 

INVESTMENT RETURNS S. C. 0 4.10.0 
3.10.0 

RETURNS ON CHARITIES + 5.0.0 

MISCELLANEOUS 

ntanrslcNATEC. 
_ 

450.14. ICI 
. o ,o znz lt R 

SUM. TOrAL - IN ACC01INT 1201. Tý 1004.14.7 111(A. 1G. 8 12-, 10.9.9 11110.14.8 11077.9.2 -"----- 
1403.11.4 +1170.11.3 1091.16.7 ACCURATE TOTAL AS 

PER ACCOU=ZU!. RlkZ- 
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YORK 16ßO-1 1(. R1-? 1682-1 1681-4 1hAe_5 trua_r. I..., . ...,. . . I.... .. . -.... 

ORDINARY INCOME 
__, - ý-. - {( --ý 

t 
--. .. - ^_ 

- _- -- 

RErrrs J_ 
°00, O. O 500. O. O L. 

ý 
E00. O. O 701.10.0 6,0. O. O 

I 
_ __ ý, _ __ 

^' 'Q0.0 ý, 
__ r o. o. o 0 

FINES FOR LEASES 
__L, _,,,. . __ _.. _... ý. _ ._ý. . 

` `_ 
RE'r. DOMS F 

82.13.4 134.6.8 
... 

125.0.0-1 85.13.4 179.0.0 ' 197.0.0 71.10.0 116.0.0 
ý _ 

EX0: 7ERATIONS 248.6.8 
I 

S3.6.8 153.6.0 
j 

153.6.8 377.6.8 
_ _- A 

268.6.8 S3.6.8 53.6.8 

COURT/MISC. FINES 
_^20.0.4; 

ý ! 2.18.4 
T; 

8.13.1 1 19.9`2 3.17ýýý_ 
-`_ .01.1.0 1. §ýQ 

ARREARS 
I 

IN C4M. B£. ___. _11Q. 
12.34' ý4.9 

_ 
LAZ'. °. 

_RECEIVER'. 
ý$ALANC Fý 80.12.5 64.15.1 63.0.3 1_. 4.11! 

_ 
28.19.1 14.5.0 

LA CHP. MBERIAIN'S 
Bgt, ýrýCE 124.1.84 186.9.9i 193.9.101 80.4. t11 

_ 
62.17.44 16.19.9 " 

EXTRAORDINARY INCOME 

SALES 20. O. O 
rý 

ýiý 
_ -- 

72.0.0 
I i -_ ýi-- 

LOANS JXj1jUTTT F. S 
___y, 150_ n_n f - 

CHARITIES PAID IN 
.. 

i 
.. 

I ' 500. O. O ' 

DONATIONS & LEVIES 

INVESTMENT RETURNS ! 154.4.0 a 86,10.0 1.10.0 1.10.0 1 

RETUR! 1S ON CHARITIES 
- 

I 
17. O. 1 

r 
t 

- 

_ 

MISCELLANEOUS 
'i, I 

74.6.4 60.0 OF 21.14.94' 
-_ 

341 3 4 
4j _ 

UNCESIGNATED . . 350.0.0 
f ýT-' 

SUM TOTAL - IN ACCOUNT 
l 

1229.18.6 ; 1169.7.9ý 1224.14.7}11292.5.8 11503.3.0ý 
1119.10.61' 
`_ 

1276.4.34 1027.2.5 ! 1185.3.2 

T Ll6 7 4ý 
ý I ( 

--r ----- -r-- -- 
wnI"o &S- PER A000Z N -EA1T1L ._ , ý_ý r ý 

YORK 1690-1 1691-2 1692-3 1693-4 1694-S 1695-6 1696-7 1697-8 1698-9 1699-1700 

ORDINARY INCOME 

RENS 420.18.6 755.10.11 392.7.9 582.2.2 651.18.2 514.9.4 435. '0.0 590.0.0 
-' 

550.0.0 
i- 

FINES FOR LEASES 
---ý --- 

FREED0 u 121.13.4 94.13.4 i 115.0. + 
^- 

25,0.0 91.0.0 91.0.0 ,. . 
21.0.0 91.0.0 60.13.4_ 

EXONERATIONS . 
53.6.8 53.6.8 

1 
310.6.8 1 53.6.8 113. (. 8 163.6.8. 111.16.8 253.6.8 506.10.8 _ 53.6.8 

COURT/MISC. FINES 
- 1.6.10,1.2.3 4: 10.1 1.12.81 8.1.6 1.2.0 3.12.0 

ý 
ARREARS 

IN CQyr'E S 

IJýTF RECEIVER'S BALANCES 
LATE CHAMBERLAIN'S 
BALANCE 

EXTRAORDINARY INCOME 

SALES ii ' 

LOANS i-MQLuj=S 150.0.0 

CHARITIES PAID IN 

)NATIONS & LEVIES 

IN%TSTNEhT RETURNS 

RETURNS ON CHARITIES ! 11.0.017.0.0 17.0.0 11.0.0 11.0.0 17. O. 0 

MISCELLANEOUS 90.0.0 I as. (,. 0 (6.0.0 

ftNP1-P1ýNATF. D 170.0.01 f. b. ft-O i 
~ 

0.11.4 70.0.0 

SUM '11, ): AL - IN ACCOVW -ý- T 
17 5,41. 

-_994,, 
a3,; 23 0.5 913.1ý3k 857.17.938.10.10 

-- ' 
579,18,8 1)54,18.8 

'--' 
734.0.0 

ACCIiRATE TOTAL AS - -ý" ý----"---- ` -'--'- - 
PLR ac c - 

It" 
--_---r 

i 
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YORK 1 7rn_1 1 7f, r_2 17r, )_A 17nz_A 17nA-S 17n, _r. 17nc. _7 17r7_R 17na_11 17n9-10 

ORDINARY INCOME 

NTS 386. O. 0 5(, o. 0.0 412_ O_O 461. 3F0,15.5 419.19.11ýi465_ 0. O 350.10.11 32Z: 1.3_. 6 FFI 

FIt+E3 FOR LEASES 

JFREEDOMS 
IEXONERATIONS 

T 
163.13.4 37.13.1 

_-! 
717.6.8 

{ 
180.0.0 506.13.4 

29.6.0 

143.6.8 

212.0.0 149.0.0 

153.6.8 
. 
213; 6.8 . 

298.0.0 78.0_0 

373.6.8 143,6.8 

160.0.0 

233.6.8 

142.0_0 

213.6.8- 
ýCOURT/MISC. 

FINES 3.1.8 2.6.3 0.8.8 1 2.1.2 0.12.8 S. 8.10 0.11.6 

ARREARS 
- 

N CQFFERS 

IATF RECEIVERS BA=TC 

I 

E' 

` 
-- 

LATE CHAMBERLAIN'S 
BALANCE 30.7,9 

. 

EXTRAORDINARY INCOME I 
--. 

SALES 
" 

LOANS 
-6ýtf2üliT7FS-- 

r 

CHARITIES PAID IN 160.0.0 I- 

DONATIONS & LEVIES 194-13.4 70.0.0 
_ 

INVESTMENT RETURNS 
r 

200.0.0 

RETURNS ON CHARITIES 

MISCELLANEOUS 132.12.1 i i 1.4.25 100.0.0 

UNDESIGNATED 192.0.0 1 

SUM TOTAL - IN ACCOUNT 1267.0.0 ' 969.16.0 
- 

720.6.5 

- 
829.9.10'1108.11.10*1094.15.11k 786.19.4 1017.6.5 753.11.8 

' ACCURATE TOTAL AS 
PER ACCOUNT EDITAIäS 

ý 

- T-riff 
969.13.1 1 -i ---ý----- 1094.12.0 

11019 65 -- --- -- . " 
, _, _ 

YORX 1710-1 1711-2 1712-i 171 %_A 171 e_e 111. ý 1-11 - .,., - ..... ... ..,.,. -- 

ORDINARY INCOME 

337.19.9 RENTS 72.11.10, 
, 

446.0.0 370.0.0 410.0.0 
r1 

401.6.8 501.6.8 
--r-- 

FINES FOR LEASES 

FREEDOMS 68.0.0 48.1 332.13.4 296.0.0 223.0.0 101.0,0 
. 
369.0.0 

EXONERATIONS 193.6. R 
l 

53.6.8 103.6.8 53.6.8 223.6.8 158.6.8 

COURT/MISC. FINES 3.9.4 9.2 2.9.0 10.11.0 2.18.10 4.12.0 

ARREARS 
- 

8 zormS 
T 

] LATE_RE EIVERS BALANCE 
LATE CHA. MBERLAIN'Sý 
BALrN+CE 20.16.2 9.3.5 

EXTRAORDINARY INCOME 

SALES 20.0.0 30.0.0 

1 

LOANS 4, ANNUITIES___ 

- 

CHARITIES PAID IN 500.0.0 

DONATIONS 6 LEVIES 
1 

30.0.0 I 
57.0.0 

. 

INVE., TMEr7P RETURNS 

RETURNS ON CHARITIES 1 1 

MISCELLANEOUS _3 II y1 
1Iy 

SUM TOTAL - IN ACCOUNT I n/e 
6; 1.14.4 

°1.9.0 
84.18.7 727.5, A 

- --ý - 
741.8.4 1048.17.45 

ACCURATE TOTAL AS _ý. _. _-«-- "--.. -- T -" . -- --T-, "-- --- -- 
PER ACCO1U I ¢NLASY. ý -y _1! 

56.7.7 
i ýý`_ý 

II I« 
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YOÜX 179n-t 17 1 -2 i722-3 1121_4 1794-5 172x, -ý 177rl_7 1777_A 1 77a_n 177o_1 n 

ORDINARY INCOME 
�-- 

4%. 6.8 414.1.8 tfsi, 5.11'ý 375.13.45t 683.4,2 686.9.0 1 759.10.6 690.5.6 608,19.10 
r 

FINES FGR LEASES 

F_REEIYýFLS " 
3i7_ ;! A- n Y A60`4.4_Tý___ ^n7_ t_n 

! 
77 cR ino 3_ 6. Hý_30Ea_1QL1 271-IItý__33Tý(1_0 

- 

EXONERATIONS 243.18.8 123.6.8 53.6.8 123.6.8 ; 123.6.8 223s 6.8 " 403.6 B_ý 3.6.8 353.6.8 

COURT/MISC. FINES ' 
6.18.0 16.18.11' 47.10.0 3. LO 

_ 
21.10. E 4.6.4 2` .O 9-S 1 . 12- 

ARREARS 1 21.16.11. 30.0.0 

RECEIV°A'S RAL. ANC LATE Eý 20. O. 
__ 

d7S_17.45ý 
_ 

LATE CHFD_ERIAIN'S 
P. ALANCE 243.7.2 152.15.10 179.4.7 

! 
60.0.0 43.16.11 93.3.0ý 7.9.14 3.19.6 

EXTRAORDINARY INCOME 

SALES 
M 

I' 
-w 

LOANS bJ1tJNUITII S - 
_. _ 

CHARITIES PAID IN 

DONATIONS & LEVIES (II 5.3.4 

INVESTMENT RETURNS * 19.5.0 
L 

10.0.0 k 12.0.0 3.0.0 

RETURNS ON CHARITIES 

MISCELLANEOUS 2 L2.0.0 7.7.6 

UNDESIONATED 

SUM TOTAL - IN ACCOUNT 1432.15.6 
- 

993.15_10! 1107.19.5k , 1027.8,7 }1139.7.7 1713,10.5, J'115641_12.24 1294.10.84 1320.7.10 
7ý 

URATE TVIAL AS ACC 

J 

w 
1 lI1I" 

1320 10 1 AC=X=-XNXRl&5 PE R - r- . . 

YORK 1730-1 1731-2 1732-3 1733-4 1734-5 1735-6 1736-7 1737-B 1738-9 1739-40 

ORDINARY LNCOW. 

708. 0.2 609.10.4 705.14.8 852.10.0 725.15.0 650.0.0 1110.0.0 1040.0.0 1050.0.0 1155. 0.0 
N 

FINES FOR LEASES 

124 8 6 362 0 01 166 13 4 8 397 0 4 316.13 297.15.8 327.9.0 270.3.0 168.3.8 177. 4.3 
FREEDOteS 

EXONERATICNS 

. 

123. 

. 

6.8 

. . 

193.6.8 

. . 

123.6.6 

. . 

123.6. B 

. 

123.6.8 133.6.8 70.0.0 385.0.0 110. 0_0 

COURT/14ISC. FINES C. 6.0 0.14.6 2.15.9 t 3. 
-S. 

4 3.13.6 0.5.0 
, 

4.16.0 14.2.7 S. 9.6 5. 7.8 

ARREARS 

eI cO E 5R ------ 
H- 

t r, Tg_aeceIves. _aýI ANCF __ 
IJ. TE CUAl4 ERIAIN'S 
PALA4C£, 70.0.75 55.10.0 4?. 16.14 2.6.5'' 12.13.5'! 113.11.7 51.15.10 6.0.11k 12.4.8L 26.7.0k 

EXTRAORDINARY INCOME 
_ 

SALES 120.0.0 

-- - LOANS 6Ji11. IrIES a-0-4 -3M 
Q-0 

CHARITIES PAID IN 250.0.0 (1_ 

DONATIONS & LEVIES 
,__'- ___, _ �_ý" 

INVESTMENT RETURNS 

RETURNS ON CHARITIES 

M[SCELLANEOUS 41.4.0 0.14.4 3.6.2 3.9.01,1.1.0 2.17.2 3.19.6 

vNnr sz cý, A^. 'to ý 

SUM TYITAL - IN ACCOONT L191.4.1 11.171.15,10 1241.7. ý4"li. 7cý. 16.5ý, 11ES. 8. Li 119ß. 7,11i 1567,2.2 1330,6.10', 14,23.15,0', 1477.17.45 
ý'-- --t-----t-. - -_' 

. 
'"' . --_. _. __----- -- 

PER 

,-- --- _ -.., --'----*- _ -'- _. 
ll ACCURATE TOTAL AS 

R 

__ 
"- -l4 11. "1.1.1n 1330,6.6ý 
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YORK 1740-1 1741-7 1742-1 1141-4 1744-5 17411-6 1741, -7 1747-8 1748-9 1749-50 

ORDINARY INCOME 

?. FNTs 
il 

o0 l2O. O 
ill 

o_ oo ýi. iQ2ý_S%. 2 lttFQý_p_q lL2+ 4xQ_. 991. LZ. G_ t4L0 90_9S/ß, _0.0 
1QiQý! LO 

FINES FOR LEASES 

f. FDp 471.18.0 ' 276.19.8 1 393.16.0 137.0.0 173.12.0 ý 21,3.10.0 186.3.4 480.2.4 239.16.8 212,11.0 

EXOtrERATIONS 120.0.0 110.0.0 40 _0. O Ate. 0.0 240. O. O I 40.0.0 40. O"-9 49. oy 
-. 

140-0.0 240" Q. ý 

COURT/MISC. FINES 
- 

4.14.3 3d6.11L, a� 10.11.2 3_17.6 O. 6_ß 619.0 
, "--2-Z 

10 l0.1-10- 2 6.10 1.13_0 
_ ` 

ARREARS 
-- -- -- 

IN CQEFERS I i 
-i---" ---! r-. ^ _- 

I. ATE RECEIVER'S B r1ý.. nNC E'_ 86.12.6 

LATE CHAMBERLAIN'S 
OA[ANCE 

! 
2.10.4/ 6.4.6 4,4.115 15.19.11'' 76.13.2 128.5.0 2.9.10't 3.10.6 2.4.11', 

EXTRAORDINARY INCONIE 

SALFS 45,5.4 ! 53,1O. z0 6.13.6 

LOANS 4_ANi81ITIE 
CHARITIES PAID IN 4! 32.0.0 

_ 

DONATIONS 6 LEVIES B. 6,0I 30.0.0 
_-ý 

INVESTMENT RETURNS 

RETURNS ON CHARITIES 

MISCELLANEOUS 0.1.0 
T{2.2.0 5,17,2] o. 4.7 0.13.10' 74.4.6 

UNDESIGNATED 

SUM TOTAL - IN ACCOUNT 1699.3.7', 1490.1.9ý 1559.0.2 1376.17.5'1601.19.4 1543.7.0 1229.18.71' 1594,12.6S 1291.1_114 1697.1.8 

ACCURATE TOTAL AS 
11487 , 1.1ý 11326.17.5171 

PER ACcOuW -äiß+ "&S-- -- ý- 

YORK 1750-1 1751-2 1752-3 1753-4 1754-5 1755-6 1756-7 1757-8 1758-9 1759-60 

OR ARY INCOME 
F 

40.0.0 910.0.0 11480.0.0 1100.0.0 }1151.0. O , 1155.0.0 X1100.0.0 '1100.0.0 

FOR LEASES 

DOMS 419.0.0 86.17.8 194.6.8 547.13.4 135.6.8 469.13.4 no ' 402.0.0 806. G,, g_, 
_- 

EXONERATIONS 
1 50.0.0 { 40.0.0 40.0.0 ! 110.0.0 40.0.0 ý 40.0.0 120.0.0 110.0.0 40.0.0 40.0.0 

COURT/MISC. FINES 8.8.2 
- 

4.16.2 2.18.0 2.17.6 7.15.4 S. 1.6 5.12.8 11.6.4 19.11.0 1.1ýý_ 

ARREARS 

_ 

ý 
13. O. 0 r 

` t 
i- 

-- 

IN (ZMERS 

LATE ItEýCEIVE' LANC 
i 

LA'I'E CNAMBERLAIN'S 
AIAt7CE 333.8.441 63.15.7k 62 16.35 56.12. ^ y 56.10 74 11.0.2N 6.1.3k 59.1.74 47.10.64 64.10.25 

E%'TR. AORDINARY INCOME 

SALES 2.4.0 '" I ý_ º 
__ 

81.4. Q 

IRAN S 61>^ý71T -L.. 
I 300.0.0 

CHARITIES PAID IN ý 
. _ES 

"Iºr1_T_. 

DONATIONS & LEVIES 

INVESTMENT RETURNS 70.0.0 

RETURNS ON CHARITIES 

MISCELLANEOUS 25. o. O 

UNDF. ýICNATED !` 

SUM TOTAL - IN ACCOUNT 
-- 

193fi. 0.6? 4-14_OsýS '14ý 4 7(>n7 iZyj1719. ^f. 25i1y2 5-QiJ $3idc': 11 737ý. i ! 211_8.4. 
_-'--- ACCURATE TOTAL AS xxIxIxx"""_ 

__ 
PEA ACC -ry. ý. y 
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YORK 1760-1 1761-2 1762-3 1763-4 1764-5 1765-6 1766-7 1767-0 1768-9 1769-70 

RY INCOtN: 
__L t 

o WA 
ý1260.9.0 

1100.0.0 

_4 
ý125ýk 

o. 0 
11200.0. 

Q-: 1 

__ . 

200.0.0 12M__g_O _ 
I, z25_ -O _122. 

O. o 
---ý REerrs 

FINES FOR LEASES 
ý 

. 

4OI ý 5t 4 6 8Q , 37- O_n 3i? - ý ß ý Q,. 2., 
". 
}ýAý3}... 

_4. --558, . 
ý2. ýý. i7ýL4 261r]. 3ý't ý"4? + . ß. . FREEDOMS .,, - -- . -. _ 

IEXONERATIONS 40.0.0 140.0.0 110.0.0 40.0.0 110.0.0 240.0.0 110.0.0 310.0.0 240.0.0 

COURT/MISC. FINES 4.7`p 1 8.2 I 2.8.0 1.1-4 5- , 7�9-,,,; 
-- 

4-14-1Q_1, ýý4 
6.6 13.6- 

ARREARS ARREARS -"-- 

t L 
IN COi'FERS ' 

_ -- 

' Le. TE RECEIVE P*fI ý_-. ý ý- 
LATE CAMDERLAIN'S 45- 78 5 6 0k 138 f 7.3 21 34 17 1 330.11.6ý 74.1.0 57.6.9 6.64 308 . . . . D T.! ANCE . . . . . 

IEXTRAORDINART INCON. E 

T 88.17.6 1I SALES ! 10.10.0 200.0.0 73.0_7 55.0.0 
_ 

p NNUITIES m_ n_n 77n n OAN$ h 

CHARITIES PAID IN 20.0.0 

DONATIONS & LEVIES 24.17.4 II 
_ 

0.10 

INVESTMENT RETURNS 12.10.0 300. o .o 
32. 

RETURNS ON CHARITIES iI 10.0.0 4.0.0 

Iýf 
MISCELLANEOUS ISO. 4.0 3L659I i- 

UNDESIGNATED 

SUM DOTAL - IN ACCOUNT 2208.11.61 1814.10. G 1729.12.8 ý2284.10.1012032.16.1 2381.2.0 . 
2214.5. _81-_2L934-. L .2 2470 . 13.7 

nn ACCURATE TOTAL AS xn nxwInIw 
PER ACCQ- --- 

YORX 1770-1 1771-2 1772-3 1773-4 1774-5 1775-6 1776-7 1777-8 1778-9 1779-80 

ORDINARY INCOME 
! l 

_ 
1475.0.0 11425.0.0 1600.0.0 1545.0.0 X1415.0.0 `1590.0.0 i 72.10.0 " 1400.0.0 12175.0.0 1375.0.0 

FINES FOR LEASES 

FREEDOMS 

------- 
209. '6.8 

"1201.0 
0.0 269_6; 8 658.6.8 299.0.0 2490.13.4 766.1.0 472 . 

10.0 685.13.4_ 

EX0NERA'fI0N4 210.0.0 40.0.0 110.0.0 40 0.0 40.0.0 40.0.0 40.0.0 110.0.0 '140.0.0 

COURT/MISC. FINES 81811 10.8.10 
1 

S. 4.0 8.13.8_yl 16.10 4 2 5.11 5.19_4 1.4.0 1.9.2 

ARREARS 
! I 

_ 

IN C URS '-^ -- 

LATE RECEIVER'S BALANCE 
Iý y 

LATE CI'. AMBERLAIN'S 
BALANCE 140.7.7y 85.6.8 7.14.1P: ' 25.9.4 42.11.10 34.5.4 6.15. S 

EXTRAORDINARY INCOME 

SALES 9.0.0 

LOANS 6_AMITIES __150.0.0 
CHARITIES PAID IN 240.0.0 

DONATIONS & LEVIES 405.5.0 18.9.6 11.2.6 30.10.0 5.5.0 15.15.0 

INVESTMENT RETURNS 
---- 

RETURNS ON CHARITIES 4.0.01 
. 0.0 

MISCELLANEOUS 4.0.0 

NP'. 'SIGNATED U 
_ 
SUM TOTAL - IN ACCOUNT 

.. 
ACCURATE TOTAL A. C 
PEk AcCCwe. -T- ul: a. Le>-. 

F--- 
t: 901.17.11ýi°4Y. lýYa 

1« 

1"ýý5.15.1': 2122.0.4 ? lOy. lO. S 
II 

3042,1.1 

t 

2285_ 2.2 3018,4.4 '2228.12.11 
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vnRw 1.7nr-l 17R1-2 1782-3 1793-4 1704-5 1785-6 1786-7 1707-8 1780-9 1789-90 
ý 

ORDINARY INCOME 
ý 

Nq. 
11425.0.0 

1F+76.0.0 ices. 0.0 1510.0.0 11590.0.0 1700.0.0 1735_8.7 1553.000 '1ý? }ý 0.0" Z7ýOQ,. QrO 

FINES FOR LEASES 
_, ýý .__y 

105_ O. O 

REEGOMS ,,; 
502.6.8 484; 0.0 314.5 A F 362 4. O. O 22E-13-4 stý. IQ, Q. 

. 
e7"f la 4 s71, r R 

_g(7-11, 
p_. 

_ 
EXONERATIONS 240.0.0 390.0.0 40.0.0 190.3.0 396.13.4 

} 
40.0.0 ; 180.0.0 110.0.0 380.0.0 100.0.0 

C0URT/MISC. FINES 9.16 4 16.1.6 
I 

0.11.4 14.7.6 2.6.6 2.6.8 0.16.8 0.6.75 11.0.8 2.17.2 

ARREARS i 

LATE RECEIVER'S BALAffCýF! 
_I ýý_ý 

ILATE CHAMBERLAIN'S 

ý 

^" nc ^c c '. ,e,, F ýI cn , cL eýý 71 

EXTRA . RDINARY INCOME 

SAL£S 

CANS & AMWTI2TSF5_, 
i 

CHARITIES PAID IN 

DONATIONS & LEVIES 

INVESTMENT RETURNS 

RETURNS ON CHARITIES 

MISCELWIEOUS 

UND£SIGNAT£D 

SUM TOTAL - IN ACCOUNT 

ACCURATE TOTAL AS 
PEA ACCJL3tT-EAITRiYS 

O. 5 ,0` 

600.0.0 248.13.4 

5.0 36.15.0 10.10.0 10.10.0 5.5.0 

8.3h12652.2.4 2057.10.9 2687.19.2 2700.12.352247.18.9 

xx Iýntc in oxIxx 

625.0.0 

100. O 

ýQ 10.10.0 

il 

0.0 

14.6_19. k6.1.05! 2831.18.9 '3882.1] 

YORX 1790-1 1791-2 1792-3 1793-4 1794-5 1795-6 1796-7 1797-8 1798-9.1799-1800 

ORDINJURY INCOME ! 
_^ 

0 0 
11615 0 1730 0 

11750 1845 0 0 0 1650 0 0 0 1860 0 0 0.0 1 0 
11950 2000 0 19 2000.0.0 

RENTS - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
- 

FINF, S FOR LEASES 
--ýT- 

500 OOT .. - 

rREMOME 368.11.8 396.16.8 221.13.8 538.6.8 581.14.0 246.15.0 492.10.0 320.11.8 273.8.4 125_5.0 

EXONERATIONS 280.0.0 180.0.0 1 110.0.0180.0.0 180.0.0 40.0.0 1 180.0.0 180.0.0 210.0.0 110.0.0 

COURT/MISC. FINES 0104.17 .74.17.04! O. 1,10 3.3.4 2.7.6 O. 4.6 4.4.10 
'- r 

1.13.4 Q. 1.8 

ARREARS ý 
- 

I`iOFFU SR 

, LATE fiECEIVER 
LATE CHAMBERLAIN'S i 
P, ALANCE 0.17.0 4.14.24 1.16. M 0.13.21 17.14.1Y-- 89.8.11"» 71.16.0 46.7.24 92.5.4 77.14.6 

EXTRAORDINARY INCOPSE I 

SALES 
^y 

776.0.0 30.0.0 

LOANS 6_ ANNUITIES y1` 500.0.0 1205.0.0 725, x. 0 00. Oje 950.0.0 

CHARITIES PAID IN I 

DONATIONS i LEVIES 98 14.0 10.10.0 

INVESLMF. NT RETURNS 1 
-_ , 

RETURNS ON CHARITIES 
Y_ 

64.2.6 786 
-_- 

78.18.6 78.18.6 

MISCELLANEOUS 34.2.6 13.0.0 

UNPhSiCNATF. D t 

SUM TOTAL_ IN ACCOUNT gA. li. 431. P. ' 1081. ß. t4 19(c 7Pý 4231_1' J'+ : ̀3 11.1,3707.7.0 3356,2.2j 25.16 15.8 3341.19.8 
ACCURATE TOTAL AS `- rý' - 

, . ti 
1 ýý-ý-'------ý-- 

I 

. ý --ý--ý . 
PER ACCOIRr- "" 

-- } 2993.11.5V " 
_ --- 
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vnn$f .,. __ 1 .,,.. . . 1,,,. 11n.,, .I nf, e_a tona_r, 1 wnt. _7 I nn7_R 1iv1A-A 1fiO)-10 

ORDINARY INCOME 
.. VV, 

_ýT" ýý, _�_�__ý. _ . _--- ---. _ __ 
0 2200 0 0 0 1950 0 0 

1 
ý 

0.0 2650.0.0 0 1450 0 1260ý0 2 12001 0 '21110 0 2400 2000 14 0 0 0 0 RE= . . . . . 1950. . _ . . . . . . . . . 

FINES FOR LEASES 

670.6.8.1 670.6.8.442. O. O 281. O 415.6.9 332.5"Q 509-13.4 451,. E 
.4 

763.6_8 630,11.0 X6.11.8__ 

EXOUERATIONS 40.0.0 ! 110.0.0 190.0.0 
1 

180.0.0 533.6.8 40.0.0 1 550.0.0 295.0.0 40,0.0 445.0.0 

COURT/MISC. FINES 0.16 10{ 
_! 

0.0.4 1 0.0.8 3.14.0 0.9.111 0.8.10 

ARREARS 

LATE CY. AMBERLAIN'S 
BALANCE 158.6.4 25.4.3 3.7.3,, 149.17,9 176.4.7 45.9.9 33.10.1 296.12.1 782.14.11 38.2.1 

EXTRAORDINARY INCOME 

SALES 1ýq0.0.0 279.0.0 150. .0 1155 O. O 2505iQý 26... 5,0_ 

LOANS b hLUVIT2E$ 100.0.0 400.0.0 1710.0.0 2770.0.0 j 200.0.0 200.0.0 
_ 

CHARITIES PAID IN ,I! ýIt_ 

DONATIONS 6 LEVIES 49.15.0 

INVESTMENT RETURNS 212.13.6 14.11.10 

RETURNS ON CHARITIES 78.18.6 78.18.6 78.18.6 1 

MISCELLANEOUS t! i! 0.9.0 0.10.0 

UNDESIGNATED ! 

SUM TOTAL - IN ACCOUNT 3111.1.11,2706.2.9 3153.6,11+3024.3.74'3124.8.9 1'2388.18.1! '5324.8.8ý 7691.7.9S. 6758.14.9 '3886.8.95 
-ý-~_ 

ACCURATE TOTAL AS 
Ocu arccvnrr num r ^ 

.... 
iI 

YORK 1810-1 1811-2 1812-3 1813-4 1814-S 121 -_O; IalA_, 191 _a iaia-a i Al o_1)n 

ORDINARY INCOME 

REy1'$ 79 07, n_n R3 73 n _o 
iý pp n 

-- ý 
lsrn 1 

_ n_n azrn nnýz 

_ -T -. - 

ýn ý�p, ý3opý, ýa 

FINES FOR LEASES 

FREEDOMS 404.6.8 634.7.2 U91.11.8 455.0.0 618.13.4 1 9010.0 756.1619_215,10Q 7 730 05ý1Q, O . 
EXONERATIONS 145.0.0 340.0.0 1 340.0.0 1 145.0.0 40.0.0 40 0.0 250.0.0 445,0.0 190, O. 0 45.0.0 

COURT/MISC. FINES 0.10.0 0.1.0 
I 

ARREARS 

LA7_RECEIVER'S 11mANCE 
ý 

LATE CHAMBERLAIN'S 
B7L8NCE 11.11.1ct 180.6.10, 11.5.13.11 538.17.7 

I 
134.1.10§. 85o. 13. i 507.18.23 361.10.3 358.5.6 545.10.10 

E%TR. 40RDINARY INCOME 

SALES 637.10.0 1405. O. o 17? 1.7.6 '6476.15.0 
j 

715.13.2 318.19.31 

LOANS 6 ANNUITI£a_ 2291.5.0 75,0.0- 3513_p. 
_Q__ 

139s. 0.0 400 O, p 3C0. 
_OsQ 

ýOQ, c, 0 400.0.0 960, 
CHARITIES PAID IN 

DONATIONS i LEVIES 33.6. e 90.0.0 200.0.0 307. 

INVFSTMENT RETURNS 
___ _l 

81.0.0 "10.10.0 81.0.0 120.10.0" 742.9.10 g81.0.0 890.1.6 801.7.0 805.13.0 

RETURNS ON CHARITIES 
. 

1 78 8 

MISCELLANEOUS i 0.10.0 11,1NPE3I 

GNAT'. 'D " 

SUM TOTAL - IN ACCOUNT 

ACCURATE TOTAL AS 
PER D. 000üi: S-itiT. k: BSý_ 

63i 1.3,6 ýý- 7G0 
. 10. f 1951_13.1 1033,5')., 253.2.7 

_-. -_, "ý_ 
ý. Sýaý.. ý iýý_LI 

G2'ý5,14.1(1 ( 1.0.3 

-_ "----- I 

- 
7077,15.8 6605.18.1 

^---_. ̂  ý_ - -- - 1 

-_-__ 
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YORK 1820-1 1821-2 i8 2-3 11123-4 1824-5 1825-6 1826-7 1827-8 1828-9 1829-30 
ETBYINcO 

NAhE 
I'- ý 

-7 I'I 

PEt7TS 
13850.0.0 3150.0.0 3250.0.0 21; 00.0.0 13000.0.0 

F32 
', O. 0.0 3302.4.11, 4590.0.0 14000.0.0 3950.0. o ý 

, FINES FOR LEASES 

IF EDp 851.11.8 1213.5.0 1 945.3.0 
! 

596. S. 0 1212.18,4 Q55.14.4 ýSý, 0 1Q 590.13.4_ 464 _ _650.5.0_- 

EX01ERATIONS 550.0.0 135.0.0 40.0.0 T 45.0.0 . 40,0.0 135. 
_0.0 

29ý 0.0 t45s-O_o 145. D. o " 13, x, 5, $-- 

, COURT/MISC. FINES 20.0,0- 

ARREARS 

'IN C9FFERS 
!, 

ý- 
-- 

LATE RECEIVER'S BALSNC EI 
LATE CHAMBERLAINS 
BALP: ti"E 

135.14.1 47.1.9 657.5.3 211.16.35 150.11.5 421.11.15870.19.10 20.16.45 278.7.11 605.13.9 

EXTRAORDINARY INCOME 

SALES 20.19.8 103.3.8 130.0.0 ; 1094.18.1 
-- 

438.8.0 121.0.0 
- 

LOANS 6 ANNUITIES 1 200.0.0 700.0.0j500.0.0 

CHARITIES PAID IN 40.13.4 
-- 

DONATIONS & LEVIES 

r 

446.10 
1 

40.0.0 10.0.0 30.0.0 24.19 0 20. O. Q ýQ. 9,0 

INVESTMENT RETURNS 205.16.0 865.11.0 3594.19.6 Ii 14.15.2 542.10.0 165.0.0 43.16.8 

RETURNS ON CHARITIES 
i 

125.0.0 183.19.6 806.4.6 

MISCELLANEOUS 
t 

i 1.5.151 35.7.0 
. 1001.9.3 3 5.4.0 0.12.6 13.19.0 28. 

UNDFSIGNAT°D 

SUM TOTAL - IN ACCOUNT 5614.1.5 5620.17.9 18935.2.10 4036.13.1 4573.9.9 5698.9.10 7101`11_0 6452_19.22h 66091.11.5 11742.16.8 

ACCURATE TOTAL AS 5610.17.9 " 4036.11.14 
15688.9. 

lolil " ", " 
PER ACC bbrZ 

YORK 1830-1 1831-2 1832-3 1833-4 1834-5 

ORDINARY INCOME 
- 

1 

ý, -L - 

RENTS 4250.0.014550.0.0 4246.14.3 4L41.19. ß {3981.2.5 Ii 

FINES FOR LEASES 
-+-- 

FREEDOMS 940.0.0 399.11.8 i 6,44.0.0 86.0.0 527.10.0 

EXONERATIONS 150.0`0 160.0.0 105. O. O 

COURT/MISC. FINES 

ARREARS 115.0.0 ' 

IN COFFERS ' 

LATE RECEIVER'S 
LATE CHAMBERLAIN'S 
BALANCE 330.14.8 377.2.2 256.2.7 219.8.1 3Q9.1.0 

EXTRAORDINARY INCOME 

SALES 100.0.0 '-? 1 545.10.0 

LOANS &-h129 TT. $__ 
4 

5000.0.0 
- 

3000.0.0 

CHARITIES PAID IN 100.0.0 
ý1 

3000.0.0 

DONATIONS & LEVIES 10.0.0` 

INVESTMENT RETURNS 525. 
.0 

RETURNS ON CHARITIES 256.4.6 253.1.1d 304.6.10i 203.1.10 261.7.4 
^- - 

MISCELLANEOUS 30.2,1 12" 16.7 1.14.2.111 17.8 : 15.1O. ld 

UND}. SIGNATED l ___-.. 

SUM TOTAL - IN ACCn; 'VT f. 193.1 . 3i- 1Cr. 'll. 1. " F 37G. 1.1 10103.15.7 883c. 1.7 
ACCURATF TOTAL AS I .ý-- 
PIM Acccuars iaxsass___ _ 
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YORK Fi r, IV$ Appendix 11 

. It has been cugr entecl by . J. A1lioon and V.? t. Tillott (1) 

that the Receiver of rents, or City Steward, at York retained 

the balance of his accounts at the year end, thus acting as a 

farmer of the civic estates rather than as a salaried Officer. 

wuch a oyster would have been rocely prejudicial to 

the Corporation financially and this assumption brines into 

question the rmnagerial astuteness of the Corporation at York. 

It seems however that Allison and Tillott are mistaken in their 

deductions. 

Since there are very few Receivers' Accounts surviving, 

the question is not solved easily, There are several accounts 

covering the period 1660 to 1694/5, many of which are barely 

legible, and others for the periods 1790 to 1798 and the 1820'ß 

and 1830'x, but the latter do not constitute a sequence. 

however, the very existence of these accounts, and the 

evidence of audit of theme at the year's end (2) demonstrates, 

without doubt,, that at the beginuini and end of the poriod 

the Receiver acted strictly as a salaried officer. The rental 

monies received by the City äteu rd/feceiver were forwarded to 

the Chamberlains at intervals throughout the year. In:. äddition, 

the Receiver himself had statutory obligations to fulfil, namoly 

the payment of assessment dues on the City's lande, his own 

(i) vcN 231 

(2) og. Roll C73.1 
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salary (1660 to 1690 - ¬1n per annun), (1790 to 1798 - 
£52.10. od 

per anum) and other occasional and miscellaneous shall payments= 

thus, in 1661/2 he paid Cl. for the repair of the crane, and ton 

shillings for the exchango of Parliamentarian coney. (3) In 

addition he accounted for any cash payments received for arrears 

owing, and entered as an expenditure the full ¬rum of rents which 

werq in the year of the account, not paid. Ihn account was not 

therefore a straightforward transfer of rental income into the 

Cha: aber account, At the year end, and for the purposes of audit, 

the account was balanced, and the money remaining entered as 

'owing to the Chauborlains'. That those oum were ultimately 

paid to the Chamberlains in the period 1660 to 1695 seems fairly 

clear. The transfer cannot always be traced, owing; to the absence 

of miscellaneous chamber account books or rolls, and teceivors 

rolls. The problem is further confused by the fact that the 

Chamberlain might account for the receipt of the sum owing from 

the Receiver before it was actually paid. The Chamberlain thus 

handed to his successor a balance which included an invisible sum 

still owing: - In 1670/1 the Receiver accounted for £360 handed 

to the Chamberlain through the year, but he still held a balance 

of £61.18s. ld We In the CYambor account for that year the 

Chamberlain entered his rental income as £421*1ßo, ld. (5) 

IOYýýIrý 1 ýýrýý r+Mllýýlý-tel ýýi Y 

(3) 073.2 

(4) raa 075.3 
(5) YCU 022.10 
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(i. e. c360 + £61.10a. 1d) And in concoquence, when he handed hie 

balance to the succeeding Officer as "Treasure in the Coffers" 

there was a total of £230.4a. 6d of which C61.18s. ld was 'still 

in trr. Drowry's hands' (6) (Drewry was Receiver). This coney 

owing fron Drewry was in fact paid in that year, but it 

demonstrates the difficulties inherent in tracing the various 

payments" However, for this period it is quite evident that the 

lzeceivors' balance was customarily paid into the Chamber account. 

As the table below indicates, the Receivers' balances were, in 

most years, ultimately paid, and entries in the Chamber Accounts 

record many such receipts from the Roceivoro over and above their 

payments through the year. Thus, in 1606/7 C6.5se2d in the 

Receiver's hand was received by the Chamberlains on March 23rd 

16061 in the following year £26.19s. ld was paid over by "Receiver 

'Wyvell" and in 1630/1 iir. w ell handed over £80.12s, 5d an the 
(7 

"balance of his account". A chock was apparently maintained on 

the state of such accounts for in 1673/4 the Chamberlain recorded 

a payment of C10 fron Mr. Dreu y "being an arrear of an old account"* 

(6) YCAB 1671/2 Vo1,26 

ger i. nldif'. 0 cye° r! 'öxrr in. hi oröýýYro 
ccögtý 

is still extant and legible* 
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Transfer of 

Date 

Receivers' balances into the Chamber 

Receiver's balance as per 
his rolls of account (7) 

Account 1660 to 1695 

Evidence from Chamber accounts 
of receipts of balance by Chamberlains (8) 

1660/1 E25.7a. 10d 1660/1 with rest of rental 
1661-1663 Chamber accounts missing 
1663-4 £40.19s. 5d £1663-4 with test of rental 
1664-5 E72.11s. 4d Transfer unclear, but 1664-5 f27.3s. 4d 

received in arrears, which were normally 
recorded only in the Receivers' account 
if they were general arrears. 1665-6 
ieceived "in part of account for City 
rents" E48. - in total E75.3s. 4d a figure 
probably close enough to be identified 
with the balance owing in 1664-5. 

1666-7 E43.14s. lld 1666-7 with rest of rental 
1667-8 £160.16s. 3d 1668-9 as a "treasure in the coffer" of 

"Mr. Drewry 

1668-1 E81.6s. 10d 1668-9 with rest of rental 
1670-1 £61.18s. ld 1671-2 as a "treasure in coffers" E61.18s. ld 

E45.6s. 6d "arrears miscalculated" Receipt by Chamberlain 
unclear 

1672-3 E101.17a. 2d 1672-3 Treasure in Coffers" - Old Chamberlains 
balance of E260.2s. 10d and £101.17s. 2d still in 
Drewcy's hands.. Unclear whether Drewry actually 
paid or still owed it. 

1673-4 £64.2s. 10d 1674r5 as Treasure in coffers E564.2s. lld received 
but late Chamberlain's balance only £500.0a. ld 

1674-5 E166.19s. 10d 1675-6 "received of Hyvill E14 . 3s. 8d" 
1677-8 £32.14s. 41d 7 

1681-2 £64.15s. 1d 1682-3 as a "Treasure in Coffers" 
1687-8 E14. Sa. Od 1688-9 received 

8,3 ,0 



The Receiver was at thin period alroet certainly a salaried 

Officer and not a farnert his only porquicite being a salary of 

X10 per enm=* 

By 1690 however there are indications of a different oyster, 

the surplus money being retained by him as a floating balance. 

In the Reoeiverls Account of 1691/2 there is an entry of "money 

received for last year". This fi, uro does not exactly tally with 

the Receiver's balance for 1690/1, but it is close enough to be 

identified with it, and suggests that under the new otewaYd, Roland 

Watson, appointed in 1690, a new'eystom was adopted, the Receiver's 

Account boing altered to a running balance. 

The Receiver's accounts for the 1790's were certai ly 

maintained under this syatcn; (9) but it is impossible to accept 

Allison and Tillott's alleCation that "in the late period, when, 

like Peter Atkinson the elder'(appointed 1706) the Receivers wore 

farmers, rather than collectoissp the difference (between the rents 

collected and the amount paid to the Chamberlains) was probably 

considered their emoluWent"(10) Although there was a running 

balance maintained, it is quite evident that Peter Atkinson was 

not allowed to retain this as a perquisite. Rid accounts were 

audited and the balance accurately transferred fron year to year (ii) 

and, on his rosirnation, in 1833, it was ordered "That the general 

Coiaittee be authorimed (aic' to ascertain the balance duo to the 

Corporation from tir. Atkinson and upon the amount..... bein, C paid... 

... (to) deliver up to him his bond...... "(12) Rio balance wan 

(9)viz; E78a 
(10) Y- P--51 
(11) Accounts ',;; 78a, 1790--1790 
(12) YTt3 50 f, 318 15th Jan. j033 
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duly paid over in thrt year, the Ch=bor account rrcording 

from "Atkincon City : Aew"ard the balco of unpaid ätipenda 

accumulated in his hands during rebuilding ýiddlotons 

C124.7s. 8d"(13) and from "peter Atkinson and the General 

Committee" (which, after 1833 was responsible for the rental 

collection( '"4,246.14n. 3d which included £64502s. 6d from 

1: r. Atkinson's sureties for monies owing by W. n on account 

of rent-9. (14) 

It seems likely that in the intervening period 

between 1690 and 1790, for which there are no Receivers 

accounts estant, the procoduro did not chan, o - it was, after 

all, identical in 1690 and 1790" 

Allison and Tillott maintain that this was not 

co. "Though a salaried Officer ho throughout the oightoonth 

century conducted the office Hore ao if he were a farmer". 

Prom 1704 the Receivor ceased to present arW accounts, and even 

aftor 1713, when the city's affairs were reforied, no more was 

done than to record that the steward's accounts should have 

boon roceivod, but were not. . ich an entry was made until the 

end of the century". (15) The sura accounted for by the 

Chamberlains were therefore "rarely the whole income from rents". 

the Chamborlain* after 17259 delivering to the Chamberlains not 

what ho had collected$ but what they needed. 

(13) YCAB 'lß32/3 casual income 
(14) YCAB 1832/3 rents received. Hit. balance wan acknowledged by 

the Finance "'ornnittee ihio, in 1033 recorded that Atkinsonle 
accounts had been carefuull. y examined and the balance paid"K110 iob. 3rd 

(15) Vt:, ý EW For ex<=ples YFIA 40 f; 163; YTiB 41 f, 14 
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'Chuo" when the Corporate incorno from sourcea other than ront8 

was high, the income from rents was low, and when the inco 

from elsewhere wan low, the rental was ap-areoiably creator, 

but "generally the difference between the rents collected and $ 

the mount paid to the Chamberlains cannot have been large. "(10, 

On the latter pint, they are probably over t*ener ua, 

for from Peter Atkinson's accounts of 1790 to 1798 (17) it 

appears that the average balance in the 'receivers' Accounts 

was in the region of 0300 +. The sun ho had paid to the 

Chanberlains was between 01600 and £2,000 par arx= and his 

balance represented therefore about one sixth of the yearly 

rental received by the Chahorlain. But in their previous point 

they are quite correct "- the Receiver was not called upon to 

provide so much money during the year if other receipts wore 

high* 

However, their major assumption is most difficult 

to accept. From a thoorotical point of view it seams most 

unlikely that the Corporation would have allowed a salaried 

Officer to retain an annual sum out of the rents which ho collected 

this would have shown a carolocanaca most inconsistent with tho 

general attitude of the Corporation. The Council was exercising 

an inoroacingly tight control over financial affairo throuf bout 

(i6) v_ Za1 
(17)YIU341ff 1009 124, etcogq. 
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the eighteenth century, and as early as 1713, appointed a 

special eo=ittee to enquire into the situation of trade and 

the corporate finances, (18) 

Allison's assertion rests essentially on the entry 

in the Hall Books, that the Receivers' Accounts should have 

been received, but were not. This is indeed regularly stated 

every February 3rd at the Hall Meeting (19) when the 

Chamberlains' rolls were "called over",, and the Lord taayor's 

accounts submitted. It is important to realise however, that 

teotix+ý. -'did 
not constitute an audits a Cotittoe appointed 

on Februar. 3rd ©et subsequently on "Collie Monday"(20) for 

this purpose. There is no indication in the Hall Books of the 

results of these yearly audits with regard to the Lord ? ßayor's 

Chamberlains' or Stewards' adcounts, and there is no certainty 

therefore, that the Receivers' accounts were not ultimately 

surrendered for audit. In many years indeed, there are few 

entries succeeding the February 3rd Meeting, it being not uncommon 

for there to be an absence of 2iinutes until as late as April or 

May, and even June. (21) In additions recording was often scanty. 

In 1715 an entry required that Samuel Clarke and Alexander 

Harrison "doe inquire into the Business mentioned in Mr. Chris. 

Bayles Letter" but no further explanation was given. (22) It 

(18) E 78a 
(19) YHB 41fß 147944,48,80 
(20) Presumably = Collop= a slice of neat - therefore; meat Monday? 
(21) eg Y 43 ff , 1747,1788 
(22) YHA 41 f 157b 
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would be a mistake to assume that the absence of further minutes 

regardint the Receivers' Accounts was evidence of their not being 

presented. 

11overthelossf it does appear unlikely that the Receiver 

presented his accounts annually for audit, but it seems quite 

certain that a running account of some sort was required" In 1709 

Alexander Harrison was required to keep an account for the use of 

the Lord Mayor, and not for the purposes of the audit committee. 

In April of that year, it was "ordered th=tt 1; r. Harrison the City 

Receiver do yearly doi. ver to the Lord F%gyor....... A true rentall 

or coppy of his accompt to be kept in his Lordshippe custody to be 

by him perus'd or examined into so often as need required". (23) 

That in September 1715 Harrison was required "tr, e up his whole 

account with the City against Wednesday 7 night next att nine in 

the morning and that the same be very fairly drawn in all ptioulars... 

.. and audited by the auditors of the late Lord Mayors-Aecounts". (24) 

Thus, although he was rrobably not required to present an account 

for audit every February� he was apparently required to account from 

tiro to time. There is no proof that Harrison complied with there 

requests, but there is ample proof that Receivers were required to 

render accounts at the end of their service, and to ensure that they 

were not tempted to embezzle the funds or refuse to surrender their 

(23) x3 41 f. 48 
(24) YltB 41, f 157 
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final balance to the Corporation each teceivor, before under- 

takirg the office, was re^uired to enter into a bond of security. 

In the early eighteenth century this bond atood in the penalty of 

02,000 f and in 1724 Thomas Harrison was elected City : steward 

or Receiver.... " .. for so long as ho shall behave himselfe well 

in that office, and no longer Provided he gives a Bond to the 

Mayor and Commonalty of this City in the usual sinn of £2,080 

with two sufficient curotioa... "(25). By the time of Peter 

Atkinson's appointment in 1786, the requirement was for a bond of 

£3,000. (26) 

The Corporation had theroforo cp1e cecurity for the 

duo settlement of the Receivers' accounts, and it is evident that 

they demanded an audit and full settlement boffro his bond = 

returned. On Alexander Uarricon'a death in 1723 it was "ordered 

that the ' cecutors of I4r. Alexander Harrison, late Steward or 

Treasurer for this city shall make up his accounts... rclating to 

the several employments enjoyed by him in his lifetime for this 

City, on the ninth day of October noxt..... " (27) Within seventeen 

days the Committee reported that "they have audited the said 

Accounts -ud there remains in the sriddow his , xecutrix hands three 

hundred and fifty pounds six chilling and elovenpenco, and that 

there are areas of '? onte unrecoverod in the year 1722 the ew of 

three hundred twenty eovenpoundo twe've chillings and two Pence, 

(25) YlIB 42 f. 50 
(26) 45 f 2313 
(27) y1m 42, f . 37a 
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and for the year 1723 the of four hundred twentytwo pounds 

eight shillings and nineponce and that they do approve of hie 

sd. widdows continuing in the Receipt of the 3ento during this 

rayoralty"". (28) 

In Au. K,, ur-t 1724 an order wan passed for the 

auditing of i't, s. Harrison's accounts on October 12th. (29) 'Ter 

accounts were duly audited on that day and it w reported that 

she was indebted to the Mayor and Con- onalty in the of 

£64.9s"11\d together with 16a. 2d for the maintenance of the 

aster of the toure of Correction and £5.5a. 2d, on account of 

Sir. Henry Thompson's hocpital. (30) On October 21st a release 

was ordered to 1rc;. 7T, arrison, "her accounts having been approved 

of", on condition that she first pay the balance and surrender 

all the books and vouchers which she hold on that account. (30) 

Unfortunately there is no evidence that this was paid, but in 

the absence of further references, it may fairly be assumed that 

it was. 'what is certain is, that in cases of refusal to comply 

with the flail's demand for a duo audit -tnd balancing; of the 

Receivers' accounts, extensive care was taken to ensure that the 

offender did not oscapoe In 1725, it wan declared that Thomas 

f. arrison, Steward (appointed April 1724) and probably the con 

(28) YHB 42, f 37b 
(29) YITB 42 F 51 
(30) YIM 42 if 53 
(31) YH B 42 £ 55 
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of the widow and Alexander-Rcrrison, "doth not answer hic 

Lordchipýs bills altho' he has a considerable ballanco in 

his hands. It is therefore,.,. orderod that in case he shall 

not duely account...., and pay the ballanca...., then he,,. * 

shall stand ipso facto ouperceded". (33) itarrieon did not 

conply with this dem and his two sureties wore in Pýay1726 

ordered to pay the money owing from him to the Corporation. (33) 

In Soptember it win declared that there was X41,1; e. 2d owing 

from Harrison, but in consequence of come miuta s,, the sureties 

were only willing to pay Z435.17a. 41d. The Council promptly 

declared that if Cox and . lstob, the two sureties, did not make 

pat entg local action would be preceded with. (34) In the accounts 

for that year due payment of C435.17s. 4ad was recorded from Cox 

and latob, and a further £200 from Uarricon, who had, apparentlye 

been induced to surrender any further money he held; and there 

the matter rested, It is plain that the Corporation required 

their Rocoivera not only to render accounts at some stage in their 

career, if only at its close, but also to repay the balance owing 

from tho. n. 

In 1747 the Corporation was indeed oblitod to take 

legal action for non compliance with ita orders. A Cotm ittee was 

appointed to audit the Recoivoro' accounto on 21cr t'iarch 1747, (35) 

(32) 'HB 42-, f (9b 
(33) `gym 42 f 76 
(34) YIM 42' ff 78a, f3la 
(35) Y'U3 42 f 278 
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but in consequence of those accounts not beire ren, 'ered, ,! illicm 

Oastlor was appointed 1.3towA. rd in place of tho two previous 

stewards, Jacques Priestly and Reny Drift leid. John Raper, 

the Town Clerk, was required to call upon Henry DrIffiold to 

request hin to make up his accounts for the nonoy ho had received 

and disbursed, and pay the balance to the caehier. (36) This 

he apparently refused to do, for in duly 1748, an action was 

brought upon his bond for not raking up his accounto. (37) In 

'lN ecernbor howeuer, "the 13i11 now dponding in Chancery a, minst 

? . Hoary flriffieid".... " was to be dismissed, and ']riff leid and 

Oastler were both to act as Receivers, rendering an account for 

the following' Monday prior to their dismiGsal. (38) Drift Leid 

still refused to account, and in February 1749 a further action 

was ordered to be brought on his bond. (39) This action was 

proceeded with but the Corporation was not entirely successful, 

for in } ovember' John ''4aper was asked not to oppose 1? riffield' o 

account which had been presented to the 'Prothonotary but to 

accept the balance therein appearing due to the corporation to 

order to conclude the suit. (40) In consequence t86.12s. 6d was 

secured from Driffield. (41) 

11 36) YD3 43 f, 281 May 27th 1748, 
(37) YHB 43, f, 284 
(so) YHB 43 f 295 
(39) TIi3 43 _ f. 303 

(40) YHB 43". f,, 319 
(41) YCAB 17 49/50 
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It appears therefore, quite conclusively, that accounts 

were required to be kept by the City Receivers and that their 

running balances were required to be settled with the Corporation 

on the Receivers' cessation of office. In 1746 a Committee was 

appointed to examine the accounts produced by the executors of 

Robert Wilton, late Receiver, and although these accounts were 

not immediately produced, it is apparent fron the purnual of 

Driffield that they must have been presented ultimately. Some 

Receivers indeed caused no bother; in 1786/7 Leanard. Ferry's 

executors paid his balance of : 353"46e. 10d most promptly. (42) 

Despite the unsatisfactory nature of negative proof it never- 

theleso gust be accept«d that in record keeping it is the unusual 

occurrence which receives most careful mention. If the accounts 

were duly produced, there was, after all, little need to record 

the fact, and if they had been received by a Committee which did 

not keep its own minutes, then due entry of a record in the Hall 

book at a subsequent Meeting, was likely to be overlooked. 

While business ran according tr, rule and custom, little redord 

was apparently deemed necessary. 

Thin fact, and the evidence quoted above seems to 

amply disprove the suggestion that the Receiver at York was a 

farmer. Ile was, on the contraryq a closely watched salaried Official 

and Corporate management over hin was tight and discerning. 

(42) YCAB 1786/7 
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Ri iýF : 71ý: x : 1I - Roncs 

B0L'; US( 

DOCK'S PNIIT E4 acres 12 ecre" 1430M)FIEI11 1.411' 

Tenant Date Term Rent Fine Ref: Tenant Dete Yrrm Rent Fine Re": 
(yrs) p. a. (yrs) p. a. 

Israel Jaclssan 1696 10 los 4/8/4/3 J. Allen 1686 10 L 16 4/8/4/3 

Nry Whetton 1716 10 £7,15e 4/3/4/6 Gideon Ferran 1698 10 16 

Jos Fydell 1726 10 7.158 it Tho. Basker 1708 10 17 

Rich. Calthrop 1746 10 T. 4/8/4/13 Tho. Falkner 1718 10 22 

of 1756 10 7 4/3/4/6 _ho. Righton 1728 10 19 4/3/4/6 

J"Calthrop 1766 10 10 Wm. Thompson 1745 10 19.103 " 

176 10 12 1755 10 21 
Tim Grey 1765 10 25 

AUGUSTINE FRIARS 10 acres of PAS"RE MESSUAGE and IAA) FISHTOFT 

Tenant Date Term Rent Fine Ref: Tenant Date Term Rent Fine Reft 
(yrs) p. s. (yre) p. a. 

Pinchbeck T 1648 4 E6.13.4 4/B/4/ß Jn. Kelsey 1748 21 E44 4/8/4/6 
. 

1652 10 6.13.4 E30 
(27 acres in Fist. toft 

Skirbeck and Boston 

1672 10 6 £40 & 19 acres in Skirbetk 

Frances ^ 1682 10 6- £40 J. Kelsey &a messunfe31 
" which by his lease he 

Jerimoth 1695 10 12 4/8/4/12 agreed to build" 50 4/B/4/6 
Brigge Ann Kelsey 1800 10 60 4/B/4/13 

Tho Palmer 1T05 10 19 4/8/3/108 
" 1810 10 98 4/3/3/70 

Richardson 1714/ 10 17 1820 10 98 " 
Riser 15 ent -1819 ral 
Hen. Adems 1726 10 18.5.0 £74 

Jn. Kelsey 1830 10 84 
1736 10 18 4lß/4/6 

- 1830 rental 
1746 10 18.5.0 4/8/31108 £64 

1756 10 18.5.0 4/B/4i6 WYRERTCN 16 acres PASTURE 
" 1766 10 25.10,0 

Wm. Fydell 1696 10 19 4/3/4/11 
10 1776 30 

Wm. Robinson 1T27 10 19 
Jos"Nevman 1784 10 29 

Fran. Taylor 1747 10 18 
J. Tuxford 1794 10 36 

k'm. Cartvright1767 10 27 
Thos. Fydell 1804 10 50 4/8/4/13 

Edv. Vilford 1814 10 TC 
Hen. Clarke 1800 10 52 

John Green 1823 10 

ý 

45 Gee $ Clarke 1810 10 69 

Tho. Green 1820 10 74 
By 1830 abated to 41 rental Jos. Andrevs 1837 10 57 

PASTURE ROBIN ROOD WALK DOCK'S PASTURE i6 acres 

Tenant Date Term Rent Fi ne Ref: Tenant Date Term Rent Fine Ref: 
(yrs) p. a. (yrs) p. e. 

M. Paske 1674 10 £3 4/8/4/3 Hnry Brewer 1716 10 £18 4/8/3/4 

Jas Sneath 1684 10 3 115 " A1d. R. 8a11 1736 10 17 4/8/4/6 

Elis. Whitehe ad 1699 10 4.10s RichJ'ydell 1743 21 17 

Richd. Baxter 1709 10 4 1762 10 20 

Wm. Eleydvin 1720 10 6 4/B/4/6 "" 1774 10 22 

J. Belgrave 1730 10 5 " Thos. Fydell 1794 10 33 4/8/4/14 

Wm. Seagrave 1740 10 5 " Jn. Marshall 1804 10 TO " 

B. Graben 1750 10 5 Lcngstaft 1809 5 70 4/8/4/13 

L. Pluvmer 1760 10 5 ^ (Grantham) 

^ Walt. Davis 1814 10 90 (applies for statement - Her. Wake 1770 10 9 
result tnknovn) 

" 1780 10 9 " 
W. Coupland 1823 yr to yr CO rental 

Tbo. Morriaon 1790 10 9 Groom 1824 10 80 
Abra. Sheath 1800 10 24 4/8/4/13 

Jea. Wheatcrott 1810 10 34 A TOFSTEAD vit* 6 stns of Lend and 34 acres of PASMPE 

1820 10 26 Tenant Date Term Rent Ref: In 47RFF; O: i 

Edv. Thornto n 1830 1 18 rentals 
(yre) p. a. 

^0 1831 1 18 
Dnnl. Cabourne 1660 £110 E15.4m 4/8/3/3 

E1iz. Umpleford 1690 110 4/B/4/2 

" Ampleford(eic) & 150 " 4/B/3/3 
Ann Ceborne 1? 00 

Sam. Palaer 1711 42 
Ecm Palmer 1'121 56 4/B/hi3 

Thoti. Erumpton 17s0 51 4/B/3/6 

if "& Tho. 1742 51 
dtavtley 

4753 51.10e " 
Rev.. 1.: haw /not 
riC, utýd. ftv. "r to 
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BOSTON 

Movement of individual Trooerty rents shovirg steep decline after 182O. Nainly Agricultural. 

Place Lease Date Term 
(yrs) 

Rent 
p. a. 

Ref: Place Lease Date Term 
(Yrs) 

Rent Reg: 
p. a. 

Close Skirbeck 1814 10 E26 4/B/3/68 Pasture n-ar West Street Toll Par 3 acres 2r. 22D 

1824 10 20 1819 10 £20 rentals 

Messuage Market Place 1824 10 16 

1820 10 36 418/3/68 
1830 10 30 

Pasture in Enclcsed Pen 7 acres Ir. 13D 

Ground Skirbeck 1814 10 128 4/B/3/72 
1814 10 t21 4/ß/3/79 

6 acres lr i0 1824 10 26 
1824 10 15 

Pasture Wyberton 1834 10 15 

18 acres. 0.16p 1814 10 1100 4/B/3/91 

1826 10 75 
1837 10 65 

Tollfield Skirbeck 1800 10 E32 

6 acres lr. k 1810 10 32 

1820 10 36 
1830 1 yr 18 4/B/4/13 6 
1831 10 20 rentals 

Town properties at sa=e period showyfreouentl 3 

no decline ob often a rising value: - 

Lease Date 
Place 

Term 
(yrs) 

Rent 
'O. a. 

Ref: 

Granary opposite 1820 9 30 rentals 
the Pat1. house Quay 1830 9 40 

Weolhouse near Theatre 

1791 12 rentals 
1801 10 24 4/8/4/13 

1819 10 35 
1821 10 35 

1831 10 40 

Messoase jr. Market Place 
Corvoration Row 

1815 7 40 4fß/3/64 

IM 10 40 
1834 10 40 
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WMINGRAM 

SAINT ANN'S WELL IICOS6 

Tenant Property Date Term 
or notes. (yrs) 

Hent Fine 

P. R. 

Hers 

J. Rickards 1699 21 L1 L55 5025 

R. Richardson in trust for the 1720 5 E1 5065 
late tenant's 
children 

D. Blae 1725 £8 rental 

"" 1726 £9 w 

S. H1ee (endorsed with agreem't 1736 21 £9 5088 
to pay Fl more because 

of repairs done by 
Corporation) 

"" 1740 L10 5088 

Caleb Parr(effective lease date 1753 21 £10 5113 
uncertain) 

J, Morley 1780 C10 rental 

J. Attenburrow. 1797 yrly £l0 MIS 3568f59-61 

T. Skinner To pay all Attenburrows 
arrears 1812 C21 " 

J. Bradley 1820/21 E21 

Joe. Pickard 1826-35 L18 

THE D0IPHI8. CRAPFL BAR W /OUT 

?. Richards "late Hall's" 1755/6 C6 

Wo. Eornbuckle 1762 C6 

Wakefield 1771 - 
E6 

Jackson "a tenement nr 1776 E9.106 
Chapel Bar" 

Rill 1797 yr to yc 59.108 

Wm. Butler 1805 £25 

Tho. James 1807 E32.10e 

"" 1809 yrly VKB 3568r59-61 

J. Hoyles 1812 E35 

Tho. Birob 1833 L35 

SAND ä TEHEfMENTS ST MARY'S CHURCHYARD 

J. Mallyn land 1687/8 . 31 loo C3 5021 

8. Roberts several messvages 1719 21 108 C20 5068 

R. Roberts 1740 21 £2.10" 5102 

Via. Roberts 1740 21 02.108 5103 

E0CRLET -A p"eeu= 
J. Korloy land to build 1714 C31 4s. Od 5063 
J. James messuage, stable, 1745 £21 £2.10" 5108 

barn, gardens 
""" 1766 L41 £4 rentals 
"w"" 1827/8 yrly? C15 
"" 1832 f £22 

. 
w 

The Leather Bottle Inn, Aookiey (probably anew prone ty in 1713 /14) 

J. Brentnall a new built house 1713/14 5e"Od 
& garden 

Ald. T. Triggs """ 1734/5 5a. Od w 

R. Salter A1d. Trigge's house1758/9 
" t20 " 

"The Bottle 

Mr. Preston 1762/3 £20 

ww 1772/3 C21 

Mr. Cheadlo From the ohan«es inl783/4 £22.15" " 
J. Moore's Wo. tenurs A rental 1737/8 £19.138 

which occur from 
Tho. Oliver this date until 1805/6 £40 e 

.w 1835, it seems 1808/9 £SS likely that this 
8. James property cont'd 1835 055 " 

On a yr to yr left.,. 
Not all the changes 
have been noted here. 

Tit? FLAMIN, O, foI , SMrTHY 10, i 

in tenureof Ald. 1727 C12 rental 
Peanall 

J. Sherwin 1728 C9 
S. Fgginton 1733 £15 " 
Burden & smith 1746 F15 
Pannell Tenant D'daon 1753 it, 
C. Nerner prround wh"r,, ; tend 1791 1? 6 

the Fi limn . "rrd 
snap" & Around 843 



NCTTJ N GH ALM 

Tenant Property Date Term 
(rrs) 

Rent Fine 
P. S. 

Heft 

THE T<NIC(`, zA'S H 'M. :, MI"PV( ROW (formerly the Peaco k) 

Ald. P-nnell The peacock 1726 21 £4.10" NHB 1'485F12a 

Representatives of S. h'rainton to 1744 W1IB 3504F17 

pay Chamberlains f50 for arrears 

of rent of Unicorn dead, formerly 
The Peacock, in tenure of Nichols on 

with Lady day P. 744, & thereafter to 
hold it until 17', 0 at E3.1(" p. a. 
Smith & Durden 1744 Ei. 10" rentals 

J. Dodda 1750 E8 - 

W. Goodburn 1767 E9.10s 

ws 1771 E11 

Jemen 1774 Ell 

W. Machin 1778 Ell 

S. Yilbourn 1805 t20 - 

ww The Wags Seal(1810 
röuO 

0lt öy1örder of3Rsll) 
NEB 3568r59-61 

   Police Office 1814 L30 
Tavern 

R. Birch 1818 031.10" - 

- 1835 £31.10. - 

The NEAR COPPICE. NESTERN PART 

J. Sherwin 1691 21 £14.5" L35 7444 
J. Sherwin 1697/8 t14.511 rental 
"" 1712 21 £14.5. C35 5048 

"" 1734 21 L24 - 5080 

J: 8" Covenant to plant 1755 21 -E40 - 5051/5 

J. Shervin 1776 21 C40 0240 5132 

T. James 1797 C80 rental 
T. James 1805 yrlf 1105 " 

various 6 leaaos of small parts 1810/11 t312.118.7d 

"" 1814 C208.16s. l0d - 
1816/17 £112.14s. 64 

1825/6 t142.12.. 8j4 

1835 t261.14.. 04 - 
D NEAR COPPICE. EASTERN PART 

£. Metcalfe part of Coppice 1691 21 C14.5n C35 7444 
£. Matoalfs 1697/8 t14.5s rental 
R. Metoalfe 1712 21 C14.5s L35 5047 
J. Truman 1733 21 t24 4 rental 
T. 0ldknov 1754 at will C47 ? 

1a yr/yr 
"" 1786 "" £38.15. " 
"" 1802 21 t60   

1823 C66 - 
1835 066 - 

THE PINDPRS FEE 

vm. 1r. vey 1666/7 21 12d £112 4995b 

J. Tibson 1709 21 12d 0102 5040 
Taylor 1730 L15-fiS rental 
J. Dodd 1731 C12 

T. Taylor 1732 t11 - 
11. Owen 1749 t10 - 
many changes of tenant but 
rental remain" unohanvýed. 1835 E10 - 

SI I11T GF. 'ORýF' S CL& R 

T. Daveon 1523 10 t2 4875. 
Ald. Hall 1688/9 L2 rental 
Sarah Hall 1694 14 t2 7444 
J. Collin 1708 21 t2 C120 5038 
A&T Collin 1729 21 t12 5079 
J. Hall (tub-tenant since 1734/5) 1750 L14 rental 
J. Poxoroft 1761 21 L17 5718 
T. V. Vatson 1785 yrly L28 rental 
G. Neleon 1786 f20 

J. Nel"on 14r)i t3o - 
""f. 1 pave rst'd from 1817 1 8/9 C36 

1817 (27.10, 
Ala. Allen 1R21 L77.1I, a - 
R. Rleh"roe lßýý P? 7.1"s ., 844 



YORK 

Tenant Property Date Term Rent Fine Refs 
(-n) p. a 

B1 STSRD THO RPE CLC:; RS 

R. Dodsworth 

Va. Sotham 

M. Duke & 
M. Horteey 
EAGG CLOSES HOLGAT LABE 

N. Swsllow 

M. Swallow 

). Swallow 

Vs. Adcook 

Va. Barksr 

Z. Ro. s 

ACCT & SFCGY CLOSES 

Coldart 

Joa. Roso 

Je.. floe. 

gAIPT CSORýE'S C: OSE AIM INT 

1660/1 t11 

1670/1 10 

1690 8 

1723 21 10 

1741 21 from 15.10A 
1742 

1761 21 from 20 
1763 

1781 21 from 24 
1784 

1804 yr to yr 42 

1811 """ 32.108 

1681 10 

1690 8.69.6d 

1710 21 8.6e. 8d 

1726 21 9.108 

1743 21 from 9.108 

1763 2111$4 8.15s 
1765 

1783 21 from 2T86 
"if he taken his ¢16 

freedom" 
1807 11 £40 
1813 12 t49.10s 

1829 £24.38.9d 

1681 £7 

2690 16 

1735 21 16 
1754 21 20 

1772 21 26 

1790 21 rrom 35 

1813 yr 
la9; 

r 3.10a 

1660 2 
1670 10 

1690 10 

The House 1706 21 1.18e. 6d. t 

House & Close 1723 21 12 

   1732 21 12 

li. Wharton 1753 21 20 

E&. W. Wallis 1774 21 20.10. 

W . Ellis "" 1804 11 45 

w" 1808 21 45 

sztended to 21 yrs in cons iderationof coney 
spent on repairs 

St. Ceorgge'" field 1828 45 

 " buildings ", 1828 39.6* 

"" public house 1829 21 

 " field 1831 22.10. 

" *-public hous e 1831 21 

CARLT0N Y". 11"IiTO'F FARM 
R. Moreland 1690 33 
R. Moreland 1737 from 1738 53 

21 
J. Rodgson 1756 "21 1757 30 

1774 21 60 
Son 1795 3 110 

 " 1798 11 140 
G. Hodgson 1809 yrly 200 

GrElbFRGATF CR Mr, 

Barrorof t 1660 L25 

1671 - 30 

1690 CO 

Sarah Stott 1704 21 60 

Wm. Stott 1723 21 
on his death to Blue Coat Boys L100 40 

R. Stott 1733 11 40 

J. Richardson 1766 21 fron 40 
1769 

Ed. xnipe 1783 7 150 
W. Borine 1790 11 40 
M. E11is 1800 yrly 63 
J. C1111aa 1812 4 

1831 64.6s 
BP (', ATE "'RRY 
{t"Scott 1741 21 from 2 
W. Soott 1761 211742 2 
J. Cilliaa 1600 yr to yr 22 

1831 22 

C73-1 

C75.3 

079.1 

E101 

1-101/154 

E101/189 

E1C1/18 pt II 

E101/101 ptll 
E101/139 pt II 

C774 

079.1 

E101 

E101 

E101 

E101/197 

Elo1/pt II 

E101/109 ptII 
E101/146 ptll 
E7Ba 

C77-4 

C79-1 

E101/139 

E101/181 

E101/224 

E101/67 ptII 
B101/146 ptll 

C73-1 

C75.3 

C79-1 

F101/16 

E101/89 

E35/799 

E101/141 

E101/222 

E101/99 pt 11 

E101/123 ptll 

78 
E7$a 
E78a 

C79-1 
E101/143 

E1o1/183 

E100/251 
E1G1/85 ptll 
E101/90 ptlI 
E78a 

C73.1 

075.3 

079.1 

E101/4 

EIM1 /t 4 

E101/132 

B35/80B 

E101/209 

E101/7 ptlI 
-101/55 ptll 

F101/45 ptll 
E78" 

E35/799 L'101/156 
F701/190 
E101/95 pt n 
C78a 
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YORK - 
Tenant Property Date Term 

(yrs) 
Rent Fine 
P. a. 

Ref. 

PISRING RIG9TS IN OUSR 

Rioh. Raoles 1711 7 CI t E101/45 

Wm. Musgrave 1733 7 t12 E101/33 

P. Stephenu ds 1741 21 L5.15e 2101/156 
I. Summers (surrindered 1744) 

Roeindale 1746 L4 E35 rental 

Fid. Moorehouse 1766 3 C36.15s E101/209 

Tho. Tireman 1774 11 C18.18e 2101/ 232 

Tho, Weatherill 1783 11 L18.18. E101/35 Pt II 

M. Meatherill 1795 11 C21 E101/80 Pt II 

1812 t21 278a 

Thereafter does not appear in rental s. 

Ith. St. TO'. IER POST? PN & Lu: NDAL 7M RT 

1690 t2 079.1 

1724 21 c8 L20 E101/97 

1743 21 210 235/799 
1805 Tr to yr C12 IS101/105 Pt II 

1831 t12 E78a 
STAR & GARTER CHRIST CRQRCR 

K. Elston 1787 21 (from 0.5. E101/59 pt II 
J. [ilby 1813 yr1}790) £22.10. 2101/147 Pt II 

Thoe. Smith renewal of lease 1661 /2 £5.6.8d' 
of Ath. St. Postern & Ferry 

tine for " 1679/80 t5 
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APPENDIX III 

Decennial Average of Rental income 

Notesi 

Boston The figures include buoys and beacons money, receipts from the 
sheep pens, mart fairs the pig and fish markets, the tythes 
and out rents. After 1812, the buoys and beacons money and 
other river and harbour dues, were passed into the hands of 
the harbour trustees. 

Nottingham ngham The figures exclude entry fines. Two graphs have been 
constructed for the period 1792-1835 in order to indicate the 
importance of the Shambles rents to the overall rental income. 

York The graph has been constructed from the receipts of the 
Chamberlain, from the City Steward. It is not, therefore, 
an accurate indication of rental receipts, but can be used as 
an indication of rental trends, especially after the late 
eighteenth century, when the Steward was required to hand 
over almost the whole of his receipts, maintaining only a small 
balance from year to year. The figure includes fines for 
leases, arrears and, from 1768, the receipts from tares held 
in turnpikes and navigations. 

The rental income for Boston and Nottingham recorded here is 
generally the rent due and not the rent received. 
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Appendix N 

The incidence of arrears at Boston, 
Nottingham and York, 1660 - 1835. 

The method of accounting for arrears differed considerably 

in each of the three boroughs. At Boston, the Chamberlain 

accounted for the non-payment of rent, at least for the 

period from 1695 to 1750, by entering under his heads of 

expenditure, a statement of the arrears, or rents owing to 

him during his year of office. This was a necessary procedure, 

for the rental income which he entered im his account 

represented the sum which he should have received during his 

year of office, and not the cash he actually received. His 

rental entry therefore tallied with the total cum calculated 

in the rental book. This procedure was, without question, 

used until at least 1750, and the state of arrears can be 

readily assessed for this period. Any old arrears received 

by the Chamberlain wore entered as an individual category 

in the year's receipts. After 1750 however, there may have 

been a change in the accounting procedure. From 1750 to 1795 

arrears continue to be entered in the expenditure columns 

as an independent category, just as they had been before 1750, 

but in many years no expense was recorded under this heading. 

If, therefore, the procedure used before 1750 was still in 

force, it would appear that in most years no tenants defaulted 
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in the payment of their rents; only in the years 1751/2; 

1754/51 1756/71 1758/9; 1759/60; 1761/2; 1763/4; 1768/91 

1779/80; 1782/3; 1764/5; 1788/9; 1790/1; 1791/2; 1795/6; 

were any arrears entered in the Chamberlains' expenses. 

However, it appears that in some years at least, a different 

accounting system was definitely in use. In a number of 

years, the Chamberlain. 'made a note in his income column 

of the rental he received, and of the arrears which were 

owed to him. The rental income which he then accounted for 

comprised not the expected rental, as before 1750; but the 

cash which he actually received. This occurs in 1757/0; 

1759/60 (in this case he enters more arrears under expenditure 

too); 1760/1; 1762/3; 1776/7; and in 1791/2 the Chamberlain 

deducted ¬15.17o. 6d in arrears from his rental incomo, although 

he also accounted for £7. lls. 9d more in his expenditure. 

It therefore becomes quite probable that in the 

narbt years when no arrears are accounted for in the Chamberlain's 

expenditure, the Chamberlain was following this alternative 

procedure without giving any indication of this. Yet, against 

this possibility, there stands the evidence of the rental book 

which remains for the year 1785/6"(4/B/l/78) In that year the 

Chamberlain recorded no arrears in his expenditure colunna, 

but neither had he deducted them from his rental income, for 

.,. ý .f...... r... - .. --.. _ r ... - .... --........... _ .... r. _.. - 
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he recorded a rental of £1259.58. Od, which figure tallies 

exactlywith the expected rental income noted in the rental 

book - the ease evidence is to be found in the rental books 

for 1788 and 1789" The conclusion would seem to be therefore 

that for very many years between 1750 and 1799 the Vnmberlains 

at Boxton experienced no arrears problem at all - ao unlikely 

a situation must, however, remain open to doubt. 

What is certain however, to that by 1800 arrears 

were no longer entered in the account as a category expenditure. 

It seems certain therefore that by this date the Chamberlain 

entered as his rental income, his actual receipts, having 

already deducted the arrears and other abatements. This was 

unquestionably the system used after 1815, for the remaining 

rental books afford information concerning the rental due, the 

deductions and arrears made from this sum and the actual cash 

rents recoived, this latter fi, ure being also the entry on the 

Chamberlains' accounts. 

For the two periods 1695 to 1750 and 1815 to 

1835 we therofore have reliable and informative figures upon 

the rental arrears of the Chamber estate. For the intervening 

period however, the figures may be somewhat misleading. 

At Nottin = too, the rental entry in the 

Chaxtberlains' account book, represented the total rental income 

due to the Corporation, and not the sum which was in fact collected. 
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As at Boston, these two sums would rarely tally, for theme 

were invariably several properties which were occupied for 

only a portion of the year and, in addition, there were 

narr tenants who were either in arrear, or who had paid 

their rents in advance. These variations were generally 

recorded in the rental books from year to year, but since 

these are often draught copies and rarely audited, they are 

'`ýt not an helpful in this aspect, aslexpeated. Resort taust 

therefore he had to the Chamber account in which, in order 

to balance the entry of expected rental incoi eI the Chamberlain 

accounted for an expenditure of whatever rents he had not 

received. (Properties temporarily out of lease, were not 

included in the expected rental). As at Boston, these were 

entered simply an arrears, and at the close of the year they 

were dismissed in the account as an inevitable expenditure. 

Any arrears subsequently liquidated wore then entered by the 

Chenberlain. for the time boing as a bonus income rather than 

as part of a constant account of arrears. 

That these rental debts were not dismissed fron 

mind however, is quite certain. The defaulting tenants were 

painstakingly pursued, and the entry in many years of receipts 

for old arrears, indicates that the Corporation were, to some 

degree, successful in their efforts. 
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But this system of accounting is not as oimp1 

as it nay appear. From 1789 to 1835 there is no complication, 

but from 1700 to 1789, there is no entry of rents unreceived 

in, the Chamber expenditure. That tenants continued to default 

with their payments is quite certain. In 1730 the Hall 

ordered that tenants not paying their. rents within three months 

were to be distrained, (1)and the school wardens were given 

the same order in 1707, That there was something a little 

lacksadaisical about this businosa howeverp is suggested by 

this order to the school wardens who were to "distraln of such 

of the Free School Tennte as re: ar: e to pay their arrears of 

Rent in ord to raise prcent money to discharge 1; r. Griffith 

of the sallary due to him this last Lsdyday itt amounting to 

£05. "(2) Nevertheless tenants continued in arrear, and that 

the Corporation pursued them is evident from scattered entries 

fat drrdara received in the period 1700 to 1789. (3) 

The Chamberlain apparently continued to enter 

in his receipts the rental due fron the estates, rather than 

the actual cash received. This is evident from several checks 

against the rental books. The evidence is not conclusive, since 

few rental books ae audited, but random checks of the total 

rental due, as listed in the rental books against the rental 

entry in the Chamber accounts, indicate that this was almost 

(1) }HB 3490/46. 
(2) NM 3473/14 
(3) NCAB 1723-89 e. g. 1730/1; 1735/6; 173º-7; 1740/1; 1741/2; 

1742/3; 1743/491745/6; 1768/9 
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certainly the policy pursued. Each year's balance moat 

therefore have included an, Invisible -amount of rents still 

not received. The balance traded over to the succeeding 

Chamberlain would therefore, in effect, be only partly 

cash, the arrears being an invisible liability on each year s 

accounts, leaving atrue cash balance somewhat lower than 

the accounts themselves suW; est. This would, therefore, 

be a running account of arrears, and in order to. maintain 

a clear division of cabh and invisible assets (i. e, arrears 

owing) it would have been essential to maintain an additional 

account of arrears owing and received. This could explain 

the absence of continual entries of arrears received in the 

Chambor account. 

That this may have been so is suggested by 

several entries in the Chamber accounts between 1709 and 

1793, In the financial year 1709 to 1790, the Chamberlain 

recorded £347,16s. 7d as received from the previous Chamberlain, 

but of this sum, only C151.12s. lld was in cash; the remainder 

of C196.3g. 8d, being in arrears. Of those old arrears £l0. ls. 6d 

was received in the year 1789/90 leaving £186,, 
_. 2a. 2d still 

owing. £1195s. O4 of this was ordered by the Hall to be 'craved' 

(forgiven), b aving only £174.178.2d. This sum the Chamberlain 

entered as an expenditure under the heading of 'old arrears'. 
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I , be chamberlain was not therefore being required to provide 

in cash the rents which he had not collected in his year 

of office, but these arrears were not discounted until the 

succeeding year. In 1790 to 1791 however, having discounted 

the arrears of 049.198 44d banded over in the balance of the 

previous Chaanberlain, there was left a balance at the year 

end of £66.17s. 1 d. Of -this only £536a. 4d was an actual cash 

balance, the remainder representing the rents owing to him in 

his Charaberlainship. These arrears were not handed on to the 

next Chamberlain for liquidation. Only +f5"l6s"4db the actual 

cash balance, vas passed on, and thus the Chamberlain was 

accounting for the difference between the rents due to him, and 

those actually received, by an entry of his own arrears in'his 

own account, This was the situation for the period 1791/2 to 

1835. 

These three years from 1789 to 1792 thus constitute 

a bridge between the system operating from 1789 and the system 

from 1700 to 1789, and the entries in the year 1789 do seem to 

support the system of accounting for arrears which I have 

postulated for the period from 1700. However, the balance of 

arrears due in that year of only C196 is very small if it 

represented the accrued rental debts of an 89 year period. In 

addition it is noticeable that an expenditure under the head of 

"cravings" first begins in 1723. (N. 13. there are no accounts 
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between 1700 and 1723 when entries for arrears end). A 

"craving" was 3 sum owing to the Corporation, usually a 

rent, which for some reason or other was not exacted, 

usually because the property was not occupied from the 

date of the lease, or for a complete year. 'But it waa: eorne- 

times an acknowledgement of defeat, when payment of a debt 

could not be exacted - thus, the Highway rate book for 5t. 

Nicholas records, "crave expenses i- can't or won't pay", (4) 

or it may have been'a remission of monies due because the 

tenant was suffering severe circumstances. It thus had much 

the same meaning as the "supers" in Leicester"(5) Generally 

however, it did not include arrears - rather abatements'for 

poverty and for suns incorrectly levied. Cravings continued 

to be entered until 1796 but there was a slight dedline in 

their amount once arrears were again entered from 1789 to 

1793" It does therefore, seem possible that rent arrears were 

included under this ho'ding during most of the eighteenth 

century. An entry in the Chamber account book for 1776/7 

records "by cravings for Rents not received £40.16e. 6d". 

This constitutes the entire entry for cravings in that year. 

A further 'entry in 1771/2 records an income of £3009e. 18d 

"By a list of outstanding debts craved by foimer Chamberlains 

(4) 6011 
(5) I. BTt Chamber Accounts p 3ý1 
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and delivered into tho accountants hands to be collected". 

This wa. a tho Artire cum craved in tIM previous year, but 

it would a,, Dear that the C'haaberlaino of 1771/2 had little 

noro micceea - their cravin, o auountinni to £41, 

Tho east oyaten of accountinc for arroaro 

between 1723 and 1709 revainn, therefore , uncertain. The 

cravinto na represent only arroaro which were conoiftred 

irrocoverablo. But, whatever the nyotea, it to certain 

that tenants continued to default in their rental payiacnto 

and that the Corporation did not hecitato to pursüo such 

offenders. 

Be twoon 1660 and 1700, arre Wero entorod 
in the Chatiber account, both as an expenditure to balance 

the rental incomes and as an income for thoco ult3. atoly 

received* It oeor o certain that thr arrearo wore not hupt 

in a running balnnco fron year to year. 'i'hr rental incot^,. o 

top in some yearn, moot definitely the expected, and not the 

actual income. (e. g. Rental Account Book 168ßf9) and the 

arroara received do not tally with those due in the prmviouo 

year, Fach years e Chaz br account tirin alosce any dobto by 

arroarQ. But that the arrears entered in the account cay not 

roprosont the total state of arreas is gu sted by a voucher 

for 1693/4 which recorded "an accompt of Moneys in erroaro 

cha'tcd upon the ohciblyin; for the years 1694 £32.17o. 4do" 
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The recorded expenditure on arrears in that year was only 

E29.11s. 6d (6). In the nineteenth century at least the 

shambles were not cubject to the same procedure as the 

rest of the rents, for in 1825 the Finance committee 

recommended that the Chamberlains' in each year in future 

be charged with the full rental arising from the Butchers 

Shambles and Butchers Stalls. (7) Thus, the entries for 

arrears may well not represent the entire arrears due, but 

they do give some indications of the size of the problem. 

At York there is even less data, for there 

remain only two sets of Receivers' accounts for the whole 

period, 1660 to 1835. The earliest group ore, in fact, 

Receivers' Rolls dating from 1660 to 1699, Unfortunately 

many are illegible or missing, and the effoctive working 

period is thereby reduced to about 15 years, As the Receiver 

of the rents, it was the Steward at York and not the Chamberlain 

who was responsible, and accounted for, the arrears owing 

to the Corporation. His account as kept on the rolls, was 

closed each year, the arrears owing representing only the arrears 

of any one year, and those received representing the total 

cash income in that year on account of old arrears. The total 

absence of any further Receivers' rolls until 1790 thus leaves 

us with no record of the state of arrears for most of the 

(6) Vouchors 17983 va 

(7) Minutes of Armua1 and other Connitteos Septa8th 1825 
3987}/114 
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eighteenth century. The constant rulings passed by the Lease 

Co caittee and the Common HaU, leave no doubt however that the 

situation continued to require attention. 

By 1790 the Receiver naintaincad a running account 

of arrears (thin was dono at Leicester too) (LBR Chamber Acots)f 

the rental in arrears received representing the total assets 

of the Corporation by arrears. The entry for arrears in the 

expenditure column thus represents the increase occasioned in 

that year by further arrears. The figures of course do not 

show how many arrears of previous years were paid. Thus, although 

the arrears at the close of 1790 stood at ¬826.19s, lld this was 

an absolute increase of rental debts by C20.15s. 9d, the arrears 

contracted in that year of 1790 may have been greater if, for 

example, ¬5 of the old arrears had been repaid. However, they 

do clearly a: iow that until 1797 at least, the total amount of 

arrears owing to the Corporation was not declining, 
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_ 
rr. erdix1v 

BOSTON ARREARS 

1700 - 1750 

cyim ---4- - -_ - - -S - .ß - 0- In 

1700 6.12.4 130.0.1 29.16.6 OOO 000 52.7.6 46.8.2 39. 0, 2 19.3.6 

1710 22.13.4 15.16. 8 63.18,8 53.12.6 (15.11.8 7.14.2 38.1.6 67.8, O 21. 1. 0 28.9.2 

1720 53.2.6 33.18. 6 43.19.2 30.9.2 0.0.0 1 66.7.8 46.19.0 72. 5. 0 125.19.4 

1730 71.2.6 19.1. 8 63.3.2 59.16.8 6.14.2 59.15.8 10.11.8 22.1.11 89.14. 8 28.6.8 

174p 10.10. 8 0.0.8 30.0.8 21.10.8 0.0.9 104.12.0 52.10.0 124. 6. 8 2.10.8 

Total E1926.6.8d. 

Rep r nls of erreara vere negligible over this. period, 

amounting to only C45.7.2d. although they may be 

indiscernable amonaet miscellaneous receipts, 

Apparent anrecovered loss by arrears therefore 41880.19.6d., an average of £40 per annum. 

The expected rental receipts over the same period were t32,296.6s. making an average annual income 

over the 46 years of C762 per annum. 

The anneal unreoovered arrears therefore amounted to nose 5.85" of the total rental due to the Corporation. 

Arrears o-1 1-2 2-3 - - - e9 8-9 

owing. 
_ 

1810 ; 359. ). 4 808.3.6 677.3.6_ 158.5.0. 
_425.15.0 

1820 794.2.6 750.15.0 636.10.0 560.13.0 TJQ5.7.3 421.15.0 60ý_ &_1 o'Af,, 6 s 
ß. 

t015.4.0ý295ya 0 

1830 976.18.0 912.0.0 1734.15. 1301.13.6 

Total £U9 
. 
1.4d 

* includesabatenents 

Arreare 

Repaid 0-1 12 23 -4 4-5 5;, 6 8-9 2=10 
1810 847.2.9 239.7.0 454,14.9 ' 584.19.0 153.5.0 

1820 42 . 15.0 80 8.12.0 0,0 
.6 805.1.1 416.2.0531.2.5 915.6.6 633.12.6 

1830 455.5.6 541.17.6 505.17.6 ( 785.10.0 

Total 110746.2.8d 

Apparent unrecovered loss by arrears therefore £2436,18. ßd., an average of £128 per annum. 

The arrears reeeived are in payment of rents due not only in the previous year but for many years before. 
There is therefore strictly no correlation between the arrears owing and received. 
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Appendix N 

K(nTI?,. M W 1-RRý AFS 

16E 700 
_` 

- 

ýrreera c+incý 0-1 t-2 2-3 

105 

-1660 

. 2.1 211L1±_L6-91 3 -12-4 

L-4 6,12.12.1 

1630 72.4.0 15.11.6 1 nil nil 
_ 6.1E. 6 

ýS. 
7.6 5.4.6 20.3.10 16.2. f 

Total over the 34 year period: £1397.9. od. 

I J: rrersty received O-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4- 5 5-6 6-7 7-9 - 

16E0 24.10.0 157.17.5 1.8.0 29.4.0 nil 3.17.2 2.11.8 nt1 

A413.4 

nil 1670 7. O. 0 nil_ 36.3.01 

1680 0.11.6 nil 1.10.0 22.19.6 nil nil nil 9.111690 

0.3.0 31.6.9 1.1.0 nil nil 0.14.3 11.6Total 

over the 34 year period: £359.17.6d. 

Apparent unrecovered loss by arrears therefore £1037.11.6d., an average of 

£41 per ann' . 

Total rental, over the 34 year period £13,476.0.4d., an average of £396 per 

annum. 

Average loss through arrears 10.4% of total rental income. 

*Other debts and accidental receipts included with arrears. 

L780-183.5 

Total [6842.19.2d. 

J 0-1 1-2 1 2-3 3-4 4-55-6 6-7_ gy_ 9-lo 

1180 
110.1.6 

1790 25.19.0 25.5. b 7.21.91 3 1. e 11.17.0 52.16.5 69.4. CO. 
1118.6.2 

: C00 87.4. G C2.19.10 j G4.9.5y 64.11.3' 85.11. l, 74.0.5 161.7.3ý 35.6.6 246 4,0 4&__6.3 

1010 154.15.34tl73.13.11251.11.6I 150.1.9ý' s5.11.8ý 81.6.7 147713.7 186.1 114. 
.6 55.18_e 

1820 105.14.8 j422.16.0 1268.6.8 824.11.1 55.9.0 21.14.5 30.16.0 47.10.9 47.151 

L Co. 12. Gi 36.14.21 7]L 7 11' 

Total £4%28.1.0\d. 

t)nrecovercc3 )*as therefore 1781 to 1835 £2015, an average cf £41.10.083. hor annum. 
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Appendix IV 

il MY An -"s 

lbEl -7 
Arrears owing (ex Receivers' rolle 1661 - 74, excluding 1LC9; 70 and . 071/2 

40 
=11-22-33-44-5 

l5- 
6167 

_7 -8 8- 9 9- O 

1C6p 184.5.0 113.6.4 83.16.0 36.19.? 25.4.10 47.14.7 66.16.6 86.5.0 

1670 140.7,7 139.15.8 60.15.10 _91.144 

Total £1185.5.3d. 

Arrears receive (ex Rece vet's zol $ 1661 - 4 excludiq 1669-70 which is barely 1 th1e and 
1671-2 hich i. a ujissing) 

1660 40.11.8 44.18.6 59.2.10 9.6.8 12.4.7 13.14.8 45.5.5 63.3.8 

ýýOO 63.13.0 117.10.8 79.11.2 O8.3.6 

Total E757.6.4d. 

Rental income e 8eceiver a rolls 

1660 506.3.6 420.16.6 489.2.10 483.2.8 490,16.2 e8.17.6 500.4.6 502_0.2 151 

.0 . 6.6 553.8561.13.101560.7.6 1670519 

Total rental over the 13 year period E6582.5.2d., an average, of £506 per annum, 

1kpparent unrecovered loss by arrears therefore £427.18.11d., an average of E36 per annum. 

Average loss through arrears 6.94% of total rental income. 

f Arrears of £852.7. Sd. were written off on Audit day 8.2.1796, leaving 
£330.13.0d. to be passed on to the succeeding year. 
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BOSTON TOLLS 

Tythes - the parsonage and tythes, the glebe lands excepted. 

Date Term in years Rent Fine Tenant Reference 

1661 3 years £110 T. Cave 4/B/4/3 
R. Buatard 

1667 3" E1S0 T. Marall 4/B/4/3 
1669 3" E140 T. Marrall 
1675 3" E120 C. Hutchinson 
1678 3" E112 Sam Cooper 
1681 3" E100 
1684 3" E 90 J. Braeeey 

IS 
1687 3" £106 S. Cooper 

1691 3" £ 97 of 
1694 3" E 85 of 
1697 3" E 85 to " 
1700 3" £130 to to 
1703 3" E 90 " of 
1706 3" E120 to of 
1709 3" E100 of It 
1712 3" E105 J. Jessop It 
1715 3" E105 to It 
1718 3" E107 " " 
1721 3" E107 of 
1724 3" E 90 It to 
1727 3" £100 W. M. Close to 
1730 3" £116 J. Jessop 4 /B/4/6 
1733 3" E105 of to 
1736 3" E 90 
1739 3" E112 of is 
1743 3" E110 T. Peacock " 
1748 3 to £112 J. Jessop " 
1754 3" £ 95 to it 
1760 3" £100 of of 
1763 3" E100 to 11 
1767 3" E100 " to 

1770 3 years E100 J&B Jessop 4/B/4/6 
1773 3 £106 Shirhill 4/8/4/6 

1776 3" E 90 T. Rydsll 4/B/4/6 
1782 3" E 75 Bra. Thirkell 4/B/4/11 
1786 3" E 75 Fra. Thirkell 4/B/4/12 
1789 3" E100 N. Ryme 4/B/4/14 
1792 3" E100 N. Kyme 4/B/4/14 
1796 postponed at E120 4/B/4/14 

finally taken at E100 - (BAB 6. Aug. 1799) but 1799 not taken and therefore: - 
1799 to be collect ed by surveyor for one year. BA86. Aug. 1799 

Collected until 1830 (SCAB) 

ýallasýa¢"ý1 atae ae=. and Begeolaze, 

S, 6 or 7 year leases until 1734, then collected. 

Wharfage, bridge dues (passage over and under), Stallage and Market tolle. 

Date Term in years Rent Fine Tenant Reference 

1667 7 years ESO p. a. _ 
Tho. Tresse 4/8/4/3 

1674 7" E63 p. s. ;; 4/3/4/3 
1681 7" E63 p. a. of 4/8/4/3 
1688 7" E65 p. a. is 4/8/4/3 
1701 7" E100 Robt. Vent 4/8/4/3 
1705 10 " E60 Thos. Tresse 4/8/4/11 
1718 7" E163 Wm. Wayett 4/8/4/6 
1726 7" E120 of 4/3/4/6 
1734 7" E100 to 4/8/4/11 
1741 7" £100 " 7/8/4/6 
1748 7" E100 L. Griffin & T. Yesburgh " 
1756 7" E 90 Jona Sneatb It 
1763 7" 

" 
E 90 " 

Wm. Moore Si 
1770 7 

" 
E126 SIm Moore " 1777 7 E126 . 

1784 7" E130 Robt. Willoughby 4/8/4/11 
1795 yr to yr E133 Eli.. " 4/8/4/14 
1806 3 years £122 John It It 
1809 1 year E220 John It It 
1812 1" £300 John It 
1812 Harbour Act. Wharf age rates altered and afterwards collected separately from stallage etc; 
Stallage and Market Toll s 
1812 collected at 8 % in E Wm. Atkin & Ceo. Mar shall 2/A/27 

until 
1814 1 year 1160 John Norris 4/8/4/14 
1815 1 year E160 John Norris 4/8/4/14 
1816 1" f140 Rich. Hicklin 4/8/4/14 
1817 1" E140 "" 4/8/4/14 
1818 10 years E182 T. Green 8 R. Hanks 4/3/4/14 
1828 10 " E410 Elix. Hicklin 4/B/4/15 
i. 'harf ate 
1812 collected 
1819 To be put on lease and put up at £550 P"a" for 3 years 
1820 3 years E805 J. Clarke 7/G/2 
1823 3' E700 " 7/G/2 
1826 3" E670 7/G/2 
1829 ? 
1835 1 year E525 Josh. Bower 7/G/2 
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NOTTINCHAN TOLLS 

Leases of the Corn Tolls (Scavenger's Fee) 

Date Term Rent Fine Reference 

1670 7 years E40 (4873/2b) 

1688 2 E41.15s Rental 2220 

" 1690 7 years E41.15a £15 5022 

1704 7 years L41.159 133 NHB3471/6a 

1711_ 7 years E41.15s £51.59 NHB 

1718 7" 23 days E41.15s E51.58 5074 

1725 11 years £52 5089 

1736 11 years £52 5284 

1779 1 year E52 

1796 Opposition led to a series of prosecutions and after Coldham 

(Town Clerk) dropped all actions in 1800,1failure to enforce 

the tolls led to their disappearance. (NHB 3559/47,54. ) 

Leases of the Trent Tolls at Trent Bridge 

Tolls difficult to trace because of the absence of Sheriffs' accounts. 

The following details only have been found: - 
1796 E60 Simpson. Sheriff's Account in Rental 1796/7 

1819 £100 Ed. Elliott. NHB3578/70,71. 

1821 £63 to 3987/67 

1833 L63 u Corp. had wished to lease them at E84 per annum, 
but tenant had refused. 

Newark Tolls 

Date Term Rent Fine Reference 

1694/5 
" 

£8 Rental 2208 
169718 £20 " 2219 
1707 9 years E20 140 NHB3473/25 
1725 £30 Rental 2225 
1755 E21 2255 
1765 yr to yr £30 NHB3322/28 
1765 E25 N1183524/31,36. 
1770 Received by Sheriffs towards their Office. 

Cunthorpe Tolls 

1688/9 E1.10. Rental 2200 
1733/4 E2 " 2220.2233 
1768/9 E2 "& Vouchers 1810 CIV 
Discontinued rental. 10-12 

Evertnn & Mattersey Tolls 
1604 £2 4635G 
1733 21 yrs E7 N11B3492/15 
1745/6 £7 Rental 2246 
1755 discontinued in rental 

Fiskerton Toll 

1713/14 Cl 

1733/4 
1735 discontinued in rental 
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YORK TOLLS 

FORTti1CUT FAIR TOILS (Cattle Market) 

Date Term Rent line Reference 
1660 E1.10s C73-1 

1681 £1.15. C77-4 

1690 E2.10s C79-1 

1709 £3 E101/33 

1722 21 yrs E3.10s E101/185 

1742 21 " E6 E101/157 

1766 21 " E8 E101 

1784 21 " £7 E101 

1826 Moved outside the walls to the cattle market. 

1827/8 collected, with stallage 9352.14.74d. YI1B50/34-35; 
Y352 E6 

Actual profit E257.0.11d YUB50/34-5 

1828-9 Leased £300 Y352 E6 

THURSDAY MARKET TOLLS (Primarily a meat market, but other commodities also sold) 

(and Stallage) 

Y 

Data Term Rent Fine Reference 

1660 E6.13.4 C73-1 
1670 £10 C75-3 
1690 £20 C79-1 
1706 £22 E101/91 
1723 £24 E101191 
1744 21 yrs E70 E35/803 (reduced to £60 in 1747) YHB43/251 
1765 21 " £60 E1011192 
1807 11 " E61 E101/110 pt II 
1818 year to year 
1826 " to £140 E77/28.4.1826 
1828,29,30 E140 E78a 
1831 £160 E78a 
1832 £180 MCRp 1751 

PAVEMENT MARKET 

1660 To Lord Mayor £16.13.4 C73-1 
1681 of " £6.13.4 C77-4 
1690 of " E6.13.4 C79-1 b 1735 3 years £226 (withdrawn from Ld. Mayor) YRB42/202 
1738 3" E220 E101*146-7 
1741 3" E200 E101 
1744 3" £200 E101/162 
1747 3" £170 E101/168 
1751 3" E170 E101/177 
1754 3" 1140 E101/181 
1757/60 3" E140 E101/1851,189 
1763 3" £145 E101/196 
1766 3" E170 E101/209 
1769 1 year £130 E101/217 

1771 collected profit £91.18.9d ( E101/22 b 
E107 

Abandonedthrough oppo sition- collection had ceased by 1784 - 
officially suspended 1791 K100/21.12.1791 

Toll on Wooljacks and coal taken over Ouzebridge 

1660 E1 C73-1 
1670 E3.6s. 8d C75-3 
1743 21 years E5.59 E101/159; E35/804 
1762 21 " £6.6s E101/194 pt II 
1783 21 " E8 Elt. l 
1789(so long as is now E1 E101/57 pt II 

unexpired in his 
present lease) 

1806 1 year E9 E101/106 pt II 
1807 1 year E9 E101/118 pt II 
1808 to collect E101/126 pt II 
1809 £9 E101 

Lime Pontage 

Ist appears. 1726 

1726 21 years E1 First yr. E1.10s rest) E101 
1736 21 " El. ls E101/799 
1746 21 " los 6101/799 
1768 21 " 105 E101/213 
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Appendix VI 

1 

Purchased Freedoms,. Boston, Nottingham and York 1660 to. 1835 

The entries'in this appendix. do not correspond with the 

sums under the heading 'freedoms' in Appendix I of Civic Income 

1660 to 1835. Under, 'freedoms' in that Appendix are included 

apprentices fees, fees paid on admission by patrimony, and fines 

paid for permission to trade while unfree. 

With the Nottingham material it has not always been possible 

to separate the fees paid for entry by apprenticeship and 

patrimony from the redemption fines paid, and on such occasions 

the entries are asterisked. 

At. York, the Chamberlains, in the earlier part of the period 

frequently entered receipts into wrong categories on occasions, 

it has therefore been found necessary to extract the full amount paid 

for Ireedoms from, for example the category of "casual receipts" 

as entered in the Chamberlains' own account books. Where the fine 

was paid in instalments however, the sums have not been included 

withi. n'this list, for there is often no indication how much was 

ultimately paid. An additional complication at York arose from 

the necessity of using the account books to compile this list, for 

these were not always audited. On the whole though, they appear 

to correspond with the audited rolls. It should be noted however, 

that the York figuresdoonot always tally with those given in the 

list of Freemen (York records D/4), but this is not surprising, for 

the acc, 3unts and burgess ledger did not always coincide. Even a 

contemporary list of purchased freedoms compiled at Nottingham for 

the years 1604 to 1820 does not correspond with the audited : Chamber 

accounts, payments.: not necessarily being made at the time of 

admission. The figures quoted here only represent the actual cash 

received, they do not include bonds owing, or bills owing to the 

newly franchised man from the Corporation, which wore usually 
discounted from the total cost of his freedom. 

At York freedoms were often purchased with exoneration fron, 

Office and this was the usual procedure for prospective M. P's or 

gentlemen who toot up their freedom merely for conveniences: 
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On such occasions the sum paid was usually £150, and where 

these large payments occur it has been. assumed that it was 
for the purchase of a freedom with exoneration. For this 

reason therefore, these payments have been included in Appendix 

VII, as exoneration fines, the major part of the fee being 

for the exstmption from office. A letter 'e' denotes these 

occasions, and a table has been produced below of the sums 
involved: - 

1682-3 Freedom and exoneration from all Offices 1@ £100 

1698-9 Freedom and assumed exoneration 1@ £110 

1705-6 Freedom and exoneration from Shrievalty 1@ £150 

1713-14 is and assumed exoneration 1@ £150 

1720-21 it and exoneration overli 2@ £150 

1727-8 it and assumed exoneration 1@ £150 

1731-2 " It is 1@ £200 

1733-4 of to of 1@ £150 

1740-1 It of of I@ 150 

1742-3 of to it 1@ £150 

1747-8 is to It 1@ £150 
1753-4 of of it i@ £150 
1757-8 of of 1@ £150 
1758-9 it of 1@ £150 

1761-2 1a £150 
1762-3 1@ £150 

1768-9 to 1@ £150 

A blank column indicates that no account remains. Where the 

account is in existence, but no freedoms were purchased, a nil 
entry is made. 
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APPENDIX VI 

Purchased Freedoms Boston, Nottingham and York 1660 to 1835. 

BOSTON NOTTINGHAM YORK 

Date sum received no. sum received no. sum received no. 

1660-61 E 38.13.4* 

1661-62 10.0.0* £ 61.13.4 11 

1662-63 13.0.0* 

1663-64 6.0.0* 29.6.8 4 

1664-65 5.6.8* 106.3.4 10 

1665-66 31.13.4- 4 

1666-67 5.6.8* 

1667-68 5.0.0* 

1668-69 7.13.4* 27.13.4 5 

1669-70 2.13.4* 

1670-71 12.13.4* 

1671-72 63.10.0 13 

1672-73 8.0.0* 20.0.0 4 
1673-74 4.6.8* 

1674-75 3.0.0* 

1675-76 1.13.4* 

1676-77 5.6.8* 

1677-78 19.0.0* 

1678-79 2.13.4* 0 

1679-80 0.18.4* 49.0.0 6 
1680-81 2.1.4* 28.13.4 4 
1681-82 1.6.8* 

1682-83 1.1.0* 68. o. oe 5 
1683-84 12.17.8* 48.13.4 6 
1684-85 0.0.0 126.13.4 10 
1685-86 2.0.0* 

1686-87 78.6.8* 90.16.8 11 
1687-88 7 156.0.0 18 
1688-89 6. '0.0* 11.0.0 2 
1689-90 2.0.0* 
1690-91 

1691-92 
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BOSTON NOTTINGHAM YORK 

Date sum received no. sum received no. sum received 

1692-93 £ 0. 0.0 0 £ 20.13.4* E 77.0.0 

1693-94 0. 0.0 0 59.6.8* 90.0.0 

1694-95 0. 0.0 0 4.0.8* 55. O. O 
1695-96 0. 0.0 0 55.0.0 

1696-97 5. 0.0 1 4.0.0* 0.0.0 
1697-98 0. 0.0 0 24.0.0* 60.0.0 

1698-99 5. 0.0 -1 5.6.8* 85. O. Oe 
1699-1700 20. 0.0 2 19.6.8* 31.13.4 

1700-01 20. 0.0 4 393.12.4 131.13.4 

1701-02 0. 0.0 0 6.13.4 

1702-03 0. 0.0 0 111.13.4 
1703-04 40. 0.0 5 0.0.0 

1704-05 40. 0.0 6 155.0.0 
1705-06 5. 0.0 1 115.0.0e 
1706-07 0. 0.0 0 270.0.0 

1707-08 0. 0.0 0 40.0.0 

1708-09 20. 0.0 2 120.0.0 
1709-10 0. 0.0 0 110.0.0 

1710-11 10. 0.0 1 40.0.0 
1711-12 24. 4.0 ? 105.0.0 ` 
1712-13 10. 0.0 1 25.0.0 
1713-14 90. 0.0 8 121.13.4 e 

1714-15 10. 0.0 1 80.0.0 
1715-16 0. O. (ö 0 75.0.0 

1716-17 0. 0.0 0, 105.0.0 
1717-18 0. 0.0 0 205.0.0 
1718-19 2. 1.4 ? 85.0.0 
1719-20 135. 0.0 9 

1720-21 0. 0.0 0 150. O. Oe 
1721-22 50. 0.0 1 

1722-23 0. 0.0 0 270.0.0 
1723-24 0. 0.0 0 45.0.0 ?3 175.0.0 
1724-25 0. 0.0 0 12.0.0 ?1 305.0.0 
1725-26 0. 0.0 0 15.5.0 ?1 175.0.0 
1726-27 0.0.0 0 280.0.0 
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BOSTON NOTTINGIIAN YORK 

Date sum received no. sum received no. sum received no. 
1763-64 £ 20.0.0 1 E 40.0.0 ? £ 125.0.0 5 

1764-65 0.0.0 0 0.0.0 0 305.0.0 12 

1765-66 0.0.0 0 30.0.0 ?2 255.0.0 10 

1766-67 20.0.0 1 45.0.0 ? 3' 285.0.0 12 

1767-68 0.0.0 0 15.0.0 1 300.0.0 12 

1768-69 40.0.0 2 0.0.0 0 365.0.0e 11 

1769-70 61.10.6 ? 45.0.0 ?3 225.0.0 9 

1770-71 40.0.0 2 0.0.0 0 205.0.0 8 

1771-72 0.0.0 0 0.0.0 0 200.0.0 8 

1772-73 0.0.0 0 15.0.0 ?1 190.0.0 7 

1773-74 20.0.0 1 45.0.0 3 250.0.0 10 

1774-75 0.0.0 0 15.0.0 1 385.0.0 15 

1775-76 . 0.0.0 0 "O. 0.0 0 280.0.0 11 

1776-77 50.0.0 1 15.0.0 1 2040.0.0 79 

1777-78 0.0.0 0 0.0.0 0 725.0.0 29 

1778-79 0.0.0 0 30.0.0 2 435.0.0 17 

1779-80 60.0.0 3 75.0.0 3 655.0.0 27 

1780-81 70.0.0 2 93.15.0 6 450.0.0 18 

1781-82 110.0.0 4 31.10.0 ?2 480.0.0 19 
1782-83 0.0.0 0 15.15.0. ?1 275.0.0 11 
1783-84 90.0.0 3 78.15.0. ?5 330.0.0 13 

1784-85 40.6.8 2 52.10.0 ? 410.0.0 17 

1785-86 60.0.0 3 94.10.0 5 180.0.0 7 

1786-87 20.0.0 1 41.10.0 ?3 525.0.0 21 

1787-88 100.0.0 5 110.5.0 7 435.0.0 17 

1788-89 60.0.0 3 47.5.0 ? 505. Ö. 0 20 
1789-90 60.0.0 3 126.0.0 ? 580.0.0 23 
1790-91 100.0.0 1 0.0.0 0 330.0.0 13 

1791-92 40.0.0 1 105.0.0 ? 380.0.0 15 
1792-93 0.0.0 0 43.15.0* ? 200.0.0 8 
1793-94 0.0.0 0 53.13.4* ? 510.0.0 21 
1794-95 80.18.4 2 0.0.0 0 550.0.0 22 
1795-96 40.9.2 1 42.0.0 2 205.0.0 8 
1796-97 140.0.0 2 0.0.0 0 455.0.0 18 
1797-98 0.0.0 0 15.15.0 1 300.0.0 12 
1798-99 21.0.0 1 250.0.0 10 
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BOSTON NOTTINGHAM YORK 

Date sum rec eived no. sum received . no. sum received no. 

1727-28 £ 0. 0.0 0 £ 0.0.0 0 £ 152.10.0e 5 
1728-29 0. 0.0 0 27.0.0 ?2 245. 0.0 9 
1729-30 0. 0.0 0 75.0.0 25 315. 0.0 13 
1730-31 0. 0.0 0 15.0.0 ?1 100. 0.0 4 
1731-32 0. 0.0 0 39.6.0 ?3 130. 0.0e 3 

1732-33 0. 0.0 0 97.12.0 125. 0.0 6 
1733-34 0. 0.0 0 15.0.0 ?1 215. 0.0e 9 
1734-35 0. 0.0 0 0.0.0 0 200. 0.0 8 

1735-36 0. 0.0 0 12.12.0 21 275. 0.0 11 
1736-37 0. 0.0 0 0.0.0 0 305. 0.0 12 

1737-38 £ 20. 0.0 1 15.0.0 ?1 250. 0.0 10 
1738-39 0. 0.0 0 55.0.0 4 140. 0.0 5 
1739-40 0. 0.0 0 58.12.0 ? 155. 0.0 4 
1740-41 30.0.0 22 110. 0.0e 4 

1741-42 0. 0.0 0 90.0.0 28 125. 0.0 5 
1742-43 0. 0.0 0 15.0.0 ?1 '230. 0.0e 9 
1743-44 21.16.8 ? 59.0.0 ?4 180. 0.0 7 
1744-45 80. 1.0 4 90.10.0 ?8 155. 0.0 5 
1745-46 21. 0.0 1 60.0.0 ?4 200. 0.0 8 
1746-47 40. 0.0 2 40.0.0 ? 170. 0.0 7 
1747-48 3. 6.8 2 65.0.0 ? 380. 0.0e 11 
1748-49 0. 0.0 0 0.0.0 0 225. 0.0 9 
1749-50 40. 0.0 2 0.0.0 0 200. 0.0 8 
1750-51 60. 0.0 3 30.0.0 2 412.10.0 17 
1751-52 20. 0.0 1 0.0.0 0 75. 0.0 3 
1752-53 0. 0.0 0 45.0.0 3 180. 0.0 7 
1753-54 0. 0.0 0 0.0.0 0 480. 0.0e 15 
1754-55 0. 0.0 0 0.0.0 0 100. 0.0 4 
1755-56 0. 0.0 0 30.0.0 2 440. 0.0 18 
1756-57 20. 0.0 1 0.0.0 0 375. 0.0 15 
1757-58 10. 0.0 1 0.0.0 0 235. 0.0e 9 
1758-59 20. 0.0 1 31.0.0 2 425. 0.0e 17 
1759-60 40. 0.0 2 0.0.0 0 230. 0.0 9 
1760-61 60. 0.0 3 36.15.0 ? 505. 0.0 20 
1761-62 0. 0.0 0 15.0.0 1 305. O. Oe 12 
1762-63 20. 0.0 1 12.0.0 1 355. 0.0e 14 
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BOSTON NOTTINGHAM YORK 

Date sum received no. sum received no. sum received no. 

1799-1800 £ 40.3.4 1 £ 42.0.0 2 £ 100.0.0 4 

1800-01 50.12.8 2 21.0.0 1 625.0.0 25 

1801-02 50.13.2 1 210.0.0 10 455.0.0 16 

1802-03 350.0.0 4 84.0.0 ?4 175.0.0 7 

1803-04 50.0.0 1 84.0.0 4 400.0.0 16 

1804-05 0.0.0 0 147.0.0 7 325.0.0 13 

1805-06 0.0.0 0 0.0.0 0 505.0.0 20 

1806-07 0.0.0 0 31.10.0 1 355.0.0 14 

1807-08 175.0.0 2 31.10.0 1 711.0.0 28 

1808-09 50.13.4 ? 0.0.0 0 610.0.0 24 

1809-10 0.0.0 0 0.0.0 0 500.0.0 20 

1810-11 50.0.0 1 157.10.0 5 375.0.0 15 

1811-12 125.0.0 1 0.0.0 0 575.0.0 23 

1812-13 0.0.0 0 31.10.0 1 850.0.0 34 

1813-14 50.0.0 1 126.0.0 4 450.0.0 18 

1814-15 50.0.0 1 63.0.0 2 600.6.8 24 

1815-16 0.0.0 0 252.0.0 8 75.0.0 3 

1816-17 0.0.0 0 63.0.0 2 730.0.0 29 

1817-18 0.0.0 0 31.0.0 1 160.0.0 7 

1818-19 123.10.0 1 0.0.0 0 600.0.0 24 

1819-20 273.13.4 4 42.0.0 1 700.0.0. 28 
1820-21 50.0.0 1 0.0.0 0 650.0.0 26 

1821-22 0.0.0 0 0.0.0 0 1170.0.0 45 

1822-23 50.0.0 1 0.0.0 0 930.0.0 37 

1823-24 0.0.0 0 84.0.0 2 550.0.0 22 
1824-25 0.0.0 0 0.0.0 0 1180.0.0 47 

1825-26 200.0.0 4 0.0.0 0 800.0.0 32 

1826-27 125.0.0 1 0.0.0 0 525.0.0 "21 
1827-28 100.0.0 2 0.0.0 0 555.0.0 22 
1828-29 150.0.0 3 0.0.0 0 450.0.0 18 
1829-30 100.0.0 2 0.0.0 0 625.0.0 25 
1830-31 50.0.0 1 0.0.0 0 750.0.0 30 
1831-32 0.0.0 0 0.0.0 0 380.0.0 15 
1832-33 0.0.0 0 0.0.0 0 630.0.0 25 
1833-34 0.0.0 0 75.0.0 3 
1834-35 0.0.0 0 0.0.0 0 512.0.0 21 
1835-36 0.0.0 0 187.0.0 9 
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Appendix VII 

Fines for exoneration from Office. YORK 1660 to 1835 

This list has been compiled from all entries in 

the Chamberlains' Accounts which pertain to eaonerations, 

collecting together the sums entered within the category of 

exonerations and those entered within the categories of rents 

or casual receipts. Exoneration money paid each year by the 

Chamberlains for exoneration from the offices of Bridge and 

Hure Masters is not included since this was a regular annual 

payment. 

Where years are missing it is because the account 

is not extant, or is illegible, In some years the Chamberlains' 

account books are not completely filled in, and they are not 

always audited. 

Notes: f: - payment for the freedom with exoneration from certain 

offices. 

p: - partial payment only of the exoneration money. Partial 

payments have not been included in the totals. 

1: - the full sum was paid, but the paper where the amount 

of the second payrent vas entered, has been lost. 

2: - This may not have been the full total of their fines, 

the account is not explicit. 
3: - £1.10s. Od was refunded. 
4t- This entry is from the rolls and includes the 

Chamberlains' payments. 
5t- One was a resignation. 
6: - Ordered to be put into the loan box, ant into the account. 
7s- £20 and £1S respectively had been abated by order of Eiall. 

81- includes exoneration from the Shrievalty. 

9: - £10 may have been abated for the entry on the roll is 

only X95. 
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Date nc 

1663-64 

1664-65 

1665-66 

1666-67 

1668-69 

1671-72 

1672-73 

1678-79 

1679-80 

1680-81 

1682-83 

1683-84 

1684-85 

1686-87 

1687-88 

1692-93 

1694-95 

1695-96 

1696-97 

1697-98 

1698-99 

1700-01 

1701-02 

1702-03 

1703-04 

1704-05 

1705-06 

1706-07 

1707-08 

1708-09 

1709-10 

1710-11 

1711-12 

1713-14 

1714-15 

1718-19 

1719-20 

APPENDIX VII 

FINES FOR EXONERATION FROM OFFICE YORE 1660-1835 

Chamberlain 
Chamberlain no. and Sheriff no. Alderman no. Sheriff no. All Offices 

1 E50 + £SO7 2 £70, E5C 

I, E15 
2 ElOO, £40, £33.6.81 

0 £5O, E40, £102 

2 E40, E60 

1 £100, E50r 

2 £5O, £90, £35, ESOP 

? £205 
2 £100, £100. £10, 

ESOP 

2 £100, £45, £SO" 

1 ElOOf 
1 £100 

3 £50, £50, £94 1 £130 

T £100, £90, £50? 
£32, £38 

3 £45, £90, £80 

1 £130 2 £97, E30 

no 1 £50 
2 £60, £50 

1 £603 

2 £100, £100 

5 £llo, 5100, £95, 
£90, £58,40 1 £110 

5 £90, £90, £9o 
£90, £100 

1 £90 

1 £100 

1 £150", £lOP 
2 E100, £1005 1 £120 

I £90 

2 E90, £90 

1 £1006 2 £70, £70 

1 £70 

1£ 50 
1 eioo 1 £70 

2 £50, £55? 

1 1160 

I eisof 

Total 

£220.0.0 

15.0.0 

173.6.8 

100.0.0 

100.0.0 

150.0.0 

225.0.0 

205.0.0 

260.0.0 

195.0.0 

100.0.0 

100.0.0 

324.0.0 

310.0.0 

215.0.0 

257.0.0 

60.0.0 

110.0.0 

58.10.0 

e200. O. O 

563.4.0 

664.0.04 

180.0.04 

460.0.0 

90.0.0 

100.0.0 

160.0.0 

320.0.0 

90.0.0 

180.0.0 

160.0.0 

240.0.0 

70.0.0 

150.0.0 

50.0.0 

170.0.0 

105.0.0 
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Chamberlain 
Date no. Chamberlain no. and Sheriff no. Alderman no. Sheriff 

1720-21 2 £150 f £150f 2 £70. £70, ESOP 

1721-22 2 £70, £70 

1722-23 1 £70 

1724-25 1 £70 

1725-26 1 £70 

1726-27 1 £100 1 £70 

1727-28 3 £125, £125, 
£100 

1728-29 1 £200 

1729-30 1 £300 

1730-31 1 £70 

1731-32 2 £70, £70 

1732-33 1 £70 

1733-34 1 £70 

1734-35 1 £70 

1735-36 1 £10 1 £70 
1736-37 1 £70 

1738-39 1 52008 1 £70 

L739-40 1 £70 
1740-41 1 £10 1 £70 

1741-42 1 £70 
1742-43 

1744-45 1 £200 

1747-48 

1748-49 Mayor £100 by con sideration 
1749-50 

1750-51 1 £10 

1752-53 

1753-54 1 £70 
1756-57 1 £10 1 £70 
1757-58 1 £70 
1758-59 

1761-62 1 £100 

1762-63 

1763-G4 1 £70 
1765-66 1 £70 
1766-67 1 £200 
1767-68 1 £70 
1168-69 1 £2 8 

00 1 £70 

no. All Offices Total 

£490.0.0 

140.0.0 

70.0.0 

70.0.0 

70.0.0 

170.0.0 

1 £150f 
500.0.0 

200.0.0 

300.0.0 

70.0.0 

1 £200f 340.0.0 

70.0.0 

1 £150f 220.0.0 

70.0.0 

80.0.0 

70.0.0 

270.0.0 

70.0.0 

1 £lSO! 230.0.0 
70.0.0 

1 E150f 150.0.0 
200.0.0 

1 E150f 150.0.0 

100.0.0 

1 £200 200.0.0 

10.0.0 

1 E150f 150.0.0 

70.0.0 

80.0.0 

1 £150f 220.0.0 
1 E150f 150.0.0 
1 £150f 250.0.0 

1 £i50f 150.0.0 
70.0.0 

70.0.0 

200.0.0 

70.0.0 
1 E150f 420.0.0 
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" Chamberlain 

Date no. Chamberlain no. and Sheriff no. Alderman no. Sheriff 

1769-70 1 £100 

1770-71 1 £20Ö 

1771-72 1 £100 1 270 

1773-74 1 £70 

, vaa_1o 1 £70 

L779-80 1 £100 

1 £2008 1780-81 

1781-82 

1783-84 1 

1784-85 3 

1786-87 2 

1787-88 1 

1788-89 1 £200 2 

1789-90 2 

1790-91 1 £100 2 

1791-92 2 

1792-93 1 

1793-94 

1794-95 

1796-97 

1797-98 

1798-99 1 £100 

1799-1800 

1801-02 

1802-03 1 £150 

1803-04 

1804-05 2 £300, £200 

1806-07 1 £ 300 

1807-08 1 f150 

1809-10 1 £300 

1810-11 

1811-12 1 £300 

1812-13 1 £3007 

1813-14 

1816-17 

1817-18 1 £300 

1818-19 1 £150 

1819-20 

182o-21 2 £150. £150 

1821-22 

1823-24 

1825-26 

1826-27 1 f15O 

1827-28 

1828-29 

1829-30 

1830-31 1 £10 1 £150 

1832-33 1 £150 

1834-35 

£150 

£150, E150, £70 

£70, £70 

£70 

£70, £70 

£70, E70 

£70, £70 

! £70, £70 

£70 

t £70, E70 

i £7J, £70 

2 £70, £70 

2 £70, £70 

1 £70 

1 £70 

1 E70 

2 £70, £70 

2 £105, £105 

1 £105 

1 £105 

1 £105 

1 £105 

2 £105, £105 

1 £los 

1 £lO5 

2 £105, £105 

1 £1059 
1 £105 

1 £1059 

1 £105 

1 £105 

1 £105 

1 £105 

1 £los 

no. All Offices Total 

1 £100 £200.0.0 

200.0.0 

170.0.0 

70.0.0 

70.0.0 

100.0.0 

200.0.0 

1 £350 350.0.0 

150.0.0 

370.0.0 

140.0.0 

70.0.0 

340.0.0 

140.0.0 

240.0.0 

140.0.0 

70.0.0 

140.0.0 

140.0.0 

140.0.0 

140.0.0 

170.0.0 

70.0.0 

E 70.0.0 

150.0.0 

140.0.0 

500.010 

510.0.0 

255.0.0 

405.0.0 

105.0.0 

300.0.0 

300.0.0 

105.0.0 

210.0.0 

405.0.0 

150.0.0 

105.0.0 

510.0.0 

105.0.0 

105.0.0 

105.0.0 

255.0.0 

105.0.0 

105.0.0 

105.0.0 

160.0.0 

150.0.0 

105.0.0 
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AP? TDIX VIII IAAMMS 

The table of loans has been compiled prima ily 

from the data available in the Ch=berlains' account 

books, additional information being drawn fron the 

Minute Books, and other miscellaneous doc=ents. 

In all three Boroughs it is apparent that a 

number of loan transactions did not pass through the 

accounts. On occasions the loan was "invisible" being 

the product of work or goods supplied and placed on 

bond. In addition, loan income was frequently directed 

imcdiately to the beneficiary or the treasury, thus 

byepasaing the Chamberlain, and repayments of rrincipal 

were onooccacions made from sources other than the 

Chamberlains' funds. Not every loan therefore can be 

traced at origin or closure. 

ROSTON The early accounts provide very limited information 

respecting loans, ir, 4ny receipts of extraordinary income 

being entered by the Chamberlain in their accounts without 

specification of whether the source was a loan, debt, 

donation or otherwise. The absence of interest repayments 

by the Chamberlains before 1719. suggest that no loans 

had been received before this date; however, the Assembly 

books indicate that this was not entirely the case. By 1730 

interest was again no longer paid, Burgrating that the credit 

received durin, 2 the 1720a had been repaid. Again from 1754 to 

1759 no interest payments wore recorded by the Chaubcrlaina. 

WYPT MIIAtt The early accounts here also provide very limited 

information, because only cu^ ary accounts renain. Loans 
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are specifically mentioned from tire to tire, but it crnnot be 

known how many loans were not recorded directly in the accounts 

until the full ledger entries began in 1796. Rental books 

however clarify the situation during much of the eighteenth 

century for they include a list of interest payments due from 

the Chamber purse. 

Y:. nK. 

The York list of loans is generally more complete than 

that for either Boston or "ottinghaaa, the accounts being more 

detailed. 

There an asterisk appears in the table after the loan suaa it 

denotes that receipt of the income is not recorded in the 

Chamberlains* Income account. 
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APPENDIX VIII 

LOANS RAISED BY BOSTON CORPORATION 1660 to 1835 

Creditor Date of 
loan 

Date of 
Repayment 

Sum Interest Notes 

W. ßo3te 1660 1661 £100 8A53/450,466 

Sanderson 1661 1667 £50 £100 BAB3/464 

J. Bell 1663 1667 £250 1300 8A134/485 

1 1664 £60 BAB3/489 

I. Jackson ) 1669 f200 8AB3/532 
M. Brown 5 

t 1704 £500 "To be borrowed" 
BAß 1704 

E. Dickinson. 1718119 1719/20 £200 £400 " 52 money into treasur: 
1722 £200 and repaid from it 

8ABS/328 

Mr Brown 1722/3 By 1730 £40 These may not be 

Mr Turell 1728/9 By 1730 £45 loans, but may be 
related to the re- 

Mr Preston 1728/9 By 1730 £20 building of the 

Mr Low 1728/9 By 1730 110 Butter Cross at 
an estimate of 
£600 in 1732 
BAB5/399 

J. Chown 1732 1736,1250 £400 
17371t140 

Mr Adams 173314 140 

Mr Nettleton 1733/4 E20 

Ute Bonr. Berlie 173415 i50 

Mr Wayett 1736/7 £30 

J Parrish By 1738/9 By 1741 1250 * 5% 

Dr Newton By 1741/2 By 1742 1200 * 5% 

K Calthrop 1739 £100 
W Leeson 1740 1105 

Mr Falkner 1742 1305 

S Jackson 1742 1749 to 54 £150 * 5% 

!' 

Kra Browne By 1744 1744 f69.10s. 6d 

T Lana 1747 

B Parrish By 1749 1746 E40 

J Pocklington By 1149 1749-54 

& Pydall 1756 

Mr Beaty 1758/9 1771/2 

Mr Waylstt 1758/9 1771/2 

Mr Taylor 1758/9 

Mr Jackson 175819 

J Ayre 1759 1771 1200 

Aev Whiting 1762/3 

Mr Calthrop 1762/3 1777 

Mr Arnold 1766/7 

T Mall 1770/1 1773/4 

Dr Bostoe 1771/2 1773/4 

T ttall 1771/2 1773/4 

Misses barker 1771/2 1801-1811 

E100 

1200 

Possibly for the 
rebuilding of the 
bridge in 1742. 
£40 repaid by 
Shambles collector 

E140 * 5% £40 repaid direct 
from Collector of 
Butchers' rcats. 

1200 * 5% 

£450 * £50 repaid direct 
from Collector of 
Butchers" rents. 

£l00 1771 5%' 

£100 42 
1771 52 

£loo 
by 1760 
£200 1761/2 
£100 £1100 on loan at 
by 1761 4% 
1300 * 1762/3 

£1,700 or loan 
£100 52 
by 1760 
1200 * 5% 

£500 1771 5% 

£300 * 1771 5% 
£150" 5% 
by 1771 
£200 

£500 411 

£200 411 1771 Mayor to 
borrow £700 it no 

£100 5% more than 41% 

11,000 4% Borrowed to pay 
Cooper's Pow 
alterat iott,. 
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Creditor 
Date of 
loan 

Date of 
repayment Sum Interest Notes 

T Waite 1771/2 1801-1811 E100 41% 

Misses Barker 1771/2 1787/8 E100 41% 

Slit Close By 1771 1787/8 E300 * 52 

Mrs fields 1772/3 1780-1801 E700 42 

Miss Hallam 1772/3 1780-1801 £300 415 

M Faulkner 1772 E400 42 In trust-interest 
1812 52 to Vicar. 

BiL Close 1777 1500 6 42 In trust 

Mr Betts By 1780/1 1785/6 E200 1400 * 42 

E Stevens By 1780/1 1787/8 £100 52 

B5 Pacey 1783/4 1500 To purchase )r 

; ý. 

Ingram's house 
in Market Place 

E525 
V Robinson 1794/5 E100 

Mr Pacey 1794/5 f100 

J Warren 1794/5 1801-1811 E250 
F Monkiston 1794/5 1797/8 E250 

Mrs Beaumont 1794/3 E300 

Mr Preston 1794/5 1813/14 E700 

Mr Roberts 1794/5 1803/4 E300 

Gee & Clarke 1795/6 1796/7 f500 
H Clarke 1796/7 £180 * Treasury 

A Preston 1796/7 11101/2 E600 

S Dashiood 1802/3 1811/12 E2,000 

8 Wayyet 1802 E200 

Gee 8 Clarke 1803/4 1803/4 1500 1803. BAB Dec. lst 

Bluecoat Charity 1803/4 1803/4 150 52 To borrow £1,000 
for bridge for 

J Wayet 1803/4 1806/7 E60 E120 51 6 months 
Pydell & Co 1803/4 Unpaid 1833 E400 5% 

Mrs Young 1805/6 18220 E500 
M Wilson 1811 1816/17 E400 * 

J Robinson 1811/12 E2.000 
Laughton's 
Charity 1811/12 £100 

A Knight 1811 Unpaid 1833 1100 * 411 

J Wayet 1811 1100 * 

M Craddock 1811 1819/20 E3200 E3,000 * For purchase of a 
Wheldale 1817/18 1829 E30 E600 52 tenement home 

W Simpson 1812 i1, ß E2,000 51 
from them. To be 
paid within 5 yrs 

M Thorney 1814 1833 E170 not pd. E200 SB 
J Wilkinson 1817/18 1834 E20 1829 E20 E320 52 

Thirkill 1818/19 (800 

White 1818/19 £200 
Calthrop 1816 E353 * 

S Byron 1819/20 1820 E500 £2,500 
1823 E500 
1833 11,300 unpaid 

E Wayett 1819/20 1833 unpaid £1,200 * 52 1600 not placed 
in account 

Rev Wright 1819/20 unpaid 1833 E440 5: Trust money 
F k'heldale 1820 £500 * 51 
RB rown 1820/1 unpaid 1833 £600 52 
J Beily 182011 unpaid 1833 1500 52 
Erection bailiff 1810/1 £600 
Harbour trust 1820/1 1823/4 (500 
T Rogers 1821/2 1832/3 (2,000 : 6, 52 
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Creditor Date of Date of 
loan repayn nt sum Interest Notes 

i Baily 1822/3 unpaid 1833 E500 5: 

Thirkill & Rogers 1824/5 1529/30 [600 [1.000 

HarbourC'ttee 1824/5 1827/8 [1.000 

Thirkill & Rogers 1825/6 1825/6 E200 

J Baily 1525/6 ES00 * 4Z 

Rev Caparn 1825/6 E1000 * 51 

Harbour C'ttee 1826/7 1829/30 1500 

Faulkners Charity 1826/7 1100 

S Hodgson 1826/7 [800 5% 

Mrs Hodgson 1827/8 unpaid 1833 [1000 52 

Laughton'a 
Charity 1827 1200 s 5% 

Miss Yerborough 1629/30 unpaid 1833 E1200 41 

H. Rogers 1829/30 £1100 For Wheldale's 
Bond 

Rev Caparn 1829/30 E600 * 41% 

Thirkill & Rogers 1829/30 unpaid 1833 E600 41% 

T Vent 1829/30 E600 * 41% 

J Backster 1830/1 E500 42 

Dr Paccy 1831/2 E400 

Meters Gee 1831/2 1831/2 £1000 

J Bally 1831 £500 * 41% 

Boyall 1831/2 £700 511 

Mr Coupland 1832/3 f200 

Mr Coupland 1832/3 [690 

J Hardy 1832 E500 k 41; 

B Kenrick 1832/3 1832/3 £100 

Mr Bally 1832/3 unpaid 1833 E500 52 

Wheldale 1832/3 £800 5% 
Town Clerk 1832/3 (2000 

Blue Cost School 1834/5 £200 

J Phillips 1834/5 £250 

T Artindale 1834/5 £500 

Mr Seymour 1834/5 £100 

F Cooke 1834/5 £200 
F Wheldale 1833/4 £500 
J gaily 1833/4 £500 
T Adlard 1833/4 £450 
J Mason 1833/4 £650 
H Running. 1833/4 £350 

1831/2 

1832/3 

unpaid 1833 

4% 
5Z 

41% 

52 
52 

5% 
5% 
sz 
sz 
sz 
5% 

To pay for toll 
cause 

Loan from 
W Seppings, trustee 
settlement 

No account 
remains for 
this year 
2/D/5 
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LOANS RAISED BY NOTT7NU t CORPORATION 1660 to 1535 

Creditor Date of Date of Sum Interest ? rotes 

loan repayment 

A1d. Yarker 1685 T E200 e 42 

Robie Sherwin By 1693 1695 £300 62 

A1d. Thos. Trigge By 1696 after 1699 1300 62 

A1d. Jno. Richards By 1696 after 1698/9 1100 5% 

Thos. Alieocke By 1696 after 1703/4 f88.9s. 7d 5% 

Robie Sherwin 1710 on 1717 f1263.18s. Od 5% 

Thos. Smith 1725 on 1727 £1032 + 
£2432.12s. 9d 

Ald. Tbo. Langford 1727 1731-2 £100 £1400 52 
1732-3 £400 
1733-4 1200 
1739 £450 
Balance by 

17L( 

Partially to repay 
the Chamberlains" 
deficit 1680/1 

The Lambley lands 
were mortgaged for 
this loan 

Accumulated 
Lawbills since c1710 
It was put on bond 
in April 1716 and 
repaid by the sale of 
Mansell Park in March 
1718. 

Borrowed as need 
arose for rebuilding 
Shambles End. Debt 
by 1718 in fact much 
greater and partially 
repaidby sales. 

Borrowed to pay 
Smith 

Jos. Walters Mayor 1727-8 t '"" E130 

Tho. Trigge 1730-1 7 1731/2 E200 in part Repaid from late 
balance 

Ald. Tho. Langford 1734 By 1745 E200 To pay a bill for 
1736-7 L100 only work at the Shambles, 

n 4% by L100 and a legal bill 
1737-8 1741 f150 1740 E100 

tia Bilbie 1745-6 1760-1 £550 4% 

Jos. Finch B/N 1746-7 1748-9 1200 

Ald. 11ornbuckle By 1748-9 1751 £100 4% 

ino. Wainevright 1750-1 1755-6 E400 4% To answer the costs 
of a mandazus re 
Junior Courcil 
Borrowed from 
London 

Jno. Seagrave 1755-6 1755-6 £200 * 4% For his legal 
charges in above. 

Ichabod Wright 1755-6 1759 ES00 1765 5% To pay the above 
1787-8 £500 E1000 1770 41Z two legal debts 

4% and other delta 
and bills 

J Padley 1759-60 1760-1 E200 4% 

Ceo. Smlth 6 Co 1761-2 1761-2 1200 

Ald. Holline 1761-2 1777-B0 E100 4% 

Icha. Wright & Sone 1745-6 1774-5 E2C'J 

"J Wright 1766 1740-1 E300 
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Creditor Date of 
loan 

Date of 

repayment 

Sum Interest totes 

Ald. R. Butler 1766-7 1766-7 £100 

""" 1767-8 By 1770 (100 

Ald. Foulds 1768-9 1768-9 E60 
Mayor 

Mr Knowles 1770-1 1813-14 E600 * 412 Transferred to his 
exec's name in 1788 

Mr. J. Smellie 1772-3 1786-7 E200 5% R. Butler 

1775-6 1786-7 t200 5% For law, bills 

" 1780 1786-7 1100 * 52 

Ald. R. Butlcr 1779/80 1798 E300 52 

Smith 8 Co. Banker s 1790 IZov. 1797 L1000 52 

Whitlock 8 Smith 
Chamberlains 1792-3 1793-4 11300 not the balance of 

tlu it year in office. 

Shore 8 Charlton 1793-4 1815 1300 £1300 52 

ýý. 

1818 £500 

1820 £250 
1821/2 £250 

Rev. A. CLaunder 1793 1807-8 £S00 * 5% 

Lady Santry 1793 1616-17 E250 E500 It 32 1795-E. Santry 
Bal. by 1821 became E. Shore 

Wm. Stretton 1793-4 1797 £100 * 5% For work rendered 

Geo. Eurbage 1793-4 1799-1800 £100 * 5% to of 

Wm. Stretton 1796-7 1601 £100 * 5% " to It 

Wt. Stretton 1796-7 1806 E300 IN, 5% of It of 

R. Hooton 1799-1800 1813-14 E200 52 Between 1799-1803 
Ceo. Coldhem T/C 

Geo. Dodson 1799-1800 1803 £61 52 submitted bills for 
legal work concerning 

Ho. Ball 1800-01 1602-3 E30 E230 52 the disputed tolls 
1803-4 E40 amounting to £1680. 

1808-9 E50 The loan may have 

1813-14 £125 been raised to meet 
1817-18 E35 these. ref. 4728 

1818-19 650 

Ceo. Dobson 1800 ? E200 * 52 

Wright 1802-3 1803-4 E500 * temporary for 
8 mths. 5 days 

Hen. Hollins 1804-S 1813-14 f1 , 00 5% 

J. Balguy 1804-5 1819-20 fl00 1246.15s. * for his services as ]ago-1 deputy recorder. Ald. ltuthweite 1b06-7 1, p6-7 110b. 128. 
Ann Charlton 1807-8 1821-22 E4C0 57 NB law bills 
Lady Santry 1807-8 1816-17 64(0 52 submitted b.. r een 

1ý')3-1809 tst: H'd 
over E6571Y. -,,, 
nay hays. been raised 
to meet these 
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Creditor Date of 
loan 

Date of 
repayment 

Sum Interest totes 

Lhn. Stretton 1807 1807 £303.9.0d* for work rendered 
8/95 

A1d. Ashvell 1809-10 1809-10 E400 5% 

Jno. Collishaw 1809-10 1820-21 £200 5% lent to school- 
wardens, but int. 
pd. by ChL. 

Union Club 1813-14 unpaid in 1834/5 £600 5% for the Shambles 
improvement 

3eo. t ms 

Chr. Sturtevant 

Tho. Evisou 

J Eullivant 

J Collishav 

J Bullivant 

C&H Homer 

Jane Kite 

J Green 

Mrs Oldfieid 

I Calcraft/ 
Miss Archer 

S Orgill 
J James 

J Black 
Sam B ird 

J. Kyte 

Geo. Coldham 

1813-14 

1813-14 

1813-14 

1813-14 

1814-15 

1814-15 

1814-1S 

1814-15 

1814-15 

1814-15 

1814-15 

ISIS-16 
1815-16 

1815-16 
1815-16 

1815-16 

1816 

J Black 1816-17 

A1d. Allen 1816-17 

Tho, Pepper 1816-17 

E1is. pacey 1817-18 

Miss Belton via 1817-18 
Cath Tutin 

Bridge Masters 1817-18 

W. F-Rawson 1817-18 

Elit. Huthvaite 1818-19 

Mary wood 1819-20 

Miss Nelson via 
Cath Tutin 1819-20 

Tho. Evison 1820-1 

1815-16 £100 £1500 
1816-17 E200 
1817-18 E100 
1818-19 E200' 
1819-20 E250 
1820-1 E550 

1815-16 £150 E300 
1816-17 E150 

unpaid in 1834-5 £1500 

1815-16 E600 
1820-21 E400 

1815; 16 £600 

1824-25 £500 

1820-21 £200 

1828 £1200 

1816-17 E200 

1822/3. 
1823/4 E300 

1824-S £400 
1833-4 11.000 £2000 
sect unpaid 1834/5 
182-31 £160 
1830-31 E1200 

1825 £400 

1824-S 1300 " 

1819 140 

1818 1300 1500 
1825 E200 

1824-S 1160 a 

1818-19 E20 E120 
1819-20 150 
1821-2 E50 

unpaid 1834-5 110 

1823-4 E225 

unpaid 1834-S E1000 

" to E2000 

" to E400 

£60 
"" n 1500 

5I 

52 

5% 

5% 
5% 

52 
52 

5% 

52 

to help pay for 
the Shambles 

To pay for the 
Shambles 

To help pay for 
the Shambles 

To help pay for 
the Shambles 

For work readered? 

To help pay for 
the Shambles 

Paid by the Chamberlains 
from the School Estate 

For services 
rendered - put on 
bond 

5% 

5% 

For work rendered 

5% 

52 
sz 

sz 

5% 

5% 

sz 

Treasurer of tte 
P cvidential fund 
for Dissenting 
Mir, lsters 

paid by Snith in 
ttutt for E. u 

Paid by Page & Morc 
in trust for M. W. 
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Creditor Date of 
loan 

DaIe of 
repayment 

Sum Interest Notes 

J Dunn 1820-21 1624-5 E200 * For stationery 
supplied 

A1d. Allen 1820-21 1820-21 £100 52 for 3 months only 

1820-21 1821-22 £100 52 "6"" 

1820-21 1821-22 E300 52 

J Wallace 1820-21 E200 

Hannah Ellis 1820-21 1823-4 E200 5Z 

J Wallice 1821-22 1824-25 f300 52 

Smith 1821-3 1823-4 £2000 * For work done at 
Exchange 

Tho. Storer "1822-23 1824-25 E200 52 

Miss Nelson via 
C. Tutia 1823-4 unpaid 1834-5 E10 5% 

J Kyte 1823-4 1823-4 E100 52 

J Peet 1823-4 unpaid 1834-5 E800 52 

Nm. Stretton 1824 1824 E800 * Balance of his a/c 
for work, to remain 
on loan, D/5 

Sir T/W Fund 1827-8 unpaid in 1834-5 E1200 32 

3 Nowitt 1828-9 1828-9 £2000 E2500 A temporary loan 
1829-30 f500 

Union Club 1829-30 unpaid in 1834/5 £1000 42 

A Alliott 1829-30 £1600 Treaa. of the Provid. 
fund. 

Ceo L. Coz 1829-30 £1600 
From 1830 interest 

Edw. Staveley 1829-30 1835 (1000 (2000 5S rates vary betrcen 
bal. unpaid in 18 35 4- 52 

3 Crackle 1829-30 unpaid in 1834/5 (550 

Sir T/W Fund 1830-31 11200 32 

Sam 8itd 1833/4-18 
na 

34/5 E500 " 

L lull 1834-5 it 0. E2000 

Miss Nelson via 
1834-5 f20 -£120 repaid by 1834 

C. Tutin further E10 lent 
1834. 
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LOANS RALSF. D BY YORK CORPORATION 1660 to 1835 

Creditor Date of Date of 
loan repayment 

Sum Interest Notes 

Jas Brooke Lord Mayor 1661-2 1661-2 1150 £4.10s. Od 

Sr. 1en. Thompson 1665-6 1666-7 E300 E9.16a. Od 

N" of 1666-7 1666-7 E100 E1 

Jn. Constable 
Lord Mayor 1680-1 1680-1 1200 iyr 6% 

Sr. 6. Thompson ? 1680-1 1680-1 E110 

Thos. Agar 1684-5 E50 

S Hardwick 1684-5 E100 

L. Wilberfoss 
Lord Mayor 1686-7 E100 

Gilb. Metcalfe 
Lord Mayor 1685-6 E150 

Rev. 3ackson 1702-3 1 E200 

Ald. Redman 1704 1704 E100 

Tho. Thompson 1704 27.12.1705 E100 62 

A1d. Redman 1728 post 1740 E300 5% 

Josh. Eamonson 8y1730 "" E200 5% 

Darcy Preston 1732 ` E200 412 

Darcy Preston 1733 post 1760 E300 41% 

"" 1740 £100 42 

Metcalfe Ingram 1740 E450 412 

Ann Field 1756 E600 - see YHB44/68 J. Roper 
Mrs. G. Berry 15.6.1759 18.11.1768 E100 

$iss. Willoughby " of 12.6.1760 E100 41% 

Revd. Lowther " of 3.1.1770 E100 

Richd. Farrer 19.10.1763 26.5.1769" i100 "by order of the 
Commttee. for rep'g 

Jos. Acomb 1.9.1763 24.10.1767E50 E100 the roads belonging 
" 19.5.1768L50ý the city 

Sarah Burn 6.9.1764 18.11.1768 £50 

Mr. Trueman 19.10.1764 22.11.1768 E50 

Robt. Woodhouse 7.9.1764 9.12.1769 E150 

Eubank i Wakefield 25.6.1764 19.1.1767 £170 
Richd. Trueman 19.8.1764 22.11.1768 E50 

Mrs. G. Serry 28.10.65 18.11.68 £250 Borrowed on security 
of Grimston tolls & 

Mrs idle 21.5.1765 1.7.1769 E200 used towards rek 
Mr Bishop 1765 E200 that road. YCAB 

Jos. Simpeon 26,9.1768 E200 

Ald. k1lanson 16.1.1767 23.12.1775 £150 

J. Wrigglesvortb 2.1.1767 8.5.1768 E50 

Mr. Musgrave 16.1.1767 18.1.1777 "L150 

Mary Berry 28.10.1768 16.1.1777 E100 42 1782 43% 
31.1.1777 £S0 following taken in 

7.1.1784 E_00 E50 bonds 
Sarah Burn 10.10.1768 31.10.1785 £50 

Elis. Eurn "". " of £50 

Martin Crofts 28.10.1768 10.5.1784 E50 

" jnr. 22.11.1768 24.2.1780 £100 

R. Truemsn 21.11.1768 27.11.1776 150 
29.1.1777 E50 

" N 11.4.1788 £50 

Mr. Davies Jnr. 19.5.1769 6.12.1788 ESO 
Mr-Musgrave 26.5.1769 18.1.1777 E150 

Robt. Lakelsnd 1.7.1769 3.1.1777 E100 
Gee. Eakricre Aid. 7.12.1769 7.12.1772 ES0 Repaid on his death 

Richd. Davies 7.12.1769 6.12.1788 E100 

Jno. Allonson kid. 8.12.1769 11.41789 1100 

Mr. Musgrave " 18.1.1777 E50 
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Creditor Date of 
loan 

Date of 
repayment 

Sum Interest Notes 

Mary Lowther 11.10.1779 15.1.1770 (100 

Mrs Davies 6.12.1788 5.4.1770 £SO 

to 6.5.1789 £50 

7.1.1777 " £100 
Mary Noyes 

30.5.1782 " £50 
Revd. Buxtoo 

� IS 10.5.1784 " E200 

6.5.1789 If £100 

Richd. Garland 19.3.1777 " £50 

�" If 11.4.1789 " £SO 

� of 21.6.1779 is £100 

John Tasker 16.11.1781 1.3.1771 £SO 

30.9.1786 " £50 

Jas Rich 6.11.1775 26.6.1776 E50 

Sarah Havksworth 21 12.1775 16.11.1781 E50 

Max Robinson 21.12.1775 24.4.1780 E50 

Brotherly Soc. 2.3.1793 31.12.1822 £300 4% Bonds of £100 

N" 2.3.1793 23.6.1802 E100 431 from 1795 Bonds of £100 

7.3.1793 8.3.1794 £100 41I Bonds of E100 

Benevolent Soc. 6.9.1794 £250 1794 order for £1000 to be 

Sus. Rotham 

w 

e 

John Tate 

Eliz. Danial 

4`m. Flower 

Robt. Eaten 

Ja" Ledger 

iha Staveley 

Tho Wolstenholme 

Robt. Porkinaon 

Math Walker 

Tho Wilkinson 

J Raylon 

Tho Rayson 

R. Townend 

I Bayldon 

G. T. Richardton 

Ne, sr" Steads 

J Crofton 

Wm Stables 

Peter Davis 

Wentworth & Co 

Tovnened 8 
bsyldon 

Messrs Wilson 

Wilson 8 
Twedie 

Geo. Vescock 

Wm. H. Hearon 

J Clough 

Wm Dunsley " 

H Cobb 

Ulm Gray 

10.10.1794 

10.10.1794 

10.10.1794 

10.10.1794' 

1.1.1802 

10.12.1806 

10.12.1806 

10.12.1806 

26.3.1812 

26.3.1812 

26.3.1812 

26.3.1812 

26.3.1812 

26.3.1812 

26.3.1812 

26.3.1812 

26.3.1812 

11.1.1823 f300 

8.7.1817 £150 

24.1.1824 £150 

1800 £50 £150 
801 f0 
gp2 
1.12f821ä22 floo 

10.12.1822 £200 

10.12.1822 £260 
9.11.1822 f100 

28.11.1814 £100 

28.11.1814 £160 

28.11.1814 160 £120 
9.2.1815 f60 

28.11.1814 CO 

28.11.1814 f50 f100 
9.2.1815 150 

28.11.1814 £100 1200 
1.1.1821 £100 

28.11.1814 f100 f200 
11.12.1819 f100 

1.1.1821 1200 

21.5.1813 f100 

1100 

26.3.1812 3.2.1814 £68 

13.4.1812 28.11.1814 £290 1790 
9.2.1815 £100 
6.8.1816 £150 

13.4.1812 1.6.1819 £170 

21.5.1812 3.2.1814 £85 

7.1.1813 28.11.1814 £170 
570 

10.10.1815 13.11.1815 £200 

1818 1480 1960 
3.2.1819 1819 1200 

1820 1380 
10.3.1821 unpaid in 1835 =200 

Oct. 1828 17.3.1829 £700 

12.3.1829 unpaid 1835 £3500 41Z 

30. 1.1830 3.3.1835 L2000 412 

15. 2.1831 1833 f3000 42 
15. 2.1831 unpaid 1835 (2000 42 

15. 2.1833 unpaid in 1835 (1600 42 
2. 8.1833 " of £1400 4% 

raised on loan 

41% paid in on her death 
4}z 

411 
4j1 

4% 

Probably raised on recomm'd 
advice of the finance 
committee estab'd 1812 

Result of cattle mkt 
improvements 

As per finance comittee 
recommendation. 
Extensive improvements 

underway-1827 Cattle market, 
1830, Mansion House 
1833 St. Leo; place 
1831 Spurrergatc 
improvement which was 
esticu, ted to cost some 
13500 (K/102) 
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Creditor Date of Date of sum Z Notes 
loan repayment Interest 

Messrs Mills 5 
Oldfield 22.11.1834 13000 4% 

A8J lSiVs 2.3.1835 "" E2000 4% 1E34-5 E3000 borrowed 
for library 

Messrs Dunn etc; 18.5.1835 (3000 42 

Yorks. Ins. Co. 15.12.1835 (5000 42 

WORJOMNS' BILLS PUT ON BOND. YORK 

Creditor Date of Date of Sum Interest Notes 
loan Repayment 

J Roper/Ann Field t 1758 1 1768/9 1600 

C. C. Svann t E100 

Messrs. Wilson 11.12.1811 27.4.1813 & E400 
1813/14 

lirs. Rooer 4.11 27.4.1813 & 

" Prince & Cray 

Mrs. Rornby 

Mrs. Eousman 

Wm. Hornby 

Rich-Simpson 

Geo. Peacoek 

Wm. Botham 

Jo Dales 

R. Rhodes 

T ho. Smitb 

Jo Emmerson 

Ann Barker 

Joe Wood 

We Gray 

Ed Frist 

We. Dunslay 

Pra. Theakston 

Is. Speneer 

Blanchard 
Bsyldon 

Geo Easley 

J Dodsvorth 

Roper 

Robt. Patkinson 

Ceo Nelson & Wood 

Sam Nichol 

U. Dundaa 

J Brown 

Jon Croft 

We Blanchard 

We Cimber 

J Rayson 

Tho Wilkinson 

lobt Sinclair 

P Davies 

Ni.. Beilby 

Ben. Cill 

Karg. Moon 

Elis. Barker 

Ed. Cill 

Mary Ripley 

21.3.1813 

5.6.1813 

1815 t 

1820 

1813-14 £400 
28.11.1814 £150 

1.2.1816 £100 

18.7.1815 £100 

23.1.1817 £100 
22.1.1817 £100 

11.1.1817 1100 

11.1.1817 £100 

11.1.1817 1100 

11.1.1817 £200 
11.1.1817 £100 

29.2.1816 £360 
12.10.1816 

7.5.1816 150 

31.1.1818 1115 
4.1.1819 

29.10.1818 

22.1.1818 f20C 

20.1.1818 £lOC 

20.1.1818 £201 

20.1.1818 £10( 

20.8.1817 £201 

28.7.1817 

12.7.1817 

8.7.1817 

8.7.1817 

19.1.1819 

11.4.1818 

11.7.1818 

11.7.1818 

8.1.1819 

8.1.1819 

1.1.1819 

2.1.1821 

2.1.1821 

2.1.1821 

2.1.1821 

9.12.1820 

24.10.1820 

9.5.1820 

29.4.1820 

1.1.1822 

2.1.1823 

£50 

£1155 

£200 

£100 

£200 

£ 100 

£200 

£ 100 
£ 100 

£ 100 

£125 

£100 

£100 

£150 

£280 

E210 

£100 

E200 

£100 

£100 

E200 

£100 

£285 ? 

£180 

£150 

£700 

E200 

£50 

E8G0 

E7.05 7 

Work at Foss Bridge 

Probably 
transferred to 
bonded loans under 
Finance Committee 
1812-20 

5% 

5% 
5% 

0 

3 months only 
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SUl41AAY OF LOANS RAISED BOSTON, NOTTINGHAM An YORK 1750 to 1835 

Date Boston (a) Boston (b) Nottingham (a) Nottingham (b) York 

1751-55 nil nil nil E1200 nil 

1756-60 1500 E700 £200 nil nil 

1761-65 nil E1000 £500 £500 £1320 

1766-70 E650 E950 £260 E1160 L2550 

1771-75 £29,50 £2950 E500 £500 £250 

1776-80 £100 E1000 E300 £400 nil 

1781-85 E500 ES00 nil nil nil 

1786-90 nil nil £1000 £1000 nil 

1791-95 £2500 E2680 £2600 E3800 E1500 

1796-9300 L600 E600 £491 11091 nil 

1801-05 E3770 E3770 E1500 £2246.15s E100 

1806-10 nil nil £1500.128 £1804.1s E560 

1811-15 E2300 £7900 L11,860 £12,060 E2763 

1816-20 97660 £9113 15,755 £6,415 E960 

1821-25 E4700 £5500 £1410 E4010 E200 

1826-30 £5000 E8200 111650 £11650 E6200 Tradesmen' bills 

1831-35 £10090 L11,090 12020 £25'0 121,003 put on bond 
1811-23 

f8250 

Totals: £41,320 £55,953 £41,546 £50,356.16s. £45,653 

a)   actual cash loans received and recorded by Chamberlain in his Account. 

b) " total loans raised and bills transferred to bond, many of which are not 
entered in Chamberlains' accounts. 
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APPENDIX IX r%NUITIES 

BOSTON 1770 to 1834 

ANNUITANT AGE PURCHASE 
DATE 

DECEASE/LAST 
PAYhENT DATE 

PURCHASE PRICE YIELD 

p. a. 
TOTA1. REC'd 
by ANNUITANT 

civic profit/ 
Loss. 

Cass Barker 177011 1790/1 E300 E24 62 E480 -E180 
Han. Barker 1770/1 1786/7 £300 £24 82 E390 +L10 

1781/2 E100 E10 102 
Ed. Prown 1770/1 1801/2 } E400 £32 82 E964 -E544 
Ann Dewsnap 1771/2 1822/3 } E200 E16 8%, E808 -L608 
Eliz. Hughes 1771/2 1800/01 £200 £16 82 E474 -E274 
Eli2. Orme 1771/2 1785/6 E180 E14.8a 82 £201.12. -E21.12s 
J. Colby/Hardwicke A Son 1771/2 1819/20 E100 E8 82 1384 -1284 
Fra, Drake of 1771/2 1818/19 } E200 E16 82 
Lincoln 1786/7 1818/19 E1300 + E300 E104 6.5% £4676.5,. -E2376.5s 

'" 1805 1818/19 E500 E60 122 
John Fox of Hull 1772/3 1791/2 E400 E32 8% E640 -E240 
Martha Lowe 1772/3 alive 1834 £100 is 82 1496 -L396 
Miss Faroam 1772/3 1782/3 E300 E24 8% E240 +L60 
Miss A Mitford 1772/3 1813/14 E300 E24 8% £984 -E684 
Miss S Mitford 1772/3 182617 E300 £24 82 E1286 -E986 
Miss C Mitford 1772/3 1782/3 E300 E24 8% E240 +E60 
Mrs Whiskin 1772/3 1776/7 * E300 £24 8% E96 +E204 
J. Brand T. Thimbleby, 
S. Sands 1772/3 182112 E50 E4 82 E200 -E150 
Mrs Poor 1773/4 1776/7 s E250 E20 8% £70 +L180 
Mrs. Rinchcliffe 1773/4 1805/6 £600 E48 8% £1272 -E672 
Jo. A. Roberts 1773/4 1787/8 i 

lß01/2 E200 E8 +E8 8% E332 
Mrs A. Bunt 1773/4 1780/1 E200 E20 10% E140 
Miss Brewster 1776 s 1797/8 E300 E24 8% 

1787/8 E300 E24 8% E1100 
1789/90 E400 E34 8}I jj) 

T. flardwicke 1775/6 1795/6 } £100 E8 8% 1168 
A1d. Beaty 1776/ e 1786/7 E500 4 E40 8% £440 
Mrs Blake 1776 h 1820/1 } E300 E24 8% E1068 
Miss M Smith (1) 1776 * 1791/2 E300 124 8% E360 
Hiss M Smith (2) 1776 * 1776/7 E300 £24 8% E24 
Mr Toynbee 1776 * 1799/1800 } E300 E24 8% E564 
Hiss Hallam 1776 * 1810 E200 E16 8% E550 
Ann Lee 1777 * 1817/18 E200 £16 8% 1640 

ANNUITANT ACE PURCHASE DECEASE/LAST PURCHASE YIELD 
DATE PAYMENT DATE PRICE p. a. 

-f132 
+f60 

-f100 

-f68 
+E60 
-E768 
-f 60 
+t276 
-f264 
-1350 
-1440 

TOTAL Recd CIVIC 
by ANNUITANT profit/loss 

Fra. Thirkill 1777 *. 1820/1 E100 £8 8% £344 -E244 
S. WLllmott, E &T Hoe 1777 * 1825/6 £100 E8 8z EE384 -E284 
T Jarvis St Mary 1e Bow 1780/1 1815/16 £100 E8 81 E280.17e. 9d -£180.17a. 9d 
R. P1eminB 1780/1 1805/6 E300 E24 81 E612 -1312 
Miss Brewer 1784/5 1789/90 E80 E8 102 E36 +E44 
Mieses Willerton & 
Sewelllouth 1785/6 1812/13 E400 E32 8% E864 -E464 
B&G Byrons 1786/7 1801/2 ; E312.10s £25 E% E375 -a! 62.10s 
M&F. Blankiston 1786/7 1828/9 E1250 E50 E4400 -E3150 

1832/3 } E50 
T Cheyney for 1787/8 1830/1 1600 E28 7% E1946 -E1346 
J&W Garfitt alive 1834 28 

A6M Robinson 1787/8 alive 1834 E650 C52 8%. E2236 -11586 M. 1ohnson -1809/10 1828/9 E1000 E100 10% E1950 .. E950 
W. Turner 1810/11 alive 1834 E300 E30 102 E720 -E420 H. Ingram 1813/14 1828/9 E250 E30 12% E465 -E215 J Pennington 1813/14 1817/18 E460 E84 18.31 E378 +E82 
J Procter 1813/14 1819/20 E500 E55 111 E357.10s + +E60 

H. Potter 1813/14 alive 1834 E250 E30 12% 
E82.109 arr 
E630 

ears 
-E380 E. White 1819/20 1830/1 } E100 E10 10% E321 -E2] 1819/20 1830/1 E200 ke E18 9% 

J. Salraa 1819/20 1834/5 } E200 E24 122 E348 -1148 A. Sv=erscales 1820/1 alive 1834 E100 E10 10% E145 -E45 A. Ashbourne 66yrs 1820/1 1828/9 } E300 E40.10si3s E303.15s. -E3 15s 
M Weatherill 61yrs 1820/1 alive 1834 E100 Ell. 10a! UZE161 

' 
. 

-E61 Wo. Stratton 1824/5 1829/30 1 E100 E18 18 0117 - E17 A. M. Farside 1826/7 alive 1834 E650 E63 9.7% E441 +E209 R. J. Farside 1827/8 alive 1834 E500 E55 112 E412.10s +E87.10a A Hall 1827/8 alive 1834 E100 E10.10e 

R. Grantham 1828/9 alive 1834 E100 
10.5% 173.10. + 

E20 20% E130 
£26.10.. 

-130 

Totals 

payment for part of a year 

a exact date of purchase or decease unclear owing to missing accounts 
ea Not entered in the Chamberlains' accounts as a receipt. 

-0 

119.682.10e 137,781.9a. 94 -118,098.19,. 5 
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ANNUITANT ACE 

NOTTINGHAM 1814 to 1835 

PURCHASE DATE OF DFCEASE/ 
DATE LAST PAYMk1T 

PURCHASE 
PRICE 

YIELD 

P. a. 

TOTAL REC'D Profit/ 
by Af13UITANP3 Lose 

3.1815 1 1821 £250 E25 £537.10. -E287.10s 
Wo. Kilby . 

1815 7 15 1823 E350 £39.108) £375.19.. 94 - 198.9d 
Cath Tutin 

� 11 
. . 

1817 1823 E25 £3. 

J. Charlesworth 1816 alive 1834 E300 £36 E666 -1366 

J Clarke & 
1816 E300 E30 E547 -£247 

Daughter 
16.7.1817 1. to £1000 £100 11800 -E300 

Miss Evison 

S King M 54 Dec. 1817 "" E150 E15.158 E268 -f18 
rs 

Anna Sewell Jan 1818 E360 E40 E700 -£340 

57 1817 1830 E80) E11 f125.18s. 9d -E25.186.9d 
Mrs sales 

It n 1818 1830 £20) 

Wm. Dealby, Wife 
1817 alive 1834 1600 £51 £841.10. -£241.10. 

& Son 
601 1818 11 6 1833 E250 E30 E452.12s. 6d -f202.17a. 6d 

John Gibson . . 

F. Wakcfield 1818 1819 E220 £22 +E220 

Miss seawall 27.12.1819 alive 1834 £100 ill £173.5. -£73.5. 

Geo. Braithwaite 1819 1823 E306 E36 E120.16s. 64 +E185.39.6d 

J. Smith 8 Wife 82 1.6.1819 1821 E275* * £41.5a £128.17. +E146.3s 

Sarah Unwin 
68 
57 11.6.1819 1828 £220* * E23.2s E231 -£11 

Thos. Evison &(on death of one 1820 alive 1834 £1000 £100 £1264.10s. 4d -£264.10s. 4d 
Daughters annuity to be only 

£80 per annum) 
1821 1833 £1500 E150 E1733.135 

, 
-E233.13s Mrs Greaves 

Josh Clarke 1821 alive 1834 E650 E65 £893.15. -L243.15s 

1821-2 Mar 1833 E60 E7.16s £101.8. -£41.8s Mr Mears . 

Mary Meadows 1830 alive 1834 £180 E18 E81. +E99 

Mrs. Minster 1830 alive 1834 fI00 110 145 +E55 

"*Sum not entered in accounts as -Total: 
£8.296 £11,088.0.10d -E2792.0.10d 

a receipt. 

YORK 1783 to 1818 

ANNUITANT Age PURCHASE DATE OF DECEASE/ PURCHASE YIELD TOTAL ANNUITANT? CIVIC PROFIT/ INTEREST PAYABLI 
DATE LAST PAYMENT PRICE P. A. RECEIVED LOSS it a 51 LOAN 

yrs pd. 

Hen. Myers 24-17-1183 1793 9j £500 £45 £427.10.0 +L72.10.0 £250.0.0 

Mrs. Rarrison 6.1.1784 
16.2.1785 1816 321 150 12 388.16.0 -238.16.0 247.10.0 

Fran". Hall Oct. 1785 1793 7 200 18 127.1.0 + 72.19.0 70.0.0 

Sarah Parnell 3.12.1788 1795 6 225 25 156.19.0 + 68.1.0 75.0.0 

Mrs Robinson 2.2.1789 1806 17 400 50 811.10.9 -411.10.9 320.00.0 

Martha Inchboard 20.6.1794 1803 9 105 10 90.0.0 + 15.0.0 46.5.0 

Wm. Lambert S. 9.1794 1804 91 200 24 230.11.0 - 30.11.0 100.0.0 

Martin Walker 16.5.1795 1811 16 525 50 795.11.2 -270.11.2 446.5.0 

Ann Moseley 12.1.1796 1802 61 100 10 65.0.0 + 35.0.0 35.0.0 

Jane Marshall 12.1.1796 1813 17 100 9 162.13.0 - 62.13.0 85.0.0 

Henrietta Tunnicliffe 24.3.1796 1816 20 500 50 1011.0.0 -511.0.0 500.0.0 

Louisa Floyd 65 28.3.1796 1817 21 300 33 700.8.0 -400.8.0 315.0.0 

Wm. Agar 24.1.1800 1808 8 250 40 324.15.0. - 74.15.0 100.0.0 

Wm. Bussey 27.1.1800 1824 24 400 36 864.0.0 -464.0.0 420.0.0 

Chas Appleby 62 14.2,1800 1826 25 300 30 
1806 120 15.106 1092.15.9 -672.15.9 404.0.0 

Eliz. Yeoman 14.5.1802 1804 2 400 36 76.16.0 +323.4.0 40.0.0 
Lowther Rutter 65 10.12.1806 1820 14 700 75 1065.5.9 -365.5.9 490.0.0 
John Keats 4.2.1807 1809 4 350 42 168.0.0 +182.0.0 70.0.0 
J. Earnshaw 7.1.1807 1823 18 100 15 270.0.0 -170.0.0 90.0.0 
Lind. 9turray 61 7.1.1807 1825 19 400 50 950.0.0 -550.0.0 390.0.0 
Ann Long 7.1.1807 1813 7 150 24 168.0.0 - 18.0.0 52.10.0 
Rich. Pletcher 7.2.1807 1813 6 200 26 156.0.0 + 44.0.0 no. 0.0 
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YORK 1783 to 1818 

ANNUITANT Age PURCHASE 

DATE 

DATE OF DECEASE/ 

LAST PAYMENT 
yrs pd. 

PURCHASE 

PRICE 

YIELD 

P. A. 

TOTAL ANNUITANTS' 

RECEIVED 

CIVIC PROFIT/ 

LOSS 
INTEREST PAYA81 
if a 5% LOA` 

Mary Middleton 58 Mar. 1807 1826 20 £200 21 £430.0.0 -E230.0.0 200.0.0 

Mary Field 4.4.1807 1805 8 200 21 169.0.0 + 31.0.0 80.0.0 

Robt. Healey 4.4.1807 1826 19 400 S2 986.0.0 568.0.0 380.0.0 

Chas Whittle 4.4.1807 1812 51 1000 110 605.0.0 + 395.0.0 250.0.0 

Marg. Selburn 4.4.1807 1813 7 100 16 112.0.0 12.0.0 35.0.0 

Joa. Vocer 1.6.1809 1815 61 200 22 143.0.0 + 57.0.0 60.0.0 

Kitty Parker 27.6.1810 1812 11 250 15 45.0.0 + 205.0.0 18.15.0 

Robt. Brown 53 July 1810 1824 14 100 10 140.0.0 - 40.0.0 70.0.0 

Jas. Nealey 68 1.8.1810 1826 16 400 60 960.0.0 - 560.0.0 320.0.0 

Thos. Bell 16.8.1810 1813 3 800 Be 264.0.0 + 536.0.0 120.0.0 

Jane Smith 67 16.8.1810 1820 91 100 14 133.0.0 T 33.0.0 50.0.0 

John Yeoman 66 1.9.1810 1819 9 156.5. 25 225.0.0 - 68.15. C 67.10.0 

Ann Burley 58 6.11.1810 1826 16 85 10 160.0.0 - 75.0.0 68.0.0 

Eliz. Terry 56 23.1.1811 1831 21 
, 

300 33 
. 693.0.0 - 393.0.0 315.0.0 

Sarah Nicholson 59 24.1.1811 alive 95+ 100 11 275.0.0 - 175.0.0 
1834 

Thos. Fentman 25 9.5.1811 alive 
1834 254- 75 £5.5.0 131.5.0 - 56.15.0 52.10.0 

Jane Tomlinson 67 4.3.1812 1818 6 175 23.12.6 141.15.0 + 33.5.0 200.0.0 

Mrs Newton 71 4.3.1812 1820 8 500 82.10.0 639.7.6. - 139.7.6 65.0.0 

Mary Richardson 53 7.5.1812 1825 13 100 9.12.0 124.16.0 - 24.16.0 87.10.0 

Eliz. Williamson 60 1.8.1812 1822 10 175 20 200.0.0 - 25.0.0 50.0.0 

14m. Simpson 78 20.5.1814 1819 6 200 34 161.10.0 + 38.10.0 130,0.0 

Rich. Simpson 79 20.5.1814 1827 131 200 32 432.0.0 - 232.0.0 45.0.0 

Ann Addy 63 Sept. 1814 1823 9 100 £11.10. 100.12.6 -0 12.6 

Wm. B urn Sept. 1814 1831 1112th £125 £5.12.6d £ 5.12.6 +f119.7.6 
1.10.0 

Mrs. Broadbent 60 Sept. 1814 alive 
1834 27+ 300 33.0.0 781.0.0 - 481.0.0 

Rev. S. Pollard 65 Oct. 1814 1820 5 270 33.15.0 177.3.9 + 92.16.3 67.5.0 

Jere. Cunningham 57 Oct. 1814 alive 21+ 100 10.5.0 215.5.0 - 115.5.0 
1834 

Mary Porter 53 19.11.1814 1835 21 100 9.10.0 197.2.6 - 97.2.6 105.0.0 

Jane Broker 59 7.2.1815 alive 
1834 21+ 100 10.10.0 220.10.0 - 120.10.0 

Rich. Barr 74 2.3.1815 1825 10 100 17.10.0 169.7.6 - 69.7.6 50.0.0 
Rich. Dilcock 59 5.8.1816 1819 3 300 34.15.0 112.17.6 + 187.2.6 45.0.0 

Ann Fairbuzn 82 17.1.1817 1823 6 100 25 156.5.0 - 56.5.0 30.0.0 

Ann Ellis 67 17.7.1817 1831 14 400 54 756.0.0 - 356.0.0 280.0.0 

Thos. Farrer 57 13.9.1817 1830 121 300 30 375.0.0 - 75.0.0 180.0.0 

Sarah 011ffe 71 29.8.1818 1834 161 100 15.10.0 255.15.0 - 155.15.0 80.0.0 

Jas. Wright 66 24.10.1818 1831 13 300 37.10.0 477.5.6 - 177.5.6 105.0.0 

15,186.5.0 21,275.2.8 - 6,088.17.8 8374.0.0 
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APPIIIDIX XI Analysis of Civic Expenditure 

The tabulations of civic expenditure which follow have been 

constructed by making a detailed breakdown of the Chamberlains 

accounts for each borough using the audited and unaudited accounts, 

cash books and vouchers of expenditure. 

The Chamberlains in each borough subdivided and 

grouped their expenditure themselves for much of the period from- 

1660 to 1835, but nevertheless their, accounts, as they stand, are 

of little value to any real understanding of the intricacies of 

civic expenditure. In each borough there existed the highly 

amorphous category of "necessary" expenses, which comprised in most 

years a substantial proportion of corporate payments. Such a 

category inevitably encouraged a random collection of payments, for 

mater of which, the Chamberlain had a subdivision in his accounts, 

which he chose to ignore and which gives little indication of the 

true nature of civic expenditure. 

At Boston the Chamberlain did not categorize his 

expenditure at all until 1749, his accounts being nn more than a 

cash book of income and expenditure as it arose over his year of office 

while, at Nottingham, the brevity of the accounts until 1795 gives 

little indication of the payments which made up the "Fees and Salaries", 

"Necessary Expenditure", "Arrears" and "Presents and Rewards". 

At York the Chamberlains grouped their payments into six major 

categories of "Fees and Salaries", "Rents Resolute", (annual payments 

to traditional civic servants like the City Surgeon) "Charities" 

comprising interest due upon trusts held by the civic authority, 
"Chamberlains and Auditors Fees", "Necessary Expenditure" and, after 

1672, "Buildings and Repairs". Such categorization is however often 

of more hindrance than help in identifying the nature of civic 

expenditure. Although in each borough the groupings were increasingly 

subdivided and narrowed as the eighteenth century progressed and 

civic expenditure became more involved, it is nevertheless apparent 
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that for much of the period until 1835, the categories were in 

many instances, abused, rather than used. Within the category 

of "Fees and Salaries" it is common to find premium payments, 
interest on charitable trusts, or loans and annuities, anything 
in fact of an 'ordinary' annual nature, which indicates a 

minimum, annual commitment in outgoings, but renders little further 

information until more carefully identified and sorted. 
In order therefore to analyse civic expenditure 

with any accuracy a complete re-ordering of the expenditure accounts 

appeared to be necessary, creating eategories which could be used 

with a much greater degree of precision. This at the same time 

facilitated contrast and comparison over the time from 1660 to 1835 

and from borough to borough. 

The categories were selected as a result of the 

material arising from the accounts themselves, indentifying nine 

major areas of expenditure c= prised of twenty-four smaller 

categories: - 

A. Civic Pride and Administration. 

1. Dignity (eg. material embellishments, plate, maces, portraits, 
gifts to visitors). 

2. Feasts and Celebrations. 

3. Liveries. 
4'. Salaries of Officials of the Corporation, some of whom had held 

responsibility posts for nominal remuneration, most of whom 
contributed primarily to dignity and aplomb of the civic body. 

B! Improvements and Amenities. 

5. Galaries of workmen and professional advisers employed specifically 
for their services and for the duration of their usefulness, who 
received reasonable remuneration for their work. 

6. Costs of work and materials. 
7. Costs of maintaining a civilised environment - eg. cleansing, 

lighting,, drainage, water supply. 
8. Maintaining Law and Order. 
9. Valuing and surveying. 
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C. The Local Economty 

10. Subscriptions to functions - eg. horse races, assemblies, 

11. Subscriptions and Assessments relating to applications for 

and obtaining of Local Acts of Parliament and Enclosure. 

D. Chi 

12. Charitable donations. 

E. Leal 

F. Annual Commitments 

14. Charitable trust premiums and dues. 

15, Annual taxes and assessments, rents owed on civic property. 

16. Interest and principal repayments. 

17, Arrears of rent due on civic tenancies. 
18. Insurance charges. 

G. Purchases and Investments 

19. Investments and Loans. 

20. Purchases of property and materials. 

H. Newspapers and Stationary Bills. 

21. Printing and Papers. 

I. Miscellaneous. 

22. Miscellaneous payments of small amount and unrelated to any of 

the other groupings in this table. 

23. Charges and debts from past accounts. 
34. Undesignated expenses, the nature of which cannot be ascertained. 

Categorization of the accounts in this manner inevitably 

creates an opportunity for subjectivity and ine.: curacy in analysis 

and grouping. It facilitates however far greater analysis than would 

otherwise be possible. To have made such an analysis for each account 

over the whole period fran 1660 to 1835 would, if desirable, nevertheless 

not have been feasible, for such a process requires the sorting, analysis 

and re-categorization of hundreds of individual payments in each 
financial year, together with the ultimate re-balancing of the final 

total. A selection has therefore been used taking an account every 
ten years, or as close thereto as extant records permit, with three 
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concurrent accounts examined in 17+9 and 1819. This method 

has provided the means to trace regular expenses and areas 

of expenditure through the entire period from 1660 to 1835, 

thus providing some perspective through the time span by 

highlighting significant periods of change. It also provides 

a rough perspective in monetary terms. The most obvious 
drawback of this method lies in the danger of identifying 

individual deviations from the norm as significant on the 

basis of only one account in ten when any number of reasons 

may be behind the increase or decrease in cost, not least, the 

over, or under payment of an item in the preceeding year's 

account. It was partly to alleviate this problem that the three 

concurrent years were also examined, but in all areas of prime 

significance this problem is obviated by more detailed analysis 

within the chapters of the dissertation. 

Errors have emerged during the procress of 
reeategorizctica, some originating from the Chamberlain himself, 

others arising during the re-ordering. The latter, having proved 
seeir-ingly intractable, have been noted in the totals figures 

in the tables. 
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Boston - Analysis of Civic Expenditure 

APPENDIX XI A 

1700-01 1710-11 1717-18 1730-31 1741-42 1749-50 1750-51 1751-52 1760-61 1770-71 

1) Dignity 
Feasts and 

7 13 51 88 0 0 103 4 10 17? 121 1 6 122 8 g( 16 8 6r1 1 1 x 9 . . 2) Celebrations . . . . . . . . . _ , jß" 2. 8 0. . , 
14 . 5-. 1 

- 
3) Liveries T-! 

_... 

4) Officers Salaries 129. O. 8 100.3.8 124.7.0 159.19.0 180.8.0 188,11.4 183 8.0 189.18.0 211 11.0 139.1Q: 0 
_ 

.7 } 

5) Salaries Workmen 0.1.0 21.1.4 54.0.6 7.10.6 
- 

45.3.7 46.18.0 66.2.2 73.19.4 70.10 _4 87.18 

6) Work and Mdterials 152.7.8 570.9.2 625.6.04t 1 557.6.0 69.0.4 
1 

198.8.4 273.19.411 186.3.5 327.7.6i 167.9.1 
ý ý~ 

Civilised ! 
7)-Environment 

_ - 
8) Law and Order 

t 

- 
Valuing and 

9) Surveying 

I 

F_ +I_ 
I ý' 

r 
__ 

19) Local econom q ýI --------- ýi-- 
0.0.0 

-1 
11) Enclosure 

_ 

D 12) Charitable 10.10.0 5.5.0 

13) Le al costs 

I ) 

1 
P 14) Charitable trusts 17.12. 6.10.2 10.13.6 5.0.0 1s 2tiQ`Q_1 "Q- _ en s -faxes, r, ' 

i5) assess; nents 19.11.5 66.9.0 5 0.11.75.1.4 1Q2.11 $3,3.3 I 84.5.104.3.6 100.9, u- 
interest and 

16)_ repaýuents _, ý 
10.0.0 24.10.0 24.10.0 22.10.0 32.0.0 124.15.0 

17) Arrears 6.12.4 22.13.4 39.5.0 71.2.6 10.10.8 2.10.8 82.18.2 
_ 

181 Insurance - 

G 19) 
_Investment 

20) Purchases 
. __ SO 0.0 

H 21) Printing ý_X±ccrs 

ý 

I 22) Miscellaneous 
I 

4.10.0 
` 

I 
13.9.1 0 28.19.6 2.4.0 0.18.3 27. R. 

-11 ý 
( I 

37) PYev aýr. eLCOLAf 
i 5.4.6ýtý 

24) Unknown 34. C ý. 
__23.15.1 

1 47.15.4 
.. 

212.3.0'a 130.17.1 125.16_9 ' L5. G. 0 
_ _ 

Total 
ýý 

9 912"lýý gym 64ý, 1022.9.8 y1.1ß 749.14__. 
_ßu, 

990.1.94_943, lß. 46.1173.18.9 875.3.9 
- 

error !ý 

Accountants I k-rror 10L l d 2.0 
Total es r 
audited accourj, '_ 

_ 
1.415.9.8 _ - 

ý 912.12. 
_ 

51 ýý7 113765,10? 2.9. G , 531_16.3 4 749. L4.8ls; 990.1.10 743.18.4ý 1173.1889/ 878.1.9 
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Boston - Analysis of Civic Expenditure 

1780-81 1790-91 1800-01 1810-11 1819-20 1820-21 1821-22 1830-31 

1 1) Dignity 
Feasts and I 

2 Celebrations ° 22A. 11-11 2' ý, t; - 1-t 1225- r 
, 

3) Liveries 

4) Officers salaries 200.18.0 354.17.0 290.17.8 348.10,7 938.4.2 984.4.2 914.4.2 411.16.8 

8 5) Salaries workmen 151). 0.6 131.15.6 132.19.6 100.3.10 237.12 197.12.10'_244,13,6 305.17.4 
T 

6) Work and Materialä 615,8,6 294.6.3 394.0.3k! 2234.6.6% 4390.12.3 4603.8.0 2829.18.11 275.3,9 

Civilised 
Environment 

8) Law and Order 12.0.0 

valuing and } 
Surve in 

C 10 ca co om 47.9.6 

11) Enclosure_ 

P12) Charitable 8.19.5 7.6.2 ! 73.6.9 101.10,0 82.10.0 1 884.1.7 i 481.10.0 123.0.0 1 

13) Level costs 41.16.11! 87.15.041 74.6.3 451.14.1 } 356.8.9 
_ 

197.9.4 869.13.2 

F 14) Charitable trusts 32.2,9N 24.11.8 28.4.8 26.4.0 26.8.2 23.4.15 23.0.0 1 27.10.0 
Taxte, rents, (* Q 

15) 114-14 `ti 211.1 I 238.18-6 136- 6t 182L 1Ok 84. O lO ý22Q. 
_i"4 r Interest and 

16). reps ents 761 3.0 . 25 10,87. OO 407.1.0 5120.7_ 3109.15.6 12041.0.0 
_1983.6.6 

Arrears 17) 14.7.6 3.0.0 3. 
-0. -0 

t ! 
_ _- _ý 

18) Insurance 3.15.0 6.7.6 7,5.0 8.2.6 
1 

8.14.0 8,14.0 21.14.6 

G19) Investment 

20) Putchases 

821) Printi. nq 6 pö rs 

122) Miscellaneous 0. 28,12.6 6.1,0 10.0,0 

Previous account 23) 

_ 
24) Unknown 43.15,3 30.18,2 24.17 

Total 1976.11 777 2 e11,16 __Ma6_17 4541_a- 

error 
_ 

audita&. AC8O flt 
2164.6.10 4 1976.7 . 7% 2372.74.7 _4794__6 BY 1 f2 -ý 

ý_LýsS% 6.14 ]ýQS. 
_LJ. 

J. o 541_8.3 

* Includes payment on Lighting ani Prving Act. 
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Boston - Summary of Civic Expenditure 

ivx. m 171n 1717 1730-31 1741-42 1749-50 1750-51 1751-52 1760-61 1770-71 

Civic pride and 
i administration 

100.14.3 188.3.8 227.11.10 281.2.0 202.9.6 311.0.0 
; 

296.6.6 302.16.8 
! 371,12.24' 349.3.3 1 

Improvements and 
3 amenities 52.8.8 10.6 679.6 i0.9; 7 1 IIS. lß, 4ý 

, 

ýý?, 
SGýIýý, 34Y24a. }9.7__ zýa"ý. 6 ý 347.18.8 

Local Acts and 1 30.0.0 _CConomv - -- - 

D Charity 10.10.0 5.5.0 

! 
E Ix al + ---} - _, _ 

F Annual commitments 43.15.16. 95.12.6 109.14.4 136.14.1 121.11.8 ; 154 12.1 132.15.3 214.16.11 161.3.6 234.5.11 

Purchases and 11 ( i 
ý, ý, nvestmg 

0.0.0 
--- 

H New! FaprtSStationery 
ý 

_ 
1 y 

I Miscellaneous 38.10.11, 37.5.9 76.14.10 2.4.0 1 1.1_8 213.1.35 158,6.0%1 145.16.9 44.10.0 

Total 415.9.8 912.12.5 1093.7.65 1022.9.8 531.18.3 749.14.8: 990.1.94 943.18.4%'1173.18.9 878.3.9 

1780-81 1790-91 1 1800-01 1810-11 1819-20 1820-21 1821-22 1830-31 
Civic pride and 1 10 1 389 37 O 7 51T L1 572 6.1 8 2.7 111 1174 16 6 1000 3 5 637 8 1 
adminstsnYS°n . . - _ ý . . . . . . 
Improvements and 

,es amen i T lq-qtý 2114 10.4 
! 

4628.5.1 4801.0.10'3074.12.5 581.1.1 
Local Acts and 

9 6 47 F_econom . . 

D Charity 8.19.5 7.6.2 73.6.4 101.10.0 82.10.0 884.1.7 481.10.0 123.0.0 

E Leqal 
! 

41 6. ll 
l 

07.15.05 74.6.3 451.14.1 356,8.9 197.9.4 869.13.2 1- 
!_ 

F Annual commitments 947.10.3'4 1094.3.75 1078.19.10 1680.6.0 5341.11.6 ! 3331.8.54 2253,0.10 2322.12.4 
_ Purchases an I! 

ß_LRYea 

NewsFa r Stations 

I Miscellaneous 43.17.3 30.18.2 28.12.6 30.18.0 i I 1 10.0.0 

Total 2164.6.10 1976.7.7 ý 2372.14.7 4794.6.851 1162_ 2.3.3 
110547.16.14 

7006.17.10'4543.8.3 ý, 

Boston - Summary of Civic Expenditure (t) 

1700-01 1710 1717 1730-31 1741-42 1749-So 1750-S1 X131_S2 %1 t-c. t 1ýýn_7i 
-Cvcprc an I 
A administration 43.5 20.3 20.8 27.5 54.8 41.5 29.8 32.1 31.6 ' 39.8 
-Imprövemen Es an 
B amenities 35,3 35.2 27,2 35.3___ 27 
Locäl 11cts ia - 

2.6 

D Charity 1.50 

F Annual commitments 10.0 10.5 10.1 13.4 23.0 20.6 13.4 22.7 13.7 27.7 
"FüicTiaýses an 
G investments 1.2 4.3 

_ 
H Newspapers etc. 

I Miscellaneous 9.4 4.05 7.05 1.95 0.4 1.2 21.5 
1 

16.7 12.4 5.1 
99.5 99.56 99.95 100.65 100 100.1 99.9 99.9 99.9 101.1 

' 

II . ý. 

` 
1780-81 1790-91 1800-01 1810-11 1819-20 1 1820-21 1821-22 1830-31 

Civic pride and 
A administration 18.0 19.1 21.5 11.9 9.5 9.6 14.25 14,0 

Improvements and 
B amenttie 35.7 27.6 22.8 48.6 39,8 45.5 43.8 12.6 

Local Acts and 
C econom etc. 2. o 
D Charity 0.4 0.4 3.1 2.1 I 

0.7 0.2 6 85 2.71 I 
I 

: 1- 
B. LeQal_.. 

_. ý 2-1 
_ 

1.7 3.9 ý. 4 2.8 19.15 1. 

F Annual commitments 43.7 55.3 45.5 35.0 46.0 _ 31.6 # 32.1 51.1 
Pure hme . and 

G investments 
"- -- -- - 

H Newnpapers etc 
ý 

I Miscellaneous 2.03 1.6 1.2 0G iý 'IJ0.2 

lrx>. 1 99.8 11)"7-- §9 8 99.76 

900 



nlottinghaui - Ana2Ysi3 of Expenditure 1825-1875 

APPENDIX XI ß 

1825 18? 6 1827 1828 1829 1830 1831 1832 1833 183. 

i 
409 3 

1 
3 1 15 6 420 0 42 

! 
' 

i 
44 5 10 3 1 . . .0 0. . .0 353_10.2 66.11.0 Q. 9.4 A 4) Officers S-dari- + 356.14 6 . "117`16.10 418 8. 1 . 

B 5) Salaries Workmen 
. 

04.18. A 2119.19 4'? 1_1, iJt 
. 

2.51- 1-4 
, _. 

'39Aß_1 '. ? z'Lyfi ý, 
_ 

2 6.3a. l 
. __yzz_lß_S 

2 7.1fl, 4-. 
Fh I? xChan jý iv't: 5 _ 

6a) : 4d2w j' 

i 
14G. 13.3 375 I all_, ý2.?. 

67,0,6 ill. 
_2 . 

+) 67.15,6 i qQ= 4.?. 
- 

271 15ý ! _T4ý 
13 12 

6b) Repairs M. 1,1d 700.4.6 620.14.1 { 796.2.0 519.8.8 1 951., 13.0.546.15.10 704.15.6 015` 4.2 687.0.9 

6c) Improvements 1004.5.2 4100.13.0 677.10.6 ? 98.18,0 2349,14.6 '1251 3.6 315.19.6 

Donal ons dlkT 

D 12) ratui ies 110 s -n 
82! 7.0 164.0.0 187.12.0 158.2.0 257,18.0 232.18.0 

13) Legal costs 35). 4.0 493.1, O E 439.0.0 , 439.39.3.6 424.8.6 495.8.9 431.13.0 425.16.0 i 426.14.0 506.13.0 

F 14) Charitable trusts 26.12.6 28.5.9; 
_-22.8.6 

0.1.6 22.2.6 61.19.0 28.14.0 23.3.6 22.16.6 25.13.0 
Taxes, rents, ý `. f 
, -_ ------- 

i 111 17 St 135.1A_n' 11A_ 7.6 135.11.6 141-1cl 
_O 

147 11 
-q 1 n8 49 1 9; A 148 

_ 
6.1 269.3.6 

16) a29_i¬PaYü 

17) Arrears 

1? 36-1 

31. 

s ýQ 
6.6 

12G2- 9-0 2915.15.4 ßßI-1z. o . o24- 8. Ö i6lyl_ý 

85.15.9 41.16.14 52.13.1Ö 39.15.7 88.7.4 

1543. 
_3. 

II 
. 

133Q n 22(, s? 3. r 

65.10.6 47.13.5'62.7.2 

130 .e_.. 
263,16.2 

G 19) Investment ! 2000.0.0 

kurchases 0 ) 2 5861.14.0 15.6 330.0.0 
. _ __ 

Expeneee 619. 6.16 302.9.9 345.12.7 
1 

437.6.5i 839.9.10 667.1.3 { 919.15.0 1 678.12 3,6 552.5.6__ 

22) Miscellaneous '' 
I 200_. 0.0 Y II 

23) Previous account 1294. 3.3 
A 

3ß9.7 6 936.15 41 1134.9.5 271,3.8 

_ 
818 2.8 

Total,,,, _ 
74 779 94 

1 

.. 
1.1.1,1; jj�17F 8305_ O_H 6x72.77-'ice 4864.3.7 

Nottingham - Summary of Civic Expenditure 1825-1834 

1825-26 1826-27 1827-28 1828-29 7899-4n 1n( _ý1 ieii_ýe 1O _ýa ýcýý_ae iooe_ýc 

Civic pr e and 
improvements 

4 2 3F6.11.0 409. 301 42 420.0.0 ? Q, 9.4 417-1 1Q1 4-1 d19_ 5ý 
- ý Improvements sn8 " 

ßn Lmc 9. o . 2_ 8 TA Loc c*. e en 1 1 
rgconom 

Charity 
--- 

210.17.6 224. 2.0 135.12.0 157.2 .0 382.7.0 164.0.0 187.12.0 158.2.0 257.18.0 232.18.0. 
_ 

6 Legal 351.4_0 493. 1.0 439.0.0 1439. 3.6 1 
424.8.6 ; 

495.8.9 1431.. 13.0 1 425.16_0 
. 

426.14.0 : 505.13.0 

r-b nual cortmiltannts 429.4.8j 1506.1 1.3 '7 I 2 jQ4jQ, 21? e. 5 9.9.4 1750. x. 8 1 $_. 3.5 2`Q?. 3.3r1ß62.1.2 
Purchases and 

G investments 84 
I 

_ 
q19,1%6 '2330.0,0 

8 Newspapers etc. 

Miscellaneous 1913.10.1 3_02, 9.9 1735. O. 1 1374. 1.9 Q1038.9.10! '. 
-667.1.3 

2054.4.5 949.16.4 629.3.6 '1400.8.2 
74 

1 ! 1 1 Total . 9.9 62 9727. 19.5 7351.9.4 16870. 1.11 12198.11.11 
L8305.0.8 

6927.17.3 4864.3.7 ; 6810.19.6 . 
7827.6.4 

Nottingham - 5urmery of Civic Expenditure 1825-1834 (%! 

1825-26 1826-27 1827-28 1828-29 1829-30 1830-31 1831-32 1932-33 1833-34 1834-15 
Cc pi 1e and 

L LalztxA QQ .7 33.6 
-"-- -.. ý 

4,96 5.9 3.4 
_ 

5.05 
I 

6.0 ß. 5 6.1 5.2 
improwmei, tb and 
Amenttir! a., - 

32.0 
Lor d 

70.4 2 
X15 

16 0 43-5 
, _ýý 

! 

al Acta an 

U CMr Sty ?. 4 2.3 1 8 2.3 3 1 4 1 
_ . , . _ . 

E Leal SA, 
. tar 

f 
E. 3 I. 9- ` 6- 7ELfIt. S _ 

R Annul commltr. rr, ta ý 22.3 
--_ 

]S_4 37.4 49.5 17.5 
_ý 

35.6 34 6 3K. ß 23.8 
Pürchases änd 
SnlcýttuaoLst___ _ ---- 

I+ 
- 

4R. 9__ 
_ -_- 

13.5 2q. 8 
ý 

H Newr_paper8 etcT 

1 MIrcellanrou8 30.1. 3.1 
mo 

1 
23.1, 19.9 ß_; 

no 9 I ., n,. "ir q1 7( 1(, - 1 trn-�n If-A , ,. n. 9 on n 119.11 
.. ýý.. Y. -_. _ __--_-. T-------y--. --_-... -mot -- 

901 



York - Analysis of Expenditure APPENDIX XI C 

1 1_fA2 1F7t-77 1GSn-q1 1692-93 1700-01 1710-11 1770_7l 177n-vi 17nn_e" 1734_Sn 

1) Dignity 3.6.2 0.10. 27.6 2 3-15-2 ] 2-1t 
, (; - 

7_L_ L3k- 
Fees[f an 

2) Celebration LIL- 
28.18.0 21.4.6 24.1.6 98.10.2 36.4.2 20.0,0 38.13.7 78.4.8 33.16.0 31: X4.6 

3) Liveries 26.0.8 27.15.6 11.11.7 10.12.8 7.0.5 5.14.0 20.12.6 I 35.4.0 32.19.0 

4) Officers Salaz es 208.17.4 215.16.8 213.7.4 234.8.6 240.1.10 244.3.8 244.10.0 25;. 15.8 545.10.10 541.2.10 

B 5) Salaries Workmen 23.3.10 
- 

37.0.0 41.2.8 62.14.8 80.11.0 84.7.5 $ 78.6.5 71.9.1 87.9.3,106.6.4 

61 work and M 65.6.2 340.14.8 211.7.4 177.1.8 105.10.1 39.10.1 98.17.81! 267.17.11 377.7.3 223.2.6 

_ Civilised O. 2.0 
7) 
8 Law and or 1.14.7 3.10.8 ' 0.6.0 3.0.0 

Valuing and y 

9) Surveying 

C 10 Local econo 
15.0.0 1 15.0.0 15.0.0 147.17.0 15.0.0 

11) Enclosure 

D 12) Chari a 
3.11.8 4.7.6 84.11.8 62.19.7 20.5.10/ 30.17.6 2.0.0 7.2.0 10.0.0 10.0.0 

-t 

E 13) Legal costs 54.3.6 9.10.11 134.12.9 50.8.7 87.12.0 ' 67.5.111 18.13.0 16.4.0 20.9.11 24.2.8 

Charitable tr ýt F 14) 61.12.6 
Y 

31.10.8 58.0.0 103.3.4 244.3.4 137.8.4 138.18.0 180.9.0 197.19.0 188.9.0 
_ Taxes, rents, , 

15L ai sm 49. 4 54.4.4 71.0.0 33 2.5 140.1.6 ` 131.17.11, 566.14 .2 
1105.16.9 136.13.10 

Interest and 161.10.0 206.0.0 353.7.7 25.0 0 17.5.6 24.0.0 0i 32 10 16)_ sepnyment- . . . ---IT- 

Arrears 17) { 
. _ 

Insurance IBj 
_ 

t-mpnt 

20) Purchase 1(>n O. O 

B 21) Printin a rs 11.6.3 7.0.0 B. 6.6 11.13.0 17.8.0 9.16.0 17.8.1 

- 

I22) Miscellaneous 5.2 4.2.10 1.0.8 8.14.7 30.2 4.1.4 2.9.0 1.16.4 2.10.0 1 0.5.11. 

23) Previous Account 2.4.4 
1 

24) Unkzo 6.1.4 4.9.10 1.0.0 54.10.6 1.7.0 

44.10ý9 Tet, a] 7r .77 -. 11 .2 A0. Q7 4. J2 d _1204,0.1 815.0.01,1135.14.2i" 1693.0.45_]. 363. ]1.31i 
_ Chamherl. aip Chamberlain 

error 1.0_ error error ld. lld , 

Total as eccount 1 L44.11.9 13.55.11.2 925.10.4 1224.5. °. +,! 
_ 

815.0_01,1135.14.111)692.14.15 1363.13.3 

902 



York - Analysis of Expenditure 

1750-51 1751-52 1760 1770 1780 1790 1800 1810 1819-20 1820-21 

A 1) Dignity 13.14.4 
Feasts an 

2) Celebrations 13.7.6 
^r ý` 

iveries 

4) officers Salaries 532.2.38 

26.16.6 

9.2.0 

541.2.1 

19.9.10 

101.7.9 

ý 

557.2.1 

45.0.4 34.4.6 

4.1.8 _ 11.4.9 

60.9.0 11.7.6 

640,2.10 761. B. Ij 

. _i4.4 _0 7.109.7.7.9 52.10 
i-ý 

I 
29.12.0 15.17.4_1 

-23 - 11 67.7 ., 1 33. 
-5-4__ 

13 1 ý: $ :_ 32ý 9, $ " 27 12.. Q .99 
ZO-A- I 

4.8.2 ýo3.14.1b 1126.17.8 396.6.6 391.6.0 

B 5) Salaries workmen 113. 103.6.6 77.17.10 97.10.4 ' 98.8.4 91.14.9 _ 72.11.0 56.12.4 47.8.6 61.0.9 

6) Work and Materials 537.16.4 201.1.012 403. ]2.4 306.10.106 583.8.3/ 455.12.3 586.3.8y 2650-10. A-1-9-8-8.111 9 1550.19.4 
" 

Civilised 
7) Cnv! rounnti_ 7. o. 4 

8) Law and order 4.15.6 1 17.10.0 

i37 

0.16.0 
Valuing and 

9) Surveying I 7.17.6 7.7.0 

C 10) Local economy 15.0.01 15.0.0 50.13.6 39.15.0 4 .9 242, 
-9.1474.6,3t_6f. n-63 X0.6 

11) Enclosure 
- 

i 448.19.0 
-' 

D 12) Charitable 70.15.01 40.0.0 114.0.0 79.7.6 65.8.0 I 21.1.0 1 310.0.0 ' 15.0.0 15.0.0 15.0.0 

E 13LLegal costa 91.19.6 5.12.2 ]53.4.6 11560.31-2 4-O 
_ 

F 14) Charitable trusts 190.19.0 189.6.91,1 19,715.11 198-5.0 207.15.0 201.1.5.0 ' 286.13.6 x 194.19.0 206.7.0 1227 
; 5.0 

-T ji, rents, 
15) assessments 127.4.5 
` Interest an 
ý[) r moments 24. O, 0 

151.7.9 

24 0.0 

124.4.4 

135.14 

173.0.10111 138.9.9 

128 , 10.0 1 34 3 

_ 

"14.941 402.17.1(4 220.0.10%'0.411 

2, jß Qß__. 53.11.8 '1405 
.1 458.0.5 273o. 15.3 

17) Arrears 

18ý Insurance 6.0.0 

4 
__ 19 Investment 

20) Purchase 54.10.0 4]. 3.6 60.0.0 

B 21) Printing & papers 9.17.5 15.1.0 24.16.4 13.8.6 41.5.9 17.16.2 15.9.0 33,5.4 42.19.3 

I 22) Miscellaneous 3.1.0 25.0.0 ! 8.8.0 
., 

i14.7.0 

23) Previous account I 
- 

_ 
24j Jjcnown 10.18. 

- 
2.12. 36 

-13.3 
11t6_ 

Total 1772.4.115 11347.15.4 ; 2129_18.55 11828.7.3ýi Z23ß. 6. ß 4)2294.15.9ý 3Oß5.17.8 _6162.19.8! 6670.4.0 5566.19.8 

error 
C 1a1 n5.7d' 

1.441 ß" 
I 

+ 2.0ý' Ch lain yd i 
{ ]_O 

-Or-: a1 a0 výgý5cýuriý rýwy_i sin i_li JV -- - 
_ýV. 

'? 
ýý 

ý7 o v<. 17ý oýy. Y. V » 0.17.6 
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York - Analysis of Expei, diture 

1821-22 1830 

173.4.6 
Feasts and 

_ 
2) Celebrations 

1 
203.4 

es 
-ý 

3) Liveri 
-- 

55.6.5 7.0.0 
"- - ý 

4) Officers Salaries 425.1.6 440.1.6 

8 51 Salaries Worýanen ýý. 1L. b` zin. 1S l0 
71 

bl worK ana-m-ujraajy 
Civilised ! 

7) Environnent 

i 

9.5-0 n-9 ' 

8) Law and Order 
__ Valuing and 

9) Surveying 

C10) Local economy 95.7.01 205.5.0 

11) Enclosure 269.17.0 52.16.101 

D 12) Charitable 

Eý13) Legal costs 

15.0.0 15.12 6 

292.17. 
l 

r1.4LCW. UA11etrusts- 
I 

225.7-053 
Taxes, rents, 

15) assessments 2011117.11i 268.0.7 
Interest and 

_15)_. rx . yes is - __ _' ý 
17) Arrears 

j 

18) Insurance 6.0.01 6.0.0. 

G IIL_IjLv 

20) Purchase 105.2.6 

400. O. 0 

.H 
21) Printing & papers 25.19.0 9.17.0 

I 22) Miscellaneous 

23) PiSY1411fi ýSSo'r 

24) Unknown 

Total i 4963.12.6 5816.1.1 

error 

Total as per account 
, 
ß�4 y2 6Z�i, 5816.1 

_ 
1T 
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York - Summary of analysis of civic expenditure 

1661-62 1611-72 1680-81 1692-93 1700-01 1710-11 1720-21 1730-31 1740-41 1749-50 

Civic pride and 268 lo 10 5 258 371 7 6 16 5 286 73 2 1 286 18 9 0 
i 

379 12 4 634.9.4 618 1% j 
Laaministration 263 16.0 .. . . . . . . 27 . . . . . . y . ý _ý. 

Improvements an 
3 amenities 

ß8.1O. 0 377.4.8 52.10 239.16.4 187.15.8 127.8.2 177.4. l' 339.13 464.16.6 ' 332.10.10 

`Local Acts and 
15. 0.0 0.0 15. 15.0.0 I 147,17.0 15. O. 0__ 

econom 
8 11 3 7 6 4 84.11.8 62 19.7 2 0.5.10ý i 30.17 6 2.0 0 7.2.0 10.0.0 10.0.0 

D Charity . . . . , _ . . 

6 3 54 9.10.11 134.12.9 50.8.7 87.12.00 16.4.0 20.9.11' 24.2.8 67.5.11, 18.13.0 
E Legal . . 

- 
r Annual commitments 272.5.3 80.12.0 318.4.4 174.3.4 630.13.4 729.2. 244.14.9 349.12.10 355.6.0 344.6.11 

Purchases and I 
ý 

G nv __ý 

H News ers etc. 
11.6.3 7.0.0 S. 6.6 11.13.0 17.8.0 9.16.0 17. 

ous ll 33.15.2 4.2.10 7.2.0 15.8.9 4.0.2 4.1.4 56.19.6 3.3.4 3.10.0 6.16.95 
ane I Misce 

716.1.7 
1 

744.10.9 1155.11.2 925.10.4 1224.3.5ý 1204.0.1 815.0.0 1135.14.213 1693.0.9417363.13.34 
ý 

II I 

1750-51 1751-52 1760-61 1770-71 1780-81 1790-91 1800-81 1810-11 1819-20 
- 

1820-21 

Civic Pride and 
A administration 7 12.4 704.19.5 

ý 
0. 

_313" 
5-7 900 10 ln , 884 4-8 3 93 8-8 552.11.9 r 603.5.5 

Improvements and 
amenüln 

27 21 7 593.7 404.2 
I ` 

685.15.4 547.7.0 1 658.14 1, 2715. O. OV 1083.14.65 1624.0.1 
" 

Local Acts and 
C eQ 15.0.0 15.0.0 50.13.6 39.15.0 44.1].. 0 207.9.6 

{ 
74.6.3 65.17.0 544.19.6 93.10.6-_ 

0 15 70 0 1 40 0 114.0.0 79.7.6 65.8.0 21 1 0 310 0 0 0 0 ' 15 15.0.0 15.0.0 
D Charity . . . . . . . . 

- 
. . 

- 7 T 
5.12.2 153.4.6 1560.11.2 17 X4.0 ýýga 

P Annual commitments 342.3.5 365.4.6/ i 451.13.4 499.15.1L7 580.8.6 550.19.9 11143.3.04 1926.2.7N 12870.7.9ý 3168.16.3 
pufc, -asse an 

Al 3 6 60 0 0 
I 

G lAýflsý . . . . 
H Newspapers etc. 9.17.5 15.1.0 24.16.4 13.8.6 41.5.9 17.16.2 15.9.0 33.5.4 42.19.3 40.6.5 

Miscellaneous I 3.1.0 35.18.8 36.13.3 2.12.6 8.8.0 
; 

1.1.6 4.7.0 
_ _ 

1772.4.11 1347.15.4 2129.16.5 1828.7.3 2238.6.8ý 2294.15.9413085.17.8 6162.19.8 
16670.4.0 

5566.19.8_, 

1700-01 Exceptional Interest- 

1710-11 Exceptional lease renewal Tanghall. 

1821-22 1830-31 
Civic pride and 

A administration 683.12.5 871.8.0 
1m _ovements auui 
B amenitie9 - 

80. 
Local Acts and 
economy _ 

365.4.0 258.0 

D Charity 15.0.0 15.12.6 
I 

E Le al 292.17.1 

F Annual commitments 2288.19.74 13ßO. 15.1 
ýFürchases and 
Gi testmPHta 

8 Newspapers etc. 25.19.0 9.17.0 

1 Miscellaneous 

4963 12.6 5816.1d 
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York - Summary of Civic Expenditure (t) 

1661 
_ 

1671 1680 1692 1700 1710 1720 1730 1740 174 
civic pr a an 

A admini t'nn 1mpp mprovemonts and 
3 em00ýtLcz 12.3 
-I, öca Acts an 

50.7 21.8 

1 
25,8 15.3 

I -- 
Zý_ 33.4 17 45"L__- 

1-17 27.4 
,4 

I 
24_ s--- - 

ý-`ý = 

p Char it 0.4 0.5 7.3 6.1 1.6 2.5 0.2 0.6 0,6 0.7 

ELe al 3-__ 7 2.5 2.1 4. Q 1.3 

! 
-. 

Annual commitments 38.0 
PurcTizaes an 

10,8 27,5 ! 1ß. ß 51,5 60.5 30.0 30.7 21.0 25.2 
-- 

G investments 8.7 
-ý- - 

N Newspapers etc. 1.2 O. 6 0.6 
f ý 

1,3 1.5 0.5 1.2 

1 
j_bi aenl anndtý^. 4.6 0.5 i~. 6 0. 0.2 0.2 0.4 

99.5 99.7 99.8 99.6 99.8 99,6 99.5 99.8 
} 

99.6 , 99.6 

1750 1751 1760 
"1770 

176o 1790 1800 1810 1819 1 1820 
Civic pride and ý 

kadministratson 
ýj 

32.5 44.0 
- '11-1 dl-n '1 2$. S 2I. o 7.4 iQ. B 

Improvements end 
S. amenities ! Local Acts and 
&eý4 

NJ 23.8 

0.8 
- 

27.9 22.1 30.6 I8 21"ý 44. E 16.2___ 

2O 

Charity 4.0 2.9 5.4 4.3 2.9 Q, g 10.0 0.2 0.2 0.3 
I 

"egal i 24 ; 0.3 
8 Annual commitments 19.3 27.2 

Pnrc sea an 

21.2 27.3 25.9 J 24.0 37.1 29.6 43.0 57.0 
-t ý- -----, ------- 

. 
G_inveatmenLs 

S Newsaýeza etc. 0.5 

7.2 1.0 

1.3 0.7 1,8 0.7 0,5 0,5 ! 0.6 0,7 
I Niacellaneous 0.2 1.6 2.0 o. i 

_0.3 
99.8 100.1 99.8 99.8 99,9 99.7 100.0 99-o aoA im 

1821 183o 
Civic pride and 

A AAmini er r. rlnn 
Improvements and 

8 amenities 
LöceFActe and 

D Charity 

ELegal 4 

_- 

__Q 
3 

5.9 

F Annual escndm_ents 46.1 
Purchases and 

S lnstesrmF. ̂ ýra 
H Newýapers etc, 0.5 

I Miscellaneous 

iCU. O 
.0 

]22 
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APPEIMIX XTI Boston repairs and improvements 

Doston - Expenditure on repairo, improvements and upkeep excluding salaries, cleaning 1800-35 

1801-02 1802-03 1803-04 1804-05 1'305-06 1ß0G-07 1807-08 ltoU%-o) 1809-10 1810-11 

HarKaur, sea hanks 
i oc ný n1 r , 4: 11 ]L1 X53 12ý t 161_1 79 7.6 344. 9.101 

_. 
. 
b4Gl'S.. II. . , ý ý 

Repairs 373.11.1 562.5.8 1039.16.11 101.5.5 _31.14. 91.3.5 
1352.3.2 

400.11.3 449.19.33 343. 3_44; 

llaYkSiS 0.0 

4 148 2 4141.3.3 2523.7.7 G"7.7. cOS 2136.9.2 1458.11.6 1400.0.9 '1130.12.6 ` 1483. 3.8 
BYldý . . 

Roads f pAvevererit s 160.19.3 100.0.0 

Gaol Town ßa11 & 
145.11.6 

_ 

. 
pyzrhýcý -. -ý ----- 

_Othrr 
work 

67.1.0 1 11.11.0 

11.6 49 
Farmslcommoiis _ 

1 5 535 18 5I 796 
! 

5181 0.2 3104.13.5 S"6070.9.9ri 3225.6.8 9.11 1860.9.31' 2110.5.21 2256. 2170. 16.10L 
Total . _ . . . 

Total rxnrndit re OS r,. 14.3 
180-11.14.6k1 

5451.11.3 % 8975.12 9 
_ 1 

15825.12. ß' 4561.14 4368 8.5 
! 
4322.11.16 

i 
4794. 6.81 

'e. 
b 

R 
N 

8 

i 
7 

J 

1811-12 1812-13 1811-14 1814-15 1815-16 3816-17 ' 1817-18 1 1818-19 1819-20 1820-21 

rbour, sua banks 
64 217. 11 5-IL I! 64.14.1 

. 
-AL boys 

q 1 0 k 26r, 1 230 4 7R2 0 7 3RK O < dIq In 6 p aco 9 11 L 
pa . . - - . . - _ _ .. . 

ºrkets 993.8.5 i 140_12.3 2768.7.10 4075.1.0 

3 12 16 
1 I 

ridge 174.5. . . 

Dada avement 

own Hall t Gao] 
11229.3.0 2467.11.9 1 765.16.10' 64.5.6 

urahaäe 175.2.7 
i 

---- _ 1 1 
other work 99.16.0 50.13.8 60.3.0 291.8.61 14.11.7 441.13.2 41.1.3 

'ataßlL ý 
---- 

13? _ a_a t I 37.6.0 
' 

total ZS 414 2F16 1: 1 :. 3-31 1977 7n 17ý(. i-5 'tndl)_ 4332. 
_12.3__ 

4592.18_0 

otal expendicuce 7945_8_11 531T 5.2.10 Qý6, 
_5 

q. 156q"j0.7ý, i7879.11.4 ' 50 1 7%jj. 4_ 11622.3.3 x0547.16_^1} 

IR21-72 1A22-21 1A73-2d 1A74-25 A7L 9rl 

Repairs 186.9.0 387.6.5 10.5.5 477.8.6/1 1071.7.3 754.9.1 j 
-- 

733.11.3 543.14.4 433.11.7 

2k1LkQ 
_ 

Bridge 

44' 4-1 513,1 f 

16.6.3 

-- 

goads/Pavc r 819.6.8 275.0.3 223.14.7 348.13.8 135.0.0 

Town Hall 6 Gaol 
y` 

131,10.2 501.6.6 89.1.0 

Clain 27.18.3 106.4.0 

. Uihezýrru 1? 0. 112 A. 7k Ig. 7A . 1s-1 1 

Pnrma/Corvnona M. 7.11 138.7.3 465,13,1Ul 

Total 3187.8.11 3175,7.9 5536.9.5 1479.7.15 ? 032_ 2,8 1295.1.10'1103.3.3 1 872,11; 3 543.14.4 433.11.7 

Total exMndltur 7 25G. 46 
ýlO 

, 
Q, U 7 y15ý6ý s7 4.3 16324.1 

-a 
ýFF06- 

S; SQ, 4737.17 77 472.0.2 14543, 
_8.3 

Rel 

Mal 

Brl 

Ito, 

TO 

Pu 

of 

Pa 

Tt 

18.. 1-3 

alrs 1551.1.11 523.10.1 772. fß 

kete 

dge 

drlPAYl 

i Hall & Gý, o1 t 
' 

eha! }n 

mr auk 40.17.4, 

zal 
- 

trl ý"xpaýrl5tur ^ý itlýi7. l l. '. H%r. t1,1S, q rol,. h. Iltt 
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Roston - Expenditure on Repairs and Improvements 1E01 to 1835. 

The Chamberlain at Boston in 1801 created a new category in his 

erpen, lit: re account entitled "repairs". It is this entry in his account 

which forms the be : is of the following table but to it have also been 

adlyd all other specific and major entries in the account r-lsttrj to 

repairs tut not included by him within this catciory. The Chen. beriafn's 

repairs cat<-Jory has E. en used as it :. lands, although it dnau in acme 

ye. irs include eunoirli", of a vartul n iL tre ranging from plya". nts for 

littrrti, stamps. el. "ctiona and even dinn.! rn. 



A 

APPENDIX XIjk York Buildings, renatrs, and road maintenance. 

York - buildings and Repairs. Total cost per annum as entered by CheTberlnin - 1672 onwards. 

0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-o 6-7 7-8 8-9 9-0 

1670 339.15.6 173,0,11 217.1.! 311.14 325,16.9 
1.500.16.6 

304.3.6 

1680 . 14 ? 11 365.118.4 303.8.8ºýý 453,1ß. '1h 19.8.9 609.10.1 107.12.147.1. '7. 

^1b90 _ 

T74 

_-ý25]. 
O. O. 0 110. ý` .J 27 iat-i ia. '. ý. 3I 

r 
1700 85. ßi 386.5.65 52.3.35 

- 
139.13.5 65.0.7 65.5.35 

_" 
258.87,6 150.12.31i- 

171Q I 37" 0" i 64. 

{ 

- 
1720 71.14.11 85.16.3 201.9.02,132.0.4 242.3.5 i 112.35.5 113.0.0 386.11.9 393.5.85 

1730 194,8,10`. 117.13.0 388.6.3 645.1,8 1,13.5.3 267.35.101 333. 
_ 

4,17__L'l1. l3. lUi 338.9.3 i00.2.6 
^ 

1740 89.1 .11', 206.4.6 205.6.3 271.2.3 
1 

364.12.5/: 85.10.6 297. i 101.1.5 191.13 8_ 206.15.11 

1750 441.5.6 47.13.101 58.5.315 320.4.4 252.0.4 43.1-9.6 i 24.8.9 105.16.05 273.13.9 102.1.3 

17b0 

7 170 

. 
l0. ß 125. G. 6 239.10.8 

2EJ. 9.6ýý 343.0.10 337.4.65 

193.15. Olil137.1.7 

197,12.11 270.14.8 

192.5.0 161.5.45 407.9.2 616.11.11 397,11.55 

2R5.9.8 161.4.10 404.19.10 363.13.3 
, 

204.0.11 

1780 499.9.5ý 474,8.9 461.2.2 780.19.2 616.14.9 437.6.3 
i 

714.5.4 403.7.2 ý 358.12.9 246.1.65 

1790 405.7.1 045.0.7 273.14.1. 583.13.2 468.14.9 44611.9 845J8.0744.7373.2.5 740.5.85 

1800 527.0,6q 331.6.10 588.12.10 233.19.3121 628.7.24 411.15.0 
, 1477.10.9 

{ 
670.14.8 '" 806.114.10; 1076.9.3/ 

1810 
12093.0.25 

2123.9.115 
12993.2 

: 
_3850.3.5 

620.17.44 604.16.11't1o73.3.35 929.13.95 1120.15.65 900.16.10 

1820 1141.12.0 1116.17_6' 849.5.85 1270.9.612 1273.9.6y! 13ß9.0. G%s 1010.13.34 989.4.10,1645.7.8 12732.10.9 

1830 2460.10,2 2259.3.5 2131.11.11 { 2331.13.10 2407.18.3 a! 
__j 

Where there it no entry in the table, no account remains. 

York Road Maintenance 

0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 7-8 8-9 9-0 

T70 ROý$ý_ -` 
117.5.4 93.0.7h 115.2.104 66.17 4.6 24.1830 78.12.7 72.1.2.1 SA. 2.6 I 

Paving 7c. 5.6 32.15 5.. q9 31 0.9 33.1f.. 6 

99ý1Z"1111i9,14.10ý 11ý. R. Z ßo. ý7ý5y 
ýZSo1o f 111.15 4.6 

9avin 52 16.0 155.15.0 736.7.0 30.1.6 27.11_G 38.10.6 79.19. V 24.9.11 76.1-8.11 
L 

29.9.7 

ý9o Bwýýs F, _fsztAäcs__, _ 
`aý, l. 'ýý1 1^ 1,190 

Paviny 27_ .41,0.19.7 
122.18.8 79.8.0 53.4.9>f 72.11.1 54.1.1 46.. 11 _0 254.15.7 210.12.1 122.12 

"- 
250.10-1 35616.7 3? 6.6,2 

.' 
S41, ý2,453.17s10_ 

1$Q0. ß idýý Gznýcea__ 162 
_it. 1. r 241.14.5.4l, 

_ä. 
2_4 

Pavin? 
ý__ 

37. tif1"1ý? 6.100 62.15. '4 32 1.11: 52.19.0 76.2.6 34.1.3h 103.10.101 49.2.5 38.8.31< 

1910 Roads 580.0.4M 716.5. i 
... 

j. 153.11-101 559.2.4 S2R`13.3 297.. 12.5+ 550.17.24 
~Y 

3.16.2 71.7.0 103.7.0ý A6.13.4ý 472.3.11 539.14.11 481.18.4 

1620 1i03d6 s Paýýln 508.12.6 SF7.8. s_ 541 16.24 704.9.0 804_9.9 77,5.35.412.447.17. P., 422.8.9 557.20.7 500.0.0 

Pavlnq Art 249.17.4n 1 91.12 .2 
217.5.0 

1830 i+aw]_s º. l av]nU_`_, 
_ 

? i7.1 Fi. 0 SC 3.7.1ý 3FiG. 17. l11 C_ß. 0 O. o 
ýO. _0_G 

Paving Act I toi- 0.8 164.1.5 140.5.0 177.14.9-ý 3oy1_ 7 123.17.10: 
-__ 

y--- 

York rod maint. n. ircc,: or, vererl tha aroas wlthrout the +a11e. Pond tepralrs fror: Monk P. ar to üeworth Mcxýi Ctvss; 1oot`iAm Bar to 
Burton 9tono and Ikr. Pair, Walmgnti, Bar to Crcrn Hike Lano, from CaahI q. rtr" Pmtcrn to the nalif from Micklr jute Bar to Hoh 
Lane eastI from Iloiq., to t. nne to t to thr bridge and from the bar to :: keldr"rg". tc 

Pavioq w�s wixhin thr, w, 11% in the four wirft Ixft. r 1827 an annual porront:, ge was paid by ilro Citj to the r_"ornmiesSrýner: unüor 
the Pw L: mq Act LowerdS their annual crpr`ndlt, irm. 
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APPENDIX XIYA Salaries 

Boston - Salaries 

nff{. -Arc 1700"01 1730-11 1717-19 1730-31 1741-42 1749-50 1750-51 1751-52 1760-61 1770-71 

Mayor 50.0.0 35.0.0 30.0.0 55.0.0 55.0.0 55.5.0 55.0.0 55.5.0 60.10.0 65.5.0 

Chamberlail`s 15.0.0 10.0.0 10.0.0 10,0.0 10.0.0 10.0.0 10.0.0 10.0.0 110.0.0 10.0.0 

Town Clerk 22.5.0 11.5.0 11.5.0 11.5.0 11.0.0 11.5.0 11.0.0 11.5.0 11.5.0 21.5.0 4 

Recorder 

Vicar 

4 . 0.0 5 . 0.0 

34.13.4 

6.13.4 

34.13.4 

11.13.4 

34.13.4 

6.13.4 

43.6.8 

6.13.4 6_13.4 

34.13.4 34.13.4 

6.13.4 

34.13.4 

6.13.4 

34.13.4 

Sod e of 1: d. izalt 2.13.4 2.13.4 2.13.4 2.13.4 2.13.4 2.13.4 2.13.4 2.13.4 2.13.4 2.13.4 

Marshall of Aimiralt 10.0.0 10.0.0 10.0.0 8.0.0 16.0.0 16.0.0 16.0.0 16.0.0 24.0.0 16.0.0 

__Scrq_ants 
at Mace 18.13.4 18.13.4 18.13.4 27.0.0 30.0.0 30.0.0 35.0.0 40.0.0 45.0.0 30.0.0 

Coroner 2.0.0 2.0.0 2.0.0. 4.0.0 4.0.0 4.0.0 4.0.0 4.0.0 4.0.0 4.0.0 

C er 3.15.0 0.14.0 0.14.0 0.14.0 0.14.0 4.14.0 3.14.0 4.14.0 5.8.0 4.14.0 

Beadle 0.14.0 4.18.0 4.18.0 4.14.0 4.14.0 4.14.0 4.14.0 7. B. 0 4.14.0 

Total 129.0.8 100.3.8 124.7.0 159.19.0 1190.8.0. 188.11.4 , 183.8.0 189.18.0 ! 211.11.0 199.18.0 

Officers 1780-81 1790-91 1800-01 1810-11 1819-20 1820-21 1821-22 1830-31 

Mayor 65.5,0 159.16.0 65.5.0 115.5.0 400,0.0 400.0.0 R350.0.0 0.0.0 

Chamberlains 10.0.0 10 14 0 20.0.0 20.0.0 20.0 .0 
Town Clerk 21.5.0 21.0.0 47.2.0 47.2.0 90.0.0 90.0.0 90.0.0 90.0.0 

Recorder 6.13.4 6.13.4 6.13.4 6.13.4 

Vicar 34.13.4 34.14.4 34.13.4. 31.4.4 3434 4? _1_4 
! 

14-13.4 
Judge of Admiralty 2.13.4 2.13.4 2.13.4 2.13.4 2.13.4 2.13.4 2.13.4 2.13.4 
Marshall of A3mimly 17.0.0 18.0.0 23.10.0 30.0.0 1 43.0.0 43.0.0 43.0.0 

. 
42.0.0 

Sergeants at Mace 30.0.0 30.0.0 48.5.0 44.0.0 80.0.0 80,0.0 80.0.078.0.0 

Coroner 4.0.0 4.0.0 4.0.0 4.0.0 20.0.0 20.0.0 20.0.0 . 20.0.0 

Cryer 

Beadle 

4.14.0 

4.14.0 

4.0.0 

4.0.0 

7.4.0 

21.1.8 

9.14.0 16.0.0 

27.8.7 36.7.6 

16.0.0 16.0.0 15.0.0 

36.7.6 36.7.6 135.0.0 

Mayor elect 60.0.0 1150.0.0 
150.0.0 150.0.0 

Chaplain to gaol 

Nustians 10.10.0 16.10.0 10.70.0 

6, 
tp 26.0 g 26.0.0 

10.10.0 ' 10.10.0 "10.10.0 

Late Czyc-z 
Organist 

1 (1 
35.0.0 

i 
35.0. o 35. Oso _20'0'0 

20.0.0 ` 

Late beadle 
18 0 0 

Total 200.18.0 354.17.0 290.17.8 3.18.10.7 1938.4.2 . . 
984.4.2 : 374.4.2 411.16.8 

,: 909 



Boston - salaries 

Profess5>nal and workmen 1700-01 1710-11 1717-18 1730-31 1741-42 174q-5o 1750-51 1751-52 1760-61 1770-71 

--ý 

'-----r I 
Boatmen 30.0.0 

Gaol keeper loo. 
_ 

L-lo 
o. o t, 0, t 10.0.0 ý10ý .0 0_E 17.10.0 10.0_0^ 

House of correct}cn 5.4.3 5.0.0 5.0.0 5.0.0 5.0.0 5.0.0 5.0.0 

Pavement repairer ( 18.0. o 18.0.0 18.0.0 18.0.0 10.0.0 

Scavenger 18.0.0 22.0.0 26.0.0 26.0.0 26.0.0 26.0.0 26.0.0 26.0.0 26.0.0 

Cleaning, sweeing 0.1.0 1.10.0 0.1.6 2.12.0 4.0.0 1.1.2 0.5.0 0.5.0 0.5.0 1.6.0 

Watching 1.11.4 1.9.0 1.8.0 1.1.0 1.10.4 1.3.4 1.1.9 1.2.6 

2.2.0 2.2.0 2.2.0 2.2.0 Cleanin7 cross dial 

3.0.0 6,0.0 Lighting La'npe 
__ 

5.0.0 

River lns. pectors 

Surveyors 
--- 

Pilots 

Miscellaneous 0.10.0 1.7.4 0.10.0 11.2.0 t 8.0.0 15.0.0 16.0.0 

Total 
j0.1.0 

1 21.1.4 54.0.6 45.3.7 1 
46.18.0 66.2.2 '73.19.4 170.30.4 87.18.9 77.10.6 

Professional and workmen 1733-81 1790-91 1800-01 1810-11 1819-20 1820-23 1821-22 1830-31 

Boatmen 

Gaol keeper 15.0.0 15.0.0 20.10.0 26.0.0 ý 62.0.0 62.0.0 69.10.0 67.0.0 

Rouse of Corr ct 
ecp (r 

5.0.0 5.0.0 5.0.0 

Pavement repairer 

Clearnin7, sweeping 1.6.0 1.13.6 24.7.0 6.13.6 2G. 12_6 26.12. (, 26.12.6 23.9.6 

Watching 1.2.6 1.2.6 2.5.0 2.5.0 
I 

2.5.0 2+5.0 2.5.0 

Cleaning cross dial 2.2.0 2.12.0 2.12.0 2.12.0 2.12.0 2.12.0 2.12.0 2.12.0 

River inspectors 7_0.0 2.0.0 2.0.0 2.0.0 2.0.0 2.0^0 
_ _2,0.0 

2.0 0 

Surveyors 30.0.0 20.0.0 7.5.0.0 30.0.0 49. r .0 . lxw. o 140. 12n. 0.0 
35.0.0 

ttt1 
46.12,0 Pilots 

! u_ 0 1 ý 
i iscellannous 71.10. 10.10.0 1 n. 1r,, 0 25.3.4 2T3.4 

i2 
. 3.4 1.14.0 : f3.10.10 , 

Totol 131.5.6 244. 

9110 



APPENDIX XIYB Salaries 

Nottingham - Salaries 

Officers 1669-99 1697 1713 1719 1730 1740 1755 1760 1770 1780 

Mayor 20.0.0 

Chamberlains 1.14.8 

40.0.0 

1.14.8 

40.0.0 

1.14.8 

60.0.0 

1.14.8 

60,0,0 

2.5.8 

60.0.0 60.0.0 60.0.0 
1 

77.14.0 ! 97.14.0_) 

2.8.0 2.8.0 2.8.0 
1 

2.14.0 2.14.0 
ýý 

Town Clerk 3.13.4 3.13.4_ 3.13.4 3.13.4 _ 3.13.4 
- 

3.13.4 3.13.4_ 3.13.4 I 3.13,4 3.13.4 

Coroners 0.8.0 0,8.0 0.8.0 0.8.0 0.8.0 0.8.0 0.8.0 0.8,0 0.8.0 0.8,0 

Lady Mayoress 0.6.8 0.6.8 0.6.9 0.6.8 0.6.8 _ 0.6.8 !-0.6.8 i 0.6.8 
__ 

Mace bearer 8.0.0 8.0.0 8.0.0 8.0.0ý-- 8.0.0 8.0.0 8,0.0 8.010 8.0 0 8_0.0 

Common Sergeant 8.0.0 8.0.0 
ý 

8.0.0 8.0.0 8.0.0 8.0.0 8.0.0 1 8.0.0 8,0.0 

Ain in Ma or's ße11 

Toon Cryer 

0.4.0 

0.2.8 0.2.8 

0.4 .0 
0.2.8 

0.4.0 0.4.0 0.9.0 0.4.0 0.4,0 } 0.10.0 
_9j1ý0 

0.2.8 ' 0.2.8 0.2.8 0.2.8 0.2.8 _ 0.2.8 0.2.8 

Tourn waits 2.0.0 2.0.0 2.0.0 6.0.0 8,0.0 8.0.0 8.0.0 8.0.0 

Tanners, Fee 2.8.0 2.0.0 2.0.0 2.0.0 1 2.0.0 2.0.0 -I-1 

oepuýkeeorder 

Cook 6.0.0 4.0.0 

4.0.0 

6.0.0 

4.0.0 
( 

4.0.0 

4.0.0 4.0.0 

4.4.0 1 4.4.0- 4 4.0 4,4ýg__ 

Beadle 6.0.0 6.0.0 6.0.0 1 6.0.0 6.0.0 
_ 

6.0.0 
_ 

6.0.0 6,0W0 6.0.0 

Sheriff 12.0.0 12.0.0 I 
12.0.0 12.0.0 --ý-_' 

Bailiffs I1 

Total 44.10.8 1 74.5.4 94.9.4 112.9,4 1117,0.4 
3113.6.8 

: 101.6.8 it 96.16.0 119.12. E 139.12.8 

Officer. 1790 1800 1810 1820 1830 

Mayor 97.14.0 97.14.0 210.0.0 210.0.0 315.0.0 

Chamtxrlains 3.18.0 3.18.0 3.18.0 1.6.8 1.6.8 

Town Clerk 3.13.4 3.13.4 3.13.4 3.13.4 3.13.4 

Coroners 0.8.0 0.8.0 0.8.0 0.8.0 0.8.0 

Lady Mayuress 0.6.8 0.6.8 0.6.8 0.6.8 0.6.8 

Mace Beerer 12. r. 0 12.0.0 20.0.0 70.0.0 20.0.0 

CC=Pon Sergeant 8.0.0 8.0.0 15.0.0 
_ 

15.0.0 15.0.0 

Rin in Mayor's Petl 0.10.0 0.10.0 0 . 10.13 0.10.0 
Town Cryer 0.2.8 5.5.0 15.0.0 15.0.0 

Toin W, )itr 6.0.0 8.0.0 8.0.0 8.0.0 24.0.0 

Tanners f". r: 

pf, ýty p,. "' ro.. r 
_ 

4.4.0 4.4.0 4.4.0 4.4.0 
CwY. 

ßc8-11A 

Sheriff 

Beflltf": 
_ 

30.0.0 } 

Total l44.1(. 11 143,1'/. ry 

I 

'ß1. n. 9 ?. 7ß. ß. ß 
--1 

41O. 4.4 

011 



Nottingham - salaries 

Officers 1825-26 1826-27 1827-28 1828-29 1829-30 1830-31 1831-32 1832-33 1833-34 1834-35 

mayor 262.10.0 2t 2.10.0 26 . 10.0 315.0.0 115.0.0 315.0.0 315.0.0 315,0.0 315.0.0 315.0.0 ; 

Chamberlains 1.6.8 1.6.8 1.6.8 1.6.8 1.6.8 1.6.8 1.6.8 1.6.8 1.6.8 1.6.8 

Town clerk 3.13.4 3.13.4 3.13.4 3.13.4 3.13.4 3.13.4 3.13.4 3.13.4 3.13.4 3.13.4 

Coroners' 8.0 0.0.0 0.0.0 0.0.0 0.0.0 0.0.0 0.0.0 0.0.0 0.0.0 
r 

0.0.0 

Lady Mayoress 
( 0.6.8 0.0.0 0.0.0 

i 
0.0.0 0.6.8 0.0.0 0.0.0 0.0.0 0.0.0 0.0.0 

Mace Bearer 20.0.0 20.0.0 20.0.0 20.0.0 20.0.0 20.0.0 20.0.0 20.0.0 20.0.0 20.0.0 

Conaan Sergeant 15.0.0 15.0.0 15.0.0 15.0.0 15.0.0 
I 

15.0.0 15.0.0 15.0.0 15.0.0 15.0_0 

Mayor's Butler 2.6.6 2.6.6 2.6.6 2.6.6 2.6.6 2.6.6 2.6.6 2.6.6 2.6.6 ' 2.6.6 

Crying hall days 1 2.1.0 l 3.0.0 2.14.0 1.3.6 1.15.0 1.1.6 1.6.6 0.16.0 1.7.6 1.5.0_ 

Town Cryer 5.1 6 5.16.0 5.16.0 5.16.0 5.16.0 5.16.0 5.16.0 5.16.0 5.16.0 5.16.0 

Town Waits 240 0 24.0.0 24.0.0 24.0.0 24.0.0 24.0.0 24.0.0 24.0.0 24.0.0 24.0.0 

Tanner fee 2.0.0 2.0.0 2.0.0 2.0.0 2.0.0 2.0.0 2.0.0 2.0.0 2.0.02_Q. 0 

Deputy Recorder 13.12.0 10.4.0 13.12.0 10.4.0 1 10.4.0 13.12.0 13.12.0 1 13.12.0 13.12.0 13.12.0 

Ringers 3.14.4 3.13.8 3.12.6 3.13.0 ' 5.19.4 i 6.4.0 6.8.4 1 4.6.4 1 4.6.4 4.6.4 

Total 356.14.6 j 353.10.2 366.11.0 409.3.0 420.15.6 420.0.0 420.9.4 417.16.10 418.8.4 418.5.10 

Nottingham 

ProfessionalWavi 1825-26 1826-27 1827-28 1828-29 1829-3o 1830-31 1831-32 1832-33 1833-34 1834-35 

Collecting stall rent 11.0.0 12.0.0 12.0.0 12.0.0 12.0.0 12.0.0 12.0.0 9.0.0 0.0.0 0,0,0 
--ý 

" 20.0.0 20.0.0 30.0.0 25.0.0 30.0.0 30.0.0 30.0.0 30.0.0 ý 30.0.0 30.0.0 

Collecting housr. rrr. tsl 30.0.0 10.0.0 30.0.0 30.0.0 ý 30.0.0 30.0.0 30.0.0 30.0.0 30.0.0 30.0,0 

Y. eeper of the woo's 2.13,4 2.11,4 2.13.4 2.13.4 
2.13.4 

2.13.4 2.13.4 2.11.4 2.13.4 2.13.4 

Sexton 1.10.0 1.10.0 1.10.0 1.10.0 1.10.0 1.10.0 1 1.10.0 1.10.0 1.10.0 1.10.0 

Field Pinlar 20.10.0 20.10.0 70.10.0 20.10.0 20.10.11 20.20.10.0 20.10.0 20,10.0 20. lo. o 

of tt,, - R-Ad,, w l(., o. o 1G, o, 0 1G, o, 0 16.0.0 lt, o. o 1G. O. O 16,0,0 16,0,0 16,0,0 

5orveycr 65.5.0 f, 5.5. o £5.1.0 1A. 5.1) C`- 
.o 

GS. 5.0 £5,5.0 (. 5.5.0 65.5,0 65.5.0 

^M)cY. 
lrtorr, ur- 42_O. 0 42. OA 42.0. p 4i1,6 42.2_n-ý 47.0. E 4?. O. O ý4'LýO_O 2, q, 0 

Bat11ff:. 1'. 0_0 30.0,0 3U, O, 0 _n, O_0 30,0,0 30_0,0 

Total 21il, 18.4 2n0,1ß, 4 ? O9,1ß. 4 1224. Iß, 4 ' 1'. 1,3,4 239.19,4 239.18.4 '236,1)(. 4 
! 
227.18,4 

I227,18,4 

, 9i2 



APPENDIX XIVC Salaries 

Y, rk - salaries 

,. r1_11 If. '? 1 _7) 1[. a'i-i ir1)_ni iýný_m , 7in_I1 1 , on_I1 i'71n_11 11 -I-ei 

M'typr 66.0.0 . 6+. 0 (8.0.0 (, 8.3.9 631.0.0 (8.0.0 88.0. (1 4 83.0.0 30.0.0 

'- 
Chi^ýtvrlains 3.10.0 

22.0.0 ! Town Clerk 

3.2.. 0 

_. "). a 

3.10.0 

22.0.0 
___ 

a 10.0 

. 0.0 ' 2_. 0.0 . 2.0.0 

L'. tý_, 10 0 

20.0.0 20.0. 

z_ýn n 

2 . O. O 
{ - 

Recorder 119.6.6 4. a 11.6.8 1n. 6. ß 19.6.8 19. c. 8 19.6.8 19.6.8 111.6.8 

City counsel 10.0.0 5.0.0 5.0.0 5.0.0 5.0.0 5.0.0 5.0.0 5.0.0 

Cushions& City Arms 0.10.0 0.:.. 0 0.10.0 1.1.6 3.0.0 _ 1.5.0 
_ 

2.5.0 ' 2.5.0 4.7.6 

Sword Beare 8.18.0 8.15.0 10.0.0 10.0.0 10.0,0 10.0.0 10.0.0 10.0.0 1x. 8.0 

mace Bearer 8.1G. 8 8.16.8 10.0.0 10.0.0 10.0.0 1 10, _. 0 10.0.0 10.0.0 10.0.0 

Lord Mayor's 

ýTý 

j 12.7 0O; 10.0.0 10.0'0 , 10.13.4 10.113.4 10.13.4 10.13.4 10.13.4 

Porter 4.0.0 4.0.0 4.0.0 4.0.0 4.0.0 4.0.0 4.0.0 4.0.0 4.0.0 

Deputy Porter 
I I 

_ 

Baker 
1 

4.0.0 4.0.0 4.0.0 
--kQ-O 

6.0.0 r. 
_n QD a Mn dnn 

Cooks 16.13.4 13.6.8 13.6.8 13.6.8 20.0.0 20.0.0 20.0.0 20.0.0 20.0.0 

Waits 0.8.8 6.14.8 6.14.8 10.0.0 10.0.0 

Huntsman 10.0.0 10.0.0 

TipatAves 10.1.2 12.0.0 13.4.6 12.16.0 6.10.4' 12.16.0 12.16.0 

Judges 11.6.2 21.5.0 17.9.4 17.9.4 17.4.0 17.4.0 16.16.0! 16.16.0 16.16.0 

Judges' Clerk 2.13.4 2.13.4 2.13.4 2.13.4 2.13.4 2.13.4 2.13.41 2.13.4 2.13.4 

Sheriff 0.10.0 3.10.0 3.10.0 0.16.8 0.6.8 O. [. 8 

4 warden jury 1.16.8 1.16.0 0.17.4 0.17.4 1.0.0 1.0.0 

Esquires 2.13.4 2.13.4 2.13.4 

Total 208.17.4 215.16.8 213.7.4 234.8.6 240.1.10 294_3. 244.10.0 {257.15.8 545.10.0 

Offlccrs 1"7Aq-sm 1750-51 1751-52 1760-E1 1770-71 1780-E1 1790-91 1800-01 1816-11 

Mayor 350.0.0 350.0.0 350,0.0 350.0.0 400.0.0 500.0.0 500.0.0 ) 525 ä4O. 0.0 
_ ` 

Chamberlains 
-in n 

3.10.0 
3.10.0 3.10,0 3.10.0 3.10.0 10.0 3.10.0 3.10,0 

~ 
Town Clerk 20.0.0 20.0.0 20.0.0 20.0.0 1 0.0 20 20.0 0 20.0.0 18.7 0 20.0.0 . . _ 

Recorder 
ý 19.6.8 19.6.8 19.6.8 19.6.8 19.6,8 24,1,8 19.6.8 19.6.8 

City Counsel 10.0.0 10.0.0 5.0.0 10.0.0 15.0.0 

Cumhions t City Frnc 3,7,6 4,7,6 3.7,6 3,7.6 3.7,6 3.7.6 3,7.6 3.7,6 1 3.7,6 
_ 

Sword bearer 10.00 10.0.0 10.0.0 15-0-0 21.0. f 21, (. 0 21.0.0 19.5.0 

Mace Fearer 10.0.0 10.0.0 15.0.0 21.0.0 21.0.0 21.0.0 21.0.0 19.5.0 

Ifücers at Mace 24.0,0 24.0.0 40 00 40,0.0 40.0,0 40,0,0 40.0,0 60.0.0 

Lord Y, ayo? s Qwp1a u, 10.13.4 10.13.4 I 
10.13.4 10.13.4 10.13.4 10.13.4 10.13.4 10.13.4 9.13.4 

0 
Porter 4 4.0.0 4,0, 4.0.0 4.0.0 20.0,0 20,1). 0 20.0.0 20.0.0 22.17.6 

ocputy Porter - 
I 6.14.0 5.0.0 

Baker 4.0.0 4.0.0 4.0.0 4.0.0 4.0.0 4.0.0 4.0.0 4.0.0 

cooks 20,0,0 20. r)., 
i 

20.0.0 20.0.0 2.. 0.0 20,0.0 
_ 

20.0.0 25.0.0 51.0.0 

Watts ( ]r, M m 10.0. '> 1ri, U, O 10.0.0 _ 10,0,0 I 10,0,0 20.0. '1 20.0.0 
T1 _ ^ -_ 

Wintsr. nn tr,, r%, 7 14. 'ß. U 
, 

10.0.0 10,0.0 .r "0, ,I 
0 2,0,0 20,0, r, 3. x, 0,0 r , », U. O 

Tipstr, ýc lt. lr.. oý )2_; rß, 0 
ý1?. 

lF. O 12.16.0 12.16 0 7. .O G. r1"U r,. 0.0 S. 1C. r, 
Ju`)j'S lrr, Ru 16. r i If , r> i )c,. 1G. o tl. r. 

u'17rt'lr rk 2.1". 4 
ýq2.11.4 

1.. 1' 2.13,4 t 2.11.4 L. l's. 4 2.13.4 1 
"6.8 

i4, f_.. 
_ 

j fsUS. l4.1Di11J6, f7. ft t"; ' 
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Yolk - ea1aries 

^_-`---. __.. __, % .,.. ý,.. ý.,., ir. rý i_cl 1(II_» ICc I_nI 11,11 .. 17rn1-M 171(1-11 11)n-1i 1? in_11 1oe�_11 1 .. - 

City Sur4uon 7.0.0 5.0.0 5. o. 0 \ 1-; - 13 _ "r ýý, 

) 

Butter weiyhcr 4.0.0 4.0.0 4.0.0 1.0.0 1.0.0 1.0.0 1.0.0 

Ringing bow bell 1.10.0 1.10.0 1.10.0 1.10.0 1.10.0 1.1: x. 0 1.10. Q 1. ]. 4.0 1.10.0 

Paver 15.0.0 20.0.0 26.0.0 25.13.6 ^6.0.0 " 28.0.0 40.0.0 

Scavenger 0.10.0 0.10.0 1.10.0 

City steward 5.0.0 1 5.0.0 6. l6.0 b. 15.6 6. )O. p 12.10.0 16.10.0 

House of corric 17.0.0 17.0. O 17.0.0 10.10.0 

Sweepers and cleaners 0.3.4 0.3.4 1.13.4 1.9.4 i 2.1.4 `2.10.5 2.6.11 2.13.4 2.3.4 3.18.4 

Repairers 2.13.4 0.10.0 0.10.0 0.10.0 0.10.4 1 

Common Hall keeper 0.13.4 0.13.4 0.13.4 0.13.4 1.5.4 3.6.3 3.15.2 1 2.0.0 6.2.75 j 4.12.0 

Readers 2.13.10 2.16.8 2.13.4 2.13.4 2.13.4 2.13.4 2.0.0 2.0.0 2.0.0 2.0.0 

Lamps 2.0.0 { 1.10.0 { 3.19.6 4.18.0 

Fire engines 
1- j 6.13.4 7.11.4 9.18.0 

Common informer 10.0.0 10.0.0 15.10.0 5.0.0 5.0.0 5.0.0 

Clock care 0.4.4 1.0.0 1.0.0 1.0.0 1.10.0 1 
0.10.0 0.10.0 1 0.15.0 0.15.0 

Teaching poor childr 5.0.0 6.0.0 5.0.0 

miscellaneous 36.2.4'" 1.12.8' ' 7.11.8 22.16.0 0.6.0 0.15.0 1.2.5 1.17.6 3.5.0 

Total 23.3.10 37.0.0 41.2.8 62.14 8 80.11.0 84. .5 78.6 .5 71.9.1--- 67.9.35 ]. 06.6.4 

1750-51 1751-52 1760-61 1770-71 1780-81 1790-91 18m-ot 1R1()-11 1819-20 1820-21 

city Surgeon 15.0.0 15.0.0 15.0.0 15.0.0 15.0.0 10.0.0 10.0.0 

Butter weigher 1.0.0 "1.0.0 - 2.12.0 2.14.0 2.12.0 2.12.0 2.12.0 7.10.0 7.10.0 12.10.0 

Ringing bow bell 1.10.0 1.10.0 1.10.0 1.10.0 1.10.0 1.10.0 

Paver 50.0.0 40.0.0 11.5.0 

Scavenger - 

City Steward 14.10.0 14.10.0 14.10.0 18.5.0 18.5.6 18.15.6 20.0.0 
--- 

15.0.0 
House of corze tion ýCeeper ! - 

Sweepers and cleaners 1.18.4 3.18.4 1.18.4 13.11.10 { 11.6.4 1.3.4 

Repairers 

Commcn hall keeper 7.6.11 4.12.4 3.0.0 1.0.0 3.0.0 4.12.3 3.0.0 6.10.10 6.0.0 7.19.11 

Readers 2.0.0 2.0.0 2.0.0 2.0.0 2.0.0 2.0.0 

Lamps 4.17.3 4.10.0 7.13.0 8.15.0 12.19.0 13.0.0 110.14.4 

Fire Engines 6.13.4 6.18.4 5.0.0 12.10.0 10.0.0 18.0.0 18.0.0 9.0.0 18.0.0 
ýCOmaon informer 6.5.0 5.0.0 5.0.0 10.7.6 10.7.6 10.7.6 10.7.6 18.15.0 

Clock care 0.15.0 1.2.6 1.15.0 1.15.0 1.15.0 2.0.0 0.15.0 1.15.0 0.15.0 1.10.0 

Attending generalCttee S 19.8.0 
{ 

4.4.0 

Miscellaneous 1.10.0 3.5.0 6.14.6 10.2.0 9.13.0 7.14.2 1 7.16.6 I 7.1.6 4.15.6 6.2.6 

Market Inspector 

Total 113.5.1 103.6.6 77.17.10 97.10.4 98.8.4 91.14.9 72 . 11.0 1 56.12.4 47 . 8.6 161.0.9 i 

1821-22 1830-31 

City Surgeon 

Butter weigher 10.0.0 

Ringing bow bell 

Paver 

Scavenger 

City Steward 100.0.0 
-House of correktion 

- er 

Sweepers and cleaners 
Repairers 

Comruon hall keeper 4.6.6 22.4.6 
Readers . 

Lampe 17,17.6 

Fire Engines 27.0.0 3Fi. 0.0 

Ccemon lnfor m±r 

Clock care 0.15.0 

At tondinq gnnt-rA1 Cktpn 4.4.0 13,13.10 

KLecellenernii 5.2.0 11.5.0 

Marxot InnpOctcrc 0.0 

To WI 
.ý 914 



York - salaries 

Officers 1819-20 1820-21 1A71-! -? 1a1o-31 

Mayor 52.10.0 52.10.0 52.10.0 

Chamberlains 1.10.0 1.10.0 
_ 

1.10.0 1.10.0 
Town Clerk 20.0.0 

_ 
20.0.0 20.0.0 

Recorder 19.6.8 19.6.8 19.6.8 19.6.8 
City Counsel 15.0.0 5.0.0 15.0.0 5.0.0 

Cushions & City Arms 3.7.6 3.7.0 3.7.6 3.7.6 

Sword Bearer 21.0.0 284.15.0 21.0.0 21.0.0 

Mace Bearer 21.0.0 21.0.0 
Officers at mace ! 105.0.0 120.0.0 120.0.0 

._t 
Lord Mayoes Chaplain, 21.0.0 

Porter 31.10.0 31.10.0 31.10.0 

Deputy Porter 11.5.0 15.0.0 15.0.0 

Baker 

Cooks 

Waits 20.0.0 20.0.0 20.0.0 20.0.0 

Huntsman 25.0.0 _ 25.0.0 25.0.0 50.0.0 

ripsteves 7.18.0 { 12.1e. 0 10.8.0 10.8.0 
Judges 16.16.0 ; 16.16.0 16.16.0 16.16.0 

Judges'Clerk 2.13.4 2.13.4 2.13.4 2.13.4 

Sheriff 

4 warden jury 
ý 

Esquires 22.10.0 

_ 

0.0.0 30.0.0 

Total 39G. 6.6 391.6.0 42 . 1.6 440.1.6 

SIB 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY 

PRIMARY SOURCE MATERIAL: 

A. MANUSCRIPT. 

Boston Corporation Offices 

Finance and Property 

4/A/1/18 Corporation Bonds, annuities, charity trusts, 1780 to 1841 

4/A/1/40/3 Witham shares 1765,1770 to 1775,22 items 

4/A/1/40/4 to 6. Mortgages, shares, securities 
4/Ä/l/40/14 Haven shares 1776 

4/A/2/4 Estimate of furnishing for new Assembly rooms 
5/A/3/15 Notices of Corporation intention to pay off loans 1835-1837 

5/A/3/21 Adverts and conditions of letting 1816 to 1882 

5/A/3/26 List of sales and rents, 1800 

9/A/5/i, ii, iii Bridge Accounts, vouchers 1801 to 1810 

9/A/6 to 9 Deeds for annuities on behalf of the bridge 

4/B/l/3 to 146. Chamberlains` accounts and rentals 1695 to 1835 

4/B/l/258 General account book 1706 to 1763 

4/B/2/1 to 108 Chamberlains' vouchers 1696 to 1835 

4/B/3/109 to 113 Leases, miscellaneous adverts, rent abatements 
4/B/4/3 to 15 Leases, surveys, rentals 1657 to 1861 

7/$/1/1 Harbour trustee accounts 1827/8 to 1836/7 

7/B/1/3 Buoys and beacons money 1747 to 1811 

7/B/1/4/i to 90 Tonnage and lastage accounts 1776/7; 1812 to 1834 

7/ß/l/5 Wharfage received at Grand Sluice 1830 to 1832 

7*B/1/6/i Boston light books 1782 to 1792 

7/B/1/6/ii Boston light books 1793 to 1801 

4/C/1/3 to 119 Erection Bailiffs` Accounts 1794 to 1833 

4/C/2/i to 93 Erection Bailiffs' Vouchers 1701 to 1836 

7/F/1 Schedule of tolls 1725 to 1730 
7/F/2 Tolls payable on goods c 1800 
7/F/3 Amendments to tolls 1812 

022 



12/3 Accounts and Vouchers re Shambles 

12/4 Lease of sheep pens 

Minutes and Cotmittee Papers 

Vole 3 to 8 

2/A/1 to 27 

5/A/3/23 

7/A/1 to 3 

9/A/i 

2/D/1 

2/D/3 

2/1)14 

2/D/5 

2/D/6 

Boston Assembly books, neat copy 
Boston Assembly books, draft minutes 
Reports and Resolutions to Counnittees 

Buoys and beacons Committee 

Bridge Committee 

Improvement Cownittee 

Lease Corariittee 

Paving Committee 

Finance Committee 

)iiscallaneous Comidttees 

1710 to 1771 

1780 to 1781 

1638 to 1817 

1671 to 1824 

1823 to 1829 

1799 to 1819 
1818 to 1823 

1811 to 1835 

1817 , to 1828 

1817 to 1834 

1819 to 1852 

10/1. I Gaol Committee 1814 to 1819 

Inp rovcirent s 

9/A/3 Bridge Specifications, tenders and contracts 
9/A/4 Bridge correspondence with J. Rennie 

9/r/1 &8 Surveyor's reports and estimates for work 
on Corporation properties 1745 to 1806 

9/F/2 Surveyors" reports and estimates 1803,1821 to 1828 
9/F/3 Draft specifications and contracts 1816 to 1830 
*/F/4 Specifications for ballroom and market 1819 
9/F/6 Specifications for farmhouse in West Fen 1821 
7/C/1 to 4 Boston haven 

10/2 to 10/4 Caol 
12/2 Plans and contracts for market improvements 
12/7 Complaint regarding state of sheep market. 

Lena1 and Administrativen 

4/A/2/2 

5/A/1/i to 5 

S/A/3/1 

5/A/3/12 

5/A/3/24 

5/A/4 

5/A/5/2/3 

5/A/5/2/4 

Corporation stock & furnishings of Assembly 
Rooms 1788 to 1837 

Town Clark's papers 1280 to 1839 
Relief of British prisoners in France 1807 
Petition to remove duty on sea coal 1824 
East and West fen enclosure 1802 to 1814 
Bills of costs 1792 and 1830 
Wildhore and East & West ran drainage Act 1801 
Bill to re-erect Boston bridge 1801 
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1/B/1 &2 Charters 

2/B/2 Petitions relating to freedoms, salaries, 
rents, properties 1787 to 1802,1812 to 1830 

2/B/3/1 &2 Petitions by Corporation for new bridge 1800 

and Act for recovery of small debts 1801 

2/C/1 &2 Bye laws 

Newark Thinicipal Offices 

Newark Account lock 1795 to 1800 

Formerly at Nottingham City Record Office, now deposited at 

, Tottinghamshira County record Office. 

The call numbers for these documents are numerical and are consequently 
not always readily distinguishable from the date references. The 
documents have been grouped in order of significance rather than 
sequentially by call number in order to help differentiate between 
different dicuments. 

Fiuanee and Property 

1688 to 1799 Chamberlains' account books, summaries 1660 to 1699 

1523 Chamberlains' general statements of 
account 1724 to 1765 

1524 Chamberlains' Cenral statements of 
account 1765 to 1795 

1515E Chamberlains' Accounts, Ledger A, 1795 to 1823 

1520D Chamberlains' accounts 1823 to 1835 

2340C to 2351C Chamberlains' cash books 1823 to 1834 

1515 to 1518D Corporation Accounts with individuals 
and firms 1795 to 1835, 
Lodgers A, B, C, D 
Chamberlains' account books of expenditure, odd years: 

. Call No. Year Call No. Year Call No Year 

1659 1687/8 1799/F/116 1706 1800/E 1716/17 

1800/11/169 1719/20 1801/A/150 1720/1 1801/8/127 1721/2 

1801/8/134 1724/5 1602/B/117-ý 1726/7 1802/B/118 1727 

1803/B/115 1731/2 1803/C/146-1"1732/3 1603/D/113 1733/4 

1803/E/120 1734/5 1804/A/197 1735/6 1804/B/167 1736/7 

1804/C/121 1737/8 1804/D/137 1738/9 1805/A/156 1740/1 

1805/B/146 1741/2 1806/D/176 1748/9 1810/C/1V 1767/8 

1810/1)/iii 1768/9 1811/1)/ZV 1773/4 1811/E/V 1774/5 

1814/A/IV 1785/6 1814/C/IV 1787/8 
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Chamberlains' Vouchers, Odd Years: 

Call No Year Call No Year Call No Year 

1798K 1664/5 1798La 1668/9 179SLc 1670/1 

179811a 1675/6 179M 1676/7 1798, tci, ii 1677/8 
1798N 1679/80 1798P 1680/1 1798Qi-126 1681/2 
1798R 1683/4" 1798S 1684/5 1798T 1686/7 

1798'Ja-c 1690-92 1798Va 1693/4 1798Vb 1694/5 
1798Wi-156 1696/7 1798xi-138 1697/8 1798Vi-103 1698/9 
1798Z1-80 1699/1700 1799A-C 1700-03 1799D toEill6, il10 1703 to '05 

1801Ai-150 1720/1 18018-C 1721/2 1802F1-173 1725/6 
1849 I 1727/8 1803Ai-143 1730/1 1804Ai-196 1735/6 
180413i-167 1736/7 1805Ai-156 1740/1 1606D 1748/9 

1806E 1749/50 1807A1-147 1750/1 1807B 1751/2 

1807C 1752/3 1807D 1753/4 1809AI 1.169 1760/1 

1811A1-211 1770/1 1812E 1779/80 1813A 1780/1 
1814C 1787/8 1815A 1790/1 1823 1801/2 
1850 1,11 1828/9 

1802 A-D, F Vouchers for the building of the Exchange 1735 to 1728 
2219 to 2336 Chamber Estate rental books - most years 1688-1835 
2208 Chamber Estate rental 169415 

1847 IV Chamber Estate rental 1825/6 
1858 VI Chamber Estate rental 1835 
7438 Account for the sale of Mansell Park 1717/18 
2151 to 2159 Market Place Account and Vouchers 1827 to 1835 
7444 Chamber and School Estate Leases 
1995 Bridge Masters' Accounts 1660 to 1698 
1523 Bridge Masters' Accounts 1765 to 1795 
1515 Bridge Masters' Accounts Ledger A 1795 to 1823 
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1522 Bridge Masters' Accounts 1823 to 1835 

2414 Bridge Masters' rentals 1722 to 1830 

1523 School Wardens' Accounts 1724 to 1765 

1524 School Wardens'" Accounts 1765 to 1795 

1515 School Wardens' Accounts Led ger A 1795 to 1823 

2641 to 2740 School Wardens' rentals. odd years. 1722 to 1820 

1530' " Town Clerk's Ledger 1U1 to 1526 

118 to 1150 Town Clark's bills 1735 to 1737 

4052,4053,4056, Annuities and bonds 

4060,4063,4065 b, c 

4067,4068 to 4071, 

4073,4074b, 4076 

4688,4688b, 4690a. b, 

4691,4718,4728,4729, 

4873, /13 to 16; 4873; 19 to 25; 4873/27 to 30; Leases. 

4875a; 4887; 4893; 49ý9; 4933a; 4938; 4944; 

4950/1-2; 4961; 4974; 4995b; 4996; 4999; 5002; 5003; 

5005; 5006a; 5007 to 5021; 5023 to 5025; 5027 to 5047; 

5049 to 5052; 5054 to 5070; 5075 to 5078; 

5080 to 5082; 5084 to 5086; 5088; 5090 to 5127; 5129a; 5130a; 
5132; 5133; 5135a; 5136; 5137; 5175 to 5181; 5289. 

4773 ii List of customs and tolle c1825 
8022 to 8024 Chief rent payable to Sheriffs 1792 to 1793 

4635 bD Terriers of Corporation lands 1595 to 1618 

4649D Terrier of Corporation lands 1604 

4079C1 to XLVI County rate vouchers 1794 to 1824 

6011 Saint Nicholas Highway rate book 1796 

Minutes 

3434 to 3594 Hall Books 1660 to 1835 
3987 Annual and other Committees 1800 to 1835 

1508 Shambles Committee 1806 to 1828 
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Legal and Administrative 

40481 to IX 

40491 to IV 

4051I9I1, III9V, VI 

4692C/2* 

4692C/3,4,5,8 

4692d, 4694 

4702 , 7650 

6009 

TRURO COUNTY RECORD OFFICE 

56 

60 

169 

363/1,2,3 

363/11 

Parket Stallage 

Market Stallage 

Sir Thomas White's Charity 1724 to 17899 

Letters 

Letters 

Letters 

Letters 

Refusals to pay Corn Tolle 1798 

lelston plans and agreement for building 
a new Cornage Hall 1806/7 

Liskoard Market Stalls and 6teights, Leases 

Liskeard bonds for loans 1760 to 1833 

Lostwithiel borough account 1785/6; 1786/7; 
1787/8 

Lostwithiel borough account 1801/2 

YORK CITY LIBRARY ARCHIVES DEPARTMENT 

Finance and Property 

C22.3 to C58 

C73.1 to C79.4 

CB25 to CB116 

E78a 

E107 

E110 

1150/1 to 5; 1151/14,36,40,41 
1154/10,11,1160/2; 1161; 1-162/2. 

K43 

K75 

K11ß 

K128 

Chamberlains' rolls 1660 to 1835 but many 
missing 1802 to 1824 

Receivers' rolls 1660 to 1694 

Chamberlains' account books 1660 to 1835 
with several gaps 
Rental books 1790 to 1831 

Market toll book 1771 to 1773 

Register of bonds 1783 to 1835 

Leases and conveyances 

Rental arrears 1627 to 1758 
Town Clerk's Accounts of receipts and 
payments 1833/4 

City Surveyors' reports on condition of 
Corporation properties 1838 to 1845 

Accounts of Market Improvement, Parliament 

9 
Street �1834 



Minutes and Committee Papers 

Acc. 86/12 Finance Committee Reports 1812 and 
miscelltneaus data. 

E34 Memoranda book 

E35 Memoranda book 

E36 Memoranda book 

E37 Memoranda book; Lib. ffiis_ellanea 

E40 Letters re City Affairs 

E68 Minutes of Corporation meetings and 
committee re poor relief 1682 to 1685 

E77 Committee for management of revenues 
1816 to 1828 

E101 Lease Committee 1704 to 1773;, 17.79 to, 1813; 

HB37 to HB50 House books 1660 to 1835 

K102 Extracts from house books 4-1 to 46,1706 to 1802 

K102 Committee report on improvement of Spumergate 1831. 

K110 Committees re finances 1827 to 1835 

H24 Letters re cholera, St. Giles Parish 1832 

Improvements 

K130 Petition or residents for widening street 
near Colliergate. 

LeQa1 and Administrative 

E40/189 Leeds/Selby Canal 

E85 Letters re City Affairs 1663 to 1718 
E131 Case Mayor and Burgesses of Hull v Jackson 

1714/15 

C58 Agreements for woollen manufactory 1698 

K14 Counsel's opinion on observance of bye-laws 
1799ICo1810 

K2O Counsel's opinion 1799 to 1810 

K21.22,23 Corporation v Archbishop of York 1807 
K30 Mandamus to elect Mayor 1793 

K32 Brief re Joshua Draker's refusal to act as 
Sheriff 1694 
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K33 Oswald Allen's refusal to serve as Sheriff 1821 

K34 Mandamus to elect Sheriff 1821 

K35 Corporation v Robt. Wilson to recover 
exoneration money 1738 

K36 Action for obtaining eeoneration money 1728 

K37 Mandamus to elect Lord Mayor and other 
Officers 1790,1792 

K41 Case for Counsel 1832 

K47 to K52 Corporation v Thos. Bowen 1775 and Phillips 
1776 re non-free trading 

K54 Corporation v William Tuke 

K87(A) Papers re Charities Corporation v Bristol 
re. Sir Thos. White Charity 1810 to 1825 

K87(B& C) Papers re Charities, Packards Charity 

K100 Report of Town Clerk on City Records 1831 

YC/CH A48 Corporation v Squire & Cladstone, Sheriffs 1663/4 

yC/c; A56 Licence in Mortmain to purchase lands 1808 

YC/CB A56a Licence in mortmain to purchase land for 
Cattle Market 1826 

yC/CH A57 Letter patent re election of Mayor 1830 

YC/DA G22, Arbitration award 1670 

YC/DA G57,58,58a Agreements re clothing manufactory 1655 to 1698 

Giles Manuscripts (extracts from Civic Records) 

Y352 C1, C4 The Fose and its Navigation 

Y352 D4, D5 Freemen and Trading 

Y352 D6 Dinner given to Duke of Sussex 

Y352 D10 i-iv The City Walls, bars and posterns 

Y352 D11 Reaction to proposed road through the Walls 
at Bishophill 

Y352 D11 Committee report on non-free trading 

Y352 D11 New Market accounts 1834 to 1840 

Y352 DU The Water works 
Y352 Dil Civic and Parliamentary jpvernment 

Y352 El Ouse, Monk and Lendal Bridges. 
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V* 

B. PRINTED. 

NEWSPAPERS 

Notiingham Journal 

Nottingham Review 

Nottingham Gazette 

Nottingham Mercury 

York Courant 

York Chronicle 

York Herald 

OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS 

CO! MISSION REPORTS and PARLIMENTARY ACTS 

First report of the Commissioners appointed to enquire into 
the Municipal Corporations of England and Wales 1835 

Report of the Select Committee on Framework Knitters 
Petition s 1812,1819 

Report of the Royal Commissioners on the condition of 
the Framework Knitters 1845 

The reports of the Commissioners appointed in pursuance of 
various Acts of Parliament to en uire concerning charities 
in England and Wales, relating to the count of Nottingham 
119to137 1890 

The reports of the Commissioners for enquiry concerning 
charities - the county of Lincoln 1836 

First report of the Commissioners for enquiring into the state of 
large towns and populous districts 1844 

-Second report of the Commissioners for inquiring into the state 
of large towns and populous districts 1815 

An Act to provide for the regulation of Municipal Corporations 
in England and Wales 1835 
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LOCAL ACTS OF PARLIAMENT 

Boston: - 

Enclosure and Drainage. 

11 Geo III 

141 Geo III 

43 Geo III 

1+I Geo III 

42 Geo III 

41 Geo III 

50 Geo III 

58 Geo III 

River. 

2 Geo III 

10 Geo IV 

1771 Common Fen 

1801 East, West and Wildmore fen drainage 

1803 1 

1801 Wildmore enclosure 

1802 

1801 East and West Fen enclosure 

1810 

1818 Amending several earlier enclosure Acts 

1762 4 Geo III 1808 7 Geo IV 182617 

1829 

Harbour and Port. 

16 Geo III 1775 c 23,32 Geo III, 1792 c79 (Pilot Act). 

52 Geo III 1812 c105,7L8 Geo IV 1827 c79,4&5 Will 183+ c87, 
(Port and Harbour) 

Improvements. 

15 Geo III 1775 Lighting and Watching 

16 Geo III 1776 
` 

Lighting and Watching 

1+6 Geo III 1806 
i 

32 Geo III 1792 Paving and Cleansing 

4+6 Geo III 1806 

4 Geo III 1801 Bridge and Market Area 
142 Geo III 1802 Bridge �gaol and house of correction 
6 Geo IV 1825 Gas Light. 

Nottingham. 

Roads 

8 Geo II 1737 Trent Bridge to Coles Bridge 

32 Geo II 1759 Chapel Bar to Newhaven 
20 Geo III 1780 
40 Geo III 1800 

3 Geo IV 1822 

27 Geo III 1787 Nottingham to Mansfield 
48 Geo III 180 
9 Geo IV 
31-36 Geo III lb 

1795 931 Nottingham Flood Road 



I 

Canals 

33 Geo III 1793 Grantham Canal 

37 Geo III 1797 

36 Geo III 1796 

Improvements 

2 Geo III 1762 Lighting 

1& 2. GeoIV 1821 

58 Geo III 1818 Gas Light 

7 Geo IV 1826 Nev Water Works Co. 

7&8 Geo IV 1827 Old Water Works Co. 

Administration 

43 Geo III 1803 Justices of Peace, Nottingham 

York 

River OUse 

13 Geo I 1726-7 
5 Geo II 

. 
1731-2 

Improvements 

6 Geo IV 1826 Paving, Lighting and watching. 
3 &k Will IV 1833 Improving and enlarging Market Place 
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BOOKS 

BASKERVILLE T. Travels. Historical Mss. Co=ission, 
Portland Mss. Vol. II 

BOND, S. The first hall book of the Borough of New Windsor 
1653 to 1725. Windsor borough historical records, 
Publications I (1968. ) 

BOSTON Charters granted to the Mayor & Burgesses 
of the Borough of Boston and the ordinances 
byelaws and constitution founded thereon, 
confirmed and ratified at Lincoln in the 
reign of Charles II 167 . 1835 

BOYLE J. R Chanters and letters patent granted to 
Kingston upon Hull. Hull-1905 

CHINNERY GA. Records of the Borough of Leicester 
V Hall Books and Papers 1689-1835 Leics. 1965 
VI The Chamberlains' Accounts 1688-1835 " 1967 

COBBETT W Rural rides 1885 

COCKAYNE T A report of the evidence given before the 
Commissioners appointed to enquire into 

Municipal Corporations Nottm1833 

COX JC The records of the borough of 
Northampton. II Northampton 1898 

DAVIES R The municipal records of York. York 1843 

DEFOE, D. A tour through England and Wales 1769 

DENNET, J. "Beverley Borough Records 1575-1821, Yorkshire 
Archaeological Society Record Series. 84. 

1932 

EVELYN J Diary 1879 
tWINNES C Through England on a side saddle, 

Ed. C. Morris 1947 
GAWTRESS W A report of the Inquiry into the existing 

state of the corporation of_Hull. Hull 1834 

HINTON RWK `'The port books of Boston 1601-1640'' 
Lincoln Rec. Soc. 50 (1956) 

LAIRD, F. C. Topographical Description of Nottinghamshire. 1810. 

LELAND J Itinerary 1745 

LIVOCK DM "City Chamberlains' Accounts in the 
16th and 17th centuries" 
Bristol Record Society(1966) 

MACMAHON KA "Beverley Corporation Minute books 1707 - 
1835, " Yorks. Archaelogical Soc. 122 

MARTIN GH The Royal Charters of Grantham Leics. 1963 

MORITZ K Journeys of a German in England in 
1782. Ed. R. Nottel. 

NEWALL WA The borough of High Wycombe Second 
led er book 1684-1770; High Wycombe 

9 3- History Soc, (1965) 



NOTTINGHAM CORPORATION Records of the Borough of Nottingh 
(Pub) Vol. V 1625-17021 VII 1760-1800; 

VI 1702-1760; VIII 1800-1835; 

IX 1836-1900. 
PATTERSON A TEMPLE 

RAINE A 

READ MJ 

RERESBY J 

STEVENSON WH 

STOCKS JE and 
BRAGG WB 

WALKER VW 

YOUNG A 

aA selection from the Southampton 
Corporation journals 1815-35 and 
borough council minutes 1835-47, 

Southampton Record Series 10 
"York Civic Records 1474 to 1588� Yorkshire 
Archaelocrical Soc. Record Series 98,103, 
106,108,110,112,115,119 

'Poll books of Nottingham and Notts 1710 
Thoroton Soc. Record Series 18 

Memoirs. Ed.?. Browning Glasgow. 1936 

Royal Charters granted to the Burgesses 
of Nottingham 1155 to 1712. Nottm. 1890 

Market Harborough Parish Records I& II 1690,1926 

The Nottingham Chamberlains Accounts 
1772-3" Trans. Thoroton Soc 4611942) 

A six month's tour through the North of 
England 1770 

YOUNG A General view of the agriculture of the 
county of Lincoln, drawn wo for the 
consideration of the board of agriculture 
and internal imrrovement 1799 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY 

SECONDARY SOURCE MATERIAL-. - 

a) Books - All books published in London unless otherwise indicated. 

ALLEN J History of the Borough of Liskeard 

ALLEN TA new and complete history of the 
County of York. Vol. l 

ALIEN TA history of the County of Lincoln 

ANpN Sketches historical and descriptive in 
the County of Lincoln 

BARLEY MW Lincolnshire and the Fens - Batsford 

BARNETT, A. The Poor Laws and their operation. 

BENSON G An account of the City and County of the 
City of York. - Wakefield 

BERESFORD M& 
FINBERG HPR English Medieval Boroughs 

a hand list Newton Abbott 

BLACK SLUICE DRAINAGE 
BOARD The drainage of the Black Sluice area 

1638 to 1969. (Black Sluice Drainage Board), 

BLACKNER J The History of Nottinahsm - Nottingham 

BREARS C Lincolnshire in the Seventeenth and 
Eighteenth centuries - Hull 

BUTLER RM The Bars and Walls of York - York 

BURNETT J A History of the cost of living- Harmondsworth 

CHAMBERS JD Modern Nottingham in the making - Nottm. 

CHAMBERS JD Nottinghamshire in the eighteenth century 

CHURCH RA Economic and social change in a Midland Town 
Victorian Nottingham 1815 - 1900 

CLARKE P (Ed) The Early Modern Town 

CLARK P& SLACK P (Ed) Crisis and order in English Towns-1500-17M 

CLAD WJ Early Nottingham Printers and Printing - Notaa 

COOK AM Boston, a short history - Boston 

CROPPER HS The freemen of Nottingham and their estates 
with some account of the growth of the 
Munici-oal Corporat-ii. - Nottm. 

DEANE, P. The First Industrial Revolution. Cambridge, 

DEERING C Nottinghamia vetus et nova. - Nottm. 

1856 

1828-31 
1834 

1813 

1952 

1833. 

1968 

1973 ", ý 

1969 
1815 

190 

1974 

1969 

1945 

1932 

1966 
1976 
1972 
1953 
19314 

1880 

1967. 

1751 
DRAKE F The history and antiquities of the City o of York 

origin to the present time. London 

DRUMMOND JM The finance of local governmen 
DUCKHAM BF The Yorkshire Ouse - Newton Abbott 
DUNN J (Pub) The history. antiquities and present state 

of the town of Nottingham. - Nottm. 
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1736 
1785 

1962 

1967 
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EDWARDS'K C Nottingham and its region Nottor. 1966 
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